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THE

POLITICAL HISTORY OF THE PAPACY

FROM THE

THIRTEENTH TO THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

THE narrative presented to the public in the following

volume may be read as a continuation or as

a supplement to the work entitled Cathedra

Petri, or as a distinct histor ; and it has therefore been

thought expedient to providiz a double title-page.

If it be read as the history of a period bearing a

stamp and character of its own, distinguishable from

those which formed the subject of the former volumes,

a succinct account of the political state of the papacy

at the death of pope Innocent III. will be absolutely

requisite. That epoch brought the preceding narra

tive to a close, and completed the original design of

the writer. But even if this volume be read as a con

tinuation and completion ofthe formerwork, the recapitu

lation proposed will assist the memory of the reader, and

keep alive the connection between the subject of the pre-‘

sent, and that of the five volumes which preceded it.

There is in fact a practical distinction between the

eriod of a a1 histo endin with the reifln _ _ _
ldf InnoceiithII. arid, that gwhich follode Dam?

down to the age of the Reformation. Until tsgrggdin

the former of these epochs we are justified in the earlier

regarding the theocratic scheme as in a strug

glmg 0r militant state. The century which

SUP. B

6

Preliminary.



2 DESIGN OF THE WORK.

followed, ending with the virtual transfer of the chair

of Peter from Rome to Avignon (A.D. 1309) displays

it in its triumphant state; because within this period

the harvest planted b Innocent III. was gathered in
and garnered up ; andywe are supplied with the means

of ascertaining historically both the amount of the gains

acquired, and how they affected that just balance of

the powers of Church and State—of religious duty and

political liberty—which has at all times been regarded

as the most intricate and difficult problem of political

philosophy.

The objects proposed in this volume may, however,

Mode of be accomplished b a shorter and less elabo

matment- rate process than t at which was necessary in

laying bare the foundations, and tracing out the plan

of the vast edifice of the pontifical power. The ma

terials collected by conscientious and painstaking

writers of all parties are more abundant. The same

scrutiny into the value of authorities is less impera

tive. The doubts and obscurities which hung over

the preceding periods are, for all essential purposes,

evanescent: the results lie more clearly before us;

and we are enabled to take our start from a basis of

well-ascertained facts, maxims, and principles, forming a.

complete theory of the theocratic government. Instead

of investigating these maxims and principles, as hereto

fore, and watching the growth of the system, we are at

liberty to turn our attention to the modus operandi—

the practical working—of the entire scheme in its whole

effect upon the social and political welfare of the civilised

world.

 



CHAPTER I.

THEOCRATIC GOVERNMENT—ORION AND PROGRESS OF THE

MENDICANT ORDERS.

_ Fundamental principle of the theocratic government of Rome—2. The

visible Church—3. The outward body of the Church—4. The title of the

Church to its possessions, Gem—5. The Pope the ultimatejudge, &c.-6. Tem

poral Mice of the Pope—7. The Pope the supreme criminal judge of kings

and princes, ice—8. Powers and modus operandi of the Pope as guardian

of the faith—Lyra of the systematic inculcation of these principles—Con

tradiction, &:c.—-Popular idea of the empire—Irreconcilable antagonism of

the two principles—Frederic II.—Opposition and resistance, Jam—The Men

dicant orders—their origin and progress—Francis qf Assisi—Expansion

of the order of liinorite Friars—Theory of reform introduced by Francis

—departed from—Antony of Padua—Revolution in the principle and prac

tice of this order—Adoption of the order by Rome—The Cistercians and

Dominic qf allaruega—Plan of Dominic—Introduction of the new order of

Friar-Preacher; or Dominicans—Progress of the Dominicans—Tho general

of the order made Master of the Sacred Palace—Adoption of the order by

pope Honorius III.—Difiercnces in the original design of Franciscans and

Dominicans—Functions and privileges of the Friar-Preachers—The inquisi

torial powers—The rule of Dominic and expansion of his order—Its destina

tion and duties—The Dominicans the oflioial inquisitors of the faith—The

inquisitor-general, Aid—Common character of the two orders—Diiferences—

Effect of the discipline of the Mendicants on mind and body—Constitutional

rule and organisation of the Dominicans—Their exemptions from episcopal

control—Protest—Reformntory ordinance of Innocent IV.—-repen1ed by Alex

ander IV.—Corruption and degeneracy of the Mendicant orders—Their mu

tual jealousies and quarrels.

AT the culminating period of the pontifical power—

that namely at which it had acquired its firm- 1 Fundm

est establishment and greatest expansion—we iqénml prin.

find the political edifice to have been built

upon the naked proposition that the bishop of government
Rome is the representative of the Almighty upon °f R°m°'

earth: that he is consequently the guardian and interpre

ter of His word and dispensations ; and—as a necessary

corollary—that all earthly power is subordinate to the

spiritual power in every respect either mediate'ly or im

mediately touching on or affecting religion or its chief.
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2. The visible Church is to be discerned solelyin and

2_ The through the Roman pontiff, and the priesthood

7’“ ¢"'""‘"’- of which he is the irresponsible head: that

Church is conceived as compounded of body and soul;

by the former the indwelling authority imparted by the

divine commission can alone acquire externally opera

tive powers, and be manifested to the world as a visible

government, capable of fulfilling the purposes of the di

vine Founder.

3. The outward body of the visible Church consists

3_ The mm in its territorial fixity and its material endow

mml MW of ments; for without these it would stand in

the Church the world of action as a soul without a body,

immaterial and incapable of external manifestation :

therefore the spiritual sovereignty in its nature involves

a temporal position equally independent of all external

control with that transcendental spiritual prerogative

with which it is clothed by God Himself: accordingly

the pontiff of Rome steps necessarily, and by divine

right, into the position of a temporal monarch; the pos

sessions attached to his chair being simpl part and

parcel of the one sacred body in whose sing e head are

centered all the powers and faculties b which the func

tions of the natural body are governe to their proper

purposes.

4. The title of the Church, in its head and members,

4,-1'hetme to its possessions and endowments, is inde

Ch its feasible by lapse of time or counterclaim; so

possessions, that whatever may at any time, in fact or

constructively, have formed a part of those

possessions and endowments, is inalienable, and may be

reclaimed and reduced into possession, notwithstanding

any length of adverse possession, secular custom, or

statute to the contrary; in particular, no state-law or

political ordinance can operate against the continuous

claim—the clamor perpetuus—of the Roman pontiff,

whether founded upon former possession or upon d0

cuments that might at any time have been exhibited ‘

as the foundation of such claim.“l

' As, for instance, the fictitious donations of Constantine the Great and the
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5. The Pope is of divine right the supreme arbiter

and dispenser ofall spiritual power and dignity, 5_ The Pope

and the ultimate judge in all causes and contro- the ultimate

versies touching immediately or remotely upon Judy” ‘w‘

any religious interest. Attempts by word or act to limit

the jurisdiction, or to impede his communications with

the ministers of the Church in all the world, fall under

the various charges of blasphemy or heresy or schism;

offences which call down the divine wrath upon the

heads of the offenders, and consign them by pontifical

sentence to temporal and eternal death.

6. By the same right the Pope is to be regarded as

the supreme, though not the sole, dispenser of 6_ mum,

temporal ofiice or dignity. The power of em- "fire of the

perors and kings is derivative; his is original. Pope'

rom his sanction earthly sovereigns derive their titles;

and he himself confers or takes away at pleasure royal

diadems, distributes the lands won from infidels or here

tics, and puts the arm of the civil magistrate in motion

to execute his judgments, and to reduce into possession

all to which it might please him to make a title.

7. The Pope of Rome combines in his own person

all the attributes of a supreme criminal judge, 1, The Pope

for the punishment of the transgressions and

crimes of kings and princes; and is, for that jgdge of

purpose, armed with divine authority to ex- P’mm'kc

communicate and depose monarch and noble of every

rank, and to absolve their subjects from their alle

giance, and every other obligation; if needful, to dis

solve all the bonds of society; and, as the agent of the

divine government, to have recourse to any of those

afflictive dispensations for which precedents may be

found in Scripture,—the same in kind and degree

with those by which the Almighty Ruler punished the

ofi'ences of wicked kings and perverse generations of

men.

8. But of all the duties imposed upon him, the first

Emperor Louis the Pious; the grant vi. p. 388 ; 0. vii. p.413 et sqq. to 418 ;

of Pippin, or the charter of Charle- Book x. 0. vi. pp: 286,_3l4, 315, 357,

magnc. Conf. Cath. Pvt. Book iv. 0. 89b, 391 ; Book in. 0. v1. p. 609.
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8_ Powers and foremost is that of maintaining the in

and 'mm‘lus tegrity of the faith as transmitted to him from

1' grgggg his predecessors, or defined by himselfas head

warmed of the Church. He was consequently empow

flwfa'fl” ered to repress dissent in eve shape; to claim

and to exercise supreme control over the religious con

science; to persecute to extermination all who venture

to dispute this an reme prerogative, as rebels and trai

tors to God and is Church; and at any time to call

upon the secular government, without compensation, to

lavish life and money, labour and feeling, to enable him

to maintain the integrity of the spiritual empire.

Throughout the preceding ages of papal history

Wm oflhethese principles of government had been so

ostentatiously and systematicall paraded be

of these fore the people and rulers of C ristendom as

principle“ to have, in a great measure, diverted their

attention from the natural course of political develop

ment into the theocratic channel ;—to have sunk into

their minds, and accustomed them to regard with a cer

tain indifference, those inroads upon national laws and

customs which, in the natural course of things, must

ultimately transfer the supreme authority of the State

into the hands of the Church and her autocrat, and

transform the holders of secular power into the simple

agents and ministers of the spiritual monarch at Rome.b

For ages past these inroads had been tacitly submitted

to by the nations of Europe; every instance of such

submission had been recorded and treasured up by the

court of Rome as pregnant acknowledgments of a true

monarchz'cal superintendence, extending not merely to

all political measures that might affect the interests

of the great sacerdotal body and its imperial chief,

but to the command of all the material and financial

resources of the subject states and kingdoms for the

extension of the power and dominion of the head of

the Church. This scheme had been fully elaborated

and brou ht t0 the knowledge of all men by pope

Innocent Il.; it had been adopted by a large majo

b Conf. Book xiii. c. ix. p. 628 of the (hfhmira Pz-tri.
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rity of the Latin clergy; and in the absence of any

general or legislative contradiction, it appeared for most

purposes as a legaliscd form of government from which

no parties, civil or ecclesiastical, could depart without

imminent danger to their eternal interests.

The pervading impressions of the character of the

pontifical authority were as they are here de- Opposition

scribed. But they stood in so many respects in tothe Prin

contradiction to some of the most cherished c'ple'M'

traditions and habits of nations and their rulers as to

have met only with a timid and half-hearted assent, and

to have been occasionally encountered by at least a pas

sive and inert resistance. But direct opposition to the

principle of papal ascendancy had been heard in a single

quarter only. The Germanic sovereigns, more especially

those Of the race of Hohenstaufl'en, had denied the right of

the bishop ofRome to sit in judgment upon, to emcommuni~

cute or depose a Roman emperor, or to dissolve the allegi

ance ofhis subjects. The imperial crown, they maintained,

was no less of divine appointment than the papal mitre;

both stood on the same level of authority and dignity;

neither was greater or less than the other; consequently

neither could pretend to penal jurisdiction over the other.

On the opposite side it was contended that an emperor

was an essential member of the church constitution; for

that he was its appointed defender and advocate, and in

that capacity neither more nor less than a limb of the

composite body called the Church, and therefore subject

to its head.

But in the estimation of Christendom the Emperor

of the Romans stood before the world as the Popularidea

representative of the monarchical institution; of the

he was the abounding fountain ofworldly rank emp'm'

and honour, and in a manner pledged to the protection

and conservation of the prerogatives of monarchs and

nobles. Till the court of Rome assumed the like privi

lege, he was the only king-maker; nor was the concur

rent action of the Popes regarded in lay contemplation

as other than a sanctifying and confirmatory, not a.

creative, function. This view was, however, not merely
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Ineconcfl, a deep wound to the personal dignity of the

able, an“: pontifi's, it dealt a blow at a vital principle of

the pontificate itself. There could not be two

Principles suns in the same firmament, two sources of

power on the world’s throne, coordinate to and mutu

ally irresponsible each to the other. The eradication

of this vicious state of public opinion had been for ages

past the main problem of the papal policy. But hitherto

the efforts of the court of Rome to force the successive

governments of the empire—more especially after the

accession of the Hohenstauffen line—into the groove

hollowed out for them by Rome, had been repelled or

evaded; and the error of Innocent III. in promoting a.

union of the crowns of Sicily and Germany upon the

head of a Swabian prince, placed the papacy in a posi

tion of such imminent peril as to suggest to his suc

cessors no means of escape but in the ruin of the hostile

race. It is true that Innocent had obtained a pledge of

an eventual separation of the two crowns; but the trial

proved too severe for the fidelit of Frederic II. The re

nunciation was indee wholly uncompensated.

Sicily belonged to the son ofConstantia by in

heritance; the crown of the empire, by election and

adoption. The momentary advantage derived from the

papal patronage was speedily obliterated from the mem

ory of the active, ambitious, pleasure-loving youth. The

land of his mother was the home of his habits and affec

tions; the inheritance of his fathers lay far away; and

the government ofthe distant empire was beset with toil

and difficul , which must for ever estrange him from

the land of is birth. In the conflict of incompatible

duties inclination and feeling turned the balance, and

the emperor Frederic II. committed the flagrant error

of taking his stand upon the weakest ground at his

command, with the notable disadvantage of a character

tainted by breach of faith.0

But though the principle of the imperial govern

Frederio II.

° The diplomacy of Frederic II. kept the crown of Sicily was never with.

this awkward dilemma as much as pos- drawn ; but without the remotest in

aible out of sight. The renunciation of tention to fulfil the engagement.
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ment was the great difficulty of the pontifical Opposition

pollcy, it was not the only source of obstruc- and resist

tion to the fuller accomplishment of its ulti- “ce’kc'

mate purpose. The secret sense of disgrace and humili

ation incident to the harsh and uncompromising, and, we

may add, the corrupt exercise of the papal powers in al

most every region of the Latin communion, had brought

forth a spirit of passive resistance which chafed and fret

ted the arbitrary and impatient temper of the curia. In

France as in England there had arisen a formidable op

position to the more galling and offensive pretensions of

the papacy.11 The voice of com laint from both coun

tries was loudly reechoed from ‘ermany. These symp

toms Of a rebellious spirit kept the court of Rome anxi

ously upon the look-out for every aid that could be

drawn from the rude piety, the conflicting interests, the

jarring passions of princes and peoples. In one respect

the state of the public conscience was, if duly managed,

eminently calculated to strengthen the hands of the

papacy; and the opportunity afforded by the establish

ment of the filendicant orders founded by Fran- The Mendi

cis of Assisi and Dominic of Calaruega, was “unwrdm

eagerly seized upon to enlist the religious sentiments of

the commonalty in favour of Rome, and to secure the

services of a trained and disciplined soldiery, fully equip—

ped and prepared for battle, wherever a position could

be gained for them in the undefended area of Latin

Christendom.

The reflecting and the pious of all classes had, for

ages past, never ceased to bewail the palpable Origin and

decay of public morals, alike ilnputable to $31833?

clergy and laity. The secular occupations, the cant orders.

voluptuous lives of the bishops and superior ecclesias

tics, the accumulated wealth and luxury of the estab

lished orders of regular and couventual clergy, sounded

in their ears as the death-knell of the Church, and the

downfal of the religion of Christ. The world was in

‘1 Especially that of an almost un- from the interests and inclinations of

limited taxation for purposes alien the tax-payers.
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their view a hotbed of sin and misery, irreclaimable but

by some visible interposition of Providence to arrest

the progress of immorality, irreligion, and heresy. A

consciousness of sin, a comfortless sense of moral repro

bation, holding out no prospect of escape, suggesting no

remedy, ran through almost every class of the Catholic

community. But such periods of the world’s history

are precisely those at which the latent piety seated in

the deeper folds of the human heart bursts the bonds

which chain men down to earth with the more irrepres

sible force, imparting a new colour—a renewed power

of life—t0 the principle and practice of religious govern

1nent.° The views of Innocent III. in regard to the

forlorn state of the outer world, and the necessity of an

extraordinary remedy for the evils which afliicted man

kind in the mass,f were sincerely adopted b all in whom

the religious conscience was not wholly laid to sleep.

But it occurred to none that the remedy was to be

found elsewhere than in Rome; and in that channel the

religious reforms introduced by Francis and Dominic

naturally flowed. The religious aspirations of these

men were exclusively governed by the laws and maxims

of Latinism. Neither of them had risen an inch above

his age—neither of them had framed for himself an in

dependent basis of reformatory organisation. To heave

from its foundations the enormous mass of evil with

which they had to grapple, they knew of no independent

fulcrum ;——they could discern no efi‘ective support for

their reforms but in harmonising them with the estab

° Conf. the observations of Hun‘cr,

Gesch. Pabsts Inn. III. vol. iv. p. 184.

Saints have often abounded where

sinners were the most numerous. To’

such states of the public mind we may

trace an efficient cause of those reli

gious movements which have from

time to time revolutionised the world,

and which, if they have not reformed

it, have diverted its infirmities and

vices into different and perhaps more

manageable channels. The irreclaim

able corruption of the Eastern world

was one of the principal causes of the

success of the Mohammedan invasion.

It can in fact be hardly questioned that

the progress of the earlier preachers of

the gespel waspromoted by a mortifying

sense of moral reprobation among large

sections of the Hellenic and Latin com

munities. Hence the multitude of an

chorites and reeluses ; and hence, in

the most degraded ages of the medi

mval period, the multiplication of mon

astic establishments, the extravagant

penances, the unheard-of macerations,

and spasmodic struggles to attain to

the stereotyped ideal of spiritual per

fection.

' Conf. (lath. Pvt. Book xiii. c. ii.

p. 349 et sqq.
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lished forms of the convent in increased severity and

more inexorable discipline ; bringing them thus into

connection with the source of spiritual power, and throw

ing themselves and the fraternities they had collected at

the foot of the pontifical throne, a living sacrifice holy

and acceptable unto Rome.

Francis of Assisi was a man of the purest personal

religion. But that religion was strictly toned Franck (y

down to the established standards of monastic Am"?

merit. In early life he had collected about him an incon

siderable number of like-minded persons; these he sent

forth throughout Tuscany and the adjoining provinces

to preach repentance, and to set an example of purity

of life and renunciation of its enjoyments and comforts,

which should kindle into a flame the smouldering em

bers of devotion in the hearts of their hearers.g With un

exampled rapidity the new association spread over every

part of the Italian peninsula: it speedily traversed the

Alps into France, where convents were established in

all the principal cities and towns; thence it passed into

Spain and England and the Netherlands: thus Expansion

in an inconceivany short space of time—not 0f "£9,231"

more than fifteen years—the new order of Manon-i8

Minorite friars numbered eighty conventual flim

houses scattered over almost eve region of Europe

from the Vistula to the Ebro and t e Tagus.h Francis

himself lived to preside over a general assembly of his

disciples numbering no fewer than 5000 brethren (A.D.

1219). He was withdrawn from the scene of his labours

and successesi within the short space of twenty-five

years from the outset. Subsequently to his death the

order advanced with an accelerated movement, so that

forty-five years later a catalogue of houses and numbers

exhibited at the great congre ation of the Minorite

order held at Narbonne, disclose .the sur rising total of

8000 monasteries and nunneries, inhabite , at the lowest

computation, by upwards of 200,000 inmates.J

B Fleury, H. E. tom. xvi. p. 414. 1 He died in the year 1226, aged

h Holynf, Hist. dcs Ordi-ea Monas- forty-five.

tiquea, tom. vii. p. 27 et sqq. 1 These houses were, for the pur
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The theory of the reform contemplated by Francis

Theory of was built upon a presumed imitation of Christ

rem-min. and His apostles. But in this. he adhered

‘r‘iglri‘rgsby closely to the letter of certain select scriptural

precepts, heedless of the liberal self-adjusting

spirit of the Gospel dispensation. He proposed to ac

complish the great objects of the new institution by that

spiritual illumination by which the primitive preachers

of the word had been guided into all truth. He re

garded worldly knowledge as the stumbling-block of

the faith—theological study as encouraging vain subtle

ties and dangerous speculations. He prohibited his dis,

ciples the study of any other books but the gospels: faith,

courage, and untiring zeal, were the only qualifications he

desired his preachers to possess. But the reins of govern

ment had hardly passed from his hands when it was

found that this rigid mysticism was unsuited to the pur

departed poses of the institution. The second grand

fmm- master, Elias of Cortona, attempted to mitigate

some of the narrower rules and severer practices en

joined by the founder; either With a view to accom

modate them to his own larger views for the aggran

disement of the order, or to enable them to enter the

field in competition with the more liberal scheme of the

founder of the new order of Friar-Preachers, which,

under Dominic of Calarue a, had already made a pro
gress rivalling that of the gFranciscans in the esteem of

the Church and the public. The puritans of the latter

order—those who boasted of deriving their inspiration

solely from their sainted patriarch—opposed, and for a

time defeated, every plan of enlarging the principle of the

Antony of association. Among these, AntonyofPaduawas

Pndua- the most conspicuous. With burning zeal and

natural eloquence he combined an infantine simplicity

and ignorance; and he went forth to preach in the firm

persuasion that he could, by the profundity of his faith

and the inward light vouchsafed to him, put to shame

poses of government, divided into duced by the pestilence called the

thirty-three provinces. A century “ black death" to 150,000. Eur-tar,

later they appear to have been 113- ubi sup. p. 184.
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the pride of human learning. His passionate addresses

spread his reputation among the populace, and from the

crowds he collected man a new disciple was added to

the fold of St. Francis. {int the triumph of the puri

tans was of no long life. It was speedily felt that the

credit and influence Of the order in those quarters

where it was most important to uphold it must sink

before the well-regulated and ably directed efi'orts of

their rivals. The government of the order Revolution _

speedily passed into other bands within the in)!“ Prin

current century. The grandmasters Bona- flag,

ventura, Thomas of A uina, Albert the Great, the order
Vincent of Beauvais, qRoger Bacon, and many others,

redeemed the reputation of the order, and earned

for it a lasting claim to the gratitude of the learned

and religious world as legists, professors, statesmen,

confessors, and preachers. The great cities of Italy

conferred upon them municipal offices and prominent

posts in the government. Difficult negotiations were

frequently intrusted to their experience and discre

tion.k Abroad, they endeavoured, by pompous and

imposing missions, to captivate the attention of the

populace, till at length they came to be regarded as

the sole proprietors and dispensers of the balm which

should heal all spiritual diseases, and even as the most

trustworthy advocates of private and corporate rights.

The court of Home at once acknowledged the Adoption of

importance to its interests of a force drilled the order

on the principle of passive obedience, and by R°m°'

always at command for any duty that might be in

trusted to it. Day by day special and exceptional

privileges were conferred by the popes upon the Mendi

cant orders. They insinuated themselves into the con

fidence of kings and princes; they held offices of trust

about the courts and in the councils of sovereigns.1

The bishops found their influence abridged and their

k Raumer, iii. p. 710, collects several can John of Vienna appears to have

instances of the political activity of been the most successful.

Franciscans, Dominicans, and Augus- l Louis IX. (St. Louis) was a. great

tinians. Among these, the Domini- Palm‘mf the Mendicanta
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privileges curtailed by the incessant intrusion of Mi

norites and Dominicans; and the visitatorial powers

over churches and monasteries, frequently intrusted to

them by the popes, bred a degree of jealousy and ani

mosity between the secular clergy and the regulars,

which, under proper management, enabled the pon

tifi's to divert their superfluous energies into a safer

course, and to check that exuberant zeal which had

at times given much trouble to the commanders of the

faithful.

Under Innocent III. the Cistercian orderm had en

The CW} joyed the greatest share of the papal favour.n

chm, 5nd For the immediate purposes of that pontlfi‘ no

232221221” more semceable agents could have been found.

' ' But it was by this time obvious that the swarms

poured forth from the Cistercian hives for the holy wars

of the Pope were fitter implements of destruction than

of reconstruction. It was felt that the task of reducing

these hooded marauders to order, or to subject them

to any kind of discipline, surpassed human cunning.

Dominic, though sometime their companion and fellow

labourer, had abandoned the attempt, and resolved to

PM of 1a a foundation for a scheme of discipline

Dominic- which should substitute a far more systematic

plan of conversion for their rude and brutal methods.

That plan contemplated, in the first place, the rigorous

maintenance of one uniform profession of faith; and, in

the next, he desired, in imitation of Francis of Assisi,

to set an example of abstinence from all those vices

and indulgences which had brought the Church into

disrepute, and contributed greatly to justify the re

proaches of dissenters'and heretics, and to alienate all

in whose hearts the example of Christ and the precepts

of the gospel might still find a home.

The religion of Dominic was sincere, but formal and

systematic. With a burning zeal for the interests of

t e Church he combined the spirit of order and method.

I“ Reformed Benedictines. the Cathy. Pet.

'1 Conf. vol. v. Book xiii. p. 661, of
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The mdlscrnmnatmg cruelt _, the undlsgulsed Introduction

rapine, the coarse immorality of those pre- and esta

tended soldiers of the cross with whom he had “$31,?

hitherto acted, might jar upon the trained and w?de

methodical spirit of Dominic. Thus, but apiiajififlw

few years after the beginnings of the Mmo-DM'HMMM

rites, under Francis, in the crisis of the blood and

slaughter of the Albigensian massacres, and in the very

focus of heresy,P he established his first monastery. The

inmates were in great part selected from his own con

verts from heresy, assisted by the few companions he

had brought with him from Spain and Italy. From his

first station at Toulouse the new order diffused itself over

most parts of Europe hardly less quickly than that of

the Minorites, though not in equal numbers. Though,

w-hile Innocent III. lived, neither Dominic nor Francis

made the advances they were afterwards enabled to

achieve,q these patriarchs of mendicancy went on their

way undismayed through their period of trial.

Dominic established his first Italian monastery

at Venice. Shortly afterwards two others

sprung out of the ground at Bologna. Two years after

the death of Innocent (AD. 1218), 8. Dominican monas

tery was founded at Syracuse, and a little later a second

at Palermo. Pope Honorius III., who succeeded Inno

cent, declared himself the supreme patron of the Mendi

cant orders; and in token of his favour conferred upon

Dominic and his family, in the first instance, the church

of St. Sixtus, with an adjoining building for a monas

tery; and afterwards established them in the church of

St. Sabina, within the precincts of the pontifical palace,r

with cure of souls. In this new abode Dominic took

upon himself the gratuitous duty of rebuking the vices

and irregularities of the servants and attendants of the

court. The practice was approved, and subsequently

° Not that he objected to the cruelty, xiii. 0. ix. p.662. The great patron

but to the injudicious exercise of that of the Cistercmns could hardly afiord

mode of conversion. any decisive countenance to the in

Progress

of the

Dominicans.

V At Toulouse. A.D. 1210.

'I He could not obtain, as elsewhere

observed. more than a 'verbal approval

frmn that pontifl. Conf.("afk. Pet. Book

trusion of a new order into the func

tion they had hitherto performed with

such exemplary zeal and activity.

" Helyot, ubi sup. p, 243,
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ratified by the establishment of the general of the order

in the office of .Master of the Sacred Palace,

“gig? with a permanent residence in Rome. In the

Dofi'ligfins year 1218 the fraternity took root in Poland

Ania";- 0} and the northern regions of Europe; and in

“$3,523” the same year Spain was added to the spiri

' tual conquests of Dominic. In Germany, up

to this time, no immediate advance had been made;

but before his death, he was gratified by a pressing

request from the bishops and cities of the transalpine

empire to send a colony of the order to that benighted

region. The requisition was forthwith complied with,

and the new- comers were everywhere and by all

classes received with a hearty welcome. In the follow

ing year the Dominicans were introduced into Scotland

by the pious king Alexander 11. In France, monas

teries of the order multiplied in the more populous

cities, especially at Paris, Rheims, Limoges, Orleans,

and many others; and thence the order expanded it

self with similar success over Belgium and the Nether

lands.8

Pope Honorius III. had hastened to adopt the order

Adoption of into the general church constituency.t He in

the order by structed patriarchs, archbishops, and bishops,

P25; to receive and entertain them, to respect their

privileges, and afford them the amplest facili

ties for the exercise of their calling. Dominic had not

included mendicancy in his earlier project; but the

example of Francis was contagious, and the general

adoption of his discipline seemed to point to the cause

of his success. It was accordingly proposed and re

solved at a general congregation of the Dominican order

assembled at Bologna under the presidency of the

patriarch himself, to renounce all worldly goods, and

to live solely by the alms of the faithful. I‘he patriarch

died in the year 1221; but before he quitted the scene

of his labours he had the gratification of numbering no

5 ll'odding Ann. 0rd. S. Fr. ii. 439; ' By a bull dated the 22d Dee. 1216.

III. Paris, pp. 353, 465, 470: and conf. Helg/ot, ubi sup. p. 204; Hurter Le

]?anmer, ubi sup. p. 614. hen Inn. III. &.e. iv. p. 231 et sqq.
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' fewer than sixty monasteries of his order in various

regions of Christendom.“

Neither Dominic nor Francis had stood forth as legis

lators. Though the principles and purposes of Differences

the. new associations were clearly conceived, in the ori

both by the founders and their disciples, the

task ofreducing them into preceptive form, and ciwfljls and

. . . - Dominicans.

orgamsmg the machinery necessary to impart

vigour and direction to their design, was left to their suc

cessors. It was understood that the threefold principle

of poverty, obedience, and chastity, was to lie at the

basis of discipline in both institutions. In the origin

ofthe Franciscan order the vow of poverty entered more

emphatically into the contemplation of the founder.

Dominic appears to have adopted it rather as awhole

some practice than as a rigidly restrictive principle. He

himself had in the first instance accepted endowments,

and had renounced them rather as a matter of expe

diency than ofobligation. His design had taken a direc

tion in many respects different from that of Francis.

Moral reformation had entered into it rather as a means

of success in his ulterior object than as the primary

intent and aiin of the association. And so it was under

stood by pope Honorius. The duties pro osed by the

charter of institution were, to preach the (gospel in the

Latin form to all nations, and to uphold the purity of

the faith of Rome against all gainsayers, opponents, or

heretics. For these purposes the designation of Functions

Friar-Preachers was adopted as the name ofin- “‘1‘:
corporation,v and an unlimited license granted thegFriar

to preach in all places and on every convenient Preacher“

occasion, to receive confessions, to administer the sacra

ments of the Church, and to perform all ordinary sacer

dotal offices. The same functions had indeed been con

ferred on the Franciscans; both orders had assumed the

duty of watching the progress of heresy, and inquiring

into the faith of their hearers; but this office was less

suited to the quietude of the Franciscan discipline than

to the more active character of the Dominicans. The

" Hurter, ubi sup. iv. p. 246. " Fl‘llfl‘es Pmdicatores.

sur. 0 >
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career of the founder himself had begun in the focus of

religious hatred and persecution ;w and the inquisitorial

ofiice soon came to be regarded as the proper function

of his order. But as this function was accompanied with

some extraordinary expenditure, the rule of absolute

poverty was in a degree relaxed; his disciples were per

mitted to accept bequests of land and chattels, but these

he directed to be immediately sold, and the proceeds

applied to the purposes of their mission. An abnormal

power was given to absolve all persons who should enter

their order from excommunication, except in those fla

The inquisi- grant cases reserved to the Pope alone. In the

“rial Powem- exercise of the inquisitorial powers they were

exempted from the episcopal jurisdiction; every obstruc

tion proceeding from the ordinaries in provinces and

dioceses was scrupulously removed; no bishops could

cite, no prelate of any rank could excommunicate them

. or those whom they might take under their protection

or into their confidence. The same indulgences were

indeed extended to both orders; but for different pur

poses. While the fpreachers assumed the character of

guardians and champions of the faith, the Franciscans

dropped into the equivocal occupation of collectors and

money-agents of the court of Rome; and both were for

their several purposes amply supplied with ever renewed

and renewable indulgences, exemptions, and spiritual

privileges, which enabled them to set all ordinary dis

cipline and subordination at defiance, and discharged

them from all dependence excepting that of their patron

the Pope.

Dominic had chosen the rule of St. Augustine as the

The rule of basis of his discipline. That rule, as then

Dominic, and understood, imposed seclusion from the world

exfi’i‘gnglggr“ and all worldly interests—a complete sever

' ance from all the sympathies of family and

society, and an absolute devotion of all the faculties of

mind and body to the interests of religion. But those

interests were speedily narrowed to the aggrandisement

w As a Spaniard, he was born to divine, his aversion for heresy was, if

hatred of the infidel Saracen; as a possible, still more intense.
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of the order, and through the order, of the Church with

which it was incorporated. For the purposes of govern

ment the fraternity was distributed among eight pro

vinces, corresponding with the kingdoms and countries

in which it was established.x The objects handed down

from the founder were defined to be, the main- 1,, dost,“

tenance and propagation of the Gospel doctrine tionpnd

among the laity, and the purification of morals dut‘es' '

among all classes, whether laymen, clergy, or monks.

For this purpose, as already mentioned, independent

powers to preach and to convert were granted; failing

argument or persuasion, they were authorised to drive

back seceders into the bosom of the Church by denun

ciation and punishment, by death and torture, by incar

ceration or penance, or any of those depressing inflic

tions by which the stubborn spirit of the culprit might

be broken, if his conscience might not be overborne.

The motive for these extensive and anomalous powers

lay clearly before the Pope and clerg . In'n1e Domini.

spite of the exterminating massacres in lgrance “Puffin {’IF'

by the procurement of Innocent III., heretics czrfgi'ihw:

swarmed in that country, in Belgium, Germany, faith

and Northern Italy. But within the first quarter of

the thirteenth centur the missionaries of the bishops,

though seconded by t e swarms poured forth from the

Cistercian cloisters, had been found inadequate either

in numbers, zeal, or learning for the task committed to

them. Their efforts, though attended by boundless blood

shed and inhuman cruelty, had been too desultory and ill

directed to achieve decisive success; and their immoral

practices, rapacity, and violence had brought discredit

on the Church, and made them a byword of scorn and

* To wit, Italy, Spain, France (es

pecially Toulouse), Lombardy, Rome,

Provence, Germany, and England. Un

der the government of the legislator

of the order, Raymond de Pennaforte

(circa 1228), the order of the Friar

Preachers was perhaps the most widely

difiused,as it was certainly the most

perfectly organised of an of the sub

sisting monastic orders. t boasted, to

wards the beginning of the eighteenth

century, of having given to the Church

three popes, 60 cardinals, many patri

archs, 150 archbishops, 800 bishops, a

multitude of saints and martyrs, and

masters of the Sacred Palace (inquisi

tors-generallzl, an officer appropriated by

Honorius I . (AJ). 1228) to the order

of St. Dominic.
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contempt alike to the pious churchman and the hard

ened heretic. Though it ma be doubted whether

Dominic ever personally exercised the office of inqui

sitor-general, it is quite clear that concurrently with the

incorporation Of the Friar-Preachers by Honorius III.,

and the settlement of the office of Master of the Sacred

Palace upon the order, all the most important duties of

the inquisition of the faith had devolved upon it. The

first trial of the efficienc of the order for this task was

made by pope Gregory I . in the ear 1232. The tribu

nal of inquisition established at oulousey was assigned

to the Dominicans. From that city the new institution

passed into Italy, Germany, Poland, and other remoter

countries, in almost all of which the duties of the oflice

were handed over to Dominicans. In thirty-two cities

of Italy; one or two in France; in Germany in the city

Of Cologne, they exercised the office as delegates of the

Theinquisimr-COllege Of Cardinals composing the so-called

generauw- cbngregation of the Holy Ojfice at Rome. But

as the master of the sacred palace was an ew-oficz'o mem

ber of the congregation, the appointment of provin

cial inquisitors soon fell almost exclusively into his

hands. At all events, until a later period Of history, it

was generally understood that the grandmaster of the

Dominicans was the ar-ofiicio inquisitor-general, and the

friars of the order the proper officers of the tribunal.z

The new orders ofl'ered points of resemblance which

Common recommended them to the special patronage

character of of the court of Rome. In all material matters

‘35:? their discipline was the same. Both professed

' to derive their vitality from Rome; from her

they derived the breath of life and the powers Of ex

ternal action: till called into being by her inspiration,

their faculties were as yet inert and dormant; but after

that they became endowed -with an exuberant life, a

bounding activity, which fitted them for any service

that might be required. The Dominicans became the

heavy-armed troops of the spiritual host; the Francis

? The inquisition of Toulouse was ' Helyot, ubi sup. p. 220 ct sqq.

the prototype of all the rest. '
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cans the light brigade, for driving-in stragglers and

collecting the material sinews of war. The founders

, and their earlier disciples bore a strong family like

ness. Both were equally intolerant of sin and evil in

themselves, and overflowing with affectionate regard

for those of their own communion; both were equally

prepared to exhaust the quiver of human and divine

wrath upon opponents or gainsayers; both were equally

ready to sacrifice life, and all that gives it value, in the

service of God and the brethren, and to vomit flames

and destruction against all who trespassed an inch be

yond the limits of Roman orthodoxy. Doubtless the

love of God dwelt in the hearts of these men; but

their God dwelt in Rome; there alone He was en

throne'd. They hated sin in themselves and others;

but they hated the sinner worse than the sin.

But here the parallel ceases. Dominic was a trained

and educated warrior of the faith,—a perse

cutor upon principle, rooted in inclination

and habit. Francis, though partaking to the full of

the attachment of Dominic to Rome, and his hatred of

secession and heresy, was a man of a simpler frame of

mind and more ardent piety. His religious views were

more exclusively directed to that model of perfection

which had been from all time the spiritual El Dorado

of ascetics and recluses. It was his purpose to exhibit

to the world an example of holy life that should put to

open shame the corruptions of the times; and in his

own person, and those of his disciples, to establish a

platform of apostolic living that should at all times

and places post up, in large and staring characters, a

standing rebuke to a profligate laity, an inert and v0

luptuous clergy, and a worn-out and useless monkery.

Though no less possessed with the spirit of intolerance

than his fellow-labourer, his temper was less adapted to

the active warfare which formed the essential element

in the character of the Spanish monk. Yet the sequel

of our narrative will, we think, show that the order of

Minorite friars rendered no less important services to

the papacy than their contemporal'les and rivals.

Differences.
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The scheme of life and discipline adopted by both

meow, the orders,—their spare diet, their insufficient

discipline pf clothing, their bodily mortifications, their se- 0

@3322" clusion from the sympathies of social inter

mind and course,—it is obvious made the smallest pos

bOdy' sible allowance for the natural connection

between health of body and health of mind. Under

such a training the mental faculties, if not of preter

natural vigour, could never attain to a healthy ma

turity. Nor was such a state at all contemplated by

their founders. It was intended that every thought

and'feeling should slide in a. single groove; but a

compensation was provided against the pressure of

these unnatural renunciations: the belief in their su

periority of spiritual attainment; the pride of associa

tion; the ambition of corporate power; the conscious

ness of the importance of their services as a constituent

of the godlike institution with which they were em

bodied, and the prospect of playing a leading part in

its government ;—these advantages were to be to them

an all-sufficient compensation for the abandonment of

every blessing provided by Providence to smooth the

path of man through a life of struggle and labour and

suffering. Thenceforward they were to be aliens from

human society, to obey one master: his service to be

lt)h<(a1 single occupation of every faculty of mind and

o y. ,

The constitutional rule of both orders imparted that

Constitm strength which always accompanies a suitable

distribution of powers and duties. The re

sation ofthe formed rule ofthe Friar-Preachersa vested the

D°mini°ansi power of making general laws and regulations

in a general assembly of the provinces. This assembly

constituted a supreme court of appeal from provincial

suitors and complainants. In all causes, as in all elec

tions, the proceedings were conducted with the most

inviolable secrecy. None but authorised members were

admitted to their consultations; and every act of any

moment was done with closed doors. The election of

'\ Drawn up by the grandmaster Raymond of Pennaforte.
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the general or grandmaster took place in secret con

clave. From him the provincial grandmasters took

their instructions; and he, from the congregation of

the holy office in Rome. The candidates for admission

into the order were at once cut off from all secular

occupations and connections, and inured to unreason

ing obedience to their superiors. Heathen philosophy,

worldly science, and the liberal arts were excluded from

their studies; and their attention was confined to the

stereotyped forms of Latin theology. The licensed in

quisitors and preachers of the order passed through a

severe examination on the vital subjects involved in

their previous studies; and though, in the course of

their ministrations, they were theoretically subject to

the control of the ordinary of the diocese, yet special

exemptions from episcopal jurisdiction were th_

so easily and so frequently procured from

Rome, as to remove every practical check episctgpill

upon their freedom of action. Both orders con 0'

of the Mendicant family sprung from the same prin

ciple; and the Popes on all occasions hastened to re

cognise their exclusive character. Exemptions and

privileges highly offensive to the secular and regular

clergy were lavished upon them on every occasion of

special, or even of ordinary, service, so as, in effect, to

emancipate them from all government but that of their

own superiors. But to that service they devoted them

selves with unscrupulous zeal. In virtue of papal in

dults, they seated themselves in the professorial chairs

of the leading universities; they celebrated their pecu

liar services; they preached, t ey confessed, they ab

solved, without stint, within strange dioceses, and in

defiance of the privileges and jurisdiction of the ordi

naries. Within a short space of time Minorite and

Preaching friars had insinuated themselves into the

confidence of courts and princes; by their incessant

encroachments upon the privileges of other orders of

clergy they had reduced their influence over thelr con

gregations, and transferred it to themselves. In the

universities they boldly set all statutes and regulations
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at defiance, and in the confusion created by themselves

endeavoured to seize upon the sole management ofthose

seats of education and learning.b

The insolent and self-sufficient spirit thus improvi

dently fostered by the court of Rome was pro

£1,132; ductive of some vexatious results. The cele

‘l‘e Univ".- brated university of Paris was distracted by

sity of Paris. .

the squabbles introduced by the encroach

ments of the Franciscan professors and readers. They

attracted audiences by the novelty and extravagance of

their expositions, and gave ofi'ence by the proud assump

tion of superior spiritual intelligence. The clergy of

the university availed themselves ofthese extravagances

to prefer charges of heterodoxy against their rivals.”

An illustrious professor of theology, William of St.

Amour, published in his own name, and that of the

university, a voluminous protest against the

Minorite corruptions and innovations (A.D.

1243); he exposed in eloquent phrase the idleness,

the rapacity, the creeping hypocrisy, the money- and

legacy-hunting, the extortions of the Minorites; their

vagrancy, their encroachments upon all other spiritual

office; the irrepressible importunity of their mendi

cancy, which, it was complained, made the people as

much afraid of a mendicant monk as ofa robber.d The

grandmaster Bonaventura published a feeble defence

of his order; but the very reforms he proposed ad

mitted the existence of the evils complained of. Pope

Refmhmw Innocent IV. was conscious of the danger to

attempts of be apprehended from this diversion of the or

P3311131? der from its proper objects, and issued some

" severe regulations for arresting the progress

of abuses which, he foresaw, must tend to impair the

usefulness of the institution and its members as agents

and ministers of Rome. But a few years afterwards his

remand by successor, Alexander IV., repealed his refor

Alex-IV- matory ordinances; he condemned the work

Protest.

“ See 31. Paris, pp. 354, 620, et pas- d See Raumu'r's extracts from the

sim. work of St. Amour, vol. iii. pp. 615 and

° M Paris, p. 541. 628.
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of St. Amour as a defamatory libel, and procured his

banishment from France. The Mendicants were for a

time victorious; but the opposition of the secular clergy

kept pace with the pretentious and encroachments of the

Friars, and often drove them into concessions and com

promises which curtailed their influence and checked

their triumphs.e

Irrespectively ofthe speedy departure of both orders

from the discipline of their founders, their c _
. . orruptlons

secret Jealousles of each other proved a. ma- and degene.

terial obstacle to their reputation in the world, "21$?"

and consequently to the desirable cooperation '

and efficiency of both in the service of Rome. Be

fore the expiration of the half century from their first

appearance, the purposes of the order had undergone a

change. The exclusive devotion to the interests of the

court of Rome, which animated the first disciples 'of

Francis and Dominic had cooled down under the allure

ments of worldly advantage to which their spiritual suc

cesses had opened an easy access. Under the influence

of rival competition for offices at court, and the task of

cultivating and improving the opportunities for accumu

lating wealth and honours which were laid open to them

by court favour, much of their primitive zeal had died

away. They had descended into the arena of worldly

politics, but it was rather for their own profit than that

of the Holy See. Their adversaries had eagerly availed

themselves of this weak point in their array. The task

of unveiling the abuses which polluted the purity of

their first profession presented little difficulty. They

had rendered themselves obnoxious to all classes of

churchmen by their irregularities, and their insolent

assumptions of superiority.f And now the like senti

ments produced the like effect in alienating them from

one another, and bringing forth an abundant crop of

heartburnings, jealousies, and quarrels, which gave sen

ous uneasiness to their patrons at Rome. But pope Alex

“ Ran-mun vol. iii. p. 625. the letters of pope Alexander IV. he

' Ibi/l, iii, p, 616; Gudmw; Codex tween the years 1254 and 1259; ibid.

Diplomat. tom. ii. p. 655, and generally pp. 648-664.
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Th if mu_ ander IV. stepped gallantly forth in their de

mi jealou- fence. He severely reproved and punished the

'2'115“ authors ofthe libels published to blacken their

' ' fair fame. But the extreme indulgence with

which they had been hitherto treated—the boundless

reliance reposed in their fidelity, and the value set

upon their past services—of which none were more sen

sible than the subjects themselves—had disturbed the

calculated balance of powers in the state-spiritual. The

two orders had obtained a preponderance in the Church

constituency which had emboldened them in some sort

to set up for themselves. They even ventured to assail

their great patrons—the Popes—and fell foul of all

persons and powers which presented a barrier to their

exclusive pretensions or their cupidity. The misgivings,

however, which these symptoms of mutiny may have sug

gested were overborne by the influence of their powerful

advocates around the papal throne, and the necessity of

conniving at the irregularities, and humouring the ca

prices of veteran hands familiarly acquainted with all

the mysteries of the political and financial management

of the court of Rome.
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—Enzius declared king of Sardinia—Anger of Gregory IX. and second ex

communication of the Emperor—Manifesto of the Emperor—Proceedings

of Gregory IX. against the Emperor—Vain efforts of the Pope to create
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IN the year following his inauguration as king of the

Engage. Romans Frederic II. had entered into cove

F'f’fififfi nants with the Holy See to the effect:

to the Holy 1. That throughout his dominions the

See" chapters of episcopal churches and the elec

tive officers of abbeys and monasteries should enjoy

perfect freedom of election.

2. That there should be liberty of appeal to Rome

in all spiritual causes, or those which might involve any

religious interest. -

3. That the “ exuviaa” or personal estate of de

ceased bishops and abbots should no longer be seized to

the use of the State.

4. That all diligence be given utterly to eradicate

all heretical opinion or practice, and to exterminate all

heretics from the imperial dominions.

5. That the Emperor-elect should surrender to, and

maintain the Holy See in possession, as in fee simple, of

all the lands and territories she had ever claimed against

his predecessors; and specifically that these cessions

should include the islands of Sicily, Sardinia, and Cor

sica, together with the whole of the Peninsula south of

the patrimony proper; and to the northward and east

ward of that territory, the districts known as the in

heritance of the countess Matilda; the whole com risin

all of Continental Italy lying between the river 0 an

the Faro of Messina.“

" Conf. Cath. Pet. Book xiii. 0. vi. be understood—the kingdom of Sicily

pp. 510, 511 ; he then holding—it will and Apulia as vassal to the Holy See.
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6. That from the moment the King should receive

the imperial crown, he should abdicate the kingdom of

Sicily and Apulia to his infant son Henry, and himself

cease fron using the title of king of Sicily and duke of

Apulia, or in any way interfering in the government of

the country, consenting at the same time to the appoint

ment of a regency by the Pope during the minority ofthe

prince; this abdication to be so absolute that the crown

of the kingdom and of the empire should never be re

united upon the same head, but be, to all intents and

purposes, severed from and independent of each other.b

7. That the Emperor, as the sworn soldier ofthe cross,

should, whenever he should be thereunto summoned

by the Pope, personally lead the 'powers of the empire

against the infidels of the Holy Land until the deliver

ance of the sepulchre of the Lord should be accom

plished.c

On the 18th July 1216 Cencio Savelli, a Roman by

birth, was elected Pope at Perugia by the _

pontifical name of Honorius III. The whole

attention of the new pontiff was devoted to His devo

the promotion of the crusade. The abated "3,182,?"

zeal of Europe seems to have added fuel to

his intense desire to liberate the Holy Land from infidel

desecration. At the earliest possible moment after his

installation, letters of the most urgent exhortation were

dispatched to the Emperor-elect, reminding him of his

late vow for the deliverance of the holy sepulchre. The

kings, princes, and nobles of France, German , Italy,

Spain, and Hungary were equally besieged and arassed

by the papal importunity; they were commanded without

delay to collect ships, men, money, supplies, and arms;

and received peremptory notice that the period of four

years, fixed by the great council ofthe Lateran

(1215) for the departure of the expedition,

could on no account be exceeded.d But in Germany

Obstacles.

" Conf. especially Oath. Pct. Book xiii. 0. ix.

xiii c_ vi, p_ 513, ' ‘1 See the letters in Reg. Hon. III.

° Conf. observation on the engage- np.1?ay1mld, an. 1216, §§ 19, 20, p. 393,

ment at p. 659 of the 621th. Pet. Book and an. 1217, § 18, p, 408,
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public affairs were still thoroughly out ofjoint: Otto IV.

was still living, and no manner of zeal for the holy war

was to be kindled in the heart of the people by papal

legates or preaching friars; neither men, money, nor

supplies were forthcoming. The court of Rome was not

even yet upon smooth ground with the estates of Ger

many respecting the immunities of the clergy ;° nor had

the Emperor-elect, during the intestine broils which

troubled the earlier years of his reign, had leisure or

opportunity either to collect his own resources, or to

obtain from his reluctant estates the necessary support

for an undertaking which, it was on all hands admitted,

must put in requisition the wealth and the valour of

united Christendom.

But a concurrence of apparent accidents happened

Revolt of still more to darken the prospects of Honorius

the‘Greeks II., and to sober down the enthusiastic aspi

rations with which he had begun his reign.

of 9011- In 1217 he had, with his own hand, at Rome

mmmple' consecrated and crowned Peter de Courtenay

emperor of Constantinople. But the unlucky candidate,

on his way to take possession of his precarious throne,

fell into the hands of his Greek competitor Theodore

Angelus or Comnenus. The Latin empire, now fast

breaking down under the feebleness of a minority and

weakened by maladministration, was without a head,

and beset on all sides by foes eager for the restoration

of their religious and political independence.f The pos

session of Constantinople had become useless as a ful

Aborflve w crum of the projected expedition. True, that

pedmon of in the year 1217 Andrew king of Hungary had

fi‘fi‘; king collected a small army, and, in conjunction

and tliery with the duke Frederic of Austria, the king

John of Jerusalem, and the military orders,

' had gained some successes against the Sara

cens of Palestine. True, that a considerable armament

of German adventurers from the Rhenish provinces had

boldly put to sea, and proceeded on their perilous voy

~ Rag/n. an. 1217, 43, p. 416. pp. 336, 337, Smith and Milman’s edi

' Gibbon, Dee]. an Fall, kc. vol. vii. tion.
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age as far as the mouth of the Tagus. But Andrew,

dispirited by a serious check which arrested his career,

and the difficulty of procuring supplies for his exhausted

followers, returned home in disg t. Meanwhile the

brave Rhinelanders had, at the solicitations of their Por

tuguese hosts, carried their arms with success against

the infidels of Spain; an enterprise, they thought, equally

meritorious with that they had set out uponagainst the

infidels of Palestine.g

These incidents seemed to point to the conclusion

at which the more sober-minded had already Disordered

arrived, that no general combination of the state of

European powers could be profitably digected Empe'

against the Saracens of Palestine until the restoration

of domestic tranquillit in the several states should have

been accomplished. n Germany the five or six years

Frederic II. had been enabled to devote to that object

had proved insufficient: England and Ireland were en

gaged in civil war: Scotland had made a compact of

alliance with Louis, the excommunicated son of Philip

Augustus of France. In that kingdom Simon de Mont

fort, the champion of the papacy, had still to maintain a

doubtful contest against the expatriated counts of Tou

louse and Foix, aided by the guardians of the infant

king James or Ja 'me of Aragon.h In vain the court of

France was calle upon by the Pope to give its support

to de Montfort, or to embark in a new crusade for the

encouragement of the champion, or his patron the holy

Dominic. The worst symptom of all, however, was the

growing disinclination for that kind of adventure which

had succeeded to the fever-heat of the crusading mania.

Unless the smouldering embers could be again blown

into a blaze, or some preponderant power precipitated

3 The court of Rome had by this infidel Moors of Spain was therefore

time taught the people of the West to naturally regarded as standing upon

believe the crusade to be equally ap- the same level. Rnynalrl. §§ 81-34,

plicnble to all the enemies of Chris- pp. 412, 413. The Pope commended

tianity, that is, of the Holy See. In- their zeal, but ordered them to resume

nocent III. had given even greater their original purpose.

privileges to the holy war against the 1“ Ray'nahi. an. 1217, §§ 55-60 and

Albigenses than to that of the holy 62, pp. 419-421.

sepulchre. The service against the
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upon the East by the thunders of Rome, there remained

little prospect of making any decisive impression upon

the Saracens of the Holy Land.

Thus, after three successive adjournments, within

The crusade the extreme limit of time fixed by the coun

“diwmed- cil of the Lateran, it was agreed in the year

1218 that the departure should be further delayed till

the 21st day of March 1220.i The Emperor-elect en

gaged at the expiration of that period to take the field

with the collected forces of Germany and Italy; but,

with a view to strengthen his hands for that purpose,

he petitioned the Pope so far to relax the terms of his

covenant with the Holy See as to leave him in posses- -

sion of his hereditary crown for the term of his natural

life. The pontiff rejected the request, and—~somewhat

inconsistently—insisted upon the initiation of the cru

sade at the period named.j The request must have been

in itself sufficiently displeasing to a disciple of Inno

cent III.; yet it was followed by a step which seemed

to indicate a criminal contempt of the papal authority.

The Emperor In the month of April 1220 he caused his

soia‘gzif‘fioson Henry, a boy of seven years of age, to be

be crowned, elected king of the Romans. For ages past

8w- the court of Rome had claimed a consultative

voice in the election of a king of the Romans. As a

pupil of Innocent III. pope Honorius could not sanc

tion hereditary succession in the empire.l N0 notice, how

ever, ofthe intended election had been given to the Pope;

and the excuses of the Emperor seemed, to the fastidious

ear of the court of Rome, to savour strongly of evasion

or dishonesty.m But to quarrel with the Emperor-elect

at this moment would be to postpone indefinitely, or to

abandon the crusade altogether. The disturbances pre

vailing between the Guelfic and Ghibelline republics of

Northern Italy, he felt, must cut him off from all the

l The latest period fixed by the k The year of the coronation.

council would expire in November 1 Conf. Cath. Pet. Book xiii. 0. vi.

1219. p. 470 et sqq.

1 Zlfuraf. Antiqq. 84c. tom. ii. p. 714. '° Reg. Hon. III. lib. v. ep. 40, up.

Regist. Hon. III. lib. iv. p. 593, as Rawmer.

quoted by Ramner.
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resources to be derived from those opulent and powerful

communities. The violent censures by which he hoped

to compose these dissensions had led to consequences

the reverse of those he had expected from them. Some

of the cities resorted to a singular mode of retaliation.

They enacted a species of civil excommunication against

the papal clergy, by which the offending priesthood

were cut off from all social intercourse with their fellow

citizens, and declared incapable of holding any civil

office or emolument.n

Though at this period strong suspicions were enter

tained at Rome of the sincerity of Frederic II., F d _ H

either in the matter of the crusade, or of other (18:51.31: mi,

covenants antecedently entered into with the mp6"iml

papal court; yet, under actual circumstances, '

the Pope could not venture to refuse him the imperial

crown. The mode of proceeding ofthe Emperor-elect on

the occasion seemed to confirm this suspicion. His chan

cellor was sent before him into Italy to demand the uncon

ditional oaths of allegiance and the usual services from

all the Italian cities and feudatories of the empire. In

the proclamation he styled himself King of the Romans

and of Sicily ; and the magnates 0f the latter kingdom

and the Apulian provinces were summoned to attend

the august ceremony as estates of the emjm're.o The shock

of these initiatory proceedings to the court of Rome was

severe. The imperial crown was regarded by the Pope

not as a right, but as a gratuitous gift. Yet now, on the

eve of the covenanted separation of the two dominions,

the estates ofboth were treated as constituent parts of the

one undivided empire. The Emperor, however, thought

-—and thought rightly—that before he could safely ven

ture upon an expedition to Rome, he must in some sort

provide for the pacification of Northern Italy. This was

" They passed a law by which if

any citizen in illness should be weak

enough to apply to a priest for the

offices of the Church, he should, if

he died, be deprived of burial among

Christians, or, if he survived, be mulc

ted of all his property. Reg. Hon. III.

lib. v. ep. 178, p. 435. The clergy, it

SUP.

seems, were at this time subject to

severe persecution in Lombardy and

other parts of Italy. Simnondi, Rep.

Ital. 6w. tom. ii. p. 443.

° ' om'ul, De Rag. Ital. lib. xvii.

inter iteras. Morney, Myster. kc. p.

327.
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a task of great difficulty, and-yet it was essentiaL—iffor

no other reason,——t0 the performance of his covenants

with the Holy See. Frederic II. had bound himself to

deliver over, in their utmost extent as claimed, the lands

of the countess Matilda. into the hands of the Pope. It

had never been the practice of Rome to make allowance

for the obstacles to be encountered in the performance

of any article of treaty with the Holy See. Literal

fulfilment had always been insisted upon, and ever

departure—though often unavoidable or attended wit

extreme difficulty—was alleged as proof of deliberate

erfid .P

With all these embarrassments, however, the Em

Coronation ofperor-elect found that he could rely upon the

gfgfigrg- loyalty of the Ghibelline cities and estates of

of iiw Lombardy. Notwithstanding his suspicions

Ema“- and misgivings, the Pope had honestly done

his best to smooth the path of the Emperor; and in

return Frederic himself renewed and confirmed all the

engagements he had contracted with the Holy See since

his accession to the crown of Germany.q Leaving be

hind him the disaffected city of Milan, watched by his

allies in the north, the imperial host reached Rome on

the 22d of the healthy month of November. The Em

peror-elect was received with loyal demonstrations by

the pontifi' and citizens of Rome, and was solemnly

crowned emperor of the Romans by pope Honorius III.

in the basilica of St. Peter. Here again the monarch

solemnly took the cross; he vowed to send forward a

detachment of his army to Palestine without loss of

time, and to follow it in person with the remainder, on or

before the month of August in the following year 1221.

P The claims set up to various parts

of the alleged inheritance of the coun

tess Matilda, grounded upon ancient

possession or simple usurpation, requir

ed lengthened investigation ; which,

however, the papacy never admitted

_ngainst its ancient claims. Add to this

that the unextinguished remains of her

esy in the northern cities contributed

no little to feed the spirit of disaffec

tion which had exposed the clergy to

persecution, and weakened the influ

ence of Rome among these turbulent

commonwealths.

‘1 The covenant of 1220 was nearly

identical with that of Eger in 1213,

as confirmed at Strasburg in 1215,

and at Maintz in 1219. (Joni. Parts,

Mon. Germ. Leges, tom. ii. pp. 224

243, where these compacts are set out

at length.
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The executive measures adopted by the Emperor

immediately after his coronation roved his Faction, of

desire to establish a perfect un erstanding Emperor and

with the Holy See. The temporalities ceded POP“

by the previous capitulations were set out and defined

with all the precision of which the were capable, and

the landholders and magistrates 0 the ceded districts

were commanded to transfer their duty to the new

sovereign on pain of military execution: all laws and

customs inconsistent with the liberties of ecclesiastical

persons and estate were repealed; all such persons and

estate were declared exempt from taxation throughout

the imperial dominions, and all litigation relating to them

was transferred to the canonical judicature: the laws

of Innocent III. against heresy and heretics were re

enacted in all their severity ;r establishing every prin

ciple and proceeding of the Innocentian inquisition, and

opening out new facilities for the effectual working of

the tribunal.3

It must create some surprise that this ample docu

ment should contain no stipulation as to the Impedimem

immediate abdication of the kingdom of Sicily w the cm

by the new Emperor. Yet several reasons

may be suggested for this moderation on the part of the

Holy See. It was especially desirable that the subsist

ing harmony between the two powers should not at this

moment be disturbed. The formidable Lombard league

was still at variance with its pontifical parent and pa

tron; and it was obvious to the court of Rome that

until this spirit of opposition could be subdued, the es

sential concurrence of the great maritime republics of

Venice, Pisa, and Genoa, could not be obtained, nor the

turbulent cities and magnates of the ceded districts be

reduced to obedience to their new master. Under such

circumstances the difliculties in the way of the projected

crusade must be insuperable; nor could the Emperor

hope to overcome them until he could muster and dispose

at pleasure of the resources of his Sicilian dominions.

' Conf. Cath. Pet. Book xiii. 0. vii. ' See Pertz, ubi sup. Legal, tom. ii.

p. 525. pp. 243, 244.
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Until therefore he should be firmly settled on the

sum ofthe throne, the Pope was fully aware that no

Sicilian kinz- step could be taken for the furtherance of the

dom’kc' crusade, upon which his heart Was set. But

during the eighteen years of Frederic’s minority, and

an absence of eight years more from his accession to the

crown of Germany, such a mass of abuses had accu

mulated—owing chiefly to pontifical mismanagement—

as to require time, activity, and resolution, to apply the

remedy. On his arrival in his southern kingdom he

found that the estates of the crown had been almost

wholly alienated by the papal administrators. Illegal

monopolies had been granted; commercial rights set at

nau ht; and, for a period of twenty-six years every

kin of peculation and abuse had become rampant.t

Until this Augean stable should be effectually cleansed

the crusade was not to be thought of. But the short

Exhaustion of period of nine months was lamentably insufli

the papal cient to remove this and other impediments.

“mum ' A poorer class of pilgrims still flocked to the

coasts, in expectation of a speedy passage to the Holy

Land. The financial resources ofthe Pope for the support

of this body of pauper pilgrims were soon exhausted;

and the indifference of the European powers, together

with the reluctance of the clergy of all ranks to answer

the assessments of the court of Rome, gave little promise

of further supply. The Pope was thus thrown back

upon the Emperor for the realisation of his hopes for

the deliverance of the Holy Land, and upon him the

whole burden of the expedition was made to rest.

But discouragement and difficulty were words with

Honofiusm. out a meaning in the court of Rome. On

reproachesthe the 3d of June 1221, the Pope reminded

$12113? f‘“ Frederic of his engagement, in terms of ex

ys,&c. _

treme urgency. The Emperor rephed that

hitherto he had been unable to collect either money

or men enough for the projected expedition, and de

manded a prolongation of the term to the month of

March 1222. The Pope received the communication

‘ See the Reyiat. Hon. HI. up. Raumur, iii. p. 858.
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with exceeding ill-humour. Giving the go-by to facts

certainly within his own knowledge, he informed the

Emperor~“that he was enclosed in a net of oaths and

promises, from which he could have no escape: that

even before his coronation he had, by his procrastina

tions, incurred sentence of excommunication; and that

he had saved himself from the consequences of this his

great sin only by throwing himself upon the mercy of

the Holy See, and promising implicit obedience for the

future.” The changes and reforms effected by the Em

peror in his Sicilian dominions furnished an additional

list of complaints. The jobs of the papal administra

tion had been set aside, and the sufferers now besieged

the court of Rome with complaints of oppression and

persecution. The Emperor was charged with interfer

ing in the election ofbishops and prelates; and the Pope

harshly reminded him of the calamities which had be

fallen his predecessors for a similar ofi'ence: he called

to his recollection how many persons and parties would

hail with delight his desertion by the Holy See ,- and hinted

broadly at the precarious 'tenure by which he must ever

hold the kingdom of Germany deprived of the panti

fical grace and favour.

But all these threats and importunities were of no

avail against the force of events. On the 5th Ca mm and

of November 1219, the city of Damietta had guiseqmnt

surrendered to a. strong body of pilgrims un- “52:32:53”

der the command of King John of Jerusalem, '

Duke Leopold of Austria, and the papal legate Pelagio

Galvani. If this important acquisition had been de

fended with the zeal and unanimity displayed in the

siege, Damietta would, beyond doubt, have afforded an

excellent point of sup ort for operations against the

Saracens of the Holy and. The hopes of the Pope

were stimulated to exultation by the news of the con

quest, and with the aid of the approaching expedition

of the Emperor, he made no doubt of improving the

success to the final liberation of the Holy Land. But

this brilliant prospect was overclouded by the disunion

which speedily broke out among the conquerors. Many
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of the chiefs returned home to enjoy the fruits of their

valour, and consume at leisure the plunder that had

fallen to their lot. John of Jerusalem and the papal

legate disputed the government of the captured city;

and on the 8th of Sept. 1221 the feeble and desponding

remnant of the defenders surrendered to the active and

intelligent Sultan Kameel of Egypt and Syria.

The profound mortification of pope Honorius ex

Further pow haled itself by ascribing the calamit which

ponememfl of had befallen the Christian arms in t e East

the crusade' to the wilful procrastinations of the Emperor.

But irrespectively of the fact that the Pope himself,

under the pressure of events, had consented to an ad

journment of the expedition till the month of March

1222, it now appeared that King John of Jerusalem

had, on his return from Egypt, strongly objected to

those isolated efforts of the Christian powers which had

hitherto terminated so disastrously. The year 1223 was

the last term fixed for the departure of the imperial

crusade. But now the still-disturbed state of Sicily and

Apulia, arising chiefly out ofthe late papal maladminis

tration, and a renewed insurrection of the Saracens, who

inhabited the central portions of the island of Sicily,

together with the difliculty of reducing the turbulent

barons of both provinces to submit to legal discipline,

were on all hands admitted to form insuperable obsta

cles to so early a departure; and a pontifical council,

held at Ferentino, postponed the expedition till St. John’s

day 1225. In the conference which took place on this

occasion the Emperor agreed to marry Jolanta, daughter

of King John and heiress or queen regnant of Jerusalem

——it is not certain which—with reversion of the king

dom to himself and his heirs; and pledged himself upon

oath to ask for no further delay in reducing into pos

session the new kingdom offered to his acceptance on

these terms.

This compact seemed to provide for all contingencies,

Generaldis. and to inspire the Emperor with a strong in

inclinafi‘m terest to support the views of the Holy See.

f h - .or :adeim ng John meanwhile wandered from courtto
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court in France and England and Spain, to arouse

princes and peoples to a sense of their duty to the Pope

and the Holy Land; but every where without success.

Princes and prelates alike declined to stir a foot or con

tribute a mite to the sacred enterprise. Meanwhile the

Emperor’s preparations proceeded to the full extent of

his funds and the armament at his command. But as

the time approached for the departure ofthe expedition,

the lamentable insufiiciency of the available force of

ships and men and money had become so manifest, that

a further adjournment of two years was im- The expedi

peratively required. The month of August 2390333;

1227 was now fixed for the embarcatiOn; the to he year

Emperor covenanting, during these two years, 1227'

to maintain at his own expense 2000 knights and men

at-arms in Palestine, to hold 150 transports ready to

convey thither 2000 more, and to give security to the

king of Jerusalem and the militar orders in 100,000

marks for his personal departure for t e Hol Land within

the prescribed period; he moreover agree that if here

after he should, for any cause, or on any pretext, fail in

the punctual performance of his promise, or even ask for

any further delay, he would hold himself ipso facto ac

cursed, and thrust out of the communion of the faithful.

Within this prolonged period the Emperor exerted

himself to extract from his German and Ita- Th
. . . . . e Lom

lian subjects a general contributlon in men, bards close

money, and ships, for the use of the crusade. 3:: glagzelf

But formidable disturbances in the former ’ '

country caused the appeal to fall almost unheeded to

the ground. No sooner was this difliculty in some

measure removed, than the rumour of an approaching

invasion of a German army awakened all the jealousies

of the Guelfic cities of Lombardy. They refused all

credit to the imperial assurances that the expected re

inforcements from the north were not intended to be

used against them; and immediately agreed upon the

revival of the general league which had slept Since the

treaty of Constance in the year 1163.‘1 Fifteen cities

“ See Oath. Pet. Book xii. 0. viii. p. 288.
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under the hegemony of Milan concluded an alliance,

offensive and defensive, for the term of twenty-five

years, against the apprehended junction of the German

and Italian armies for their supposed subjugation; and

troops were detached in all haste to occupy the passes

of the Alps, and to prevent the king-regent Henry of

Germany from reinforcin the pretended crusading con

tingent already assemble .

This unexpected turn of affairs took both the Pope

Complica_ and the Emperor by surprise. But neither

tions: death the ban of the empire nor the papal excom

33%??? munication produced any perceptible effect

“on of Gre- upon the insurgent cities. A lively dispute,

3°” IX' which, about this time, had alienated the

minds ofthe Emperor and John of Jerusalem from each

other, tended greatly to the prejudice of the approach

ing ex edition. In the midst of these complications

pope onorius III. died, and was succeeded, a few

days afterwards, by Ugolino di Segni, cardinal bishop

of Ostia—a cousin of pope Innocent III., and a stanch

disciple of his school—by the name of Gregory IX.

Character of The new Pope was in the 81st year of his

(31.180'7 IX- age; Yet all the energy and hot blood of youth

still circulated in his veins. In principle and action he

was hardheaded and inflexible; in temper, stern and

irascible. Neither failure nor consequences stood in

the way of his designs for the glory and exaltation 'of

the Holy See. In his mind there was no room for sim

ply prudential calculation: the immediate interests of the

Church suspended or superseded all the duties of civil

government, nor did he allow any latitude of action to

the temporal powers, unless it fell into strict conformity

with the pontifical commands. But thus far he was not

unwilling to smooth the Emperor’s path for the prose

cution of the crusade: the Lombards were rebuked

for their obdurate opposition, and commanded to give

all diligence to make atonement for their offences by a

hearty concurrence in the great movement then in pre~

paration; and above all things, as a proper preparation

for the holy work, to cleanse their domiciles and their
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consciences by a searching and active persecution of the

heretics, who still swarmed in their cities and territories.

But these menaces and monitions were addressed to

deaf ears. The Lombards obstinately persisted in their

hostility to the crusade and its promoters. France and

England showed the same invincible aversion: com

munications with Germany were impeded; and even in

that quarter the zeal for the holy war had cooled down

since the disastrous results of the late abortive expedi

tions had become matter of notoriety. Nothing there

fore remained to the obdurate old man but to push on

the Emperor, with inadequate means, to an enterprise

acknowledged on all hands to call for the combined

action, both financial and military, of the whole Eu

ropean commonwealth.

At the approach of the time fixed by the last ad

journment for the departure ofthe expedition, Pestilence in

the Emperor was found to have collected a the crusad

considerable armament of men and ships in “‘5 “"“Y'

the harbours of Apulia. But at that moment the pes

tilential diseases so fatal to the northern constitution

carried off great numbers of his German recruits, and

among them the Landgrave of Thuringia and two

bishops, besides many of the common sort of pilgrims.

This calamity naturally produced a serious depression

of spirits in the army, aggravated probably by the well

known inadequacy of the armament and the deficiency

of the necessary supplies. Notwithstanding, however,

these discouraging circumstances, the Emperor em

barked with the army, and set sail for the The Emperor

Holy Land. But after three days spent onembsrksmut

board he was himself overtaken by the malady mums’ m

which had laid low so many of his gallant companions.

Whether the disorder was of such a virulent character

as to make a return to land a question of life Dispersion

and death must ever remain uncertain. Butof the apne

the efl'ect of the Emperor’s return was the men'

immediate dispersion of the army and the temporary

abandonment of the expedition. The disappointment

exasperated the angry temper of the pontifl’ to frenzy;
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and without deigning to listen to explanation or apo

Excommw logy, he, on the 29th day of September 1227,

nication of launched sentence of excommunicatlon against

me Empm" the perjured outcast, Frederic of Swabia.x

It is evident throughout his dealings with the Holy

Repmmhes See that the Emperor did not intend to sacri

vf Gregory fice men, money, and ships, without a reason

able prospect of success. This reluctance was,

however, his great crime in the mind of the fanatical

pontiff. He had preferred the dictates of common sense

to the orders of the Holy See ;_ he had calculated'probabili

ties when he ought to have obeyed commands. “ You,”

said the Pope, in substance, “owe all you have and all

you are to the Holy See, your tutor in youth, your

patron when you arrived at man’s estate: you assumed

the cross spontaneously, and by a simulated zeal for the

holy war cajoled the Holy See into granting you the

imperial crown :y the numberlees adjournments of the

crusade were all along of your own contrivance in oppo

sition to the commands of the Holy See :1 each of these

several delays was a fresh perjury. Then, when you

had collected your army at Brundusium, you wilfully

exposed it to destruction by disease and want, in order

to gain a plausible pretext for breaking your vows; and

afterwards, with a view to throw dust into the eyes of

the Holy See, you affected to put to sea with an army

you knew to have been reduced to inefliciency by your

own wicked contrivance. To crown all, you fraudulently

pretended sickness, and returned to your palaces to

enjoy the delights of leisure and luxury: to these artful

delays the irreparable loss of Damictta is unquestionably

to be ascribed. Nay, the city was in truth surrendered

by your procurement, and in virtue of secret orders to

your satellites in the army of the cross.a For all these

crimes, therefore, you are shut out from the communion

‘ Seethe entire document set out ap. ' A wilful falsehood. Perhaps the

Rag/MM, an. 1227, §§ 30-37, pp. 593-5. Pope alludes here to the desertion of

Y There is not a shadow of truth in duke Frederic of Austria, and imputes

this charge. it to an understanding with the Empe

‘ This allegation was untrue, but ror. There is notashade of evidence

necessary to meet the plea of condo- of any such understanding.

nation.
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of the faithful, awaiting the weightier punishments of

the church, if you shall abide in your present con

tumacy.”

It is remarkable that in this strong bill of impeach

ment no allusion is made to the breach of
, The papal

the Emperors engagement to surrender the censum,how

Sicilian crown to his infant son under a papal F‘fjgelr’if:

regency. Here, at least, was something resem- '

bling a decent article of charge. All appears, however,

to have passed from the pontifical memory but the head

long pursuit of an enterprise condemned by the deliber

ate opginion of those whose opinion was worth listening

to. ut since his coronation, in 1220, a change had

come over the spirit of Frederic. The great problem of

the union of Church and State, in its double aspect, had

dawned upon him. The irreconcilable antagonism of

popery and imperialism had become more apparent to

him. His youthful veneration for the Church had

yielded to his sense of duty to the State and to himself

as monarch. And now indignation at the sanguinary

insult inflicted upon him by his enemy drew from him

a. wrathful exposure of the great issue between Church

and Empire, which did more honour to his candour

than to his discretion.

“ Your predecessors,” said he, in reply to the papal

denunciation, “have never ceased to encroach 1m _ 1

upon the rights of kings and princes: they have ,eplywtfiihe

arbitrarily disposed of their lands and territo- “$51,131:”

ries, and distributed them among the minions '

and favourites of their court: they have stirred up strife

among the nations of Christendom for their own selfish

purposes: they have dared to absolve subjects from

their oaths of allegiance: they have even introduced

confusion into the administration of public justice, by

binding and loosing, and punishing without regard to

the laws of the land. Religion was the pretext for all

these trespasses upon the civil government; but the real

motive was a desire to subjugate governors and sub

jects alike to an intolerable tyranny—to extort money,

and, as long as that was to be got, to care little if the
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whole structure of society were shaken to its founda

tion. No matter to the pontifi's of Rome if the whole

world were thrown into confusion, so they might convert

emperors, kings, and rulers into the obedient instruments

and ministers of their ambition. But let nations and

princes now fully comprehend what is really meant by

the ‘ grace and favour’ of the Church: let the people note

well what they have to expect from her if they desert

their natural judges: let all Christendom join heart and

hand for the overthrow of this grievous tyranny, this

universal peril: let it be borne in mind, by all men, that

none shall escape who deserts his friends in their danger

—who forgets that when his neighbour’s house is on fire,

his own will probably soon share its fate.”b

But in the ear of the court of Rome these utter

Antagonism,ances were the very rebel song, the profane

8”- shibboleth of Frederic Redbeard—the ribald

strain of his reprobate son—the echo of the backsliding

of Otto IV. And now that the ear of the Holy See was

assailed by the same descant from the tongue of its own

pupil, the youth brought up in the school of Innocent

11., and presumed to have been duly drilled to a sense

of his subordinate position in the economy of the world,

pope Gregory IX. saw that the battle of the theocracy

would have to be fought over again. The aged canonist

and the champion of monarchical rights stood opposed

to each other in mortal combat, and the great question

whether the spiritual or the political powers of earth

should succeed in drawing to itself the dominion of the

world was pretty clearly defined in the minds of both

combatants.

The Emperor, after this, was of course the object of

Slanders, bitter vituperation to the swarms of itinerant

‘w- spies and tale-bearers who perambulated Eu

rope in the interests of Rome: he was a hypocrite, a

trickster, a swindling adventurer, who had a lie or a

pretext ready for every turn and twist of his fraudulent

pohcy; a deliberate murderer of his soldiers and his

b i’llatf. mm, pp. 291 to 294.
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friends; a poisoner and a cut-throat—any thing that

might afford a plausible colouring to the impudent and

bloody comedy he had played off in the face of the

church and the world.c But irrespective of these alp

able slanders, there was truth in the monition of ono

rius 111.; he had in fact involved himselfin “a Probable in_

net of oaths and promises,” from which there tent 9f Fre

appeared no escape but by persevering even em 11'

unto death. There is good ground to believe that Fre

deric II. was in earnest,—but not to the death. He had

started on his voyage with a sickly and dejected army,

and had engaged in the enterprise with an inferior de

scription oftroops, declared by the most competentjudges

to be inadequate to the dangers and difliculties to be en

countered. Under such circumstances he might reason

ably entertain grave misgivings of the result; and if it be

true that he was attacked at sea by the malady by which

so many of his gallant companions had perished, he

might at least plead a valid excuse for a temporary

abandonment of the expedition. He might indeed have

died on the deck of his vessel; he might have com

mitted his body to the waves, and his soul to Rome;

but it may be admitted that he did not intend to com

mit himself to that extremity; and, judging from sub

sequent events, it is probable that the absence of the

Emperor from Italy was at this juncture more desirable

to his enemy than even the deliverance of the Holy

Land.

Enraged beyond measure by an apology, which con

tained in fact a counter-indictment against Gregory D;

the Holy See, Gregory at once proceeded to renewlslthe

the threatened extremities. On the 2d $32,235,312;

March 1228, in the great basilica of St. Pe- 21;

ter, he solemnly renewed the curse, adding ’ '

sentence of deposition against the Emperor, and ab

solving his subjects from their oaths of allegiance. The

Romans took vehement ofi'ence at this fresh insult to

' He was even charged with poison- sade. Rich. of_ Germmw, Chron. up.

ing the Landgrave of Thuringia to get Mumf- tom. v11. p. 1003,

rid of a zealous advocate of the cru
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their great friend and patron; the city soon became

too hot for Pope and court, and he retired to his faith

ful Perugia to be out of the way of their resentment.‘1

The Emperor, however, was now fairly at war with

The Emperor the Holy See, and at liberty to take the man

molmu, agement of the crusade into his own hands.”

“kethe ""1' \Vith that promptitude of decision which
nagernent of _ _

the crusade marked the character of the princes of he

intifnfisw“ race, he resolved to undertake the difficult

' task with his own resources, and to conduct

it in his own way. He could not but be aware that

dissensions between the cardinal~legate and commander

in-chief 0f the late expedition against the Sultan of

Egypt and the secular chiefs had contributed mainly

to the loss of Damietta; and he resolved to suffer no

divided command to interfere with the consistent and

vigorous prosecution of the War. But if the measure

of his offences had not been already full to overflowing,

Additional this step alone would have sufficed to inflame

offean of the wrath of the aged zealot on the throne of

hedenc' Rome to madness. There were now no in

structions from the Pope to fetter the command—n0

cardinal-legate to interfere with the movements of the

military chief, or to dispute his authority. The ener

getic resolution of Frederic at once deposed the pontiff

from the proud eminence of commander-in-chief of the

armies of the Cross, a position which had on like occa

sions placed the military powers of Christendom at the

disposal of the Holy See.f With the small but com

Cmsade of pact force at his command the Emperor put

Frede'm H- to sea on the 11th August 1228, and landed

at Acre in Palestine on the 8th of the following Sep

tember. As soon as the intelligence of this new con

tempt of his authority reached the ear of the Pope, he

resorted to every device that his own inventive malice

‘ Rag/n. an. 1228, § 5, p. 606 et sqq. peror as they were to the Venetians

' It is extremely probable that the upon occasion of the crusade of 1202.

interferences of the court of Rome Conf. C'ath. Pct. Book xiii. c. v. p. 431.

with the arrangements for, and the 'Conf. Cath. Put. Book xii. 0. viii.

management of the expedition Were p. 304 et sqq.

as thoroughly unwelcome to the Em
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and that of his advisers could suggest to work out the

failure of the expedition, and the ruin of the chief. So

important an undertaking with so inadequate Intense mm

a force could be only another of those juggles lice of Gre

by which the great enemy of God and the gm IX‘

Holy See had hitherto endeavoured to evade his oaths ;g

he denounced in terms of furious resentment the un

heard-0f presumption of one under the ban of the

church daring to set his unhallowed feet, as a soldier

of the Saviour whom he had vilified and insulted, on

the sacred soil consecrated by His passion and resur

rection. By this time certain bodies of pilgrims had

assembled in the ports of Apulia and Sicily, ready to re

inforce the army of the Emperor. Minorite friars were

instantly dispatched to prohibit their departure; the

patriarch and nobility of Sicily, the Germans in the ser

vice of the Emperor, and generally all Christians were

strictly commanded to set aside his orders, and to obe

only those chiefs whom he (the Pope) should nominate.

Instructions were sent off in all haste to the patriarch

of Czesarea, the bishops and military orders in the Holy

Land, to throw every impediment in his way, with the

expressed intent that he might find either a grave or a

dungeon in Palestine; or, if that might not be, to send

him back a disgraced fugitive to his dominions, if haply

the Pope should not by that time have succeeded in

depriving him of all footing in Italy.

The landing of Frederic II. in Palestine was fol

lowed by a policy which, it must be admitted, e Em m

was in contradiction to the principles and pre- movers ism.

judices by which the conduct of the holy war “a? “fgnflm

had hitherto been governed. Availing him- y '

self with ability of the conflicting ambitions and jea

lousies of the Turkish (1 'nasts, the Emperor obtained

from the Sultan Malek el 'ameel of Egypth the peaceful

cession of the city of Jerusalem, and a territory ofalmost

equal extent with the former limits of the kingdom.

K “ He was not an emperor, but a crusaders from Egypt, had made him

mere pirate." Ra/yn. 1228, § 9, p. 607. self'master of Palestine. Art d0 vér.

hWho, after the expulsion of the 510.1. p. 488.
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The Emperor made his entry into the holy city on the

17th of March 1229; the sepulchre of the Saviour was

purified from heathen pollution; and, in the absence of

ecclesiastical sanction—and perhaps in contempt of the

life-claim of king John, now the firm ally of the Pope——

Frederic presumptuously placed the crown of the king

dom of Jerusalem upon his own head.i

In Europe, meanwhile, every device had been re

sorted to to prevent reinforcements reaching
,fifigg‘gfio the Emperor. Richard earl of Cornwall, the

impedsfdthe brother of Henry III. of England, was ready

or“ e' to sail from Marseilles for the Holy Land;

and a large body of armed pilgrims was assembled at

Lyons with the like purpose. Both expeditions were

turned back by order of the Pope, to the bitter mor

tification of the hopeful warriors of the cross. By

instructions from Rome the archbishop of Czesarea

closed the church of the holy sepulchre; the military

orders were encouraged to resist every measure of the

Emperor for the consolidation of his power; and the

Sultan Kameel was assured on the part of the Pope that

he would have the support of all true Christians in any

project he might entertain against the excommunicated

and deposed heretic whom he had hitherto befriended.

The loyal Sultan, however, informed the Emperor of

the treasonable proposal. The Templars, whose hatred

of any superior in Palestine knew no bounds, had made

themselves the willing agents of the papal treason: the

Emperor expelled them from the city, and banished them

to distant quarters; garrisons were placed in all the

principal churches to maintain the services of religion;

the host of railing friars, whom the patriarch had let

loose upon the government, were driven away or flogged

into decorumj A howl of discontent and reprobation

resounded through the Holy Land, and was propagated

thence into every region of Europe. The patriarch

pronounced the treaty with the Sultan void because it

' For the bare facts see Art de rér. Raynald, an. 1228.

la; D. ubi sup. They are simply com- 1 11!. Paris, an. 1228, p. 247.

mented upon in the pontifical sense by
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was concluded without his consent. The mili- Complaints

tary orders, bishops, and monks, exasperated ofthe clergy

at finding the management of the crusade and 112%,???

the settlement of the kingdom taken out of gr?ert8_i11

their hands, joined heartily in the clamour. “5 me'

“What did he come for,” the exclaimed, “but to slay

the infidels? But, behold, e treats with them; he

makes them his friends and associates; he accepts pre

sents from them, and leads a life in accordance with .

such depraved companionship: as for the clergy, he

spurns their counsels, he sets their interests at defiance;

he rests his power upon a corrupt understanding with

a single infidel potentate rather than upon the arms of

the faithful. Had he not vowed to make no peace, but

war upon the unbelievers—war for the space of two

whole years? But such a peace as this is treason

against Christ, for it is made with those who are at war

with Him; it is a sacrilegious compact, which pollutes

the holy ground by tolerating heathen rites within the

sacred precinct.k The treaty is, in short, from begin

ning to end, both in word and effect, no other than a

tissue of wickedness, deception, and fraud.”

Though some of the acts of Frederic II. may have

been hasty and intemperate, yet the fact that The P _

he had restored the hol city to the faithful his @2531“

could not be denied. hut services of such

transcendent merit performed without the aid '

of Rome were felt as injuries too deep to be forgiven.

The motives for underrating his achievement and slan

dering his character were, in the first lace, to obtain a

plausible pretext for robbing him ofhis talian kingdom;

and in the next to obliterate those legislative reforms

in Sicily and Apulia which struck at some of the most

cherished principles, or abuses, of the theocratic govem

ment. The regent Raynaldus of Spoleto, to whom he

had deputed the government during his absence, had

been too hast in prosecuting the war against the Holy

See. King ohn of Jerusalem, upon Whom the Pope

" It appears that the Mosque of resident or sojourning Mohammedans

Omar was given by the treaty to the for thelr worship.

sur. E
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had devolved his defence, had assembled a considerable

armament, and defeated the imperial lieutenant. The

whole of Apulia, to the river Vulturnus,l fell into the

hands of the papal army. The misfortune of the regent

left the Emperor no alternative but to abandon the new

to save his hereditary kingdom. Hastily setting sail

from Palestine he landed at Brundusium. The

papal armies fled at his approach, and the

. whole country overrun by the enemy was recovered by

the mere magic of his name.

With a natural anxiety to clear himself of the load

of calumnies that had been heaped upon him

tgvrgth °ft by his foes in Palestine and in Europe, he

e ope a .

the dis- proffered to the Pope an ample explanation of

“PPmm-ment every particular of his conduct throughout
r hscliiemelstor the late transactions, together with a complete

tizeéfégeggnrefutation of the charges which most deeply

affected his character and motives. But the

report of the patriarch of Jerusalem—the bitterest of

the Emperor’s foes—had obtained exclusive possession

of the mind of pope Gregory; and the protest put in

by Hermann of Salza, the reverend grandmaster of the

Teutonic order, in his name and behalf, was dismissed

with contempt. The P0 e condemned the treaty with

the Saracens, by which t e Holy Land had been reco

vered, as a treasonable insult to God and His Church.

“ Better were open war than a diabolical compact which

left the Temple of Solomon111 in the hands of the enemies

of Christ—better the loss ‘of all than that an excom

municated heretie, a persecutor of the clergy and the

defenders of the cross, a miscreant more cruel than the

Saracens themselves, should gain a kingdom by his

crimes against God and His Church; for was not his

hypocrisy now made doubly manifest by the desertio'n of

his simulated duty before the em iration of the period for

which he had professed himsel; bound ?”“ To avenge

Hi return.

‘ A river which falls into the Medi- to stand upon the site of the Temple of

terranean a little to the north of the Solomon. Gibbon, vol. vi. p. 321.

city of Naples. '1 Reynold. an. 1229, § 33, p. 362.

m The Mosque of Omar was believed
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these manifold transgressions, the Pope exhorted all

the kings and princes of Christendom to rise in arms,

and to hasten to the rescue of the perishing Church.

Lombards and Germans, the kings of France, England,

and Spain, were vociferoust importuned, by all their

hopes of salvation, to send men and money to aid in the

punishment of the great offender, Frederic of Hohen

staufi'en.

But the call was made in vain. The Lombards, after

their late treatment by the court of Rome, Dilemma of

hesitated; the Germans did not stir; in France ‘1“ P°P°

the indifference to crusading adventure—at a distance

from their own homes—inclined king and people to look

with complacency upon the successes of the Emperor.°

Frederic II. was now in peaceable possession of his

kingdom, and in a position to retaliate upon the Pope

the injuries he had sustained. Gregory IX. Treaty and

was collected enough to postpone his revenge ;nbso1ution of

a hollow peace, or rather truce, was brought to the Empe'o"

pass by the diplomatic abilities of Hermann of Salza; and

the Emperor was released from the excommunication.

The cause of this deep-seated animosity lies beneath

the surface. It may be probably conjectured Motives of

that before the earlier embarcation of the Em-thepapalani

peror in 1227, he could have obtained without malt)“

serious difficulty any postponement of the crusade he

might have thought necessary. The court of Rome

would have been satisfied with those occasional supplies

of men and money which he had never been found back

ward in granting; but the extensive legislative reforms

he had introduced into his dominions were, with sufii

cient reason, regarded by the pontiff as evidence of a

deliberate intent to dissolve the peculiar connection be

tween Church and State, upon which the pontificate had

hitherto so abundantly thriven. And, in fact, a definite

national law, fixed in the interests and habits of a nation,

is a formidable barrier against sacerdotal encroachment.

The court of Rome could not but be sensible that an

° Henry III. of England even ven- this attempt of the Pope to set the

tured a timid remonstrance against whole world by the ears.
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implanted principle of legality in a people must hold

an inconvenient balance against the pressure of ecclesias

tical ordinance, more especially of so plastic a system as

the canon law in the hands of a Roman pontiff; that, in

short, by the introduction of certainty and system into

national law and custom, the very foundation of pon

tifical government was undermined.

For years past the attention of the Emperor had

Legislation been drawn to the confusion prevailing in the

°f Frederic IInational law of his Sicilian dominions. With

the aid of his learned minister, Peter de Vineis, he had

reduced and digested these institutions—0r rather

customs—into a systematic form. In the course of his

labours he had to encounter great difficulties, arising

from the independent position assumed by the clergy.

Though they occupied a large—perhaps the largest—

share of the landed property of the kingdom, they

claimed absolute exemption from taxation or any secular

duty. The annexation of tributary or feudal estate to

the churches, and the abusive conversion of lay fiefs

into ecclesiastical and privileged property, had impo

verished the revenue, and deprived the sovereign of

the dues and services owing in respect of such tenures.

The new code struck at these privileges; the clergy

were made to contribute in respect of their lay holdings

rateably with the rest of the proprietar : the canonical

principle that no clerk in orders coul be sued before

the civil tribunals in any question of land, debt, fief,

possessory right or criminal offence, was ignored.P The

ecclesiastical courts were ousted of all jurisdiction over

the laity, the single case of adultery excepted: appeals to

Rome were prohibited in all butpurely spiritual causes, and

even such appeals were taken away in time of war: the

children of the married clerqu were legitimatised on pay

ment of a fixed fine, and were made capable of inheriting

land, (so, as if they had been born in lawful wedlock,

any canonical ordinance to the contrary notwithstand

I' As to crimes committed by clerks, ‘4 The marriage of clergymen had

it seems that it was still open to the not been wholly discontinued in Italy,

ecclesiastical courts to claim cognis- as in many other parts of Europe.

ance of the cause.
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ing. In respect of lay tenures, the clergy were in every

respect placed upon the same footing with the lay proprie

tary ; and all spiritual persons, and corporations and as

sociations, holding lands by law or custom exempt from

charges and services to which the rest were liable,r were

incapacitated from taking any gift or conveyance, making

any purchase, or receiving bequests of any taxable or cus

tomable land.”

These ordinances were in many ways offensive to

the court of Rome. Their object was noto- I ,1
riously to close every avenue to the encroach- bizeiiiifitfl;

ments of the spiritual powers. But attempts “mug: °f

to impose limits upon ecclesiastical privilege '

were obstructive of the uniform policy of the papacy.

And such must have been at all times the effect of

a certain and consistent code of civil law. It gives

of necessity the precedence to state-law over church

law, as long as the two systems are administered by

different and independent authorities. Either must

govern or serve the other; and the law of the victor

must become the law of the state. The devout The demm

canonist upon the throne of Rome had on his of Gregory

part elaborated a scheme of ecclesiastical law,

which, for the merits of precision and systematic arrange

ment, greatly excelled the civil ordinances of Frederic

II.t The principles of law adopted by Gregory IX.

stood, as might be expected, in direct contradiction to

those of the less perfect code of Frederic II.; and

the entire digest was in many respects better calcu

lated to command the attention of men of learning and

system. The severance of the two sources of legisla

' Lands, we suppose, in the nature

of frankalmoigne; or, perhaps, more

properly, spiritual allodium.

' This was a formal statute of mort

main; but with the modification that

if any land was bequeathed to or pur

chased by church or monastery, the

land so bequeathed or purchased was

ordered to be immediately sold to

some lay buyer capable of discharging

the dues and duties incumbent upon

the subject-matter of bequest or pur

chase. As to lay conveyances and ub

infeudations, Frederic II. enacted an

ordinance very similar to our statute

of “ Quia emptores." (18 Edw. I.)

‘ The five books of the Decretals of

Gregory IX. were drawn up_ and di

gested by the Dominican friar Ray1

mund di Pennaforte, his chaplain and

penitentiary, and were published in the

year 1234. The best and last emenq

dated edition of the _Gregorian code

is that A. L. Richter-all} Part II. of his

“ Corpus Juris Canoniel," published at

Leipzig in 1839.
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tion was for the most part repugnant to the prepos

Objectionmsessions of the age. “ What,” it was asked,

indePendent “would be the condition ofthe Christian world,

smw'law' if each individual state or kingdom should

wrap itself up in a garment of its own? What, if each

were to adopt an exclusive system of state-law, without

reference to each other, or to any common bond that

should connect them in Christian fellowship, or could

supply a tribunal by which, in the last resort, their

mutual feuds and animosities could be accommodated?

Obviously, the consequence of such a state of things

must be that the great commonwealth of Christendom

would be broken up: each state and nation would stand

over against the other in selfish isolation or hostile con

tact: each would then set up its own local laws against

the great general law which, by divine appointment,

embraces and reconciles all human ordinances. Eve

government, adopting such a position, must be deemed

to have stepped out of the Christian communion, and, by

the very fact, to have lapsed into a state of heathenism.

If all rulers were to follow the example of the emperor

Frederic, the Christian commonwealth would be torn

into incoherent fragments, and must fall to ruin.”u

It can hardly be denied that the bonds which form

The legislm the nexus of civil andreligious government can

tiqn of Fred- not be wholly torn asun er. Such, no doubt,

$231283: would be an unnatural state of society; and that

6:101“ 1%; certainly not less so under the Christian than

gm 'under any other religious dispensation. The

instructors of the public conscience cannot be wholly

excluded from their share in the general direction of

human affairs without a direct renunciation of the prin

ciples by which rulers and subjects alike profess to be

bound. The only question that remains is, what that

share is to be? and how it is to be so regulated as not to

stand in the way of the material advancement of society

towards the greatest attainable happiness, spiritual as well

as temporal. It will not be contended nowadays that

“ We have adopted in some particu- charged statement of the pontifical

lars the excellent but somewhat over- case by 51. Raumer, vol. iii. p. 584.
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temporal necessarily excludes spiritual government, or

the converse. Yet this was the question substantially

raised by the papacy and the ultra-canonists. The le

gislative enactments of Frederic II. clipped the wings

of clerical despotism, and were plausibly construed into

a deliberate design to separate Church and State : but

in fact they proposed a compromise—a give-and-take

principle, utterly inadmissible in a. government which

claimed to define its own prerogative, irrespectiver of

all earthly considerations. This was the scope and sub

stance of the Gregorian legislation; and with this preten

sion that of the Emperor stood in direct opposition. As

soon as the idea of an independent code of laws entered

his mind, he found himself at issue with a fundamental

principle of ecclesiastical government. It was clear

enough to his adversaries that he had to a dangerous

degree emancipated himself from the principles instilled

into him by his pontifical preceptor: he must, it was

thought, have conceived the idea of setting up his

state against the state of the Church. The concep

tion was in its nature rebellious and heretical; it ap

proached the inner limit of secession; it approximated

to those very errors" which had been put down at the

expense of myriads of lives, and the sacrifice of every

sentiment of honour and humanity. So terrible an

expense must not be incurred in vain; and when the

alternative presented itself, whether the theocracy should

master or yield to the supremacy of state-law, immiti

gable war was freely and spontaneously adopted—sub

ject, however, to those suggestions of worldly prudence

which bides its time, and never strikes till the prey is

inextricably entangled in the snare.

Some such suggestions governed the policy of pope

Gregory as soon as he had abandoned the hope tllliogges gf

. . . pe or

of eJectmg the Emperor from h1s southern seeking”...

kingdom. Frederic was now firmly seated wncllmmn

- . . - . . 'th tl E -upon hls Sicihan throne. With faculties upon“ perish m

' Those of Albigensian and other so- was technically called the politiml

paratists. There was no form of heresy M78831. such 8“ ‘thfft t0 Which ArnOld 0f

againstwhich thepapacy hadconceived Brescianfell a victim. Cath. Pet. Book

so bitter a resentment as that which xii. o. m. pp. 66, 67,
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the whole superior to those of the sovereigns of his

age he combined a spirit of the firmest mettle, yet

pliant enough to yield with a good grace to the cir

cumstances of the times. He ad returned from his

expedition to the Holy Land with increased fame: all

who knew the difficulties he had overcome, and the

wisdom with which he had used his opportunities, ad

mired him: the elegant hilarity of-the imperial court;

the encouragement extended to art, learning, and poetry,

attracted the lovers of pleasure, and attached the com

monalty to his person: and although—if we believe his

adversaries—the love of women at his court and in his

person was that of a mere heathen Cupid, a snare of

Satan, the poison of the spiritual life within, it had

nothing of that enervating character which unfits princes

or ministers for the active duties of life and govern

ment.w In Germany all the attempts of the court of

Rome to drive the princes and barons into rebellion had

had the effect rather of rousing the national indignation

than of creating a diversion in favour of the papal de

signs. The clergy resented the misapplication of the

funds they had supplied for the use of the crusade to

the support of a war of ambition and self-aggrandise

ment. In Lombardy the Ghibelline party had proved

strong enough to neutralise the intrigues of the Pope

to call the league into action. The Mendicant monks——

in bad odour everywhere—had been banished by the

imperial regent Raynald of Spoleto; and soon after the

Emperor’s return the Templars had been in like man

ner expelled from Sicily and Apulia. Frederic himself

hovered on the frontiers of the Patrimony with a veteran

army; the Romans, though for the moment reconciled

with the pontifif',x were not to be trusted; the resources

of the papal treasury were exhausted, and no prospect

of preventing the Patrimony from falling into the hands

of the enemy was open to the court of Rome. Under

" "Herein," said his enemies, “con- the sense of sin and imperfection, re

sists the craft of Satan, that he eon- pentancs, satisfaction, and redemption

trives to shed the deceptive light of are no longer possible.” Raumer, iii.

all-suflieing pleasure on mere earthly p. 584.

things; so that by the extinction of * Haynald, an. 1230, § 2.
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the mediation of the venerable Hermann of Salza, nego

tiations were set on foot at St. Germano, and a treaty

of peace was at length concluded by which all that was

past on both sides was condoned; a general Forms ofthe

amnesty was granted; the Emperor promised to treaty of St

abide by the canonical rule in all ecclesiastical German“

elections, and engaged to abstain from making the clergy

responsible to the civil courts, and levying taxes upon

them or their endowments. After the conclusion of the

treaty of St. Germanoy both parties felt, or affected to

feel, a perfect return of mutual amity and confidence.

The Emperor and the Pope expressed their sentiments

to each other in the most cordial terms at an interview

held at Agnani; and but for the minute precautions by

which the Pope thought it necessary to secure himself

against any infraction of the treaty, we should entertain

no suspicion that a doubt or a lurked _in the

heart of either.z

A period of four years elapsed from the treaty of

St. Germano, Within which the pontiff, by theF d .
. . re eric IL,

support of the Emperor, maintained a preca- the Lom

rious tenure of the city of Rome. Frederic, lggdgiogd

on the other hand, was engaged in a series of '

efforts for the reéstablishment of law and order among

the distracted republics and cities of Lombardy. His

exertions to bring them to a sense of their legal rela

tions to the empire and to himself as their acknow

ledged sovereign ended in failure. In his unwillingness

to plunge into war, he proposed a submission of all

matters in difference to the Pope, as arbiter of their

respective rights and grievances. Gregory undertook

the reference; but after some delay delivered an award

which decided nothing, except certain matters in which

the interests of his see were involved, and an order

directing the Lombards to send 500 men-at-arms to the

assistance of the defenders of the Holy Land, a subject

which had no connection with the submission. All topics

.v The 23th of August 1230, tom. vii. p. 1020-1021. Conf. Raumer,

1 Cont. .11. Pam. p.309. Rich. de iii. 9459; RM”, Gesch. a. Deutsoh.

S. German. Chron. an. 1230, up. Murat. val. u. p. 527.
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which formed the real subject of the reference were left

as they were before.“ To the loud remonstrance of the

Emperor the Pope replied in the smoothest accents, that

it was useless to rip up old grievances, and advising

him to put up with the actual state of things rather

than put himself and the Holy See to the trouble of

reopening an inquiry from which no good result could

be expected: and upon this ground he excused him

self from imposing conditions he knew would not be

complied with.

It would be diflicult to assign any other motive for

The Romans so dishonest a decision than a. desire to hang

quarrel with up the dispute between the Lombard rebels

the Pope' and their insulted sovereign, with a view to

keep them in wind till their services should be required.h

After this shabby treatment Frederic did not think fit

to revive the negotiation. His attention was diverted

by an insurrection in Sicily; and Gregory soon after

wards found himself involved in a dispute with the

citizens of Rome. The people clamorously demanded

the payment of a subsidy from the papal treasury, to

which they alleged an immemorial right; and in the

same breath presumptuously affirmed that no Roman

citizen was liable to excommunication, nor the city to

the interdict. Grego repelled the claim to the sub

sidy; and as to the rig t to excommunicate the citizens

and to interdict the city, he observed, that “although

he was less than God, he was greater than man, and

therefore not only set over the citizens, but over all

emperors, kings, and princes of the earth; that, as the

father of all, it was his right, as it was his duty, to

correct his erring children; and that for good and

suflicient cause he had full power to excommunicate

the citizens, and to interdict their city.”° He main

THE POPE AND THE ROMANS.

' The award was delivered on the they ever hereafter submit to the ar

5th of June 1233. bitration of the Church."

b This was the impression on the

mind of Frederic: “Of a truth,” he

observed to the papal legate, the bi

shop of Ostia, “ when this transaction

is published to the world, all kings

and princes will take warning how

° In reference to the subsidy, the

Pope admitted that gratuities had

been vouchsafed to the Roman magis

trates and people in certain emergen

cies; but that such gifts could not be

drawn into precedent.
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tained, moreover, that they had merited the extreme

severity of ecclesiastical censure by their iniquitous

attempts to enlarge the territory of the city‘1 at the

expense of their neighbours, particularly of the city of

Viterbo, which lay far beyond their lawful precincts.

The dispute ran so high that the Pope and his court

found it expedient to abandon Rome and retire to

Perugia, a city which had on other occasions Gregory 1);,

afforded an asylum to fugitive pontifi's. In Vrieggg 'gnd

this stronghold he was in a position to take defeats’the

vigorous measures against the rebels. He mm”

began operations by launching the formidable sentence

of excommunication against the citizens, and interdict

ing divine service in all their churches. The count of

Toulouse and the bishop of Winchester accepted the

command of such forces as the Pope could collect; and

the Emperor was prevailed upon to send a body of his

troops in aid of the papal armament. The Romans,

in reliance upon their numbers, marched out against

the papal city of Viterbo, but in so irregular and un

military a fashion as to expose themselves to a sangui

nary defeat.e This misfortune had the effect indeed of

checking their encroachments upon the Patrimony, but

led to no approach to peace, or alleviation of their ani

mosity against the court.

The position taken up by the Emperor at this point of

time appeared to the court of Rome to lie di- Suspicions of

rectly athwart the course ofthe pontifical policy. the Roman

It was taken for granted that Frederic enter- “mm

tained a matured design to incorporate Italy, Apulia,

and Sicily with the empire; that he intended to rule

the mass of territory from the South as the seat of his

government, and, if possible, to render it, as a whole,

hereditary in his family. Whether the suspicions of the

court of Rome were, to their full extent, well or ill

founded, there is no doubt that the scheme of govern

" Liberty or precinct, Germanics mans at the extravagant number of

manner, Latin comitatus. 30,000 killed- The original numbers

° For the whole transaction see of the army 1_1° P“t8 at 100,000; 811

Matt. Paris, an. 1234, pp. 344, 345. equally incredible statement.

That writer reports the loss of the R0
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ing Germany from a province so remote was a great

and decisive error in policy. In the prosecution of this

scheme he had obtained some apparent success. Though

the incorporation of the South with the empire could

be little more than nominal, yet he had succeeded in

blotting out the pontifical suzerainty over Apulia and

Sicily, and in converting his hereditary kingdom into

the fulcrum of his power :f he had established his own

popularit by a good code of law and a rigid and im

partial a ministration of justice, to the serious detriment

of the papal and clerical influence in the kingdom: he

had, in short, effectually undone the work of the pon

tifical government during his minority: instead of the

promised abdication in favour of his son Henry, he had

removed that prince to the distant viceroyalty of Ger

many, while he himself established his imperia] court

and throne in the land which for ages past Rome .had

been accustomed to regard as a peculiar of the patri

mony of St. Peter.

For this presumed course of policy the character of

Merits ofthe Frederic II. has been painted by the ponti

fical writersg in the blackest colours. But it

Emperor and should be remembered that, at his coronation

the P°Pe' in 1220, pope Honorius III. was not in a posi

tion, consistently with the prosecution of the crusade,

to insist upon the abdication, when the right first ac

crued to the Holy See. It was obvious to every man

of sense that such a step would have effectually de

stroyed all prospect of the projected enterprise against

the Saracens. The Pope must have known that no suc

' Ramuer (vol. iii. p. 176) affirms. on norius III. or his successors had de

the authority of Mm'atort (Antiq. Ital.

tom. iv. p. 83), that Frederic had, in

the month of February 1211, acknow

ledged the suzerainty of the Pope over

his Apulian dominions, and promised

as tribute 1000 pieces of gold. Pfistur

(vol. p. 506) copies Raumer, and

quotes the same authority. It is, how

ever, nowhere recorded that Frederic,

like his Norman predecessors, had ever

done homage to the Pope for the king

dom; and we find no record that he

had ever paid the tribute. There is

equally little evidence that either Ho

manded these tokens of subordination.

Several treaties had been concluded

between the courts of Rome and Sicily

during this period, in none of which

homage or tribute are mentioned or

alluded to. On all former occasions

the Popes had anxiously demanded and

obtained both. The question, in fact,

seems to have been allowed to drop by

mutual consent.

8 More especially by the continua

tor of Bnronius, the Oratorian priest

Baynaldus.
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cess could be expected, and that the hegemony of Europe

in the holy war must be abandoned, or that he must

refrain from fettering the hands and quenching the zeal

of the only monarch upon whom he could reckon with

any degree of confidence. It was not to be expected

that, under such circumstances, the Emperor would

consent to a papal regency during his absence in the

Holy Land, or permit his estates to be administered

as 'a simple trust pending the event of the crusade.

That natural equity which is commonly allowed to im

pose its own limits upon engagements of every kind

might point to those repeated postponements of the

crusade, that tacit adjournment of the stipulated ab

dication, as such a condonation of the recusancy of the

imperial government as tended to qualify the engage

ments themselves; and which, if persisted in, might

blot them out of the memory of the parties altogether.

Though the naked right of the Pope to insist upon the

performance may not have abated, the remedy for the

nonperformance had been allowed to slip from his hands

in the pursuit of one absorbing and inconsistent scheme;

and thus the opportunities, when the fulfilment might

have been legitimately demanded, had been allowed to

wait upon the chapter of accidents. By their own inter

ferences'the Popes had made themselves parties to many

of those measures which they subsequently produced

against the Emperor as proofs of the foulest perjury. A

pure and simple justification might indeed be difficult;

but history will not permit the papacy to tear to pieces

or to fatten upon the factitious infamy of one of the

greatest sovereigns who ever adorned a throne.

But now appeared the evils of a divided command.

Henry, king-regent of Germany, had reached Intrigue, of

his twenty-third year. He was of a weak and thgrupecyin
irritable disposition, and resented, or was per- eman'v'

suaded by his flatterers to resent, the restrictions imposed

upon his government by his distant sire. During his late

disputes with the Emperor the Pope had not failed to

improve the advantage against the father to be derived

from the disaffection ,of the son. The policy of the
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Emperor at that crisis required that the action of the

King-regent should be strictly subservient to his own

operations in Italy and the Holy Land; that ofthe Pope

aimed at a total estrangement and separation of inter

ests. He desired to hold the son in leash against the

father; and by the aid of the Lombard league to cut

off the communication between the Emperor and his

Germanic subjects. Thus a powerful lever would be

gained for disturbing the political position of Frederic

in Italy, and checking the consolidation of his govern

ment in the South. In Germany the strong hand had

always been indispensable to repress the ambition and

rapacity of the aristocracy. Between the year 1220

and 1229 the King-regent had been involved both in

foreign and domestic wars. This state of things had

been turned to account by Gregory IX. After the

excommunication of the Emperor in 1227, envoys were

dispatched to Otto duke of Brunswick, the nephew of

the emperor Otto IV., to induce him to assume the

imperial crown. The prince, however, civilly declined

the proposal, and the Pope had to look elsewhere for

a lever of mischief and disorder in the realm. Mate

rial assistance was derived from the zeal and diligence

of the Mendicant friars. Public confusion seemed to

have reached its climax; large sums of money were

collected by the sale of absolutions for every kind and

degree of crime, upon condition of taking the cross;

and probably more still was obtained for releases or

dispensations from the performance of the vow. Mur

der was rife in the land ;h feuds and private wars;

robbery and bloodship were in the order of the day ;i

and, to the dismay of the Mendicants and their patron,

they and their money-bags sometimes fell a prey to the

Loyalty of depredations to which all unprotected wealth,

the lay con- whether well or ill-gotten, was exposed. Yet

“252211131? the cardinal-legate Otto and the friars made

' little progress in the task of getting up a

h Earl Frederic of Isemburg assas- i See a list of these destructive feuds

sinated archbishop En elbert of Co- ap.1?fister,Gesch. der Deutsch. vol. ii.

logne with his own han . p. 585.
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rebellion in Germany. A few bishops were found read

to lend a hand; but they were admonished by the laity

not to permit themselves to be overreached by the

papal emissary, inasmuch as it was notorious that what

they really wanted was their money, and the appropria

tion of the richest benefices of the empire for themselves

and their Italian partisans. It was by these symptoms

perceived that the storms raised by the procurement

of Rome, and fostered by the absence of the Emperor,

had not as at shaken the loyalty of the lay constitu

ency. The tter had turned a deaf ear to the importu

nities of the Pope to support a pretender in arms; and

after the return of Frederic from Palestine they gave

proof of their fidelity by hastening to support him in

the south of Italy.j

A year or two later a vigorous resistance was 0p

posed in Germany to the attempts of the papalF u f th
clergy to introduce the Inquisition; and an 3.1213. toe

energetic protest against the intolerable abuse hiltml‘lii‘gfggge

of appeals to Rome was published. The Do- q '

minican monk Conrad of Marburg had assumed the

office of inquisitor, and arbitrarily tried and condemned

certain alleged heretics.k But his career was soon

brought to a close by the public indignation; the sup

posed criminals were released; and Conrad himself was

torn to pieces by the enraged populace on his return to

his convent at Marburg. The anger of the Pope, how

ever, was somewhat appeased by an active per—
. . _ Persecution

secution at the same tlme set on foot agamst Stgggle

a different class of heretics. The inhabitants 3°“

of East Friesland, called “ Stedinger,” had expelled an

extortionate and oppressive priesthood from their land,

and renounced allegiance to their lord, the earl of

Oldenburg. The expatriated priests got up a charge

of heresy against the rebels; a crusade was published,

1 The dukes of Meran, Austria, and

Carinthia, and several bishops, were

present with him at Naples, and had

themselves had, it seems, crept in.

Certain im rudent persons, disgusted

with the epredations of the papal

freely ofiered their guarantee to the

treaty of St. Germano.

" A dangerous habit of thinking for

emissaries and the rapacity of their

masters, had_ventured to weigh the

papal pretensions in the balance.
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and an army of 40,000 fanatics, under the earl him

self, speediliy quenched the rebellion and ext'm uished

the impute heresy in the blood of the devote Sted

in er.l
gMeanwhile the weak and profligate King-regent of

Disafiection German was busy undoing the work, and

“straw laying into the hands of the enemies of the

King-regent mperor. Surrounded by flatterers, he lent

°£ mama“ himself with fatal facility to the ambitious

schemes of princes and prelates. A party was formed

in the interests of the King; the Emperor received in

timation of dangerous intrigues against his authority;

but relying upon concessions he thought it prudent to

make to the demands of the estates, he summoned a diet

at Aquileia (11.1). 1231) in the Friuli. Henry appeared

and sued for pardon; the dukes of Saxony, Carinthia,

and Meran became the sponsors for his future fidelity,

and he was forgiven. But upon his return to his

government his faction recommenced their treasonable

practices. They involved the Emperor’s friends in

vexatious feuds; and his interferences for the resto

ration of peace only served to exasperate his son and

the party that surrounded him. In Germany they had

almost thrown off the mask. An understanding with

the disaffected cities of Lombardy had been for some

time established; and, on the 17th December 1234,

king Henry consummated his treason by entering into

a league, offensive and defensive, with the enemies of

the empire in Northern Italy; they, on their part, en

gaging to confer upon him the crown of Lombardy,

on condition of his relinquishing all the privileges re

served to the empire by the treaty of Constance, con

cluded with his great-grandfather Frederic Redbeard

in 1181.m

Though pope Gregory might not be sorry to witness

Frederic in a state of things which promised important

Germ“? advantages in future, he was at this moment

‘ Conf. Rau'mcr, iii. pp. 679 to 685. suppression of this rebellion occurred

And see the letters of the Pope on in the year 1233.

these matters. ap. Hartzkeim, Conc. “ Conf. Garth. Pet. Book xii. 0. viii.

Germ. tom. iii. pp. 554 to 556. The p. 288.
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too deeply involved with his own rebellious subjects“ to

dispense with the services of Frederic. He accordingly

denounced and condemned the intrigues of the King

regent and his party, and even threatened them with

the censures of the Church unless they immediately

abandoned their criminal engagements, and submitted

themselves to the clemenc of the Emperor.° But the

promptitude of Frederic disappointed the hopes of the

conspirators. He hastened by sea to Aquileia, and soon

found himself supported by a loyal gathering of seventy

princes and bishops, assembled at Ratisbon. The misgo

vernment and subsequent treasons of king Henry were

fully gone into and proved; the young King was deserted

by is own partisans, and driven to the feet of his of

fended sovereign for pardon on his own terms. Again

the affectionate father forgave and desired to forget;

but the perverse practices of the son soon convinced

the' Emperor that no conditions would avail against the

pernicious whisperings of the faction to Whiéll he had

surrendered himself; the pardon was therefore revoked;

and the prince was placed in close arrest.P At a great

diet assembled at Maintz in the following year D .
. . egradation

(1235), king Henry was, after a solemn tr1al,andimprim.

found guilty of treason, degraded from the "llfggf

regal dignity, and committed to the mercy of '

the Emperor; and was by him conveyed to the castle

of St. Felice, in Apulia, where he was confined till his

death, seven ears afterwards.q

Frederic I. remained barely a twelvemonth in Ger

many; but in that time he introduced severe The Gonna“

laws for the maintenance of the public peace, estates de

the punishment of the late conspirators, and fi'ggfmff’

the enlargement of his family estate and in- parceloi the

fluence in the land. But the act which bore emp're’u‘

most emphatically upon the great question between the

Church and the State was a formal resolution of the

“ Ragnald, an. 1234, § i. 2, p. 99. this was the cause of his imprisonment.

° Raumer, p. 693. Rag/n. an. The story is probably a rumour, and

123%? 10, p. 120. no more. _

P . Pari; (p. 351) informs us that '1 Rwh. 1h 5- Germ. Chron. an. 1235,

after his submission Henry made an 1236, BP- Mm‘at- tom- "ii- P- 1036

attempt to poison his father ; and that

SUP. F
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Germanic estates in their legislative capacity, that Italy

waslpart and parcel of the holy Roman empire, and must

at a risks be reconquered and maintained. It had been,

as alread observed, conjectured upon plausible grounds

that the Illnperor’s plans embraced not only the reunion

of all the disjointed parts of the empire of Charlemagne

into one solid dominion, but also the conversion of that

dominion into an estate hereditary in his family. And

certain it is that the vast increase of territorial power

which the suppression of the rebellion in Germany, and

the enormous forfeitures which accompanied it, threw

into his hands, was a circumstance very likely to raise

such a suspicion—a suspicion which, in the jealous ap

prehension of the court of Rome, could fall little short

of conviction. If such was his intention, it is equally

clear that he regarded his Italian dominions as the basis

of his power. “ Italy, he declared, was his inheritance;

and that fact, he affirmed, was notorious to all the

world.”r

The firm establishment of his influence in Germany,

Frederic though an important, was, after all, only a

appoints his secondary object of his policy. Unfortunately

§§33$ng for the success of his scheme, whatever it really

gent of Ger- amounted to, his attention was absorbed b

man)" Italian affairs; and be resolved, notwithstan -

ing the sinister result of his first experiment for the

government of the Germanic kingdom, to repeat it in

the person of his second son Conrad,“ whom, in the great

diet from which the declaration of Italian unity had

emanated, he had caused to be elected and crowned

king of the Romans; under the guardianship of the

respectable archbishop Siegfried of Maintz.

After thus providing for the administration of the

_ transalpine kingdom, he returned to Italy with

large reinforcements; and by the zealous aid

insurgent of the energetic tyrant of Verona, Eccelino di

“5:55;?” Romano, and a further levy of 10,000 Saracen

mercenaries from Sicily, he prosecuted the war

against the insurgent estates, of Lombardy with vigour

' fllnif. Paris, p. 366. ' Son of the empress Jolnnta of Jerusalem.
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and success. The important cities ofPadua, Verona, and

Treviso, were captured by Eccelino ; the powerful Mark

grave Azzo of Este was gained, and the gates of Ferrara

and Montechiaro were opened to the imperial lieutenants.

Mantua surrendered, after a short siege, to the Emperor

in person. The territory of Brescia was occupied, and

the tide of conquest approached the walls of Milan. In

an evil hour for themselves, the confederate forces issued

from the gates to arrest the advance of the imperial

army. Their position was judiciously chosen; but the

abler strategy of the Emperor compelled them Battle and

to accept battle near the village of Cortenuovo; victory of

and a calamitous defeat, attended with the cap- commw‘m'

ture of their camp, equipages, a multitude of prisoners,

and of their carroccio, or standard wagon, was sus

tained. This great trophy of victory was ostentatioust

presented by the Emperor to the citizens of Rome;

and, to the mortification of the court, was received by

the senate and people with extravagant demonstrations

of pleasure.t

After the excommunication of the Romans in 1234

pope Gregory had returned to Rome for a short wir in Lom~

period; but the attachment of the citizens to Zigzag"!

the Emperor, whether owing to bribery—as king of Sar

alleged — or their aversion from the papal d‘ma

overnment, was not materially shaken. The setting

up of the trophy taken at the battle of Cortenuovo was

attended with such strong symptoms of disafl'ection as to

induce the Pope to transfer his residence to Agnani, from

which city he could c out his plans for arresting the

victorious career of the mperor in safety. But his pro

sals for an accommodation between the belligerents

in Lombardy were unsuccessful. Frederic, in the elation

of recent victory, refused to listen to any terms of recon

ciliation short of unconditional submission. Only three

cities of note, besides Milan, still held out against him;

et the subjugation of these, he foresaw, would put all

his powers in requisition; and for that purpose he sum

I

1 God. Monach. Ill-khdi S. (harm. uhi sup. p- 1040- Matt. Paris, p. 375.
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moned his German lieges to join the imperial array in

the North of Italy without delay. But in the mean time

the Pope had laboured earnestly, and not in vain, to dis

seminate among the Germanic constituency a general dis

inclination for the service. A trifling aid only was there

fore to be expected from that quarter, and the imperial

army was reduced to numbers inadequate to the siege of

the populous and still undismayed communities. Bre

scia resisted the imperial arms with success; but the

Romans had declared for Frederic; the island of Sardinia

had yielded to the arms of Enzius, a natural son of the

Emperor; the country was declared a fief of the em

pire, and the conqueror was installed in the government

with the title of king.u

Sardinia, tho%h never reduced into the possession

Angel, of of the oly See, had been for many ages(past

Gregory IX., claimed by the court of Rome as an appen age

of the patrimony of St. Peter." Its annexa

cntion of the tion to the empire was therefore treated as an

Emperor' insolent violation of the pontifical domain.

The Pope had, for some time, been dissatisfied with the

conduct of the Emperor in his wars with his Roman

subjects: the promised aid had been of too trifling an

amount to assist materially in checking the encroach

ments of the Romans; and the Emperor, he contended,

had needlessly and wilfully abandoned the siege ofa castle

held by the rebellious citizens against their old enemy,

the papal municipality of Viterbo ;w a conduct which ex

posed him to the suspicion ofsecretly fomenting the rebel

lion. The rejection of his offers of mediation between the

Lombard league and the Emperor, added a sting to

the resentments of the fiery pontiff, and the imminent

danger of his friends and clients in Lombardy seemed

to call upon him to discard all half measures, and to

'1 Rich. di S. Germ. nbi sup. been taken by the Romans from the

' Chiefiy in virtue of the treaty of Viterbians, and was obstinater de

Agnani between the emperor Frederic

Redbeard and pope Alexander III. in

1176 ; but the claim was of older date.

Conf. Oath. Pet. Book xii. 0. vi. p. 175

et sqq.

" The fort of Rnspanpanum had

fended by a. Roman garrison against

the Emperor in person in the year 1233.

The Emperor abandoned the siege after

battering the place for a period of two

months. Rich. (If. S. Germ. ap. Murat.

kc. tom. vii. p. 1034.
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strike a blow which might afford a diversion in favour

of his distressed allies, and arrest the onward career of

a hated adversary. Accordingly, on the 20th of March

1239 he thundered the full sentence of excommunication

and deposition against “the obdurate enemy of God

and the Church,x Frederic, the so-called Emperor of

the Romans.”y

It is obvious from man indications that ever since

the treaty of St. Germano 1230), the Empe- Manifesto of

ror had been on his guard against the swarms the Emperor

of Mendicant friars and other emissaries of the papal

court, who had busied themselves in unsettling the

minds of his German and Italian subjects, and creating

that disafi'ection of which they hoped to take advantage

at the fitting opportunity. It is therefore very pro

bable that many of these mischief-makers had been ap

prehended and punished by his orders. Most of them

were clerks in orders, Mendicant friars, it might be

bishops and superior ecclesiastics. He had felt himself

beset b sanctified traitors and licensed spies; and had,

no don t, more than once entered the sacred precinct

and dragged thence the insidious enemies of his life and

throne. These acts of self-defence were now quoted

against him with studied malignity. The whole of his

past life was passed in review to furnish fuel for the

wrath of Rome. All doubt—if he ever entertained any

-—that his dethronement and ruin had been long since

determined upon in the councils of his enemy, had now

vanished, and he proclaimed the conviction to the world

in a forcible address to the sovereigns of Europe. “The

boundless ambition of Rome,” he said, “had all along

had cited eeclesiastics before the civil

courts: he had seized and imprisoned

the adherents of the Pope in Sicily and

Apulia: he had forcibly resumed the

lands of churches and monasteries :

* Rich. (H S. Ger-m. ubi sup.p.104i.

7 The excommunication was based

upon sixteen articles of charge, the

most of which had not been complained

of at the time, or had been condoned

by subsequent treaties of pacification:

he had, said the Pope, encouraged the

sedition of the Romans by the insidious

present of the captured carroccio: he

had obstructed the Pope’s communi

cations abroad : he had interfered in

the elections to sees and abbcys: he

he had confiscated the property 0f the

military orders: he had robbed monas.

teries, and generally assessed them to

wards the building and repairs of his

castles: he had driven into exile and

plundered the adherents of the church,

kc. (kc. Matt. Pam, p. 412.
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contemplated not only his own personal destruction, but

the overthrow of the empire itself; in order that, after

striking down the head, he might have easy work with

the other sovereigns of the Christian commonwealth.

The Pope had charged him with heresy; the imputation

was a false and infamous libel; but if it was a crime to

desire the restoration of the Christian Church to a state

of primitive purity, he avowed the intent, and would

proclaim to the world that so desirable a consummation

could not be hoped for until the Christian priesthood was

radically cured of the vice of ambition, and curtailed of their

extravagant territorial possessions; he (the Emperor) was

the supreme guardian of the rights of monarchs, as the

Pope was the guardian of the purit of the faith; and

that faith, he was persuaded, coul never be put in

danger by any external force, but only by the turpi

tude of its own ministers; it was the duty of the Pope to

abstain from meddling with worldly afi'airs or the waging

of wars. If he had thought proper to rake up old and

forgotten grievances against him, who, he asked, could

blame him for retorting the like upon his accuser. ‘ Let

God be the judge between me His soldier and the Pope

His vicar; let Plim decide upon the justice of the foul

attempt to eject me from my kingdom while absent in

the service of the Cross, and my estates destitute of

defenders.’ "1

Unquestionably this manifesto, addressed as it was

to all the sovereigns of Europe, contained the

germ 0f the heresy always most dreaded by

“EX-88mm the court of Rome.“ Here was the political

e Emperor.

heresy of Arnold of Brescia. on the throne.

For such an offence there could be no forgiveness; every

thing now depended upon

1 Matt. Paris, p. 413 ; (LYelius Ex

ccrpt. ex actis Alb. Behemi, tom. i. p.

799.

' It contained in all essential points,

with one exception, the substance of

the heresy imputed to Arnold of Bre

scin. (conf. (lath. Pet. Book xii. ch. ii.

p. 40, and ch. iii.p. 66). It approached

the heresy of the Albigensian and Wal

cutting off the communica

densian sects—that which drew down

upon them, above all other errors, the

bloody vengeance of Innocent III.

(conf. Oath. Pet. Book xiii. 0. vii. p.

518 et sqq.) But it did not deny the

papal supremacy in terms, though it

pic uced it to a simply spiritual autho

ty.
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tion between the Emperor and his Germanic subjects,

and undermining his influence in his transalpine domi

nions. Immediately after the excommunication, Gregory

dispatched his emissaries, Renier bishop of Troyes, with

the Minorite monk Philip of Assisi, and A_lbert Behem,

dean of Passau; these worthies carried with them bulls

from Rome, accusing the Emperor of every vice under

the sun, more especially with heresy—a charge which,

indeed, included every other crime—parricide, false

hood, cruelty, sacrilege, impiety, perjury, and, to crown

all, of a deliberate intent to reduce the Pope and the

bishops to utter indigence, in the hope that, after sup

pressing the guardians, he might be enabled to over

throw the Christian faith altogether: for these unspeak

able crimes -he had been thrust out of Christian com

munion, “therefore let no man honour or obey him.”

This command was to be published and executed with

the usual ceremonies of “_bell, book, and candle;” and

all who, after that, should hold any converse with the

condemned heretic and apostate were to be stricken with

the like anathema.b

In Germany, however, there was no tinder ready for

the pontifical matchbox. Duke Otto of Ba- Vain efiorts

varia showed some symptoms of disafi'ection;

but, on the other hand, the bishops ofthe realm affection in

advised the Pope to be reconciled to the Em- Germany

peror; while the latter wisely strengthened his interests

and gained a firm friend by condoning the forfeiture of

duke Frederic of Austria—who had been condemned for

participation in the conspiracy of the king-regent Henry

—and restoring him to his estates. The fanatical agent

of Rome Albert de Behem met with so general a repro

bation that he was compelled to retreat to his convent.

The bishop of Freisingen undauntedly declared that the

Pope ofRome had no authority or jurisdiction in Germany

without the consent of the bishops of the realm. “ Let

him,” said the prelate, “shear his Italian flock at his

h Arontimls, the historian of Ba- Albert Behem. Seelib.vii. 0. iv. p. 639

varia, has a lively description of the of his Hist. Boiariorum, ed. Leipzig,

corrupt and corrupting practices of 1720.
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leisure; but God has granted us the power and the will

to keep that sheep in wolf’s clothing at a distance from

our fold.” Duke Otto of Bavaria had for a time listened

to the seductive eloquence of Behem; but the bishop

and city of Ratisbon confronted the duke, and branded

Behem as a firebrand, a swindler, and a false prophet.”c

The reaction in Germany, consequent on the irregular

and corrupt proceedings of the papal emissaries, was so

sudden and alarming that the latter wrote to the Pope

declaring their opinion that no effectual step could be

taken to withdraw the estates from their attachment

to the Emperor until a competitor for the crown could

be found to hold the balance against the deposed sove

reign; if such an one should not be forthcoming shortly,

they foresaw that the armed force of the country would

hasten to the aid of Frederic in Italy.‘1

Frederic II. meanwhile properly regarded the papal

Invasion of ban as a formal declaration of war. The pa

Europe by trimony was invaded; town after town, castle

the Tam“ after castle, fell into the hands ofthe imperial

ists ; and the plans of the Emperor, whatever they were,

appeared on the point of their accomplishment, when

the nerves of all Europe were panic-stricken by the ad

vance of countless hordes of Tartars under the sons of

Djenghis Khan into the centre of the continent.8 In

this perilous emergency the Emperor was loudly called

upon to lead the forces of the empire against the ter

rible barbarians; but he declined to quit his post while

engaged in war with the Pope, alleging, plausibly

enough, that the latter would not fail to avail himself

of his absence to eject him from the kingdom. Though,

while the danger lasted, he could not expect any acces

sion of force from the north, yet he thought himself

justified in reckoning. upon the valour and discipline of

c The archbishop of Salzburg is re

ported to have torn up the papal bulls

and stamped upon them.

6 Aventinus, in Exerpt. 8L0. ubi sup.

p. 641.

'1 They had obtained a dearly-bought

victory over a small Christian army

which had dared to encounter their

myriads at Liegnitz, in Silesia. The

savages appear to have been almost as

much alarmed at their victory as the

vanquished themselves. Instead of ad

vancing against the empire, they tumcd

southwards and invaded Hungary.
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his Germanic subjects, and the numerous fortified towns

and castles of the country, to encounter ten times the

numbers of nomadic invaders. In this expectation he

was not disappointed. The barbarians receded from the

frontier, and the alarm gradually subsided.

In the year 1240 Gregory IX. had convoked a

general council of the Latin church, to pro

cure a. concurrent condemnation of his enemy

by assembled Christendom. The Emperor,

however, was master of the highways and the seas.

Though personally summoned to hear his sentence, he

not only returned no answer, but captured a. ship-load

or two of bishops and ecclesiastics flocking to the coun

cil at Rome. The persons of these worthies were com

mitted to close custody, and their treasures and travel

ling funds appropriated to the use of the captor. The

Emperor, who was at that moment engaged in the siege

of Bologna, was so strongly impressed with the importance

of preventing the meeting of the council, that he raised

the siege, and rapidly took possession of nearly every

city of the patrimony, when his march was Death of are

arrested by the news of the death of Gregory 80W 1X

IX., in the hundredth year of his age.f The war now

appears to have slept of itself, and the new pope Coales

tine IV. had no time to revive the projects adenine,“

of his predecessor. He died after a reign of election and"

a few weeks only.g The Emperor, with in- death'

tent to prove to the world that he made war, not upon

the papacy, but upon the Pope as his personal enemy,

immediately liberated the imprisoned cardinals and

bishops, and sent them to perform their respective

duties at the impending election. But the rival factions

in the conclave were so closely balanced, that for a

period of more than twenty months no candi- Interregnum

date could succeed in procuring the requisite majority.

Council, and

capture of

bishops, 8w.

' He had reigned thirteen years five

months and four days, between the

years 1227 and 1241 ; according to

Uillcom', the Dominican biographer of

the Popes, vol. ii. p. 70.

K ('iamni says, of only seventeen

days, Vit. Pout. vol. ii. p. 95. He was

probably an aged and infirm person,

and only elected as s stop-gap while

the curia were quarrelling about, a,

successor.

*1 To use a term familiar to the after

ages, but not perhaps at this point of

time strictly applicable.
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The Emperor, impatient of a delay which kept him in a

state of suspense as to his future relations to the Holy

See, bitterly reproached the cardinals for their corrupt

and selfish squabbles; “they who were the pillars of the

church had made themselves the laughing-stock of the

world—each of them intriguing against the other—all

wanting to be Pope—no one chosen, and the church

every day lapsing more and more into confusion—they

were sons of Belial—beasts without a head—sheep of the

dispersion, &c.”i Seeing, however, no immediate pro

spect of unanimity, he determined to bring them to their

senses by force of arms. He again invaded the patri

mony, and dealt more severely with the estates of the

Election of cardinals than with other property. The ex

1'1"““1” Iv- pedient proved successful, and the choice of

the sacred college—perhaps in revenge—fell upon Sini

bald de Fiesco, a Genoese noble, who ascended the

throne by the title of Innocent IV.j

Frederic 11., however, was well acquainted with the

Innocent“, character of the new Pope, and fully aware

rctiresinto. that no choice could have turned out more

France' adverse to his interests, or have held out a re- 7

moter prospect of the restoration of peace. Innocent on

his part had taken up a very decided opinion of the cha

racter, the power, and intentions of the Emperor. The

hostile principles he had proclaimed, the lordly tone he

had assumed, the activity of his military preparations,

his popularity in Rome, in Germany, and in his Sicilian

kingdom, speedily convinced the new Pope that Rome

and Iteiliy could afford no safe basis for future opera~

tions. e could count upon no military aid but such as

the Lombard league could supply, and there the arms

and interests of the Emperor were in the ascendant. But

the powerful republic of Genoa still offered important

resources to the citizen-pontiff ; her fleets were placed

at his disposal; and Innocent resolved to remove to a

From a letter in the E1) .Pet. (la seum. He quotes from Pfiste-r, iii.

I’iueis, lib. iv. ep. 14, 17, an 32. We p. 566.

have in vain attemptedto procure this 3 Innocent’s election fell upon the

collectiop. As far as the writer is in- 24th of June 1243, at Agnani. C'iaconi,

formed, It is not in the British Mu- ii. p. 99.
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distance which the arms of his enemy could not reach,

and from whence he could securely hurl his spiritual

thunders. But the new Pope had not delayed the com

mencement of operations for an instant after his elec

tion. The Minorite and Dominican friars had received

their instructions to strain every nerve in reestablish

ing the communications with the pontifical partisans

in every region of Christendom. The Emperor on his

part exerted the utmost vigilance in detecting and ob

structing the intrigues of the pontifical agents, several of

whom were captured and han ed with their seditious des

patches about their necks.k The pontiff himself secretly

embarked at Civita Vecchia on board a Genoese galley,

and landed safely in his native city. Here he collected

his adherents from all quarters; he took the most effec

tual steps at his command to confirm the Lombards in

their rebellion, and to cement his alliance with the lay

lords of Lombardy, many of whom were connections of

his family.l Eluding the vigilance of the Ghibelline par

tisans and watchers, he safely traversed the Alps, and

placed himself and his court under the protection of the

semi-independent and powerful archbishop of Lyons.m

The first act of the new Pope, after reaching a place

of safety, was to heap the bitterest curses of

his church on the head of his enemy. It was '

understood that before his death Gregory IX. Emperor. and

had intended to proceed against Frederic as a “guilt/u.“

hen-etic. A report that he had publicly avowed

his belief that “the world had hitherto been the dupe

of three impostors—to wit, Moses, Christ, and Moham

med,” was without proof adopted as a fact; a deaf car

was turned to the Emperor’s loud remonstrance and re

futation of the atrocious calumny, and his appeal to a

general council of the church against his slanderers

fell unheeded to the ground: he was accordingly con

demned as a reprobate and an enemy of religion—a

" Matt. Paris. pp. 534 and 540. age of the empire, had long since esta

' Ibid. p. 572. blished a real autonomy, under favour

"I Lyons, though a city of the Arela- of France and its own remoteness from

tian kingdom, and a nominal append- the centre of government.
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malefactor Convicted ofmultiplied perjuries, peace-break

ings, sacrileges, and heresies; he was deprived of all

earthly honour, character, or possession; his subjects

absolved from all duty or allegiance, and commanded

to treat him, like other heretics, as an outcast from

human society.“ All who should pay him any respect

or duty as emperor or king were included in his con

demnation, and the electors of the empire were com

manded to proceed forthwith to fill the vacant throne;

as to the Sicilian kingdom, he reserved it to himself to

make such disposition as he should be thereafter advised.

With aview to collect votes and to measure strength

Gmatcouncu with the imperial party, a general council was

at LY°“”- assembled at L ons in the month of June

1245. In his concio ad 0 erum the Pope reiterated the

former articles of im eachment against his enemy seri

atim ; and added to t ese the charges, first, that he had

constructed a strong city within the limits of Christ

endom expressly for misbelieving Saracens: secondly,

that he had permitted the ractice of their superstitious

rites in contempt of the Bhristian faith: thirdly, that

he had contracted and still maintained a special amity

with the Sultan of Babylon° and other infidel princes:

fourthly, that he had polluted himself by illicit inter

course with Saracen women :' generally, that he had

been guilty of perjuries as numerous as the hairs of his

head; nor had ever thought of or intended to redeem

any of his covenants and engagements. A hearing was

refused to the Emperor’s representative; and time to

collect evidence, or for the Emperor to defend himself

in person in refutation of the principal charges, was

The curse peremptorin denied.p In contempt, accord

”itm‘ed- ingly, of every principle of law or justice,

" The entire document is set out in

Matt. Paris, pp. 573, 586, 587.

° Qumre, the Sultan of Egypt and

Syria T

l' The paltry interval of a fortnight

was granted at the request of the kings

of France and England. For this in

famous refusal the Pope alleged, with

consummate hypocrisy, that if he

granted time, it could only lead to

a repetition of those intrigues from

which he had so lately and so mar

vellouer escaped (to wit. in his jour

ney across the Alps to Lyons); and

he declared that if the Emperor came

to Lyons, he would take himself 01!,

for that he was not yet quite prepared

either for martyrdom or a dungeon.
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even without taking the sense of the council, the ana

thema was published as the act of that body, with all

its vulgar insolence and black malignity of purpose on

its face. This sanguina insult for the moment over

threw the equanimity 0' the Emperor. He was not

ignorant that the charge of heresy excluded him from

all the rights of humanity or justice—that it exposed

his life to the knife of the assassin—and that many a

hand would be to be found in the dens of the Preachers

and Minorites ready to earn the rewards, temporal or

spiritual, promised by the Church to the slayer of the

great enemy of God and the Pope. When the intelli

gence reached him of this murderous attack upon his

crown and person, he is said to have glared upon the

courtiers around him with a truculent countenance.

“ Hath he indeed,” he exclaimed, “ dared to Indigmfion

uncrown us! Bring hither the treasure-chest of the

of the empire, and let us see whether the Empewr'

crowns are still there! Yea, but here they are!” Pla

cing then the imperial diadem on his head, he exclaimed,

“We have them yet—they are' ours still; and neither

Pope nor council shall rob us of them without a bloody

struggle.”q

The invention of the charge of heresy was indeed

the master-stroke of the .pontifical policy. The Peculiar

persecution of the Albigenses, and the intro- atrocity of

duction of the Inquisition, had fixed and con

secrated the theory of persecution; the law of mutual

of the stake and the fagot had settled down hatred'

upon the spirit of an ignorant and superstitious genera

tion. N0 rank, condition, or power was exempt from

its operation; and the more exalted the head, the more

acceptable the sacrifice to the Roman Moloch.‘ Inno

cent could not pardon the capture of the bishops, the

apprehension of his emissaries, the execution of his

sanctified spies and tale-bearers. The Emperor could

'1 Mat-t. Paris, p. 595. Talia enim epistohe (papalis) foetor

' Thus Matt. Paris (p. 660): “Die- exitialis ex factis suis exhalens fide

bus quoque iisdem Frederici fama non lium audientium sures et corda non

modiccriter coepit per diversa mundi sine stupore et gemitu quamplurimum

climate adeo sordere ut jam pqior exasperavit."

Herodi, Jada aut Nerone censeretur.
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as little forgive the ubiquitous intrigues of the papal

emissaries, the net of plots and treasons which for years

past had kept him in a state of anxious and perplexing

vigilance. The recollection of these mutual injuries,

connected with the late act of the Pope, had engendered

an immitigable hatred in the hearts of both; and the

only question was, whether the Emperor of the Romans

or the Vicar of Christ should deal the most deadly blows.

While the Emperor was endeavouring to confirm

The bishops the estates of Germany in their allegiance by

new concessions, immunities, and charters of

of 'llhuringia liberty, the Pope had pushed forward his agents

king into that kingdom, armed with the pontifical

- bull of excommunication, and a command to the princes

and barons of the empire to hasten the election of a

new king. The rights of the young king Conrad were

passed over as if no such person were in existence.8

The lay princes, however, adhered to their allegiance,

and stoutl maintained that the Pope had no right to

eccommumcate, to set up, or to de ose an emperor;

that his function was niinisterial on y, and confined to

the single act of crowning the candidate elected by the

constituency. On the other hand, the bishops and ec

clesiastical dignitaries declared in favour of the Pope

almost to a man; and in the month of May 1246 an

assembly of relates congregated at Wiirzburg, in the

absence of tiie lay barons, and, without a shadow of

constitutional authority, elected the solitary traitor

Henry landgrave of Thuringia king of the Romans.t

After the election the fanatical archbishop of Maintz

marked the meeting with the sign of the cross, and

I King Conrad was afterwards, said the Sultan in reply to the papal

without a shadow of pretence, inclu

ded in the excommunicstion and ana

thema. But the felonious spirit of

Innocent IV. can hardly be more fully

exposed than in his correspondence

with the Sultan Melahaddin, the son

of Kameel, Sultan of Egypt, with a

view to withde him from his at

tachment to Frederic II. The unpar

donable crime of corresponding with

infidels was, however, a merit in the

vicar of Christ. But the result dis

appointed his hopes. “We know,“

letters, “more about Christ than you

would like to know; we honour Him

more than you honour Him. But you

do know that there has been friend

ship between us and the Emperor

since the days of our father; we will

therefore wait to hear what shall pass

between him and our envoys before

we lay before you our pleasure in the

matter.” Albert of Stride, an. 1246.

'- The lnity laughed at the election,

and called Henry the “ parsons’-king"

(Pfafien-konig).
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published a general crusade against the heretic Frederic,

with every privilege attached to the holy war in Pales

tine.u

But pope Innocent had other and more efl’ectual

means in store to create disaffection among V, to d

the sordid and rapacious aristocracy of Ger- 111,,3'

many. A sum of 50,000 marks, collected 9f
. . . . gia.

princlpally in England, was skilfull and suc

cessfully distributed in seducing t e barons and sub

feudatories of the duchy of Swabia." With the aid of

these the pretender inflicted a severe defeat upon king

Conrad, near Frankfort-on-the-Mayne, and speedily

overran the greatest part of the duchy. But soon after

wards the fortune of war was changed by the loyal

exertions of duke Otto of Bavaria. The usurper was in

his turn overthrown, and carried off the field of battle

with a wound which a few days afterwards put an end

to his existence.W

On the other side the military successes of the Em

peror in Italy were not of a nature to make __

any material impression upon the allies of the 533,133;

Pope in Lombardy. His attention was ab- hisortlgodox

sorbed in the task of cutting off the communi- °f

cations of the Roman court with its Italian

adherents. And for this purpose he resorted to the

severest—probably the harshest—measures, more es

pecially against the swarms of Preachers and Minorites

who busied themselves at home and abroad in goad

ing his subjects into rebellion. He could not conceal

from himself that the accusation of heresy had told

against his character and influence. It was therefore

imperatively necessary to encounter the calumny by an

orthodox professiOn of faith. Such a. confession was

accordingly recorded, signed, and sworn to; and, with

the cordial approval of the prelates of the kingdom, laid

before the Pope. But the surly priest refused even

to hear it read in his presence; and dismissed named

the bearers with the declaration that nothing 1 '

‘1 Matt. Paris, an. 1246, p. 616. v Comprising the vast hereditary

Raynald Cod.Ann. Aeentinusflib. vii. estates of the Hohenstauflen dynasty.

§ 5_ W Jlat't. Paris, [1. 633.
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the apostate could say or protest could command a

moment’s credit from the Holy See. But in order to

omit no act which might in the eyes of the world tend

to encounter the odious imputation, the Emperor con

descended to offer a. public act of purgation upon his

own oath, and—in conformity with custom—that of a

competent number of dignified and trustworthy com

purgators. The saintly king Louis IX. of France ap

proved the proposal, and urged its acceptance upon the

Pope; but even this humiliating condescension was con

temptuously rejected by the latter, with the acrimonious

declaration that no earthly consideration should induce

him to revoke the sentence pronounced against the here

tic and his reprobate son.x

Not many months after the death of Henry of Thu

ringia, a second pretender to the crown of

Germany, under papal patronage, was found

elected in the person of earl William of Holland, at

and crowned . . ,

bytheclericalthat time a mmor. He was, indeed, crowned

25%;?“ at Aachen, but by so disgraceful a minority
y. . . .

p as to deprlve him of every shadow of title.

His election—such as it was—was viewed as the simple

act of Innocent IV.; and the latter, in support of his

nominee, imposed a levyl of one-fifth upon all ecclesias

tical income: he publis ed a general license to plunder

the property and appropriate the patrimonial estates of

the imperial family; and sent his legate, cardinal Capoc

cio, to the court of the usurper with general powers

“to root out, to pull down, to destroy and to throw

down, to build and to plant.”y

In Italy the secession of the city of Parma from the

w,“ in imperial standard was a serious loss. In Ger

L°mbardy- many meanwhile, owing partly to papal man

agement, and partly to the selfish ambition of the several

members of the constituency, regular government had

1 Matt. Paris, p. 610. It is remark

William of

Holland

able that in all the papal documents

the matters of the accusation are

stated in the vaguest and most gene

ral terms, unaccompanied by the enu

meration of any overt acts. All the

charges of heresy, perfidy, sacrilege,

breaches of treaty, are unsupported by

a single specified ease or instance.

Y The common formula. Yet Capoc

cio was sent “ as an angel of peace "1

See ap. Raynald, an. 1247, § 1 to 8 in

clusive, p. 368 to 371, a complete col

lection of the documents relative to the

affair of William of Holland.
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fallen almost into desuetude; a state of things on which

the papacy had thriven since the days of Gregory VII.

While the Guelfic partisans of the Pope were cheered by

unexpected successes against the imperial armies, the

Pope had managed b the agency of a confidential friend

Peter Caboche, and y dint of pardons and the privilege

of plunder, to withdraw man Sicilian and Apulian ba

rons from their allegiance.2 Inder the fostering care of

the father of the faithful, religion had become in both

countries a simple pretext for self-aggrandisement and

ruthless depredation. The motives of the papal slan

derers were exposed by their naked turpitude, and

must probably in the end have defeated themselves if

vigour of mind and body had not deserted the Emperor

at this critical moment. But, surrounded as Losses of

he was on all sides by treachery, he lost all “'0 Empemr

faith in human integrity: he suspected all about him;

more especially his old friend and counsellor Peter de

Vineis. The aged chancellor was thrown into prison

on a charge of attempting to poison his master.“ His

gallant son Henzius accidentally fell into the hands of

the rebel Bolognese; yet the courage of Frederic never

deserted him. And now a turn of fortune Turn of

seemed to open a way to the very heart of his fm‘me’

enemy. The people of Lyons were tired of the corrupt

and predatory practices of the Pope and his court ;b

the principal cities of the Arelatian kingdom were on

the point of declaring for the Emperor, and a powerful

army was collected on the frontier, ready for a rush

upon the papal residence, to which no material opposi

tion was apprehended. But, at the moment when the

restoration of his fortunes was all but assured, Frederic

II. was suddenly attacked by dysentery, which

carried him off at Firenzuola on the 29th of

November 1250, in the fifty-sixth year of his age, and

the twenty-seventh of his reign as emperor.c

 

and death.

I Matt. Paris, p. 662. his dungeon. _ _

l A parallel tothe case of Theodoric b See Matt. Paris, ub1 sup.

the Great and his minister Boethius. e Ibid. an. 1250, p. 695.

Peter de Vineis destroyed himself in

SUP. G



CHAPTER III.

OVERTHBOW OF THE OPPOSITION—EXTINCTION OF THE

HOHENSTAUFFEN DYNASTY.

Spirit of the conflict, lac—Measures of pope Innocent IV. against Conrad IV.

—Innocent IV. sequestrates Sicily and Apulia, ire—Conrad IV. and Man

fred—~Exasperation of Conrad—Innocent IV. puts up the kingdom of the

Sicilies for sale—Henry III. of England buys and pays, Sac—Death of

Conrad IV.—Clamours of the Romans—Innocent returns to Rome, but soon

retires, &c.—Disappointments and death of Innocent IV.—Election of Alex

ander IV.—Manfred—-Misfortunes and death of William of Holland, 81c.—

Anarchy in Germany —Richard of Cornwall buys the empire—Conrad V.

(Conradin)——King Manfred and Alexander IV.—Estates of Germany in the

cause of Conradin—Death of Alexander IV.—-Election of Urban IV.—

Urban IV. offers the crown of Sicily to Charles of Anjou—Crusade and

defeat of Urban IV.—-The court of Rome abandons the project of annexa

tion, Sam—Death of pope Urban IV.—Election of Clement IV.—General

policy of the court of Rome during the preceding pontificates—Superstitious

apprehensions of the laity—Pope Clement prevents the election of Conradin,

&c.-—Conradin’s prospects—Prospects of pope Clement—Invitation to

Charles of Anjou—He accepts the crown, Sec—Diversion of the crusading

army—Charles arrives in Rome—He is solemnly invested with the kingdom

of Sicily—Oapitulation—Difliculties of the Pope and the Pretender—Papal

preparations—Coronation of Charles—Defeat and death of Manfred—

Tyranny of Charles of Anjou—Henry of Castile senator of Rome—Insur

rection against the tyranny of Charles of Anjou—Preparations of Conradin

and Frederic of Bavaria—Conradin advances towards Rome—He is cursed

by the Pope—Battle and total defeat of Conradin and Frederic—Capture

and death of Conradin and Frederic—Extinction of the house and family of

Hohenstaufien—European prospects—How far Clement IV. may be charged

as an accomplice, 6w.

THE circumstances of the great struggle of the emperor

Spiritofthe Frederic II. with pope Innocent IV. and his

“nflich‘w- three predecessors“ present to our view a

moral obliquity conceivable only in a state of things in

which the sacred cause of religion is made to afford a

warrant for every crime that can be committed in her

‘ Innocent III., Honorius III., and tine IV., who only sat a few days.

Gregory IX. We omit that of Codes
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service. The reader—at least the modern reader—of

the history of Frederic II. must rise from it with the

conviction that, whatever may have been his errors,

political or moral—and they were not a few—he was

drawn into them by the encroaching policy, the craft, and

perfidy of his sacerdotal enemies. The intense malig

nity of heart and intent which stands out in high relief

upon the face of every document issuing from the court

of Rome in the course of the conflict, proves an unmis

takable purpose, at all hazards and at the sacrifice of

every principle of moral and political justice, to over

lea all obstacles to the realisation of the great scheme

of nnocent III., and to that end “to root out, to pull

down, and to destroy“ the dynasty that still undaunt

edly stood forth in defence of social rights against

theocratic despotism. In this chapter we shall have to

record the success of that unholy project; whether to

the advantage of the contrivers, or otherwise, must

appear in the course of subsequent events.

Pope Innocent IV. received the news of the Empe

ror’s death with unbounded demonstrations M
. . . easures of

of dehght.c The next 1n successmn among Innocept

the hereditary deniers of papal omnipotence $353?)

was the second son of the late Emperor, Con- -

rad king of the Germans. At the decease of Frederic

II., Conrad IV. was king-regent of Germany. The

papal pretender, William of Holland, had suffered a

decisive defeat; and extraordinar efforts became neces

sary to restore the affairs of the hurch in that country.

A new legate was, without a moment’s delay, sent into

Germany to warn-off the princes, and more especi

ally the feudatories of the family domains of the Hohen

staufi'en, from affording aid or countenance to the pro

scribed sovereign. Swarms of Mendicants were des

patched to every province to preach a crusade.‘1 Extra

" The above passage in the prophet 5 “Let all," he said, “take notice

Jeremiah (i. 10) has been of wonder- that no descendants of the tyrant and

ful service to the papacy—their war- hereditary enemy of_ our and your

rant, in fact, for universal dominion. Church shall ever, With our consent,

° “ Lretentur celi, et exultet terra,” inherit either kingdom or estate."

6w. Itaynald, an. 1251, § 3, p. 436. Matt. Paris, an. 1252, p. 713.
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ordinary privileges, exceeding those usually granted to

the cut-throat armies of the popes, were conferred upon

all who should take up arms against Conrad ;° and every

device that the subtle brain of the friars could spin out

was resorted to to seduce the barons and princes of the

land from their allegiance.

In Sicily and Apulia the balance was held against

I the Pope by Manfred, the gallant son of the
nnocent IV. .

sequestmtes late Emperor, though then only eighteen years

iiflglaaz‘: of age ; and Innocent IV., in order to be

p " ' nearer the scene of his operations in the South,

and probably moved in some degree by the undisguised

dislike of the Arelatian subjects of the empire, and the

disfavour of the French court,f hastened his return into

Italy. He took up his residence at Agnani, under the

protection of his Guelphic partisans ; and from his

retreat issued an ordinance confiscating the kingdoms

of Sicily and Apulia as a lapsed fief of the Holy See;

he cancelled all the laws and ordinances of Frederic II. ;

and sent forth an army of friars to preach the crusade

against the pretender, and to withdraw his subjects

from their allegiance. It was the great misfortune' of

the race of Hohenstaufl'en that they wholly mistook the

ground upon which the battle of their fortunes was to

be fought out. In consequence of this error, Conrad

IV., regarding his prospects in Germany as less pro

mising than in Italy, gladly embraced the invitation of

Conrad Iv. Manfred to take possession of the Sicilian

and M““‘"“- throne. With the aid of a Venetian fleet he

reached the Apulian shores, and was recognised as the

legitimate successor to the crown of both countries.

The first object of his government was, if possible,

Exasperation peace with the court of Rome. But his pro

“ 0°"md- posals with that view were passed over with

silent contempt. He was led to believe that a serious ill

° They were not only to earn per- the armament and funds for the libe

fect remission and forgiveness of their ration of Louis IX. from captivity to

own sins, but also of those of their fa- his own selfish purposes was viewed

there and mothers. with intense indignation by the queen

' To which we shall hereafter have regent of France, Blanche of Cast-ile.

occasion to refer. The diversion of
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uess which befel him at this point of time was produced

by poison administered to him by the agents of Romefl

Conrad in vehement terms laid the criminal attempt at

the door of the Pope; and in an ry mood renounced all

further negotiation with his deadly enemy. “ The con

_ sequences,” says our informant, “ were disastrous: all

communications were interrupted; murder, rapine, in

cendiarism, prevailed over the surface of the land; and

thus our father the Pope, actin rather like a temporal

prince than the successor of St. eter, hath brought in—

finite mischief upon the world.”11

Meanwhile some progress had been made by the

papal party towards the conquest of the sou
thern kingdom; and a decree had been pro- Igg'figtg

cured from a German diet, through their crea- kinsdmaof

ture and agent \Villiam of Holland, declaring

Conrad to have forfeited his duchy of Swabia,

and all other estates of the family in that country. In

Apulia, however, the arrival of the oung king speedily

turned the scale; and Innocent V., abandoning all

hope of reducing the youthful hero by force of arms,

resolved to put up the crown of the Two Siciliesi for

sale. The offer was successively made to Charles of

Anjou, brother of king Louis IX. of France, to Richard

earl of Cornwall, brother of Henry III. of Henry In of

England, and subsequently to Edmund the England by!

Second, son of the latter prince, then a boy “I1 pa’s’ 0'

of barer eleven years of age.j The Pope promised to

furnish an army of crusaders to fight the battle and

conquer the kingdom for his son; and in consideration

of this promisek the vain and credulous prince advanced

8 We are told that, before his dc

perture from Germany, and scarcely

afortnight after the death of his fa

ther, he narrowly escaped a plot to

assassinate him, set on foot. by a fan

atical bishop of Ratisbon.

‘1 Matt. Paris, an. 1252, p. 725. M.

Paris names Constantine the Great

obviously as the type of secular am

bition.

‘ We shall, for the sake of brevity,

hereafter call the two divisions of the

kingdom by its modern appellation.

J Richard of Cornwall is reported to

have said, when the conditions of the

offer (including, of course, a demand

for a large sum of money) were laid

before him, “ This offer is as if he had

said,‘ I sell you the moon ; go and take

possession of it)" _ _

* The crusaders in question were as

sembled for conveyance to the Holy

Land.
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a large sum of money, which was applied by the Pope

to the levy of a numerous body of ill-disciplined rabble,

whose expenses speedily eat up the first advances. A

second supply was called for from the same quarter.1

To the aid of the military force thus collected the Pipe

brought an array of slanderous tales to bear upon e

reputation and conduct of the King; he charged him

with crimes of the blackest die, and, among others, of

having poisoned his brother Henry, who had not long

before died in his Apulian prison; “he was, like his

father, a heretic and a despiser of the Church ;” with

other accusations, says our informant, “ too bad to be

named.”

The irregular levies of the Pope were, however, re

Death of Con. pelled and dispersed by the gallant brothers;

"d W- and the hopes of the Pope and the king of

England seemed remoter than ever from their accom

plishment, when fate conspired with their enemies to

effect the extinction of the devoted family. In the

year 1252 Conrad’s nephew Frederic, the only son of

his imprisoned brother Henry, died. In the following

year his younger brother He m died at Melfi at the
age of sixteen. These deathsnilsge Pope did not fail to

impute to the malice of Conrad and Manfred.n Of

course their remonstrances against this infamous slander

produced no retractation; but Conrad IV., notwith

standing some disagreement with Manfred, was by

this time firmly seated on his hereditary throne, and

his affairs wore a more promising appearance than they

had done for years past. But now again fate or poison

stepped in to darken the prospects of the dynasty. On

the 21st of May, in the year 1254, Conrad himself died

of a slow fever, in the twenty-sixth year of his age,

leaving one son, then only four years old, behind him

1n Germany under the tuition of the Queen mother and

1 In bills, bonds, and negotiable instigation of the devil."

notes on the credit of Henry III., and I" By Isabella of England.

at exorbitant interest. Matt. Pa/n'a, an. '1 See the different reports of the

‘1254, p. 767, says that king Henry was supposed murders, ap. Ran-nun, iv. pp.

‘thereunto moved and seduced by the 843, 344.
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the guardianship of her relative the Markgrave Bert

hold of Hohenburg.0

For a period of eleven years? pope Innocent IV. had

had no settled residence; he had wandered from place

to place, taking up his abode at Lyons, Ag- Clamours of

nani, Assisi, or Perugia, either from conside- the Mm“

rations of personal safety or the convenience of his

policy. During the whole period the inclination of

parties in Rome had fluctuated between the Emperor

and the apacy, but had, upon the whole, leaned rather

to the hibelline than the Guelfic interest. In the

year 1254, while residing at Assisi, Innocent received

a peremptory message, conveyed through the senator

Brancaleone and a deputation of citizens, to return

without delay to his capital. “ They were,” they said,

“much surprised to see him leading a wandering life,

sometimes in one place, sometimes in another, more like

a vagrant or a fugitive than the pontifi‘ of Rome; all

this while he had deserted his pontifical duties, ne

glected his flock, and abandoned them to be torn to

pieces by conflicting factions, while he himself was intent

only on collecting money ,- for which misdeeds he would

one day have to render a strict account to the great

Judge of all.” They threatened the citizens of Assisi

with the worst calamities of war and devastation if they

afi'orded further shelter to the Pope, “whom all the

world knew to be the pontifi' of Rome and not of Lyons

or Agnani, of Perugia or Assisi.” Alarmed bly these

menaces the citizens laid the message of the omans

before the Pope, and with a view to save the people of

Assisi from the fate of Ostia, Tusculum, Albano, and

Sabina, more lately still that of Tibur (Tivoli), Inno

cent at once acknowledged the necessity of 1nnocent m.

returning to his capital. “Accordingly,” says t1"an Rome,

Matthew Paris, “he caused his horses to be saddled,

and set forth in trepidation for the holy city.” By

favour of the friendly senator Brancaleone he was re

" In that age every sudden or 1111- to have died, by his brother Manfrcd‘s

accountable death was ascribed to procurement, of Slowymson.

poison; thus Conrad IV. was believed I‘ From 1243 to 1204.
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ceived with all proper respect. But this tranquillity

was of no long continuance. The citizens besieged him

with an endless variety of complaints and claims ;‘1 but

for a while they were dissuaded by the senator from

actual revolt. The demon of sedition, however, was

not so easily laid, and the clamours at length became so

butmn re. loud that the Pope thought it prudent once

in", ‘w- more to take refuge in his asylum at Agnani.

The premature death of Conrad, however, liberated

D, _ t him from the greatest danger of his position.

gil‘lfi‘ilfld' Manfred indeed remained in possession of im

dmn‘t’fnl,“ portant districts within the kingdom of Sicily;

' but that prince thought it prudent to come to

an understanding with the Pope, by which he was al

lowed to remain in the occu ation of certain patrimo

nial estates of the family. The German guardian of

the infant Conrad—or, as the Italians call him, Conradin

—had indeed, in compliance with the dying recommen

dation of his father, endeavoured to ascertain the kind

of protection the Pope might be inclined to extend to

the infant heir. But Innocent replied to the applica

tion of Berthold of Hohenburg on his behalf, that “as

to the kingdoms of Sicily and Apulia, they belonged

absolutely to the holy see and to him, the Pope; but

with reference to the minor, the proper time to inquire

into his rights would arrive when he should come of an

ave to govern.” Though, in his compact with Imiocent,

lVIanfred had expressly reserved the rights of his nephew,

yet it soon became apparent that no terms could, in its

present temper, be made with the court of Rome; he

himself was soon afterwards driven by the practices of

the papists to defend his remaining possessions with the

sword; the army collected for his destruction suffered a.

total defeat; and pope Innocent IV., who had already

congratulated himselfas sole monarch of Sicily and Apu

lia, was so deeply affected by his disappointment that he

took to his bed, and died at Naples, Dec. 18th, 1254, after

a reign of eleven years five months and fourteen days.r

'1 The enumeration in Mat-t. Paris, " See A7001“ do Jangsi-lln, ap. Mum-t.

p. 757, is not very intelligible. tom. viii. pp. 507, 513. Rayna-ld, an.
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At the moment of his death at Naples, Innocent IV.

was attended by a court of thirteen cardinals. Election of

After that event some appearance of disagree- “exude” Iv

ment as to a successor induced the prefect of the city

to use gentle force to compel them to an immediate

election; and they released themselves from a tempo

rary imprisonment by electing Raynaldus de Segni,

cardinal-bishop of Ostia, and a relative of Innocent III.

and Gregory IX., by the name of Alexander IV.s After

his latevictoryover the pontifical army Manfred M med
speedily reduced the greater art of the king- a '

dom on both sides of the aro to obedience. The

claims of the distant infant, in whom the rights of the

Hohenstaufi'en family now centred, were overlooked,

and the actual possessor of the kingdom—possibly upon

a false report of the death of Conrad the younger—

caused himself to be crowned King of the Two Sicilies

at Palermo.t Duke Louis of Bavaria, the uncle of the

young Conrad, remonstrated indeed against the usurpa

tion; but Manfred, with reason, replied that “he had

been elected king by the unanimous voice of the people

whom his single arm had delivered from a foreign yoke,

and that he had resolved to retain the crown as long as

he should live; after his death Conrad might step in;

l254,§ 18, p. 46. Cinemas Vit. Pont.

tom. ii. p. 103, allatt. Paris, an. 1254,

p. 771. It is tolerably clear that a

strong impression existed in the minds

of men—probably of all parties—of

the iniquities of Innocent IV.’s reign.

The fable of the vision told by Matthew

Paris as having happened the night

after the death of the Pope could

hardly have gained currency in the

religious world of that day, if there

had been no general disapprobation

for it to take root in. The story told

by Matthew runs shortly thus : A cer

tain nameless cardinal saw in vision

on the night in question the Saviour,

accompanied by the blessed Virgin on

his right hand and the figure of a

matron, represe ing the Church, on

his left, sitting in judgment on the

Pope. The accusing figure impeached

him—1st, of violating the liberties of

the Church; 2dly, of converting the

Church into a table of money-changers

and a den of extortioners; 3dly, of

having perverted justice and falsified

the truth: the accuser accordingly

called for judgment on the offender;

whereupon the Lord said to the delin

quent, “Get thee hence, and take the

due reward of thy misdeeds." The

cardinal awoke in terror; he raved

like a madman ; but having recovered

his composure he told the story to

those about him, so that it became cur

rent in those parts. _

' The election took place on Christ

mas-day 1254. Among the electors

were two Fieschi, relatives of Innocent

IV., and a cardinal Capoccio, one of his

confidential ministers. Of the others

nothing is recorded. Four of the col

lege at least were devout adherents

to the policy of Innocent IV. Conf.

(‘im'one Vit. Pent. tom. ii. p. 135.

'- In the year 1258(?)
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but if he expected to succeed, he must be brought up

in Italy, inasmuch as the Sicilians would never more con

sent to be governed by a German.”

Reverting for a moment to the affairs of Germany,

Misfommes in connection with the tragical fate of the last

and death of of the Hohenstaufi'en, we observe that after

the departure of Conrad IV. for Italy, the

’ ' usurper William of Holland had found him

self in the position of a helpless instrument of that dis

organising poricy b which the popes had hitherto so

greatly profited. e had no power to prevent a total

disruption of the polity 0f the empire. Without money

or credit, he could neither coerce nor buy off the tur

bulent constituency; and in the year 1256 he was ac

cidentally killed in a feud with his native subjects for

refusing services he could not pay for. The attention

of the secular princes was absorbed in schemes of in

dividual‘aggrandisement; and, under the fostering care

of the court of Rome, the whole power of the state had

fallen into the hands of the great prelates of the realm.

In such a position their interests pointed naturally to

Rome as the fulcrum of their movements. The arch

Anarchy in bishops of Cologne and Treves took the lead

Germany- in the election of a successor to William of

Holland. Each of these great prelates, however, had

selected a candidate of his own; the former nominated

Richard earl of Cornwall; the latter proposed Alphonso

king of Castile, a descendant of the late dynasty; and

the real question now was which of the two should bid

highest for the honours of empire. The parties took

the field; the archbishop of Treves was defeated, and

Richard of Cornwall, arriving in Germany with a

treasure estimated at 700,000l., speedily silenced all

opposition, and was acknowledged king of the Ger

Richard of mans and emperor-elect. Meanwhile Alex

Cornwall ander IV. had evoked the decision between

buysfhe the two candidates to himself. But on this

empire. ,

occas10n, as heretofore, the usual reluctance

of the estates of the realm to submit their rights to the
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papal arbitrament, disappointed the hopes of the court

of Rome, and the question between the papacy and the

rival kings was hung up till the death of Richard, in the

first year of pope Gregor X., A.D. 1271.

At the moment of t e accession of Alexander IV.,

the younger Conrad, or as he is called b the Conrad v,

Italians, Conradin, was receiving his e uca- (“mam”)

tion under the guardianship of his mother, his two

uncles Louis of Bavaria and Henry of Hohenburg, and

the bishop of Constance. These princes, in his name,

administered the great duchy of Swabia, and the patri

monial estates of the family. Conrad is represented to

us as a youth of promising abilities, and the personal

beauty of his race: But, for a period of fourteen years,

our attention is called to the principle and practice of

ntifical policy during the pontificate of Alexander

I%., and his two successors Urban IV. and Clement IV.

Within this period the empire was in abe ance. Not

withstanding the repeated declarations of nnocent III.

that an imperial executive was essential to the existence

of the papacy, the popes seem by this time to have

found out that they could manage pretty well without

an emperor. It is true that the factious citizens of

Rome still persisted in their rebellion against their

spiritual sovereign; but with the support of the pre

ponderant Guelfic interest in Italy, and the military oc

cupation of the principal cities ofthe Patrimony, he was

at no loss for a safe station from which he could hurl

his spiritual thunders, and direct the movements of his

armies. About two years and a half after his accession

Alexander IV. retired from Rome,‘1 and re- King Mam

sided during the remaining three or four fwd and
years ofhis reign partly at Agnani, and partly Alexander Iv'

in the loyal city of Viterbo. Manfred was the enemy

to be dreaded; and now that the scheme of Innocent

III. for the final separation of the kingdom of the

Sicilies from the empire was, to all appearance, accom

plished, no motive but that of simple ambition and per

“ His retirement took place in May Ila vér. 10; Dates, i.

1257 ; he never returned to Rome. Art
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sonal hatred can be assigned for the bitter hostility of

the pontiff and his successors to the reigning sovereign

of that country. The new Pope, however, finding his

military efforts unavailing against the valour and dis

cipline of Manfred and his army, fulminated sentence

of excommunication, and published a general crusade

against him. With the aid of large sums of money, ex

tracted from the vanity of Henry III. of England,‘7 he

managed to carry on the war, though with equally little

success, for some years longer. The hopes of subduing

his enemy became at length so faint, that he resorted

to the ex edient of holding out hope of support to the

younger bonrad, with a view rather to create a diver

sion in his own favour than to reseat the descendant

of his hereditary enemy on the throne of his ancestors.

A hint was conveyed to the guardians of the young

prince that he (the Pope) would not object to his step

ping into the place of the usurper Manfred, provided

he should find him a dutiful vassal of the Holy See.

But at this juncture some apprehension of the designs

of Manfred, entertained by the Guelfic cities of Italy,

F had turned their eyes in the same direction ;
istates of . .

Germany in and the secular estates of Germany, 111 opposv

‘lgoflg‘gltnd tion to Richard and the ecclesiastical faction,

' had taken some steps—not without good pro

spect of success—to procure the election of Conrad

the ounger as king of the Germans.w

guch a proposal could not be otherwise than highly

Death of displeasing to the papacy. But at this junc

Alexan- ture the death of the Pope appears to have

‘1" Iv' suspended the action of the Holy See. Alex

ander IV. died at Viterbo on the 25th of May 1261,

after a pontificate of six years six months and five

days. The sacred college was at this moment reduced

to nine members, of whom one was absent abroad. The

remaining eight could not agree upon any one of their

' In consideration of the investiture for the first time in history on occa

of his son Edmund with the kingdom sion of his support of the pretensions

of the two Sicilics. of Conradin.

" Earl Rudolf of Hapsburg appears
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number, and, after a fierce contestx of three months’

duration, they at length chose James Pantaleon, a native

of Troyes in Champagne, whom Alexander IV. had

consecrated patriarch of Jerusalem.Y The new Pope

took the name of Urban IV.: he signalised Election of

himself throughout his short pontificate, of a Urban IV

few days over three years and one month, by a hatred

of the house of Swabia more acrimonious, if ssible,

than that of either of his two predecessors. Hitherto

king Manfred had baflled every attempt of his enemy to

eject him from the kingdom. The scheme of the late

Pope to substitute an English prince had failed with the

failure of the funds supplied by Henry III. Proposals

to the same effect made by the court of Rome to other

princes had led to no result. The power of Manfred

was becoming every day more formidable. The appre

hensions of the Guelfic party were alive to the danger.

Even Conradin had (as we have seen) been thought of

as a balance to the popularity and military power of his

uncle. Under pressure of these circumstances, pope

Urban renewed the application of his predecessor Inno

cent IV. to Charles of Anjou, count of Provence, and

brother of Louis IX. of France. The prince was en

treated to fly to the rescue of the Church, and Urban w

with armed hand to conquer and hold as sove- offers the.

reign the kingdom usurped by the excommu- gig; 3f

nicated “traitor” Manfred. As a further en- Charles of ‘

couragement, the Pope republished the crusade A“J°u' &°'

against the usurper, with the like indulgences granted

by Alexander IV. to the pious pilgrims who in his ser

vice had left their bodies upon the plains of Apulia.

But in the following year the Pope had the mortifica

tion to learn that a large 1plarty among his Roman sub

jects had pitched upon anfred himself as a proper

candidate for the great oflice of Senator. The Pope

encountered this design by nominating Charles of AnJou

to the dignity. The French prince accepted the ap

‘ Giacorw (ii. p. 146) says of this . 1 Ibid. ubi sup.; Art dc eér. 6w.

election, “ Ingentes de pontificatu con- 1- P- 301

tentiones exarsere.“
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pointment, and prepared actively for the expedition

which was to procure for him a kingdom, and to the

court of Rome revenge for the long series of defeats

and humiliations sustained at the hands of the Hohen

stauffen.

Since the first diversion of the crusade from its legiti

Cmsade and mate object for the destruction of the heretics

defeat of of southern France by Innocent III., the armies

Urban “7' thus raised by his successors had become the

habitual resort of adventurers and vagabonds of every

rank. The spiritual indulgencies and forgivenesses were

indeed regarded as incidental advantages, but weighed

little in the scale against the chances of plunder and the

gratification of every sensual passion that haunts the

heart of uncivilised man. The military rabble collected

by pope Urban IV. greatly outnumbered the troops col

lected by Manfred. The latter wisely retreated before

them, and waited till want and the failure of funds—as

usual—compelled them to evacuate the districts they

had overrun. The papal army melted away almost as

quickly as it had been gathered together. To add to

his mortification, the Pope was informed of the pro

gress of the scheme for placing the younger Conrad upon

the throne of Germany. A vehement protest was des

patched to the prince’s guardians and the constituency

of the kingdom against the project. “The race of

Hohenstaufl'en,” he said, “excelled in the bitterness of

their persecutions all other enemies of the Church: the

leaven of malice had been transmitted from father to

son—from one generation to another—without inter

mission: in the kingdoms of Sicily and Apulia more

especially, the property of the Church had been plun

dered, and persecution in all its forms had raged most

furiously.”z

‘ All the documents relating to the

transactions of Urban IV. with Man

fred are set out in. arts-n30 by Ray

mldux. an.l263 and 1264. There is

scarcely a charge in the whole cata

logue of crime that is not laid at the

door of the enemy of the Church. The

savage Charles of Anjou is, on the

other hand, decorated with every vir

tue of a soldier and a Christian prince.

The real offence throughout all these

libels was that Manfred had taxed the

churches, and made the clergy respon

sible for their treasonable plottings

against his government. He had pun

ished the papal spies and emissaries,
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But Urban IV. did not survive to reap the fruits of

his labours. It was with unfeigned reluctance The court of

that he, like his two predecessors, had yielded gom'ilfban

to the abandonment of the project of finall 0582‘.”

annexing the kingdom of Sicily to the Patn- Denim,“

mony; a plan which, if successful, would not merely

have rendered them independent of the refractory Ro

mans, but would have placed in their hands a milita

force adequate to any further acquisition for which they

could have found a pretext in any genuine or fictitious

title-deed it might please them to put forward. The

offer of the crown to foreigners was a pregnant ac

knowledgment that they despaired of holding it by

their own power, and that they must be contented

with such profits and revenues as might be obtained

from a hired substitute for the ancient sovereigns of

the realm.

Pope Urban IV. died at Perugia on the 2d October

1264, after occu ' <1 the chair of Peter forthe short term gfyjtllfi'ee years one month and Defiige“

four days. Though Urban had increased the U'b'm W“

members of the sacred college to twenty-two, the same

disgraceful dissensions as had occurred at his own elec

tion now again afi'orded evidence of the selfish ambition of

the sacred colle e. Four months and some days elapsed,

during which t ese contentions absorbed the attention

of the electors. Finally, however, the choice of a Pope

was intrusted to six of the number, and this committee

raised to the throne Guido cardinal-bishop of Sabina,

by the name of Clement IV. The new Pope Election of

was enthroned on the 5th of February 1265. Clement IV

He was by birth a native of the south of France, and

reputed to be a man of integrity and ability.

Great men, and those who have played a distin

guished part in the management of the world’s affairs,

and put down every insurrection fo- interdict, he had caused divine service

mented by them in Sicily and Apulia; to be celebrated in the churches With

he had employed Saracen auxiliaries, the accustomed forms. see the enume

and extended to them indulgences ration of these oflences in the _letter

which were construed against him as of Urban to Lotus of France, 11nd. an.

npostasy from Christianity: finally, in 1264, § 18, p. 134.

contempt of the papal anathema and
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almost invariably bequeath their principles of govern

Genm, _ ment, and in a measure their individual cha

licy ofthe racter, as a legacy to their successors. Inno

Rofl‘l’gatugfng cent Ill—the greatest of popes—had been

the preceding dead for rather more than fifty ears. Yet

Wnt‘fimm' his policy had not only outlive difficulties

and obstacles apparently insuperable, but had gained

strength and consistency during seven succeeding pon

tificates. The machinery for the maintenance and exten

sion of the pontifical scheme had gone on improving in

consistency and power. A vast spiritual army had been

collected and organised. Legions of preachers and Minor

ites overspread the whole area of Christendom, ready

to march out upon any service the court of Rome might

have for them to do. \Vith principles of action bearing a

strong resemblance to those of the Ishmaelians, or Assas

sins of the East, these swarms professed blind obedience

to the man of the Seven Hills. With the zeal of fana

tics they combined the discipline of soldiers ; though

perhaps with this difference, that where—as must often

have been'the case—specific instructions might be incon

venient to the principals, they were under little difficulty

in discovering the intent of their chief, and acting up

to the spirit of the system of which they were the sworn

agents, collectors, and bailiffs. Superseding by their ac

tivity and ubiquity the Cistercians and the more ancient

orders, they successfully imbued the mind of the com

monality with an unreasoning hatred of heresy and dis

sent; and rendered invaluable services in the establish

ment of the Inquisition of the faith, an object to which

the bowels of Rome continued (and ever must continue)

to yearn with unspeakable affection. They haunted the

courts and palaces of kings, princes, and nobles: they ac

quired intimate knowledge of, and interfered with over

powering influence in, the domestic affairs of families,

and directed the consciences of the highest and lowest

classes of society. Their communications with their

masters and chiefs were rapid and uninterrupted; their

agency alternately loud. and ostentatious, or secret and

mysterious, yet rarely mistaking the object, or trans
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gressing the limits prescribed to them by the wire

pullers at Rome.3

With the command which so perfect an apparatus

secured over the religious mind of all classes S _ _ _

of laymen, we wonder how the ill-directed b

and unorganised resistance of secular inter- “01133118

ests could maintain the struggle at all, rather 3'

than that it should at length have admitted its defeat,

and taken refuge in a silent and obstructive resistance,

which seemed to afford the only chance of escape from

that servile condition to which it was the undisguised

intent of the papacy to reduce the secular powers of

Christendom. The last shadow of opposition upon prin

ciple was about to pass away with the dynasty of the

Hohenstauffen, and thenceforward we have to look to the

enduring though irregular action of human passions and

interests; but, more than all, to the advances of civilisa

tion (to which a mysterious providence had decreed that

the hostile system itself should be auxiliary), for the over

throw ofaprinciple ofgovernment that musthave plunged

the world into a torpid routine of pursuit and practice.

The monkish simplicity of the character of pope Cle

ment IV. rendered him perhaps the fittest in- P
. . . opeClcmcnt

strument for carrymor out this pohcy that could prevents the

have been found. path lay clearly before 623°“? °§
. . . ra m,&c.

him. He marched on With monastlc pedan

try,b and the faith of a stern believer, in the beaten

track of his predecessors. Their creed was his creed;

like theirs, his religion was a political religion, though

dashed perhaps with a _little more of the genuine spirit

than that of Gregory IX. or Innocent IV. His first

object after his accession was to prevent the election of

Conrad the younger in Germany. His aversion from

the Swabian dynasty was as settled a principle in his

mind as his hatred of the author of all evil. Soon after

a The theological speculations of the sideration of services which cost little

Franciscans were sometimes trouble- or nothing to their principal.

some; and their squabbleswith the Do- b He joined the Carthusian order,

miuicans occasionally gave uneasiness noted for the severe asceticisrn of its

to the court of Rome. But these pec- practice. Raynald, an. 1265, § ii. p. 168.

cadillocs were easily forgiven in con

SUP. H
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his accession he wrote to the archbishop of Maintz and

the bishops of Germany, that though he should not

have felt any repugnance to the election of the Younger

Conrad, if he had had reason to be satisfied of his good

disposition, yet that he had received credible information

that he was possessed with “a precocious spirit of wick

edness”——that, in short, he was “a bloated stripling,”

to whom no countenance ought to be afforded: conse

quently all who should afl'ord him any assistance, or

take an part in his election as king of the Romans,

must fah under the anathema of the Church; if clerks,

be condemned to the forfeiture of their preferments

and revenues ; and, lay princes, t0 the loss of their

elective franchise even to thefourth generation of the ofend

ing parties. The same anathema was denounced against

all who should feloniously give countenance or assist

ance to the said Conradin towards the reconquest of the

kingdom of the Two Sicilies; and he directed that edict

to be published in all churches once every month at

least—if necessary oftener—in the presence of the

clergy and people.6

Still if, after the fashion of the Roman Didianus, the

Commute younger Conrad had been supplied with the

Prospects requisite funds to purchase the empire, he

would have stood a fairer chance than even Richard of

Cornwall with all his treasures. Certainly the princes

more especially the spiritual princes of the realm—were

ready to adopt the example of the Roman praetorians.

The crown was in the market; but the pontifical thun

ders roused the sellers from their dream of gain. The

prospects of Conradin became day by day less promising.

To satisfy the greedy appetites ofhis supporters—among

them his uncles and guardians—he had consented to the

alienation of the last acre of his patrimonial domains,

and he, with the remaining adherents of his family, was

reduced to a state of extreme penury.

All danger to the papacy from the side of German

Prospects of was thus, for the present, at an end. Frau ,

P°P°01eme"t- faction, corruption, and rapacity, under the

'= Conf. Rag/mild, an. 1268, § 4, p.234.
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fostering patronage of legates and monks, had so tho

roughly broken up the coherency of the empire, that

concert or union for any common purpose was not to be

thought of. Manfred was now the only enemy to be

dreaded; and we are constrained to admit that the papal

plan for his destruction was framed and executed with

skill, vigour, and perseverance. While he was in the

land of the living—while the vain and irritable people of

the capital could look to an external support against

their exiled master—pope lement IV. could hardly

hope to enjoy a quiet moment. Foreign affairs at this

time wore a bleak and dr aspect. The disturbances

which had broken out in ngland deprived the Pope

of the funds his predecessor had contrived to extract

from the credulity and prodigality of the King.d In

Hun my and Poland the apprehensions kept alive by

the ' artar hordes still threatening the frontiers of those

kingdoms, cut off all supply from those quarters. The

intestine divisions in Germany; the quiescent attitude of

France under the pious king Louis IX. ; the incessant

wars of the Christian princes of Spain against the Moors;

the decline of the affairs of the Latin em ire of Constan

tinople, and the imminent peril of the oly Land—all

these adverse circumstances taken together spread a

dark veil over the prospects of the papacy, political and

financial, in the most important states of Europe.'3

But even in Italy the power of Manfred was not bounded

by the limits of the kingdom of the Sicilies. His Ghi

belline partisans in the north, more especially the

powerful maritime republic of Pisa, adhered stoutly

to his interests, and their fleets might afford protec

tion to his coasts, and oppose serious impediments to

the naval armaments of his enemies. Against so for

midable a foe no domestic aid was to be expected,f and

Clement resolved to revive and support with all his

funds and interest, spiritual and temporal, the project

6 See p. 86 of this chapter. by their own dissensions to contribute

° IIag/rmlrl, an. 1265, § 11, p. 160. either men or money for the support

' The Guelfic cities of Lombardy of their patron the Pope.

and Romagna were too much engaged
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of his predecessor for transferring the kingdom of Man

fred to some foreign prince, rich and powerful enough

to undertake the venture with a fair prospect of success.

To that end he confirmed the powers of the cardinal

Invimion to legate Simon, whom Urban IV. had sent into

Charles of France to invite Charles, count of Provence

M10“ and Anjou, the brother of Louis IX., to take

possession of the crown of Sicily, and to publish a

crusade in that country against “the execrable usurper

and tyrant Manfred of Tarentum.” The French ports on

the Mediterranean had always been the prolific feeders

of crusading adventure. Considerable bodies of pilgrims

continued to arrive on the coast bound for the Holy

Land; but far more ready to earn the forgiveness of

their sins, and accept license to plunder and slay in

any quarter pointed out by the father of Christendom.

The cardinal was empowered to absolve these worthies

from their engagement, and to promise them every ad

vantage that might have been attached to their first

vows, on condition of consenting to serve with the like

zeal against that detested enemy of Christ and His

Church, the infidel “ sultan of Nocera.”g

Charles of Anjou accepted the papal commission

He accepts with the eagerness of an adventurer, and in

the “mm the reckless spirit of a true crusader. In the

confusion of the times he had already successfully in

vaded the Germanic kingdom of Burgundy, and appro

priated the greater part of the beautiful region of Pro

vence, with the cities of Arles and Avignon and the port

of Marseilles, points afi'ording an excellent rendezvous

for the reception and embarkation of the hordes of mi

litary adventurers whom the pontifical emissaries had

brought together for the rescue of the Holy Land from

a state of peril which at that moment threatened the ex

Division of pulsion ofthe Christians from Palestine and the

the crusading final extinction of the Latin power in the East.

“my' The change of their destination was hailed with

_8 An odious sobriquet attached by a convenient depot for the Saracen

his enemies to the Swabian prince auxiliaries imported from the middle

from the military establishment he regions of Sicily and other quarters.

had settled at Nocera in Calabria, as
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delight by the pilgrims of all ranks, and an army was

extemporised for the service of the Pope, composed—

among elements of an inferior description—of some of

the bravest of the chivalry and gentry of France. \Vith

a select detachment of this force, Charles of Anjou set

sail from Marseilles, and successfully evaded the fleet of

Manfred, engaged in watching the port, under his admi

ral Pallavicini. At Home he was received by .Charles

the fickle populace with distinguished honours, arrives in

and in the character of senator lodged in the R°m°'

pontifical palace of the Lateran; a presumption which

drew upon him a severe censure from his offended

patron.h The error, however, was promptly corrected,

and four cardinals received a commission from Cle

ment, as lord paramount, to invest him with the king

dom of Sicily on both sides the Faro of Messina, after

subscribing, and confirming upon oath, the Heismlemm

conditions the commissioners should lay be- 1)’ igfieaffd

fore him on the part of -the Holy See. The 1.13.10me

capitulation demanded upon the occasion was Wily

drawn with great care and minuteness of detail. It set

out in the first place a rule of succession, em

bracing descendants and collaterals of the issue

of Charles of Anjou, both in the male and female line,

but with a preference to the male as long as any such

capable of defending the kingdom should be in being:

if, notwithstanding, the crown should devolve upon a

female, she was precluded from marrying without the

previous approval of the Pope, otherwise she forfeited

the crown without appeal: the kingdom to be and re

main one and undivided, with stringent provision for

maintaining the domz'm'um supremum of the Holy See:

at every succession the new king or queen to do liege

homage to the Pope and his successors, according to

the form of the oaths rendered by Peter of Aragon,

John of England, the lord of Sardinia, and others: neither

Charles nor his successors was by act, word, or deed, to

'1 Never yet had-sovereign or prince, Holy See—an attempt by a layman to

or any human being, dared to invade put himself on alevel with the majesty

the sacred precinct. The act was a of the chair of Peter. RaynaId, an.

derogation from the dignity of the 1265, § 12, p. 161.

Capitulation.
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take any step to cause himself to be elected emperor or

king of the Germans, or to accept any such nomination

if offered, on pain of instant and irrevocable forfeiture:

he engaged moreover, for himself and his successors, to

pay an annual tribute of 8000 ounces of gold into the

pontifical treasury, so that if the tribute should at any

time be six full months in arrear, the kingdom was to pass

at once from the defaulter to the Holy See :i the Pope to

be presented every three years with a white palfry for

his own personal use: three hundred knights to be kept

constantly on foot, and completely armed, for the ser

vice of the Holy See in her wars, and to keep the field

for the full term of ninety days: the king to take upon

himself the maintenance of the ecclesiastical police; to

watch over and preserve the privileges of bishopn'cs,

abbeys, and other establishments against all or

encroachment, and to protect their estates, rights, and

immunities, whether it were of elections, postulations, no

minations, provisions, and the rest, against all the world:

all elections to be free and exempt from interference;

so that the royal license should be wholly excluded both

befOre and after the election: all ecclesiastical causes

to be carried immediately before the spiritual courts,

with appeal to the H01 See:j the laws enacted by thetyrants Frederic II., Clonrad IV., and Manfred, con

trary to the dignity and prerogative of the Church, to

be forthwith repealed.k

This act of settlement was signed and sworn to by

the pretender in the great basilica of St. Saviour of

the Lateran, before the high altar, on the 29th of May

1265. But the coronation was deferred till the follow

' After the first two months’ default

exco'mmunication followed 411.20 facto ,

after the lapse of the next two, if not

paid then, the whole kingdom to fall

under the interdict; if delayed for

two months more after that term,

the forfeiture to take immediate efiect.

Rag/nuld, an. 1265, § 18, p. 162.

1 By the term “ ecclesiastical causes"

was always meant all causes in which

a spiritual interest or person was in

volvcd.

k The laws, namely, which rendered

the enormous estates held in feudal

tenure by the Church exempt from

contributing to the service of the state,

in consequence of their being occupied

by churchmen; as also the law of

mortmain, introduced by Frederic IL;

but more especially those ordinances

which made the clergy liable to the

civil courts for murders, robberies, and

felonies of various kinds, and punish

ing traitors, spies, and sedition-mon

gers. Rayrtald, an. 1265, § 16-18, p. 161

163.
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ing Christmas-day. Meanwhile the force which DE It,

Charles of Anjou had brought with him was “21%;;

obviously insufficient to meet the more nu- 32:3;
merous levies of Manfred. A period of nine p '

months elapsed, during all which time the troops, both

in the Patrimony and abroad, must subsist at the charge

of the pretender and the Po e, until they could be con

veyed to the scene of action. The pontiff could not yet

approach his capital with security; but a lively corre

spondence was carried on between Charles at Rome and

the Pope at Perugia; the former demanding supplies of

money, and the Pope protesting his inability to raise

another shilling.m Charles and his patron were in fact

reduced to great straits for funds to set the army in

motion. Meanwhile Manfred—so the annalist informs us

—“with his army of Saracens and other infidels,” had

made a formidable incursion into the pontifical states, and

pushed on almost to the gates of Rome, with the intent

of drawing out his adversary before further reinforce

ments should reach him. Clement, apprehending that

some rash movement on the part of the impetuous war

rior, whom he had hired at so heavy a price to do his

work, might plunge him prematurel into action, sent him

a peremptory prohibition to meet anfred in the field;

and the latter finding that the senator-king could not be

drawn from his lair, suddenly withdrew and hastened

into Sicily.ll The plan of pope Clement was, however,

by this time ripening into action. The French papal pm.

prelates of Bourges, Narbonne, and Sens, had paration

raised the standard of the cross, and published the

papal ban in the broadest terms of pontifical reproba

tion against the “offspring of the viper brood,” which

1 It is probable that they could only can the Roman pontifi get on in such

reach Home by driblets, in consequence a state of things?"

of the vigilance of Manfred's cruisers

and the I’isan galleys.

"I IMynalzl, an. 1265, §§ 21, 22, p.

163. “England,” he said, “will not

bleed ; Germany is reluctant and hangs

back; France murmurs and grumbles ;

Spain cannot spare a farthing; Italy

plays fast and loose with us. How

" “ Nobody," says the annalist,

“could tell why." But Manfred was

at this moment surrounded by papal

traitors and mischief-makers. It is

probable that some local insurrection

in Sicily called him away at this junc

ture.
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had well nigh stung the Church to death.° Notwith

standing the poverty of both parties, detachments of

ilgrims continued to arrive. The Guelfic party in

lilorthern Italy was gaining strength and consistency:

several defections from the party of Manfred are no

ticed by the writers of the period: Pisa itself had shown

symptoms of wavering, the margrave of Montferrat

(Piedmont) had gone over to the Pope; and the papal

legates and emissaries perambulated the country more

freely and in greater numbers than ever.P

The extraordinary efforts of Clement IV. to raise

Coronation money for his enterprise in Germany, France,

of and England will be noticed hereafter. Funds,

Charm" ‘w' it appears, were collected sufficient to prevent

the dispersion of the army. Charles and his ambitious

consort, Beatrice of Provence, were crowned at Rome

by a commission of five cardinals, the Pope still hesi

tating to trust himself in the hands of his mutinous

subjects.q By this time the “army of the cross” had

swelled to a number so considerable, that supplies must

soon have failed; many disorders had already broken

out among the troops; contributions had been levied

upon the districts in which they were quartered; nobi

lity, churchmen, and commonality suffered alike from

the depredations and extortions of the needy soldiery.

On behalf of the clergy the jus ecclesiasticum was

solemnly invoked against the offenders, but apparently

with little effect; and it became necessary at all risks

to get rid of the swarm of hornets which had settled

upon the land. A cardinal-legate was sent into Sicily

to hasten the outbreak of the conspiracy already ma

tured in the island ;r and Charles was now prevailed

upon by the urgent entreaties of the Pope to strike a

blow without-delay. 1

Greatly outnumbered in the field, Manfred retreated

° Seethe terms of the pontifieal brief more especially in the severity of his

tothose prelates, ap. Raynald, an. 1265, police against clerical malefactors.

26, p. 165. Manfred had not merely I' Rag/Mid, an. 1265, § 28, p. 165.

Imitated the “ damnable practices" of ‘1 1M. an. 1266, 1, p. 184.

his progenitors, but had left them be- ' lbid. an. 1266, 7, p. 186.

hind him in all manner of iniquity,
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before the army of the crusaders, and took up Defeat and

a strong position in the vicinity of Beneventum. death of

But he was by this time enclosed in a net of M‘mmd'

treason; and, in an evil hour, sufl'ered himself to be er

suaded to risk all on the event of a single battle. he

ensuing engagement was, we are assured, one of the most

sanguinary that had occurred Within the memory of

man. The Saracen auxiliaries fought with the courage

of despair; victory was alreadyin the hands of Manfred,

when suddenl the principal barons of Sicily deserted to

the enemy and,turned their arms against their sovereign.

Surrounded by foes on all hands, Manfred and his gal

lant infidels fell to a man on the field, and the conquest

of the kingdom was accomplished at a single blow.s

But speedily the traitors had reason to bewail their

error with tears of blood. Under the auspices Tmnny of

of one of the most accomplished of the tyrants Charles

that figure in the world’s history, cruelty, rapa- °f ADJ“

city, lust, and corruption wrought their perfect work. All

parties heartily joined in detestation of the new sovereign

and the robber chivalr he had brought with him from

the great hive of predatory adventurers.t It is fortu

nately no part of our duty to enter into any detail of

the inhuman dealings of the man whom Rome delighted

to honour, against the hapless family of Manfred, and

all whose blood it suited his policy or his caprice to

shed. A single circumstance that contributed mainly

to the final tragedy which closes the history of the

Hohenstaufl'en must be noticed. Henry of Castile and

his brother king Alfonso X. were at variance, and the

former took refuge at the court of the Saracen king of

Tunis. By making himselfuseful to that prince, and by

successful enterprise, he had amassed a great Hem of

fortune; and a considerable retinue of knights- Castile

errant like himself had attached themselves “aim of

to his person, or perhaps rather to his trea- '

and champion of the Church, we must

refer the reader to Raumcr, Gesch. der

Hohenstaufien und ihrer Zeit, book

viii. c. 7, p. 534640.

" The battle was fought on the 6th

of January 1266.

‘ For a full account of the charac

ter and government of this chosen son

sur'. I
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sures. Thus provided, he hastened to join in the winning

game of Charles of Anjou, and was by him permitted to

assume the dignity of senator of Rome; an office which

the latter found it expedient to abdicate in his favour,

but not before he had possessed himself of the bulk of

his treasures in the shape of a loan, intending to hold

them as a ledge for his future subserviency. But the

prince of Castile could not submit to stand at the foot

of a throne which he deemed himself equally capable

of filling. He petitioned the Pope to instal him in

the kingdom of Sardinia as a vassal of the Holy See.

Clement IV. listened to the ambitious suggestion; the

new king of Naples entered a vehement protest, and

the negotiation dropped. 1 Incensed by the opposition

of the king, Henry demanded repayment of the loan in

conformity with his bond. The request was refused,

and Hen hoisted the Ghibelline standard on the

towers of ome.u

The tyrarmy of Charles’s government had, in the

Insurrection interim, driven the people of Sicily into in

?!“im the surrection. While the kino' was envaved
yranny of _ , O _ o 0

Charles of m active warfare for the suppress10n of the

ADJ“ Ghibelline party in Central and Northern

Italy, the insurgents had mastered nearly the whole of

the island, and at the suggestion of HenryI of Castile

had planted the standard of the heir of the ohenstauf

fen. And now all whom the perfidy and cruelty of

Charles had driven from their homes resorted in a

body to the younger Conrad as their legitimate sove

reign. Messages from the distressed Ghibellines of

Italy besought him to hasten to save them from

the hands of the merciless tyrant at that moment en

gaged, under favour of the pontiff of Rome, in work

ing their destruction. With this encouragement, and

Pm mfions relying, with the credulity of a youth num

of floumdin bering scarcely seventeen years, upon the pro

mises and prospects held out to him by the

exiles, he and his equally youthful friend and

‘1 Raumer, ubi sup. p. 583.
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cousin, prince Frederic of Bavaria, hastened to collect

such adventurers as their exhausted finances enabled

them to assemble. It is sufficient for our purpose to

observe, that, after pledging the last remnants of his

fortune to his rapacious German kinsfolk, he found

himself at the head of 10,000 volunteers of all sorts;

the greater part of whom, however, deserted him

before he passed the Alps. In Lombardy he could

command only a small body of 3000 knights and men

at-arms. But the Ghibelline party supported him man

fully; the disturbances in the South, and the almost

total loss of Sicily, compelled Charles of Anjou to aban

don his projects of ambition in Central Italy, and to

concentrate all his forces for the final struggle with

the advancing enemy. With the wisdom of an experi

enced commander, he declined to fritter away his forces

in putting down partial or even a general rebellion

in his recently-acquired dominions. hough even his

friend Clement IV. showed symptoms of disgust at the

intense insolence and inhuman barbarities of his govern

ment, he was well aware that impunityl might be pur

chased by success; and he awaited t e coming trial

with the composure which a compact army and a sol

diery equally interested with himself in his success

might inspire.

Meanwhile Conradin the ounger had made con

siderable progress in his vance towards Conradin

Rome; and pope Clement, whom his engage- advances

ments to Charles of Anjou had compelled to “31:28

nail his colours to the mast—perhaps more '

for the sake of consistency than a sense of duty—issued

one of those fulminating manifestoes against the upstart

Conradin,v so often listened to by the Italians with

mortifying indifference. In this instance the IBM-Bea by

anathema had hardly reached the ears of the the P°P°

Romans when Conradin appeared at their gates, and was

admitted with the jubilant salutations of the citizens

and their popular senator Henry of Castile. Thus en

" See the verbose document ap. Raynald, an. 1263, § 4, pp. 234 et seq.
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couraged, the unfortunate princesw advanced at the

head of their numerous but ill-trained bands into the

heart of Apulia, where their ruthless enemy awaited

them with a compact and well-disciplined force, prin

cipally composed of French chivalry. Though hated

by his subjects and surrounded by disafl'ection and

revolt, both the tyrant and his friend the Pope had cor

Batfle and rectl calculated the chances. The battle

total defeat whic decided the fate of the Hohenstauffen

nfd‘ii’gfi’fi: dynasty took lace on the little river Salto in

'Apulia; the hibelline army sustained a total

and irretrievable defeat. A few days afterwards Con

Captm and radin and his friend Frederic were captured

death of by the partisans of the usurper in an attempt

an‘éogggél'fic to escape by sea. The Pope made an effort

'to claim them as his prisoners; but Charles,

to whom they had been surrendered by the captors,

refused to listen to any claim or intercession, and, on

the 29th October 1268, caused the heads of the un

fortunate princes to be struck-off in the public square

at Naples.

Thus perished b a murder of unparalleled atrocity

Extinction the last sclon of a dynasty which, for a period

£11,,th of 120 years, had stood foremost among the

Hohen- sovereigns of Europe—a race great in counsel

“taufien' and in action—endowed with a largeness of

views which might have reformed the world, but for

the irreconcilable discrepancy of the principle of their

government with the theocratic scheme of Rome. The

European intelligent reader of their history will not fail

Prospects to observe that the theories of the imperial

and pontifical powers were so essentially opposed to

each other that one or the other must perish. To all

appearance imperialism had fallen with its patrons; and

though the semblance might be fallacious, yet the prin

" It is reported that when Clement spectacle drew from him the exclama

IV. beheld from the towers of Viterbo tion, “These youths, alas! are going

the columns of the Ghibelline army like sheep to the slaughter; their

passing onwards towards Home with hopes will be blown away like smoke

Conradin and his ehivalrous relative before the wind."

Frederic of Bavaria at their head, the
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ciple of state-supremacy was compelled from this mo

ment to assume a different basis; it was reduced to

rely rather on that silent obstruction to the intolerable

interferences of a foreign power which is natural to the

pride of princes and people, than upon any fixed prin

ciple of resistance. During the past ages and for the

succeeding two centuries, the strength of the papacy

lay in the weak and unsettled state of secular go

vernments; nor could the dogmatic contradiction pro

claimed by the fallen dynasty ever be repeated until

the several members of the European commonwealth

should have recovered from the prostration incident to

the insubordination of feudalism, and thereby acquired

a strength and consistency, both of principle and action,

which should enable them successfully to encounter the

strength and coherency of the papal scheme.

l\' uch trouble has been bestowed upon the task of

clearing the memory of pope Clement IV. Howfarpope

from the stain which a participation in the Clement IV

odious crime perpetrated by his creature and chfigidbfun

client Charles of Anjou has entailed upon his accoaflplice,

memory. No direct participation can indeed

be charged; but he who encourages the assassin—he

who puts the dagger into his hands, though he may

intend to wound and not to slay, stands before the tri

bunal of divine and human judgment as an accessory

before the fact. The slanderous invectives launched by

the Pope against the innocent offender, for asserting his

natural ri hts against the cruel usurper patronised by

the Holy ee—the very act of casting him out of civil

and religious communion, set every believer in Rome

at liberty to plunge the dagger into his bosom. The

enemy of God and man was an outlaw from human rights

and sympathies; and he who published the iniquitous

sentence can claim little credit for any attempt to avert

the extreme consequences of his own act, or for any

sentiment of compassion which might incline him to

censure the hand by which the crime was consum

mated. The inherited right of Conradin admitted of no

question; nor did it meet with any contradiction but
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from the Pope and his detestable client; no other

power had an interest in controverting his claim to the

crown of Sicily. His dethronement and death was the

single work of the court of Rome; and the last legiti

mate king fell the victim of a long series of plots, and

frauds, and treason, hatched and fomented under the

special superintendence of four successive pontifi's. The

tragical death of Conradin is perhaps the most signal

instance in the history of the world of the triumph of

wrong over right, of vice and violence over youth and

innocence; a triumph, too, achieved by the direct pro

curement of one who proclaimed himself the representa

tive of the divine justice upon earth. If there be any

principle of human law applicable to the chair of Peter,

pope Clement IV. must stand convicted as an accom

plice in the murder of Conrad the younger of Hohen

stauffen and Frederic of Bavaria.x

X If any event could shake our con- “That vice should triumph, virtue

fidence in the justice of the divine vice obey,

government of the world, it would be This sprung some doubt of Pro

the great tragedy of the year 1268. vidence‘s sway.”

We might feel with Pa/rrwl’s “ Hermit,"
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jurisdiction—General government of Louis IX—His views, how modified by

experience—Popular dissatisfaction at the encroachments and corruptions of

the clergy—POpular poems and lampoons upon Rome and the clergy—Guil

lem Figuerra—Bertram Carbonel—Guiot dc Provins—Impression of papal

and priestly corruptions on the mind of Louis IX.—-Petitions of the people

and remonstrancc of Louis IX. to the Pope—Innocent IV. disregards the

remonstrance—Combination of the barons against the papal abuses—Inno

cent IV. denounces and condoms the combination—Effect of the papal
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policy upon the mind of Louis IX.-—The Pragmatic Sanction—The Pragmatic

Sanction inconsistent with the principles of Innocent III.—Proximate causes

of the failure of the papal scheme—The Pragmatic Sanction the Magna

Uharta of the Gallican Church—Government and death of Louis DI.

IN the preceding chapters the attention of the reader

was drawn to the operation of the principles of

_ sacerdotal domination, as they came from the

pemd' hand of Innocent lII., upon the political status

of Germany and Italy. We devote this fourth chapter

‘to an equally succinct account of the same influences on

the history of France, confining our narration within

the period marked by the death of Innocent III. in the

year 1216, and that of Louis IX. (S. Louis) in 1270.

Within this period the history of France wears a

Mom, “ML double aspect. On the one hand we find the

leg-9151mm mass of the people immersed in gloomy igno

"11?;2353‘“ rance, and open to every impulse impressed

durinsfllifl upon them by the hosts of monastic ropa

period. .

gandists poured out upon them b Rome.

The pontifical promises of pardon and plun er found

an echo in every breast; and France sent out her

myriads to the holy wars of the popes with a zeal which

defied every suggestion of reason and humanity—a per

version of moral and religious sentiments which disabled

them from comprehending any distinction between the

enemies of the cross and those of the Pope of Rome.

At the same time, an unavowed identity of purpose, in

which both the court of France and that of Rome might

render to each other important aid, served to draw

them into more intimate connection; while the only

sovereign in Europe who had thoroughly fathomed and

resolutely exposed the whole scope and intent of the

papal scheme was in a great degree shut out from the

community of nations b the pestilent maledictions ofthe Roman pontiffs.“ liloth Philip Augustus and his

Bflgigofthe son Louis VIII. calculated upon the same

Pgmmm 5*. state of thirws for the extension of their di

peandcivil .5 .

govemment rect authority, and the enlargement of their

“1 Fm“- territorial possessions, as that upon which

 

France.

' Conf. chap. ii. pp. 43, 70, and 76 of this vol.
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the popes supported themselves. The conscientious

Louis IX.—though perhaps upon somewhat different

impulses—devoutly adopted the policy of his father and

grandfather; and France to all appearance was rapidly

qualifying herself to become the proper home of the

papac ——the peculiar ground on which the great Latin

sacer otium could take its stand with the least danger

to its political and religious interests—the steady ful

crum for that leverage to which the priesthood trusted

for the means of elevating itself and its chief to a proper

monarchical supremacy in Christendom.

Yet while the obsequiousness of the court and the

fervid disposition of the people held out these

brilliant prospects to the court of Rome and

her subject priesthood, there was a strong undercurrent

setting-in in an opposite direction, which contributed

greatly to disappoint the expectations of the churchmen.

Within the preceding century a feeble and divided

government had studied rather to elude than to defy

the despotic commands of the holy see. But during

the reign of Philip Augustus the authority of the crown

had made important advances upon the exclusive privi

leges of the turbulent aristocracy. Normandy and by

far the greater part of the possessions of the Plantage

nets in France had been reannexed to the crown, and

those feuds and civil disturbances, which had hitherto

afforded golden opportunities to the court of Rome,

were fast disappearing under the increasing pressure of

the central power. The propensity of the Church to

filch a. bit here and a bit there could only be indulged

in a divided and dismembered body-politic: a strong

state implied a weak church; it imposed the necessity

of compromise; a procedure in its very nature repug

nant to the principle of the theocracy. But the course

of events was not to be controlled, and silently, but

effectively, the system of vive-and-take was substituted

for that unconditional and uncompensated service h1

therto claimed by the pontiffs against the princes and

rulers of the outer world.b

'> (Joni. Oath. Pat. B. xii. c. 4, pp. 97-100.

Opposition.
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The Protestant communities had, it is true, been

D facts, 8 broken up by the inefi'able cruelty of their

Lima persecutors and the military talents of Simon

of I???“ de Montfort. But though scattered abroad

'0 ' and incapable of combined resistance, the force

of conviction had not yet been smothered in blood or

extinguished by fear. The mere power of terrorism

had been found ineffectual to drive back the myriads

of dissenters into the ensanguined pale of the Church.

The persecution had hitherto been carried on without

method by the simple agency of the brutal passions of

an ignorant and fanatical populace. The defect in the

process had been comprehended, and if his life had been

Prolonged, would doubtless have been remedied by the

cold-blooded sagacity of Dominic.c But for the present

the political struggles arising immediately out of the

operations of Rome for the suppression of all resistance

to her religious ascendency, and her encroachments

upon the property and possessions of her neighbours,

suspended the execution of the ingenious devices already»

teeming in the brains of the devout disciples of the

great apostle of persecution.

In the course of the years 1216 and 1217, the

Oppression crushing severities of Simon de Montfort and

31nd rebellionhis predatory hordes had become intolerable.

‘fifififi‘l? From the date of the great council of the

$311302 Lateran (1215), Raymond VI. and his allies,

the counts of Comminges and FoiX, had lived

in exile. But the universal detestation of the yoke

imposed upon them by their new masters at length

opened a prospect of restoration to the expatriatcd

princes. In the month of September 1217, the citi

zens of Toulouse raised the standard of revolt, expelled

the garrison of De Montfort, and received count Ray

mond VI. and his gallant son with open arms. But

the active soldier who had fattened upon his spoils was

at hand with a force which nothing but the desperate
vvalour inspired by despair could have enabled them to

c Conf. eh. i. pp. 19, 20 of this vol.
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resist. In the first year of the siege (1217), the assaults

of Simon were successfully repelled ; and in the follow

ing campaign the chief himself was slain by an accidental

shot from the walls.d Discouraged b the death of the

general, Amauri de Montfort, son an successor to the

pretensions of Simon, withdrew from Toulouse. A

general insurrection of the cities of Languedoc and

Provence bore testimony to the intense hatred of the

people of those provinces to the yoke of the De Mont

forts; and the exiled princes resumed possession of

almost every inch of the forfeitures adjudicated against

them by the council of the Lateran.°

While this internecine war was still raging in the

county and diocese of Toulouse, Pope Ho-HonoriusHL

norius III. threatened all the parties, either prewhesa

directly or indirectly concerned in resistance new cmade'

to the champion of the Church, with temporal and

eternal ruin. Philip Augustus of France was com

manded instantly to send every man and every horse at

his disposal to the support of the holy war. A new

crusade was preached throughout the kingdom, and

every indulgence conferred u on the devout defenders

of the H01 Land was vouc safed to the pious hand

that shoul stain itself with the blood of a heretic or

of a defender of heretics.f At the same time liberal

subsidies were granted to the court of France out of

the revenues of the churches and spiritual corporations;

and in consideration of these advances, prince Louis

was permitted by his cautious sire to take the field

against Raymond and his allies with such forces as he

could collect on the spur of the moment. In the earlier

crusades against the dissenters the fanatical zeal of the

multitudes poured out upon the devoted pro- Prince Louis

_ vinces had made up for the absence of disci-iifizfiffo?

pline. At this juncture, however, that zeal a“; crusade;

had declined from the fever-heat of the earlier 1"“ “11“”

‘l While directing the action of his ramparts. Hist. d0 Langucd. tom. iii.

battering machine against the walls p. 307._

of Toulouse, he was killed by a heavy ' _ -

stone shot from a mangonel from the ' 11nd. pp. 302, 308.
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period. The invaded region was now comparatively

unproductive of that plunder which had so powerfully

stimulated the religious ardour of the first invaders.

A forty-day service in the camp of Louis sufficed to

earn all the spiritual benefits of the meritorious en

terprise; and when that term had expired, the prince

found himself deserted by his tumultuary levies, and

compelled to retrace his steps northward! The coun

ties of Béziers, Carcassonne, and Foix, seized the oppor

tunity to throw off the yoke of their oppressors ; and by

their secession left scarcely a foot of ground to Amauri

de Montfort to sustain his own pretensions or those of

his ontifical patron.

o the great mortification of Rome and the mendi

Honorius 11L cant propagandists the reinstatement of Ray

excmmu'fi' mond and his allies was followed by a cessa

cates Ray- . . . . . . .

mond of tion of the inquisitorial proceedings agamst the

T°“1°“Be- remaining Protestants of the province. This

forbearance was, without further proof, imputed as an

inexpiable crime to the successful princes; and Ray

mond, as the principal offender, was again excom

municated by pope Honorius III. The markgraviate

of Provence and certain districts on the left or Ger

manic bank of the Rhone, which had been reserved to

the count by the council of 1215, were declared to

be forfeited; sentence of outlawry was pronounced

against the insurgent cities, and the property of the inha

bitants was given up to indiscriminate pillage.h Such

at least was the intent of the anathema; and assur

edly it depended not upon the will of the Pope or his

11mm, of legate Conrad that the decree was not fol

lowed by unsparing execution. But Amauri

Amuride de Montfort possessed neither the talents of

his father nor the resources to which the latter

pretensions was indebted for his brilliant successes. The

mu“ “‘8' passive attitude of Philip Augustus indicated

a degree of indifference which could obviously only be

8 On the 12th Aug. 1219. proscribed districts comprised the cities

f’ See the document spud Wisteria, of the great dioceses of Narbonne, Bé

Hist. do Langued. tom. p. 320. The ziers, and Toulouse.
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overcome b a costly compromise; and Honorius con

sented to t e proposal of Amauri himself, to cede un

conditionally the entire estate adjudged to his father

by the council of the Lateran (1215), to the king of

France. The latter was accordingly exhorted by the

Pope to take immediate possession of the provinces in

question, and to hold them to himself and the crown

of France in perpetuity.i Tempting as this proposal

might appear, either the irresolution of advanced age,

or a secret disgust at the undisguised pretensions of the

court of Rome to chance dynasties, and to dispose of

the territo ' of the king om, disinclined the kin , during

the remaimng year of his reign, from taking advantage

of the proposal.

Meanwhile the career of Raymond VI. had come

to a close, leaving nothing behind it to per- Death of

secute, but a memory perhaps equally odi-Rnymondw.

ous to Rome with that of his contemporary °f T°“l°"se'

the emperor Frederic II. Prayers, entreaties, remon

strances were lavished in vain upon the inexorable

priesthood and its chief to procure Christian burial for

is remains.j The standing order of the Church, that

heresy included in itser every imaginable crime, justified

the frantic fanatics of the agek in heaping upon his

memory every foul aspersion that their own prurient

imaginations could suggest. His death was soon fol

lowgd b that of king Philip Augustus.l Amauri de

But in t e course of the twelvemonth Ray- Montfort

abandonsthe

mond VII., the son and successor of the late comatand

count, had divested Amauri de Montfort of “$812138

the last fragment of his father’s usurpations; 1,0518 VIII.

in the month of January 1224 he withdrew °f Fm“

from the contest, and every chance of success against

' See the document ap. Raynald, an. were lost, except the skull, which was

1222, § 44 et seq. pp. 509, 510.

1 The body was deposited in a wooden

coffin in unconsecrated ground near

the cemetery of the church of S. John

at Toulouse. It is recorded to have

been seen there in the 14th century;

it had, however, fallen to pieces be

fore the 16th century and the remains

preserved for a long time afterwards

by the Knights Hospitallers of Tou

louse. Hist. do Langrml. tom. iii.

p. 322, and note 37, p. 593.

1‘ First and foremost among them,

the Cistercian friar, Peter de Vaux

Cernay.

I The king died on thel4thJuly 1223.
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the branded enemy of the Pope now depended upon

the decision of the new king of France, Louis VIII.

With the cordial concurrence of Honorius, Amauri re

iterated the cession proposed to the deceased sovereign ;

and by way of further inducement, the pontiff added the

promise of large subsidies, a new crusade, with bound

less indulgences to all who should embrace the sacred

“ cause of God and His Church,” and pressing solicita

tions to the court and nobility of the realm. to take

arms in defence of religion against the patrons of heresy

and rebellion.

The approaching expiration of the existing five

Honofiusm years’ truce with England was now the only

removes me'impediment to the opening of the campaign

ffifiQfIfi against the latter and their reputed chiefs.

'Pope Honorius, however, removed this last

scruple from the mind of Louis VIII., by an assurance

that nothing on his part should be wanting at the

court of Henry III. to procure a prolongation of the

armistice; and an emphatic exhortation to seize the

inestimable opportunity, at a single blow to take the

kingdom ofheaven and the county of Toulouse by storm.

Satisfied by these comforting assurances, and the pro

mised funds, Louis finally accepted the abdication of

Amauri de Montfort, and lost no time in making active

preparations for the approaching campaign. The diffi

culties in which this transaction might thereafter involve

him and his successors, on the one hand, with their own

subjects, and on the other with the holy see, were

wholly absent from the mind of the king and his ad

visers,m and he flattered himself with the easy acqui

m Raymond VIL,asapeerof France, Pope to set up. Besides this consi

was, as in the case of King John of

England, at least entitled to a trial by

the court of peers. Without such a

preliminary the abdication of Amauri,

who had himself no legal title, was

obviously void, and the title of Loui,

under the cession, must rest ultimately

upon a. dangerous admission of the

right of the see of Rome to dispose of

the territories of independent princes

upon any pretence it might please the

deration, the powerful aristocracy of

France were not likely to witness with

indifference either the arbitrary dis

posal of the territory of the kingdom,

01' the rapid increase of the power of

the crown, which such cessions as that

of Amauri might lead to, in addition

to the great advances already made

upon their exorbitant privileges in the

preceding reign.
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sition of an extension of the domains of the crown,

which would not only put him in immediate possession

of the richest province of the kingdom, but open to him

a much-coveted seaboard on the Mediterranean.

But at the moment when the path of conquest

seemed to lie clearly before him, the timid

and capricious policy of the Pope threw un- T013528?

expected difficulties in his way. Count Ra - mandfldtho

mond VIL, alarmed by the rumour of t e she

cession and the menaces of the Pope, threw miggssnt

himself unconditionally upon the mercy of the P '

holy see. Honorius III. could not be blind to the

advantage of seeing this important territory in the

hands of an abject dependent rather than in those of a

powerful monarch, who was little likely to share his

conquest with a foreigner. The hesitation of the Pope

was confirmed by the just remonstrances of the emperor

Frederic II. against the unprincipled diversion of the

crusade fi'om the expedition to the Holy Land, for

which, under the pressing command of Rome, he was

then busily engaged in making preparations. Under

these more recent impressions the Pope countermanded

the crusade against the pretended heretics of Lan uedoc,

until the important duty of relieving the depresse Chris

tians of Palestine should have been accomplished: but

lest Raymond should, when relieved from the appre

hension of an immediate attack, prove less tractable

than he wished, he admonished Louis by no means to

discontinue his warlike operations, until the count and

his allies should be compelled to accept any terms that

might be dictated by pope or king, jointly or severally.“

Honorius now professed to have discovered that Ray

mond was a “ good Catholic ;” and that, though a mis

taken man, he ought to be dealt with by T _Y

greater forbearance than would have been

otherwise expedient. Louis, however, was at

no loss to perceive the drift of this strangeofmililsan

tergiversation ; and without delay Slgmfied to

‘1 Hist. dc Lang. tom. iii. p. 340.
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the papal legate at his court, that he would have

nothing more to do with the Albigensian war, and that

the Pope might make what terms he pleased with his

new friends, provided he did not infringe upon his

rights as king and lord paramount of the province.

But neither king nor pope had laid aside their dis

Honofiusm honest and selfish purpose. Honorius hastened

treats with 'to take advantage of the terrors of count Ray

RaEZ‘r‘gH-mond and his friends. The legate found no

' difficulty in concluding a preliminary treaty

with the count. The latter pledged himself uncondi

tionally to the merciless extirpation of the Protestants,

the restitution of all the property in land enjoyed by the

Church under any previous gift, title, or conveyance ;°

the payment of 20,000 marks of silver by way of indem

nity to the clergy for damages sustained during the

war; and a solemn oath to give implicit obedience to

any commands ofthe Pope regulating the future conduct

of his government; with an unmeaning saving-clause

in favour of the sovereign rights of the king of France,

and those of the Roman emperor in regard to the fiefs

held of the latterJ’ Roger Bernard count of Foix, and

Trencaval Viscount of Béziers, were included in the

convention; and all three returned home in the firm

persuasion that they had made their peace with Rome.

But no stipulations, however rigorous, could satisfy

Accommo- the clergy of the safety of their ill-gotten

th‘ggggg by gains, or the restitution of those which had

the discon- already passed out of their hands. Their

“Mdclergy' complaints to the Pope were loud and cla

morous; and Honorius was induced to admonish Ray

mond “to desist from his persecution of the Church,”

or at once to abandon all hopes of his restoration to

communion. The discontented clergy, moreover, plied

° This is the genuine meaning of

the stipulation. Raymond had re

sumed many of the profuse grants of

domain lands by Simon and Amauri

dc Montfort. These resumptions were

regarded as robberies by the church

men, who had seized every opportunity

of selling their support to, or extorting

gifts and grants from the weakness or

the fears of the lay lords. Of such op

portunities the war afiorded a vast list.

P 115st. dc Lang. tom. iii. pp. 34],

342. This provisional compact was

entered into at a council held by the

legate Conrad at Montpellier on the

23d of August 1224.
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the credulous ears of Honorius with assurances that the

count was as much as ever a heretic at heart, as witness

his faithless invasions of church estate; and that the

amends he might have occasionally made were the

results of dastard fear, yielded only while the armies of

France were hovering on his frontiers, and not from

an 1 sense of duty or attachment to the Church. These

0 umnies, supported by the secret suggestions of the

agents of the king of France at the papal court, deter

mined the Pope to revert to his original plan Th P

of operations; the treat of Montpellier was d...§.d§£fie

cast to the winds, and ouis received urgent Mgg‘ztglfigr

entreaties to hasten the conclusion of peace or p '

truce with Henry III. of England, that he might have

his hands free for the prosecution of the holy war

in Languedoc.q The further conduct of the Revivalof

negotiation was intrusted to the cardinal R0- the crusade

manus of S. Angelo, esteemed the most astute “giggtélfiy'

diplomatist of the sacred college. By his in- The legate

fluence the projected expedition against the Rwanus'

“ Albigensian heretic”—-as it now pleased him to desig

nate the “good Christian” of the previous year—was

brought before two successive “ cours plénieres” of the

realm, the latter of which was held at Bourges on the

30th of November 1225, and the terms of cooperation

in the “holy war” were finally settled between the

king and the legate.r Raymond, however; protested in

person against this unprecedented breach of faith: he

urged the treaty of pacification, signed and sealed by

the pa al legate under the fullest powers from the Pope ;

and w en asked by his rival Amauri de Montfort,

whether he would submit his cause to the judgment of

the court of peers, he replied, with commendable cau

CHAP. A CRUSADE AGAINST RAYMOND VIL

'1 See the verify-ing documents, ap.

Raynald. an. 1225, § 28-35, p. 551 to

555.

l' The delay may probably be ac

counted for by the barefaced attempt

of the cardinal, under pretence of ex

onerating the French clergy from the

burthen of “provisions,” and other

encroachments of the court of Rome

SUP.

upon the churches of France, to ob

tain a permanent grant to the Pope of

two stalls in every cathedral chapter,

and two from each collegiate church

or abbey. The proposal, however, was

rejected by the French bishops with

becoming indignation. See Mansi’:

note to Raynalrl, an. 1225, p. 555.

Matt. Paris, p. 377.
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tion, that as soon as the king should admit him to do

homage in the character of peer, he should know how

to shape his conduct. In all other matters he declared

himself ready to perform to the letter all his engage

ments to the king and the Church, and challenged the

legate to visit his domains in person, and if he found

there an individual, a city or a town, proved to have

swerved from the faith, he engaged faithfully to execute

the sentences of the Church, and compel the people to

make due canonical satisfaction. “ All these offers,” says

the eloquent historian of the age, “were rejected by the

legate with contempt; nor could this Catholic prince

find favour, except he should abjure for himself and

his heirs all right or title to the inheritance of his an

cestors.”°

The proceedings against Raymond greatly shocked

Raymond the simple citizens of Bourges. They enter

adjudgeda tained a. strorIi-g opinion of the catholicity of

the count. is profession of faith, at the

of the cru- council of Montpellier, had satisfied the mo

“de' derate party in France of the bitter injustice

about to be perpetrated by the hostile prelacy. Yet

he and his allies were solemnly anathematised by the

council as heretics-convict, and their domains adjudged

to the king of France: a crusade was published through

out the kingdom with all the usual privileges ; and full

powers were given to the preachers to absolve from

their oaths all ersons who had sworn to serve against

the infidels in t e Holy Land, on the condition of their

turning their swords against the condemned heretics of

Languedoc and Toulouse. A subsidy of a tenth of all

ecclesiastical revenues was granted to the king for the

expenses of the war, and all private feuds were sus

pended during its continuance upon pain of the extreme

censures of the Church.t

As soon as the count was apprised of the intended

treachery of the court of Rome, he had entered into

a treaty, offensive and defensive, with Henry III. of

' M. Paris, p. 379. Matt. Paris, ubi sup.

‘ Hist. de Lang. ubi sup. p. 850, 351.
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England. But, with the ordinary levity of Conquest of

that weak and dishonest prince, he permitted tgznggl’li'

himself to be diverted from his purpose by province by

the menaces of the Pope and the vain predic- Lou“ VIII

tions of an astrologer ;u and count Raymond was left

single-handed to defend himself against numbers he

could entertain no hope of encountering in the field.

Relying, however, upon the loyalty of his cities,v he

determined to await the effects of the summer heats

upon the northern constitution, which on more than

one occasion had already stood his friend. But the

constancy of his subjects was not proof against the

terror inspired by an army of fifty thousand men-at

arms and a countless host of irregular infantry. The

city of Nismes opened its gates to the king, and, with

its entire diocese, was formally annexed to the crown of

France. Avignon, though a dependency of the empire,

was besieged, upon the pretence that, as abettors of

heresy, the citizens could claim no exem tion from the

general doom,w and they were compelle to admit a

rench garrison. Within a few weeks the whole of

Languedoc, to within four leagues of Toulouse, sub

mitted to the king; all the vassals of the count and

his. ally, viscount Trencaval of Béziers, attorned to the

crown of France; the count of Comminges succeeded

in making tolerable terms with the king; but Bernard

of Foix was not so successful, and found himself thrown

back upon his old ally for the last chance of safety for

his person and domain. The citizens of Toulouse and

Agen, with one or two other less considerable towns,

remained faithful to Raymond; but with these excep

tions, the whole of the so-called Albigensian provinces,

CRAP. CONQUESTS OF LOUIS VIII.

‘1 The astrologer had predicted the

total failure of the crusade of Louis

VIII. against the Albigenses; and that

he would either not return alive, or,

at best, with defeat and disgrace. M.

Paris, an. 1226, p. 379.

' The citizens of Agen had sworn

to him, that “ if pope or prelate should

dare to absolve them from their en

gagements to their lord, they would

disregard the pretended release, and

hold themselves as firmly bound as

ever." do Langued. tom. iii. p.

354. This is the first instance we can

call to mind of a direct popular con

tradiction to the right of the Church

to absolve subjects from their oaths

of allegiance.

" Neither the municipal nor the

public law of nations was allowed to

bind the Church in the pursuit of

heretics.
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to the coast of the Mediterranean, were finally annexed

to the crown of France.

It is robable that the imbecile Henry of England

Retreat and forfeited the last opportunity hls long

death of reign afforded of recovering hls continental

£011,215, dominions. In point of fact, the prognosti

Louis rx. cations of the court astrologer were artially

(s' Imus)“ verified. The invading army had (Fwindled

almost to a remnant under the influence of heat and dis

ease during the campaign. The mode of defence adopted 7

by Raymond had exhausted both the strength and the

exchequer of the king. The infirm health of Louis was

not proof against the fatigues of the war, and he retired

into France only to die; leaving the kingdom to his

son, a boy of scarcely twelve years, under the guardian-_

ship of his mother, Blanche of Castile.x The death of

Pope Honorius occurred in the same year. He was, as

Deathofpope we have seen, succeeded by the fiery Gregory

Hum“ 111- IX., who at his accession found himself in the

military occupation 'of the imperial markgraviate of Pro

vence; but the thorough draining of the exchequer, and

the reluctance of clergy and laity of France to furnish

further supplies of mone or men, added to the bitter

discontents created by t e tyrannical dealings of the

legate and bishops with the conquered districts, caused

the war in Languedoc to languish for a period of nearly

two years, and thus afforded a breathing-time to the ex

hausted defenders of the province.y At the same point

of time the straits to which the impetuous pontiff on the

Roman throne was reduced b the military preponder

ance of his enemy Fredericl . and the continued dis

afl'ection of his own subjects, but, more than all, the la

vish expenditure occasioned by the late crusade, inclined

Pacification him to take steps for the pacification of the

“Lang‘ledm- south of France; and, to that end, his legate

' Romanus was instructed to negotiate a reconciliation

‘ Louis VIII. died on the 18th of Louis to carry the war into the Albi

November 1226. Philip Augustus pre- gensian provinces, and that he would

dicted on his deathbed that as soon perish in the‘attempt. Hist. do Lan

as the breath was out of his body, gued. tom. iii. p. 363.

the churchmen would persuade his son 1 M. Paris, an. 1228.
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between the court on the one part, and count Raymond

of Toulouse on the other. The latter was the more

easily brought to terms in consequence of the terrible

ravages committed upon his remaining territories by

the French general Humbert de Beaujeu,z and the state

of penury and destitution to which his loyal subjects

were reduced by the unspeakable calamities of the cruel

warfare of the age. The gallant count was in fact re

duced to throw himself defenceless at the feet of his

adversaries, and compelled to accept any terms they

might think fit to impose.

Accordingly, the terms of eapitulation were soon

settled; the count engaged to pursue all here- Term of pa

tics or other enemies of the Church within cifimm

any lands he might be permitted to retain to utter ex

termination; to make restoration and compensation to

the bishops, clergy, abbeys, and religious houses, for

all damages sustained during the war, and to that end

to pay, in the shape of subsidies and indemnities, the

(then) enormous sum of 40,000 marks of silver; to

surrender the citadel of Toulouse to the king, and to

raze the walls of the city; to cede to France all his

territories on the right bank of the Rhone, and to the

Pope all he might possess in the kingdom of Arlee; lastly,

to surrender his infant daughter and only child Johanna

to be educated by the queen-mother of France, and to

consent to her marriage to a French prince as soon as

she should arrive at a proper age, with an absolute

reversion of all the domain that Raymond was allowed

to retain to the issue of the marriage, to the exclusion

' of any male heirs he might leave behind him by any

other wife. On these terms the count was permitted

to enjoy a life-interest in about one-third of his ancient

patrimony; leaving the court of France in possession of

the fairest and most productive portion of his late do

mains, _

By these conditions the Pope and bishops amply

provided for the pecuniary destitution of their victim.“

‘ By all accounts a worthy successor ' The utter exhaustion of his remain

of the inhuman Simon de Montfort, ing territories made it improbable that
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The ruinous But to this was added, on their part, the further

cilggtgllféff stipulation that between the months of August

tionsim: 1229 and 1230 he should proceed on a. pil

grimage to the Holy Land and serve for a term

of five years against the infidels in Syria, without pro

vision for the government of his domain during his

absence. By a formal cession Ra ond made over all

his possessions on the left bank of the Rhone, from Avignon

t0 the shores of the lilediterranean, t0 the Pope ; he engaged

to break faith with his late friend and vassal the count

of Foix, and to cooperate with his enemies for his de

struction. A stronger illustration of the terrible yoke

imposed on the Christian world by the principles, reli

gious and moral, impressed upon it by Innocent III.

cannot be produced than that which the treaty of Paris

of the 12th of April 1229 offers to our contemplation.b

The spirit of the unfortunate prince was reduced by

Humiliation fatigue of mind and body to so pitiable a state

and penance of debility, that he voluntarily submitted to

°f R???“ the like disgraceful penance with that imposed

on his father Raymond VI. in the year 1209.c

Thus, under the influence of those religious fears which

the Latin priesthood so well knew how to instil and

profit by, he walked barefoot and clad in a penitential

garb to the porch of the church of Our Lady at Paris.

Here he awaited, the coming of the legate Romanus; and

was led thence with a rope round his neck, receiving

upon his bare shoulders the discipline of the lash from

the hands of the latter till he reached the foot of the

high altar, where “in consideration of his humility and

devotion” he received pentifical absolution. After this

degrading ceremony, king Louis IX. condescended to

accept his homage for the remnant of his late domains.d

he would be able to raise the fines im

posed upon him within any assignable

period; and thus defalcations were in

a measure provided for, which might

afford a pretext for his final ruin.

h Conf. c. i. p. 2 et sqq. of this vol.

“ Conf. Cath. Pet. Book 0. vii.

p. 588.
‘1 Hist. (10 Langued. tom. iii. pp. 378,

880. The penance, it appears, was

performed on the day on which the

capitulation was executed. Raymond

remained passively in prison at Paris

till his persecutors were satisfied of

the material fulfilment of some of

the most important conditions of the

treaty.
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The reunion of the Albigensian provinces to the

crown, and the occupation of the domains of Domestics.

count Raymond VII. by the fanatics who had

brought the crusade into his land, was followed in Langua

by unspeakable calamities to those provinces. d°°'

But that which threw all others into the shade was the

permanent domestication of the Inquisition in that un

appy region. This was the work of the great council

ofbarons and clergy assembled at Toulouse in the month

of November 1229. The council was directed and

presided over by the archbishops of Narbonne, Bord

eaux, and Auch, and their respective suifragans. It

was resolved at this synod that the bishops Earlier 0,._

should appoint a priest and two or three lay- sanimtim} 9‘5

men in each parish of their respective dioceses

to make search upon oath for all heretics, oil of To“

their aiders, abettors, or harbourers within louse'

the parish; and, for that purpose, to make domiciliary

visits in all houses suspected of entertaining or shelter

ing a heretic, and diligently to search them “from the

cellars beneath to the granaries under the roof;” to ex

amine all hollows, subterraneous caverns, and hiding

places where any heretic might chance to lurk; and,

when found, to hold him in safe custody, and without

delay to denounce him to the prelate of the diocese

as well as to the lord of the town or place for condign

punishment; the laity were forbidden, upon pain of fall

ing under suspicion of heresy, to possess copies of the

Scriptures either in the vernacular, or in the Latin

tongue; the clergy and the monks were exempted from

all civil burthens, such as talliages, personal or highway

tolls and customs upon consumable articles; a variety

of fines and punishments for disturbances of the public

peace were enacted, and the whole police of the rovince

was taken into the hands of the ecclesiastical aut orities.

The meeting indeed, though attended by the powerless

count and some of his vassals, ossessed none of the

qualities of a civil legislature. he laity present were

the passive spectators of an ecclesiastical body taking

upon itself to make laws for the whole community, to
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impose uncompensated duties upon the laity, to enact

fines, forfeitures, disabilities, and punishments for its

own special purposes, and for its own exclusive bene

fit.e '

But the zealous and grateful court of France had

new of not awaited the slow march of sacerdotal de

the inquisi- liberation to signify its ardent sympathy With

83:; the priesthood in the labour of persecution.

' As early as the month of April in this year

the “good work” was resumed in a severer form; a.

price was put upon the head of every heretic who should

fall under inquisitorial suspicion.f The institution was

thus launched with eve prospect of a wider dissemina

tion and jurisdiction. he council and the royal ordi

nance, it is true, contained but an elementary sketch of

the more perfect organisation at which, less than fifty

years afterwards, it attained under the fostering care of

the Dominicans ;g but enough was done to make it mani

fest that no sentiment of pity or human justice would be

allowed to interfere with the efficiency of the scheme,

and that none, even the minutest, divergence from the

doctrine and practice of Rome should escape her vigil

ance. The machinery of religious terrorism was in full

action, and the only roblem still unsolved was how far

the civil powers of hristendom could be subdued into

active cooperation for the final reduction of the nations

of the world under one inexorable sacerdotium. The

experiment was in progress, and the establishment of

the Inquisition was the longest stride ever made by the

court of Rome since the days of Gregory VII.

The new institution thus remodelled brought aggra

PROGRESS OF THE INQUISITORIAL SCHEME.

1’ No notice is taken in the record of

the council of any other authority but

that of its clerical chiefs. The passive

assent of the count and his barons

cannot, under his depressed condition,

alter the nature of the proceeding.

The reader may satisfy himself of the

justice of the above description by the

perusal of the record of the (bncilium

Iblosamun, ap. Hard. Concil. tom. vii.

p. 178. The laity were allowed to pos

sess the Breviary, the Psalter, and the

Hours of the V. Mary, but these only

in the Latin tongue.

fSee the “ Statutum Domini Regis

Ludov. pro libertate ecclesiae," ap.

Hard. Concil. ubi sup. p. 171-174.

I! See the two remarkable tracts en

titled “ De modo procedendi contra

haereticos" and “ De hzeresi pauperum

de Lugduno,” both printed at the end

of vol. v. of Martene‘s Thesaur. Anec

dot. pp. 1795 and 1797 respectively.
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vated calamities upon the miserable popula- Eflcctofthe

tion. No state or condition of society was inquisiferifll

safe against the secret whisperings of in- pmdmgs'

formers and private enemies. Many of these delators

and spies perished by the hands of their intended vic

tims; and the arts of the inquisith were often encoun

tered by the dagger of the assassin. On his return to

his domains count Raymond found his revenues embez

zled by a crowd of episcopal and monastic marauders.

Under the patronage of the De Montforts, the funds

from which the exorbitant fines and subsidies imposed

upon him by the paeification of Paris were to be levied

had been to a great extent embezzled by the bishops

and conventual bodies. The indispensable resumption

of these grants of the chief of the crusade Peculmons

produced a plentiful crop of maledictions and 831d usurpa

excommunications from the incensed usurpers. “$3133”

Gregory IX., however, was not at this moment Gbuked by d

prepared to listen to their clamours, or to dis- reg'lx'm

turb the recent pacification for their benefit. His legate

in the province was instructed to check the encroach

ments of the bishops and clergy, and to recommend to

them a more gentle treatment of their recent convert.h

It appeared, in fact, that since the reconciliation of Paris

a more gentle spirit had grown up in the court of France.

The 'sense of right and wrong in the mind of Louis of

Louis IX., though often obscured by bigotry, France

was never wholly absent, and the cry for justice of his

afflicted vassal was poured into a compliant ear. The

clergy of the diocese of Toulouse were peremptorily

ordered to relax their talons, to restore the stolen pro

perty, and to abstain from the like practices in future ;i

and the Pope himself was strongly recommended no

'1 Or, in the cant of the Roman chan

cery, “ to nourish his new-bom faith

by a benignant treatment, such as was

suitable to the growth of the young

and tender plant ; and rather to feed

him with the milk of the word than

with strongfood, Sac.” Hist. do Lan

gued. tom. iii. p. 392. What that

“ strong food" might turn out, we have

little difliculty in conjecturing.

l The king or the regent were perhaps

the more ready to listen to the com

plaints of Raymond, inasmuch as the

royal bailifis in the districts newly

annexed to the crown had complained

of similar obstructions on the part of

the clergy to the resumption of alien

ated crown-lands, and the forfeitures

of the heretics.
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longer to withhold from Raymond his marquisate of

Provence, adjudged to him by the council of 1215, and

to which he possessed an unquestionable title. Gregory

lived in dail a rehension of the pressure
(355;; 31% both of the Zouiitpof France and of the em

peror Frederic on behalf of his vassal; and

toRBymond little doubt can be entertained that he be

lieved his best chance of retaining possession

of his conquest to depend rather upon subterfuges and

excuses than upon that uncompromising rigour with

which he generally encountered difficulty or contradic

tion. But his treasury of palterings and evasions was at

length exhausted, and in the year 1234 the marquisate

of Provence was surrendered to count Raymond.

It appears from several circumstances that at this

He transfers period no very cordial feeling subsisted be

the Inquisi- tween the court of Rome and the bishops of

52%;: Languedoc. The Pope was dissatisfied with

' their management of the Inquisition—a func

tion claimed by the bishops as within their proper

canonical jurisdiction; and in the year 1233 he issued

a brief or bull transferring all the inquisitorial duties

to the Dominicans, and extending their owers over the

1 French kingdom generally.j nder their ad
nhuman . . . .

cruelty of munstration the tribunal assumed a new phase.

ti‘ggipm' A holocaust of two hundred victims at once

1185' was solemnised at the little town of Moissac

alone: the remains of deceased heretics were exhumed

and committed to the flames: the hearts of the people

were paralysed by terror, or driven to desperation by

constant apprehension. In view of this state of things

count Raymond took heart; he protested to the king

that he was utterly unable to keep the peace of the

country in the face of these horrors. The citizens of

Toulouse and Narbonne had in fact taken the remedy

into their own hands. In both cities the Dominicans

Their expul- were ignominiousl ejected, and their regis

8i°n {mm ters destroyed. The Inquisition retaliated by

J The bull was dated 2lst of Aug. 1233.
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threats and curses against Raymond and his Toulouaemd

agents, as abettors of heresy. So gross an Namnne

attack upon these favourites of Rome drew from pope

Gregory a denunciation of more than ordinary ferocity.

Raymond, to whom every misdemeanour of his dis

tressed subjects was systematically imputed, was com

manded without delay to set forward upon his cove

nanted crusade; and to transfer the administration of

his domain during his absence to the king of France.

The inquisitors were indeed restored to their con

vents in Toulouse; but at the earnest inter- Their rem.

cession of Louis IX. a twelvemonth’s reprieve “tim

was granted to count Raymond. The inquisitors, how

ever, refused to revoke their maledictions, and pro

ceeded on their bloody business with increased violence

and cruelty. Burnings, imprisonments, personal and

public infam , degrading punishments of various kinds,

were inflicte on all whom it pleased them to mark as

heretics or abettors of heresy. The barefaced robberies

committed by delators and informers under colour of

their office were retaliated by frequent assassi- Assassin

nations and other acts of sullen and secret “ms

revenge; for all of which the count and his govern

ment were held responsible. The state of the province

at length reached the ears of Louis IX., and towards

the end of February 1237 an order was issued to the

inquisitors to suspend their pernicious pro- Suspension

ceedings. For some cause not very clearly of inquisito

recorded, but probably due to the universal “diam”

disgust and the momentary victory of the sen- '

timents of justice and humanit over rooted supersti
tion, the order was obeyed; andy for a period of almost

four years we read of no inhumanities of the like cha

racter. The court of France had for some time past

showed symptoms of impatience under the incessant

interferences of the Pope in the internal affairs of the

kingdom. Gregory had thought it expedient to absolve

Raymond, with a view to deprive his subjects of the

ever-ready excuses for disobedience which his excom

munication afforded, and to throw upon him alone the
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whole onus of suppressing the disorders he complained

Death of of. The death of Gregory IX. in 1241, and

pope Gm- the long interregnum between that event and

8°” the accession of Innocent IV.,k prolonged the

respite enjoyed by the wretched inhabitants of the dis

tricts subject to the Inquisition. But the election of

the new pontifi' was the signal for the revival of the

persecution, and the renewal of the disorders which

accompanied the late anti-social proceedings.

Raymond and his subjects beheld these enormities

Revival of with undisguised aversion. The popular ir

the germ“- ritation vented itself in local insurrections,

“‘m' during one of which five inquisitors with their

familiars were put to death.l With the active assist

ance of the count the citizens of Narbonne had expelled

their archbishop—a Dominican monk—the vigilant and

devoted agent of their tormentors; and they and their

ally were excommunicated by the vindictive prelate.In

Insumc. Simultaneously with these events in the south,

“mm- the rich and industrious cities of Brabant and

Flanders were suffering under similar depredations and

cruelties.‘n Here as in Languedoc and Nor

thern Italy, the civil laws and customs of the

people were disregarded; a difl'erent adminis

tration of justice, 2. system oftaxation hitherto

unknown was introduced; the powers of domestic police

Advance of were openly assumed by an organised gang of

Spiritual sacerdotal banditti, and the moment for the

péwe" undisguised appropriation of every function

of social police, if not of civil government, seemed

Frederic 1L rapidly approaching. The emperor Frederic

i" °I>P°5iti°“- II., alone among European sovereigns, had the

sagacity to apprehend in its full extent, and the courage

ADVANCES OF THE SPIRITUAL POWER.

Tendency of

sacerdotal

encroach

ment.

ll Reckoning in the sixteen days of

Celestine IV. Conf. p. 73 of chap. ii.

in this vol.

1 At Avignonnt, a town about twenty

three miles S.E. of Toulouse. Hist. do

La/ngued. tom. iii. p. 430.

"'_ See the remarkable vindication of

their motives and conduct in the ex

pulsion of their prelate by the citi

zens of Narbonne inserted by Siamandi,

Hist. de France, tom. vii. p. 174, from

the Hut. 110 la Ville dc lenes, tom. i.

liv. iii. p. 307, and proofs p. 73. This

document discloses all the enormities

of the inquisitorial process. It reveals

atrocities which it must have baffled

the ingenuity of laymen to invent.

“ Matt. Paris, p. 293.
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to withstand the daring inroads of priestly ambition.

He believed at one time that if he could succeed in

assembling a congress of sovereigns beyond the reach

of papal and monastic intrigue, he might be in a posi

tion to enlighten them upon their real interests, and to

expose the obvious design of their adversary. But the

steps he took for that purpose were promptly met and

defeated by the su erior diplomac of Rome and her

monastic helpers. ope Innocent V. had by this time

involved the emperor in difficulties which diverted his

attention from every duty but that of defending his

crown, his life, and his honour.°

The pious king Louis IX. was impressed with the con

viction that the deliverance of the Holy Land Louis E

from the hand of the enemies of his faith was and theholy

the most acceptable sacrifice to Heaven he could m"

bring, and the surest pledge of his own salvation. Un

deterred by the total defeat of the crusade of 1239, un

dertaken by Theobald king of Navarre and Richard earl

of Cornwall, he devoted several succeeding years to pre

parations for his projected enterprise against the “ ene

mies ofGod and man.” But various difficul- Obstaclesto

ties delayed the expedition till the year 1248. his projected

He had encountered great though inert oppo- crumde'

sition from his own reluctant barons, and the general

decline of the public enthusiasm springinv from re

peated disappointments and failures. But the obstacle

of all others the most fatal to his prospects arose out of

the inveterate animosities of pope Innocent IV. and the

emperor Frederic II. Louis IX. heartily disapproved

ofthe savage denunciations fulminated against the latter

at the council of 1245.? He declined to ap- He ,nteb

pear in person at the council of Lyons; and at cedes with

two successive interviews with the Pope, at

the monastery of Clugny, towards the close $39333?

of the year 1245, he sought to impress upon _ '

Innocent the expediency of an accommodation With the

° Conf. chap. ii. p. 75 et- sqq. of this P See chap. ii. p. 76 et sqq. of this

vol. Conf. Siam. Hut. 110 Fr. vii. p. vol.

180.
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emperor for the rescue of the Holy Land from infidel

pollution. He urged scripture, christian duty, and sound

policy, to divert the mind of the pontifi' from the head

long pursuit of his vindictive designs, and presented to

him the concessions proposed by the emperor as of a

character to satisfy him of the dutiful disposition of the

latter towards the Church and her supreme pastor. But

the breath of the pious king was spent in vain. Inno

cent resolutely declined all negotiation with one whom

it pleased him to describe as so sunk in perfidy and

crime that it would be preposterous to trust any pro

mise or concession he might offer. Louis, we are as

sured, retired from the pontifical presence “grieved at

heart that he had not found in this pontiff the humility

becoming the servant of the servants of God.”‘1

But no obstacles could quench the fervid longing

Crusade of of Louis IX. for the immortal glory of redeem

L°“is IX- ing the tomb of his Saviour from infidel pol

lution. The love and reverence of his subjects at length

overcame the lassitude of the public spirit. Past dis

appointments were forgotten; nor could the incessant

efforts of the Pope to divert the arms of France to the

overthrow of his personal enemy weigh against the po

pularity of the king, or the imputed sacredness of the

cause in which he had embarked. On the 28th of June

1248 Louis was solemnly invested at St. Denys with the

stall“ and wallet of a pilgrim. On his passage through

Lyons he made a third but equally fruitless attempt to

prevail upon the Pope to restore peace to Christendom;

and on the 28th of August he and a small though well

appointed army set sail from Aigues-Mortesr for the

East. If the army had been as well commanded as it

was equipped, history would not probably have had to

State of the record its ignominious fate. But with the

kingdom issue of the expedition we have little concern.

'1 If the story of these interviews be

correctly told by Matt. Paris, pp. 658,

610, we cannot doubt that Louis IX.

gave no credit to the Pope for the al

leged motives of his vindictive policy.

This is the more surprising, inasmuch

as Innocent had branded the emperor

as a lwretic; a. charge which, in such

a. disposition as that of king Louis,

must have enlisted all his sympathies

on the side of the Pope.

' A small town among the marshes

of the Rhone, 21 miles S.W. of Nismes.
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Queen Blanche, upon whom the regency of (1,1,ng his

the kingdom devolved during the absence of absence

the king, conducted the government with ability and

success. The turbulent aristocracy were kept in check ;

domestic insurrection8 was subdued, the peace of the

realm was maintained; and the kingdom was delivered

over to the king, upon his return from captivity in

August 1254, in a state of prosperity to which it had

been a stranger from the earliest years of his reign.

The death, in the interim, of his great contemporary

the emperor Frederic II. and his son Conrad Government

IV. had placed Louis IX. at the head of the of Louis Ix.

European commonwealth. Had he been ani- i‘t‘hflé‘fimf

mated with the ambitious s irit desired b the '

court of Rome, he might ave indulge

CRAP. IV.] GOVERNMENT OF LOUIS IX.

in dreams of

conquest; yet he not only declined the crown of Sicily

for one of his own sons, but refused to countenance or

promote the indefensible aggression ofhis brother Charles

of Anjou upon the acknowledged rights of the house

of Hohenstaufl'en. The interval of time between his

return in 1254 and his still more disastrous expedi

tion to the East, which brought him to the tomb, was

spent in improving the condition of his subjects, and

protecting the liberties of his Church and eople against

aristocratic and sacerdotal encroachment. ut

with a view to throw a clearer light upon the

most important act of this king—the so-called “Prag

matic Sanction”—it is necessary to advert shortly to the

state of the Church and government, as it descended

to him after the reunion of some of the greater fiefs of

the crown in the two preceding reigns.

The successful efforts of Philip Augustus to extend

the domain of the crown had imparted a degree of

strength and solidity to the royal authority in the king

Retrospect.

' More especially that of the Pastou

reauz, a numerous sect, who had been

goaded into dissent and insurrection by

the extortions and evil lives of the

monks and clergy, whom they stigma

tised as a gang of greedy, indolent, and

debauched vagabonds. The body of

the insurgents consisted wholly of a

rabble, armed with any kind of weapon

that first came to hand, to the number

of 100,000 men. The worst offence re

corded against them was the murder

of twenty-five scholars of the Univer

sity of Orleans, who had imprudeutly

ventured to withstand their extrava

gances. Matt. Pan's, pp. 710-712.
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dom unknown since the accession of the Cape
Ordi
Math??? tian dynasty In the year after the reunion

“3,553”ng of Norman y (A.D. 1205), the estates of that

ecclesiastical province turned their attention to the exor

Jurmdwmn'bitant encroachments of the spiritual courts

upon the jurisdiction of the duke and the barons of the

duchy. They repelled the claims of the Church to ad

judicate on temporal estate.t They strictly defined and

uarded the rights of lay patronage, and the services due

to the lord from all temporal estate or fiefattached to the

churches; and reserved to the lord of the fee all fines,

forfeitures, and escheats incurred by reason of any crime

or misdemeanour, though cognizable in the spiritual

courts. Monks and clerks in orders, charged with mur

der or felony, were to be delivered, on demand, to the

spiritual superior for canonical trial and punishment;

but upon condition that, after conviction, they should

be banished out of the land; the civil power to be at

liberty, if they should return without the king’s license,

to treat them as ordinary malefactors. At a subsequent

meeting of the king’s barons at Melun, it was ordered

that no suits concerning land should—as was often

done—by reason of any oath or promise having passed

between the parties, be carried before the spiritual

court ; but that if any breach of such oaths or promises

be alleged and proved, the latter court might impose

the proper penances, but that no such plea be allowed

to defeat the justice of the temporal lord: that, more

over, the tenants of lay fiefs, held by Church or clergy,

should not be liable to the spiritual lord, but only the

tenants of original endowments“_ or lands in fee of the

Church: though a clerk, charged with murder or felony,

might not, in the first instance, be delivered over to the

* Excepting only cases of dowry, tes

tamentary dispositions, and the pro

perty of crusaders.

“ Spiritual allodia or francalmoigne

—lands originally granted in mort

main, or in fee of the church or clergy.

The struggle of the clergy had been,

from the beginning, to place the lay

estates so frequently granted to spi

ritual persons and bodies upon the

same level with these allodia, or privi

leged estates, and thereby to com

municate to' them all the immuni

ties attached to spiritual endowment;

to the great damage of the lord of the

fee, who was thereby deprived of his

dues and services.
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lord or his officers for punishment ; yet that the spiritual

superior should not be permitted to spirit him away to

a place beyond the jurisdiction of the natural judge, but

that the latter might cause him to be apprehended when

found at large, and not in any church or cemetery:

lastly, no ecclesiastical authority shall proceed to ex

communication against the person, or to interdict against

the lands, of the lord on account of any offence com

mitted b his officers, until the lord, or his bailifi', shall

have h notice, and demand of satisfaction should have

been duly made.“

Though these ordinances extended only to the im

mediate domains of the crown, they served as General m

rallying-points to the semi-independent princi- vernngent of

palities of the realm. What was done in the Louis D“

way of legislation in the provinces annexed to the crown

could not be without its effect where the like grievances

called for the like remedies. During the minority of

Louis IX. the queen~regent could do little more than

maintain the ground gained by Philip Augustus and

Louis VIII. against the great barons and prelates of

the realm. Louis IX. himself, when he took the reins

into his own hands, popularised his government by par

liamentary convocations of the aristocracy and cities of

his domains ; and, with their consent and assistance, miti

gated some of the most pernicious incidents of feudal

ism. He first discountenanced and restricted, and, some

years afterwards, prohibited the right of private war

fare.v He wholly abolished the trial by wager of battle

in civil and criminal actions, and substituted for it

proof by oral and documentary testimony." He issued

several ordinances regulating the election of borough
D

magistrates, and confirmed and extended the privileges

“ See Schmidt‘s Abstract of the Or

donnanees des Bois de France, Gesch.

Frank. vol. i. p. 501 et sqq. ; and Ray

'nouard, Hist. du Droit municipal de

France.

" Ordermanra: (103 Hair de France,

tom. i. p. 56; the ordinance establish

ing the so-called “ quarantaine du

SUP.

roi,” or forty days’ truce between the

injured and the offending parties, to

give time for judicial inquiry. Twelve

years afterwards (A.D. 1257 or 1258) he

totally prohibited the practice within

the provinces subject to the crown.

See Ordorm. 4'0. tom. i. p. 84.

w lbid. tom. i. p. 86.

L
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of cities and towns.x He introduced many regulations

for the better administration of justice by his officers

and bailiffs.y and took some steps towards the amelio

ration of the coinage of the realm.‘ In the favour he

extended to the emancipation of serfs, and to measures

for the abolition of the abuses and burthens which

weighed most prejudicially upon the general intercourse,

the commerce, and the industry of his subjects, his

His views, mind was insensiny withdrawn from those

$33,132:: exclusively religious—or rather, monastic—

perieucc. impressions to which he was constitutionally

addicted. The duties of government necessarily came

into conflict with saccrdotal pretensions. Every day of

his reign revealed to him new evils, new complaints,

new protests against the exorbitant advances of the

spiritual power upon the prerogatives of his crown and

the material interests of his subjects; and thus it hap

pened that the most devout of the sons of Rome gra

dually slid into a line of policy which narrowed her field

of action, and arrested her progress towards the never

failing object of pontifical aspiration. The patriotic

measures he adopted enhanced his popularity beyond

that of any preceding sovereign of France. And if his

natural sense of justice had not been trammelled by

his religious prepossessions,a more especially his almost

insane aversion from Jews and heretics, his fame would

have gone down with less equivocal honour to posterity.

With all this Louis IX. had listened to the daring

assumption of Innocent IV. with patient sub

' He had heard from the lips of a

pope in full councilb—and he had heard it

OPINIONS OF LOUIS IX., HIS POLICY.

Popular dis- .

satisfaction mISSlOIl.

at the en

* See, among others, the ordinances

of,1256, pp. 80, 83.

1 0rd. 5'0. tom. i. pp. 66, 76.

I In the years 1262 and 1265. lbid.

pp. 93, 94.
e The ordinance of 1250 (0rd. 4‘0.

tom. i. p. 61) exhibits a noticeable at

tempt at a compromise between his

supposed duty to his church and his

sense of justice to his subjects. The

lawless seizures of land by the cru

saders and inquisitors had wrought

such an abundant crop of injustice and

wickedness, that some relief was loudly

called for on behalf of the innocent

sufferers. But the ordinance issued

with that view is so full of exceptions

and ambiguities as to render it prac

tically useless.

h In his justification of his proceed

ings against Frederic II. at Lyons, in

1245 : and conf. the proud declaration

of Innocent III., “ Dominus Petro non

solum universam ecclesiam, sed totum

reliquit sacculum gubernandum."
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without contradiction or remonstrance—that cronchments

“ Christ, in the person of S. Peter, and his

successors, had founded an empire both sacer- clergy

dotal and royal, supreme over all earthly powers; and

that He had endowed them with authority to command

the swords and the revenues of the princes of the world

and their people for their service, and to cause them

to be drawn and expended at their pleasure.” But

Louis IX. and his subjects had presumed to exercise

their judgment upon the nature of the services de

manded; and had found them inconsistent with the

interests of government and the welfare of the com

munity. Had he been ten times more devoted to the

Holy See, the French monarch could not have turned

a deaf 'ear to the stunning clamours of his people. At

no period of medizeval history were these censures more

freely outspoken than in France while the saint-king

occupied the throne. Popular poems and lampoons

described the clergy in the mass—but more Popular

especially the friars—as a gang of marauders 1512611135213“
and cutpurses ; “ they were wolves in sheep’s Roprge and

clothing: they were extortioners and homi- the clergy

cides.” “There was a time—it was said—when kings

and princes governed the world; but now priestlings

bear rule; and with them comes robbery, delation,

treachery: a carrion bird or vulture is not more keen

to scent the carcass than your minorite or your preacher

friar: common extortioners and Jews are no match for

him in the art of squeezing: what with his cursings and

his pardonings, his fastings, his feastings and preachings,

he seems to set God and the devil together to work for

his profit.” Guillem Figuiera, a popular Pro- Gumem Fi.

vencal poet, exclaims, “ What wonder that the Euler“

whole world goeth astray, when thou, 0 Rome, de

lightest in war and bloodshed? For thou, Rome, hast

both slain and buried all virtues and merit . . . load

star of mischief . . . root and summit of all evil! . . .

thou that shearest thy sheep to the quick, and art mad

with the lust of gain . . . . 0, may the Spirit of God

speedily break thy beak and cut short thy talons; for
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thou hast dealt deceitfully with us! and if thou be not

soon shorn of thy power, sad will be the condition of the

world . . . . Thy Pope, 0 Rome, hath set his springes

and his pitfalls, and hath snatched the morsel from the

mouths of the poor . . . . Thou wearest the soft fleece

of the sheep ; but inly thou art the ravening wolf, the

mitred snake, the fruitful parent of a viper-brood, the

bosom friend of Satan.”c

At a later period Bertram Carbonel, a Proveneal

Bel-mm poet, thus apostrophises the priesthood: “ Ha!

ca'b‘mel' false priests, liars, cheats, false-swearers, thieves,

whoremongers, infidels! The world beholds in mute

dismay your manifold iniquities. Was it ever heard

tell that S. Peter drew tribute from our land of France?

Did he ever practise usury, as ye do? Did he not

rather hold the balance of justice? But ye dispense

your curses and sell your absolutions for money: with

out money there is no salvation for us.” About the

Guiotde same period, or rather earlier, Guiot de Pro

Pmfins- vins, a popular rhymer of the north of France,

bore his testimony to the rapacious dealings of the court

of Rome and her agents. “Rome,” he exclaims, “who

killest us by inches—who slayest and sparest not who

confoundest all things, and consumest us in the furnace

of thy covetousness! At home thou art full of simony

and debauchery, and these thy crimes follow thee

wheresoever thou goest: thy emissaries have neither

faith nor religion: they would sell God and His holy

mother for money. They ransack all things, and devour

all things: the people are ready to despair, when they

behold the vast sums of gold and silver they carry away

with them over the mountains: verily, they deal worse

with us than if we were pagans . . . As to the legates,

they are eaten up with avarice; their dealings are but

deceit and guile. O court of Rome, how full art thou

of deadly sin! Thy pontifi‘ strays from the path of

POPULAR POETS, kc.

 

c Renouard, Choix des Poésies des

Troubadours, tom. iv. p. 809 et sqq.

See various p es to the same effect

at pp. 315, 318, 337, 338, 343, and 351.

Guillem Figuiera lived in the early

part of the thirteenth century, during

the fury of the Albigensian persecu

tion.
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duty; and thereby all things go wrong; all things be

come corrupt; all law is trodden under foot. Rome

was, from the beginning, the foster-mother of murders

and felonies ;‘1 she sucks our blood and swallows up our

substance ; she is the channel in which flows all evil and

mischief; she is a leaven of foulness, all her deeds are

an insult to God and holy Scripture. Shall not then her

covetousness be destroyed; her pride and her felonies

be put to shame ?”°

Allowing for the natural exaggerations of popular

passion, we have in the ordinances of the meet of the

Church itself the best evidence of the exist-_ papal and

ence of many of the evils and corruptions

complained of by the popular advocate. \Vith the mind of

all his reverence for the Pope and the minis- LWSIX'

ters of religion, Louis IX. saw and condemned the

practices which pressed upon his people. He reluctantly

confessed to himself the daily inroads committed by the

papal emissaries upon the prerogatives of his crown, the

rivileges of his barons, and the property of his subjects.

Teither his religious attachments, nor his devout ad

miration of Franciscans and Dominicans,f could avail

him against the clamorous remonstrances which assailed

him from the highest to the lowest of his people. The

hourly extortions of the papal taxgatherers and mendi

cants ; the unjustifiable interferences of the court of

Rome in the disposal of spiritual preferments ; the inces

sant encroachments upon private and crown patronage ;

the simbniacal bargains of the papal agents; and the

disregard of the legates and emissaries of the Holy See

for the rights and franchises of royal or private founda

tion,g—all these abuses awakened king and people to a

sense—dim and obscure though it might be—of the fatal

4 Then follows an historical sum

mary of Roman iniquities from the

age of Romulus to that of the Chris

tian martyrs.

° La Bible Guiot de Provins, ap.

Mama and Durham, “ Fabliaux et

Contes,“ tom. ii. pp. 328, 329. The

poet passes the like oensures upon the

monks of various orders: “they are

idlers, gluttons, coxcombs, 6w. 8w."

' He is said to have declared that

“ if he could divide himself into two

parts, he would give one half to the

Dominicans, and the other half to the

Franciscans."

8 Especially by means of the ob

noxious “ non‘obstante" clause inserted

in almost every papal bull.
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consequences of further submission. The ministers of

the national church were the first to feel, and the

loudest to complain of the exhausting pressure of the

papal swarm ; and Louis himself acknowledged the shock

to his conscience as head of the Gallican church and

his interests as sovereign.

In the year 1246 the princes and barons of the

Petition of realm petitioned the king to set some bounds

the princes, to the extortions and encroachments under

which they and their churches had so long

Louis IX.to_ ed. In compliance with their desire,

the P°p°' ouis caused an energetic remonstrance to be

presented to pope Innocent IV. against the iniquities

and abuses above adverted to. He freely exposed the

corrupt practices of the ministers of the Pope; their

mercenary character; their greedy appetite for prefer

ments and benefices; their abuse of excommunication ;

the spiritual terrorism, to which they habitually resorted

to compel compliance with their requisitions ;h but

above all, he protested against the papal demand upon

the churches of Franee for military aid against his

enemy the emperor, and the enormous sums of money

he had ordered to be levied for that purpose upon the

churches of the realm. If, he concluded, the Pope

desired to retain the love and affection of the king and

people of France, he would hasten to put an end to the

scandals which these oppressive demands, these sordid

practices had engendered.

But the Pope could not do without agents; the

Innocent Iv agents would not work without pay ; the men

dimgm'dlcants thought of little but the perpetuation

mggnogn- of their trade with all its profits; the Pope

himself went about with the single purpose of

destroying his enemy, and for that purpose money Was

the one thing needed. The remonstrance of Louis IX.

fell to the ground; the extortions and abuses com

“ “ Pay us,” said they, “ such and servations, and provisions, within the

such a sum of money, or we excom- first four years of his reign, more

municabe you." Innocent, the king de- spiritual preferments than all his pre

clared, had given away, in the shape deccssors put together.

of “non-obstanbe" presentations, re
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plained of went on unabated ; and the king was driven

to the extremity of prohibiting his prelates to pay over

the sums collected, or any others, to the taxgatherers

of the Pope: “ l/Vhereupon,” sa 5 Matthew Paris, “they

slunk away empt -handed ami the scofl's and jeers of

the people.”i T ough Louis might afford some pro

tection against these exactions to the immediate vassals

and churches of the crown, the divided state of France

opened a wide field for the like extortions and encroach

ments over the remaining provinces and baronies of the

kingdom. The barons of France beheld, with undis

guised resentment, the usurpation of their rights and

jurisdictions by the papal clergy. With a view to meet

these aggressions, the dukes of Burgimdy and Combination

Bretagne, and the counts of S. Paul and of the great

Angouléme swore to a compact of mutual ham?

protection; they resolved that, in all cases, asailnslt)£1;

any subject carrying his suit, civil or criminal, papa a '

be ore the spiritual judge should forfeit his goods, and

be in mercy for life and limb. Moreover, if the ecclesi

astical judge should excommunicate any suitor in the

lord’s courts, the sentence, if proved to the satisfaction

of the court to be unjustifiable in law, should be deemed

null and void. Pope Innocent IV. took the Innocent Iv,

alarm; he quashed the oath of the leaguers, djggucgffi“

and instructed his legate in France to pursue demiis the

all who should observe it with the heaviestwmbmmn

censures of the Church. The precedent was in fact

fraught with danger as much to his financial as to his

political interests; and without waiting for the effect

of his spiritual thunders, he resorted to the far more

effectual course of dividing the plunder with the con-

federates. The relatives and hangers-on of the great

families were gratified by rich preferments, donations,

reservations, and expectancies ; and the league was for

the present rendered inuocuousJ _

During the whole or greater part of the reign of

Louis IX. the persistent aggressions of the higher clergy

i .11. Paris, an. 1247, p. 630 ad calc. 1 Ibid. an. 1247, p. 628. Reginald,

Conf. 1250, pp. 689, 690._ an. 1247, § 49-53.
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Eflectof the upon secular rights had kept the nobles and

P?“gnpglllcy people of the realm in a state of chronic irri

\ ngind of tation and discontent. The prelates frequently

1”an complained that their excommunications were

powerless; and they petitioned the king to revive an

edict of the queen-regent, by which the lands and chat

tels of persons, who should continue a year and a day

under the ban of the Church, should be sequestrate .

The king, in reply, demanded that, in such cases, he

should be at liberty to satisfy himself of the justice of

the ecclesiastical sentence. The clergy, however, de

clined in any shape to submit the merits of spiritual

causes to lay examination, and Louis refused to become

a. party to an unrighteous 'prosecution.k Throughout

his life the religious zeal of Louis IX. had been under

the control of a conscience keenly alive to the sugges

tions of truth and justice. His fanaticism—direful as

Were its manifestations—was a religious, not a formal

fanaticism—a spiritualism in which his natural sense of

right and wrong had as large a share as his monastic pre

dilections. But his reverence for the ideal of a Church

founded upon the rock of Peter and his representative

the bishop of Rome, had received many a rude shock

‘ within his prolonged reign. In the course of this

probation his mind had arrived at that kind of equili

brium which disqualified him to become the passive in

strument of pontifical ambition ; and when, in the year

1268, pope Clement IV. insolently announced to the

Christian world that the Holy See, “by virtue of the

canons,”l was entitled, “notwithstanding” (non obstante)

any antecedent right, to present to all church preferment

at his discretion, and that even before vacancy—the king

of France without delay stepped in to the rescue of the

national church and the franchises of his subjects from

the extravagant pretensions of the Roman despot. In

the month of March 1268 he published the celebrated

" Except in the case of heresy, or charged the citizens of Poitiers from

imputed heresy, the natural sense of the interdict of the archb. of Rheims

justice was rarely absent from the and the bishop of the city.

mind of the king. Thus, in the year ' Conf. Dccret. Greg. IX. lib. vi.

1235, and afterwards in 1263, he dis- c. 4, § 1, 2; ed. Richter.
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ordinance since known by the title ofthe Prag- m, PM?

matic Sanction, which— short and simple as it mdtiq Sam:

is—was for many subsequent ages regarded as “0"”

the Magna Charta of the Gallican church.m

The ordinance enacted that

1. The prelates, patrons, and rightful patrons of spi

ritual benefices shall have full and perfect enjoyment

of all their rights:

2. Cathedral and all other churches of the kingdom

shall have unreserved liberty of election:

3. The crime of simony shall be utterly banished

from the realm :“

4. The collation and promotion to prelacies and

other benefices shall be made in conformity with the

common law (of the kingdom or province), the decrees

of the councils, and the decisions of the fathers :°

5. The intolerable exactions of the court of Rome,

bly which the kingdom is so lamentany impoverished,

s all not for the future be levied, unless it be in case of

urgent necessity, and then only with the consent of the

king and of the Gallican church:

6. All the liberties, franchises, immunities, rights,

and privileges heretofore granted by the kings to the

churches, monasteries, and abbeys of the kingdom, shall

be assured and confirmed to them.P

Rewarding this enactment from a papal point of view,

we find it to be irreconcilable with some of Th P

the most essential of the Innocentian princi- MEG

ples.q The maxims of the pontiff, to whom the :ii‘zniéwgltll-l

theocracy was indebted for its fullest develop- tile prixéi

ment, were, first, that the Pope, as the repre- Pl:

sentative of the divine government, is the

supreme arbiter and dispenser of all spiritual function

and dignity: the second, that he is likewise the ultimate

m See Ordonn. der Rm': dc Me, ° That is,in conformity with Church

tom. i. p. 97. legislation and ancient custom, in op

" Aprovision against the open prac- position to the arbitrary decrees of

ties of the court of Rome and the Rome. _

papal agents, toappropriate or to share P Conf. Siam. Hist. de Fr. tom. ml.

the profits of spiritual ofiices by bar- p. 106408. _ _

gain or by sale. '1 Conf. chap. 1. p. 3-6 of this vol.
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source from which all temporal power and oflice is

derived. In reference to the first of these maxims, it is

obvious that freedom of election, either in the Church

itself, or in patrons presenting and collating to spiritual

preferments, must be nugatory whenever it might please

the pontifl' to put his supreme prerogative in force.

Then, coupling this first proposition with the second, it

is equally clear that the endowments, or temporal pos-_

sessions of the churches are placed at his disposal, upon

the special ground that such possessions are part and

parcel of the same spiritual unity, and attached to it as

the necessary instruments of its outward manifestation

and action.r The combination of the two principles,

when carried to its ultimate—we may say, its logical—

result, must have the effect of merging all church

lands in the general estate of the Church, that is, in

that of the Holy See. By this process they would be

brought under the direct sovereignty of the Pope, in

the same manner and sense as those in which the great

fiefs of France became ultimately united with the crown.

Neither the reasonings nor the consequential action of

the Church of Rome were often at fault; and if the

scheme, thus skilfully initiated, had been successfully

reduced to a political reality, we might predict the

result with as much certainty as if it were already an

historical fact.

But we may, with the same certainty, point to two

meimate circumstances as mainly contributing to its

cigiffigfimfailure. The first of these arose out of the

the papal immitigable war of the empire and the papacy:

“"heme- the second, as far as the kingdom of France is

concerned, was called into action by the incorruptible

integrity and solidity of the _chara.cter of Louis IX.

The first of these causes compelled the pontiffs to make

that kingdom the fulcrum of their operations against

the empire, and thus to yield to, or pass over in silence,

many matters in the king’s government restrictive of

the pontifical power ; matters which, in the case of the

' See art. 4 of the Inuocenlian maxims, p. 4 of this vol.
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emperor himself, were construed as inexpiable crimes.

The second proximate cause of the failure of the theo

cratic scheme of Rome conveyed a glaring and equally

premature disclosure of what the world might expect,

if it should succeed ; a disclosure which imparted that

impulse to the public mind which enabled Louis IX.

to address to his spiritual father the unfilial monition,

“ Thus far shalt thou go, and no farther.” The so-called

Pragmatic Sanction became the Magna Charta The Prag

of the Galliean church, and, under the foster- 22:“

ing care of the French lawyers and canonists, .Magna

laid the foundation of a privileged church mazgzl‘fign

among the enthralled nations of Latin Chris- church.

tendom. _

The life and reign of Louis IX. closed on the pesti

lential shores of Africa, whither his unquench- Government,

able zeal for the deliverance of the Holy Land and death of

had impelled him. With the courage of a 1‘0"“ IX'

soldier, he lacked the talents of a general. As in his

disastrous expedition to Damietta, he wasted his own

strength and that of his followers in a futile attack upon

the Saracen city of Tunis. He died before the place, on

the 25th of August 1270, in a spirit of pious resignation

and joyful hope. Yet impartial history will not hold

that the personal virtues of Louis IX. can balance his

deficiencies as a ruler of men. In persons in high sta

tion errors ofjudgment are as pernicious as errors of

intention. Oneness, without schism or division, lay at

the root of his convictions. He believed in the divine

character of his kingly office as firmly as he believed in

the divine right of the Pope. The opinion was suggested

by a superficial perusal of Scripture as explained by the

instructors of his youth ; and probably derived in part

from the precepts of the civil and canon law.8 This

view of the secular power of princes stood in harmony

with the sacerdotal unity upon which the scheme of Rome

was built ; thus incidentally drawing all governing power

within the theocratic pale.t The great principle of the

' The favourite studies of the age. ‘ Conf. Oath. Put. Book xiii. 0. viii.

Conf. Cath. Pct. Book xiii. c. p. 847. p. 619.
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papacy, that all earthly power flowed to the possesso'rs

through the Church, deprived worldly government of an

original and independent basis, and invested it with a

derivative or subordinate character ; reducing it thus to

become the simple conduit-pipe for difl'using over Chris

tendom the' “fertilising waters” of the great fountain

springing from the chair of Peter. Though the inca

pacity of the lay community for patient investigation or

rational induction might keep the scope and intent of

the theo out of view, yet the secular sympathies of

Louis I . and his subjects inclined them to the side

of imperialism. In his efforts, however, to check the

encroachments of the priesthood he leaned rather upon

the antipathies of his people than upon any principle of

resistance resulting from independent reflection or poli

tical prescience.
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disturbance—Downfall of the ministry; the bishop of Winchester minister

The Pope checks the imprudent proceedings of Peter des Roches—Dismissal

of Peter des Roches—Papal abuses, and remonstrances of clergy and laity—

A subsidy granted; confirmation of Magna Charts—A crusade published in

England; its results—Papal devices for raising money—Projected general

taxation of the churches of England—Excommunication of the University

of Oxford—Demand of a general subsidy from the clergy refused—Modes of

raising money resorted to by the legate—Wants of king Henry III. ; his de

mands supported by pope Gregory IX.—Innocent IV. pope; his mode of

raising money in England—The emperor admonishes king Henry HI., See.

—-A subsidy and confirmation of the Great Charter—A convocation and

refusal of the papal demand—Rage of Innocent IV.—-Boniface of Savoy arch

bishop of Canterbury; his financial scheme—Resistance—Pressure upon pope

Innocent IV. ; how relieved by archbishop Boniface—Emancipation of pope

Innocent IV.—The no-n-obdante clause—Robert Grossetéte, bishop of Lin

coln~Robert Grossetéte at Rome—Denunciations of Grossetel'e against papal

abuses—The crusade a source of illicit revenue—A conditional supply pro

posed by thc clergy, but rejected by the king—The clergy purchase a non

obstante ball of exemption, Gee—Convocation and parliament of 1253—0011

ditional grants—King Henry again breaks faith with his subjects—Conse

quences of the principle of pontifical government in England, &c.—Grosse

téte on the Roman pretensions ; his denunciations—Death of Robert Grossetete

—The kingdom of Sicily offered to prince Edmund—Mode of raising funds for

the service of the new kingdom—Infatuation of Henry III—Heavy accumu

lation of debt; bargain with the Pope—Richard of Cornwall king of the R0

mans—A parliament on the Sicilian question—Conditions of participation

proposed and rejected by the Pope—The king resigns the crown of Sicily for

his son—The Barons’ war; causes of the outbreak—Parliament of Oxford—

Provision; of an‘ord—Purport of the “ Provisions"—Impression produced on

the people—Character and effect of the Provisions of Oxford—Grievances
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of the barons, and memorial to the Pope—Wise policy of Alexander IV.—

Incipient schism among the barons—Effects of the schism—Absolution 0f

the king, and dissolution of the government—Reference of differences to

Louis IX. of France ; his award nugatory—Iutrigues of the sister queens—

Necessity of an appeal to the sword—Outbreak of the Barons’ war—Battle

of Lewes—Dismissal of Simon’s envoys—Secessions from the party of the

barons—Defeat and death of Simon dc Montfort—The king absolved from

his late oaths, Jan—Discontent of the seeeders from the barons’ party—Par

liament of Bury St. Edmund’s—Replies of the parliament to the demands of

the king and the legate—Reply of the insurgents to the summons of the

legate-Concluding operations of the legate Ottoboni—Observations on the

reign of Henry IIL—Death of Henry III.

“ THE kingdom of England is mine,” quoth pope In

nocent III.; “mine by homage, fealty, and

tribute paid,”“—a declaration which implied

of the Holy something more than a dominium supremum,

in the strict feudal sense, over the king and

kingdom of England. It could not be denied that king

John had, as far as in him lay, executed a surrender of

all his rights to the Pope, receiving them back as a sub

ject-vassal of the Holy See. But irrespective of this

surrender, it was maintained, on the part of the Roman

pontifl', that the sanctifying acts of coronation and unc

tion had the effect of incorporating kings, princes, and

rulers into the body ofthe Church of which the Pope was

the divinely-appointed monarch and governor ; that the

powers of the spiritual sovereign could not be limited by

human laws, nor his agents be trammelled by any secular

custom or ordinance inconsistent with his government ;

that kings were his ministers, and their rights his rights,

to be dealt with by him for the benefit of the Catholic

Church and its chief. Upon these grounds Alexander

III. had annulled the statutes of Clarendon. More em

phatically still, pope Innocent III. had condemned the

Great Charter of John as soon as, by the indiscreet aid

of the patriot barons, he had tamed the tyrant to his

yoke. Thenceforward the kingdom of England was re

garded at Rome as part and parcel of thepatrimony of

St. Peter ; and the history of the reign of Henry III. of

" Conf. Oath. Pct. Book xiii. c. vii. p. 620.
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England will be found to offer striking illustrations of

the most prominent principles of the Innocentian policy

in active operation. Though the statutes of Clarendon

and the Great Charter of liberties were neither erased

from the records of the kingdom nor from the memo

of the people, yet it will, we think, be found that sub

sequently to the surrender of king John, and during the

long reign of his feeble successor, the action of secular

law was paralysed or suspended, and that the substantial

direction of public affairs had fallen into the hands of

Rome and her agents, so as to place the rights and reve

nues of the crown, and, in many respects, the liberties of

Church and people, at their disposal.

It is reported that, before his death, king John had

in a special rescript affirmed the annexation of The P0 6

the kingdom to the patrimony of St. Peter, and the guardian

solemnly transferred the guardianship of his

infant successor to the Pope as his spiritual minor king

father and superior lord. “ Therefore,” ad- Henry III'

dressing the pontiff, he is reported to have said, “we

have called together our magnates, and have enacted

that our kingdom, which is yours, and our heir and suc

cessor, be placed under your wardship and that of the

holy Roman Church.”b Accordingly, on the 28th of

October 1216, the legate Wala assembled the loyal ad

herents of the late king at Gloucester, and solemnly

crowned the young prince; causing him, at the same

time and place, to swear fealty and to do liege homage

to himself as representative of the supreme lord of the

kingdom, and to pay the sum of 1000 marks into the

papal treasury by way of tribute. Pope Honorius III.

issued minute instructions to his legate to provide for

the maintenance and -education of the children of the

late king, and the government of the kingdom during

the minority of his successor.6 Wala himself took the

great seal of the kingdom into his personal custody, and

b See the document ap. Raynalrl, an. prior to the death of king John.

1216, § 31, p. 896. We find, however, ° Rag/n. an. 1217, §§ 69-77, pp. 423

nowhere else any mention of such a 425.

convocation of the barons of England
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republished a qualified edition of the Great Charter with

a view to conciliate the barons who still held out against

the court.‘1

After the defeat and retirement of prince Louis of

The 168,“, France, in the year 1217, the legate had little

Walfl- to contend against but the latent discontents

and partial plottings of the disappointed barons. In

other respects he appears to have studied the interests

ofthe community, without neglecting those of his master

or his own personal emoluments. He is reported to

have retired to Rome with an ample fortune,° leaving

behind him a nephew and a numerous staff of richly

beneficed Italian clergy to collect his revenues, and to

keep up his communications with the country in which

he himself still retained a large stake.

Pope Honorius III. was not disposed to push his

Archbishop newly-acquired rights over the kingdom to

Langton in extremes. He promoted the deserving among

Engl'md' the native prelates, and admonished his repre

sentatives to study the wishes of the regents and the

king in their appointments to prelacies and spiritual

dignities.f Archbishop Langton was released from his

irksome detention at Rome, and, upon his return to

England, was received with the most lively demonstra

tions ofthe national satisfaction. He successfully asserted

the right of his see to crown the new sovereign; and

the defect of the coronation at Gloucester was remedied

by a legitimate unction and consecration of the infant

sovereign by his hand, at Westminster, on the 17th of

May 1220. The allegiance of Langton to Rome was

always subordinate to his zeal for the liberties of his

Church ; he worshipped the memory of Becket rather

as the champion ofhis order than as the advocate of R0

man pretension, and by the splendid honours bestowed

d All the special provisions against

the king, as well as all the regulations

for the levy of aids and scutages, were

omitted. Halla/m, Mid. Ages, v01. iii.

p.213, ed. 1853. The most important

of the provisions of the Charter of

John, suppressed in this edition, were

art. 12 and 13.

° “ Reversus est," says the continu

ator of Hovadan (p. 185), “ cum infinita

pecunia quocunque modo acquisita.”

Conf. Pauli, Gesch. Eng. iii. p. 512. ‘

42; Regist. Hon. III. lib. iii. epp, 428,
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upon the remains of the great martyr of sacerdotal

privilege, he paid a practical homage to that capital

provision of Magna Charta which secured to his Church

all her inherited rights and immunities!

Everlg act of the otherwise commendable government

of pope onorius III. shows to demonstration Pandulf

that the Roman curia regarded the kingdom of legate to

England in the light of a simple appendage to England°

the patrimony of St. Peter. The notorious Pandulfwas

once more entrusted with the general management of

affairs in that country. The queen dowager, Isabella of

Angouléme, who some time after the late king’s death

had married count Hugh de la Marche, was compelled, by

the menaces of the Pope, to surrender the custody ofher

younger daughter Isabella to the English regency, with

a View to her disposal in marriage to Alexander 11. king

of Scotland, in case Johanna, the elder sister of the king,

should not survive to fulfil a prior engagement to the

like effect in her own person. Pandulf brought with

him a special precept from the Pope to compel the great

barons, who still held over the king’s castles and boroughs

against the government, to surrender them in integro to

the regent. All tournaments were strictly prohibited,

upon the ground that the afi'orded facilities for danger

ous conspiracies against t e government. Measures, in

themselves conducive to the efficiency of the administra

tion and the tranquillity of the kingdom, were carried out

with vigour and success by the honest chief justiciary

Hubert de Burgh : and an interval of domestic peace and

prosperit served for a time to disguise the disgraceful

state of ependence to a foreign power into which the

kingdom had fallen.i

I Thefirst article runs thus: “ Quod year another saint was—probably at

Anglicans ecclesia libera sit, et habeat the suggestion of Langton—added to

jura sua integra, et libertates suas il- the Anglican calendar in the person of

1128118,” 6m. 8w. Conf. Pauli, Gesch. Hugh bishop of Lincolp, another re

Engl. iii. p. 425. The translation of solute Vindicator of clerical privileges.

Becket’s remains from the crypt where Conf. Cath. Pet. Book x11. e. mi. pp.

they were at first deposited, to a rich 314, 315.

shrine in the upper choir immediame 1‘ M. Paris. PP- 260, 263- Dyme".

behind the high altar, on the 7th July Feed. i. pp. Conf. Ray-n. an.

1220, was attended by the king and the 1220, §§ xlvr. xlvu, p. 481. _

whole court in a body. In the same ' Sec Rayn. an. 1220, ubi sup.

SUP. M
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As bishop-elect of Norwich, Pandulf had come into

Peculafiona possession of the rich revenues of the see,

of Pwdflf- while in the character of legate he was ex

empted from the jurisdiction of the primate of the pro

vince. He collated his nephew, whom he had brought

with him from Italy, to the richest preferments in the

diocese ; and, upon a groundless pretence of poverty and

debt, he obtained from the Pope an indult, enabling him

to put into his own pocket the revenues of all livings

which had fallen vacant within the last two ears.j The

falsehood ofthe pretence was, however, speedily exposed

by the archbishop and prelates ofthe province, and Pan

dulf was compelled to accept consecration as bishop of

Norwich, and to content himself with the revenues of

the see. His new position was regarded as inconsistent

with the character of legate, and he was soon afterwards

recalled ; but not until he had handsomely provided for

himselfand the Italian dependents whom he had brought

with him.k

The affairs of the kingdom had hitherto been ably

Th P0 administered by the chief justiciary Hubert
c pe . . _, .

and euria de Burgh, With the sanction and cooperation of

Laggfisind archbishop Langton. But the sources of dis

the regent turbance to the public peace were not yet dried

De Burgh' up. Many of the great barons still retained a

firm grasp of the illegal gains acquired during the late

civil wars. The foreign mercenaries brought into‘the

kingdom by king John remained still in military pos

session of the midland counties, under their renowned

leader Fawkes de Bréauté. Peter des Roches, bishop

of Winchester—the favourite of John—was associated

with Hubert de Burgh in the guardianship of the king,

but apparently without any great share or influence in

the government. With a view to recover his position

at court, and to supplant his rivals, he entered into secret

correspondence with the malcontent earls of Albemarle

and Chesterland the mercenary chief Fawkes de Bréauté.

But by the prompt and vigorous military operations of

J Eng. Hon. III. lib. iv. ep. 602. of the year 1221.

1‘ Pandulf left about midsummer
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the regent De Burgh, Fawkes was compelled to take

refuge in France, where he assumed the cross, and shortly

afterwards removed to Rome. Here he assailed the

credulous ears of pope Honorius with bitter complaints

of the maladministration of the English regent—his am

bitious invasions of the rights and property ofthe barons

—his wanton disturbance ofthe public peace—his selfish

endeavours to shut out the king from his constitutional

advisers—his refusal to listen to all remonstrances against

these lawless proceedings, &c. Archbishop Langton

figured at the head ofthe list of offenders. Fawkes was

fully aware that the character of Langton was of too

natlonal a cast to suit the views of the court of Home.

It was well known there that the archbishop entertained

widely different objects from those which habitually

governed the conduct of the curia ; and the latter were

not sorry for an opportunity to quench, if possible, the

alarming liberalism which promised to dry up the source

of the wealth and power they expected to draw from

the vassal kingdom under their own peculiar manipula

tion. Accordingly the tale of Fawkes de Bréaute' and

his confederate, Peter bishop ofWinchester, was eagerly

adopted: the whole quiver of papal wrath was poured

out upon the head of the archbishop: Fawkes himself

was elevated to the dignity of a confessor: the king was

bitterly reproved as an incendiary, and a wanton instigator

of civil bloodshed, while neglecting the obvious duty

of husbanding all his resources for the recovery of the

continental patrimony of his crown: he was warned to

cease from persecutinv the faithful servant of his late

father; and threatened with the immediate dispatch of

a cardinal legate to England to put a stop to these un

speakable disorders.‘

There was, however, apparently no objection at

Rome to the king of England involving him- Financial

self in an expensive, if not a ruinous, foreign embarrass.

war. By the aid of a subsidy of a fifteenth

granted by the estates of Eng and, and a like

1 agar. Hon. III. lib. ix. ep. 14,15.
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charge upon the revenues of the churches under a

pontifical order,m Richard earl of Cornwall, the king’s

brother, was enabled to maintain himself painfully in

the remaining Anglo-French provinces during the years

1225 and 1226. Though the great council or parlia

ment of the former year had annexed to the grant an

express stipulation that the king should again confirm

and republish the Great Charter, it appears that the ex

haustion of the finances occasioned by the war in France

had driven the court to many irregular modes of raising

money.11 Still the failure of funds for the payment of

the annual tribute to Rome was severely resented by

the Pope ; though the distresses of the subjects, and the

inability to pay, were enhanced by the grasping rapacity

of the papal clergy quartered on the country, and the

lavish appointments to stipends and preferments be

stowed by pontifical briefs and indults upon foreign

clergy, who uniformly exported in specie the revenues

thus derived to be expended abroad.°

Towards the close of the year 1225, a new tempo

P 1 d rary governor arrived from Rome in the per

$53.10? son of the magister Otto, or Otho, with in

cagmtme structions to procure the recall of Fawkes, and

onrles,&c. . . . .

the restitution of his forfelted estates. But

the death of the adventurer discharged the legate from

the ungrateful task. Neither was he more fortunate

in the more important commission to persuade the

government and clergy of the kingdom to consent to

the great scheme of papal extortion so recently and so

unsuccessfully proposed to the clergy of France by the

cardinal-legate Romanus.P The legate Otto, indeed,

assembled the clergy of England at Westminster, and

produced letters from the Pope conveying a demand of

two stalls or prebends in every cathedral church, and

two canonries in all other corporate or collegiate bodies.

The proposal-was listened to by the assembly with con

_ _m T/urm. li'ykcx, Chroman. 1225,1111. amountedto 100,0001.

Gale, Hist. Aug. Ss. tom. iii. p. 40. ° Rymm', i. p. 167. Conf. Pauli,

“ big. by fines levied under writs of Gcsch. Eng. iii. p. 566.

“ Quo warranto" and “ Inspcximus." V See ch. iv. p. 121, note (r).

The sums thus raised are said to have
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sternation and dismay. The prelates declared them

selves incompetent even to deliberate upon any such

measure without the concurrence of the crown and

the estates of the kingdom; and, to the intense dis

gust of the legate, dispersed to their homes without

taking leave. Either the legate was regarded at Rome

as a bungler, or the Pope was satisfied to leave the

question in the hands of archbishop Langton; yet so it

was that master Otto was speedily recalled. A great

synod at Westminster, in the Easter week of the year

1226, enabled the primate to return a respectful but

decisive answer to the papal demand. The discussion

was neither long nor doubtful. It was unanimously

resolved that, “ as the measure concerned, not the

kingdom of England only, but all Christendom, no step

could be taken in the matter, till it should be known

how other powers might be inclined to deal with it.”q

The like experiment upon the ecclesiastical estates of

Germany was at this moment obviously hopeless; and

after failure in the two leading kingdoms of Christendom,

pope Honorius III. thought it best to abandon the pro

ject with a good grace.

As far as it lay in his power Honorius III. had not

been unwilling to make a friend of the archbishop of

Canterbury. Within the last days of his pontificate, he

had relieved Simon, the brother of the latter, from the

excommunication under which he had long laboured.

The king and royal family were conciliated by a special

bull, exempting them from the like censures by any

ecclesiastical authority but that of the Holy See itself!

But this tenderness of apostolical dealing came to an

end with the accession of his fiery successor, Accession of

Ugolino di Segni, who mounted the throne on Greg“? 12"

the 19th of March 1227,8 by the name of Gregory IX.

With the true pontifical instinct, Gregory regarded every

inch cf territory that had ever belonged to the vassal

'1 .11. Paris, p. 276. Wykos, ubi sup. Giacon-e dates his election on the 20th

p. 40. March (xiii. kal. April.), the day after

\‘ Hyman i. pp. 185, 186. . the death of Honorius. See Vit. Pon

' According to the Art dc vér. J'u. fif. tom. ii. p. 65.
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crown of England as the special property of the Holy

See. In this view the court of France was, at the outset

of his pontificate, admonished to beware of committing

any ofthe accustomed depredations upon the continental

possessions of a vassal of the see of Rome.t But the

king and primate ofEngland soon fell under the harshest

censure for declining to publish the bull of excommuni

cation issued in the first year of his reign against the

emperor Frederic II.“ The bull had, in fact, been re

ceived with undisguised disgust in England; nor was

Remom the savage hostility 0f the irascible priest suf

stranee fered to interrupt the friendly understanding

which had for some time been growing up be

cation of tween the courts of England and Germany.

Fredemn‘ He even ventured a timid remonstrance

against the rigour of the Pope in his dealings with the

first monarch of Christendom—one who was, he said, at

that moment straining every nerve to redeem his en

gagement to the Holy See—and was, at least, entitled

to gentle treatment till his intentions should be fully

known.v

The imperial protest against the nefarious censures of

Death of pope Gregory had produced a strong impres

Langton— 81011 of disgust both in England and France."

§1°°Fi°nt°f But the only person who, from position,

prlma e. . . -

courage, and dlscretion, could have given a

definite direction to the public mind at this juncture

had passed from the scene of his patriotic labours.

Stephen Langton died on the 9th of July 1228. Henry

111., though legally and physically, was never morally

or mentally of age ; and the shock to the public feeling

was allowed to die away, without imparting that caution

or instruction to Church or government it was so well

‘ “ Nimirum . . . . frequentes et di- “ M. Pan's, pp. 290, 291, reciting the

verses molestias ab avo et patre tuo

regibus et regno Angliae irrogatas, Ro

mana ecclesia non sine derogatione

sustinuit famm suze, cum rrgmun An

glia specialitm' ad ipmm pcrfinmt, et

mo in ejus injuriis honos sedis apos

tolicee laasus fuit." Raga. an. 1227,

§§ 154, 55, p. 599.

letter of Greg. IX. to Langton.

' Pauli, Gesch. Eng. iii. p. 570 ; from

a letter in the Regist. Greg. IX. dated

7m April 1228, not quoted by 1mg

Mldus.

" See the document as set out by

11!. Paris, p. 293, after R. Wmdavcr.

And cont. 0. ii. p. 48 of this vol.
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calculated to convey. The demise of archbishop Lang

ton, in fact, gave occasion to a repetition of the like

abusive management as that which had sullied his own

election.x The canons of Canterbury chose their prior,

William of Einsham, to succeed him; the king refused

him institution, and the sufl’ragans of the province once

more advanced their claim to participate in the election.

All the parties put in their appeal to Rome ; where, as

a matter of course, the cause became the subject of a

money-bargain: the king, in childish eagerness to carry

the nomination, promised his consent to the levy of a

tenth on the Church revenues of England and Ireland

in aid of the Pope’s wars; the election of William of

Einsham was set aside, and Richard, the chancellor of

the diocese of Lincoln, was presented to the canons of

Canterbury as their archbishop upon the sole authority

of the Holy See!

The new primate zealously embraced the views of

his patron the Pope; and appears without Death of

delay to have entered into the conspiracy of archbishop

the malcontent bishop of Winchester, Peter Rlchard'

des Roches, and his partisans for the overthrow of the

patriotic ministers, Hubert de Burgh and the earl mar

shal Richard of Pembroke. With this, or some similar

urpose, he hastened to lay his grievances before the

ope. The ministers, he complained, had treasonably

engrossed for themselves and their creatures all the

most lucrative oflices of state ; they had held the king

in a degrading state of seclusion, and had shut out the

great barons of the realm from access to his person

and participation in his councils. Gregory took up the

cause with his ordinary vehemence ; but the archbishop

died suddenly at Rome a few weeks after his arrival.

The monks of Canterbury speedily elected Ralph de

Neville, bishop of Chichester, as his successor ;z but

* Conf. Cath. Pct. Book xiii. 0. viii. cation of William of Einsham are

p. 569 et sqq. amusing. Conf. I7wm. ll'ykcs, Chron.

Y “ Ex concessa nobis a Domino an. 1228, p. 40.. He enumerates other

pastoralis oifieii . . . . et plenitudine arbitrary appointments to bishoprics

ecclesiasticze potentatis.” M Paris, at the same point of time.

p. 299. The particulars he gives of the I On the 24th September 1231.

mode of election and the excommuni
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Ralph was suspected at Rome of opinions too closely

resembling those of archbishop Langton; nor did the _

independent action of the chapter at all suit the objects

of the curia or the despotic character of the pontiff.

Ralph de Neville was rejected, and in like manner two

other candidates successively dispatched by the canons

to Rome for confirmation.“ After this, Gregory thought

it time to put an end to a comedy b which no one was

Th P either deluded or amuse . The prior and
e ope

intrudes canons of Canterbury were commanded to ac

REglféuig‘tlo cept Edmund Riche, canon and treasurer of

the see of the church of Salisbury, as their archbishop,

Cante‘bm'y' and on the 2d of April 1234 the monks aban

doned all further efforts to maintain their privilege of

election, and installed the papal nominee as their arch

bishop and primate of all England.

There were few among the numberless modes of

Insurrection extortion by which the court of Rome con

againstpapB-ltl'lved to share the wealth of the churches,

“bus” which fell with greater weight than the charges

incident to the institution to the higher ecclesiastical

ofl‘ices. What with costly journeyings to and fro, and

still more costly solicitations at Rome, some two or three

years’ revenue both of appellants and respondents was

frequently absorbed. But this abuse of ‘power was

insignificant in comparison with the iniquitous traflic

habitually carried on by the leeches of the curia‘with

spiritual preferments of all kinds, and the diversion of

Church revenue from its legitimate purposes to the pri

vate profit of the hangers-on of the papal court. These

practices had been carried on in England with a shame

less publicity which cast into the shade the like delin

quencies committed in the other countries subject to

the spiritual sceptre. At length the vexatious influx

of foreign ecclesiastics, and a sense of that religious

destitution which resulted from papal collations, reser

vations, expectances, and what not, conferred upon

‘ These candidates were the prior Blunt, an Oxford professor of theo

of Canterbury, and Waller or Walter logy.
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strangers, roused a spirit of resistance in the common

alty, which threatened the public peace, and led to a

critical movement throughout the kingdom. A secret

association of the gentry of the country issued warning

notices to the occupiers oflands subject to tithes against

the payment over of any rents or charges upon their

holdings to the proctors of the intrusive incumbents,

upon pain of seeing their houses and stores burnt over

their heads: moreover, all persons who should take

any farm or tenement under‘ those interlopers were

threatened with the like enalty; and all rents and

dues issuing from such preferments were ordered to be

thenceforward paid into the hands of the persons ap

pointed by the association to receive them ; or otherwise

to the convents or churches to which they of right be

longed.b I

The orders of the association were very generally

obeyed throughout the country. The grana- Subsidence

ries and storehouses of the intrusive clergy of the dis

were broken open, and the grain and stores turbance'

they contained either sold for the benefit of the plun

dered churches, or distributed gratis to the poor of the

district. The king’s ministers took little trouble to an

rest the movement, and were even themselves suspected

of conniving at the excesses of the populace and their

leaders.6 It is, indeed, not improbable that the upright

and patriotic Hubert de Burgh and Richard of Pemq

broke were not sorry to see a question which they could

not personally deal with, taken into the hands of the

sufferers themselves. The passionate remonstrance of

pope Gregory IX. was replied to by the appointment of

a commission of inquiry into the excesses complained

of, and several persons were imprisoned and fined as

principals or accomplices; but the chief of the conspi

racy, Robert de Thweng, remained unmolested, and was

even dispatched to Rome with a special recommendation

b M. Paris, p. 313. or Thweng, a king’s knight or minor

° The number of these leaders is baron, whose orders were obeyed by

computed to have amounted to eighty, all with the regularity of a disciplined

all acting under one Robert de Things army.
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from the king, and a request that ustice might be done

him in a matter of a private wrong inflicted upon him

b the intrusion of an Italian priest upon a living in

his gift.d

But the resumption of many of the profuse grants

Downfall of of crown-estate and military commands, dating

igwinistmfrom the late civil wars, had converted the

eblshop of . . . . . .

Winchester ousted reclpients mto 1rreconc1lable enemles

in P"““*'- of the ministers. The powerful barons who

had adhered to the party of king John—all, in short,

who had profited by the late troubles—struggled hard

to retain their ill-gotten gains.“ Supported by these

malcontents, the intrigues of Peter des Roches were at

length successful; the imbecile monarch gave a ready

ear to the whisperings of the enemies of the minister;

and the struggle of clergy and people to shake off the

yoke which pressed so severely upon their consciences

and their property ended in disappointment and failure.

Hubert de Burgh was dismissed from the king’s coun

cils and thrown into prison ; two thousand mercenaries,

levied in Poitou, were introduced into England to aid

in the suppression of the liberties of Church and people ;

and the Pope issued a bull condemning the Great Char

ter, and annulling every previous grant of privilege re

strictive of the authority of the crown.f The powerful

earl marshal Richard of Pembroke boldly remonstrated

against the treasonable designs of the bishop of Win

chester; the new minister insolently replied that “the

king, in virtue of his prerogative, was at liberty to in

troduce any number of troops he might deem necessary

for the defence of his crown, and the reduction of proud

and rebellious vassals to obedience.” The earl and his

friends retired from the court in disgust, and prepared

for the defence of life, honour, and estate.

The first measure of the new government was to

brand the seceders as rebels and traitors ; and, without

‘1 M. Paris, p. 316. i f See the bull as quoted by Pauli,

° Honorius III. had, as we have see Gcsch. Eng. iii. p. 594, from the Ragist.

(p. 158 of this chap.), approved these Grog. IX. lib. vi. epp. 230, 231.

resumption.
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form of law, to sequestrate their lands and The Pope

honours in virtue of the supreme prerogative checksthe

of the crown. The protest of certain loyal ,lfilc’gggfigs

bishops against this infamous proceeding called of Peter des

forth a declaration of the minister denying the es'

right of the seceders to the privileges of the peerage

claimed on their behalf: “ There are,” said he, “ no such

persons as peers in England as there are in France;

the king, therefore, is at liberty to condemn and banish

from the land whomsoever it may please him.” Irri

tated by this impudent avowal, the prelates threatened

him with excommunication. The bishop retorted by

commanding them, in the name of the Holy See, to

pronounce the curse against the earl marshal and the

Whole body of the king’s enemies. The order was

treated as it deserved ; and it was plainly seen that the

support of the national prelacy was not to be counted

upon in support of the violent measures of the court.

In fact, the first check to the treasonable policy of the

bishop of Winchester proceeded from a quarter whence

he had little reason to expect opposition. The remon

strances of the national prelacy at Rome, seconded by

the support of the recently-elected primate, Edmund of

Canterbury, placed the policy of Peter des Roches in a

new light before the pontiff. The late minister, Hubert

de Burgh, had, it appeared, escaped from his confine

ment in the castle of Devizes, and taken refuge at the

altar of a chapel dedicated to St. John within the pur

lieus of the borough; but had been violently drag ed

from his asylum by the orders ofthe bishop! Whetier

more displeased by the rashness ofhis agent in England,

or irritated by the sacrilegious breach of sanctuary

committed by the orders of the legate, certain it is that

the loud remonstrances of the English prelacy, aided

by the solicitations of the princess Margaret of Scotland,

drew from the Pope a severe rebuke, and a command

to the king and the bishop of \Vinchester to treat the

8 Hubert had married the princess effect. M. Paris, p. 324. le/kea,

Margaret of Scotland, whose solicita- Chrou. an. 1233, ubi sup. p. 41.

tions at Rome were not without their
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late minister as a true man and a faithful son of the

Church.11

But before this rebuff was received by the king'and

Dismissal of the favourite, their prisoner had been liberated

Peter des by the sudden assault of Gilbert Basset, a zeal

Roches' ous partisan of the earl marshal, on the place

of his confinement.i Meanwhile a very general dis

affection had been created by arbitrary levies, in the

shape of subsidies and talliages, upon towns, boroughs,

and lands throughout the kingdom.j Thus slighted by

his master the Pope, and pressed upon by the resentment

of the commonalty, the power of Peter des Roches came

to rest wholly upon the precarious favour of the king

and the arms ofhis 2000 Protevinian mercenaries. The

first blow at the influence of the favourite was struck

by archbishop Edmund, during a conference with the

king, held at Westminster, on the 2d of February 1234.

The king and the bishop were told that they had in

curred the penalties of excommunication by their many

infractions of the Great Charter, and disregard of the

laws and liberties ofthe barons and people of England ;k

and at a second interview the primate and the attendant

bishopsl openl threatened the king with publication of

the sentence he had incurred by his breach of faith.

Henry took the alarm ; and humbly replied to the men

ace, that “ he was disposed in all things to follow the

counsels of his prelates.”m The bishop of Winchester

was accordingly dismissed, and banished to his see ; and

the Pope lost a zealous, ifnot an intelligent and discreet,

agent in England.

These transactions go far to prove the important

Papglabugeg fact, that the Great Charter of liberties had '

£31231} taken as strong a root in the mind of the

clergy and, Church as in that of the laity of the realm.

laity- Between the years 1234 and 1239 several cir

h Conf. Rag. Greg. IX. lib. vii. ep. 1‘ The king’s oath was pledged to

829, under date of the 17th Oct. 1233, the charter upon penalty of excom

addressed to Hen. III. with ep. 330 to munication.

Peterdes Roches. 1 0n the fifth Sunday in Lent, an.

i Wykex, Chron. ubi sup. 1234.

J lbid. pp. 41, 42. "' Ill. Paris, p. 335.
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cumstances contributed to shake the influence of the

court of Rome in England.n In the year 1235 the empe

ror Frederic II. had married the beautiful Isabella, the

second sister of Henry. This alliance brought the king

into connection with a prince of a more sterling stamp ;

but his counsels were of little avail to instil a firmer or

more consistent principle of government into the mind

of the weak and vacillating king. While supporting

his brother-in-law by a body of auxiliaries, in aid of his

wars against the insurgents of Lombardy, he supiner

permitted the Pope to collect the sinews ofwar for their

support within his kingdom. The amount, character,

and effect of these extortions upon the interests of the

country are described in vivid language in the unani

mous protest of the clergy and barons of England ad

dressed to the Pope through their envoy, tobert de

Thweng, in 1232. They complained that, by the enor

mous abuse of papal provisions and reservations, all

who possessed the right of patronage throughout the

kingdom had been defrauded of their ancient privilege,

and compelled to induct strangers and foreigners. “The

pilot of Peter’s bark,” said they, “ had obviously fallen

asleep at the helm, and it was necessary to arouse him

from his slumbers.” “It hath happened of late,” they

further alleged, “that as soon as a vacancy became

known, papal emissaries, upon pretence of a pontifical

provision, obtruded a foreigner upon them . . . thence

arose inconveniences of many kinds; contentions, jea

lousies, quarrels ; nor was it improbable that homicides

should grow out of a continuance of these abuses.” The

protest of the aggrieved patrons was accompanied and

enforced by letters from the king and his brother, the

earl Richard of Cornwall. On the eve of a final rupture

with the emperor, it became expedient, in profession

at least, to set some limits to these extortions : but no

effectual step was taken by the Pope to put an end

to the malpractices complained of, or to dry up the

abundant sources of profit and influence upon which

‘1 Not the slightest notice seems to repeal of Magna Charta by Gregory

have been bestowed upon the foolish IX.
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the agents and emissaries of the curia had so long

thriven.°

In the year 1235 the king married Eleanor, the

A subsidy second daughter of count Raymond Berengar

08mm? of Provence and SavoyJ’ Great sums were

onfinnation . . .

of Magna expended in celebration of the mamage, and

Cham- the crowd of needy relatives and dependants,

who followed the new queen to England, completed the

exhaustion of the finances. The court was besieged,

and the oflices of state engrossed, by a host of foreign

parasites and sycophants,q to the almost total exclusion

of the national nobility: the exchequer was empty: an

accumulation of debt and difliculty at length drove the

king into the arms of his lieges; and a scanty subsidy

of a thirtieth of all movables was obtained, upon con

dition of a solemn re-enactment and confirmation of the

Great Charter, with all the spiritual penalties annexed

to the breach of its provisions introduced by archbishop

Langton,r and the strict appropriation of the sums col

lected to the payment of the king’s debts.

In the following year a general crusade in aid of the

Ammde Christians of Palestine was preached in Eng

published in land. Earl Richard of Cornwall, the king’s

igngmii brother, and a numerous company of barons

and gentry engaged in active preparation for

the contemplated expedition. But, as time wore on, it

became evident that the relief of the suffering Christians

in Syria formed but a subordinate part of the Pope’s

design. The rupture with the emperor Frederic, and

his second excommunication in 1239, suggested the di

version of the crusade to the humiliation—if possible,

the destruction—of his great enemy. But threats and

promises were squandered in vain to induce the obdu

rate Anglicans to assail the imperial heretic, or even to

° The afiair of the remonstrants was, P Wykcs, Chron. ubi sup. p. 43.

as usual,protracted through a series of ‘1 William of Valence, the queen’s

years. The envoy Thweng, it is true, uncle, became the principal counsellor

obtained the relief he sought, but of the king, upon the recommendation

nothing further was done to put an end of pope Gregory.

to or mitigate the evils complained of. ' M. Pam's, p. 368, ad an. 1237.

Conf. M. I’m-is, pp. 459, 460.
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give credit to the foul charges flung upon him' by his

malignant foe. Under the impression that the arma

ment might tend rather to strengthen his enemy than

to assist his design, he ordered the king to countermand

the expedition, and absolved the crusaders from their

vows and oaths for the deliverance of the holy sepulchre.

But though compelled to renounce his iniquitous project,

the Pope was not without his own peculiar resources.

The mendicant fi'iars in England were em-Papaldevice,

powered by special bulls to seize the movables for raising

of all ersons dying intestate to the use of the mum)“

Holy ee ; all nuncupatory Willst were declared inopera

tive, and the property so conveyed an escheat to the

papal exchequer.u But so violent an invasion of the

rights of property appeared to the more discreet mem

bers of the curia likely rather to impede than promote

the raising of the necessary funds for the holy war, and

the Pope was persuaded to relinquish the project. But

cardinal Otto, the Pope’s legate in Englandv—reputedly

the ablest financier of the court of Rome—found means

to alleviate the disappointment of his master. By the

sale of bulls of privilege, provisions, indults, in every

imaginable form, he contrived to replenish the papal

treasury. The sale of absolutions from their vows to

recusant crusaders produced no insignificant sums ; and

an ingenious device for compelling the conventual bodies

to pledge their credit for considerable sums brought in

still larger supplies.w

By these means the pontifical treasury was for the

CRAP. V.] SALE OF ABSOLUTIONS, 8w.

' Ill. Paris, p. 412; and coat. chap

ii. p. 69 of this vol.

' Testamentary dispositions, namely,

not signed or executed, but simply re

duced to writing by the witnesses under

the verbal directions of the testator—

generally in eztw-mis.

" M. Paris, p. 631.

' Since the year 1237.

" The process, according to M. Paris

(p. 476), seems to have been the fol

lowing : a particular chapter was fixed

upon, and persuaded to give bond for

a certain sum with a promise of in

demnity; this bond was then exhibited

to other communities as an approved

precedent. Sometimes even fictitious

or forged deeds were resorted to to

strengthen the impression, and with

a view to prevent detection a promise

was extracted to keep these transac

tions secret for the space of six months.

The bonds thus fraudulently obtained

were then sold to the money-lenders

attending the legate at an exorbitant

discount: considerable sums were in

this way realised to the Holy See,

besides no insignificant profits to the

legate himself.
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Projected moment pretty well replenished ; but the finan

sefleralm-Xfl-cial victories thus achieved were of too partial

tion of the . . .

churches of a character to satisfy the cravmgs of the curia,

England- or to supply the growing demands of the war

in Italy ; and in the year 1240 the legate took heart to

propose, to the English clergy a more general measure

of taxation, without concealing the fact that the funds

were required to feed the war of the court of Rome

against the emperor Frederic. The legate had, at this

moment, good grounds to rely upon his personal in

fluence at the court of England, as well as upon the

general respect of the people for the legatine commission.

About two years before this fresh attempt upon the pro

perty of the churches, it happened that, while the legate

was visiting the University of Oxford, one of his foreign

servants was slain by the students in a street-broil.

Excommw The king, at the requisition of Otto, sent out

phiwiiq" "f a military execution against the unlucky uni

e Univer- . .

sity of Ox- vers1ty. The delinquents and all connected,

fwd- or supposed to be connected with the riot,

were arrested and thrown into prison, and the univer

sity itself was interdicted and excommunicated by the

incensed legate. The masters and scholars, however,

obtained a relaxation of the sentence through the inter

cession of the prelates of the province, but not until

they had appeared before the legate in London in a

penitential garb, and humbly implored pardon for an

offence of which the majority at least were wholly guilt

less.‘ With these proofs of the submissive disposition

Demand of of court and clergy before him, the legate had

migssgngml no reason to despair of success in his experi

y rom

the clergy ments on the purses of the clergy'and people.

refused- His partial assaults had hitherto met with no

obstacles which cunning, importunity, or fear could not

overcome. He now stepped forth with a demand of

one fifth of the annual revenue of the churches and

conventual bodies to arm the hands of the Pope for a

deadly blow at his great enemy. But two successive

‘ See the description of the penitentinl procession in M. Paris, pp. 896, 397.
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convocations of the clergy? unanimously repelled the

proposal of the legate. They declined to contribute

their money to the shedding of innocent blood and the

ruin of a friendly sovereign; and they protested that

for this, as for all preceding subsidies, they had no

security against the misapplication of the funds, or their

diversion to (purposes the reverse of those for which they

were grante ."

The resistance of the clergy in their corporate capa

city was obviously insuperable. The legate was Modes of

therefore thrown back on his original plan of Dating

individual solicitation, but with the advantage sortedst'o b}

that the necessities of the King converted him the leg“

into the ready instrument of the legate, by whose aid he

could alone hope to share in the spoils of the churches.

A large class among the clergy awaited the chapter of

accidents which might throw preferments and dignities

in their way; and these persons were of course open to

the solicitations of the legate. The mine thus opened

out was worked with skill and perseverance; and thus in

the end what was unobtainable by acting on the body of

the Church, was yielded by private ambition or extorted

by intimidation.‘l During the three years of cardinal

Otto’s residence in England, he had invariably enjoyed

the confidence and attachment of the King. But the

spirited remonstrances of Henry’s brother-in-law the Em

peror against the open encouragement afl'orded to his

enem to levy the sinews of war in the kingdom, at ‘

lengt produced their effect on the timid spirit of the

King ; and he apologised by a dastardly confession of his

vassalage to the Holy See ; but at the same time ven

tured upon a humble intercession to the Pope on behalf

of his imperial relative. The receipt of his apologetic

letter plunged the fiery pontifi' into a paroxysm of rage;

but the cardinal legate was made to feel that the better

part of valour was discretion. He had, in fact, accom

plished all that in respect offinancial operations was for

the present obtainable. In the shape of commendams,

Y The first at Southampton, the se- 1 M. Paris, p. 477.

eond at Reading. ' Ibid. pp. 477, 479.

sUP. N
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rents, moneys, provisions, reservations, purveyances, &c.

he had accumulated vast funds for the present use of

the Holy See, and the establishment of the papal in

terests in the country; and accordingly, shortly after

Christmas 1240, he took his departure, to the great

satisfaction of the country and the serious regret of the

King.b

The barons and churches of England had shown no

w ts I want of liberality in relieving the King from

king‘hefiry the distresses he had brought upon himself by

m- ;dhis ‘19- his incapacity for government, his prodigalities,

fifiaiist’t" and his indiscriminate favouritism. But when,

P°P°ngg°ryin the year 1242, he resolved to make an effort

for the recovery of the lost inheritance of his

family in France, the estates of the kingdom refused

further supplies. Some funds, however, were raised by

private solicitations and other irregular modes he had

learnt from the papal agents ; and he set sail from Ports

mouth, and landed at Bordeaux on the 19th Ma 1242,

with a retinue—rather than an army—0f 300 nights

and their attendants. The history of this ill-conducted

and abortive expedition is but remotely connected with

the subject of our narrative. It is enough to observe

that every hope of reinforcements in men or money from

home having failed, an armistice for five years was

agreed upon with Louis IX. of France, and signed on

the 7th of April 1243, upon terms, on the whole, not

unfavourable to the weaker party. But the treasury

was by this time reduced to penury, and an amount of

debt contracted from which a public grant could alone

relieve the King. In the interim Sinibald dei Fieschi

Innocent m had ascended the papal throne by the name of

pope. Innocent IV.,0 and had taken up his residence

at Lyons, a position from which he hoped to hurl his

shafts with the more deadly aim against his enemy the

emperor Frederic II. The urgent demand of the king

of England for subsidies to relieve his actual distresses

b M. Paris, pp. 469, 470. ° On the 24th June 1243.
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were energetically supported by the new Pope. The

clergy were imperativer admonished that “it was the

duty of the Church to uphold and support those whom

she had exalted to the royal dignity ; in order that the

powers of this world might be habituated to look up to

her for help in time of need, and be disposed to train

up their subjects in the like devotional frame of mind.”

The churches were accordingly commanded, as they

valued the honour of their sovereign and the precepts

of the Holy See, to administer to the wants of the King

by a liberal subsid ad

Pope Innocent himself, however, was at this moment

sadly in want of money for the support of the His mode of

gigantic contest in which he had engaged withraisingmoney

his great adversary.e The vassal kingdom of m Englwd'

England was the quarter to which the court of Rome

habitually looked for the needful supplies ; and in that

department of his spiritual government the financial

abilities of Innocent IV. under difficulties shone forth,

more Romano, with a lustre which cast those of his

predecessors into the shade. One master Martin ap

peared in England furnished with blank bulls, provisions,

indults, and other instruments, to be filled up pro re

nata by the legate; and the King himself was, with some

cunning, solicited to become the collector for the Pope,

doubtless not without a prospect of sharing the plun

der.f But on the eve of so critical an application to his

subjects, he could not afford to endanger his popu

larity by appearing in the obnoxious character of tax

gatherer to the Pope. A general convocation of the

province of Canterbury flatly refused the subsidy de

manded, intimating broadly that the necessities of the

‘ King ought to take precedence of those of the Pope,

inasmuch as to call upon them to comply with the de

mands of both was not only beyond their power, but

utterly unreasonable in itself. From the King, they

added, they might expect some return for their money ;

‘1 “Honeatum subsidium.“ MPam, ' The King was requested “ut ipse

p. 563. so vicem redderet,"&c. namely, for the

= Conf. chap. ii. p. 76 of this vol. collection.
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but from the Pope they knew they could get back

nothing.g

At the same time the laity of England were awake to

The Em emrthe effect of the proposed scheme of taxation

Mmonizhes upon their own interests. They knew that the

kiilfzr Hsjgry sums collected must ultimately come from their

" ' pockets, and be carried out of the kingdom to

feed the ambition and resentments of the court of Rome.

The patrons of livings had ample warning as to the sig

nificance of the bulls, indults, &c. in the coffers of the

legate, and were not ignorant that their patronage was

one of the most saleable articles in the papal budget.

The general impression was strengthened by an urgent

remonstrance, on the part of the emperor Frederic,

against permitting his enemy to arm himself with funds

for his destruction in an allied country; he demanded

that all the moneys so collected should be sequestrated,

and no further levies of the same nature sanctioned.

“If,” he added, “the king of England would be advised

by him, he would, with a strong hand, cast of the de

grading yoke imposed by pope Innocent III. upon his

father—a yoke which was consuming the vital powers

of his kingdom and people.” The imperial demand was

backed by a threat to confiscate the vessels and pro

perty of the King’s subjects found in any part or terri

tory belonging to the empire,h if he should refuse the

Asubsidy, satisfaction required. The parliament, how

333 ever, were prevailed upon to grant the cus

of the amt tomary aid oftwenty shillings on ever knight’s

Chane“- fee for the marriage of his eldest aughter;

but not without reminding him of his frequent infrac—

tions of the chartered liberties of his people, and exact

ing a republication and confirmation ofthe Great Charter

with all the solemnities, and subject to all the penalties

annexed to his antecedent engagements.i

At this point of time (A.D. 1244) the King was con

8 11!. Parts, p. 565. circles of Lorraine and Westphalia.

‘1 It should be noticed that at this * They enumerated no fewer than

period, besides the Baltic ports, those twelve instances of the like flagrant

of Holland and Belgium were included breach of faith by the king. AV. Paris,

in the empire, forming portions of the p. 566.
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fined at Abingdon by illness ; and the legate, conceiving

the juncture favourable, again convoked the Aconvoca_

clergy of the province of Canterbury, and en- fig“, 111‘}

deavoured to convince them of the inconsist- 33:15:]

ency and iniquity of supplying the wants of demand

their temporal monarch while wholly refusing to con

tribute to the relief of their spiritual sovereign. The

clergy, however, coldly observed that, in the absence of

the King and the estates of the kingdom, whose interests

were so seriously implicated, they would take no pro

ceedings in the matter. They even declined an adjourn

ment proposed by the legate, and dissolved the meeting

without further notice of the papal requisition. In this

dilemma the legate resorted to the ordinary devices of

private solicitation, bribery, and menace; but with so

little success, that in his resentment he is reported to

have “ belched out mighty threats against the obdurate

clergy of England.”j The legate laid the report of his

failure before the Pope in full session of the great council

then assembled at Lyons for the urpose of procuring

the general cooperation of Christen om against Rage of

his enemy the Emperor. The rage of Innocent human“ I“

IV. was poured out in unmeasured language upon the

delcgates of the King and churches of England. “I

must,” he said, “ speedily bring matters to an issue

with your master: these little kicking kings must be

reduced to order ; and verily, when I shall have trodden

the great dragon under foot, these little vipers shall

give me no further trouble.” ‘

Though at this period the sources of plunder flowed

less abundantly than heretofore, there was no BO _f f

relaxation of the claim of the Pope and curia $833,232..

to share the revenues of the vassal church and 02222111?
state. In the year 1243 Boniface of Savoy, ry'

the brother of the queen, had been elected archbishop

of Canterbury, and two years later was consecrated to

the see by the Pope himself.k The new primate was a

layman in habit and pursuit. He wanted money for the

prosecution of his projects of ambition and aggrandise

J M. Paris, p. 567. . 1* 1m). 1245, in the council of Lyons.
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ment in his own country. Innocent, on the other hand,

was no less in want of funds for his operations against

the Emperor. Under these circumstances, an under

standing with the new primate of England was an easy

Hi, financial matter. Boniface forthwith set to work to

“heme dilapidate the estates of the see,1 and in virtue

of a grant from the Pope of the first year’s income of

all incumbencies in the province that should fall vacant

within a term of seven years, proceeded to raise the sum

of 100,000 marks, to which amount the grant was limited.

This plan of finance, though not new, was inexpres

sibly offensive to patrons and people. Apprehensive of

a renewal of the outrages of 1232,‘“ and irritated by

this and other flagrant invasions of the rights of the

crown and the commonalty, the King issued a proclama

tion, strictly prohibiting the introduction ofpapal bulls of

“provision,” and other modes of extortion, by

which the Church and country had been so

grievously impoverished. The danger, however, passed

away, and the King speedily yielded to the pressure

brought to bear upon him by the court-faction, which

had by this time monopolised all the principal oflices of

state and government. The ordinance, though never

rescinded, was allowed to fall to the ground; and the

archbishop and his satellite Peter de Eggeblanc, bishop

' of Hereford, met with little further resistance in the

pursuit of their plans of usurpation and plunder.n

Pope Innocent IV. was not free from troubles which

Pressure touched the most tender points in his own cha

hepggeggiig racter: Subsequently to the close of the great

'council of 1245, he had fallen into a state of

mortifying dependence upon the powerful archbishop of

Lyons, and his allies the princes of Savoy and Provence

—a position from which they and their friends in the

English court were extremely reluctant to release him.

The advantages to the latter flowing from this state of

things were indeed abundant enough. The King had,

Resistance.

1 By cutting down the forests, and p. 575.

imposing oppressive contributions on m Conf. p. 161 of this chapter.

the tenancy of the Church. 11!. Pam's, “ M Pan's, p. 606.
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at the solicitation of his mother the queen dowager, ob

truded his uterine brother, Ethelmar de la Marche, upon

the see of Winchester. Notwithstanding the manifest

unfitness of the candidate,° the Pope could not at the

moment afford to forfeit the favour of the court, and

the appointment of the new prelate received the papal

confirmation. Henry, in truth, found himself at liberty

to distribute bishoprics and preferments of all kinds

among the foreign sycophants and dependents of the

court without opposition from the pontiff. Archbishop

Boniface made the best use of his time; and _
. How relieved

by means of a levy of twopence 1n the mark by arch.

upon the revenues of all livings within the bishggcgwi

province, by forced visitations, purveyances, '

procurations, and commutations in money for compul

sory services, within the manors of his Church, raised

large sums of money, all of which were immediately

sent abroad for the promotion ofhis own and his master’s

interests.p

But after the death of the Emperor (1250) and pope

Innocent’s return to Rome, the latterfound him- Emancipm

self at liberty to make his own bargains. In tion of pope

consideration of a present of4000 marks raised Imment Iv'

among the bishops of England by individual contribu

tions, he was prevailed upon to reject the archbishop’s

proposal to share the profits of a general visitation, by

which it was expected that considerable sums might be

extracted from the intimidated and helpless clergy of

the province. This comprehensive scheme was indeed

abandoned, but every other source of papal extortion

flowed on with little abatement. The King and court

were permitted to carve out annuities and charges. upon

the churches in favour of their own foreign chaplains

and of the brothers of Henry and their dependents;

the Pope was allowed to send bulls ad libitmn into the

kingdom, in which he uniformly inserted the The mm

celebrated non-obstante clause, abrogating all (lb-WM

. . . - - clause.

rights, grants, and privflegcs, which might

° An ignorant, thriftless, and rufiling P M. Paris, p. 694.

youngster.
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operate adversely to the special object of the bull,

whatever that object might be, and emancipating the

purchaser or the recipient from all prior obligations,

however solemnl contracted or gimranteed.q The able

and learned his op Robert—surnamed Grossetéte—of

Lincoln zealously denounced these abuses, and openly

declared that if he dispensed his preferments

Giggiii, to persons designated by these bulls, it would

bishop of be doing no less than “playing into the

meom' hands of Satan himself.” But in his zeal for

a general reformation of the lives and morals of his

clergy, he forgot that Rome wanted helpers and ser

vants, not reformers. The good bishop believed that

in the more reputable class of Minorite friars—more

especially those who had recently nestled in the Uni

versit of Oxford, and won for themselves a not unde

serve reputation for learning and purity of life—he

had gained an important body of auxiliaries in the

cause of reform. But his endeavours, by the aid of the

Mendicants, to correct the vices of the more ancient

orders, and to compel a true canonical application of

their exorbitant revenues, drew down upon him the

bitter resentment of those powerful bodies.Ir Complaints

of his innovations reached the ears ofthe court of Rome,

and the bishop was put upon his defence. With that

Robert View he appeared before the Pope5 in person,

Grofizetécte at and unburdened his conscience to the-uns -

m ' pathising ears of Innocent IV. The monks, it

appears, had been beforehand with him ; and when the

bishop had fully opened his case, the pontiff grimly re

plied, “Brother of Lincoln, what concern is all this of

yours ? Be satisfied; you have delivered your own soul,

and we have delivered the monks out of your hands.”

Affairs in England were all this time proceeding

‘1 See the pathetic lamentations of

III. Paris (pp. 708, 709) over the ruined

state of the English churches under

the combined pressure of royal and

papal extortion.

' That of the Bencdictines of St.

Alban‘s is described by their spokes

man, Matt. I’m-is (p. 669). The writer,

however, does justice to the honesty

and zeal of the bishop when he does

not touch the discipline of his convent,

‘ or deal too roughly with the secular

habits and indulgences of the regulars.

He describes the bishop generally as

“ religiosiorum fustigator indefessus.”

' AD. 1250.
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from bad to worse. After the reception the ,

brave bishop had met with at Rome, it could (31212228

not be expected that the malpractices of the fi°nslai§finst

court should meetwith any effectual check from papa 8 uses'

that quarter. Bishoprics, abbeys, preferments ofall kinds,

were bartered away or plundered at pleasure: worthless

and incompetent incumbents were imposed upon the

parishes; money was levied by the foreign courtiers and

their proctors upon any pretence or none. But the

more monstrous the abuses, the louder was the denoun

cing voice of Robert of Lincoln raised against them.

The nefarious non-obstante clause was the subject of

his bitterest invectives; and to this masterpiece of fraud

—this unlimited license for tyranny and plunder—he

traced all the evils of non-residence, incompetence, pro

digality, and pauperism, which afllicted the enslaved and

impoverished church of England. It is remarkable that,

surrounded as he was by opponents on all sides, his

voice was ever heard, his religious character ever re

spected, even when overborne for a time by the clamours

of interested adversaries or personal enemies. The great

and the good among men, to a greater or less extent,

stamp their own character upon the age. The denun- -

ciations of Robert Grossetéte—to say the least—kept

alive a spirit of resistance which imposed some limits

on the cxtortions of the Pope and the foreign courtiers

of the King.

Innocent IV. had hitherto taken little interest in the

success of the crusade against the infidels ofTh d

Palestine. His attention was absorbed by his a

wars with Manfred of Sicily, and the over

throw of the Hohenstaufl'en power in Italy. '

But in another view the crusade presented advantages

of which he was not slow in availing himself. \Vhilst

Louis the Saint was still prosecuting his luckless expe

dition' against the Saracens of Egypt, the king of Eng

land was commanded to send every man and all the

materials ofwar he could supply to the aid of the great

champion of the cross. The prodigal and needy prince

eagerly seized the opportunity thus afforded for extract
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ing money from the pockets of his subjects. The miser

able Jews were squeezed to the last penny, and every

familiar device for extorting money was resorted

to, without much care as to its application, so that

neither Pope nor King should go away empty-handed.t

The financial operations of Henry were zealously se

conded by the pontiff ; and a sweeping non-obstante

bull was despatched to enable the King to levy the sum

of 600,000 marks upon the church and people of Eng

land. Henry, indeed, assumed the cross pro formd;u

but no one believed that he had any object in view but

that of obtaining money to be lavished upon his foreign

favourites and shared with the Pope of Rome. Under

the like pretences, archbishop Boniface revived his

scheme of a general visitation of his province. The

Pope gave his assent; but with a colorable limitation

as to the amount of the procurations and fines to be

levied—a qualification by which no one was misled.

The citizens of London set the example of resistance,

and were roundly rated by the King for “a rabble of

mercenary hucksters.” The common people were ruth

lessly ground down by these requisitions; they were

robbed of their horses and carts, worn out with forced

labour, and frequently deprived of all they possessed,

having nothing but worthless tallies to show for all their

contributions; if indeed they were fortunate enough to

escape the kicks and cuffs of their brutal taskmasters.v

Thoughmeither clergy nor people were indifferent

Aconditiomlto the duty of delivering the holy sepulchre

Sgglgulzrg from infidel pollution, no class of men could

‘32,..3 1,me be brought to believe in the sincerity of the

King- actual promoters of the crusade. A papal

non-obstante rescript for the annual levy of a tenth of

all ecclesiastical revenues for a period of three years,

ostensibly to enable the King to defray the expenses of

thecrusade, was unanimously rejected at a general convo

cation held at London in the month of June 1252. The

‘ M. Paris, pp. 717, 718. of health, or other reasonable impedi

“ With an ostensible engagement to mmt."

set out within a term of three years, " M Paris, p. 729.

“unless prevented by death, failure
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clergy accompanied their refusal with a long catalogue

of grievances and abuses; and concluded by a strong

intimation of their suspicions that the ultimate design of

the King was no other than the total overthrow of the

chartered liberties of the people, and the delivery of all

the wealth and property of the nation into the hands of

his foreign favourites: “ He had, indeed, taken the cross,

but, like his father before him, solely with intent to

enable him to suck the substance of the nation, and after

that to trample his native subjects in the dust.” Yet,

in proof of their own attachment to the sacred cause

towards which they were called on to contribute, they

stipulated that any subsidy they might be disposed to

grant should be both levied and applied by their own

officers, and under their own superintendence. The pro

posal was, however, rejected by the King with anger and

disgust, and the deputies of the clergy rudely dismissed

to reconsider the insulting offer.w

While the clergy were deliberating upon the King’s

demands, the parliament of the kingdom was The 018%;

solicited to con'tribute their share towards the purchase“

expenses of the crusade and other pressing 8322,2055“

public burdens. But they declined separate 05m?

negotiation, upon the ground that a demand “m’ c'

which involved sacrifices affecting all classes alike must

be debated in common. In fact, the movements of the

court-party involved such and so many flagrant breaches

of private rights and franchises as could be encountered

only by the combined resistance of church and people.

The King and the barons parted in a spirit of mutual

alienation, foreshadowing the disorders which were soon

to burst upon the kingdom. The clergy meanwhile,

trembling under the displeasure of two masters—Pope

and King—bethought them of an expedient which, on a

former occasion of the like kind, had proved successful.‘

A sum of 6000 marks was subscribed, and a bull non-ob

stante was purchased at Rome, exempting them, or at

least the greater number, from the more vexatious luci

dents of the proposed visitation: the Pope had profited

“' M. Paris, p. 732. * Conf. p. 175 of this chap.
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to the extent of the bribe thus administered; the King,

to his infinite disappointment, had gone away empty

handed. The extortions of both had met with a tem

porar check; et it was said, and believed at the time,

that nnocent V., during his single pontificate, had

carried away, upon the whole, a larger sum out of the

kingdom than all his predecessors together, since the

earliest period of the Roman connection.y

But whether it was from a lurking spirit of loyalty,

Convocation or because they apprehended that if they left

and parlin- the King in the lurch, more violent measures

mm“ 1253' might be resorted to to relieve his necessi

ties, the clergy were prevailed upon to grant a mode

rate subsidy, divested of the offensive clauses, though

with the usual vows and promises and anathemas an

nexed. Henry now made no objection to the grant,

and cheerfully took the oaths required.z It speedily

appeared, however, that he entertained as little inten

tion to redeem his romise on this as on all former oc

casions. The fraucls and peculations of his officers and

collectors—every repetition of which was a substantive

infraction of the Great Charter—knew no end, and

the subsidy of 1252 was as speedily dissipated as évery

other supply hitherto granted. In the following year

the exchequer was as empty as ever, and Henry was

driven to lay his necessities before a general parliament

of the lay and spiritual barons of the kingdom. After

Conditional fifteen days’ debate, the clergy agreed to a

grants- subsidy of a tenth for the holy war, to be paid

to the King as soon as he should certify to them, from

ocular evidence, that he had bond fide embarked for the

Holy Land. The parliament, not to be behindhand in

loyalty, granted him a subsidy of three marks on ever

knight’s fee for the current year, upon his solemn oatli

faithfully to observe and keep every article of the Great

Charter. The King accepted the conditions: the Great

Y The amount of the rental con- revenues of the crown lands. Ml’aris,

fen-ed by this Pope upon Italian and p. 740.

other foreigners was said to have ' In the chapel of St. Catharine in

amounted to the annual sum of 75,000 Westminster.

marks} a figure greatly exceeding the
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Charter was produced, read and sworn to by king,

barons, and clergy simultaneously; after which cere

mony, solemn sentence of anathema and excommunica

tion was pronounced by the bishops against all, without

distinction of rank or condition, who should infringe

any article set forth in that instrument.

In this early stage of our constitutional history the

collection and appropriation of parliamenta _ H '

grants was of the competence, if not of the “2:12,

prerogative, of the crown; so that when a Jigithgg'ifltls

subsidy was once granted, the king’s officers 8“ lee '

were not interfered with in the collection and payment

into the exchequer. The attempt at appropriation made

by the clergy in the year 1252 was not imitated by

the parliament upon the occasion just adverted to.

The chink of money was a temptation to which the

conscience of the miserable rince never failed to yield;

and his courtiers found no difficulty in persuading him

that the restriction of the grant to the purposes of the

holy war was a traitorous infringement of his prero

gative—a positive breach of allegiance on the part of the

subjects, which absolved him from all his engagements

with them. As to oaths and excommunications he need,

the urged, be under no apprehension ; for that, for the

trifling consideration of one or two hundred pounds, the

Pope would readily enough absolve him from both;

or, if more were demanded, a small part of the subsidy

would suflice, not only to purchase exemption from every

'spiritual penalty incurred, but probably enable him to

prolong the grant for a year or two beyond the three

years for which the subsidy was granted. It is almost

needless to add that the counsels of the court-party were

adopted. Not a'penny of the subsidies voted was ap

plied to the stipulated purposes. Complaints poured in

of the rigour with which the collection was enforced,

especially as it affected the conventual and parochial

clergy. A bargain was struck with the Pope, in virtue

of which the subsidy was extended over five, instead of

the original three years, upon the understanding always

that the plunder should be equitably shared with the
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court of Rome. The Great Charter was as little heeded

by both parties as if no such instrument had ever ex

isted.‘L

The monotony of simoniacal pravity, perjuig, pecu

Consequemes lation, and fraud, which the history of ngland

9f the prin; during this unfortunate reign presents, was a

°;,g}3‘§g’;;';§j pregnant result of the rinciple ofpapal govern

umutinEns-ment established by nnocent III. England

I“ ’ 0' was a satrapy of the great s iritual realm.

The King was regarded as the simple elegate of the

supreme monarch, and in that capacity incapable of bind

ing his principal by any private compact between him

self and his own subjects: the “king of kings” adopts,

modifies, or cancels all such arrangements as his designs

or his prescience may suggest: all power in heaven and

earth is vested in the successor of St. Peter ; a power, of

course, subject to no control, limitation, or contract, to

which it might not suit him to make himself a party.

In the ordinary course ofsecular government by satrapy,

the sovereign, if so disposed, removes an Obnoxious Ofli

cer by the easiest of all expedients. The same remedy

was not indeed available to the spiritual monarch ; but

the power to consi n the soul of the rebel to eternal

perdition was no b substitute for the bowstring or the

scimitar;b while the facilities for squeezing the subject

in the two forms of government offer—as we have seen—

not a few remarkable analogies. The non-obstante clause

inserted in all the recent instruments of papal administra

tion stood aptly enough in the place of the absolute fiat'

of sultan 0r shah. As far as the government of Hem'y III.

was concerned, no difference of views was likely to sub

sist between him and his superior: their necessities were

the same and their motives very much alike. The joint

scheme of plunder had met with but one really for

midable opponent. In the mind of Robert Grossetéte,

bishop of Lincoln, the origin, progress, and consequences

of the conspiracy were mirrored with surprising clear

ness. His learning, courage, and sanctity of life had

charmed the eye and gained the ear of the Christian

' M Paris, an. 1254, pp. 766, 770. 1’ Conf. chap. i. p. 3 of this vol.
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world; and adversaries who would not have hesitated to

pronounce the like opinions in the mouth of men of

lower reputation to be heretical, could not venture to

deal too roughly with so firmly established a reputation

as that of the good bishop.

Bishop Grossetéte' had dared to apply the test of

Scripture to the pretensions and practices of Groaseth on

the court of Rome. “The wear of Christ,” the Raglan

he maintained, “must be like his Master; his Pretensmm'

steps must be guided by the same rules as those which

governed his apostolic predecessors ; his motives of

action cannot be other than those of the disciples of

Christ: but the unholy non-obstante clause was a mani

fest infraction of all these precepts and examples—a

decree odious to God and fatal to the purity of the minis

try—a naked instrument of oppression and fraud : they

who devised and introduced it are the precursors of

Antichrist: resistance to such an ordinance is not rebel

lion, but an imperative dut ; it is a pregnant token of

true obedience to the Holy ee, not an act of resistance

to her lawful commands.” The bishop, therefore, in the

face of the Christian world, repudiated the clause, and

declared that in so doing he afforded the strongest proof

of the honour and reverence due to God and the Pope.

This daring protest threw the haughty pontiff into a

paroxysm of rage; but his more prudent council were

not for the present prepared with a produceable reply;

they gently hinted to their incensed master that the

religious reputation of bishop Grossetéte might, in the

opinion of the world, be proof against his authority; and

that rebuke or punishment might provoke contradiction,

and give infinite trouble to the Holy See.c

This counsel was judicious: the life of the bold cen

sor of the papal policy was drawing to a close; His dawn.

and it was pretty well known to the curia that mm“

he was not likely to find either in the court or church

of England a body of disciples strong enough to main

tain and propagate his opinions. “Tith his latest breath

bishop Grossetéte reiterated his anathemas against the

a .11. Paris, an. 1253, p. 750.
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transgressors of the Great Charter of liberties, and griev

ously censured his late friends, the Mendicants, for their

participation in, or connivance at, the malpractices of

the Pope and the court. As to the share of the former in

these damnable—he would even say heretical—invasions

of the sacred liberties of the church, he observed, that

“though it might be said of many popes that they had

grievously afflicted the churches, yet that this man had

afflicted them more abundantly than they all: he had

encouraged the most oppressive usury; his chapmen

and money-mongers carried on their nefarious trade in

open da ; seculars and regulars were alike compelled

to set t eir hands to obligations for greater amounts

than they were bound to pay, to enable the extortioners

to put the difference into their own pockets: it was

moreover notorious that the friars, under instructions

from the Pope, assiduously haunted the death-beds,

prompting the sick and dying to make wills and bequests ‘

ostensibly for the prosecution of the holy war, and

even to take the cross, in order that, if they should sur

vive, they might sell them dispensations from their vows

taken in sickness, or, if they died, they might obtain

the money from their families or their executors :” the

sale of dispensations, the issue of bulls for the collation

of worthless foreigners to spiritual cures, were sources of

anguish embittering the last hours of the saintly bishop;

but the most grievous of all his regrets arose out of the

departure of his friends the Minorites from their first

love; “for now,” said he, “have they converted them

selves into the mere publicans and tax-gatherers of the

court of Rome:” “so that,” he concludes, “what with

Pope and intrusive clergy—what with non-Obstantes,

money-mongers, and taxing-friars, the vices of greed,

usury, simony, rapine, luxury, gluttony, lust, have their

perfect work:(1 to these crimes they had made the

King their accomplice and the sharer of their plunder.”

‘1 M. Paris puts into the mouth of the bishop, as applied to the Pope, the

following distich:

“ Ejus (papze) avaritiaz totus non sul‘n‘cit orbis:

Ej us luxurize merctrix non sufficit omnis.”

M. Paris, an. 1254, p. 756.
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Bishop Grossetete died as he had lived—bearing

his testimony against the law-breakers of his Death of

age, without distinction of pope, king, or friar.e Robert

But the fruit of his labour was as yet far from Grosmete'

maturity. Archbishop Boniface lost not a moment in

taking possession of the revenues of the see. The King

continued to extend the levy of the tenths, granted by

parliament for the current year only, over the following

years, and to squander the produce with his usual prodi

gality, without bestowing a thought on the purpose for

which they were granted, or on the oaths he had taken.

Three of the most important sees in the kingdomf were

in the hands ofthe crown or its minions. The revenues

of one bishopric at least, and of many other pieces of

preferment, flowed into the coffers of the King and his

favourites; the citizens of London sufiered under a

variety of fines and penalties, inflicted without even a

colour of law; yet the exchequer was ever empty; and

the King, bewildered by debt and difficulty, was driven

to naked extortion and robbery for relief.g

The appointment of prince Sancho, a younger brother

of the king of Castile, a youth barely twenty The kingdom

years old, to the bishopric of London, was re- $0233)

garded by the citizens as a bitter insult. The prince Ed

profusion of the Queen and her uncles swept mund’ ‘w'

away the successive supplies granted for the public ser

vice; and the dearth of money occasioned by the daily

° The popular reverence for his me- and struggle to the realms of the bles

mory was expressed by the marvels sed; and they who had most winced

reported to have occurred at the hour under his reproofs ere the first to

of his death. (See an account of them bear the tidings of is beatification

in M. Paris, an. 1253, p. 752.) The to their wondering and comforted bre

monksof St. Alban‘s and their historian thren.

had no great reason to regret the de- ' The sec of Canterbury, in the pos

mise, or to honour the memory of their session of the Savoyard Boniface; the

censor. No community had suffered see of Winchester, in that of the King's

more severely under his lash. Yet uterine brother Ethelrnar; and that of

their common sufferings appear to Hereford, in that of Peter de _Egge

have healed the breach; and it isfrom blanc, a simple agent or satellite of

one of themselves that we read an af- the archbishop. .

fecting tribute to his memory. This 8 E. g. the plundering of the trea

feeling was, indeed, expressed in the sury of the church of Durham, upon

form and language of the age: celes- his return from Scotland, in the year

tial voices proclaimed the translation 1255. M. Paris, p. 781.

of the saint from a world of affliction

SUP. O
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exportation of specie for which no return was received

or expected, produced a feeling of depression in the

minds of all classes which frequently precedes the more

violent outbreaks of popular discontent. Pope Innocent

IV. died on the 7th September 1255; and the vain and

imbecile King fell into a snare more fatal to the interests

of the crown and the nation than any that the united

ingenuity of a corrupt court and a foreign priesthood

had hitherto contrived. A treaty was set on foot and

concluded with pope Alexander IV., through the agency

of the creature of the court, Peter de Eggeblanc, bishop

of Hereford, for the elevation of Edmund, the younger

son of Henry, to the throne of Sicily, as soon as the for

midable Manfred of Hohenstauffen should be got rid

of. The task, however, was of no easy accomplishment.

Money and troops were indispensany necessary; and

these were to be supplied by England and the English

in one form or other. On the 18th of October 1255,

the bearer of the treaty was received by the King with

puerile demonstrations of delight. Edmund was saluted

king of Sicily and Apulia; and every farthing that could

be scraped together on the spur of the moment was de

posited in the saddle-bags of the legate, who silently

and suddenly decamped with the plunder. But the sum

thus procured was as a drop in the ocean of the papal

demands. Shortly afterwards, the pontifical lawyer, Rus

tandus, arrived with a sweeping non-obstante bull for

the assessment of a tenth upon all the churches of Eng

land, Scotland, and Ireland for the service of the Pope

and the King in the holy war against the “ excommuni

cated usurper,” Manfred.

Charmed with the new bauble, the King entered with

Mode of alacrit into the scheme of the court and pon

mésmg funds tiff. tustandus and his helpers, the Minorite

or the scr- . . ~ .

vice of the frlars, traversed the land, preaching uncondl

ne"’kini='d°m-tional pardon to all who should contribute in

person or in money to the overthrow of the “accursed

usurper.” The papal commissioner was authorised to

issue bonds in the names of the religious houses, pledg

ing them, with or without their consent, for the payment
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of the sums represented by these instruments. Though

the clergy as a body could not be brought to sanction

this monstrous imposition, 8 recourse was had to separate

solicitation and intimidation. Some of the refractory

heads of houses were suspended, others were excommu

nicated; and the King lay behind to seize the goods

and revenues of all who continued forty days under cen

sure. Resistance to this combined assault was speedily

abandoned; and the conventual and collegiate churches

were in most cases not only compelled to part with their

ready-cash, but to pledge their revenues for the support

of a war to which they and the public felt the sincerest

repugnance. The bonds and obligations thus obtained

were assigned to the King; and he bound himself upon

these securities to pay over to the Pope the sum of

250,000!. sterling.

Such a state of things could hardly fail to call forth

certain symptoms of national dissatisfaction. Infatuation

The King’s brother, earl Richard of Cornwall, of Henry 111

embraced the cause of the plundered churches; he ac

cused the bishop of Hereford and his helpers of grave '

misdemeanours, and reprobated the infatuation of the

King for contracting an enormous additional debt in

the face of a deficiency of 350,000 marks sterling, accu

mulated by and since his last disastrous expedition to

Gascony. The few remaining counsellors of the crown

who had not shaken off all sympathy with the national

cause renounced the King’s service.11 For the present,

however, this sense of wrong yielded to the fears in

spired by the menaces of the court; and in the absence

of any combining principle between the clergy and the

laity, the King and the papal commissioner carried on

their game without material resistance.i The time for

the redemption of the extorted bonds speedil arrived ;

the Siennese and Florentine bankers, by w om large

8 Two convocations — the first at l The Cistercian convents, which had

Michaelmas 1255, the second on the hitherto escaped the imposts levied

following feast of St. Hilary in 1256 upon the more wealthy Benedictine

—declined to reply to the demands of houses, made a temporary stand; but

the commissioners. were speedily brought to reason by

h Sir John Gray, and Scwall dean of heavy fines, imprisonment, and other

York, are named by H. Paris, p. 786. modes of compulsion.
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sums had been advanced to the Pope upon the credit

of these obligations, clamoured for their money, and

Alexander 1V. ordered the immediate levy of 2,000

marks of gold upon the churches of England in dis

charge of these liabilities-l Concurrently with these

operations, most other modes familiar to the court of

Rome and her confederate the King were resorted to

for replenishing the empty coffers of both. Though

reduced to indigence by his own prodigality, yet the

elation of spirit with which the infatuated prince con

templated the family aggrandisement to spring from

the elevation of his son bore him high above all con

siderations of prudence or economy. He permitted no

doubt to rest upon the mind of pope Alexander of the

'capacity of England to satisfy every demand of the war

Heavy mu- in progress; while the latter rewarded him

dailafii‘gfif] with a ca'rte-bla-nclze to deal at pleasure with

with the the ecclesiastical dignities and revenues of the

P°Pei 5“- kingdom, provided always that the lion’s share

of the plunder flowed into the coffers of the Holy See.

In the year 1257 Richard earl of Cornwall was

m h elected king of the Romans by a party in the
c ard of . . . ,, . .

Cornwall d1V1ded empire. lhe election carried away

kii‘ngu‘l’fihe the enormous sum of 700,000 marks out of

5- . .

the kingdom. This and other causes of ex

haustion occasioned so great a dearth of money, that

the interest alone of the King’s debt to the Pope rose

to the sum of 100i. sterling a day; and his utter ina

bility to perform his engagements with the Holy See, or

even to discharge the interest of his bond-debt, soon

became apparent. But pope Alexander was slow to be

convinced of the unwelcome fact. In his wrath at the

defalcation, he threatened Henry with excommunica

tion and interdict; and the alarmed King was com

pelled to part with 5,000 marks of his own special

plunder to avert the dreaded calamity. The Pope

thought fit to be pacified by this peace-offering; but

1 The account of this levy in M. seems to have been as stated in the

Paris (an. 1256, p. 801) is very com- text.

pheated and obscure. The substance
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the precariousness of his expectations from the same

source appears by this time to have dawned upon his

mind. Yet a scheme which had hitherto been attended

with so man advantages was not to be lightly aban

doned. In t e year 1258 a certain Master Arlot was

accredited to the court of England, to press for the

immediate liquidation of the sums promised “for the

service of the kingdom of Sicily.” The treasury, how

ever, was empty, and the last forlorn-hope of redeeming

the debt must depend upon the temper of the Apaflmmem

national parliament. A great council was 911 the Sigi

accordingly convoked; and the papal commis- 1"“ quesmn'

sioner laid before the meeting the whole amount of the

debt contracted for the purchase of the Sicilian crown,

and of the King’s liabilities to the Holy See on account

of the war against the usurper Manfred. Professing

his inability to satisfy so enormous a demand, the King

was advised to inform the Pope on behalf of the barons,

that they would not object to furnish the means for

carrying on the war to the extent of one-half the sum

required for the proposed expedition, provided the force

destined to operate against the enemy were placed under

the sole command of the King; and that certain cau

tionary towns and forts in the possession of the Holy

See were delivered into his custody, together with suf

ficient hostages for the performance of his engagements

on the part of the Pope.

Few proposals could have been more unpalatable to

the court of Rome than that of submitting Conditions“

to play a subordinate part, or to renounce the gtrtiigp’fisigg

advantages of management in an enterprise unhprejgcted'

from which a vast increase of revenue, domi- by “‘8 Pope'

nion, and power was anticipated. Too many examples

of the danger of committing themselves to the mercy

of a foreign prince with arms in his hands must have

occurred to the memory of the curia to incline them to

listen to so critical a pro osal. The Pope rejected the

conditions proposed, and the parliament declined to

grant a subsidy. Still, neither pontiff nor king were

k .11. Paris, p. 828.
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disposed to throw up their hands. The game that had

hitherto proved so productive might be played over

again. Alexander IV. rigidly held the King to his

bargain, but, at the same time, neglected no expedient

in the pontifical repertory to enable him to acquit his

engagements. A pardoner arrived in England with full

powers to remit all manner of sins for a consideration

in cash; and the King was encouraged once more to

try his luck with the more wealthy religious communi

ties.1 But these experiments were attended with very

partial success. Henry himself had become indifi'erent

The King to a project which, but a year or two before,

3*? he had hailed with such childish delight. , A

Sicily for his special envoy was despatched to Rome to pro

s°n- pose to the Pope an unreserved renunciation

of the crown of Sicily on his part and that of his son,

on the ground of the unexpected resistance he had met

with from the prelates and clergy of England in collect

ing the tenths and other revenues conferred upon him by

the Holy See: besides this, a sudden insurrection of the

Welsh had put the whole military force of the kingdom

in requisition to restore the peace on her western fron~

tiers, so that not a man could be spared for the pur

poses of a foreign war: upon these grounds he implored

the Pope to take such steps as should relieve him from

the pressure of debt and obligations from which he had

derived no benefit.111

But although no hope remained of obtaining mili

tary aid from England for the prosecution of his wars,

pope Alexander IV. insisted upon the punctual per

formance of all the financial engagements of the King,

more especially the discharge of the bonds for which

he had made himself liable to the papal bankers and

money-lenders. The Pope had carefully secured these

obligations by those spiritual penalties most likely to

make an impression on the timid spirit of Henry; but

now that immediate fulfilment was out of the question,

1 Such as those of Westminster, duee the monks to give bond to the

Waltham, St. Alban’s, and others. The King, are amusing. Conf. M. Paris,

tricks practised by the King’s man-of- an. 1258, p. 829.

all-work, Simon de Passilewe, to in- "1 Rymcr, Feed. tom. i. pp. 63], 632.
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he condescended to suspend the penalties, and adjourn

the liquidation for a term of four months ;11 the whole

compact with the Holy See meantime remaining in full

force and effect. The prospects of gain to the papacy

from the vassal kingdom were overclouded ; unequivocal

symptoms of exhaustion had set in; yet no thought

was entertained by Rome of relaxing her grasp on the

wealth of the country or the conscience of the King.

But all difficulties and complications were soon removed

by events for which neither the Pope nor the court

were prepared.

The history of the calamitous period in the annals

of England known as that of the “Barons’Th ,
,, . . . . eBarons

war connects itself With our narrative 1n war; causes

several points. The proximate causes of po- offbtlézk

litical changes often lie remote from those '

which determine their ultimate direction and momen

tum. This appears to have been the case in the crisis

in the affairs of England which happened in the years

1257 and 1258. In both years the harvests had failed,

and a more grievous famine than any that had occurred

within the memory of man desolated the land.° Thou

sands upon thousands perished, till in many places none

were left to till the ground. In the latter of these

calamitous years the ground was covered with snow till

the end of March; the food for men and cattle was

exhausted; the spring-seeds could not be sown; and

the prospect of the year promised no alleviation of the

sufferings already endured.P The dearth of money in

the kingdom, resulting from the export of specie to

satisfy the cravin of foreign priests, kept pace with

the dearth of foo . An expedition against the Welsh

mountaineers had come to a miserable end; and the

King was at his wits’ end for the means of supporting

his court and for defraying the ordinary expenses of

government. His conscience meanwhile was tortured

by a superstitious apprehension of the anathema

'1 From the 24th December 1257 to shillings the quarter to 20 shillings.

the 12th May 1258. Rymer, tom. i. P M. Paris, p. 826. Conf. Pauli's

p. 643. . eloquent description of this terrible

° The price of grain rose from two visitation, Gesch. Eng. vol. iii. p. 714.
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which the Pope, for his own purposes, held suspended

over his head. Amid this complication of distresses

he was driven to his parliament for relief. The

barons, mortified by the incapacity of the King, and

scandalised by the wasteful expenditure incurred in

the pursuit of a scheme to which their consent had

never been asked, were in no humour to put up any

longer with their exclusion from the King’s councils

-in favour of the bevy of foreign adventurers and syco

phants by whom the offices of state had been monopo

lised and the revenues of the kingdom absorbed. They

condemned the Sicilian treaty without a dissentient

voice; they reprobated the introduction of papal tax

gatherers into the country, and refused further supplies

till these grievances were redressed. A searching in

vestigation into the state of the nation was delegated to

a committee of twenty-four barons of parliament.(1

The committee' met at London, and agreed upon

Parliament certain articles or provisions to be laid before

0‘ Oxm‘l- a parliament to be holden at Oxford; they

recommended the immediate dismissal of the actual

ministers and office-bearers of the crown, especially of

the chief justiciary, the lord-treasurer, and the keeper

of the great seal ; the removal of foreign castellans, or

governors of the king’s castles ; and lastly, the holding

of triennial parliaments in order to afford more frequent

opportunities of ascertaining the opinion of the lawful

advisers of the crown, and obtaining the consent of the

body of the community to all such measures as, upon a

careful reference to the provisions of the Great Charter,

might require such consent. The committee further

recommended that all persons who should infringe any

of these “provisions” should be deemed and treated

as public enemies.s These articles were adopted by the

and declares it to have been the occa

sion of the civil war which followed.

As to the character of this celebrated

'1 Rymer, tom. i. pp. 654, 655. The

submission of the King is dated on the

2d of May 1258.

" Described as “ proceres et fideles

regni.”

I Wykec (Chron. an. 1258. up. Gala,

iii. p. 52) is indignant at this clause,

parliament, conf. Lord Redcsdallr‘x

“Report on the Dignity of 0 Peer,"

vol. i. pp. 100, 102.
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parliament, and became afterwards known as the Pro

visions of Oxford. The helpless and dejected 1>,-,,,-,-_,;0,,,,,,f

King accepted the terms proposed without de- Oxford

mnr, and once more solemnly pledged his oath to main

tain the ancient constitution of the kingdom as settled

and declared by the Great Charter, with the new securi

ties introduced by the provisions of Oxford.

In virtue of these resolutions a clean sweep was

made of the foreign hangers-on of the court.‘ Purportof

The Queen with her creatures, her own uncles firepro

and the uterine brothers of the King, were “8mm”

banished the kingdom; but the triumph of the barons

was incomplete as long as the custody of the king’s

castles remained in the hands of the court nominees.

Simon de Montfort, earl of Leicester,“ was the soul of

the movement ; the King was his instrument—perhaps,

more properly, his prisoner. An order under the royal

signature was addressed to the constables, commanding

them to deliver up their charge to the persons appointed

to supersede them; and all who should refuse compli

ance were declared outlaws and public enemies. In the

month of September following, a royal patent, or procla

mation, was issued, reciting all the new regulations for

the government of the country.v The subjects were

informed that thenceforward all edicts published by the

committee of government appointed by the parliament

should have the force of law, and that all transgressors

Would be deemed traitors, and suffer the punishment of

treason. All the sufferers by the late mis- 1m _
government—probably the whole Saxon popu- prise:ng

lation—hailed these rash innovations with de- “ggptllge

CHAP. V.]

light. The bishops and a small royalist party

among the laity hung back. The former, though in an

undertone, seconded the vociferations of the canonists

out of the kingdom."‘ Wykes names principally William

'l The son of the great scourge of theof Valence, bishop-elect of Winchester;

GOdfrey and Guy de Lusignan; the

King’s uterine brothers, with Peter of

Savoy, the Queen's uncle; “ and," he

adds, “all and singular the members

of the King's court and family, from

the least to the greatest, were driven

Albigenses. C'ath. Pct. Book xiii. c. vii.

p. 535.
v It was drawn up both in French

and Anglo-Saxon, in order that no one

should plead ignorance.
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and advocates of despotic power. But all classes of the

clergy were well pleased with an ordinance of the coun

cil which strictly prohibited the carrying of ecclesiastical

revenues out of the kingdom.

The provisions of Oxford divested the crown of its

Character mostancient and most conservative prerogative.

and effect Henry III. was no longer at liberty to choose

of the pro- . . . . -

visions of hIS' own adwsers; he was, 1n fact, a prisoner 1n

O‘f‘mi- the hands of his barons and their leader. The

powers yielded to him were simply administrative, and

liable to the constant interference of an independent

ministry ; substituting in effect for the favouritism 0f

the court that of a narrow and impracticable body of

haughty aristocrats. It should, however, be remarked

that throughout the struggle the barons were compelled

to support themselves upon the public opinion, and the

well-known wishes of all classes. It is not, indeed, easy

to conceive by what other mode of action the conspiracy

of Pope and King against the liberties of the people

could be encountered. Though we may deem the pro

visions of Oxford not easily reconcilable with any form

of polity known to the age of which we write, yet we

are indebted to the barons of Henry III. for a virtual,

if not a legislative, recognition of that popular element,

which, if it did not wholly repress, at least imposed

some check upon, the irregularities of governments, and

in particular upon the extortions of papal agents and

collectors which rendered the reign of Henry III. a

byeword of contempt and reprobation to all ages.

There is a tiresome monotony in the details of papal

Grievances of extortion practised in this country prior to

am bums, the political changes of 1257. \Vithin the six

years and a half of the pontificate ofAlexander IV. four

different commissioners arrived from Rome, furnished

with blank bulls to be filled up at discretion,w and con

taining pardons for every kind of crime.x The numerous

establishments of the Mendicant orders in the most con

siderable towns, especially in the universities, facilitated

" These commissioners—Arlot, Rus- Nymphs—were all Franciscan friars.

tandus, Mansuetus, and Bernard dc X all. Paris, pp. 830, S36.
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the operations of the commissioners. The inquiries of

the barons brought to light many of the occult devices

of the Roman agents, and disclosed other, perhaps not

less prolific, sources of mischief to the people, and gain

to King and Pope ; more particularly those which arose

out of the quarrelsome and litigious dispositions of the

monastic orders among one another, and between them

and the bishops. Such disputes uniformly ended in ex

pensive, and often fruitless appeals to Rome, whereby as

large sums were carried out of the country as by the di

rect extortions of King or curia.y Most of these abuses

were enumerated in a joint memorial of the and memo_

new government addressed to pope Alexander rial to the

IV. The barons petitioned for an extension POPe'

ofthe term for the redemption of the King’s debt to the

Holy See, on the ground that any assistance he might

be enabled to render in the wars of the Pope must

depend upon the restoration of order and good govern

ment in the country. They had, they said, never con

sented to, nor even known, the amount of the obliga

tions he had incurred by the purchase of the Sicilian

crown for his son ; and they excused the banishment of

the foreign ministers and clergy—more especially that

of the bishop of Winchester—by a long list of the enor

mities committed by these persons, whereby the whole

commonwealth had been thrown into unspeakable con

fusion and distress.2 The memorial concluded by a

strong expression of the determination of the barons

never to consent to the readmission of the delinquents

into the kingdom.

Alexander IV. pursued awise course in passing over

this galling contempt of his sovereign authority Wise policy

without any severity of reproof. His Viceroy of Alexlandcr

the King was a prisoner in the hands of the I '

petitioners; all his most powerful friends and_agents

were living in exile ; and it was manifest that, in such

a state of things, any violent action on his part was

more likely to damage than to improve his prospects

F M. Paris, pp. 817, 820. and Addit. p. 1132.

I Rymer, i. p. 666; M. Paris, p. 838,
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of gain from his English subjects. In reply to the me

morialists he simply remarked, that surely the grievances

alleged were too highly coloured ; and even if true, that

they afi'orded nojustification ofthe indiscreet proceedings

of the barons.“ Alexander had in truth better grounds

of confidence than appeared upon the surface of affairs.

The chapter of accidents was in his favour ; the natural

resentments of the King, the secret correspondence he

was enabled to maintain with the court through his

trusty emissaries the friars, and the elements of disso

lution, which were already fermenting in the new govern

ment, could leave little doubt on his mind that the crisis

might be allowed to pass over without any fatal blow to

the papal influence in the kingdom.

In the year 1259 the emperor-elect, Richard of Corn

Incipient wall, returned to England. The council ad

mhism mitted him with reluctance, and imposed on

a’ggi‘gnghe him an oath to abide by the provisions of Ox

' ford, and to give his best aid in purging the

kingdom of all disturbers ofthe established government.

But Richard had expended every shilling of the vast

treasure he had carried abroad with him, and his atten

tion was averted from ever other pursuit but that of

collecting funds to satisfy the cravings of a venal con

stituency.b No danger was to be apprehended from that

quarter; but the attention of Simon de Montfort had been

much taken up by his foreign policy; more especially

in regard to the relations with Louis IX. of France.

He had in person negotiated a truce for nine years with

that monarch; but during his absence from the king

dom, Henry felt himself in a more unconstrained position,

and even obtained permission of the council to follow

the earl of Leicester to the court of France. He had,

in fact, come to a friendly understanding with a party

in the council of twent I-four, deeply offended at the

arbitrary demeanour of imon de Montfort, whom they,

perhaps justly, suspected ofa design to usurp the crown.

‘ M. Park, Add. p. 1138; Rynwr, i., date of the 18th May 1238.

as quoted by Pauli, iii. p. 720, under b Conf. chap. ii. p. 90 of this vol.
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With their support the King, towards the close Efiectg of

ofthe year 1260, was enabled to assume a more “18 “hism

independent attitude ; he fortified and garrisoned the

Tower of London, and issued from thence a summons

to a new parliament, to be holden at W'inchester on the

12th of June in the following year. Here he boldly

met the estates of the kingdom with a bull, under the

seal of Alexander IV., discharging him and all the

parties to the provisions of Oxford from their oaths ;c

yet with a reservation of those articles in that instru

ment which might be deemed conducive to the general

welfare of the kingdom, and were not inconsistent with

papal or ecclesiastical ordinance.d

It is obvious that the exception was nugatory; and

so it was treated by the King. The council Absolution

of government was abolished ; the ministers éh§i£?§

and functionaries appointed by the barons were tion a the

dismissed, their sheriffs discharged, and every g°v°mme“t

impediment to absolutism got rid of—as far as the autho

rity of the King and his party extended. The indepen

dent movement of Henry, however, served no other end

than to bring the ulcer which had been so long gathering

to a head. The King hired a body of foreign troops to

await his orders on the opposite shores of the Channel;

the barons collected their armed followers: the death of

Alexander IV." placed Urban IV. on the papal throne;

and the new Pope, without delay, gratified the King by

an unqualified absolution from all his engagements to the

late government. After some futile negotiations, in the

course of which the intervention of the king and queen

ofFrance was invoked by both parties without effect, the

barons drew to a head at Oxford, under the command of

Simon de Montfort. Destitute as he was ofany available

means of defence, Henry bent once more to the yoke,

and signified his intention to abide by and maintain the

provisions of Oxford. But at this crisis prince Edward

arlived in England with a body of foreign troops; the

c The bull is dated the 29th April tion is dated on the 7th of May in the

1261. Rymcr, i. p. 722. same year. Jig/mar, ibid.

d The hull containing this qualifica- 9 On the 25th May 1261.
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mercenaries collected at Witsand on the Flemish coast

were at hand; the Queen and her host of bloodsuckers

had returned to England—among them archbishop

Boniface of Canterbury and the brothers of the King.

Thus encouraged and supported, Henry returned an

evasive answer to the demand of the barons for certain

specific pledges to abide by his late promises. It was

manifest that no reliance could be placed upon any

assurance of the fickle and faithless prince. The court

bishops and sheriffs were ruthlessly hunted out and

banished the land. At that moment the citizens of

London declared in favour of the barons; the Tower of

London and the castle of Dover surrendered ; the heart

of Henry once more sunk within him, and he again

appended his signature—for what it was worth—to the

provisions of Oxford. But in the mean time numerous

defections from their opponents had strengthened the

Ref fKing’s party; and the earl of Leicester in
erenceo - -

difierencestoCflUtlouSly assented to the proposal of 1115 ad

Lo1,1,ir*‘ml;§ej°fversaries to refer the differences between the

' King and his barons to the final arbitrament

of king Louis IX. of France. The latter accepted the

reference, and speedily issued his award in favour of

Henry, altogether annulling the provisions of Oxford,

principally on the ground that “the supreme pontiff had

by his letters declared them wholly void and of non

effect.”f

The open partiality and injustice of this decision suf

His award ficed to disengage the injured party from all

nugmry- obligation under it.g All parties felt that such

an award had no moral support; and the apparent suc~

cess of the King resembled rather a defeat than a tri

umph. But however strongly inclined to sustain by his

' influence the absolute power of the crown inculcated by

the canonists, there is reason to believe that the deci

sion of Louis IX. was closely connected with an intrigue

' Rymer, i. pp. 776, 778. The award . . . forte minus sapienter et inutiliter

was published in the month of January quam deceret, eructatione siquidem

1264. improvisa, suum prazcipitavit arbi

8 Even the royalist IVykes condemns trium." li'ykes, ap. Gala, iii. p. 56.

the award. “ Porro rex Francorum
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of the king and the sister queens of France Intrigue of

and England to promote the policy of Urban the sister

IV. in Italy. To this intent it had become queens'

necessary to procure the renunciation of the crown of

Sicily on the part of prince Edmund of England, with a

view to its transfer to the prince Charles of Anjou (the

brother of Louis) and his ambitious consort, the sister

of the queens of France and England. A preliminary

step to that end was the solemn excommunication of

Simon de Montfort and the rebellious barons, and the

abrogation of the obnoxious provisions of Oxford. At

the same time, pressing letters were written to king

Louis 1X. to interpose his authority to put an end to

the unnatural rebellion in England, while queen Marga

ret of France was exhorted to urge her husband to be

stir himself in favour of her sister and brother-in-law of

England. Louis, indeed, declined armed intervention,

but accepted a bull appointing him on behalf of the Holy

See to the oflice of mediator between the King and his

barons. The award which followed seemed to flow na

turally from the pressure brought to bear upon the con

science, the prejudices, and the family attachments of the

pious king.h The Pope now stood forward personally

as the accuser of Simon de Montfort and his friends ;'

he thanked Louis IX. for his decision; and again cursed

the provisions of Oxford, and all who should accept or

act under them.i With the prospect of restoration to

power before him, the king of England willingly re

nounced the dream of family aggrandisement, and, as

far as in him lay, placed the crown of Sicily at the dis

posal of the Pope. The cardinal Guido, bishop of Sa

bina, was sent as special legate to England, with instruc

tions to lay the commands of the Holy See upon the

consciences of the barons, and to publish a crusade

against all who should resist the hallowed authority of

the anointed sovereign.j

'1 Raynaldus (an. 1263, § 88, p. 127) § 32, p. 142. _

quotes the bull of appointment in full. J Rymer, ubi sup. ; Rayn. an. 1264,

‘ Itymer, i. p. 785, under date of § 86, p. 129, from the work of Matthew

the 21st March 1264; Rayn. an. 1264, qf li’estmineter.
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It had by this time become plain that the difi'erences

Necessity of between the crown and the barons of England

an appeal to could be decided no otherwise than by the sword.

the “'md' The breath of Rome had scattered charters,

rights, and liberties to the winds: the camp had become

the last asylum of outraged law, and the sword the only

arbiter of right and justice. Impure and precarious as

such a tribunal must always be, it was the last and only

refuge from the intolerable evils brought on the count
under the encouragement and patronage of the 'Churclli

of Rome, and in the punctual execution of the precepts

and maxims of Innocent III.k With instructions such

as those before them, his successors had no other course

to pursue. Civil, political, religious liberty, in their view,

involved a contradiction in terms: no right or franchise

that came into collision with the will or the interests of

the representative of the Almighty could be admitted.

The issue between the outer world and the papacy had

been once for all fairly joined, and the decision made to

depend on an unholy alliance with the vilest passions

which disgrace human nature.1 During the three follow

ing centuries, the bold protest ofthe Albigenses had died

away into a sullen murmur; yet audible enough to put

in requisition all the arts and intelligence of Rome to

maintain the ground on which she had taken her stand.

The relation between the temporal and the spiritual

powers was obscured by superstition and ignorance, and

rendered still more perplexing by the vices of the age,

and the apparently insuperable difficulty of finding a

remedy for all the evils incident to the imperfection of

laws and a demoralised social condition. The only

understanding which seems, by this time, to have been

practically arrived at was, that the Church should uphold

the divine right of kings, and that the latter should pro

mote her financial interests, in consideration of such ad

vantages as she might be able, from time to time, to throw

into their hands—it might not perhaps be too much to

say, of an ample share in the plunder of their subjects.

3 Conf. chap. i. 'pp. 3-6 of this vol. 1 Conf. Cath. Pct. Book xiii. 0. vii.

pp. 518-566.
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The history of the barons’ war in England during

the reign of Henry III. is too familiar to Eng- Outbreak of

lish readers to require any detailed narrative the barons‘

on our art. Prince Edward, afterwards king m"

Edward)1., struck the first blow on the Welsh frontier,

and obtained an important advantage by the subsequent

capture of the town of Northampton, where a son of

Simon de Montfort with a large detachment of his forces

became the King’s prisoners. The citizens of London,

however, had declared boisterously in favour ofthe earl;

and the King, anxious to avenge the outrages committed

by the po ulace upon the property and persons of his

friends an adherents, but more especially to secure the

fidelity of the Cinq Ports, marched hastily into Kent,

and took up a position at a village not far from the town

of Lewes. Here he was confronted by Simon Battle of

with all the force he could collect, and in the Lew“

battle which ensued the royal army sustained a total

defeat.m The King, with his brother Richard king of the

Romans, Henry the son of the latter, and the most dis

tinguished barons of his party, became prisoners. Prince

Edward, though victorious on his part of the field, was

compelled to surrender after the battle, and, in com

pany with the King and the other captives, to sign cer

tain articles for further assurance of the fruits of the

great victory, called the “ Mise of Lewes.”

Notwithstanding his great successes Simon de Mont

fort was anxious to come to an understanding Dismissal of

with the captive court; and, with that view, Simon‘s

to engage the good offices of the monarch of “Wy'i'

France. Relying upon the character of Louis IX. for

moderation and justice, he despatched an embassy of

three bishops to the court of France, to lay the whole

series of events that had led to the rupture with his

sovereign before the King, and to solicit his intervention

to restore tranquillity and secure the chartered liberties

of the people. But the right reverend envoys were

stopped short at Boulogne by the orders of the Queen

and the cardinal-legate Guido, and sent back to Dover

m On the morning of the 14th of May, A.D. 1264.

sur. P
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with a bull of excommunication in their hands, and a

peremptory command to publish it throughout the king

dom. On their arrival, however, they were relieved of

the mischievous document by the vigilance ofthe officers

ofthe regent,n and were thereby provided with a tenable

excuse for noncompliance with the orders of their eccle

siastical superior.

Whatever may have been the personal views Of Simon

de Montfort,° the measures he adopted during his short

career were suited to the temper and disposition of the

Pmliamem people, and most likely to furnish a security

“1264- against the encroachments of King or Pope.

On the 14th and 24th of December 1264, writs of sum

mons were issued in the name of the King to the peers

temporal and spiritual and barons of the kingdom to a

parliament to meet at London on the 20th of January

following. Similar writs were directed to the sheriffs of

the counties, to send to the parliament two knights for each

Growth of a county, and two approved citizens for each city,

ynational‘re- borough, or town within their respective baili

P’esenmtm'wicks. When assembled, this parliament pre

sented the nearest approach to a proper national repre

sentation that had as yet occurred in the history of

England. NO precaution had been omitted to impart

to its deliberations an air of impartiality and justice.

Notices were given and safe-conducts promised to the

exiled partisans of the court to attend and receive judg

ment. The King granted an unconditional pardon to

the barons and all who had appeared in arms against

him. In the contumacious absence of the exiles sen

tence of banishment from the realm was pronounced

against them. Prince Edward engaged not to quit the

country for the space of three years, nor to choose his

advisers otherwise than with the consent of the council;

five of the royal castles were surrendered to the barons

as pledges for their personal security; and lastly, the

Great Charter was reenacted with all the forms of the

" September 1264. ate his own power—if not to usurp a

° He was strongly suspected by his still more lofty position in the state.

contemporaries of a desire to perpetu
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greater excommunication, and a solemn oath was taken

by the King, the princes, and their adherents, that they

would at no time, nor under any circumstances, apply to

the Pope for a dispensation from their oaths. These

enactments were signed in token of confirmation by

all in attendance; more particularly by the King and

the prince; by Richard king of the Romans, and his

son Henry; by the bishops, abbots, priors. the military

orders, and the mayor and citizens of London. On

the same day the Great Charter of liberties was read

before the concourse of the realm in the great hall of

Rufus at Westminster; after which nine bishops pro

nounced, with reversed tapers, sentence of excommuni

cation and anathema against all men, of every rank and

degree, who should, in any particular, infringe the pro

visions of that instrument.

Though the power of Simon de Montfort rested upon

a precarious basis, his services to the common- Se .
wealth were not narrowed to his life or for- 'frieslsims

tunes. Though often set at naught in practice, Paigglfsth"

the Great Charter and the provisions ofOxford, '

with all their defects, stood for ever recorded upon the

statute-book of the realm, in defiance of, and amid the

echo ofthe thunders of Rome. The principle of popular

representation was initiated, and a standard of resist

ance to domestic tyranny and priestly ambition set up

in the minds and affections of the people. Simon de

Montfort had done his work, and, up to this point in his

career, he had done it well. Whether the suspicious of

his party were well or ill founded, it is probable that

his haughty self-reliant spirit and arbitrary mode of deal

ing with his associates in power tended to create or con

firm their misgivings as to his ultimate purpose. The

chief of these, Gilbert de Clare earl of Gloucester, and

the earl of Derby, seceded from him. Prince Edward

withdrew from the court, and was joined on the \Velsh

marches by the faithful adherent of the crown, Roger

Mortimer. The exiled earl \Varrenne and William de

Valence, the Queen’s uncle, landed in Pembrokeshire

with 120 men-at-arms. The seceders from the regent’s
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party speedily came to an understanding with the royal

ists; reinforcements arrived from Ireland; De Montfort’s

force dwindled to a handful ; with these the undaunted

chief advanced to meet the overpowering numbers of

his enemies; his retreat was cut off, and he was brought

to bay at the abbey of Evesham in Worcestershire, where

no alternative remained to him but to sell his life as

Defeat and dearly as he could. In the desperate con

death of flict which ensued, he and the small company

3311320: of faithful followers perished to a man. The

' King was set at liberty, and the adherents of

the late government were pursued with unrelenting

animosity. But the people carefully collected the dis

membered limbs of the patriotic chief; and their grati

tude and affection was, after the manner of the age,

expressed by endowing the relics of their benefactor

with the wonder-working powers imputed to those of

the opular saints of the country.

hile Simon de Montfort lived, no papal legate was

The King permitted to set foot on English ground. The

absolved robberies of Roman proctors and court fa

f'ggtglisa” vourites were put an end to. He defended the

8’ ' rights of the parochial clergy ainst the ex

tortions of the intrusive incumbents; an every act of

his government indicated a resolution to permit no re

vival of the abuses which had weighed so grievously on

all descriptions of men. His death once more dispersed

the mist which obscured the prospects of the court of

Rome. The King hastened to cancel every act of the

government subsequent to the battle of Lewes, and he

and his followers revelled in the spoils of the insurgent

partisans and chiefs. Queen Isabella landed in England,

bringing in her train the papal legate, cardinal Ottoboni,

to whom pope Clement IV. had delegated the necessary

powers to absolve the King and his friends from all

oaths or engagements to the parliaments of Oxford and

London and the intrusive government. The neglect of

the bishops of London, Chichester, and Exeter to pub

lish the excommunications intrusted to them by the

reigning Pope, when residing as legate at Boulogne,
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was visited by suspension from their functions ; and the

King was officially disencumbered of every obligation

that could at all derogate from his utility as an active

viceroy and tax-collector of the Holy See.

But Simon de Montfort had not sealed his testimony

against the practices ofthe court and the curia Discontent,

in vain. The proximate cause of the ruin of 05 theft“

his part is to be found in the defection of the 22:11.03?

earl of loucester. But a large party, driven Pm!

out of house and home to make way for the host of

greedy courtiers, still held the strong castle of Kenil

worth ; and when expelled by prince Edward, had taken

refuge in the marshes of the Isle of Ely, where, under

Simon, the gallant son of the late regent, they defied

the royal armies. Gilbert de Clare, whose secession

from the party of the barons may be ascribed to a pro

found jealousy of the designs of the late chief of the

insurgents, and with him many influential nobles, were

disgusted by the rapacity of the King’s friends, and the

merciless severities inflicted on their adversaries for the

benefit of the host of bloodsuckers who had swarmed

into the country in the train of queen Eleanor. The

power of the earl and his friends, however, was not to

be trifled with ; and a parliament was convoked at

Northampton, under the sanction ofthe legate Ottoboni,

at which the Great Charter was once more ree'naeted

and confirmed by the King and the estates of the king

dom, and the forfeitures of the defeated insurgents

commuted for fines varying from one to five years’

reputed income.

The King’s friends, who had taken the reward of

their fidelity in the shape ofan exorbitant share Parliament

in the spoils of the vanquished, were inexpi- of BquS’t

ably offended by the compromise of North- Edm‘m 5'

ampton. The deadly enmity of the earl marcher Roger

Mortimer had driven Gilbert de Clare from the court,

and compelled him to resort to arms for the defence of

his life and honour. Cardinal Ottoboni plainly erceived

that, as long as the kingdom continued to be istracted

and the King impoverished by civil wars, there was
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little chance of accomplishing the real object of his

mission. The debt contracted upon the security of the

King’s outstanding bonds to the Florentine and Siennese

money-lenders weighed heavily upon the papal court.

The legate had, indeed, obtained from the clergy assem

bled at Northampton a provisional undertaking to raise

a sum of 30,000 marks for the liquidation of the debt ;

and a further sum of 11,000 marks for the heavy arrears

of costs contracted by the clergy of England to the

oflicials of the curia in soliciting relief from the burdens

cast upon them by the King and the Holy See. But

the undertaking appears to have been contracted subject

to the consent of a general parliament ; and, at the sug

gestion of the legate, writs of summons were issued to

the adherents ofall parties to meet at Bury St. Edmund’s

in the second week of February 1267. The earl of

Gloucester declined attendance; he must, he said, stay

at home to defend himself and his estates against his

deadly foe, Roger Mortimer: “besides,” he urged, “ no

dependence could be placed upon the promises of the

court as long as the provisions of Oxford were set at

naught ; nor till all the officials, ministers, and parasites

of the King were dismissed, the attainted barons rein

stated in their property and honours, and the King and

the prince should prove their sincerity by a loyal fulfil

ment of the oaths they had sworn both before and since

the battle of Evesham.”P

The result of this protest, in which no doubt a ma

Repliesofthejority of the constituents of the parliament of

parliamentto Bury St. Edmund’s fully sympathised, was a

fictifgnggfl; frank refusal of all the extraordinary supplies

alnd the demanded by the legate : they knew nothing,

“gate' they said, of the King’s debt to the Pope: the

wars which had so latel desolated the country were

wholly attributable to t e unbounded cupidity of the

popes and the court of Rome: they declined any longer

to be made the passive instruments for supplying king

and pontiff with money, to be wasted by prodigality at

P C'vntin. M. Paris, an. 1267, p. 858.
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home, or carried out of the country to feed the craving

of foreigners, favourites, and courtiers; the mode of

levying the proposed subsidies was condemned with un

sparing severity :‘1 and all these objections they grounded

upon the broad principle that all subsidies granted to

King or Pope mast be expended for the benefit of the tax

payers, and could in no case be applied for the promotion

ofprivate or personal interests."

Meanwhile the compromise proposed to the insur

gents who still held out in the fens of Cam- Rel “h

bridge and Norfolk was rejected by them with insiirggntstb

equal firmness and justice: they flatly denied

the efficacy of the spiritual censures passed on '

them by the legate: they declared their resolution no

longer to submit to the cupidity of the Roman officials:

the fines for the redemption of their estates were, they

affirmed, in most cases, equivalent to forfeiture: they

therefore demanded the unconditional restitution of

their property, and the abolition of all those flagrant

abuses under which the kingdom had been reduced to

a state of unexampled weakness and exhaustion: they

claimed protection for the churches and convents against

the extortions which had rendered them wholly incap

able of satisfying the spiritual wants of the people ; and

to that end they demanded the exclusion of all foreign

beneficiaries and incumbents, and the absolute‘prohibi

tion of the exportation of money, which ought to be ea:—

pended for the benefit of the tar-payers, instead of con

tributing to pamper the luxury or promote the ambi

tion of foreign priests:s they condemned the treatment

of the bishops of their party by the legate: and closed

their protest by expressing their unalterable resolution

to abide by the oaths they had taken, and no longer to

tolerate the levies of tenths or any other of those im—

posts and intrusions by which the parishes were de

prived of their legitimate pastors, and delivered over to

'I The levy was proposed to be made to any changes of the customary valu

by the King's officers upon a valuation ations.

of benefices, 8:0. to be fixed by them- " (’um‘irt. Jlf. Paris, ml- 1267, p. 858.

selves: the barons declared that such ' This principle runs through the

assessment was wholly inadmissible, protests of the national party, whether

and that they would in no case submit loyal or insurgent.
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any hedge-priests and hirelings who could be found to

do the dut at the cheapest rate.

Thougii the gallant earl of Leicester and his brave

Concluding companions were ultimately dislodged by the

operations of skill and prowess of prince Edward, the neces

gftgggg? sities of the King and legate were so aggra

' vated by the protracted civil war, both in the

eastern and western provinces—but perhaps as much so

by the prodigalities of queen Eleanor—that no prospect

remained of enabling the King to redeem his promise to

the Holy See, but such a general pacification as should

reopen the sources of national prosperity. The legate

began, indeed, by extending the concession of the tenths

of the ecclesiastical revenues to the King for a further

term of three years; but in order to give effect to the

grant, the restoration of peace was indispensable. Fol

lowing instructions from Rome, he successfully inter

p‘osed his good offices to conclude a truce with the

elsh princes, and to bring about a reconciliation be

tween the court and the earl of Gloucester. In the

month of April 1268, he presided at a general convo

catiOn of the clergy of England, Ireland, Scotland, and

Wales in the church of St. Paul at London; and con

sented to the appointment of a committee to inquire

into and put a stop to the irregularities of the intrusive

clergy, and to take other steps for the reformation of the

more crying abuses complained of ; and closed his mis

sion to England by distributing the emblem of the cross

to the princes Edward and Ham of Cornwall, the earls

ofGloucester and Warrenne, and %Villiam ofValence, and

about 120 knights; forming together a formidable ad

dition to the forces collected by king Louis the Saint

for the deliverance of the holy sepulchre.‘

The closing years of the reign of Henry III. of Eng

Obsewafiona land present few incidents of importance to the '

on the reign subject of our narrative. We are told, indeed,

°f Henry “1' that, notwithstanding the efforts of the legate

to restore a semblance of order to the affairs of the

' Ottoboni quitted England about iii. pp. 85, 86.

the 4th of July 1268. "'yba, ap. Gale,
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English church, things were soon allowed to fall back

into their original confusion. In fact, all that can be

predicated of the period is, that a stand had been made;

that a principle of government in church and state had

been aflirmed which could not be blotted out of the

memory of the people; a standard of national liberty

had been planted which all the powers of misrule—and

they were as busily at work as the other elements of

evil in the nature of man—could not tear down. We

have dwelt at greater length upon the history of sacer

dotal rule in these islands than we have done in treating

that of Germany and France, because no stronger illustra

tion of the practical operation of the scheme elaborated

by Innocent Ill. can be found than in the management

of his spiritual satrapy of England. But in the result

the resistance in this country took its stand upon the

same ground as that adopted by the emperor Frederic

II. : both contended for the supremacy of law and reason

over the arbitrary maxims of sacerdotal government;

both repelled the right of the Pope to take their wealth,

and deprive them of their religious privileges, for the

support of the ambitious views of a lawless priesthood.

There are indications that this political protest was en

couraged by an under-current of religious dissent which,

even within this dark period, was gnawing at the vitals

of the theocracy. It was not in vain that the honest

and pious bishop Grossetéte had dared to tie down the

chief of his church to the precepts of law and gospel,

and to stigmatise the great transgressor as the precursor

of Antichrist. It was not in vain that a great body

among the laity had ventured to defy the pontifical

thunders when hurled against the bulwarks of law, rea

son, and national rights. There is scarcely a proposition

in the theory of Lothario de Segniu which had not met

either with a verbal or a practical contradiction in the

central and western regions of Europe. The Provencal

and Flemish bardsv had raised their voices against the

“Antichrist of Rome;” and it can hardly be doubted

that their invectives were either suggested or nourished

‘1 Conf. chap. i. of this vol. ' Conf. chap. iv. pp. 139-141 of this vol.

SUP. Q
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by the hoarse whisperings of the persecuted remnants

of the Albigensian and \Valdensian Protestants still

lurking in man a secluded corner of France, Italy,

Switzerland, an Germany. But time alone can bring

great principles of government to maturity in the mind

of nations. The systematic alliance of monarchical and

sacerdotal absolutism could not be encountered by any

force less potent than that of an organised alliance be

tween religion and liberty—between government and

natural right. But for the present the hearts and

understandings of men were debauched by a thousand

interests, passions, and apprehensions, which involved

them in a labyrinth of hopes, fears, and perplexities,

out of which no issue could be found but through a

long apprenticeship of mysterious sufferings and tedious

experiences.

Henry III. died on the 16th of November 1272, at the

Death of age of sixty-five, after a nominal reign of fifty

Hem’y 111- seven years and twenty days. This king was

a religious formalist, in whose mind duty to God and his

own subjects stood in no connection with each other.w

No oath, promise, or engagement—no practical duty—

was binding on him as long as the papal absolution was

at hand to relieve him from any such merely secular

obligations. As long as the outward forms of religion

were complied with, his conscience was clear of offence.

He attended mass three times a day, collected relics,

and wearied himself and others with Observances which

brought forth none of the visible fruits of a useful and

religious life. Throughout his reign he bore himself in

word and deed as the subject of Rome; a subject whose

obedience was onl limited by his means of complying

with the comman s of his superior. The latter, indeed,

soon discovered that it was inexpedient to “ muzzle the

ox that treadeth out the corn :” it was thought unreason

able to expect that the King, any more than the meanest

tithe- or tax-collector of Rome, would work without pay.

King and Pope could help each other for the relief of

their several wants, or the promotion of their respective

" M. Paris, Contin. p. 860.
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views; and a tacit understanding, stronger than any

express contract, grew up between the crown and the

court of Rome—of which the following reign will be

found to exhibit several striking instances.x It is true

that the high-spirited successors of Henry III. repelled

with indignation even a nominal vassalage resembling

that to which their pusillanimous ancestor had subjected

the kingdom; but neither law nor statute could extin

guish that hankering after the forbidden fruits of the

papal connection which had hitherto proved so fatal to

the prosperity of the country, and so hostile to the

liberties of the subject.

1 More especially those of Edward testant Churches of England and Ire

III. and Richard II. See the writer’s land, 8w." pp. 72-75.

“Position and Prospects of the Pro
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PERIOD FROM THE DEATH OF CLEMENT IV. TO THE REMOVAL

OF THE PAPACY TO AVIGNON.

. Paar I. To 'rna Accassron or Bummer: VIII.

The period: its general character; its length—Relation of the Italian States,

8:0. to the Empire—Radical defect in the hierarchical constitution—State of

the Republics of Venice, Pisa, and Genoa—Romagna, Tuscany, and Naples-—

Election of Gregory X.—Plan of Gregory X. for the pacification of Italy—

Alliance between Rome and Charles I. of Naples—Gregory X. against party

symbols and designations—his projects for the subjugation of the Oriental

churches—He proposes a general council for that purpose—Advantageous

position of Gregory X—He accepts the submission of the Emperor Michael

Palseologus of Constantinople—‘Ostensible views of the Greek and Latin

churches—Relative positions of the papacy and the Eastern empire—Policy of

Michael Palaeologus—Gregory X. a reformer; decree of the canclmre—

Relation of the papacy to the Germanic empire under Gregory X.—Gregory X.

in Spain and Germany—Conference and treaty between Gregory X. and

the Emperor Rudolph of Habsburg—Derogatory concessions of Rudolph

of Hahsburg—Eifeet of the cessions of Rudolph—Prospects of the proposed

crusade, and death of Gregory X—Selfish practices of the cardinals, and

rapid succession of popes—Innocent V.—Adrian V.—John XXL—The court

of Rome and the crusade—Evanescent prospects of the new crusade—Death

of John XXL; vacancy, and compulsory election or Nicolas IIL—Nicolas

HL and the court of Constantinople—Insincerity and suspicions of both

courts—Objection of Rudolph of Habsburg to papal interference, &e.-—The

papacy a military power—Reconciliation of Rudolph and Charles I. of Naples

—-Death of Nicolas III. ; his character—Interregnum, and election of Mar

tin IV.-—Charles I. of Naples procures the publication of a new crusade

against the Greeks, Gee—Giovanni di Procida and the court of Aragon—The

Sicilian conspiracy—Giovanni di Procida at Constantinople—Giovanni and

Pope Nicolas III.—Growth and maturity of the conspiracy—The Sicilian

vespers—Political consequences—Difiieulties of Martin IV.—The challenge-—

Martin IV. prohibits the duel—He curses and deposes king Peter of Aragon—

OfEers the crowns of Aragon and Valentin. to a son of Philip III. of France

Financial embarrassments of the Holy See—The intended duel frustrated—

Victory of Roger di Loria and the Aragonese—Destitution of Charles I. of

Naples-Death of Charles I.—and of pope Martin IV.—Electi0n of Hono

rius IV.—Death of king Philip III. of France—Difliculties and reforms of

Honorius IV.—Honorius IV. and the Sicilian rebels—Edward I. of England

mediates a peace between the kings of France and Aragon—The pope abro

gates the treaty and absolves Charles II. from its obligations—Death of
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Honorius IV.—Interregnum—Eleotion of Nicolas IV.—Sicilian and Spanish

nfiairs—England and the papacy in l291—Loss of Palestine—Papal agitation

for the reconquest of the Holy Land—Pope Nicolas IV. and Edward I. of

England—Nepotism and corruption of Nicolas IV.—Death of Nicolas IV.—

Long Interregnum—Compromisc and election of Pietro Murone (leestine V.)

—His incompetency—King Jayme betrays his Sicilian subjects—Triumph

of the French party—Benedict Gaetano and Coelestine V.—Abdication of

Coelcstine V., and election of Benedict Gaetano as Boniface VIlL

THE extinction of the Hohenstaufl'en dynasty in the

blood of the last male descendant of that dis- The pefi0d__

tinguished race was the crowning triumph“ of its general

the policy of Innocent III. By the prompt “uneven

adoption and undeviating application of the principles

of theocratic government, elaborated by that pontiff,

Rome acquired and exercised an overbearing political

influence throughout the Latin world. This culminating

period of the sacerdotal empire runs through a series

of thirteen pontificates, until a man arose Whose frantic

energies, disdaining alike the caution of his predecessors

and the dictates of common prudence, stimulated the

hitherto inert and fitful resistance of the secular govern

ments into active antagonism; and in the result con

verted the papacy into the passive instrument of one

who knew how to use it for the promotion of his own

cruel and selfish purposes.

The period we have thus described extends from the

death of Clement IV.——an event which fol

lowedwithin one month from that of his victims

-—to the transfer of the seat of the papacy from Rome to

Avignon in France; a period of rather more than forty

years ; though, after deducting the six interregna which

suspended the succession, and tended in no small degree

to enfeeble the system, there remained barely thirty

five years of active pontifical government, giving an aver

age of little more than three years to each pontificate.

The relations of the Italian states and republics to

the empire during this period were of an ano- Relation of

malous nature. Though Italy was still repu- gillz'lfi‘n'fii

tedly and legally a constituent portion of the pin.

Its length.

“ Conf. chap. ii.; p. 108 of this vol.
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Holy Roman Empire, yet the imperial authority had

fallen almost into oblivion ; not so the spirit of faction

which arose out of the animosities engendered during

the long contest between the empire and papacy. The

designation of Guelfs and Ghz'bellz'nes, though in their

origin denoting the partisans of the papacy and the

empire respectively, had in a great measure dropped their

primitive signification, yet without in any degree losing

their baleful influence upon the parties which adopted

them. In every city, state, or republic in Italy, Guelfs

and Ghibellincs continued to harass and persecute one

another, as if they had never heard either of Pope or

,Emperor. The papacy reaped all the advantage deri

vable from this state of things. Hitherto the struggle

lay between a government and a monarch ; now the con

test was against simple anarchy; a foe with whom the

Roman pontifl's well knew how to deal. Discord was

the element in which the papal policy had achieved its

most signal successes—it laid open the clearest field for

the practical application of the extreme principles of

the Innocentian scheme. .

Still there was a defect in the constitution of the

_ Roman theocracy against which no ordinance,
Radical de- . . _

feet in the no principle, however severe and precise, could

hiemWhiPal provide a remedy. The internal state of the

constitution. “ ,, .

sacred college itself very closely resembled

that of the Italian governments in general. Fac

tions, animosities, and irregular ambitions impeded the

operations of regular policy, and often diverted the

attention of the members from the consistent pursuit of

the proper objects of hierarchical ambition to schemes of

purely selfish or personal aggrandisement. In Italy

generally the same spirit led to similar results. The

cause of liberty and constitutional government sufl'ered

under the like state of moral perversion and corrupt

practice. Thus the most flourishing of the Lombard

cities had, since the overthrow of imperialism, fallen

under the tyranny of the chiefs to whom the command

of imperial mercenaries and the civic forces had been

intrusted during the great conflict between the Swabian
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emperors and the papac .b Though after the death of

Frederic II. several of t ese chieftains had either fallen

by the hands of their outraged subjects, or shrunk into

the condition of political partisans, yet all these revolu

tions on a small scale seemed to have no other effect

than to swell those elements of domestic strife and party

warfare which had become the normal condition of poli

tical society in Italy.

Meanwhile, however, the maritime republics of Ve

nice, Genoa, and Pisa had advanced with a

steady pace in commercial wealth and naval 1mm};

power. But here again their mutual jealousies Venice, Pi“,

and ambitions flung the free states into the an Genoa'

vortex of party warfare. Thus Pisa had hitherto ad

hered with more than ordinary fidelity to the imperial

interests, while the rival republic of Genoa had held out

her hand to the Guelfic party rather from motives of

commercial jealousy and family animosity than from any

material profit to be derived from a state of petty war

fare which wasted the strength and exhausted the

resources of both belligerents. Venice, on the other

hand, had kept herself comparatively aloof from con

tinental politics. Favoured by her secluded position,

her active commercial habits, her acquired wealth, her

numerous foreign factories and territorial dependencies,

she was enabled to maintain an influence independent of

the continental factions, and to consolidate her institu

tions by the natural operation of the powerful stimulants

of commerce and the ambition of maritime ascendancy.c

In the provinces of Romagna and Tuscany the prin

cipalities and free communities had generally ROME“,

adhered to the interests of the papacy. The Tummy. and
Markgrave of Este had acquired the lordship of Naples'

the city of Ferrara. Bologna had submitted to Charles I.

of Naples, as a last refuge from the pernicious disturb

ances of the Lambertazzi and Gerimei factions. Flo

b The most important of these irrc- tricts, and the Markgrave! 0f Este on

gulardynasties were those of the family thal’o. Sixmzmdi, Rep. Ital. kc.

of the Eccelino di Romano in the Tre- ° Cont. Siam. Rep. Ital. 6w. tom. iii

visan and Paduan marches; the Pala- p. 286 et seq.

vicini and Doara in the adjoining dis
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rence had suffered in the same degree from the san

guinary broils of Guelfs and Ghibellines both within

her walls, and among the neighbouring commonwealths.

These disorders had compelled them to seek the pro

tection of king Manfred of Sicily; and when, after his

defeat and death, the Ghibelline governor and the im

perial party were driven into exile, Florence, like the

sister republics of the Romagna, submitted voluntarily to

the protectorate of Charles of Anjou. The latter poten

tate meanwhile, notwithstanding his vigorous character

and unbounded ambition, was the creature, and in a

great degree the instrument of the papacy. His talents,

his valour, his ambition, and his vices flowed naturally

into the channel of the pontifical policy. By his own

conquering sword, under the aegis of Rome, he reposed

in the tranquil possession of the twin kingdoms of Naples

and Sicily : he was invested with the command of the

resources of the richest and most productive regions of

Central Italy; and found himself at leisure to frame

plans of aggrandisement equally flattering to his own

ambition and the most cherished projects of his pon

tifical patrons.

Pope Clement IV. died at Viterbo on the 29th of

Election of November 1268, after a reign of only two

Gregory X- years nine months and a few days. The first

symptoms of that decline of public spirit which so fre

quently attends the removal of external pressure became

apparent at the election of a successor. N0 outward

danger now stood in the way of the selfish ambition of

the individual members of the sacred college. Month

after month passed away without a prospect of a legal

majority in favour .of any candidate for the papal throne.

Impatient of delays—the causes of which were as noto

rious as they were disgraceful—the citizens of Viterbo

rushed to the doors of the sacred college; barricades

were thrown across the approaches; and to add to the

pressure upon the consciences of the imprisoned car

dinals, the building was unroofed, and the supplies of

daily food reduced to a minimum in quantity and quality.

These vigorous measures at length produced the desired
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result. The election was placed in the hands of a com

mittee of six cardinals, and on the 1st of September

1271 Cardinal Theobald Visconti, though absent in

Palestine in the suite of Prince Edward of England, was

proclaimed Pope. The pontiff elect reached Rome on

the 10th of February 1272; and was consecrated on

the 27th of the following March,d under the name of

Gregory X.

The new Pope adopted the vindictive sentiments

of his predecessor against the remaining par- Pl f G

tisans of the unfortunate grandson of Fre- 833,3,

deric II. He reiterated the curses hurled lgfigff‘

by Clement IV. against the citizens Of Pisa, y'

Pavia, Verona, and other cities of Northern Italy,

together with all who had participated in the luckless

adventure of Conradin and Frederic of Austria. The

Pisans were the principal delinquents. The pacifica

tion of Italy and the elimination of the party spirit

which so seriously impeded the favourite projects of

the court of Rome was a matter of paramount import

ance. Gregory X. endeavoured to attain this Object

by reducing the aggregate of the Italian states to as

single protectorate under Charles I. of Naples. He

vehemently censured the Pisans for obstinater resist

ing the proposed protectorate—they had, he said, for

ever gone hand in hand with the enemies of Rome;

they had usurped, and continued to hold large districts

in the island of Sardinia, “though they knew that the

island was the absolute property of the Holy See.” For

these crimes they had righteously incurred the ana

thema of the Church; and in that state of utter repro

bation he doomed them to remain bound, unless, within

three months, they should abandon their unlawful pos

session, accept the protectorate of Charles of Anjou,

and scrupulously obe the mandates of the Holy See

for the pacification of Italy.e

'1 See the prolix account of the elec- ° Raynald, an. 1272, pp. 813, 314

tion, and the extraordinary honours —and cont. 0. ii. p. 62 of this vol. See

with which he was received at Rome, also Cath. Pet. Book xii. 0. 6, p. 175

ap. Raymld, Ann. Ecol, an. 1271, p. 276 ct sqq.

ct sqq.
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But ‘pacification’ in the language of Rome denoted

Alliance be_ nothing less than the devotion of all the facul

tween Rome ties of mind, body, and estate to her service.

“131%:113 LNor could it have any other meaning from the

p ' lips of the earthly representative of the divine

power and wisdom. This unreasoning submission was

indeed essential to the success of the avowed objects of

the government of Gregory X. It may be admitted that

little was to be effected by temporising or conciliatory

measures; and while the ready ambition and vigour of

Charles of Anjou was at hand to put down faction by

military force, it was not probable that the Pope would

look much further a-field for the means of accomplish

ing his purposes. Meanwhile no doubt was entertained

that the tyrant himself might be kept in leash by the

prospect of nobler titles and a wider dominion than any

which the actual state of the world’s affairs could hold

out. He had taken up his ground upon the pontifical

patronage and support; and the probability that he

would ever desert the basis of his power was so remote

as to remove every misgiving of his fidelity from the

mind of his patron. Before his death Clement IV. had

invested the king with the imperial vicariate in the

Tuscan province (an acknowledged dependency of the

empire), by an arbitrary decree of the Holy See.f This

barefaced usurpation passed unheeded by the turbulent

and venal aristocracy of Germany; and Charles of Naples

was at liberty to indulge the dream of extending his

dominion over every portion of the peninsula his arms

could reach.

The practised eye of Pope Gregory, however, pene

Gregory X_ trated somewhat beyond the coarse expedient

of conquest. He believed that the dissensions

designation, in the Italian states, so prejudicial to the de

5w- sign of the Holy See, arose in a great mea

1' The Popes maintained that the them, they were entitled to provide for

imperium supremum of the Western the good government of the provinces,

empire in right Q)" the donation qf and the advocacy or protection of the

Constantine the Great, was vested in Holy See, without recurrence to any

the successors of S. Peter; and that earthly authority.

till the emperor-elect was approved by
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sure from the irritating influence of party names or

'watchwords. He loudly condemned the designations of

Guelphs and Ghibellines: “ They were,” he said, “words

that had lost their meaning, and only served to keep

alive hatreds and heartburnings which extinguished

every sentiment of peace and charity in the minds of

the people.” By an extraordinary act of liberality, he

absolved Guido Novello, the chief of the exiled Ghibel

lines of Florence, and restored him and his followers to

their country; but upon condition of delivering up all

the strongholds they still held in Tuscany into the

hands of king Charles of Naples, as the vicar of the

empire. But a. project of still higher moment filled the

whole soul of the aspiring pontifl". Gregory X. had

arrived from the East with an ardent desire to

accomplish the final reduction of the Greek :5:

church under the dominion of Rome. The tion_of the

first step towards the accomplishment of this 31252:“;

great design was, by and through a general

council, to unite Latin Christendom in one compact con

federacy for the suppression of those secular dissensions

and religious heresies which had planted so many a

thorn in the sides of the papacy. Within the first year

of his reign he had indulged a hope that, by the arms

of his client of Naples, he should succeed in reducing

Italy to such a state of tranquillity as would enable him

to hold the projected council within the limits H

of the peninsula. But neither the military :g’ifié’fif’

power of the king, nor the monitions of thetfig‘tmfli:

ope were of avail to persuade the powerful p p '

and ambitious republic of Milan to live at peace with

her neighbours; or to overcome the resistance of the

wealthy and zealous Ghibellines of Pisa. Pope Gregory

was therefore reluctantly compelled to abandon the in

tention of holding the projected council within the con

fines of Italy. The independent territory and city of

Lyonswas accordingly fixed upon for the great Chris

tian assembly which was to rescue the tomb of the

Saviour from infidel pollution; to seal the reunion of

the sehismatic empire with the Catholic body, and to
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accomplish the purification Of the Church from those

evils and corruptions “which had,” he declared with

some show of reason, “drawn down the wrath of God

upon His Church; more especially as manifested in the

agonising suspension of the pastoral power which pre

ceded his own election, and in the disgraces suffered by

the armies of the cross in the East.”

Several fortunate contingencies came in aid Of the

Advanta_ plan Of Pope Gregory: Philip III. (Le Hardi)

gem“, pom. Of France had sanctioned the claim Of the

Giggggi Holy See to the county of Venaissin in Pro

'vence.g Edward I. Of England, on his re

turn from Palestine, had paid a visit Of courtesy to his

friend and late comrade in the holy war, Pope Gre

gory, at Orvieto; and Obtained from the latter the con

dign punishment Of the murderers Of his cousin, prince

Henry, son Of the late Emperor Richard of Cornwall.11

About the same timei Rudolph, count Of Habsburg

and Kyburg, was elected king Of the Germans. Shortly

before his accession Pope Gregory had been urgently

solicited by the party of Alphonso, king of Castile, to

recognise his claim to the empire, in virtue Of his prior

election, when the competitor Of Richard Of Cornwall,

in the year 1257.j But the sagacity Of the Pope on

this occasion was not at fault, and he speedily had good

reason to congratulate himself upon the fortunate 0p

tion between the two candidates for the most important

crown in Europe. In the anarchical state Of the empire,

and the precarious position Of the new king at his acces

sion, the friendship of the Pope could not be purchased

at tOO high a price.

8 Rag/n. an. 1272, p. 348. The

county of Venaissin with the city of

Avignon belonged to the ancient king

dom of Arlee, and was an appendage

of the empire. The claim is believed

to have been grounded on one of the

pontifical filehings during the Albi

gensian persecution—perhaps as a por

tion of the cession of Raymond VII.

to the Pope in the year 1223. Conf.

0. iv. p. 125 of this vol.

h Prince Henry was basely assassin

Add to the many advantageous

ated by two sons of Simon de Mont

fort in revenge for the death of their

father at the battle of Evesham in

1265. Conf. c. v. p. 204 of this vol.

1 On the 29th of Sept. 1273.

J Rag/nald, an. 1273, p. 324-. The

annalist insinuates that the elevation

of Rudolph was precipitated by a

threat from the Pope that, unless the

Germanic constituency made haste to

put an end to the interregnum, he

would himself nominate an emperor.
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contingencies which came in aid of the far-seeing plans of

Gregory X., that in the actual state of the revived em

pire of the Greeks in the East, the prospects of the pa

pacy in that direction were scarcely less encouraging.

In the year 1261 the Latin dynasty of Constanti

nople had yielded to the resolute efforts of Gregory x.

the Greeks to rid themselves of a domination “mePtt‘he

. . . _ _ , submission of

alike mortifying to their pride and distasteful theEmperor

to their religious prepossessions. Michael

Palaeologus had dethroned the last Latin em- nople

peror, Baldwin II., and now held the crown by a tenure

scarcely less precarious than his unfortunate prede

cessor. By this time the Latins had learnt to consider

the possession of Constantinople as the key to the Holy

Land. It was obvious that, if the powers of the \Vest

could have been brought to bear upon the crusade, or

if they could even now be combined for the reconquest

of Constantinople, the chances of success were greatly

in their favour. In the exhausted and defenceless state

of the empire, Michael Palaeologus saw and trembled at

the vast naval and military preparations of Charles of

Anjou. Fleets and armies, which could have no other

object than the gratification of the boundless ambition

of their leader, were collected in the ports of Calabria

and Sicily. The threats and intrigues of Charles I. had

revealed to the court of Constantinople the quarter

from which the storm was to burst upon the distracted

and enfeebled empire; and Michael Palaeologus saw

clearly that the total deficiency of naval and military

resources must be supplied by craft; and, if need were,

by those arts of dissimulation and perfidy at all times

of easy digestion to the court and courtiers of the East.

Urgent and repeated messages were despatched to Pope

Gregory X. expressing the anxious desire of the em

peror and his council to be restOred to the bosom of the

“ one only Catholic and Apostolic Church.” Attracted

by the near prospect of a spiritual conquest which had

for ages past formed the day-dream of his most aspiring

predecessors, Gregory X. embraced the opportunity.
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with a zeal tempered with the precautions familiar to

the court of Rome in dealing with repentant heretics

or schismatics. He agreed to accept the submission, if

tendered with the utmost publicity and in the most

unconditional form. The Pope’s terms were accepted

with an alacrity which bore every external mark of

sincerity; and the menacing attitude of Charles of

Anjou was deprived of more than half its terrors.

Neither Pope nor king could—for a time at least—

appear in the field against the penitent Orientals; and

the great ‘council about to assemble at Lyons was to

seal the bond which should enlist the universal church

under the banner of Rome, give peace to Christendom,

and unite every arm for the recovery of the Holy Land

from infidel desecration.

On the 7th of May 1274 the Pope opened a great

ostensible council at Lyons in the presence of 500 bish

union ofthe ops, seventy abbots, and other clergy, to the

Grii‘ii'gnd number upon the whole of upwards of 1000 ec

Clunches- clesiastics. The first subject proposed for con

sideration was the forlorn state of the defenders ofPales

tine; and the first active step was to vote away the tenths

of all church revenue for the ensuing six years for the ‘

holy war. Ambassadors from the Eastern empire ap

peared before the Pope and the assembled fathers, and

presented a formula of adhesion to the faith of Rome to

which no exception could be taken. The doctrine of

the procession of the Holy Ghost—the ‘Filioque’—was

accepted in the most unqualified terms; the ‘transub

stantiation’ of the bread and wine in the eucharist was

adopted without reserve; more than all this, the pri

macy of the Roman church over all churches, and the

absolute duty of obedience to her commands, together

with the utmost latitude of appeal to the Roman pontifi',

was unequivocally acknowledged. The manifesto pre

sented to the council was attested by the signatures and

seals of the emperor and thirty-six metropolitan bishops

of the European and Asiatic provinces of the empire;

and on the 28th of August 1274 the Emperor Michael
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Palaeologus was solemnly reconciled, and received into

the bosom of the Latin Church.k

There are strong indications that Pope Gregory X.

- placed no greater reliance upon the sincerity Relativeposi_

of the parties to the submission than his tions of the

knowledge of the strong undercurrent of re- Sip

pugnance among the Greek clergy in the mass empire

warranted. But with the support of the monarch—

whom he appears to have trusted—and the pliant nobi

lity and clergy of his court, but perhaps rel 'ng still

more confidently upon the terrors inspire by the

menacing attitude of the king of Naples, to conjure

down the elements of apprehended opposition, the

pontiff was inclined to believe in the reality and dura

bility of his victory. But a new difliculty met him at

this stage of the transaction. Though he had held out

no public encouragement to the plans of Charles of

Anjou, it was obvious that the reconciliation of the

Greek church and empire with the pontiff and court of

Rome had proceeded upon a tacit relinquishment of all

support to the great enemy of the state. It therefore

became necessary to take some steps to induce his client

and vassal to abstain—at least for the present—from

any open attack upon the empire; and thus, to leave the

emperor at leisure to do the Pope’s work within his

own dominions. Negotiations were set on foot—pro

babl with no sanguine hopes of success on the part of

the {Dope—for an accommodation between Philip, the

surviving son of the late Latin emperor Baldwin II.,

son-in-law to King Charles of Naples, and the restored

autocrat of the Greeks. But protracted diplomacy was

always a favourite policy of the Eastern court. The

threat of a new crusade hung over the feeble empire

like a gathering tempest. It was reasonabl appre

hended that, however sincere the motives of t e Pope,

the views of the leaders of the projected crusade would

be directed rather to the recovery of their late domi

nion in the East than to the acquisition of a few barren

k Concil. ad an. 1274 ; Art is rér. 8:0. tom. i. p. 200.
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square miles in Palestine, or even the rescue of the

holy sepulchre from infidel profanation. But as long

as the Pope could be amused by the prospect of a con

solidated union of the two churches, it was tolerably

certain that he would do his best to protect the empire

against a disturbance which must prove prejudicial, and

might be fatal, to the Object in view.

Thus far, therefore, the policy of the court of

Constantinople had been attended with suc

gelilcgaglf cess. But many difficulties remained to be

Palmologm overcome before the desired consolidation of

- the two churches could be accomplished.

Assuming the good faith of Palaeologus at the outset

of the transaction, he had been all along the crea

ture of events over which he had had little control.

The chapter of accidents was at war with his in

tegrity: insuperable hindrances might compel, and per

haps justify a change of purpose. Conciliation or com

promise in dealing with the religious repossessions of

dissenters were unknown at Rome, an Michael Palaeo

logus, acted upon in opposite directions by the haughty

commands of his spiritual superior on the one hand,

and the obstinate resistance of his people and clergy

on the other, soon found himself driven into an ambi

guity of position hardly less offensive to Rome than

actual secession.

Withdrawing for the moment from the consideration

of the affairs of the Greek empire in their
Gregory X. .

arefo,-,m,,._relation to the papacy, we advert now to

4%” of“! other, even more, remarkable transactions

nolavc. . -

which engaged the attention of the great

council of 1274. Pope Gregory X. was strongly im

pressed with the inconveniences arising from the mul

tiplication and endless differences among the monastic

communities. With a view to remedy the evil he sup

pressed all orders that had not received express charters

Of confirmation from the Holy See. At the same time

he was unsparing in his denunciations of the vices of

churchmen of all ranks, imputing the loss of the Holy
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Land to the divine wrath upon a corrupt and adulter

ous generation, ecclesiastical as well as lay.l To the

self-seeking cupidity and ambition of the sacred col

lege itself he attributed the calamitous interregnum of

twenty-seven months, which had preceded his own elec

tion. He even regarded with secret satisfaction the

effectual, though irregular, expedient resorted to on

that occasion by the citizens of Viterbo to put an end to

the widowhood of the universal church. The council

partook of the indignation of their chief; and in reliance

upon the support of the Latin clergy, he ventured, in

the teeth of a majority of the sacred college, to propose

that “within five days after the decease of a sovereign

pontiff the cardinal clergy should assemble, and be con

fined in a separate and secluded building; each cardinal

attended by a single servant: that they should continue

thus cut off from all communication with the outer

world, except for the introduction of the needful food,

till the nomination of a new pontiff; and that after the

lapse of three days their table should be supplied with

a single dish, with bread, wine, and water: that the

election should be invariably held in the city or place

in which the last pope had died; but that no election

should take place till at least ten days after vacancy

proclaimed, in order to afford time to the distant mem

bers of the conclave to take part in the proceedings:

lastly, that they should take no money or funds from

the pontifical treasury with them into their temporary

seclusion, nor occupy themselves with any matter of

business, ecclesiastical or secular, but that of electing a

successor to the deceased pontiff.”m The proposal,

though objected to by a majority of the sacred college,

was received and passedinto a law of the Church by

acclamation. How it was dealt with will appear in the

sequel.

At no period subsequent to the death of Innocent

III. had the papacy stood upon a prouder eminence

I Raynald, an. 1274, p. 359. oil. ad eund. an.

"' 1d. 116. pp. 354, 365; and Con

SUI’. R
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than under the vigorous and honest government of

Relations of Gregory X. No preceding pontiff—and

the papacy?0 surely none of his successors within the pe

ifip‘ifififig‘gi riod we are now considering—possessed either

Gregory l the ability or the discernment with which he

availed himself of the opportunities of aggrandisement

which presented themselves in the course of contempo

rary events in the political world. During the sitting

of the great council of Lyons, the Pope peremptorily

set aside the claim of Alphonso king of Castile—the

surviving competitor of Richard 'of Cornwall—to the

crown of the empire; and at the humble request of

Earl Rudolph of Habsburg, the lately elected king of

the Romans, be confirmed the choice of the Germanic

princes; coupled, however, with conditions which im

plied a direct veto upon the election, and went far to

wards reducing the empire to a dependency of the

Holy See. As a basis of future negotiation it was

agreed in the presence of assembled Christendom,

that the emperor-elect should upon oath renounce all

right and title, present and for all time past and to

come, to the kingdoms of Naples and Sicily: that he

should acknowledge in the amplest terms the imme

morial sovereignty of the Holy See over those realms:

that he should recognise and adopt in its literal signifi

cation every gift, grant, or donation theretofore granted

or made by his predecessors and all others, to the

Roman Church, including all territories and possessions

mentioned and contained in every document at any time

alleged and set up by the pontiffs of the Holy See on

behalf of their church and prerogative.“ With all this

the Pope caused it to be understood that the final re

cognition of Rudolph as emperor-elect was to be sub

ject to the acceptance of terms of a more specific cha

racter, to be agreed upon at a subsequent personal inter

view between him and the Pope.

" The Wording of this preliminary vilegia, juramenta (jurisdictions), et

treaty is as wide as it could be made. cetera omnia qua mei praedeoessores

The emperor-elect grants, makes over fecisse nnxeu-ntur seu inrenimz-tur, Sac.”

and confirms to the Pope and his See Rag/nald, 0.11.1274,p. 349.

successors “omnes ccnccssiones, pri
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But more than a twelvemonth elapsed before Pope

or Emperor was at leisure to hold this de-Gregoryx in

finitive conference. During the absence of the Spain and

pontiff in France the disorders in Italy, before German)"

adverted to, had increased to an alarming extent. As

long as the maritime republics remained at variance,

neither naval nor military forces could be drawn from

these, the only sources of supply. The prospects for the

crusade were daily melting into thin air, and seemed

now to rest solely upon the dangerous expedient of

establishing Charles of Naples in the eminence of ower

in Italy, to which he was well known to aspire. Philip

III. (Le Hardi) of France, and Edward I. of England,

though both monarchs had solemnly affixed the sym

bol of the cross to their breasts; though both had re

ceived assurance of ample pecuniary aid from the tenths

granted by the late council, showed no sign of motion

or even of preparation for the sacred enterprise. In

Italy, Alphonso of Castile had fomented the troubles in

that country by lending military aid to the Ghibelline

arty, in this instance against both Pope and Emperor.°

Vith a view to put an end to this disturbance of his

plans for the pacification of Italy, the active pontiff

repaired to the court of Alphonso of Castile. But the

stubborn ambition of the Spaniard was proof against

solicitations and menaces; and Gregory hastened to

Germany to complete the arrangement with the empire

initiated at the late general council.

The Pope arrived at Lausanne on the 6th of October

1275; whither the emperor-elect with all his

familyand a brilliant court had repaired to meet

him. It is to be noticed that Rudolph was at “we?

this moment involved in serious political dif- ffigynnipem

ficulties. The uncompromising hostility of Ig‘gggggrgf

Ottocar, king of Bohemia, the continued '

intrigues of Alphonso of Castile, and the turbulence

and undisguiscd venality of the Germanic constituency

had 'hitherto disappointed all his efforts for the restora

0' Raynald, an. 1215, pp. 310, an.
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tion of internal tranquillity, and shaken his throne to the

foundation. In Germany the traditions of the glorious

period of the Hohenstauffen had been extinguished in

the blood of the last scion of that illustrious race; and

Rudolph might without reproach consent to alienations

from which his predecessors had shrunk at the expense

of their blood and treasure, and—it must be admitted—

even of their integrity.P The tradition that Italy was

de jure part and parcel of the Holy Roman empire had,

notwithstanding the unexecuted cessions of Frederic II.

to Pope Innocent III., held its ground in Germany and

in Italy up to a recent period. No de facto dismem

berment of the empire had taken place till the'extinc

tion of the Swabian dynasty. But from that epoch the

German connection had been practically lost sight of :

the whole of the southern, and a great part of the

central provinces of Italy had been reduced into the

possession of the Holy See, and her claims to the islands

of the Mediterranean were strengthened by the success

of her arms and her policy. The cession of Frederic II.

unquestionably amounted to a prospective dismember

ment of the empire; but it may be doubted whether a

similar cession, when—as at this point of time executed

de facto—could be regarded in the same light. Ru

dolph of Habsburg was in some respects in a. like posi

tion to that of Frederic II. when at Rome under the

protection of Innocent III. in the year 1212.‘1 Both

princes under similar circumstances of difliculty and

danger did not scruple to purchase the support of the

Holy See at the same price. The terms concluded

upon between Pope Gregory X. and the Emperor Ru

dolph were in fact almost a literal transcript of those

imposed upon Frederic II. by his great predecessor: the

emperor-elect warranted the Holy See in the quiet pos

session of all her actually acquired rights, territories,

honours, and jurisdictions, and promised military and

F Conf. ch. ii. pp. 29 and 60,61 of the breach of engagement incurred

this vol. The apology suggested in by the Emperor Frederic II.

the last-quoted passage of this work ‘1 Conf. Oath. Pet. Book xiii. 0. 6,

amounts rather to a plea in mitigation pp. 610 to 514.

of censure than to a justification of
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financial aid to the Pope to reduce into possession all

such claims as were still withheld or outstanding: these

possessions and claims were defined to embrace the

continental regions lying between Radicofani in the

north and Ceprano on the southern frontier, the entire

exarchate of Ravenna, the duchy of Spoleto, all lands

reputed to have formed part of the inheritance of the

Countess Matilda, the county of Bertinoro, and the adja

cent countries “as written and expressed ”—so the docu

ment runs—“in numerous ‘privilegia’ of the emperors,

from the time of Louis, the son of Charlemagne, to the

present age”—including, of course, all that could be, or

ever had been, claimed under the spurious donations of

Louis the Pious and Otto the Great.r A supplementary

treaty executed on the following day supplied all that

was requisite to bring the transaction into complete

harmony with the cessions of Frederic II.

The exordium of this document, however, implied a

humility of submission which might be con- Derogatory

strued into an acknowledgment of subordina- acknowledg

- . . . ment of Ru

tlon equally derogatory to hlS personal dignity dolph of

and to the honour of the crown he wore. H“bsb"'g

“ We humbly acknowledge,” he said, “that all we are

and all we have we hold of the free gift and bounty of the

Holy See;s hereby devoting ourselves and all our

powers, as received from her (the Holy See), to the

utmost of our ability, to her service in humble and im

mutable obligation.” This instrument provides for the

free election to all bishoprics and abbeys. The exuviaa,

or personalty of deceased prelates, are unconditionally

renounced, and the extirpation of heresies and heretics

in the empire solemnly warranted. ' The emperor then

abandons all right or title to the kingdom of Sicily on

both sides of the Pharos, and transfers those realms,

together with the islands of Sardinia and Corsica, in full

sovereignty to the Holy See, as aboriginal parcels of the

P The latter under the title of the ab e0 recepimus; oficrentes ei et apos

“Pactum Ottonis." Conf. Book ix. tolicze sedi ac vestris ohsequiis nos

0. i. p. 27, Oath. Pet. quicquid sumus, in perpetuum humili

' “Illi(papae)aquo cuncta procedere voto ct incommutabili proposito devo

novimus et humiliter confitemur quod vemus, 8:0."
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several grants and donations—genuine or spurious—im

memorially appealed to as the title-deeds of Roman

supremacy ;t he formally acknowledges king Charles of

Anjou as sovereign of Naples and Sicily, and legitimate

vassal of Rome ; and engages to abstain from molesting

him, or suffering others to molest him in the quiet pos

session of the kingdom, more especially against all who

might claim as heirs of the late emperor Frederic. The

document concludes by a solemn engagement on the

part of the emperor-elect to procure at the earliest sea

son the ratification of the treaty by the estates of the

empire.u The confirmation required was obtained in

good faith and without difficulty; the document fol

lowed the terms of the like instrument as delivered by

the diet of Eger at the accession of Frederic VI., recog

nising the severance of the kingdom of Sicily from the

empire and its annexation in full sovereignty to the See

of Rome." .

The pleasure of the Pope in this important achieve

Efiect of the ment was unalloyed by any doubt or misgiving

ceasing of as to the fulfilment. The treaty implied no

lgldolph of new acquisition ; but it was all-important, both

absburg. . .

as a security of the actual possessmns of the

Holy See, and as an admission of the widest claims

ever set up by the papacy against the empire. Upon

the occasion of the papal visit the emperor-elect and

many of the princes and nobles of the empire had

assumed the cross, and Gregory'returned to Italy with

the flattering prospect of a speedy recovery of the Holy

Land, and in the sanguine hope of closing his days in

that hallowed region. But this brilliant prospect was

speedily overcast.‘ The efforts of the pontiff for the

pacification of Italy had proved unavailing ; party divi

sions still bad defiance to his most strenuous efforts at

conciliation. The party conflicts of the Milanese were

stimulated by the inopportune renewal of the censures

‘ The document is furnished with the “ Rag/nald an. 1275, p. 386.

usual clauses for the quiet possession ' Conf. Cath. Pct. B. xiii. c. 6. p.

and gratuitous defence of all claims 513 at sqq. Rag/n. u. 5. p. 387.

and acquisitions.
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fulminated against them by Clement IV. The Floren

tines ventured to obstruct the journey of the Pope

towards Rome, and compelled him to revoke the ana

thema and interdict inflicted on their city, as the price

of a free passage through their territory.w The for

midable naval and military preparations of his ambitious

vassal, king Charles I. of Naples, presented a further -

obstacle to the crusade. That this armament was

intended against the empire of the East was by this

time notorious ; nor was the conviction less general that

the late religious revolution in that country was deter

mined by apprehension of the designs of the King. The

co-operation—or at least the neutrality—of the court of

Constantinople was deemed essential to the success of the

expedition ; yet Gregory could not divest himself of his

suspicions of the sincerity of his new converts; and

might deem it the safer policy—at whatever danger to

his darling project—to keep the sword suspended over

the head of the suspected neophytes.x

A dark shadow had come over the prospect Of a

combined expedition to the Holy Land. The Prospects of

reliance of Gregory upon the will or the power the P1313059?!

of Rudolph of Habsburg was obviously of the “522,50?

frailest. From France, England, and Spain, lit- Gregory X- .

tle was to be expected. Italy was distracted by internal

commotions and petty wars. The only force capable of

immediate action was that of the king of Naples; but

that force had taken a different direction. The con

quest of Constantinople might perhaps be made sub

servient to the ultimate design of the pontiff ; but then,

the great spiritual conquest of his reign must be in

finitely imperilled,—probably altogether abandoned.

Amid these perplexities, and the bitter regrets occa

sioned b the disappointment of his most cherishedplans, andlof his dearest hopes of sacred rest in the land

hallowed by the life, the sufferings, and the death of the

W He had however hardly reached a inflicted upon the Church in his person.

place of safety before he reneWed the Itayn. u. s. p. 389.

censurcs with additional severity, in 1‘ Conf. the bitter paragraph of Ray.

requital for this fresh injury and insult naldt ad an. 1275, pp. 389-393.
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Saviour, Pope Gregory X. closed his d.ys. He died at

Arezzo on the 12th of January 1276, after an active pon

tificate of three years nine months and fifteen days.

In the course of the year 1276 the Emperor Rudolph

Selfish WW had reduced his powerful rival Ottocar of

fives 0f the Bohemia to submission, and might now be ex

??Edggggzgirgpected shortly to put in his claim to the im

°.f P°Pes- perial crown. Gregory X. had earnestly soli

cited his presence in Italy with a view to strengthen his

hands against the prevailing factions in that country.

But the emperor was no longer supported by the energy

and political tact of that able pontiif. The death of

Gregory X. once again let loose the selfish passions of

the sacred college. \Vith a view to secure a chance to

each, it had become almost the order of the da to elect

the oldest and most decrepit member of t e body.

Thus it happened that three popes—Innocent V., Ad

rian V., and John XXL, were elected and died within

the current year. The first of these pontifl's

——Innocent V.—was a Dominican monk, pene

trated with the whole spirit of his order. During his

short reign of only five months and two days he made

some progress towards the pacification of Italy. He

appeased the troubles of Florence, and negotiated a

peace between the republics of Pisa and Lucca. But

these laudable efforts were neutralised by his bitter per

secution of the Ghibelline republics of Pavia and Verona.

The apprehended visit of the emperor-elect to Rome was

a subject of unmitigated alarm to this Pope. He

regarded the presence of an imperial army as the

assured triumph of the hated Ghibellines in Italy; and

while Charles of Naples retained the papal vicariate in

the imperial dependencies of Tuscany, and the Guelfic

party held the upper hand in the north, it was impos

sible to expect any other result than violence, rapine,

and bloodshed from the advance of an imperial army

into the heart of the country. This contingency had in

fact been foreseen by Gregory X. ; and he had striven

to establish a good understanding between Charles of

Anjou and the emperor-elect. But the ambition of the

Innocent V.
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former recoiled from the introduction of a balancing

power; and Innocent V. saw no means of escape from

the threatened danger, but a peremptor inhibition to

the emperor to enter Italy until he shoul have come to

some arrangement with the king of Naples touching all

matters of complaint they might have against each other.

The death of Innocent V., after a reign of a few

months, recommended another aged and in- _
firm candidate to the attention of the sacred Adm“ V'

college. The cardinal-deacon Ottoboni was chosen by

the name of Adrian V., but died within a few days over

the month. After this the choice of the sacred college

fell upon Pietro Giuliani, bishop of Tusculum,
who assumed the name of John XXI.y The JOMXXI'

election took place at Viterbo ; and, as in the case of the

prior conclave, the citizens took upon themselves the

duty of executing the decree respecting the pontifical

elections enacted at the great council of Lyons. Vio

lently and profanely they ventured to shut u the car

dinals within four walls, there to remain wit meagre

fare till they should agree in the choice of a pope. Ac

cordingly, within the short period of twenty-eight days

John XXI. was raised to the throne. It is probable

that the new pope was pledged to his brethren for the

rejection of the obnoxious statute of Gregory X., and at

all events the first act of his government was to suspend

the decree in question, with a view to its ultimate

repeal.z

Though, as time drew on, the prospect of combining

the arms of Christendom for the deliverance The court of

of the Holy Land became more and more dis-Rome and the

tant, yet the court of Rome appeared to adhere mud“

to the scheme with all the greater pertinacity. Inde

pendently of the characteristic stubbornness of sacer

dotal prepossessions, we may suggest several motives

7 According to the learned compilers

of the Art de vénffier lea Dates. he

ought to have been styled John XX. ;

but as some persons still insisted upon

the introduction of a John XX. under

the name of pope Joan, Card. Giuliani

as Pope has since gone by that of

John XXI. Indeed it is surprising at

how earlya period and for how long a

time the fiction of a pope Joan main

tained itself in the Latin Church.

I Raynald. an. 1276, pp. 404, 405.
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for thus, as it were, hoping against hope, and pursuing

with undaunted perseverance an obj ect which was always

eluding its grasp. One motive—and that perhaps the

most operative in the actual disposition of the court of

tome—was the colorable pretext it afforded for taxing

ecclesiastical estate ad libitum. The sums which flowed

into the pontifical treasury from the tenths granted by

the council of Lyons in 1274, for the expenses of the

holy war, had been very considerable. These funds lay

at the absolute disposa of the Curia, unincumbered with

any accountability to the contributors, much less to the

laity, to whose use they were devoted. A second

motive for this persistence may be detected in the dis

cretion tacitly conceded to the popes in marking out

the objects and direction of the proposed crusade ;. a dis

cretion which enabled them to divert the forces and the

funds of Christendom to the overthrow of their indi

vidual enemies, and the furtherance of their separate

political schemes. Besides these inducements, there was

a natural reluctance to permit so powerful a source of

influence as the command of the forces of the Latin

world in the sacred enterprise to slip from their hands.

Encouraged,—though it were but by a ray of hope of

keeping alive the spirit of the crusade,-—the court of

Rome omitted no expedient to arouse the pious zeal of

the Christian people; and by the numbers and fervour of

the assembled warriors, to compensate in some degree

for the indifference of the princes and chiefs. The

latter, it is true, had affixed the symbol of the cross to

their breasts; times and places for the muster of the

pilgrims had been duly published; and thousands of

enthusiastic aspirants waited patiently at the appointed

stations for the signal of departure. But as time wore

on no one gave the signal ; the funds for the support of

the assembled multitudes fell short ; and in the interim

other political obstacles intervened, which dissipated

every prospect of finding a leader able and willing to

risk life and fortune in a hazardous and unremunerative

adventure.

Meanwhile the growing power and notorious ambi
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tion of Charles of Naples had become a source of uneasi

ness to the Holy See.3 Yet every hope for E t

the projected crusade rested upon him. The pgi‘g‘fififffif

tottering allegiance of the reconciled Greek

empire and church was—it was believed— '

sustained mainly by the terror of his arms; and the

successors of Gregory X. might convince themselves

that the maintenance of their position both in the East

and the \Vest must in a great degree depend upon

success in balancing against each other the hopes and

fears of both parties. But hindrances to the projected

crusade multiplied on all sides : Philip III. (Le Hardi)

of France was at variance with Alphonso of Castile in de

fence of the rights of the children of his sister, the widow

of the eldest sen of Alphonso. The latter had designated

his second son Sancho as his successor; a departure

from the principle of rimogeniture which shocked alike

the prepossessions an the family interests of the king of

France. Pope John XXI. indeed prohibited hostilities

upon pain of the severest spiritual censures; but the

threatening misunderstanding between two of the most

important European kingdoms precluded all hope of

assistance from either towards the darling project of the

court of Rome. But an even more fatal obstacle arose

from a formidable invasion of the kingdom of Aragon

by the Moriscos of the south. A crusade was published

against the dangerous Spanish infidels, and the Pope

disposed, without scruple, of a portion of the tenths

devoted by the council of 1274 to the service of the

Holy Land, as a subsidy to the king of Aragon for

defraying the expenses of his defence.b ‘

The accidental death of pope John XXI.c on the

17th May 127 7, once more exposed the Holy See to

that unseemly competition which destroyed its integrity,

I Thus, when the king applied to

pope John for the charter of confirma

tion and investiture usual at every new

,pontificate, severe precautions against

any future acquisitions were intro

duced ; and covenants inserted, by

which the conquest or acceptance of

any foreign crown should vacate that

of Sicily and place it at the disposal of

the Holy See. Rag/nald. an. 1276, pp.

401, 405. .

b Raynald. an. 1271, pp. 414, 415.

= By the fall of a new apartment he

had added to his palace at Viterbo.
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and undermined its influence in Christendom. The

Death of John ordinance of the conclave no longer stood in

XXL; va- the way of the corrupt and dilatory practices

$23,123, of the sacred college; and a vacancy of six

election of months and eight days left the government of

mm“ UL the Church in the hands of a body who re

garded it rather as a source of personal aggrandisement

or pecuniary profit than as a sacred trust. The bonds of

social order were relaxed, the cities and towns of the

districts ceded to the Holy See by the empire aspired to

independence. The citizens of Ancona waged war with

Venice; and the latter laid siege to their city. In vain

the cardinal-regent threatened the extremity of spiritual

censures against the sacrilegious invaders of the sacred

territory of the Church. The citizens of l’arma seized a

castle belonging to the Holy See in their vicinity ; and

in this case, as in the former, menaces of excommunica

tion and interdict were unavailing to induce the in

truders to relax their hold. The contempt into which

the administration had fallen deprived the college of

that moral weight which strengthens government as

much as the possession of effective physical means for

the maintenance of the public order. Disorders accu

mulated ; the scandal became intolerable, and by one of

those irregular movements whereby a vicious state of the

political—like that of the physical—atmosphere is some

times purified, the citizens of Viterbo once more took it

in hand to put an end to the vexatious hesitations of the

sacred college. They hurried the eight cardinals, upon

whom they could at the moment lay their hands, into

close conclave, under the orders and privations of the

decree of 1274. This experiment proved successful,

and after a short deliberation the choice of the sacred

college fell upon John Gaetano dei Orsini, whom the

raised to the throne by the name and title of Nicolas III.d

*At the outset of his reign the new Pope was dis

quieted by suspicions of the fidelity of the Greek court to

'its engagements with the Holy See. The conformity of

‘1 Rayn. an. 1277, p. 436.
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the Greeks to the Latin ritual and doctrine was in fact

confined to the court and the court clergy; _

and it was suspected that the steps taken $503353}

by the emperor to that end were dictated °f Consltwti

rather by fear than any honest wish for a mp 8'

durable reconciliation. 1‘he danger, however, from the

arms and arts of Charles of Anjou was more threaten

ing than at any preceding period. Maria, the titular

heiress of the defunct kingdom of Jerusalem, had made

over all her rights to the king of Naples : Charles had

taken the title of King of Jerusalem, and put himself

into possession of the city and fortress of Acre, the last

stronghold of the Latins in Palestine. The court of

Constantinople regarded this occupation as the prelude

to an approaching crusade, the whole force of which,

they did not doubt, would be directed towards the

recovery of the Latin supremac ' in the East. The

emperor Michael accordingly rerIoubled his efforts to

dissipate the apprehensions of the Holy See, and by

ostentatious obsequiousness to detach the Pope from

the coalition. Great zeal for the establishment of con

formity in the Greek Church became suddenly apparent.

The recusant patriarch Joseph was banished from the

court; Bessus, an extemporised convert to Latinism,

was raised to the metropolitan see of the Greek con

fession,e and a solemn synod was held in the church of

St. Sophia, in which the recusant clergy were con

demned, and the Roman supremacy unconditionally

accepted. But demonstrations of this character were

not calculated to deceive the vigilant court of Rome.

It had by this time appeared clearly enough that the

allegiance of the reconciled Church of the East rested

upon the ability of the Pope to hold the sword sus

pended over the head of the emperor. Nicolas III.

was profoundly scandalised by the fact that no indi

vidual among the Greek clergy who had incurred cen

sures for schismatic action had applied to the pontiff for

the needful absolution, and that no prelate 0f the re:

° Rag/mild. an. 1277, p. 430.
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united'Church appointed since the reconciliation had

solicited the papal confirmation. The papal legates at

Constantinople were instructed peremptorily to insist

upon reparation for this and every other neglect of duty

in reference to the engagements contracted with the

Insincerity Holy See. They were at the same time cau

and suspicions tioned to avoid being drawn into any steps that

°f b°lh°°um might prejudice the interests, or obstruct the

views of the ex-emperor Philip de Courtenay and his

ally and relative Charles of Naples. Palaeologus on

the other hand insisted upon the many proofs he had

given of sincerity in his dealings with the Holy See, and

entreated the Pope to throw off all reserve, and deal

with the enemies of the empire as if they were his own.

But circumstances as well as appearances bore testimony

against his professions. The party hostile to the Latin

connection had assumed a more formidable attitude.

The great body of the episcopacy and clergy, supported

by the influential laity of the empire, had protested in

arms against the union; the military force sent against

the rebels had refused to act ; and the perplexed

emperor was compelled to confess that, with the most

upright intentions on his own part, he had no longer the

power to execute the task imposed upon him: it must,

e said, be known to the Pope that while striving by

every means at his command to consolidate the union of

the two Churches, the vassals and clients of the pontiff

himself—the king of Naples and the pretender Philip de

Courtenay—were supplying aid in men and money to

their common enemies; and that under such encourage

ment the insurgents had dared to utter the most profane

blasphemies against the pontiff and the holy Roman

Church.f There was in truth good reason to suspect

double dealing on both sides. By conniving—to say '

the least—at the intrigues and underhand practices of

his clients and dependents, the Pope had destroyed all

confidence in his pacific rofessions. Palaeologus, on

the other hand, contented imself with exaggerated proa

{Rag/Mid. an. 1277, p. 45!. A
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fessions of devotion to the Holy See, and abhorrence of

the errors of his schismatic subjects ; but disingenuously

evaded the papal recommendation to come to terms with

the king of Naples,g for which every facility was pro

mised on the part of the Pope.

This complication of affairs in the East, the mutual

jealousies and conflicts of the crowns of France Objection of

and Castile, but in a much greater measure the guddph of

. . . . . absburg to

rismg 1nd1gnat10n of the emperor Rudolph at papal inter.

the glaring usurpation of the rights of the femn°e'&°

empire chargeable upon Charles of Naples, had thrown

a deep gloom over the cause of the crusade, and removed

the chances of assistance from the powers of the “Test to

a hopeless distance. It has been already stated that

pope Clement IV. had arbitrarily appointed the murderer

of the last of the imperial race of Swabia imperial vicar

of the remaining territories of the empire in Ital ; and

that that pontiff and his successors had ut im in

military possession of the whole of Central taly. The

election of Rudolph of Habsburg had placed upon the

throne a prince pliable enough to the political exigencies

of his position, but in no respect disposed to witness

unmoved the usurpation of the undisputed rights of his

crown. The emperor-elect explicitly denied the power

of the Holy See to take the administration of the im

perial dependencies in Italy or elsewhere into its own

hands, and a strong remonstrance against the con

tinuance of this abuse was addressed to the court of

Rome. On the other hand the Pope was justified in

complaining that the treaty of Lausanne had up to this

time remained a dead letter: that the ceded territories

had not yet been surrendered to the Holy See, nor the

Ghibelline garrisons withdrawn from the castles and

towns ofthe ceded districts. It is probable that Rudolph.

himself sincerely intended to redeem his engagements,

but that he had been hitherto prevented from interfering

in Italian affairs by the dangers and difficulties he had

to contend with at home——difliculties which for a time

8 Ilaynalll. an. 1279, pp. 514, 516.
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prevented him from taking any effectual steps for the

literal performance of the covenants entered into with

pope Gregory X. at Lausanne. Experience had how

eVer by this time brought the Holy See to a sense of

the difficulties under which, since the downfall of the

Hohenstaufi'en, the empire laboured in the performance

of the duty of official advocate and protector of the

Holy See. It was manifest that the task could not be

effectually fulfilled by that power; and that the estate

of the Church must charge itself with a share of the

burthen. But for that purpose the papacy must enter

upon a new phasis of its existence. The court of Rome

had hitherto pretended to no right of military interven

The papacy tion for the maintenance of its own territorial

amilitary’ domain. That duty theoretically and practi

P°“'°" call Y devolved upon the protecting power.

Rudolph of Habsburg could take no objection to an

arrangement which shifted at least a share of the bur

then from his own shoulders, and he promptly assented

to the execution of an instrument which conceded to

the Pope full powers of military interference to enforce

his own rights and redress his own wrongs within the

districts comprised in the treaty of Lausanne.11 This

transaction lifted the Pope into the list of the military

powers of Europe ; a character in which he had hitherto

hesitated to appear before the Christian world.

It is obvious that however correctly Rudolph him

Beconcma_ self may have conceived his own relation to

ggppgfagg- the Holy See, neither his German agents and

Charles L of lieutenants in Italy, nor probably the Germanic

N891“ constituency itself, had understood it equally

well. The imperial vicar Godfrey——in direct contra

vention of the principle of the late treaty—had exacted

an oath of allegiance to the empire from the ceded cities

of Romagna and the exarchate of Ravenna.i This un

advised act of his lieutenant was, however, speedily rec

“ See the entire document ap. Ray- solicitude displayed for its preserve

Mld. an. 1278, pp. 466, 467. The im- tion. Ibid. p. 488.

portance attached tothis instrument is ‘ Such as Bologna, Imoln, Facnza,

proved,_npt only by the minuteness of Forli, Forlimpopoli, Itavcnua, Rimini,

its provrsions, but by the extraordinary Urbino, and others.
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tified by the Emperor; the cities were released from

their oaths, and satisfaction was made to the Holy See

by the amplest acknowledgment of her sovereignty over

the ceded districts. But it was of still greater im

portance to detach the Emperor, not only virtuall but

even nominally from the Ghibelline connection in Italy.

A reconciliation, and, if practicable, a family alliance

between the Emperor and the chief of the Guelfic party,

offered the best chance of success. To this end the

king of Naples was earnestl solicited by the Pope to

entertain the proposal; an the ambassadors of the

Emperor were detained at Rome to await the issue of

the negotiation. But difficulties, which at the outset

seemed insuperable, had still to be surmounted. Nico

las III., either from resentment of a personal affront

he believed himself to have suffered from the king,j or

with a view to remove the obstacle which the exercise

of the vicariate necessarily threw in the way of an ac

commodation with the empire, had revoked the appoint

ment of Clement IV., and withdrawn the senatorship of

the city and republic of Rome from Charles of Naples.k

These vigorous measures were imputed at the time to

jealousy of the growing influence of the French party

in Italy: whichever way the truth may lie, it is unques

tionable that they greatly contributed to the success of

the project of accommodation between the Emperor and

Charles of Naples. There remained, however, a resi

duary ground of dissatisfaction to be cleared out of the

way. The king held the counties of Provence and

Forcalquier, as dependencies of the Arelatian kingdom,

in the right of his wife, accruing by the death of her

father, Raymond Berengar. The Emperor, on the other

1 This P0pe is said to have been in

ordinately bent upon the aggrandise

ment of his own family, and that he

had proposed a nuptial alliance for

one of his nephews with a daughter of

Charles. The proposal is said to have

been rejected with scorn by the latter,

and that ill-blood had since then sub

sisted between the two courts.

" The decree of revocation direch

SUP.

that thenceforward no foreign prince,

potentate, or noble should hold that

high office; and that the city of Rome

was, upon the authority of the dona

tion of Constantine the Great, uncon

ditionally subject to the Holy See.

Raynald, an. 1278, p. 477. The an

nalist quotes the Decrct. Gratiani,

dist. xcvi. § 63.
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hand, claimed the two counties as male feofs, and con

sequentl as escheating to the empire in default of

heirs. lYtudolph was not the man to suffer so rich a

windfall to escape his grasp without a word. Nicolas

111., however, recognised in this state of things a favour

able opportunity to accomplish his project of accommo

dation. He accordingly proposed that the Emperor

should connect himself with the king by a marriage

between his eldest son Charles, prince of Salerno, and

a daughter of the Emperor, and that in return the latter

should grant feofi‘ment and investiture of the two coun

ties to the king of Naples. These terms were accepted;

the marriage and the investiture went hand in hand;

the Emperor acknowledged Charles of Anjou as king of

Naples, and accepted him as his vassal for the Arelatian

territories ;—an arrangement which could not but prove

a heavy blow to the declining loyalty of the Ghibelline

partg in Italy.1

ope Nicolas III. survived the conclusion of this

Death of important transaction a few months only.

Nicolas 11L;He died of apoplexy, on the 22d of August

his ctgf’m' 1280, after a reign of barely two years and

' nine months.m The memory of the de

ceased pontiff is loaded by his contemporaries with

the accusations of boundless nepotism and ambition.

The sacred college witnessed with selfish indigna

tion the transfer of every dignity of the Church as it

fell vacant to some relative or favourite of the pontifi',

to the manifest abridgment of the patronage of his ex

pectant successors.“ To compensate for his unpopu

larity with the sacred college, Nicolas III. gained favour

with the people by promoting many of the common

sort; by building, furnishing, and decorating churches,

DEATH AND CHARACTER 0F NICOLAS III.

I Conf. Raymld, an. 1280, p. 506.

"I Art de vér. Z. d.

Arles, a second in Lombardy, and a

third in Tuscany to be at his own dis

" He is accused of entertaining the

most extensive plans of ambition. He

is even reported to have proposed to the

Emperor a division of the empire into

four hereditary and independent king

doms, tobe assigned, one to Charles of

Salerno, with its capital at Vienna or

posal ; the Emperor to retain Ger

many and to convert it into an here

ditary sovereignty to pass to his heirs.

Ray-nald (an. 1280, p. 618) gives these

reports without contradiction or com

ment.
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and supplying them with the favourite objects of popular

worship.° He attached the Dominicans and Franciscans

to his service by many favours and distinctions, and

even promoted some members of those orders to the

rank of cardinals. He made many bishops, and en

couraged expectations, which kept him alive in the venal

affections of the court clergy. All these plans of future

advantage were cut short by the stroke of death, and

the Holy See was once more exposed to that profane

competition which was gradually undermining the foun

dations of the papal influence in Christendom.

The Pope had died at Viterbo; and the election of

a successor was to take place there. On this

occasion king Charles of Naples had made up Intgwfgnym

his mind to have a Pope of his own. As usual M233???

the sacred college protracted their choice

from month to month. The king hastened to Viterbo

to accomplish, if possible, the twofold purpose of put

ting an end to the civil disorders in Rome and the

papal states uniformly following upon such vacancies,

and of seating a creature of his own upon the pontifical

throne. For this purpose he is believed to have se

cretly encouraged the Viterbian populace to repeat the

experiment by which they had on former occasions put

an end to the hesitations of the sacred college. Be this

as it may, after a patient forbearance of six months’

duration, the citizens laid hands upon the assembled

cardinals, and shut them up in a secluded chamber

upon bread and water. The expedient was attended

with speedy success, and a French Cardinal, Simon de

Brion, was proclaimed Pope by the pontifical name of

Martin IV.

Though the new Pope thought it requisite to enter

a protest against the violence suffered by the sacred

college upon this occasion,P Martin was not the less

° 0.9. heads of apostles; the fore- munication and interdict against the

skin of the Saviour; the hair of the guilty city; and compelled the leader

Virgin Mary; the 501111 of S. Agnes, of the sedition, Richard Annibaldini,

&c. to ask pardon barefooted and with a

P He fulminated sentence of excom- rope round his neck.
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grateful to the king of Naples for his elevation. The dis

Charles I orders which had broken out at Rome during

of Naples' the vacancy rendered the city unapproachable;

Pm‘iresfihe Martin was therefore consecrated at Viterbo;

the sacred college was replenished either with

Frenchmen or devoted partisans of the king of

' Naplesfl In direct contradiction to the ordi

nance of Nicolas 111., that prince was reinstated in the

senatorship of Rome, and every restraint of precaution

or policy that could interfere with his projects of ambi

tion was removed. In requital for these favours the

king rendered military aid to his patron in reducing the

revolted cities of Romagna and other turbulent depend

encies of the Holy See-to obedience.r Charles might

.now regard himself at the summit of his fortunes. The

long-suspected treason of the Emperor Palaeologus had

by this time become in the mind ofthe Latin community

-a matter of conviction; or—what was very much the

same thing—the inability of the Emperor to drive his

recusant clergy and subjects into the Roman commu

nion was placed beyond doubt. Whatever the difficulty

of the task, it was once for all apparent that he had

failed in the performance of the capital article in his

covenant with the Holy See; the Greek churches con

tinued in schism, intensified by the very measures re

sorted to to establish conformit ; and Martin IV. no

longer hesitated to gratify both is professional resent

ments, and the ambition of his patron, by launching

sentence of anathema, excommunication, and interdict,

against the apostate Emperor and his schismatic sub

jects.“ A new crusade was published; the tenths of all

ecclesiastical revenue leviable in the kingdoms of Hun

gary, Italy, Sardinia, and Sicily, for the deliverance of

q Among them Benedict Gaetano,

who afterwards reigned under the

celebrated name of Boniface VIII.,

and Jerome bishop of Palestine under

that of Nicolas IV. Raynalzl, an. 1281,

. 521.

I The cities of Romagna, though in

name subject to the Holy See, had

been for ages past practically self

governed, with scarcely the reserve of

a nominal allegiance to' the empire or

the Roman Church, as the influence of

one or the other might have the up

perhand among the parties into which

the citizens were always split up.

I Conf. the entire document ap.

Raynald, an. 1281, pp. 528, 533, 534.
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the Holy Sepulchre were assigned to the king Of Sicily

without stipulation or restriction; nor was there at the

time any doubt as to the real object of the grant, or of

the intended diversion of the sacred treasure to the gra

tification of purely secular ambition.t The armaments of

the king of Naples were approaching completeness, and

it was by this time fully understood that the reconquest

of Constantinople, and the restoration of the Latin

supremacy in the East, was the real Object of the

expedition.

But the sanguine hopes entertained of the success

awaiting the powerful and well-organised force (v _ _

of the ambitious prince were scattered to the §3Z.%1“;§.;

winds by an event of which neither friend nor “1° mu" °f

foe appears to have had the most distant pre- agon'

sentiment. And this result was brought to pass by the

strong will, the stronger talent for intrigue, 'and the

indomitable perseverance of one man. Giovanni, lord

of the island of Procida in the gulf of Naples, had been

friend, companion, and physician to the emperor Frede

ric II., and had, after his death, devoted himself to the

fortunes of his son king Manfred. The downfal of that

prince, and the ruin of the Hohenstauffen dynasty, drove

Giovanni di Procida for refuge to the court of queen

Constantia of Aragon, the daughter of his late master.

Constantia was the last remaining scion of the heroic

race of the Frederics and Henrys of Swabia; and to her

service he devoted his life and fortunes. With a pro

found hatred of the intrusive dynasty, he combined an

intimate acquaintance with the persons, the parties, and

the politics of the day. Peter king of Aragon and his

queen had taken him into their confidence; and from

the first disclosure of his scheme for the emancipation

of his countrymen from the odious yoke of the foreign

usurper they had followed his movements, and secretly

prepared themselves to seize any favourable opportumty

to profit by his exertions. '

‘ The grant may, after all, have The German prelates had either alto

amounted to no considerable sum. It gcther declined to collect, or had mis

is admitted that great difficulty had applied the funds when collected.

been encountered in the collection. Raynalll, u. s. p. 533.
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During the long period of his exile Giovanni di

The Sicmm Procida had managed to keep up his commu

wmpimr nications with the malcontents both in Sicily

and Naples. His information appears to have extended

even into the minutest political movements of his adver

sary. In the earlier period of his exile the power of the

intruder appeared too firmly established to encourage

any direct attempt to disturb it: every chance of suc

cess seemed to depend upon the courage, the cunning,

and perseverance of this one man. He sold to the last

acre the estates bestowed upon him by his new master

in Spain, and disappeared from his adopted country, no

one knew whither. He was next seen under impene

trable disguises among his secret partisans in Sicily.

He there witnessed, unknown and unseen, the unutter

able barbarities perpetrated by the French officers and

hireling soldiery of the tyrant of Naples. By patriotic

addresses delivered at secret meetings in all parts of the

island he stimulated the vindictive passions, while be

speaking the patience of his audience: their legitimate

sovereign queen Constantia and her husband the power

ful king of Aragon would—he assured them—be at

hand to help and befriend them to the utmost when the

moment of action should arrive; but, till then,'he be

sought them to suppress their indignation; to shun all

outward displays of resentment; to observe a smooth

and submissive demeanour towards their oppressors,

and to shroud all their communications in the most

profound secrecy.

We read of few conspiracies in the world’s history in

_ _ _ which the plans ofthe leaders have been carried
Giovanni d1 - -

PM,“ at out by their followers With such scrupulous

Consmnti- fidelity as in that which led to the signal act of

nople. . . . .

national vengeance known as the “ Slclhan Ves

pers.” Not a whisper of disafl'ection was heard through

out the island. Though the insolence of the oppressors

increased from day to day, no movement betrayed the

furious passions that were boiling in the breasts of the

people. The masses apparently knew not who were

their leaders—if in fact there were any such—who
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were to point out the road to their deliverance; while

the chiefs of the plot were mingling with their destined

victims and lulling them into profound security by their

obsequious demeanour. After organising the machinery

of the conspiracy at home, Giovanni di Procida has

tened to the court of Constantinople. He awakened

the fears of the aged Michael Palaeologus by a cir

cumstantial description—obtained either by personal

observation or through his spies—of the overwhelming

numbers and quality of the forces assembled by his

enemy on the coasts of Sicily and Apulia, destined to

cast him headlong from his throne, and to reduce the

empire to the abject state of dependence upon the

tyrants of the West from which it had so recently

emerged : his only course, he urged, was to throw himself

into the arms of the discontented subjects of his adver

sary, and to invoke the alliance of the powerful king of

Aragon, from whom the most effectual diversion of the

hostile fleets and armies was promised : and with that

view an advance of money to defray the expenses of the

Spanish armament, and to supply the Sicilians with

arms, would be the best mode of providing for his own

defence. At that point of time, however, Nicolas III.

was alive ; and the temporising court of Constantinople

was reluctant to forfeit the advantages to be reaped

from the ill-blood known to subsist between that pontifl'

and the king of Sicily. A small supply of money was, '

however, advanced, and Giovanni ventured upon a still

more hazardous stroke of policy by which he hoped at

once to detach the Pope from the cause of Charles, and

put an end 'to the hesitations of Peter of Aragon.“

Up to this period of time Palaeologus had kept up

his communications with the Holy See, and mom“, and

Giovanni availed himself of the escort of one pope Nico

of these periodical embassies to proceed to 1'“ 111'

Rome in the disguise of a Franciscan friar. Through

" The ancestors of his wife had been however, was not very long-lived, and

deprived of the crown of Sicily by the was probably intended only as an ex

Holy See, and Peter seems to have ob- cues for hesitation in embarking in a

jectcd that she ought to be restored contest with so formidable an adver

by the same authority. The scruplc, sary as Charles of Naples.
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his partisans in that city he obtained a secret interview

with pope Nicolas III. He reminded the pontiff of the

contemptuous rejection of his alliance by the insolent

upstart of Naples, and alarmed him by a vivid picture

of the dangers to arise from the uncontrollable increase

of power which success in his enterprise against the

Greek empire must throw into the hands of the adver

sary of his family interests and connections : he accused

the king of encouraging and improving the party con

flicts in the country for his own advantage: he was, he

said, already the arbiter of Italy, and the Church itself

had suffered herself to be reduced to a state of sub

serviency to his boundless ambition. These represen

tations produced the desired impression, and Giovanni

di Procida succeeded in obtaining a rescript under the

hand and seal of the Pope, authorising queen Constantia

of Aragon to take any steps that might be necessary for

the recovery of her inheritance.

Armed with this tranquillising document and the

Growth and supplies—such as they were—furnished by the

maturity of Greek emperor, he repaired to Spain to relieve

“13:38?” the scruples and stimulate the hopes of the

' king of Aragon. The death of Nicolas III.,

the rude rebuff of the plea of king Peter on behalf of

his queen at the court of Martin lV.,v and the im

prisonment of certain Sicilians who had ventured to

solicit the intervention of the court of Rome for relief

from the more intolerable oppressions under which they

were groaning, put an end to all prospect of support

from that quarter. The Sicilian petitioners, some of

whom had by timely flight evaded the Roman dungeons,

hastened back to their countrymen with rage and des

pair in their hearts : they assured the conspirators that

all hope of relief from king or pope was at an end, and

that it was manifest that the whole weight of his ven

geance would speedily fall upon the heads of his dis

' Martin IV. is reported to have told grandfather had pledged his kingdom

the envoys of the king to advise their to the Holy See, than of upholding the

master to think rather upon paying up groundless pretensions of his wife.

the arrears of the tribute for which his
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affected Sicilian subjects. In the interim Giovanni di

Procida had once more visited Constantinople. The

emperor Michael, who could not have been ignorant of

the sinister change of men and measures at ltome, was

convinced of the necessity of immediate action, and a

sum of 25,000 ounces of gold was placed in the hands of

the enterprising minister of the king of Aragon for the

use of the common cause. Armed with this potent sti

mulant Giovanni hastened his return to Spain. Peter no

longer hesitated; and an armament consisting of 10,000

infantry and 350 men-at-arms was embarked on board

of a fleet of nineteen galleys, four heavy vessels, and

eight transports, under pretence of a crusade against the

Saracens of Africa. It is true that the suspicions of the

courts of France, Naples, and Rome had been simul

taneously excited by these preparations; but their

inquiries as to the object of the armament were met by

a reply to which no ostensible objection could be taken.

The king of Sicily ridiculed the idea of danger from

that quarter, and took no steps to avoid it. In the

month of June 1282 the Aragonese fleet set sail and

steered for the African coast, amusing and exercising

the crews by a desultory warfare against the Moors of

the seaboard. Meanwhile Giovanni di Procida traversed

Sicily from end to end under various disguises ; he fur

nished the people with arms purchased with the Byzan

tine subsidy, and communicated to his friends the

enthusiastic sentiments of hatred to their oppressors

which dwelt in his own bosom. Many of the Sicilian

gentry had retired into the rugged interior of the island,

where the influence of the French tyrants was less felt;

these persons were advised to quit their retirement, to

mix familiarly with their suffering countrymen, and to

be prepared to direct the contemplated insurrection

when the final signal should be given. But no signal

was wanted ; help was at hand, and it was now safe to

let the burning passions of,the people take the lead.

Accordingly an apparent trifle set the combustible

mass in a blaze. On Easter Monday of the The Sicilian

year 1282 during the celebration of a religious Vesper!
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festival, a noble Sicilian lady was wantonly insulted by

a French officer on the road between Palermo and Mon

reale. The offender was instantly disarmed and dis

patched with his own sword. The cry of vengeance

ran like a train of gunpowder through the streets of the

city: every Frenchman in Palermo and its vicinity was

ruthlessly put to death; the confiagration spread to

every considerable city and town in the island; and

within one month the country was, by a merciless act of

vengeance, cleared of its equally merciless oppressors.

While the Sicilians were wallowing in the blood of their

enemies, king Peter of Aragon was hovering at a safe

distance from the coast, prepared to take advantage of

any decisive movement on the part of the islanders.

The coast was now clear; the king landed at Palermo,

and was crowned King of Sicily amid the acclamations

of the people. Though at the first intimation of the

slaughter of his friends in Sicily king Charles of Naples

had promptly transported a large detachment of his

army across the Faro, and laid siege to the city of

Messina, he had unaccountany neglected to protect his

rear bya competent naval force. The Aragonese admiral,

Roger di Loria, hastened to the relief of the beleaguered

city; and Charles, to avoid having his retreat cut off,

was compelled to raise the siege, and abandon his fleet

of unarmed transports to the enemy. Every vessel was

taken, sunk, and destroyed, and by this single blow the

Sicilians were avenged of their enemies ; the empire of

the East was saved from imminent peril; and the ambi

tious plans of Charles of Anjou scattered to the winds.

We have not troubled the reader with the details

Politicalconnf this frightful atonement for numberless

sequenm- wrongs and cruelties perpetrated upon all

classes of Sicilians by the French garrisons. It is suffi

01ent to observe that the power of Charles of Anjou had

suffered an irreparable blow. He was not only com

pelled to abandon his designs against the Byzantines,

but was put to shifts to defend the coasts of his con

tinental possessions from the inroads of Sicilians and

Aragonese. The despair of his late subjects, on the
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other hand, was converted into a universal jubilee ; and

with the relief came better government and a more

determined purpose to submit to none but the line of

their ancient princes. To the Holy See the Sicilian Ves

pers dealt a wound from which it bled at every pore for

ages. The restoration of the heiress of the Hohen

staufl'en was felt as the bitterest draught that could

have been administered to the court of Rome. The

burning hatred with which that court regarded the race

of Frederic II. depicted them as fiends rising from

the infernal regions to wrong the successors of St. Peter.

If the fiery Martin IV. could have stretched out his

arm, he would have annihilated at a blow Constantia

and her husband—he would have consigned the Sicilians

and their chiefs to the slaughter they had inflicted upon

his friends and clients. As it was, he involved Michael

Palaeologus, Peter and Constantia, their friends and

adherents, in one sweeping anathema; he interdicted

their dominions, and cited them to appear before the

judgment-seat of Rome to show cause why they should

not incur the doom of temporal and eternal ruin. In

January of the year 1283 he published a crusade against

the Sicilians and their abettors; accom anied by a ge

neral remission of sins to all who shoul fall in the ser

vice of the king for the extirpation of the insurgents;

together with the usual indulgences to all who should

take up arms for the suppression of that “inhuman and

execrable rebellion.” At the same time a liberal subsidy

from the tenths destined for the succour of the despair

ing remnant of the defenders of Palestine was granted to

the king to romote the sanguinary purpose of Church

and State. linded by passion the irascible pontifl' had

flung from him the last chance of maintaining even the

semblance of a union with the Greek Church. Palaeo

logus was not only relieved from the terrors under which

he had so long and so patiently suffered, but was ab

solved from all his obligations by the act of the pontiff

himself. The furious censures launched against him by

the madman on the Roman throne must have sounded

as music in his ears—it must have dissipated the last
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conscientious scruples he may up to this time have enter

tained as to the rupture of his connection with the

Holy See.w

The domestic difficulties of pope Martin IV. were

Dmcumesof aggravated by the mishaps of his ally. The

Martin IV.; removal of the terrors inspired by the in

Thecmnenge' exorable tyranny of king Charles I. let loose

piarty passions and conflict in Rome and Tuscany and

omagna. The cit was agitated by the inveterate

family feuds of the arsini and Annibaldeschi : the citi

zens of Perugia rose upon the papal garrison, and were

duly excommunicated and interdicted. In Romagna

the exiled Ghibellines of Bologna, who had found a

refuge in the neighbouring town of Forli, had made

themselves masters of Forlimpopoli, Cesena, and other

strong places in the vicinity. The prospect of a restora

tion of the Ghibelline ascendancy under the patronage

of a descendant of their ancient chiefs and patrons had

revived the spirits of the anti-papal faction in the most

important cities of the pontifical state. Pope Martin

himself was driven out of Rome, and compelled to take

refuge in the strong town of Montefiascone on the ex

treme northern frontier of the territory of the Church.

From this place of refuge he addressed urgent solicita

tions to king Philip III. of France for aid both of men and

money to sustain the tottering fortunes of Charles I. of

Naples. The king hastened to the rescue of the French

interest in Italy; a numerous and gallant body of troops,

under the command of his brother Peter of Alengon was

put in march to reinforce the reduced forces of the king

of Naples. The king of Aragon knew that the junction

of the two armies might prove dangerous, if not fatal to

his late acquisitions. In this emergency he resorted to a

singular artifice to evade the peril. Building upon the

martial courage and passionate resentments of Charles

of Anjou, he sent him letters of defiance to single com

bat, with the ostensible view to the settlement of their

respective pretensions by the judgment of God. Pro

" See the document of anathema, dated the 13th of January 1283.

up. Ray-Mid. an. 1283, p. 548. It is
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mising himself ample vengeance upon the body of his

opponent, Charles eagerly accepted the challenge, and

repaired to France to arrange the preliminaries for the

expected judicial duel, leaving the regency and the

command of his recruited fleet and army in the hands

of his eldest son, prince Charles of Salerno.

Martin IV., however, detected the trap laid for his

friend. He prohibited the wager of battle Martin IV

upon pain of excommunication. The chal- prohibits tlie

lenge, he said, was a delusion of the enemy of duel'

the Church—it was in itself an irrational mode of deter

mining his rights ; detrimental to the public peace, the

welfare of his subjects, and his duties to the Holy See.

The papal decree was published in all the churches of

France ; yet, it appears, without effect upon the vindic

tive spirit of Charles of Anjou. The pretensions of the

rival claimants must, said the Pope, be decided by the

Holy See ; with that view he formally, and in virtue ofhis

office as supremejudge of the controversy, declared Peter

of Aragon an abandoned usurper, deriving a fraudulent

title from the spurious issue of a prince accursed of the

Church—one who had been judicially deposed, and, from

that circumstance alone, rendered incapable of trans

mitting any title whatever to his descendants ; x but irre

spectively of his treasonable usurpation of the kingdom

of Sicily, Peter of Aragon was a traitor to his liege lord

the pontiff; inasmuch as that the kingdom of Aragon

had been from all times a vassal-state of the Holy See ;

and so well known was this fact, that when king James I.

was crowned by pope Innocent 111., he solemnly deposited

all the insignia of royalty in the hands of that pontiff,

in dutiful recognition of the ancient dependence of his

kingdom upon the Sec of Rome :y by the usurpation of

X Manfred, through whom queen

Constantia derived her title, was the son

of Frederic II. by a noble concubine.

He was educated at his father’s court

as one of the family, and was in some

sort legitimatised by Frederic II., who

included him in the succession in case

of the failure of his other children and

their issue. Giannorzc, Stor. Civ. di

Napoli, lib. xxviii. § 1.

1 The transaction alluded to oc

curred in the year 1204. Conf. Cath.

Petri, Book xiii. c. v. p. 456 et sqq.

There can be no question but that the

ceremonies observed on that occasion

wore a very significant appearance of

an admission of vassalage, though pro

bably nothing but a religious and spi

ritual dependence was intended by king

James.
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a kingdom appertaining to his liege lord he had com

mitted a double treason, aggravated by the foulest dis

simulation and fraud: this intrusion had been accom

panied by deeds of inhumanity and murder, to which

the annals of a depraved world offered no parallel;

thereby sealing himself to the doom of temporal and

eternal perdition: that sentence he (pope Mar
git; tin IV.) now pronounced upon him, which was

king Petsr that he, his aiders and abettors in these his un

Of Amgon' speakable crimes, be altogether accursed; that

he be deposed from his throne and honours; that his

subjects be released from their oaths of allegiance ; and

that the kingdoms of Aragon and Valentia be offered to

any good Catholic of competent ability to occupy and

hold them.z

A cardinal-legate was dispatched to the court of

offers the France with orders to give all possible pub

crown of Ara- licity to this adjudication; and, as the repre

leggfiaa't‘gavsi'n sentative of the 10rd paramount of the king

of Philip III. doms of Aragon and Valentia, to offer the

°f Fr‘me' vacant crowns to king Philip III. of France

for one of his sons. The ofi'er was, however, clogged

with many minute limitations to provide against the

contingency of their merging by succession in the crown

of France ; and at the same time to serve as corrobora

tive evidence of a tributary vassalage corresponding in

all respects with that of the Apulian and Sicilian depen

dencies of the Holy See. It was stipulated that, if by

any unforeseen contingency, such a union would in the

natural course of things come to pass, the two tributary

crowns should revert to the Pope in full sovereignty as

the original donor : moreover, a condition was appended

obliging the king at each succession in his own proper

person to do homage and swear fidelity to the pontifi',

at Rome, or wherever he might reside, and in testimony

of vassalage to pay the annual sum of 500 livres Tour

nois by way of tribute into the papal treasury.“

I The Bull of anathema and deposi- ' See the corresponding limitation

tion is dated the 21st of March 1283. in the feofilnentof Charles I.of Naples,

Conf. Ray-nald. ad an. pp. 552, 555. chap. pp. 101, 102 of this vol. The
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That kind of mental reservation common to persons

conscious of the power to set aside inconve- F, _
. . . . . . inancial

ment restrictions or limitations was more pre- embarrass

valent in the feudal ages than in the present mg)? get,“

more advanced stage of political morality. y '

Far from objecting to the stringent terms of the Pope,

Philip III. without hesitation embraced the brilliant

prospect of family aggrandisement opened out to him;

and his second son, Charles of Valois, was forthwith

solemnly invested with the insignia of royalty as vassal

king of Aragon and Valentia.b The prelates of France

were commanded to pay over to the new king the

tenths collected for the holy war, for the equally meri

torious service of the crusade against the heretical

“usurper,” Peter of Aragon: strict orders were given

for the execution of the interdict upon his dominions,

and the punishment of all recusant prelates and priests:

and a proposed contract of marriage between Alphonso

the eldest son of the king and Eleanora a daughter of

Edward I. of England was annulled, and the nuptials

strictly prohibited.c Besides this insulting interference

with his family afi'airs, several causes of dissatisfaction

subsisted between king Edward and the Pope. Mar

tin IV. had refused to release him from his vow of

pilgrimage to the Holy Land: the severity with which

the tenths were levied, and their profiigate diversion

from their legitimate destination to serve the temporary

purposes of the Holy See ; and probably the ostentatious

claim of sovereignty over the kingdom of England—all

those causes together—gave deep offence both to the

monarch and people of the country; and Edward testi

fied his displeasure by cutting off the supplies derived

provisions for securing the payment

of the tribute, and the reversionary

clauses in case of non-payment or

other failure in the performance of the

conditions of the investiture, followed

the former precedent very closely. The

whole series of instructions to the

legate is set out by Rag/MM. an. 1283,

pp. 555 to 558.
b On the 21st of February 1283.

° Two grounds were alleged for this

prohibition: let, that the parties were

related in the fourth degree of consan

guinity; and 2dly, that such a connec

tion must under the actual circum

stances amount to a breach of the

fidelity due to the Holy See on the part

of the vassal-king of England. See

the papal rescript of the date of the

7th of July 1283, ap. Ragnar-lei, p. 559.
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by the papal exchequer from the ecclesiastical revenues

of the country, and seizing to his own use all the tenths

collected within his dominions. The financial strings

hitherto at the command of the Holy See had been

stretched to the utmost; yet the necessities of Pope

Martin IV. drove him to draw them still tighter. His

treasury was drained to the last penny; yet the neces

sity of providing funds for the resuscitation of the naval

and military power of the king of Naples was more im

perative than ever. England had failed him at a pinch;

the funds drawn from France had been appropriated to

a different purpose; Scotland, Germany, Hungary, Bul

garia, still lay open to him; and the collectors were

ordered to pay over every penny they could scrape

together in those regions into the hands of Charles of

Naples, for the service of the crusade against the “repro

bate usurper,” and the “ sacrilegious rebels” of Sicily.‘1

While the Pope was thus labouring in the cause of

TheinmmmCharles of Anjou—evento the detriment of

duel fruit the separate interests of the Holy See—the

"ated‘ latter had dispatched from France a. nume

rous body of disciplined adventurers and mercenaries

to reinforce his own levies in Calabria: ships had been

built to replace those captured by the Aragonese;

and every preparation within his restricted means had

been made for a decisive effort to extinguish the Sici

lian rebellion in the blood of the delinquents. But

he was absent from his dominions, insanely intent

upon wreaking his vengeance upon the body of his

antagonist in single combat. The 15th of May, in

the year 1283, was the day appointed for the ap

pgearance of both combatants in the lists prepared at

ordeaux at a certain hour. From some contingency

—accidcntal or otherwise—Peter of Aragon did not

arrive on the ground till some hours after the time

named. Charles had taken his stand punctually; but

after waiting a reasonable time for his adversary had

ridden off the ground, and published his opponent a

'1 Raynald, u. 5. pp. 560, 570.
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coward and a miscreant. Peter claimed the like advan

tage over his antagonist; opinions were divided as to

the party to whom the blame of the disappointment

was to be imputed.“ They who had promised them

selves infinite amusement from the spectacle of a com

bat a outrance between two sovereign princes, were not

the only sufferers. In the result the pursuit of his

revenge proved disastrous to the king of Naples, and

productive of decisive advantage to his enemy.

By this exploit of policy—if so it be—Peter of Ara

gon had gained time to place his fleet and V, to f

army in an efficient condition. The forces fing?

assembled for the invasion of his new king- 121'“ Wit-he

dom were indeed of a formidable description; ragonese'

but they had been improvidently left under the com

mand of an inexperienced and headstrong youth. Mar

tin IV. looked on with undisguised anxiety; and even

took upon him strictly to prohibit any active steps

against his able adversary till the return of the king

from his protracted and ill-advised sojourn in France.

Roger di Loria, the skilful admiral of Aragon—possibly

aided by the experience of Giovanni di Proeida—took up

a defiant position almost within bowshot of the port of

Naples, where his enemy lay with a fleet more numerous

indeed, but of inferior quality and equipment to that of

the blockading squadron. The insult was too glaring to

be borne, and the fiery youth and his chivalrous com

panions in arms rushed to wipe out the disgrace in the

blood of the insolent assailants. The battle was short

and the victory of the Aragonese decisive. Few of the

hostile ships escaped capture; a multitude of prisoners,

and among them prince Charles himself, was secured;

the surviving daughter of king Manfred and all the

Sicilians confined in the dungeons of Naples were deli

vered to_ the victorious admiral under an order extorted

by the fear of death from the captive prince. Every

prospect of the reconquest of Sicily vanished, and a

° See the question ably discussed by p. 44.

M. Sixmomli, Hist. de France, tom. iv.

SUP. T
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source of complications was opened which threatened

the ublic peace for many a year to come.f

Charles I. of Naples returned to his dominions to

find himself suddenly bereft of every means

Deatitution to restore his fallen fortunes. His coasts were

of Charles I. - . . .

of Naples_ laid open to his enemies, hlS fleets destroyed,

his army unpaid, and the funds necessary to

rebuild the former, and to maintain the latter, were

not forthcoming. Every penny that his friend Pope

Martin IV., with all his diligence and ingenuity,

could collect had been already advanced to him for

the conduct of the Sicilian war: the receipts from all

remaining sources were absorbed by the ex euses of

reducing the insurgent cities of Campania an the dis

tricts comprised in the late cessions of the Emperor

Rudolph. Rome itself was distracted by the rival fac

tions of the Orsini and Annibaldeschi; the citizens of

Urbino renounced their allegiance, and the insolence of

those of Viterbo compelled the pontiff to take refuge in

Perugia, a city but recently reduced to submission by

the papal forces under the able management of their

commander Giovanni di Esa. The municipalities of

Romagna were indeed gradually compelled to acknow

ledge the supremacy of the Holy See; and an attempt

was made to appease the tumults in Rome by establish

ing a popular balance to the factions spirit of the aris

tocracy by granting the citizens an elective magistracy,

the appointment of a special superintendent of supplies

for the sustenance of the people, and submitting the

choice of masters or syndics of trades and handicrafts

to popular election.g The financial difficulties, how

ever, remained unaltered. The wealthy republics of

Pisa and Genoa were still at variance, and the expenses

of the war absorbed all their resources both in men and

money. Edward I. turned a deaf ear to the requisition

of the Pope for the reimbursement of the confiscated

tenths and the insolent demand of the arrears of tribute

' Raymld, an. 1285, p. 579; Si;- 8 Raynald, an. 1284, p. 580.

mondi, Bepub. Ital. Ace. mm. iv. p. 45.
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due from the vassal kingdom of England. The tenths

of ecclesiastical revenue, levied under the act of the

council of Lyons for the succour of the Holy Land, had

been but partially collected, and the proceeds miserably

squandered in plots against the Byzantine empire. The

spiritual privileges and indulgences scattered broadcast

over Christendom had in a great degree lost their

attractions; the funds—such as they were—which had

hitherto flowed in from the outlying states of the Latin

communion were exhausted; and both Pope and King

were thrown back upon internal taxation, which—under

the actual management—was not only unproductive, but

added immeasurably to the impoverishment and dis

content of the subject.h

Amid this scene ofconfusion and misgovernment king

Charles I. of Naples passed from the stage. He Death of

died at Foggia in the Capitanata, on the 7th of Charles 1

January 1285, as much probably from the workings of

vexation and disappointment upon an obdurate and irrit

able nature as from physical causes. His predecessor,

Manfred, had fallen a victim to his plottings among the

treacherous Apulians; and now we behold, throughout a

reign of prosperous iniquity filling a period of nineteen

years, the steps of Charles of Anjou dogged by an aveng

ing Nemesis armed with the very weapons which had

struck down his adversary. The profound craft, the won

derful ubiquity of Giovanni di Procida, the aptitude for

conspiracy of the southern Italians—all these causes

kept in silent fermentation by a burning sense of na

tional wrong—brought down sudden destruction upon

his wide-spreading plans of aggrandisement, and left him

in a state of exhaustion, from which—to a man of his

stamp and temperament—there was probably no refuge

but the tomb. The death of Charles of Anjou was

quickly followed by that of his patron Pope Martin IV.

He died at Perugia, in the Passion-week of
the year 1285,i leaving his reputation at the and °f P°pe

_ _ Martin 1V.

mercy of adversaries, from whom little mercy

'1 Raynald, an. 1284, p. 584. cone, ii. p. 234.

' 20th of March, according to Oia
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could be expected ;j and on the following day a de

crepit old man, Giacomo Savelli, cardinal deacon of S.

_ Maria in Cosmedin, was chosen pope at Peru

gia, and afterwards consecrated at Rome by

the name of Honorius IV. Every measure of

the new pontificate was stamped with the same impress

of political formalism as that of Martin IV. The profli

ate diversion of the funds appropriated for the deliver

ance of the Holy Land had given just offence in all quar

ters of Christendom. The remonstrances of the Emperor

Rudolph against the grant to the king of France of

tenths levied within his dominions for the service of the

iniquitous war against the king of Aragon, were indeed

disregarded ;k but the campaign had failed; Philip III.

had been ingloriously driven out of Catalonia; his fleet,

moored in the roads of Narbonne, had been destroyed

by the Aragonese admiral, Roger di Loria; and the

king himself driven out of Spain with the seeds of a

fever, which carried him off in the sixteenth year of

Death ofk. his reign, and the forty-first of his age.1 The
ms . . . . . .

Philip III. expeditlon of Philip III. mto Spam bore every

°f ance' mark of naked ambition—unless we accept the

mandate of the Holy See as of efiicacy to convert a

political crime into a religious duty. Such, however,

was the view taken of his measures by the Sec of

Rome; and Philip III. narrowly escaped the honours

of beatification. '

The death of the devout son of Louis the Saint cast

Dim u“, a deep gloom over the affairs of the Holy See.

“.1 rife:ng The Pope was burthened and embarrassed

°f vauorius with the government of the kingdom of Naples

' during the captivity of the unfortunate son of

the late king. Yet the war against the Sicilian rebels

was not to be relaxed for an instant; the discontented

subjects of the continental provinces of the Neapolitan

J The Illagdcburg (k'ntu'riator: have ing, kc. kc. Cent. xiii. c. 10. p. 1008,

raked up from an obscure writer and c. 13, p. 1270. Raynald (ad an.

named Balmus a story seriously reflect- 1285, p. 596) treats the whole story as

ipg upon the moral character of Mar- a foul calumny.

tin IV. He is said to have taken the k Raymld, an. 1285, p. 601.

mistress of his predecessor into keep- 1 Art dc vér. Jr. tom. i. p. 587.
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territory were to be reconciled to the burthens and pri

vations to which the war, and the absence of a national

government, exposed them; funds were to be raised and

armaments to be fitted out with means so scanty as to

be obviously unavailing against the determined patriot

ism of the Sicilians and the maritime ascendancy of

their Aragonese protector. Yet all these objects the

undaunted pontiff undertook to accomplish single

handed. He began his task by a revival of the “good

laws” of the Norman king William II., jealously guard

ing himself against a shadow of approval of the legisla

tion of the proscribed heretic and enemy of holy church

Frederic II.,"‘ by whom those laws had been revived

and improved. Martin and Honorius had reprobated

with equal acrimony every measure of the government

of the “ Apostate ;” but none more emphatically than

the laws which struck at the exorbitant immunities of

the churchmen. The new code therefore carefully pro

vided against a similar peril—in other words, it left the

most crying of those abuses standing, and provided only

a remedy for some of the minor evils of the despotism

under which the country had groaned during the arbi

trary and lawless government of the late king.n

I‘he Sicilian rebels were excluded from the benefit

of these reforms, such as they were. But of H ,
. . . onorius IV.

the exclusmn, and the reiterated curses by mime

which they had been consigned to the lowest Sig?

Tophet, they took no account. In the year '

1285, and little more than a month after the demise of

his rival Philip III. of France, king Pedro of Aragon

sunk into his grave.° In conformity with the will of

the deceased prince, his second son Don Jayme was pro

m The laws of Frederic II. were

founded on the codc of the laws and

customs of the kingdom compiled by

William 11. Conf. chap. ii. pp. 51, 52

of this vol.

“ Conf. the documents relating to

the law-reforms of Martin 1V. and

Honorius IV. ap. Raynald, an. 1285. '

pp. 603 to 610. Compare the con

cluding remark of Giamwne, Storia

Civile di Nap. 6w. chap. ix. sect. 2. It

is hardly possible for us in these days

to conceive an idea of the venom

which distils from the pontifical docu

ments of the age against the fallen

race of the Hohenstauifen. The tradi

tionnl policy of those princes formed

in fact a standing protest against some

of the vital principles of the pontilical

scheme.

° On the 10th of Nov. 1285.
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claimed and crowned king of Sicily at Palermo. Such

was the discredit into which the mandates of Rome had

fallen in the island, that the clerg , in contempt ofthe im

pending anathema, hastened to assist in the coronation

of their hereditary sovereign. The officiating bishops

were of course smitten with the direst penalties of the

pontifical vengeance, yet without producing any visible

impression on the impenitent Sicilians and their king.

But at this period the thunder-clouds of pontifical

wrath were in a chronic state of electric discharge.

Honorius IV. turned a deaf ear to the solicitations of

Alphonso of Aragon for reconciliation with Rome: no

conditions were listened to, short of a naked abdication

and surrender of the crowns of Aragon and Valentia;

the son of the recreant Pedro must descend from the

forfeited throne, or perish. The reply of the pontiff

ignored even the existence of a kingdom of Aragon and

Valentia in any other hands than those of Charles of

Valois; the new king of France Philip IV., surnamed

Le Bel, was commanded to wage unrelenting war

against the rebel Alphonso, and forbidden to lay down

his arms till he should have released the captive king of

Naples from bondage, and placed the crown of the two

Spanish kingdoms upon the head of his brother.p An

attempt on the part of Edward I. of England to mediate

Ed a peace between his cousin the king of Aragon
ward I. of '

England me. and the court of Rome had met With a rude

dgzifezfigl‘f rebuff. But Alphonso was more familiar with

kings of Roman practice than his distant relative. He

F2130?!“ knew that an accomplished fact had greater

' weight with the Holy See than negotiations,

in which she felt her strength. But Edward I. was

sincerel desirous to effect the liberation of king Charles

II. of 1 aples; and under his mediation terms were pro

posed and accepted on both sides. The Pope was of

course no party to the convention; but the result could

not be unwelcome to him: a papal legate was even said

P {lag/120M, an. 1286, p. 5 ; Rymer, Gesch. Engl- VOL iV- PP- 42, 43

vol. 1. pp. 672, 678; and conf. Pauli, '
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to have been present during the negotiations; and it is

highly probable that Pope Honorius proposed to himself

to reap the advantage of the treaty Without troubling

himself about the conditions. Those conditions were in

fact of so hard a nature as to try the good faith of the

king of Naples to the uttermost: he ceded the island of

Sicily, together with the continental province of Reggio,

the adjacent islands, and the tribute paid by the Saracen

kingdom of Tunis to Don Jayme, brother of Alphonso

and actual king of Sicily; he recognised the title of the

latter prince to the kingdoms of Aragon and Valentia

and the Balearic islands; he bound himself to deliver

into the hands of Alphonso his three sons, together with

sixty high-born subjects of his Provencal domains, as

hostages for the performance of his covenants; he en

gaged to pay his captors the sum of 50,000 marks, for

20,000 of which Edward I. of England agreed to be

come security to the king of Aragon; and lastly, he

engaged within a limited period to procure from the

Pope a reversal of the pontifical censures against Al

phonso, and the recognition of the latter as legitimate

sovereign of Aragon and Valentia, and of his brother

Jayme as the undisputed sovereign of Sicily.q

Upon these terms Charles II. of Naples was released

from captivity. But his position was not Th P

changed greatly for the better. He was nowabmgmglfim

the helpless tool of the Holy See; and, per- tfggfv'zgd

haps with the best intention to fulfil his en- (3,5,18le

gagements, altogether dependent upon his olffi‘gzfiiéfm

pontlfical patron for the means of carrying on

his government, and destitute of a penny to defray the

sum to which the stipulated ransom amounted. The

Pope was deeply engaged to Philip IV. of France; he

was convinced that that prince had not abandoned the

ambitious design of his father of adding the two Spanish

crowns to the dominions of his family; nor was he in

clined to relinquish the advantage to be derived from

the anxiety of the king of Aragon for the recognition

‘1 Rymer, tom. i. p. 677 ; Raynald, an. 1287, pp. 19, 20.
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of the Holy See, and his readmission into the list of

Catholic princes. Acting upon these considerations

Pope Honorius published a verbose manifesto, in which

he declared his client Charles II. of Naples absolved

from the “nefarious” engagements into which he had

been seduced, and absolutely forbade the execution of

any one of the articles of the late treaty; adding, how

ever, at the conclusion of this singular document, that

if indeed Alphonso, Jayme, and their mother Constantia,

were sincerely desirous of a reconciliation with holy

church, he would not close the door of grace against

them for the sole advantage of king Charles.r

Honorius IV. closed his short reign of only two

Death of years and one day on the 3d of April 1287.

111311014118 IV- The meetings of the sacred college for the

erregnum. .

Election of election of a successor were broken up by a

mm“ IV- contagious disease which carried off several of

the cardinals. The surviving members of the conclave

suspended their meetings for a period of ten months

and two days; at the expiration of which time, how

ever, they gave a unanimous vote in favour of Jerome,

cardinal bishop of Prasneste, and enthroned him by the

name of Nicolas IV. It is surprising how little change

in the modus operandi of the court of Rome was, upon

the whole, produced by the frequent successions which

occurred during this period. Nicolas IV. followed al

most servilely in the footsteps of his predecessors. He

lavished menaces against Don Jayme of Sicily; he re

newed the grant of the tenths to Philip le Bel of France

for the prosecution of the crusade against Alphonso of

Aragon; he launched a furious invective against the

late treaty of liberation; but, with all this, he confined

his strictures rather to measures than men, and like his

predecessor prudently abstained from shutting the door

of reconciliation so closely as to leave no possible basis

for future negotiation. One of the earliest steps of his

administration was a revocation of the anathemas of his

predecessors against the people of Sicily; he published

' Raymld, an. 1287, pp. 20, 21.
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an edict of amnesty and oblivion in favour of all who

should afford practical proofs of repentance; and pro

mised that thenceforward no Frenchman should be ad

mitted to hold office, trust, or dignity within the island

or in the government of the country.8

But promises and threats were equally unavailing to

shake the loyalty of the Sicilians. Little ac

count was taken of the thunders of Rome; Sign“. and

the war in Calabria was carried on with vigour $511;

and success; the fleet and army of Don Jayme

ventured to lay siege to Gaeta, and to the dismay of

the Pope and the French party in Naples, Charles II.

concluded a truce for two years with his rival, with a

view to allow time for the subsidence of those passions

which threatened to perpetuate useless and destructive

hostilities. But the progress of events, which seemed

to point to a peaceful conclusion, was interrupted by

casualties which changed the current of public affairs.

The truce, however unpalatable to the Holy See at first,

was not wholly unproductive of advantage. Alphonso

of Aragon writhed under the curse of Rome and anxi

ously cast about for the means of reconciliation. To

any negotiation with that view the pontiff, king Philip

1e Bel, the king of Naples, and the French prince Charles

of Valois must be parties. He caused it to be under

stood that he was ready to abandon the protection of

his brother king Jayme of Sicily, and upon these terms

the confederate princes agreed to renounce their pre-'

tensions to the crowns of Aragon and Valentia, and

ultimately to procure his restoration to the favour of

the Holy See. But this agreement fell to the ground

by the sudden death of Alphonso himself; an event

which 0 ened the succession to his brother the rebel

king of Sicily. Pope Nicolas IV. hastened to forbid the

Aragonese to accept Don Jayme as their king: the

prelates of the kingdom were commanded to refuse him

every kind of spiritual ministration or obedience, and he

himself was strictly enjoined to abstain from taking on

I Rag/MM, an. 1283, p. 51.
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himself the government of a country of which, for his

sins, he and his ancestors had been deprived by the

H01 See.t

ut the thunderbolts of Rome were launched in vain

against the loyal Aragonese. Don Jayme had

Etlllslgnd “end already been joyously welcomed by his new

lien 122,1" subjects, and crowned at Saragossa amid the

acclamations of clergy and people.u The work

of the Holy See had to be done over again with re

stricted means and declining credit. The prosecution

of the war against the Aragonese was made to depend

upon a further grant of the tenths of ecclesiastical re

venue to king Philip le Bel of France. But the re

venues derived from this source had almost altogether

failed. The flagrant misappropriation of a sacred fund

to objects of a purely papal interest had created uni

versal disgust. As long as the princes of Europe could

calculate upon participating in the plunder of the

churches, they thought it expedient to display some

degree of zeal for the liberation of the Holy Land.

Philip of France had enjoyed, and Edward I. of Eng

land had seized and consumed his share of the booty.v

That prince had indeed signified his readiness to lend

his aid for the rescue of the suffering Christians of

Palestine if he could obtain the promised subsidies upon

his own terms.w But both Nicolas III. and his suc

cessor Martin IV. had expended every penny of the

funds in possession and in anticipation upon the Sicilian

war; and Edward had, by way of precaution against a

similar misapplication of the sums levied within his

dominions, seized the proceeds of the collection in

the hands of the papal receivers; and borne the acrimo

nious rebuke of Rome for this “sacrilegious robbery”

with surprising equanimity.x The Holy See, however,

could not afford to push matters to extremity with the

self-willed monarch of England; and when importuned

‘ The document is dated from Vi- ' Conf. p. 255 of this chap.

terbo, August 1, an. 1291. Raynald, " See the rescript of Nicolas III.

ad an. p. 116. an. 1288, p. 482.

“ On the 6th of Sept. 1291. * Raynald, an. 1283, p. 572.
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by Nicolas IV. to hasten, in conformity with his vow,

to the rescue of the last remaining possession of the

Christians of Syria, Edward I. made it a condition that,

for the expenses of the expedition, all the tenths col

lected within the kingdoms of England and Scotland

for the term of three years should be paid into his ex

chequer in a single payment; and that the Pope should

engage for the simultaneous embarcation of all the

owers of the West upon the holy enterprise! Nicolas

V. was in no condition either to accept or to decline

this perplexing proposal. He therefore made his con

sent to these terms dependent upon the redress of nu

merous grievances he had to complain of against the

king: the Peter’s pence which had once flowed so freely

from England had been withheld: the annual tribute of

1000 marks had remained unpaid for a period of three

years: a mortifying check had been opposed to the pro

visions, expectatives, and reservations which had been

hitherto so dutifully submitted to: numerous invasions

of the ecclesiastical liberties had been permitted or sanc

tioned by the king’s government and subjects :z for in

stance, when papal bulls or letters apostolical arrived in

England touching matters cognisable only by the eccle

siastical courts, royal writs were issued by the king’s

judges prohibiting the reception of these documents:

under these writs arrests and lengthened imprisonments

of ecclesiastical persons were events of frequent occur

rence: clerks and others were detained in dungeons to

prevent them from carrying their causes to Rome,

whether by way of appeal or in obedience to pontifical

citation: generally, that the civil courts had assumed a

jurisdiction over ecclesiastical persons which belonged

exclusively to the courts Christian, and must therefore

be regarded as a daring invasion of the liberties, and

contempt of the sacred laws of the church. All such

abuses, the Pope declared, must be put an end to, and

the supremacy of the canon law reestablished without

delay, any secular laws or customs to the contrary not

. Y Raynald, an. 1289, p. 7?. I See Pauli, Gesch. Engl. vol. iv. p. 52.
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withstanding: a threat was added, that in case of a

recurrence of the like enormities the judges and officers

of the offending courts would be proceeded against with

the utmost severity of the canons.“

Lo Amid these hesitations and bickerinvs the
as of Pales- . . ’3

tine—Papal appallmg news arrived of the loss of Acre, the

taggég'c‘lfigt last possession of the Christians in Palestine.

of the Holy On the 18th ofMay 1291 the city was taken by

Lsnd' storm by the armies of Kalil-Assraf, sultan of

Egypt, after a siege of forty-four days. The story of the

ruthless massacre ofthe defenders and citizens was listened

to at first with feelings of shame and indignation, which,

however, quickly subsided into indifference. \Vith the

extinction of the power of the Christians in the East the

spirit of the crusade itself died out everywhere but in

Rome. Pope Nicolas IV. indeed exhausted his rhetoric

on the courts of France and England to induce them to

redeem their vows for the relief of the Christian remnant

that still adhered to their miserable domicile in Palestine.

In vain he called upon king Philip le Bel to restore the

tenths he had received for the service of the Holy Land

to their original destination, or at least to permit the

survivors of the massacre of Acre to receive them. In

vain he summoned Edward I. of England to the field in

fulfilment of his repeated engagements. Edward took

care not to deny the obligation; but accompanied the

acknowledgment with conditions either impossible or so

unpalatable to the court of Rome that he could safely

reckon on their rejection. He demanded as a preliminary

to his movements that the tenths of all ecclesiastical

estates situate within those states and principalities of

Christendom which should not take an active part in the

expedition, should be paid over to him; and that all

persons who had taken the cross should be compelled on

pain of anathema to redeem their vows. The reply of

the pontiff was not deficient in eulogies of the ostensible

zeal of the king; but Nicolas took care to inform him

that the tenths in hand were already anticipated by

' The “letters apostolical” are dated from Rome on the 20th May 1290.
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previous grants to the king of France for the use of

the crusade against the Aragonese intruder; and as to

future collections, he observed, the prospects were too

discouraging to lead to any hope of an adequate supply

from France, Germany, Spain, or the nations of the

north.b

Every power of the mind of Edward I. was at this

oint of time engaged in the reduction of Scot- _

land to the condition of a vassal state of Eng-Yt?°,§i°§1fi

land. The parties contesting the crown of ‘grdll-gf

the northern kingdom had formally acknow- “8 an '

ledged him as the arbiter of their claims. The Pope

was solicited to give his sanction to the treaty of submis

sion; Nicolas, however, refused to make the Holy See a

party to any transaction that might affect the rights

of the crown of Scotland. This rebuff, coupled with the

perseverance of the court of Rome in demanding the

arrears of tribute due from the kingdom since the reign

of king John, inflicted a fresh wound upon the proud

spirit of the king of England; and—perhaps in a tem

per of sarcastic retaliation—he proposed to the Pope to

transfer the burthen of the annual tribute of 1000 marks

from the state to the churches of the realm. The

irritating intrusion of papal bulls impeding the adminis

tration of justice, and in many instances reversing the

operation of the laws, had perplexed the government,

exasperated the people, and suggested legislative checks

for arrestingl the progress of canonism, and securing the

victory to t e municipal laws and customs of England.‘3

Throughout his pontificate Pope Nicolas IV. had

striven hard for the 1:8d110l31011.0f SlClly, and, Newman, and

subJect to the promotion of the mterests of his corruption of

private friends and relatives, had expended the NW!“ IV'

funds at his command with a view to the deliverance

of the Holy Land. The administration of the provinces

was intrusted to his nephews, the cardinals Giacomo

and Giovanni Colonna, and other members of his family:

b Conf. Raynald, an. 1292, pp. 127, tions upon which this epitome is

128_ grounded, see Ray-nald, an. 1292, pp.

° For the documents and observa- 128, 129.
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places of power and emolument were lavishly bestowed

upon them, their partisans and adherents ; and the dis

appointed expectants of court favours revenged them

selves by a burning satire upon the favourites and their

_ atron.d Pope Nicolas IV., however, died on

April 4th, 1292, after a reign of four years one

long inm- month and fourteen days. The parties in the

regnum' sacred college were at this moment so nearly

balanced that the requisite majority was unattainable.

The partisans of the Orsini desired the elevation of a

Frenchman; those of the Colonna repudiated the over

bearing influence which already threatened the inde

pendence of the Holy See ;° and the chair of Peter re

mained vacant for a period of two years and three months.

The enmity of the chiefs was propagated to the people

and state of the church; and the city of Rome became

the arena of sanguinary faction-fights which set all so

cial order at defiance. These broils flourished in that

genial soil during the years 1292 and 1293, till by a

compromise between the contending factions the senator

ship of the city was shared by two magistrates, one from

either party. Three of the twelve cardinals kept their

posts at Rome ; the remaining nine had removed to Pe

rugia. Here they received a visit from king Charles II.

of Naples, then on his return from his Provencal domi

nions. The French prince saw his advantage, and by

working upon their fears lest their Roman colleagues

should take the election into their own hands, prevailed

upon them to exclude the members of their own body

Compromise from candidature, and to elect a stranger to

andfilection the parties which had stood in the way of

of Pietro Mu- . .

mm, (00.1...- every scheme of accommodation hitherto sug

flne V-)- gested. \Vith that View they cast their eyes

upon the humble Calabrian hermit Pietro Murone, a

v d A drawing was found afilxed to scription "Initium malorum" over

the walls of the papal palace repre- the principal (papal) column. Art da

senting the mitred head of the Pope Mr. I. (l. tom. i. p. 307.

peeping out of the top of a column ° The sacred college consisted at

(columna) flanked by two lower co- the death of Nicolas IV. of six Roman,

lumns representing the two cardinals four Italian, and two French cardinals.

Giacomo and Giovanni, with an in
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person devoted from his earliest years to an austerity

of practice which in that age of religious formalism had

gained him the reputation of sanctity. But it is pro

bable that his extreme simplicity and ignorance of

worldly affairs were stronger recommendations than his

pious asceticism. Both factions were prepared to take

advantage of the self-confessed incompetence with which

Pietro ascended the throne. Disdaining the pomps of

his new dignity, he rode from his hermitage in the

further Abruzzi into the neighbouring town of Aquila

mounted upon an ass, while the two kings of Naples

and Hungar held each a rein of the humble animal he

bestrode. IIere he assumed the name of leestine V.,

and summoned the sacred college to attend and escort

him to Naples, where he signified his intention to_ take

up his abode, far from the troubles and annoyances

to which a residence among the turbulent Romans

must expose him. This first step of the new mama”...

pontiff seemed to announce the triumph of the Petency

party hostile to that of the late Pope, and his kindred,

the Colonna: leestine V., they believed, had thrown

himself into the arms of the Gallic faction: the earliest

acts of his pontificate confirmed the impression, and

ruined his reputation for impartiality and capacity for

government: he created twelve new cardinals, of whom

seven were Frenchmen, and five Italians; the latter,

the notorious friends, and probably the nominees of the

king of Naples. It is difficult to say whether this or

the next act of the new reign was the more offensive to

the sacred college. C(elestine reénacted the celebrated

ordinance of Gregory X. for removing those worldly

influences and passions from the mind of the electoral

body, which had tended perhaps as much as any other

cause to lower the influence of the papacy, and to pro-.

mote intestine disorder in the state of the church.

Connected with the preponderance secured to the Gallic

party by the late numerous additions to the numbers of

the sacred college, the revival of the ordinance of the

conclave was more likely to strengthen than enfeeble the

French influence in the government. For the moment,
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in fact, the management of pontifical affairs had fallen

into the hands of king Charles II. of Naples and his

French allies. Caelestine withdrew himself as much as

possible from his temporal duties, to indulge, in a remote

apartment of his palace, in those exercises of contempla

tive devotion for which his religious training had adapted

him.f The conduct of the war for the recovery of Sicily

was abandoned to the king and his foreign allies.

Meanwhile the succession to the crown of Aragon

King Jayme had devolved upon the king of Sicily; and

f Siclilly Iéq- Jayme left his island-kingdom, and the charge

2mm Limi- of the war, to his younger brother Frederic,

J'em- under the tuition of their mother, the daughter

of Manfred. But at the moment of his accession the

new king of Aragon found himself involved in perilous

warfare with his powerful neighbour Philip le Bel of

France, while hampered with the defence of his trans

marine kingdom. On the other hand, the promotion of

French interests in Italy, and an impending war with

England, inclined Philip to rid himself of the obligation

of defending the groundless claim of his brother Charles

of Valois to the crown of Aragon. The opening for

negotiation was embraced by both parties, and a bargain

was struck by which the French prince abandoned his

pretensions to the Spanish crown, and Jayme abdicated

that of Sicily in favour of Charles II. of Naples ; basely

engaging to lead fleet and army to expel his mother

and brother from their inheritance, and to deliver over

his subjects, with all their acquisitions on the term firma

of Calabria, into the hands of their old oppressors. In

consideration of these concessions Philip and his Neapo

litan ally agreed to move the Pope for a plenary absolu

tion from the spiritual censures incurred; coupled, how

ever, with an unconditional amnesty to the Sicilian rebels.

The French party was triumphant in the court

Triumph of of the incompetent pontiff. Nobody believed

the French that the foreigners now in power ad aban

P‘my' doned their revenge for the slaughter of their

‘ Conf. Rag/nald, an. 1294, p. 154.
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countrymen, scarcely twelve years before. At their

suggestion Coelestine declined to remove the censures

incurred by the king of Aragon until he should have

consummated his treason to his late subjects by some

effectual naval or military achievement in performance

of his sinister engagement.g

The elevation of Ccelestine V. to the papal throne

had been the manifest result of a compromise Benedicmw

between the parties in the sacred college, which tano and C(2

they severally expected to improve to their hm“ V'

own advantage. From the moment of his accession

the Pope had passively resigned himself into the hands

of the French party, and retired to his cell in a remote

wing of his palace to indulge in the accustomed exercises

of solitary devotion. Every suggestion of his advisers

was adopted with an indolent facility. Places, diplomas,

offices of trust and emolument were lavished on them or

their dependants ; and a load ofobloquy cast on the giver

by all who had not partaken of his thoughtless bounty,

yet without engaging the gratitude of the recipients

themselves. The most honest—if there were any such—

of the pontifical court adopted the opinion that Cozlestine

was incompetent to the government of the Holy See.

Others were at hand to make ample use of the growing

conviction. Among these the cardinal Benedict Gaetano

—a creation of Martin IV.——was more specially qualified

by nerve and cunning to make the most of the oppor

tunities which the imbecility of the reigning Pontiff

presented. Relying upon the simplicity and pious faci

lity of Coslestine, he undertook to procure his resigna

tion, trusting to his own unmatched talent for intrigue

to turn the result to his own advantage. Coelestine

himself was profoundly conscious of the truth of the

allegation of unfitness industrioust propagated by his

designing minister. Within the early days of his pon

tificate he had expressed his desire to resign a burthen

which distracted him from the care of his soul’s welfare;

and he was withheld from abdicating the papal throne

I RaynaI/l. an. 1294-, p. 150.

SUP. U
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only by a conscientious doubt of the lawfulness of the

act. Benedict Gaetano undertook the task of removing

this scruple. Seconded by the avowed inclination of

Abdication ofthe weary recluse himself, the task proved of

Cagifl‘géxg easy execution; Cuelestine gladly placed his

of Benedict resignation in the hands of the sacred college,

988mm” and retired to his cell. But Charles II. and
Boniface _

the French party could not reconcile them

CELESTINE ABDICATES, ETC.

VIII.

selves to the loss of so convenient an instrument as the

Pontifi‘ had proved in their hands. He was assailed in

his solitude by a strong remonstrance on the part of

the King and clergy of Naples against the unlawful

ness of his abdication. The resolution of Ccelestine was

shaken for a moment; but the stern rebuke of his

brethren of the sacred college—the suggestion that the

retractation of so solemn an engagement must endanger

his salvation—brought him back to his prior deter

mination; and on the day following that on which the

legality of the proceeding had been discussed in full

congregation and decided in the affirmative, he formally

stripped himself of the papal vestures, and resigned the

pontificate into the hands of the cardinals, with full

power to proceed to the election of a pontifi‘ to fill the

vacant chair.h

An eye-witness of this singular transaction informs

us that the formula of abdication was drawn up by

Cardinal Benedict Gaetano ; and that he was from

beginning to end the confidential adviser of the feeble

victim of his intrigues. Later writers charge him with

juggleries calculated to work upon the superstitious

fears of the simple hermit.i Be this as it may, there is

h The terms of the abdication are

worth insertion. They run as follows:

“ I, Ccelestine V., bishop of the holy

Roman Churchbeing thereunto moved

by good and sufficient considerations,

for the exercise of humility, the desire

' of a more perfect life and an undefiled

conscience, and because of the infir

mity of my body, my want of know

ledge. and the mlpzusionn [ifthepeople,

as well as the hope of returning to the

tranquil habits of my former life, do,

of myown free and unconstrained will,

abdicate the papacy, and expressly re

nounce its place and dignity, its bur

thens and its honours; hereby impart

ing full powers to the holy college of

cardinals to proceed to the canonical

election of a pastor of the Universal

Church." Rayna-Zd. an. 1294-, pp. 155,

156.

‘ Ibrrato Vicentino (ap. Murat. Ss.

Rr. Ital. tom. ix. p. 966) affirms that

a voice was conveyed to his cell by
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no doubt that pope Coalestine honestly believed that he

had done his duty by the Church; and that the best

mode of serving her interests and his own was by de

voting the remainder of his days to those exercises of

piety and self-discipline to which he had taught himself

to look forward as the prelude of a blissful hereafter.

But this happiness he was not destined to enjoy. The

dangerous doubt as to the legality of his abdication still

entertained by the court and an important section of the

clergy rendered him an object of jealous suspicion to

the successful party. In the interim the cardinal Bene

dict had adroitly managed to persuade the king not only

that Coelestine was not a fit instrument for working out

his designs, but that he, Benedict, could render him

much more important services if by his (the king’s)

influence he were raised to the pontifical throne; that,

in‘short, if Charles would place at his command the

sufi'rages of the twelve members of the sacred college no

minated by Coelestine at the king’s suggestion, he would

be in a position to place all the powers of the Holy See at

his disposal. This was the last scene of the comedy;

the votes were given, and the unanimous choice of the

conclave fell upon the contriver and mover of the in

trigue. Cardinal Benedict Gaetano was elected and

consecrated under the name of Boniface VIII.j

CRAY. VL] BONIFACE VIIL

means of a tube, commanding him to

persevere in his resolution on pain of

per-dition. Raynalrl'i is bitterly in

dignant at the slander thus cast upon

the memory of pope Boniface VIII.

But instead of attacking the real ori

ginators of the libel, he falls foul of

the Centuriators for propagating it.

Conf. Ann. Eccl. an. 1294, pp. 157,

158.

J The election took place on the 24th

December 1294, only eleven days after

the abdication of leestine V.; that

Pontifi having sat only for the short

period of five months and nine days.

Rag/Mid. u. s. p. 158.
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CRAP. VIL] PONTIFICATE OF BONIFACE VIII.

THE accession of Boniface VIII. may be regarded as

the initiation of a new era in papal history. Plunger Bo

The objects which the new Pope proposed to “ifm VIII

himself at the outset of his pontificate are broadly

stated by his apologist, Raynaldi.“ “His mind,” says

that writer, “embraced the universe: he proposed

to accomplish, first, the pacification of Italy; next, to

bring back Sicily to her allegiance to the Holy Seek”

to establish a firm league between the French and

Spanish nations; to reconcile the kings of France and

England; to restrain the emperor Adolphus of Nassau

from molesting his neighbours; and, lastly, to reunite

and direct the military powers of the Christian world

in a firm league to drive back the schismatic Greeks

into subjection to the Roman Church, and to make that

reunion the stepping-stone to the recove of the Holy

Land, lost by the pernicious dissensions o 'the Western

nations.” The principle, however, upon which he relied

for the success of this comprehensive plan was no longer

equally applicable to the state of public opinion as in

the age of his predecessor and prototype Innocent III.

“We do hereby,” he said, in a document which must

shortly fall under our notice, “pronounce, testify, and

declare, that it is necessary to salvation that every

human being should be subject to the Roman Pontiff.”

Unfortunately for himself, his pontificate forms a stand

ing commentary on this startling axiom. His corona

tion was performed with more than the customary

shows and pomps of that ceremony.b The grossest of

the fictions which form a principal ingredient in the

I Ad an. 1295, p. 164.

" Conf. 01th. Pet. Book xiii. c. 3,

p. 371. For a grandiloquent account

of the ceremony see the poetical record

inserted at length by Raynaldi, an.

1295, pp. 165 m 169.

f"
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witches’ cauldron of Roman tradition were imported

His into the pageant with ostentatious audacity:

°°T°nati°m the act of consecration transferred the crown

of Constantine the Great, with all its prerogatives of

universal empire, to the head of the successor of Syl

vester: the Pontiff was thereby inaugurated as spiritual

and temporal autocrat of the world—the former power

as derived from Christ Himself; the latter from the

absolute donation and resignation of the last of the

Western Caesars :0 and, in conformity with the supposed

precedent, the two tributary kings of Hungary and

Naples performed the menial office of bridle-groom to

their new master.

There were points of resemblance in the characters

His of Boniface VIII. and Innocent III. Both

"hamter- were endowed with undaunted courage in the

encounter with the outer world; both proposed to

thrive upon the fermentation of the vulgar elements of

secular power: “The Church,” says Boniface, “profits

by and amid the disturbances of the world; relying

upon the Divine protection, she is neither deterred by

the noisy threatenings of the worldlings, nor cast down

by the impact of temporal adversity: the reverse of

this—she is all the more confident under misfortune;

when most sorely beset she most surely prevails—when

most sufi'ering she is the more certainly triumphant.”d

But here the analogy between the characters of the two

princes of the church failed. The mind of Boniface

conceived the end and aim of his government with

clearness and precision; but his impetuous spirit ne

glected or disdained that circumspection with which his

great predecessor took measure of the means at his dis

posal: he was unendowed with the discernment neces

° “ Hmc (insignia) Romans. tenens quondam fastigia Caasur.

Imperitans mundo magnus pietate monarchs

Constantinus apex statuit, tum primus in orbe :

Fonts sacra purgatua pherus, proprium Bibi regnum

Seu Phrygium manibus Sylvestri in vertice preasit ;

Ofliciique homilis gessit stratoris, ab ipso

Mundatus qura monitus per somnia princeps," 6w.

See the doggrel ap. Raynald. ubi sup.

4 See letters of Bon. VIII. up. Raynald. an. 1295, p. 170.
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sary to deal with the altered circumstances of the age.

He began his reign with an outrage which cast a deep

shade upon his reputation, and alienated the affections

of every right-minded observer. His apprehensive am

bition could not tolerate even a possible rival: he could

not pardon the meek and harmless Pietro Murrone for

having sat for a few months on the pontifical throne.

He was aware that there was a strong undercurrent of

disapprobation of the means by which he had risen, and

of conscientious doubt of the lawfulness of the resigna

tion of his predecessor. As long as Pietro lived at

large he felt his throne tottering under him. Heimpflsons

The hermit, in the interim, had hurried back Cwlesfi'le v

to his solitude in the Abruzzi, to spend the remainder

of his days in the exercises of peaceful devotion. A

band of papal soldiers rudely tore him from his retreat,

and hurried him off to the castle of Fianone in Cam

pania, where he was shut up in a dungeon so narrow

that he could scarcely stretch himself at length, and so

noisome as to deter his friends from visiting him in his

affliction. This foul treatment and the cruelty of his

jailers soon put an end—as it was intended to do—to

the aged sufferer’s days, and the fears of his persecutor.

No objection was, however, taken to his dying in the

odour of sanctity, and two cardinals were deputed to

officiate at- his obsequies. He was buried with cere

mony in the convent of his order at Ferentino in

Campania.e

Boniface VIII. treated his feeble client Charles of

Naples as a dog-breaker treats his whelps. Boniface

He reminded him fiercely that by allowing v1“, and

the tribute due from the kingdom to fall into Chgilggn

arrears he had z'pso facto incurred the penalty '

of excommunication. The King humbly kissed the

rod; by great exertion he paid up the sum required,

and meekly sued for a remission of the penalty. But

the Pope soon had occasion for his services ; and, after

this proof of his docility, he could afford to resort to a

° Ra/ynaldi (an. 1295, p. 174) tells comment.

the revolting story without remark or
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more indulgent treatment. Caalestine V. had fixed the

term of three years for the performance of the treaty

between Jayme II. of Aragon and the confederate kings

of France and Naples. His successor was anxious to

accelerate the surrender of the island of Sicily, and

with that view granted absolution to the king of Ara

gon. He even proposed that he should marry a daugh

ter of Charles of Naples; and that the eldest son of

the latter should take to wife Yolanda, the sister of

Jayme II. Moreover, to enable Charles to cooperate

with the king of Aragon in the execution of the late

treaty, Boniface VIII. advanced him considerable sums

of money, and made over to him the tenths of all eccle

siastical revenue for the use of the crusade against the

Sicilians.f

But the Sicilians neither trusted the promises nor

Overture, of feared the menaces of the patron of their late

Bonifacp to oppressors. It was difficult to persuade them

the Slclhans' that the latter had dropped all thoughts of

revenge for the slaughter of their countrymen ; and no

sooner had Don Jayme quitted the island than they

hailed his youthful brother Frederic regent of the king

dom. Meanwhile the imperious temper of pope Boniface

at every step endangered the success ofhis most cherished

projects. He capriciously insisted upon the restoration

of the Balearic islands to the exiled king Don Pedro of

Aragon ; and cancelled, at the instance of Philip le Bel,

the decree of the states ofCatalonia, annexing the islands

to the county of Barcelona as part and parcel of the

kingdom of AragonJg But he strove to compensate the

disadvantage likely to result from this rash act by

direct approaches to Frederic, the regent of Sicily. The

prince was persuaded to agree to a personal conference

with the Pope, and to listen to the solicitations and

promises of Boniface at least with patience and respect.

The Pontifi' laid before him the hopelessness of further

' Raynaldi, ibid. p. 180. wars. The decree revising the act of

8 Don Pedro was the uncle of Don the states is dated the 24th June 1295.

Jayme IL, and had adhered to the Ita/ynald. an. p. 181.

papal party throughout the Sicilian
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resistance: the arms of the monarchs of France, Naples,

and Aragon, he said, were arrayed against him; to

these powers he had nothing to oppose but the incon

siderable numbers and feeble means of his Sicilian ad

herents. He promised him the hand of Catherine, the

titular heiress of the last Latin emperor of Constanti

nople, and engaged to unite all the powers of Europe

in a combined effort to reconquer the Eastern empire

for his benefit; and as an earnest of his sincere desire

for reconciliation with the Sicilians, he sent the arch

bishop of Messina into Sicily to release the people from

every spiritual censure incurred since the' outbreak of

the insurrection. Whatever impression may have been

made upon the youthful prince and his aged mother,

their subjects too well knew what it meant to fall into

the hands of the Franco-papal party, to listen either to

the arguments used or the lures held out to persuade

them to abandon their hard-earned indepen- joecwd by

dence. They were sternly impressed with them

the conviction that no treaty was of avail against the

dispensing power of the Holy See, and that every com

promise proposed must be aimed, not only at their

liberties, but at their lives and property. ' hey knew

that no artifice had been left untried to remove from

among them their heroic friend and adviser Giovanni

di Procida; and if proof were wanted of the ruthless

spirit of the court of Rome, it was supplied by the con

temporaneous massacre'of the unofi‘ending remnant of

the Saracen colony established at Lucera by the emperor

Frederic 11.,“ and maintained by his successors.

But the prospect before them at this juncture was

dark and dismal. How would their diminished Embmy‘of

numbers on land or sea show against .the thetfiggif“

combined hosts of the three powerful princes Jayme of

they were about to encounter? Though Don Ans”

Jayme had abandoned them, they determined not to

cast him off till they had exhausted every chance of

awakening him to a sense of honour and good faith.

h Raynaldi, ibid. p. 185.
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A deputation of the most distinguished persons in the

island flung themselves at the feet of their heartless

sovereign: they implored him to repudiate a treaty

equally injurious to his honour and the vital interests

of his subjects; they besought him with tears and

lamentations to withhold his signature to the death

warrant of a gallant and loyal people ; or, if indeed he

would no longer reign over them, that he would give

them a king, and surrender the garrisons he still held

in the island, that these strongholds might not be made

to serve the purposes of their mortal fees. The King

dismissed them with an answer quite of a piece with

the rest of his conduct. He assured them “that he

had no intention of surrendering the fortresses in ques

tion to their enemies; and that if they should think

proper to place his brother Frederic on their throne, he

had no doubt he would demean himself like a gallant

knight, and one who knew his duty; as to their own

course, they could not be .at a loss to know how they

ought to bear themselves under the circumstances.”i .

Meanwhile pope Boniface, who had no great idea

Proposal, of of the fidelity of h1s slippery ally pf Aragon,

Boniface to moved heaven and earth to prevail upon the

the b‘clh'ms' Sicilians to return to their allegiance. As to

the terms of submission a carte-blanche was offered ; a

blank bull, headed in the handwriting of Boniface him

self, and sealed with his own hand, was sent for them

to fill in, with liberty to inscribe the most minute spe

cifications and guarantees of their rights and liberties,

provided they would but signify their submission to

the Holy See, and acknowledge their lawful sovereign

king Charles. The bearer of this document was met

outside the walls of Messina by the chief men of the

island. The answer returned was a firm nega

tive: they could put no faith in papal pro

mises, however profuse; and the noble Pietro di An

salone, drawing his sword, declared in the name of the

council that the Sicilians were accustomed to trust

Rejected.

‘ Raynald. ibid. p. 200, with Mansi‘s note.
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rather to their own good blades and stout arms than

to empty parchments for the protection of their lives

and liberties. He concluded his address by warning

the envoy and his followers to make good haste to quit

the Sicilian soil, lest worse should befal them.j

The die was cast ; and Boniface VIII., who never

flinched from difficulties or yielded to disap- Wrath of B,

ointments, summoned the king ofAragon to nifwe- _EX

liome to concert measures with Charles II. of

Naples for the execution of the late treaty for SiOili'mB

the subjugation of Sicily.k The nobility of the island,

on their part, took the'decisive step of electing and

crowning prince Frederic king of Sicily. Boni- They crown

face vented his indignation at this audacious Frederic

contempt in a furious manifesto: he quashed kmg'

the election and coronation; he stigmatised the ignomi

nious expulsion of his emissary as an intolerable insult

to the Holy See; he accused the Sicilians of giving

shelter to his rebellious subjects; of inveigling the Ca

labrians into insurrection, and committing a variety of

excesses, all of which might be fairly described as

incidental to the state of warfare with which he and

his predecessors had harassed them for a period of

thirteen or fourteen years. The bull closed with the

usual menaces ofexcommunication and interdict, unless

they speedily repented and reversed all their late acts

of contumacy and rebellion.l But the Sicilians had by

this time become tolerably indifferent to these explo

sions of pontifical wrath. They gave no sign that the

sound thereof had reached their ears; and on St. Peter’s

day“1 of the year 1296, the curse of the Church was

iolemnly pronounced upon them in all the churches of

tal .

Pope Boniface was, however, at this juncture des

titute of ships, men, and money for the reduction of

J Raymld. an. 1296, p. 201. The heads, by the defeats they were doom

hlsborian is dreadfully seandalised by ed to suffer.

the inconceivable obstinacy of the k In the month of February 1296.

Sicilians; and admires the rapidity ' The Bull is dated the 3d of May

with which the judgment of Heaven 1296. Id. ibid. p. 204.

is made to fell upon their rebellious m The 29th of June.
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the rebels. None of these important articles were to

Boniface be procured in Italy; and he was driven to

offers str- resort to his doubtful ally the king of Aragon

32:13:03?) for the indispensable material of war. Don

the king of Jayme was a difficult person to deal with;

Amwn' the Pontifi' could hope to succeed only by

the offer of a bribe commensurate with the expense

and danger to be incurred. The claims of the Holy

See to the islands of Sardinia and Corsica, though often

admitted in negotiations and treaties, had never yet

been realised. We believe that Rome did not occupy

a foot of land in either; nor is there any evidence to

show that the actual possessors had ever admitted the

papal supremacy or tolerated papal interference. Both

islands had been in great part occupied by independ

ent Pisan and Genoese settlers. These chiefs, though

nominally the subjects of the two great republics, were

too firmly established to pay any great regard to their

allegiance to the parent states, much less to the paper

pretensions ofthe Holy See; nor could these pretensions

be sustained otherwise than by an armament, for which

the Pontifi' possessed neither troops not money. It oc

curred, however, to the ingenious mind ofBoniface VIII.

that Don Jayme II. of Aragon might be made instru—

mental for reducing the two islands into possession;

and at the same time in furnishing the means of esta

blishing his own authority in Sicily. He accordingly

offered the kingdoms of Sardinia and Corsica to the

king of Aragon, on condition of holding them of the

Holy See by service and tribute, and in such a form

as must have reduced, not only the new kingdom but

his native realm to a state of perpetual and hopeless

dependence upon Rome. The terms of investiture

were such as to lay open the government to the unre

stricted interference of the papal suzerain, and to de

grade the status of the King to that of a simple agent

Terms of the or ministerial officer of the Holy See. It was

provgmd an article of the proposed transfer, that the

“581°” united kingdoms of Sardinia and Corsica

should at no time, and on no pretence, be severed from
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the crown of Aragon; and that the obligations con

tracted should weigh equally upon both realms. In

conformity with this intention, it was further stipula

ted that the new King should engage to enter into no

treaty, alliance, or fellowship with any foreign state

or potentate that might be prejudicial to the Roman

Church; reserving to the Pope for the time being the

absolute right to determine whether any public trans

action of the new government was of that nature or

not: by this compact union of person, interests, and

power in the Spanish and insular crowns, it was under

stood that the sovereign should at all times and on all

occasions regard himself as the friend of the friends

and the enemy of the enemies of the Holy See. It was

added, by way of further security, that every matter

of ambiguity or doubtful interpretation in the compact

should be dutifully referred to the decision of the pon

tiff for the time being.l1

The sordid prince to whom this delusive cession

was tendered, accepted it with all its bur- Result of the

thens; the Pope reserving to himself a power alliance be

to revoke the donation within six months Pfizeeenéhfhe

of the date, if these conditions were not unc- king of

tually fulfilled. W'ith it, Don Jayme I . ac- Ans“

cepted the sounding title of Generalissimo of the Armies

of the Cross. But it soon appeared that the parties

to the compact were playing a game against each

other. That of the Pope was at least open and undis

guised; the hopes of the king of Aragon were grounded

on possession when obtained, and the thousand advant

ages to be derived from, that position. Don Jayme

lost no time in equipping a fleet and an army osten

sibly to wage uncompromising war with the enemies of

the Holy See. The actual transfer of the new king

dom was delayed on the part of the Pope for some

months by absorbing engagements at home; while the

kingdom of Aragon was threatened by an impending

rupture with Philip 1e Bel of France, who insisted

" Raynaldi, ibid. an. 1297 ; dated April 4th.
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upon the restitution of the Balearic islands to his an

cient ally Don Jayme, the uncle of the king. The

Pope was therefore not for the moment at leisure to

execute the transfer, nor the King to accept it, till

the year 1299. In the interim, however, the latter felt

himself under obligation to make at least a demonstra

tion of his zeal in the cause of the Holy See. He had

been taken under the special protection of the Church;

a crusade against the Sicilian heretics had been pub

lished, with an unconditional pardon to all deserters

from the cause of the “usurper” Frederic. The un

wise and offensive administration of that prince had,

in the interim, alienated his best friends and weakened

his defenders. In this state of things he was no match

for the combined fleets of Aragon and Naples; and

risking a battle suffered a crushing defeat in his own

waters. Alarmed at his own success, Don Jayme sud

denly turned his back upon the Sicilian shores, left his

ally Charles II. of Naples in the lurch, and retreated to

his own harbours. The latter was so totally exhausted

by the expenses of this fruitless expedition as to be com

pelled to pledge the crown jewels for the trifling sum

of 1600 ounces of gold. The Sicilian war languished

for a period ofrather more than three years. We avail

ourselves of this break in the sequence of events inthis

quarter to advert to certain salient points in the foreign

and domestic policy of pope Boniface VIII., which may

be regarded as exhibiting a new phase in the history of

the Papacy.

While Boniface was striving, by alternate promises

Difficulties and threats, to bend the selfish interests and

of_Boniface passions of his spiritual subjects to his pur~

m Italy' poses, he found himself involved in serious

difficulties in Italy itself. The re-conquest of the Holy

Land had passed out of his mind except as a remote

possibility, subject to his success against the Sicilian

rebels, and the reduction of the Greek Church to sub

mission under that of Rome. But to those objects the

pacification of Italy was indispensable. Though a mas
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ter of intrigue, his savage pride and limited intelligence

involved him in errors equally fatal to his own designs

and to the cause ofpeace and good-will in the Christian

world. Boniface VIII. frequently failed either to strike

at the right time or to level his blows at the proper

object. Though fully convinced of the necessity of

union and concord among his neighbours to the success

of his schemes, the steps he adopted almost uniformly

tended to the opposite result.o Delighting to appear

rather in the character of the monarch than in that of

the friend and counsellor’of his spiritual subjects, he

was always more familiar with the language of com

mand than with that of advice. The imperious tone of

his communications injured his credit, and exposed

him to the suspicions of all with whom he had to deal.

Thus the important operation of uniting the naval

powers of the two great maritime republics of Italy

for his operations against the Sicilian rebels ended in

failure. He was equally unsuccessful in his measures

for reconciling the Markgrave of Monferrat with the

neighbouring cities of -Lombardy.P Though partially

successful in his measures for the pacification of R0

magna and the reé'stablishment of the authority of the

Holy See in that quarter and in the republic of Pisa,q

he was incapable of bending the temper and circum

stances of the times to his purposes ; and thus it hap

pened that the resources of Italy remained as far be

yond his reach as those of the more distant provinces

of his spiritual domain.

But irrespectively of the political errors of Boni

face VIII., it is obvious that the temper and (mafial

spirit of the age were adverse. The circum- change of

° Thus when, in the year 1295, he

interfered as arbiter of the difler

ences between the Venetians and the

Genoese, the latter rejected his arbi

tration; he fed the flame of discord

by calling upon Venice to avenge the

insulted majesty of the Holy See in

arms. Baynald. an. 1295, p. 186.

P A legate was sent to the belli

gerents, commanding them to sheathe

their swords, and, like dutiful subjects,

to refer their difierences to the deci

sion of the Holy See, “ the only lawful

arbiter of all disputes among Chris

tians.”

'1 The republic had recently shaken

off the yoke of her Ghibelliue masters;

but, sensible of the difliculty of main

taining the new order of things, they

had intrusted the government of the

city to Boniface VIII., with a reser

vation of their liberties and franchise,

6w. Raymld. an. 1296, p. 199.
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times and stances and the persons he had to deal with

mte’em' differed in some material respects from those

which his more successful predecessors had to manage.

Before the close of the thirteenth century the supports

of the pontifical authority had been gradually rotting

under the corrosion of court intrigue and almost every

imaginable form of corruption and abuse. The com

mands of Innocent III. and his immediate successors

Were listened to with fear and trembling throughout

the Latin world; they wielded and directed the arms

of the Western nations, and profited by their undis

tinguishing zeal to crush the most formidable spiritual

rebellion that had hitherto endangered the power of

the Holy See ; they were served by a well-drilled and

organised monastic militia, which multiplied their

power in every court and city and town of Christen

dom—a combination of powers which could not, with

out the most imminent risk, be encountered by any

direct opposition.r Considering, in the next place, the

eriod which elapsed between the accession of Gregory

IX. (an. 1227) and that of Clement IV. (an. 1265), we

perceive that although the outer world was beginning

to investigate more closely the amount of profit and

loss resulting from the papal connection—though the

crusading mania was fast cooling down, and the monas

tic orders were more deeply engaged with their domes

tic interests and mutual broils than was consistent with

their dutiful services to the Holy See, yet the pontifi's

of this period.5 stood at the head of the great Guelphic

league in Italy. In the inexorable warfare in which

they had engaged with the imperial party they had

obtained a strong hold upon and a firm standing in the

political arena; the names of Guelphs and Ghibellines

still retained their original significance, and the decline

of the latter was a true indication of the preponderance

of the papal power and influence.

But with the triumphant close of the contest came a

change in the position of the Holy See: the party names

I The fate of the I-iohenstaufien I Gregory IX., Innocent IV., Alex

aflords ample proof. ander IV., Urban IV., and Clement IV.
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and distinctions survived the crisis, but lostSymrwlpq of

their original signification ; they had become “$3331,”

simple watchwords offaction, incentives of civil 0f the

disturbance, mementos of family injuries and papaoy'

hereditary enmities. The attempts of Gregory X.t to

suppress the symbols, and, with them, to extinguish

the elements of strife to which they had been made to

minister, had failed; and no steady principle of union

with the Holy See for the promotion of her own special

designs remained behind. Meanwhile the inveterate

dissensions of the sacred college, the progress of ven

ality and Selfish ambition in every class of the clergy

—it might almost be said in every church and monas

tery—the corruption which pervaded all departments

of the pontifical administration, had created alarm and

disgust throughout Christendom. The Holy See had,

it is true, gained lands, cities, provinces; but amid

these apparent successes the fulcrum of her power had

been shifting its basis; the papal state was gradually

settling down into the secular form which it retains to

the present day ; the spiritual power was dwindling to

the condition of a secondary or auxiliary force; and

the thunderbolts of Rome missed their aim too fre

quently to serve even the purely selfish purposes for

which they were now undisguise y launched.

Such was the altered- state of the public mind with

which Boniface VIII. had to deal—a state State of

which called for prudence, forbearance, tem- public

per. In all these qualities the reigning pon- °pm‘°n'

tiff was notoriously deficient ; and the consequent

decline of the papal influence in the Latin world will,

we think, be aptly illustrated by a short sketch of

European affairs between the years 1292 and 1297.

In the year 1291 Edward I. of England had reduced

Scotland to a state of vassalage under his European

crown. But the ruthless ambition of the “flair”

king brought with it its proper punishment. His vic

tories over a high-spirited and gallant people afforded

' See ch. vi. p. 218 of this vol.

SUP. X
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but a poor compensation for the enormous expenditure

of life and treasure for the almost barren results of

his military achievements. The crafty and dangerous

character of his neighbour Philip IV. (Le Bel) of

France kept his vigilance and circumspection in con

stant exercise, lest, in the pursuit of his ambitious

projects at home, he should afford pretext or open

ing for an attack upon his Aquitanian provinces; for

the defence of which his means were insufficient, and

his subjects all but indifferent. Prudence may avoid

offence, but it is no match for guile. The maritime

population of England and France had for years past

carried on a system of mutual injuries and piratical

practice, which ended in a formal warfare, to which the

governments of both countries were total strangers.

The fleets of the two countries encountered each other

upon the high seas, and the French partisans met with

a defeat so crushing as almost to annihilate the com

mercial navy of France.

Philip le Bel adopted the quarrel of his people, and

refused to be satisfied with any concessions short of

absolute submission to the extravagant and
Insolence . . o

and disgraceful compensatlons demanded. For

Ifimffiggf an alleged offence, to the full as justly im

' putable to his own subjects as to those of his

adversary, he cited Edward of England, as a duke and

peer of France, to answer before his supreme court for

the contempt and injury committed by his subjects

upon the men and ships of his 10rd. The king of

England was at no loss to see the drift of this violent

and irrational proceeding; but he still hoped, by his

influence at the French court, to avert the storm he

was not prepared to brave. With the knowledge and

consent of Philip, the queen dowager of France and

Johanna, the wife of Edmund and the mother of

Philip’s queen, agreed upon terms of accommodation

humiliating to England and flattering to the vanity

of the French and their sovereign. The treaty was

formally signed, and duplicates exchanged between the

negotiators on both sides; and Philip himself; in part
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performance of the engagements entered into in his

name and with his cognisance, revoked the citation,

and dismissed prince Edmund, the brother of Edward,

with the impression that he had as firmly bound him

self by the act of his representatives as if he had form

ally ratified the treaty.“ The king of England hastened

to fulfil the terms of the treaty; he surrendered some of

the strongest fortresses in Guienne, dismissed his troops,

and discontinued his armaments for the defence of his

Aquitanian possessions. The French army was with

drawn from the frontiers of Guienne; and a negotia

tion was entered into, with apparent cordiality on both

sides, for the marriage ofEdward himselfwith Blanche,

a sister of king Philip. A conference between the two

kings was to be held at Amiens, for which a safe-con

duct was the necessary preliminary. This document

was Withheld upon a variety of pretexts, the king’s

suspicions were aroused, and these misgivings speedily

received ample confirmation. The French forces on

the frontier of Guienne, though colourably withdrawn,

only awaited orders to advance at a convenient dis

tance. The constable of France, de Nesle, now insisted

upon taking military possession of the entire duchy;

and, denuded as it was of every defence, the last pos

session of the Plantagenets of Anjou fell an easy prey

to the treacherous assailant. Elated beyond bounds by

the success of his fraudulent scheme, Philip of France

did not scruple to add a bitter insult to the injury

already inflicted. The king and his court of peers re

plied to the loud remonstrances of Edward in a tone

of scorn and contumely which sank deep into the hearts

of the people of England: the bridegroom, they said,

was too old for her; the princess Blanche therefore re

jected his addresses, together with the dowry ofi'ered,

with the contempt they deserved. A second citation

was issued; and, upon non-appearance, the king was,

as a matter of course, found guilty by his peers of

‘1 He exempted himself from ap- cause,“ the suzerain was exempted

pearing as a principal in the trans- from personal participation inatreaty

action upon the plea that, “honoris with a vassal.
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treason to his superior lord, and the duchy of Guienne

declared forfeited to the crown of France.

From this moment a burning sense of shame and

War between indignation took possession ofthe public mind

England in England. Edward and his parliament swore

and mee' to recover the possessions of which the crown

of England had been so foully defrauded; the king re

nounced his allegiance to the traitor king who had over

reachcd and plundered him; an embargo was laid upon

the ships ofFrance in the English ports; a general war

tax was unanimously voted; and the whole array of the

kingdom was summoned to assemble for embarkation at

Portsmouth on the 1st of the ensuing month of Sep

tember." Within a short space of time an understand

League ing was come to with all the neighbours of

against the king of France who had reason to appre

I‘mce‘ bend the like treachery. Holland, Brabant,

and Flanders entered into a defensive league with the '

king of England; an alliance offensive and defensive

was concluded with the emperor elect, Adolphus of

Nassau,w for the redress of their mutual grievances.

In his measures for raising the requisite funds for the

war, Edward I. observed no greater delicacy in deal

ing with the revenues of his churches than his enemy,

Philip of France. Without regard to the immunities

of the spiritual corporations of his dominions, he laid

hands upon their treasure-chests and records by way

of security for the duties and services due to the crown

in respect of their temporal fiefs. The wealthier foun

dations were compelled to pay scutage to the amount

of 100 marks for each knight’s fee; and the revenues

of all foreigners derivable from church lands in Eng

land were inexorably swept into the royal exchequer.

The clergy in general were mulcted to the war in half

their incomes, the laity in one-sixth only; and with the

funds thus raised Edward despatched a fleet and an army

to Guienne, which for the moment put him in possession

of the most important seaports of the duchy.

v Rymc'r, i. pp. 801, 802, 804. Pauli, Gesch. Eng. vol. iv. p. 87, from

w At Nuremberg, August 21, 1294. 9. Ms. in the Cottonian collection.
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These disturbances in the state of Europe, and the

complications attendin them, ins ired o e
Boniface VIII. with apgprehension I{ind aliiriii.

He was at this moment destitute of a single vm' '

ally, with the exception of the impoverished king of

Naples. The conflicting passions and interests of the

outlying states of Christendom operated as so many

conductors to convey his thunderbolts harmlessl to

the ground. At an early period of the war he ha de

spatched two cardinal-legates to the courts of England

and France with a view to dissolve the' league, and to

prevent hostilities he had good reason to regard as

detrimental to the general influence of the Holy See,

and subversive of his plans for the recovery of Sicily.

Edward I. received the pontifical messengers with ex

ceeding indifference, and shortly replied to their solici

tations that he could entertain no proposals for negotia

tion with his enemy without the consent of his ally,

the emperor-elect of Germany. With this answer the

legates adjourned to the court of Adolphus of Nassau,

with instructions purporting that, if they should meet

with no more satisfactory reception from the emperor,

they were to address themselves to the princes of the

empire separately, with a view to detach them from the

English alliance; if, however, Adolphus himself were to

prove obdurate, they were directed to dethrone him,

and to absolve his subjects from their allegiance.

But in that quarter Boniface VIII. had easy work.

As long as the subsidies supplied from Eng- H,

land — in enjoyment or expectancy —— ope- fulfififififig

rated on the minds of the selfish and needy {gedlifl'é’

aristocracy of Germany, they appeared ready m '

enough to resent the insolent encroachments of Philip

of France upon the territories of the empire. But as

the pecuniary resources of the emperor dwindled, their

zeal cooled down; and now all that was wanted was

a plausible pretext to desert his banners; and that

pretext was supplied by pope Boniface. The armies

of Adolphus of Nassau levaporated like the morning

mist; and Philip was at leisure to direct his arms
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against the weaker members of the league. The king

of France, in fact, held the game in his own hands.

He had little difficulty in detaching the timid and nar

row-minded king Jayme II. of Aragon from the inter

ests of his rival; or in providing occupation enough
I to the king of England at home to neutralise his efforts

for the recovery of his transmarine dominions. In

the year 1295 the resources of the latter were further

drained by a formidable insurrection in Wales. His

disafl'ected vassal, king John Baliol of Scotland, was

without difliculty drawn into any compact which held

out a prospect of emancipation from the odious yoke of

England. The king, it is true, was successful in sup

pressing the revolt of the Welsh, and in punishing the

king of Scotland for his meditated rebellion; but in

the mean time his Flemish allies were destined to fight

their battle single-handed against the overwhelming

forces of his enemy. The earl of Flanders was speedily

reduced to submission, and a large section of the earl

dom was incorporated with the French kingdom. The

hands of the king of England were in the sequel tied

by the threatening insurrection of the gallant Sir \Vil

liam Wallace in. Scotland: Edward I. was paying the

penalty of his unprincipled ambition; while his self

applauding enemy was reaping the full advantage of his

insidious and deceitful policy.

Thus far the course of events had been favourable

Grievance, to the views of pope Boniface VIII. The for

Hoftlée midable confederacy was dissolved, and the

°y ee' pontifi' had now to apply a remedy to the

manifold disorders and grievances that had arisen dur

ing the conflict. Irrespective of any supposable anx

iety on the part of the Pope to put an end to those

desolating wars which consumed the substance, and

diminished the taxable capabilities of churches and

people, Boniface VIII. had both personal and corporate

grievances to redress—grievances which had reduced

him to a state ofindigence, and contrasted painfully with

the wealth derived by his predecessors from the identi

cal sources which had run dry in his hands. Above all,
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it was incumbent on him to emancipate the churches

of the belligerent kingdoms from that extortionate tax

ation which had reduced them to penury, and diverted

the current of wealth from the papal exchequer to pro

fane and often adverse uses. But the impetuous pontifi'

had not thought fit to await the subsidence of the pas

sions and animosities which the war had engendered.

Just at the moment when the three leading powers of

Europe were grasping per fas et nefas at every source

of supply within their reach for their mutual destruc

tion, Boniface VIII. published a decree which struck

almost in an equal degree at the liberties ofthe churches

themselves and the interests of secular government.

The canonical immunities of the clergy no doubt ex

empted them from arbitrary taxation; but left them

at liberty to fulfil their duties as citizens and subjects.

Grants to the crown from ecclesiastical incomes had

become frequent—almost customary—in all political

emergencies, and were regarded by the governments

as legitimate sources of supply in the like contingencies.

At a moment perhaps the least opportune the pontifi'

thought fit to prohibit all such grants under the se

verest spiritual penalties; casting at once the churches

loose fi'om the state, and neutralising their character of

subjects and citizens. Boniface had hitherto held him

self out as the mediator—more properly as the judge—

of all disputes between the princes of Christendom that

might lead to bloodshed, or be inconvenient to the Holy

See. The decree, entitled from its initial words The Bull

“ Clericis laicos,” was eminently fitted to dam- “ Livriqfs

age his character as such referee. On the lam"

18th of August 1296 he published in all parts of Eu

rope a bull or ‘constitution,’ commencing with a long

and wordy enumeration ofthe grievances and extortions

under which the churches and spiritual bodies had for

a long time past been ground down and reduced to

indigence, “for the damnable purpose,” as he alleged,

“of supplying Christian princes with the means of

shedding each other’s blood :” the decree accordingly

strictly prohibited all bishops, abbots, priests, and men
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of religion, under any form or pretext—whether it were

by loan, or free gift, or subsidy, or office of profit—t0

give, grant, or pay any kind of contribution—such as

tenths, twentieths, or the like—to their princes or lords,

without an express faculty or license from the Holy

See : all persons, whether givers or receivers, found tres

passing against that ordinance, and all officers or others

laying sacrilegious hands upon the property or trea

sures of the church, to fall under the like condem

nation.x

That this ordinance took away the discretionary

Character power of the churches to contribute to the

and drift of necessities of the state, and made both parties

the Bun' dependent in this respect upon the will of the

Roman pontiff was manifest to all to whom it was ad

dressed. If the constitution “ Clericis laicos” had been

allowed to take effect, one half the landed property

of the European community would have been rendered

unavailable for the public defence, or any other legiti

mate purpose of civil government, until the license of

the Pope could be obtained; a process which experi

ence abundantly proved must transfer no inconsiderable

portion of the sums levied into the pockets of the pon

tiff and curia; and would no doubt turn out the cause

of a sordid bargaining between church and state. It is

not pretended that the churches had not strong grounds

of complaint against the extortions of the secular pow

ers ; or that the head of the church might not properly

. interfere for their protection. For ages past the same

grounds of complaint had been urged in general and

particular councils ; and indeed, of late years the kings

of France and England had notoriously charged upon

their ecclesiastical subjects burthens out of all propor

tion to the subsidiary obligations of the laity. If it had

been the single purpose of pope Boniface VIII. to pre

serve the discretionary power of the clergy, and to

‘ Conf. the decree at length, ap. clearly recognised in the 19th canon

Raanald. an. 1296, p. 209. The dis- of the great council of the Latex-an, in

cretlonary power of the churches to 1179, under pope Alexander III. HM

grant_mds and contributions to the duin, Concil. tom. vi. p. 1681.

state in political emergencies is very
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bring down ecclesiastical estate to a proper taxable

level with lay property, no great fault could be found

‘ with his mode of proceeding. But the special terms of

the decree left little doubt upon the minds of the laity

that it was intended to cast the control of the contribu

tions derived from the taxable property ofhalf the Latin

world into the hands of the Holy See.

In England king Edward I. was at this moment in

treaty with his clerical subjects for a war-con- Publication

tribution amounting to one-fifth of their in- pfthe Bull

comes. The clergy, with archbishop Robert m England'

of Canterbury at their head, refused the demand; and

without more ado the king caused all the granaries

and storehouses of the churches and conventual bodies

to be sequestered and placed under seal. In the climax

of the dispute the archbishop caused the bull “Clericis

laicos” to be published throughout his province, and

at the same time he convoked a synod in London to

devise some mode of protecting his clergy against the

resentment of the king. Edward himself; goaded to

fury by the publication of the bull and the recusancy

of the convocation, deprived the clergy of the protec

tion of the law, and exposed them to molestation and

insult from his rude soldiery whenever they stirred

abroad; he forbad all subjects to undertake their de

fence before his courts ; he put them out of his peace ;

he declined all communication with them in their cor

porate capacity, and resolved to rely upon individual

solicitation and intimidation to break the spirit of resist

ance springing from combined action. By this method

a tax, equal to one-fifth ofthe movables of the churches,

was extorted from the majority of the clergy; while

the more sturdy recusants saw their property seized

and sold by the sheriffs, without regard to private

rights or the services attached to particular funds and

revenues by the donors.y

The reception of the bull in France, though less

demonstrative, was far more offensive to the 1m reception

court of Rome. The passions of the haughty in Frame

? Matth. Westmanaat., as quoted by Raynaldi, ad an. 1296, pp. 209, 210.
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and unyielding monarch, though hardly less potent,

were under the control of a cooler judgment. Edward

reyed upon his clergy; Philip assailed the court of

liome itself in the most vulnerable quarter. The pub

lication of the bull was instantly followed by a decree

prohibiting the exportation of the precious metals,

jewelry, horses, and other modes of remittance and

supply urgently required by the papal government,

both for the maintenance of the troops and the remount

of the pontifical cavalry. The effect of this contemptu

ous treatment of his rash ordinance upon the temper of

the irascible pontifl' was no less violent than that which

the bull itself had produced upon the minds of the two

monarchs. Philip of France was the first to encounter

the explosion of the pontifical wrath. “The stoppage

of the revenues and supplies derivable from that king

dom,” said the indignant Pope, “was a base and nefari

ous requital for the salvation of king and kingdom from

imminent devastation and ruin by the combined forces

of the most powerful princes of Europe—a salvation

brought about solely by the untiring efiorts of the court

of Rome.” He denied that the constitution “Clericis

laicos” was any other than a necessary measure for the

protection of the churches against extortion and pillage;

and'he aflirmed that it had not, and was not intended to

have, the effect of depriving governments of the aids

of the clergy, but simply provided that when such an

exigency occurred they should act with the knowledge

and approbation of the Holy See. The king, he aver

red, had no just ground to believe that the court of

Rome would refuse such aid when sufficient reason

should be shown for its concurrence. He again re

proached him with a graceless forgetfulness of the

saving benefits conferred by the Roman church; and

taunted him at the close with unprincipled ambition

and fraudulent policy: “which of your neighbours is

there,” he asks, “ whom you have not attacked or plun

dered or cheated? Have you not assailed the king of

the Romans, and seized lands and towns and castles

belonging to the empire? Have you not laid violent
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hands upon the county of Burgundy? Have you not

fraudulently taken possession of the dominions of the

king of England? All these princes have appealed to us

against you, nothing doubting that in such disputes the

afiee ofjudge appertains of right to the Holy See.”2

An address so unsuitable could hardly fail to in

crease the subsisting irritation in the proud P __
. . . . osltion of

spirit ofthe king. The harsh truths 1t enoun- Boniface

ced added a sting to the bitterness of rebuke, Lgitalll’g‘g‘g

and steeled the resolution of the cunning and '

vindictive prince, at all hazards, to accomplish the

downfal ofhis adversary. The ferocious passions of both

parties cut off every road to approximation ; and Boni

face VIII. found himself at once involved in immitigable

warfare with the powerful king of France abroad and

irreconcilable factions at home. KEgLFIladericnfSicily,

supported by the devout attachment of his subjects,

sustained his heroic defence against the combined ef

forts of the Pope and the king of Naples. The latter,

on the other hand, could count upon no such support.

Charles II. was not of a capacity to conciliate, and was

destitute of the means to purchase popularity. The

Pope was distracted by political factions in the city,

and intestine divisions in the sacred college. In this

emergency Boniface, with his usual impetuosity, flung

himself into the arms of the Orsini faction, in oppo

sition to that of their adversaries the powerful party

of the Colonna. The latter family was possessed of

numerous fiefs and castles within the radius of a few

miles round Rome, garrisoned by their own retainers

and hired partisans. The cardinals Jiacomo and Pietro

Colonna—uncle and nephew—quitted the Rebellion of

court in disgust, delegating to their relative the “1°11”

Stephano Colonna the defence of their castles and pos

sessions. Pope Boniface in vain commanded them

Without demur to surrender the strong forts of Colonna

' Every application or request was ticular diplomatic act of these princes

treated by the court of Rome as an this allegatiouis founded. See the en

appeal to the Holy See as supreme tire document up. Rag/nald. an. 1296,

judge of political controversy. Other- p. 213. It is dated the 25th of Septem

wise we are not aware on what pur- ber 1296.
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and Zagarole. The refusal was visited by the usual

anathema, and the formal expulsion of the recusant

cardinals from the sacred college. The latter retaliated

upon the Pope by renouncing their allegiance, and de

nying the validity of his election. Coalestine V., they

affirmed, could not abdicate the papacy unless self-ac

cused of some grave canonical offence ;“ but no such

accusation had been preferred, or had been alleged by

himself; besides, even if this were otherwise, the means

resorted to to obtain his abdication were altogether

fraudulent and nefarious : Boniface therefore was not,

nor ever had been, true Pope.b The pontiff, with his

ordinary vehemence, replied by branding his adver

saries as heretics, and delivering them over to the in

quisitors of the faith for punishment. The presumptive

heretics, however, encountered the orthodox thunders

of the Pope with the profane weapons of king Frederic

of Sicily, and with his aid made themselves masters of

the strong town of Praeneste.c

Pope Boniface, however, was never deficient in

promptitude or resolution in meeting danger,
Acrusade . .

published though mostly of his own creation. A cru

“tlfigst sade was proclaimed against the reprobate

' city and its defenders, and every privilege

and indulgence usually attached to a pil im e to

the Holy Land was promised to those “ soldiers of

the cross” who should take the field against “the ene

mies of God and His representative upon eart .” By

this and other expedients a numerous army was col

lected: the rebel city was besieged, and after a pro

tracted defence evacuated by the garrison; the place

was forthwith razed to the ground and a ploughshare

passed over the site, in token of the signal punishment

which “must ever” overtake the friends and harbourers

- As in the case of Gregory VI.

Conf. Oath. Pet. Book ix. 0. 3, p. 75 ct

Seq.

b There were indeed strong presump

tions of undue influence, to say the

least, in the transaction. See the argu

ments of the seceding cardinals, and

the reply of the lawyers of Boniface,

ap. Raynald. an. 1297, pp. 226 to 233.

° Mod. “ Palestrina,” situate on a

spur of the Apennines, nearly opposite

the Alban hills ; distant about twenty

three miles east of Rome.
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of heretics.‘1 The Colonna, it seems, had concentrated

the strength of their party in the defence of Przeneste ;

and the loss of that fortress was a heavy blow to their

fortunes. But rebellion springing from another quar

ter, and in a different cause, threatened the Pope with

a more serious danger than that from which he had

just escaped. The Annibaldini of Ceccano, a family

devoted to the Ghibelline party, and formerly the zeal

ous supporters of the Hohenstaufl'en interests, were, if

possible, more adverse to Boniface VIII. than his ad

versaries the Colonna. The war against these partisans

was carried on for years with animosity and persever

ance by both parties. The estates of Giovanni di Cec

cano were confiscated, and himself delivered over par

contumace to the inquisitors of the faith as a rebel and

a heretic. The results of this harassing and debili

tating warfare are not very clearly disclosed by con

' temporary writers.° It is, however, probable that be

tween the ears 1297 and the close of the reign of

Boniface VIII. in 1303 the districts immediately ad

joining the capital were never free from similar dis

turbances, fostered throughout by the vigilant hostility

of the king of Sicily.

Within this period, however, the Pope enjoyed in

tervals of freedom from political solicitude The Liber

which left him at leisure to turn his attention Sextus De

to the work of legislation, and enabled him to mmmm'

add another large section to the ample statute-book of

the Church.f \Ve notice this addition to the volumin

ous canons of the Roman church merely to observe

that it breathes the arbitrary and uncompromising cha

racter of its author, and directly countenances some

of the worst and most obnoxious abuses of the Roman

scheme of church-government. ‘

‘1 Even the name was consigned to

oblivion. A new town was built upon

the site, and called “Citta Papale;”

and its spiritual honours were trans

ferred to the new city. Raynald. an.

1299, p. 263.
e Conf. Raynald. an. 1299, p. 264.

I See Richter, Corpus Jur. Can. tom.

ii. p. 902. It is entitled “Liber Sex

tus Decrctalium," being, as its author

states, a sixth book or volume added

to the preceding five books. The ex

travagant maintenance of the “ Non

obstante” clause in this compilation,
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Reverting to the political world at this point of time,

B Taco we are struck by a partial misgiving in the mind

viii the of the imperious pontiff himself as to the ex

“dwi‘zt: °f ediency of the policy he had hitherto pursued.

pe ' thether any consideration for the miseries of

war and the sufferings of the people ever entered his

head or touched his heart, it is certain that he assumed

for a time a character foreign from his ordinary habit

of thought and action. Political events seemed to afford

an opening for the re-establishment of peace in the

Christian world. The adroit knavery of Philip 1e Bel

had deprived his enemy Edward of England of his con

tinental dominions: the estates of Germany had availed

themselves to the full of the pretexts furnished to them

by the Pope to desert their sovereign; the earl of

Flanders, the last of Edward’s allies, had been reduced

to submission, and the triumph of Philip IV. seemed

complete. But Philip never lost sight of the real posi

tion of his affairs. ' The exertions to which he had been

driven had produced a degree of exhaustion which ren

dered a suspension of hostilities expedient. Edward,

who still had his hands full in Scotland, was not less

desirous of an interval of peace to mature his designs

and recruit his finances; and the Pope might still hope

to obtain the aid of either or both princes to trample

out the Sicilian rebellion. \Vith this view he seized

the favourable opportunity to interpose as mediator

between them: he dropped the imperious tone in which

he had hitherto indulged, and assumed the language

and bearing of a friendly referee. He transmitted to

the king of France an elaborate explanation of the late

offensive bull, and again protested that it was never

meant to deprive the king of every needful aid from his

churches, but simply to guard against those lay encroach

ments which threatened the estate and liberty of the

church. He went a long step further: he entertained

with favour a supplication from the clergy of France

to throw no further obstacle in the way of the king’s

as inserted by Boniface'himself, affords its author. Conf. lib. i. tit. iii. “ De

some idea of the spirit of the code and rescriptis," c. 4, p. 903.
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demands; and not only granted the request, but added

a gratuitous gift to the king of the tenths appropriated

to the liberation of the Holy Land, together with the

revenues of one prebendal stall in every cathedral and

collegiate church in the kingdom, to defi'ay the expenses

incurred by his wars in Flanders, upon the single condi

tion of revoking the non-exportation edict which had so

materially crippled the finances of the Holy See.g

It appeared, however, that Philip was not disposed

to grant that proof of his sincerity; conse- Dimculties

quently the papal nuncios at his court weregidthetreatr

instructed to hold the censures incurred by thlpg‘igaf‘

the edict hanging over his head. That act basis

Boniface pronounced to be a “canonical” offence, for

that it deprived the Holy See and the foreign benefici

aries of the revenues they derived from their sinecures,

estates, and preferments in France.11 But political pres

sure, independent of papal influence, operated powerfully

upon both parties in favour of accommodation. A

parliament of England, assembled at Westminster, had

resolved that no new taxes should be raised in that

kingdom without their consent. Philip IV. perceived

such manifest symptoms of discontent, engendered by

the exactions he had practised upon his subjects, as to

induce him to pause awhile to allow at least the sub

sisting irritation to subside. The mediation of pope

Boniface was accepted. But when it was attempted

to touch upon the real points in dispute, Edward I.

- declared that he had no power to treat at all except

in conjunction with his allies, Adolphus king of the

Romans, the earl of Flanders, and the earls of Lorraine

and Burgundy, and consequently that those powers

must be made parties to the negotiation. Boniface was

not without a resource in this dilemma. In virtue of

his spiritual authority he cancelled the league, and ab

8 The brief is dated February 28th, vain to search the Corpus Canonum

1297. Ill. ibid. p. 236. to find a canon applicable to many

h The terms “canon” and “canoni- particular cases. It is not improbable

cal" in the papal documents of this that the canon here alluded to is the

and the past ages are of such doubtful novel ordinance of Boniface VIII.

significance that it would be labour in quoted in the last note but one.
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solved the parties from all oaths and engagements they

might have contracted under it. The king of England

was, perhaps, thankful for this release from obligations

which were no longer of any value to him. Philip of

France was under no such difficulty, even if any such

could ever have stood in the way of his unconscien

tious policy; and the mediation of pope Boniface was

accepted.

The terms proposed were equitable upon the whole:

Terms and the parties agreed upon a mutual restitution

character of ofplunder as far as recoverable, and indemnity

the treaty' for what had been lost or consumed: the pro

vince of Guienne was ultimately to be restored to the

king of England as a fief of the crown of France: Ed

ward I. was to marry Margaret the sister of Philip IV.,

and Isabella, daughter of the latter, to be afiianced

to the prince of Wales.i But perhaps the most im

portant provision of the treaty was that which stipulated

that all territories, properties, compensations or claims

for compensation included in terms, should be placed,

ad interim, in the possession and at the disposal of the

Holy See, until the parties to the treaty should have

come to a definite understanding as to their ultimate

disposal. These terms, it will be seen, invested the

Pope with the character of a principal in the treaty,

rather than that of a private referee. But the compact

answered the present purpose and position of all the

parties. The pride of Boniface was flattered by the

unbounded deference the trust appeared to imply: the

king of France was willing enough to put off for a time

the total expulsion of the English from the province

of Guienne; and Edward of England could have no

objection to see a province of which he had a very in

firm hold, and was destitute of the means to recover,

placed in the hands of a third party until his own

ambitious design upon Scotland should have been so

far matured as to leave him at leisure to vindicate the

rights of his transmarine inheritance.

1 Edward prince of Wales was twelve years of age: the princess only seven.
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It is tolerably clear that two of the principal parties

to this treaty had no other object in view Revival of

than to gain time. It is obvious that Philip gisecg‘ilfs'

1e Bel had no intention of relinquishing his Pope and

design to reduce the enormous possessions of Philip W

the clergy in France to a taxable level with those of

his lay subjects. It is equally manifest that he objected

to the collation and promotion of foreigners to prelacies

and benefices within the kingdom, and that he had

determined not only to put a stop to the resulting

drain of specie and valuable effects to feed the cupidity

of Rome and Roman ofiicials, but, if possible, to divert

the current of wealth into his own coffers. It is proba

ble that the pragmatic sanction ofhis predecessor, Louis

the Saint, was in some sort the basis of his policy, and

that following that ordinance, the common law of the

land, and the customs of church and state,—not forget

ting the rights of the crown,—were to be the rule to

govern the distribution of ecclesiastical promotion and

the treatment of church estate.k The ad interim admi

nistration ofvacant prelacies had never been abandoned

in principle by the kings of France; and thus it hap

pened that when, in 1298, pope Boniface VIII. sus

pended the bishop of Laon, the King chose to regard

the act of the Pope as creating a vacancy of the see,

and appropriated the revenues to his own use. Boni

face indignantly denied the custom, and reprobated the

principle: a simple suspension, he rightly maintained,

did not create a vacancy; and he harshly stigmatised

the seizure as a sacrilegious robbery and a daring in

vasion of the liberties of the Church.

It is not pretended that either party measured its

rights or claims by any strict standard of Bonifaqe

law or precedent. The Roman canon law

was not less plastic than the undefined pre- afiei of the

rogative of the crown of France. Acting on H°1Y S“

that alleged prerogative, the King was just as likely

to overstep the limits of right and justice as the Pope

" Conf. chap. iv. p. 145 of this vol. 1 Reynald. an. 1293, p. 259.

SUP. Y
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in maintaining the jurisdiction of the canon law of

Rome. Neither king nor pope desired to come to an

understanding on this subject; both fought for vie

tory, and calculated the result in money, dominion, and

the power of disposing of the fortunes of their subjects,

temporal and spiritual. Boniface, however, acknow

ledged no limit in the pursuit of the ignis fatuus of

universal dominion. Scarcely a year had elapsed since

the pacification treaty between France and England,

when he contrived to inflict a wound upon the king,

Edward I., which stung that ambitious prince to the

quick. Upon a pretence which looks more like the

juggle of a mountebank than a sane allegation, he

claimed the supremacy of Scotland as a fief of the Holy

See. “ Your highness,” he observed to the King, “ must

be aware that the kingdom of Scotland was created

and converted to the Catholic faith by the virtue of the

venerable relics of the blessed apostle St. Andrew; and

that it is recorded that when the archbishop of York

in England claimed jurisdiction over Scotland, the

people invoked the aid of the blessed apostle as his

own special subjects, and that thereupon the claim of

the archbishop was set aside by the authority of the

Holy See as the representative of the apostolic col

lege.” Upon these grounds the Pope complacently con

tended that the kingdom belonged pleno jure to the

Holy See, and consequently that it never could have

been fief or dependency of England; “ but,” said he, “if

the King should think that he had any such claim upon

Scotland, he would expect him to appear within the ensuing

sia: months before the pontifical tribunal at Rome to make

good his pretensions; and inasmuch as the cognisance of

this and all like suits indubitablg belonged to the Holy See,

he (the Pope) would take all due care that the case

should be calmly and dispassionately considered.”m

Edward I.—like the rival king of Franee—had

given sufficient proofs of his disregard of public law

and private rights to afi'ord a specious ground for the

"1 Ray-nald. ibid. an. 1299, p. 268.
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interference of the Pope as spiritual father Yiolent po

and monitor of princes. The archbishop of hfg'cgf‘g‘ffi‘

Glasgow and the bishop of Sodor and Man, '

with other Scottish ecclesiastics, had been thrown

into prison, and —as reported -—harshly treated by

his orders. He had, it was alleged, plundered and

destroyed monasteries, and turned the inmates adrift

to die of hunger and penury; he had been guilty of

manifold extortions and plunderings upon prelates,

clergy, and lay subjects of the realm : and for all these

crimes, the Pope averred, he was responsible to the

supreme criminal judge of kings and princes. The

archbishop of Canterbury was instructed to demand

the instant release of the imprisoned prelates, to com

mand the King to withdraw his armies from Scotland,

and, if he thought fit, to pursue his remedy before his

rightfuljudge at Rome.11 But Boniface VIII. was an Im

skilful interpreter of the signs of the times, and rushed

blindly into a field of battle in which discomfiture was

next to inevitable. With a little less of passion he

would have discovered that Edward of England and

Philip of France were not to be dealt with as his pre

decessor Innocent III. had dealt with kings John and

Philip Augustus, or as, at a somewhat later period,

Gregory IX. and Innocent IV. with Frederic II. and his

successors. Both monarchs were firmly seated on their

thrones, and could count upon the sympathy and sup

port of their subjects. Boniface himself had in fact put

an end to the only foreign war which, if he had taken

a lesson from the note-books of his more able prede

cessors, might have been turned to good account. The

dispersion of the armies of the emperor Adolphus of

Nassau was a fatal departure from the traditional po

licy of the Holy See. The dissolution of the coalition

and the pacification of 1297 deprived the Pope of every

check upon the ambition of Philip le Bel, and threw

the short-sighted pontiff back upon the almost hope

less scheme of combining the forces of the three great

» Raynald. ibid. an. 1299, pp. 268, 269.
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European monarchies for the reduction of the island of

Sicily, and vindicating the supremacy of the Holy See

over a dependency which was, after all, but a. speck

upon the chart of her boundless scheme of dominion.

Pope Boniface had in truth closed his eyes to the

Chwgesin important change which had of late years

the Islam? taken place in the relative position of princes

Sgfile‘lnagd and subjects. The extinction of the spirit of

subjects the crusade had deprived the court of Rome

of a powerful instrument of control. The hegemony of

the armies of Christendom had passed out of the hands

of the Holy See, and with it vanished those hopes and

fears with which she had hitherto been enabled to in

spire secular governments and people. The attention

of the nations of Europe was now absorbed by their

own special objects and pursuits; and the loyalty

and devotion by which, till then, Rome had so largely

profited, was transferred from her to the princes and

governments of the age. The inestimable faculty of

arraying the subjects against their rulers, whenever

the interests of the latter clashed with those of the

sovereign pontiff, had in a great degree slipped from

his grasp. Princes could reckon more surely upon the

support of the commonalty; and were enabled, without

any material diminution of religious deference for the

Holy See, to cast off that political dependence which

had for ages past hung like a millstone round their

Rigid policy necks. Rome had, in all that period, refused

°f Rome- to acknowledge any trusts or compacts be

tween the government and people for their mutual

benefit, whenever they interfered with the uncontrolled

command of the means and resources of nations for

her own purposes. Thus, she had annulled Magna

Chart-a in favour of her English satrap;° she had vowed

the ruin of the Hohenstauffen dynasty for daring to

appeal to and legislate for their own subjects adversely

to the extravagant pretensions of the Holy See.

But with the exception, perhaps, of the chaotic em

" King John of England.
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pire of Germany, the connection between all _Pope _

orders of men in the states of Europe had Brz'g‘jfé’st‘gj'

improved in strength and coherence. A self- signs of the

reliant spirit had been gradually growing up; tune"

the elements of government had assumed a greater

degree of compactness; and with these changes the

difficulties of pontifical government became more and

more threatening. Boniface VIII. was the first pontiff

who felt the full pressure of these difficulties, yet ad

hered With truly pontifical pertinacity to the traditional

principles of sacerdotal supremacy. He refused to re

gard the monarchs of Christendom .in any other light

than as the satraps of the spiritual autocracy; and

thus, under the most sinister auspices, he imprudently

revived the great controversy which his predecessor,

Clement IV., had brought to a triumphant decision

upon the bloody scaffolds of Naples.P Edward I. re

ceived the offensive summons to plead his Ed d
. war I.

cause at Rome, 1n the summer of the year rel-em the

1300. He listened with gravity to the papal 9:11:11 smu

. . . s, &c.

message, and dismissed the messengers With

the laconic reply, that in an affair of such magnitude

it behoved him to take counsel from his parliament.

Accordingly the great council of the realm met at Lin

coln, under the presidency ofthe King.q The assembled

barons unanimously approved the King’s measures in

reference to Scotland; and in corroboration of these

sentiments they addressed a formal manifesto to the

Pope expressing their astonishment at the extrava

gance of his pretensions. Scotland, they affirmed, had

been from all times a feudal dependency of the king

dom_ of England; and in conclusion declared that

neither in this, nor in an matters affecting the rights

of the crown of Englan , would the intromission of

any foreign tribunal, prince, or potentate, be per

mitted, even though the King himself should Invoke

such interference.‘ Supported by this unequivocal ex

P By the murder of the last Hohen- '1 0n the 20th of January 1801. I

staufl‘en on the 29th October 1268. " Ry'mer, Fwd. tom. 1. . 926. This

Conf. chap. iii. parliament was attend by the po
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pression of public opinion, Edward returned a corre

sponding repllyI to the papal summons. He treated the

claim of the oly See to the superiority of Scotland

as a puerile pretence; he declared that kingdom to

have always been a feudal dependency of England,

and that it was now united to the crown of England

by the additional right of conquest; and he assured

the Pope, on his own behalf and on that of the estates

of the realm, that he would on no account allow it to go

forth to the world that he admitted any superior, secular

or ecclesiastical, or that he would submit afi'airs of state

to any foreign tribunal or arbitrament, to the detriment

of the national liberties and the prerogatives of his

crown of England.

The zeal of pope Boniface for the deliverance of

Sicilian af- the Holy Land was generally regarded as a

og‘ffi'e simple pretence. He desired it, indeed, to

insurgents. be understood that the single cause of the

failure of the pious design lay in the obduracy of the

Sicilian rebels—no step, he maintained, could be taken

toward the liberation of Palestine as long as the rights

of the Holy See were set at naught, and her coasts

exposed to a harassing warfare by the neighbouring

islanders. But this view of the subject obtained little

credit with the outer world. N0 one believed that the

military preparations of the Pope and his client Charles

II. of Naples had any further object than the reduction

of Sicily. After the disastrous naval action which de

prived king Frederic and his gallant subjects of the

means of defending their coasts, they prepared to dis

pute by land every inch of ground with the victorious

enemy. Suddenly, however, the victors turned their

backs upon the scene of their late successes ; and left

the completion of the conquest to Charles of Naples

and the pontiff of Rome. The impetuous son of the

king, prince of Tarentum, rashly landed in Sicily with

pular elements lately introduced — more emphatically to the popular opi

knlghts of shires and burgesses of nion.

towns—and could therefore speak the
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an ill-disciplined and tumultuous army, and sustained

a total defeat; the prince became the captive of his

rival; and eve prospect of reducing the island van

ished. Though rought down to a state of such hopeless

penury as to oblige the King to pawn the jewels of his

crown, and even his own personal ornaments, the Pope

pressed the discharge of his debt to the Holy See with

unrelenting severity. Even the necessary defensive

armaments were discontinued; and if the Sicilians had

not been reduced to a similar state of exhaustion by

the late death-struggle, they might have retaliated

upon their enemy with appalling effect. As it hap

pened, neither party was in a condition for active

warfare, and hostilities were allowed to languish for

a time.r .

Though the Pope had supported his client by the

republication of the sounding anathema pre- Improving

viously launched against the rebels, it soon gogipeqts

appeared that he might as well have hurled 0:825:23?

his thunders against mount [Etna Pecuniary bu“

aid could be scantily afforded as long as the reduc

tion of the Colonna faction was still in sus ense. Sub

sequently, however, his prospects assume an appear

ance of improvement. He had taken charge of certain

districts as stakeholder in a suit between the archbishop

of Ravenna and the markgraves Azzo and Francesco

of Este. But Boniface ordered his oflicers to retain

possession in the name of the Holy See, and to decline

delivering them up to the archbishop on whose be

half the suit was instituted.s He was about the same

time chosen umpire in a quarrel between the city of

Bologna on the one part, and the Modenese and their

allies the markgraves of Este on the other. The mari

time republics of Venice and Genoa had, at the instance

of the Pope, agreed upon a suspension of hostilities ;

and the latter commonwealth was reconciled to their

rivals of Pisa after an exhausting warfare of fifteen

years. These were tangible advantages, and Boniface

P Rag/nald. an. 1299, p. 262. Agnani, the 18th of August 1299. 1d.

' The instructions are dated from ibid. pp. 273, 274.

\
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strove to improve them by measures calculated to fix

the gaze of the Latin communion more steadily upon

Rome, and in some degree to compensate for the dying

spirit of the crusade. The first and most important

step towards that end was the institution—or as some

have thought, the revival—of the year of jubilee.t

Success of Rome was to become for one whole year in

the Jubilee- every century the Holy Land of Christendom.

Indulgences and spiritual privileges, in most respects

equivalent with those usually granted to the obsolete

pilgrimage to the holy sepulchre, were promised, and

accepted with enthusiasm in almost every region of

Europe. Unnumbered multitudes from Ital , Sicily,

Corsica, Spain, England, France, Germany, ungary,

and the remoter regions of the north flocked to the

Holy City to earn, at a small expense of fatigue and

danger, all the substantial advantages of a perilous, a

costly, and generally fruitless adventure. Thus, as

many as 30,000 pilgrims are computed to have arrived

in a single day, in joyful hope of the pardon of all their

sins ; and as many are said to have departed with dis

burthened consciences to hymn the praises of Rome,

and stimulate the devotion of neighbours and friends,

from end to end of the Latin world. During the whole

year, we are assured such was the plenty and cheap

ness of food for the support of this vast concourse, that

the wondering piety of the visitors imputed the com

forts enjoyed to a special interposition -—-analogous to

the miraculous multiplication of the loaves and fishes

by the Saviour of mankind—and indicative of the sym

pathy of Heaven with the joys of the earthly paradise

prepared for the hungering and thirsting souls of the

faithful. Some palpable advantages were at the same

time drawn from the influx scarcely less agreeable to

the masters of the feast than the renown of the banquet.

The churches profited largely by the donations of the

visitors,—from the munificent gifts of the wealthy to

‘_ Raymldi recites the hull of insti- rial usage, and that the centenary pe

tution, and imputes its origination to riod of the celebration was fixed by

Boniface VIII. Manet thinks that it Boniface VIII. See Ann. Eccl. an.

was rather a revival of an immemo- 1300, p. 286.
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the mite of the poorest contributor.u Pope Boniface

availed himself of the popularity thus gained to intro

duce partial reforms among the clergy of Rome. Some

flagrant abuses were corrected ; the attractions of ritual

worship were enhanced by new Observances, and means

adopted to extend the like improvements to every

branch of the Latin communion.

The prevailing union of religious feeling created by

the spiritual festivities of the jubilee, in con- Violent mea

nection with the partial pacification of Italy, ifggflfg:

were advantages requiring only temper and result

management to enable the Holy See to regain much of

the ground lost by the failure of the several sources of

influence already alluded to. But the measures of Boni

face VIII. partook more of the character of impulse or

cunning than of settled purpose. He was incapable, in

the long-run, of improving his spiritual successes to the

advantage of his political interests. Sicily, it is true,

was lost; but the vehement reiteration of his curses

upon the head of the victorious prince and his subjects

answered no purpose but that of widening the breach

without intimidating or injuring his adversaries. King

Frederick and all who made common cause with him

more especially the reprobate race of the Colonna—had

been expressly excluded from the benefit of the jubilee.

The powerful families of the Spinola and Doria of Genoa

had in like manner been shut out of the congregation

of the faithful for their participation in the resistance

of the Sicilians. The passions of the pontiff thus sowed

the seeds of malevolence and discord in the bosom of

peace and goodwill; and gave the character of a poli

tical movement to an institution ostensibly designed to

unite the Christian community in the bonds of religious

concord under the earthly representative of the divine

Majesty. But the efforts of the Pope to cut off his

enemies from the sympathies of Christendom met with

“ The favourite churches of S. Pe- assured, left them the richer by houses,

ter of the Vatican and S. Paul extrn. lands, and castles, purchased with these

muros are said to have profited to pious offerings. Raynald. an. 1300,

the extent of some 50,000 golden fio- p. 287.

rins. The close of the year, we are
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indifferent success. In vain the Pope importuned the

king of Aragon to redeem his engagements with the

Holy See -in vain he demanded a fleet and an army

to put him in possession of the rebel island—in vain

the states and republics of Italy, the military orders,

every petty municipality, were solicited to supply sol

diers and money for the “holy war.” The vaporous

enthusiasm of the jubilee condensed suddenly under

the chilling influence of a command to plunge once

more into danger, expense, fatigue, and bloodshed, in

order to gratify the purely political objects of the pon

tiff. Charles II. of Naples felt deeply the degraded and

dependent state to which he was reduced by his inex

orable creditor; he sighed for the release of his son

and destined successor from Sicilian bondage; but a

negotiation entered into with the court of Palermo

with that object was harshly interdicted, and stigma

tised as an intolerable insult and contempt by his

imperious superior." King Jayme II. of Aragon was

condemned to listen to a monition which for violence

and falsehood has few parallels in ancient or modern

diplomacy. “ The efforts of the Holy See,” the Pope

alleged, “ to bring him back to the paths of righteous

ness had been untiring—the privileges and immunities

showered upon him, innumerable ; he had been, by the

mere unmerited grace of Rome, restored to his forfeited

dominions : a new kingdomw had been bestowed upon

him: he had been raised to the exalted dignity of

gonfaloniere of the Holy See : and how had he requited

these inestimable benefits? Had he not quitted the

contest at the very time when success against the

rebellious island was certain ? Was not ample coma

pensation due to the Holy See for all these neglects

and shortcomings? Let him, therefore, without a

moment’s delay, equip a fleet and an army for the re

conquest of Sicily; let him recal all his Aragonese sub

jects who had taken service under the insurgents; and

" See the documents ap. Raynald. Sardinia and Corsica. See p. 284 of

an. 1300, p. 290. this chapter.

" To wit, the phantom kingdoms of
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cooperate faithfully and zealously with king Charles II.

and the papal forces for the effectual punishment of an

unnatural and damnable rebellion.”x

It is difiicult to reflect, without a feeling of scorn

and contempt, upon the hypocritical claim of“he of the

gratitude for relief from difficulties of which papal claims

this pontiff and his predecessors had been the ,‘igeghjfsfgg

sole authors. The unspeakable tyranny and kins of Am

cruelty of Charles I., the revolt of the Sici- gm

lians, the election of Don Pedro of Aragon, were the

immediate results of the misdeeds of Clement IV. ; the

remoter consequences were the decree of deposition

against Don Pedro and his son; the transfer of the

crown of Aragon to Charles of Valois; the war with

France ; the distress and death of Don Pedro III.; and

the insidious engagement which dragged Don Jayme

into a treacherous desertion of his late subjects. Such

were the claims upon the grateful acknowledgments,

such the grounds of this insolent demand upon the gra

tuitous, expensive, and uncompensated services of the

king of Aragon. But the breath of Rome was spent

in vain upon the obdurate Spaniard, and pope Boniface

had to look elsewhere for the means of carrying on his

wars. France was once more the quarter from which

alone the requisite supply of men and money Expedition

could be obtained. Charles of Valois, a°§€1lffilflflft§f

younger brother of king Philip Le Bel, was Italy.

engaged by large grants of ecclesiastical tenths to col

lect an army of adventurers for the service of the

pontiff, and hopes were held out to him of the ulti

mate conquest of Constantinople with the crown of the

Eastern empire. The clergy of France were reconciled

to the demand upon their revenues by repeated assur

ances that the acquisition of Sicily was an indispensable

preliminary to the relief of the Holy Land, to which

the tenths were devoted, and that, consequently, it was

as much a part of their Christian duty to contribute to

that object as to the holy war itself. But enthusiasm

‘ See Rayneld. an. 1300, p. 292, and passim in the transactions of the year.
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for the cause of the holy sepulchre had no appreciable

share in the enterprise of Charles of Valois. He ac

cepted the papal commission to shed the blood of a

people to whom he was an absolute stranger, with as

much alacrity as if he had had a private wrong to

avenge. The expedition to Italy was popular in France,

and was probably encouraged by the sharpwitted sove

reign of that country. Charles of Valois met with little

difficulty in collecting an army; and the signal for

crossing the Alps was given from Rome—“ with the

intent,” said the sanguine pontiff, “ that having tranquil

lz'seal Sicily, and reduced the other rebellious subjects of

the Holy See to submission, measures may be more

effectually concerted for the immediate recovery of the

H01 Land.”y

It is hardly to be believed that the parties to this

0 t_ convention gave any credit in the ultimate
of gggllegnzfdestination of their arms thus pointed out to

“it? in them ; and, in fact, it soon appeared that suf

y' ficient work was cut out for the army of the

French prince even before the invasion of Sicily was

to be thought of. The papal province of Umbria was

in open insurrection ; the greater cities of Tuscany and

Northern Italy were at the same time in a like state

of internal commotion; Florence, Pistoia, Milan, and

others were engaged, either as principals or partisans,

in sanguinary feuds and faction-fights. Before the ar

rival of the French auxiliaries, the papal troops had

obtained some partial successes against the Romagnese

insurgents; but in the north the monitions and men

aces of the Pope fell upon deaf ears.2 In September

1301, however, Charles of Valois appeared, to the relief

of the Church, with a numerous army. He was ap

pointed general-in-chief of the papal armies, and in

vested with the civil government of all the disturbed

districts, more especially those of Bologna, Bertinoro,

Spoleto, and the March of Ancona. His earlier instruc

Y Raynald. an. 1300, p. 293. tions ran more in the spirit of their

I Though his legates went to the master: “ ut evellent, dissipent, dis

Tuscan and Lombard cities in the cha- perdent, mdificent, et plantent."

racter of “angeli pacis," their instruc
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tions were, to reduce the rebellious cities of those dis

tricts to obedience, and to inflict severe punishment

upon all who had dared to assail the faithful vassals

of the Church.a But at this moment the opportunity of

fered itself of a more valuable acquisition. By the death

of the emperor Adolphus of Nassau in battle with his

disloyal vassal Albert of Austria, the Po e was enabled

to declare a vacancy of the empire in taly; and, in

pursuance of a recent pretension of the papacy to ap

point a regency in that event, pope Boniface VIII.

installed Charles of Valois as vicar-general of the em

pire until the election of an emperor, with instructions

to make war upon all disturbers of the peace within the im

perialprovince of Tuscany, with intent to reform andpurify

them from the dross of disloyalty and treason. Accord

ingly, the first operation of the prince and his Successes of

foreign hirelings was the invasion of a friendly Charles

territory, under a pretext remarkable, even among papal

simulations, for flimsiness and hypocrisy. The acqui

sition of Tuscany was, however, more than an equiva

lent for Sicily, and in political respects well worth the

sacrifice of every real or ostensible object of the arma

ment. By favour of the faction of the Neri in Florence

the rival party of the Bianchi was driven into exile,b

and the city surrendered into the hands of the Pope.

The whole of Tuscan lay at the feet of the Holy See.

No enterprise seems too difficult for his French allies

and their leader. The hand of Catharine, the heiress

of Philip de Courtnay (the last Latin emperor of Con

stantinople), and with it the crown of that empire, when

he should have succeeded in quelling the Sicilian re

bellion, was promised to Charles of Valois. To enable

him to prosecute the war with effect, the grant of the

tenths of Italy, England, Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica

was renewed. An attempt was made to compel the

Genoese, who had hitherto maintained friendly commu

nications with Frederick of Sicily, to renounce all con

nection (military, naval, or commercial) with the rebels.

‘ Rescript dated Agnani, 3d Sept. '1 Among them the illustrious Dante

1301. Raynald. ibid. p. 808. Alleghieri.
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An oath to that effect was tendered to them by the_

Pope, with a clause obliging them to expel from religious

communion and secular ofiice all who should decline to

take the oath. The republic, however, refused to impose

upon its citizens an engagement inconsistent with the

national liberties, and were punished in the usual form

of excommunication and interdict.c

But the real position of the papacy at this point of

_ _ time will not be fully comprehended without

$152112; a short reference to subsisting relations with

utghzegszfi the outlying states and nations of the Latin

lying States communion. At this moment the Holy See

°f (airliften' claimed direct feudal superiority over eight

' kingdoms of the Latin world.d With respect

to England, Naples, and Sicily, the claim was grounded

upon special compact with the princes of the land. The

dependence of the Spanish kingdoms of Castile, Aragon,

and Portugal was based upon a different principle. In

these cases the claim of the Holy See was simply con

structive. Benevolences, payments, or promises to pay

trifling annual subsidies; the political importance of

the pontifical benediction or recognition; the deferen

tial expressions of religious respect in their communi

cations with the sce of Rome, and even in their excuses

for the nonperformance of their promises ; the political

and religious indulgences and favours they had frequent

occasion to solicit,—all these circumstances were sup

posed to raise the presumption of a relation of inferi

ority it was difficult to meet by a direct negative. The

political dangers to be incurred by such a proceeding

were always formidable—in the case of the noble race

of Hohenstaufi'en they had proved fatal. Inert or prac

tical resistance was the best, the only mode of holding

the vexatious interferences of Rome in some degree

at arm’s length, and preventing the constructive from

sinking into a real and effective state of dependent vas

° Raynald. an. 1301, p. 310. 5. England; 6. Scotland; 7. Poland;

‘1 l. Naples and Sicily; 2. Castile; 8. Hungary.

3. Aragon and Valentin ; 4. Portugal ;
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salage. In England the badge of dependence, which

had clung to the crown for a period of more than

eighty years, had by this time worn threadbare, and

was deliberately cast off by the reigning monarch. Po

land and Hungary were treated as simply derivative

principalities constructively based upon papal conces

sion or royal coronation—a ceremony which, in Roman

estimate, necessarily implied a state of vassalage, at

tended with all the obligations of fealty, obedience,

and active militar aid incident to the feudal tenure.

Such, indeed, had een the ultima ratio of the pontifical

policy for ages past; and wherever a colourable pre

text could be found or invented, the utmost advantage

had been taken of the state of the times to endow it

with an operative vitality.

Acting upon these precedents, Boniface VIII. treated

the kingdom of Hungary as a direct fief of P

the Holy See in the same sense as that of f3:

Sicily. He insisted that, as a strictly deriva- gm" 0f

tive sovereignty, the confirmation of the Pope ungary'

was essential to the validity of the title to the crown ;

and that in case of a disputed succession, the decision

appertained to the Holy See. Occasion for such an'

interference was easily created. In the year 1290 pope

Nicholas IV. had crowned Charles, surnamed Martel,

a son of the reigning king of Naples, king of Hungary,

on the ground of his descent from a sister of the de

ceased king Ladislaus. The Hungarians, however, stur

dily maintained the elective character of their crown,

and placed Andrew, surnamed “ the Venetian,” a direct

male descendant of the ancient line of their princes, on

the throne. The pretender, Charles Martel, died in

1295, at the age of twenty-three years, leaving an in

fant son, Charles Robert, or Charobert, upon whom his

claim to the crown of Hungary devolved. The infancy

of Charobert, and the steady adhesion of the people to

the sovereign of their choice, shut out every present

chance of making good his pretensions ; and pope Boni

face proposed a compromise, by which his own claim to

supremacy was saved harmless, and the quiet exercise
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of the government was secured to Andrew. The title

of king was conferred upon Charobert, and the adminis

tration or regency granted to the king de facto.° An

drew died in the year 1302, and \Venceslaus, king of

Bohemia, presented his son to the Hungarians as a

candidate for the crown. Charobert had in the in

terim been introduced into the country by a party

favourable to his pretensions. Failing in his endea

vours to prevail upon Wenceslaus to Withdraw his son,

Boniface VIII. addressed him in the character of su

preme judge of the controversy, and cited him to sub

stantiate his claim before himself at Rome, or, without

more ado, to relinquish his design.f But this was not

the only offence of king \Venceslaus. He had assumed

the title of king of Poland without asking the consent

of the Holy See. “Yet,” said pope Boniface, address

ing the delinquent, “it must have been right well

known to you that the province of Poland belongs to

the Holy See ; nor can you be ignorant of the penalties

attached to your offence, seeing that they are fully set

forth in the most ancient and authentic documents)“ But

Wenceslaus had been accepted by the Poles with open

arms, and had received the crown from the hands of

the primate, archbishop of Gnesen. Under these cir

cumstances the fugitive prince Ladislaus Lokietek had

carried his suit of appeal to Rome. Wenceslaus was

now peremptorily commanded to drop the title of king,

and thenceforward refrain from exercising any function

of government in the country. The king of Poland,

however, treated the papal command with merited neg

lect ; and the fatal quarrel in which pope Boniface soon

became involved with Philip 1e Bel put a stop to all

further interference in the affairs of the North.

In anticipation of that final and decisive rupture,

° Whether this compromise was ac

cepted by Andrew or sanctioned by

the people of Hungary is uncertain.

' Raynald. an. 1302, p. 333.

F The Pope carefully abstains from

specifying them. Ladislaus Lokietek,

the exiled king of Poland, had taken

refuge at Rome, and placed himself

and his claims at the disposal of the

Pope. See a fuller account of these

transactions ap. Caro, Gesch. Polens,

vol. ii. 0. 1.
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some leading facts in the history of the Germa

nic empire must be adverted to. It has been 3‘;§*;_°fi,‘ggqj

already observed that Boniface VIII. had ad- pbus of Nua

opted Adolphus of Nassau as legitimate kin “u‘

of the Romans and emperor—elect. The new ing was a

man of a bold and vigorous character ; but his subordi

nate rank among the proud princes of the empire, and

his want of means to gratify the craving appetites of

his more powerful constituents, exposed him to all the

obloquy of disappointed hopes and promises unfulfilled.

His influence had accordingly languished almost from

the moment of his election, and he found himself at

once in a state of irksome de endence upon sordid
friends and disaffected subjects. IIlnfortunately for him,

his undertakings were out of all proportion to his

means of execution. He was bent upon vindicating the

honour and integrity of the em ire against the law

less encroachments of Philip le e1; but the selfish

policy of pope Boniface VIII. had stepped in between

him and the accomplishment of his plans. The disper

sion of his army for the reconquest of the Burgundian

and Arelatian provinces, fraudulently appropriated by

the French, was a blow fatal to his waning influence;

and the venal discontents of a corrupt constituency soon

ripened into a deliberate conspiracy for his dethrone

ment, and the substitution of a more wealthy Albert'of

and openhanded opponent. Albert duke of Austria and

Austria, the eldest son of Rudolph of Haps- the P°pe'

burg, placed himself at the head of the conspirators.

The only obstacles to be encountered in the treasonable

enterprise arose from the attachment of the cities and

towns of the Rhenish provinces to the em ror, and

the probable disapprobation of the Holy i ee. The

cities, although loyal and stanch, were no match for the

powers arrayed against them; and the fear of Rome,

the cons irators thought, might be neutralised by tak

ing the ope into their counsels. Boniface, however,

wisely refused to admit the envoys of the rebels to

an audience; and, in token of his continued support,

renewed to Adolphus the promise of the imperial crown.

SUP. z
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And in point of fact—except when combination was

essential to the execution of her own special objects—

a state of division in the outer world was more con

sistent with the traditional policy of Rome than a

pacific communion of interests. But, besides this con

sideration, the pontifi' was anxiously bent upon the

maintenance of the pretensions of Charles Martel and

his infant son to the throne of Hungary; and the ele

vation of Albert of Austria to the imperial dignity was

not unlikely to prove fatal to that project.

But, in contempt of the pontifical reprobation, the

Rebellion of states of Germany proceeded to depose Adol

Albertfleathphus of Nassau; and Albert of Austria was

$335323; elected in his room. The emperor defended

“Nassau- his crown with the courage of a lion; fore

most in the fight, he witnessed the fall of his few faith

ful followers, and plunging into the mélée, fell like a

good soldier in righteous battle. Since the downfal

of the Hohenstauffen the pontiifs of Rome had accus

tomed themselves to regard the empire as a fief or

dependency of the Holy See; disposable, as circum

Bnge of BO- stances might admit, as a reward for faith

nifacevm- ful services.h The rage of pope Boniface,

when the news of this unexpected revolution reached

him, exhaled itself in menaces and execrations : “ May

God destroy me,” he exclaimed, “if I do not punish

this murder: yea, are not all the kingdoms of the

earth in my hands? Have I not two swords? if the

spiritual be inefficient, shall I not unsheathe the tem

poral? Moreover, this Albert hath an ugly visage;

he hath but one eye; and his wife comes of the viper

brood of Frederic.”i The envoys sent by Albert with

a dutiful request for the papal confirmation were ac

costed with the like cutting and contemptuous reply.

“He is unworthy of the empire,” exclaimed the indig

nant pontiff, “ by reason of the treacherous murder

of his liege lord and master.”j

‘1 As in the case of the crusade for ' She was the half-sister of Con

the subjugation of Sicily, 01' the pun- radin of Hohenstauifen.

ishment of any other powerful delin- J The Liber Augustalis of Brnvenutn

quent- Ile Rambaldis (ap. Fri-7101', tom. ii. p.
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A cardinal legate was without delay dispatched into

Germany with letters to the spiritual electors, Albert defies

commanding them to summon Albert to theflziefope, 11nd

bar of the Holy See, to answer for the barbar- 5.531;?

ous murder and treason committed against 1m“

his late sovereign; and if he should disobey, to pro

nounce the anathema against him, and release his sub

jects from their oaths of allegiance. The mandate, how

ever, produced no material change in the position of

affairs in Germany. The archbishops, it is true, gave a

colourable obedience to the papal mandate. These great

prelates had soon become disgusted with the government

of Albert; more especially on the ground of his popu

larity in the Rhenish circles. The territories of the

three metropolitan sees embraced almost the whole

course of the Rhine. Large and highly oppressive tolls

were levied by the archbishops upon the navigation

of that principal artery of the national commerce. At

the pressing instance of the cities bordering upon the

river, Albert had greatly abridged or altogether abo

lished these tolls. This injury, and the apprehension

of the further abridgment of their license to plunder

subjects and strangers, inspired by the great military .

power of the emperor-elect, as well as by the vigorous

hand with which he grasped the reins of government,

prompted them, though perhaps tardily, to publish the

pontifical menace; and to cite the king to appear and

answer for the alleged murder and treason before the

great court of the empire, to be presided over by the

count palatine. This proceeding, however, implied a

departure from the papal programme. It defeated the

claim of the Pope to original and immediate cogniz

ance of the cause, though it might not oust him of his

appellate jurisdiction. The attack, however, answered

the selfish purpose of the prelates as little as that of

19) describes Boniface as “mag-nani

mus tyrannus sacerdotum ;" and af

firms that he received the ambassadors

of Albert upon his pontifical throne,

with a crown upon his head and a

sword by his side, and that he closed

the interview with the words, “Ego

sum Caesar" (I am emperor). See also

the Gesta Archiep. Trevirens. ap. Mar

tene at Durand. Thesaur. ampliss. t. iv.

p. 376; and conf. lyistcr, Gesch. der

Deutsch. vol. iii. p. 99. Adolphus of

Nassau fell in battle on the 2d of July

in the year 1298.
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the pontiff. Albert fell upon the offending prelates with

the rapidity of lightning, and in a short time reduced

them to submission, upon terms which, while they

relieved the grievances of the commonalty, were pro

ductive of important additions to his own domains,

and of strength to his government.

Boniface had over-acted his part ; but he still enter

M tained unbounded confidence in his spiritual
andate of . . . .

Boniface w weapons. The oltation through the splrltual

the Prime8 electors had failed; and he now addressed a

of Germany. .

general mandate to all the princes of Germany,

commanding them to bring their delinquent king to the

bar of Rome, to answer for the crimes of murder and

treason—crimes which probably the majority of them

had assisted him to commit. “ For,” said Boniface, “it

is of the proper function of the Roman pontiff to sit in

judgment upon princes ; and, upon his own certain

knowledge, to punish gross and notorious crimes, more

especially such as by their very enormity, and by rea

son of the high station of the criminals themselves, do

often go unpunishcd. . . . Albert duke ofAustria,” he con

tinued, “ had renounced his allegiance ; had broken his

. oaths; he had slain his sovereign in nefarious battle;

he had usurped his throne, and installed himself therein

without the license or consent of the Holy See, to whom

it belongs to examine into, and to decide upon the personal

character and qualifications of the candidate for the em

pire—one whom in due time, and after due deliberation,

it might become the duty of the pontifi' to consecrate and

anoint to the high dignity of Emperor of the Romans; for

all which duties it behoved the pontiff not only to

ascertain the fitness of the person, but also to examine

into and approve the form and manner of the nomina

tion and election, with a view to the acceptance or re

jection of the candidate.” Upon these considerations

the legates of the Pope were instructed to publish the

citation in all the cities, provinces, towns, and villages

in the kingdom of Germany ; and proclaim that, unless

within six months of the date of that citation, the duke

of Austria should appear by proper procurators or
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nuncii before the pontifical tribunal to prove his inno

cence of the crimes laid to his charge, and submit to

the judgment of the Holy See in all things commanded

him to do or to suffer; his subjects should be, and

were thereby—at the expiration of that time—released

from their oaths of allegiance ; and that all who should

still adhere to his cause should become inevitably in

volved in the like punishment.k

But the king of the Germans, with whatever indif

ference he may have thought it safe to re- A .
. . . _ pproxima

ceive this document, perceived the necessityuon ofAlbert

of strengthening his hands against a still for-ag§‘%,‘,‘,§{§;"1e

midable foe. He therefore renewed his ad- Bel against

vances to Philip 1e Bel of France, [and soon the P°p°'

brought matters to bear with that prince in the shape

of an alliance offensive and defensive against the com

mon foe. The objects, however, of the two sovereigns

were too different to lay the foundation of a solid friend

ship. Philip was b this time bent upon the ruin of

pope Boniface and t e overthrow of the papal influence

in France: Albert had no immediate objects in view

other than to obtain the imperial crown, and to establish

his power in Germany—if need were—in spite of the

Pope. He had no desire to curtail either the spiritual

authority or the emoluments of the court of Rome de

rivable from his dominions. The compact was, in fact,

loose enough to leave it open to both arties to treat

with the common enemy. The Pope lifad no real in

terest at this moment to withhold the confirmation and

coronation demanded; nor could the king of the Romans

be sorr to have his hands free against a prince whose

encroachments upon the territories of the empire had

raised a strong feeling of resentment among his sub

jects, and had all along stood in the way of his nego

tiations with the French king, even after the rupture

of the latter with the Pope. King Albert’s intent was,

in short, to bring the Pope to his senses: that of Philip

le Bel to drive him into every extravagance that should

most surely conduce to his ruin.

" The bull is dated 13th April 1301. Raynald. ibid. p. 303.
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\Vith this state of political relations before us we

Fresh cams revert to the affairs of France subsequently to

bgtfwglégrgfii the gear 1299. The resentment excited by

up 1e Bel amithe ull “ Clericis laicos" had never faded

the Pope- from the vindictive memory of Philip 1e Bel.

The late temporary, and rather passive than active,

accommodation with Rome had probably no other ob

ject but the strengthening of the French influence in

Italy. If the expedition of Charles of Valois served

no other purpose, it was eminently useful in introduc

ing French partisans and French agents into the heart

of that country. Purblind with pride and ambition,

Boniface VIII. tamperedwith instruments requiring more

delicate management than he was capable of bestowing.

Meanwhile the elements of strife in France were accu

mulating from day to day. In the year 1299 Robert

count of Artois, a brother of Philip, was summoned per

emptorily to appear at the bar of the Pope at Rome

to answer for the usurpation of certain lands alleged to

belong to the see of Cambray : the citation commanded

him either to restore the lands to bishops of the see,

or to make good his pretensions in person to the satis

faction of the Holy See.1 This proceeding was suf

ficiently offensive to the haughty spirit of Philip. A

more serious ground of quarrel arose in the course of

the year between the king personally and pope Boniface.

Philip had, in the exercise of a very ancient though

ever-contested prerogative of his crown, entered upon

the estates of the metropolitan see of Rheims after the

death of the archbishop of that church; and had re

fused to refund the rents and revenues of the vacancy

to Robert de Courtenay, the newly-elected primate.

The Pope as ,stoutly maintained that the king could

hold them only as trustee for the successor, under strict

obligation to account to him for all the proceeds, as

soon as a canonical election confirmed by the Holy See

should have determined the right. The archbishop

elect declined investiture without previous restitution,

and carried his complaint to Rome. \Vith his usual im

1 Ray-nald. an. 1299, p. 270.
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petuosity, Boniface made himself a party to the dispute.

The archbishop resigned his see into the hands of the

Pope, and the latter reelected and consecrated him

with his own hands.“1

These incidents predisposed the minds of both king

and Pope to seek a quarrel, even if occasion Finalmp_ _

had been remote or altogether wantin . tur9_between

But both Philip of France and Edward of milk}; 5,?“

England had furnished Boniface with mani- . Pope

fold grounds of complaint. The clergy of France, in

particular, had loudly protested against the oppressive

irregularities of the king’s officers in the collection of

the tenths recently granted to the crown of France.

They addressed the Pope for a remedy of these griev

ances. Boniface threatened to convoke a general coun

cil, which should put an end to all such abuses, and

afford protection to ecclesiastical property against “the

profligate encroachments of the laity.”'1 In the follow

ing year (1300) a new cause of irritation presented

itself. The county of Melguiel, a district lying within

the delta of the Rhone, had been, since the Albigensian

wars (circa 1209) claimed by the Holy See as part

and parcel of the patrimony of St. Peter ;° and the

administration and profits had, in fact, been enjoyed

by the bishop of Maguelonne under a papal grant.

Philip, however, ousted the officers of the bishop, on

the ground that the county belonged territorially to

France. Boniface resented the act of the king’s oflicers

as an invasion of the rights of the Holy See. He in

veighed bitterly against the unspeakable ingratitude

of Philip, in thus inflicting injury upon a benefactor,

to whose protection he was indebted for his escape

from erils which, but for that protection, must have

prove his ruin : the king, he said, would do well not

to expect that he (the Pope) would act the part of the

“dumb dog that barketh not when the thief is at the

gate :” an example, therefore, must be made of the

king’s oflicer and principal actor in the scene of spolia

m Raynalrl. ibid. p. 272. ° Conf. Oath. Pot. Book xiii. 0. 7,

'1 Ill. ibid. p. 278. p. 546.
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tion, the Viscount Amauri of Narbonne: he accord

ingly gave notice to the king that the criminal had

been cited to appear before himself at Rome, to show

cause why he should not be proceeded against accord

ing to the laws of the church.p

The papal annalist observes that the final rupture

Genemhnd between Boniface VIII. and kin Philip IV.

specialcausesOf France may be dated from t is point of

0f qumei' time. But for the ultimate cause of quar

rel we must look a little below the surface. In the

course of ages bygone a vast mass of secular land had

become annexed to the churches, without, however,

discharging them from the secular burthens originally

incumbent upon them. The canonists, indeed, main

tained that the dedication of any and every kind of

property to pious uses, or persons of religion, drew all

such property under the operation of the canon law,

and, of course, exempted it from secular burthens.

The temporal lords naturally objected to allow them

selves to be thus curtly ousted of their rights, and in

the process of exacting them often incurred the charge

of violating the sacred property of the churches. The

histories of France and England—more, perhaps, than

those of other countries—abound with instances of con

flicts of this kind. Philip le Bel had sensibly felt the

inconveniences of clerical pretensions; and IRS officers

in the provinces had frequently ousted the ecclesiasti

cal usufructuaries out of the overning powers and im

munities they had usurped. n this way he had clipped

the wings of the great prelates of Rheims, Chartres,

Leon, Poitiers, Lyons, Narbonne, Pamiers, and others.

His administration had dealt with their lands and de

mesnes as with other secular estates; and transferred

CAUSES OF THE BUPTURE.

1’ The county of Melguiel was an

ciently a. part of the county of Nar

bonne. It had been appropriated by

pope Innocent III., as his share of

the spoils of Viscount Raymond Be

ranger of Beziers. The claim of the

Pope rested upon the annual payment

of one pound of silver, which had been

granted, not, it seems, by the crown,

but by some former lay feudatory, who,

however, could not bind his superior by

any kind of tributary alienation. But

Rome never took any account of ob

jections arising out of secular law.

Conf. Uath. Pet. Book xiii. c. 7, p. 539,

note (‘). See also Raynald. an. 1300,

p. 298.
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the management—as far as the burthens incumbent upon

such estates were concerned—to the royal governors of

the provinces. The operation was probably performed

without any great degree of delicacy or discrimination.

Barnard dc Soisset, bishop of Pamiers, rushed gallantly

to the rescue of the violated privileges of his church.

The language of controversy in that age was sturdy,

and often of the coarsest character. But the bishop im

proved on the ordinary tone of ecclesiastical Invective of

polemics. In the course of his advocacy he the bishopof

transgressed the bounds of decent respect to- Pm‘m'

wards his sovereign; he denied that the episcopal

lands of Pamiers had ever been subject to the crown

of France. “The king,” he said, “though he might

be the handsomest person in his dominions, was also

the most profligate ; he was, in fact, destitute of every

virtue, and altogether unfit to be a king.” He was re

ported to have published a prophecy attributed to Louis

the Saint, purporting that in the reign of his (Louis’s)

grandson the kingdom would fall into the hands of

strangers, and that he would deserve to lose the crown.

Philip—he maintained—was altogether worthless: he

was not of the illustrious race of Charlemagne, and

therefore not of the legitimate line of the Frankish

kings; he was neither man nor beast, but a sort of

middle thing between both; ignorant of everything

but how to trample upon all beneath him: the whole

court of France was false, corrupt and perfidious; the

people of (northern) France were the natural enemies

of the south, never ceasing to plunder and oppress

them under encouragement from their king.

When opportunity favoured, Philip 1e Bel always

sprung directlyat the throat of his opponent. Wrath of Bo.

The bishop of Pamiers was arrested, and, ac- Dime

cording to custom in dealing with ecclesiastical delin

quents, given into the custody of the archbishop of

Narbonne on a charge of high treason. The arrest was

formally notified to the Pope; and a long list of con

tempts committed by the prisoner against the person,

crown, and dignity of his sovereign was appended to'
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the report. This message aroused a tempest of wrath in

the angry spirit of Boniface. The act of laying violent

hands upon the sacred person of a bishop was, in the

estimation of the rigid canonists of the age, an offence

for which no visitation was deemed too severe. The

archbishop was commanded immediately to release his

prisoner,‘1 and to report fully to the Pope himself upon

all the circumstances of the case. On the spur of the

moment, a vehement monition—known in history as

The Bu“ the bull “Ausculta fili”——was addressed to the

“Ausculta, king: if, it said, on the receipt of this letter

fit”, of rebuke, the king should decline to restore

all lands and other possessions belonging to the church

. of Pamiers sacrilegiously seized by his officers, the se

verest censures of the church would assuredly befall

him: the charges laid against the bishop were, no

doubt, a tissue of slander and falsehood. “But,”

added the Pope, “it is an uncontested and incontestable

fact, that, b the authority of the divine law, as well as

by that of all human ordinances, no power or jurisdiction

over the prelates 0f the church or any ecclesiastical persons,

be they secular or regular, belonyeth to the laity.” The

king, therefore, must either immediately withdraw

every impediment in the way of the free exercise of his~

ecclesiastical privileges by the bishop of Pamiers, and

assign some legal excuse_for the ill-treatment of that

prelate, or expose himself to the utmost penalties of

the canons.r

But the flashes of the spiritual sword had b this

The Pope time in a great degree lost their terrors. Philip

°°""°k°s the IV. did not trouble himself to enter on a refu

cler anhill; ofd tation of the argument or the principle of the

“255%,, bull, and would probably have paid little atten

Kins- tion to it, if it had not been accompanied by

another address of even date addressed to the clergy

and laity of France, with a manifest intent to nurse up

existing discontents into active rebellion. In that docu

_ ‘1 For the principle of this proceed- ' See the document, dated from

mg, conf. Oath. Pet. Book vi. 0. 7, pp. Agnani, 5th Dec. 1301, up. Raynaldi',

191, 101, and 201. ad an. p. 314.
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ment Boniface VIII. summoned the whole body of the

Gallic clergy to a solemn convocation before himself

at Rome, with a view to take immediate action against the

king as the avowed enemy of the church. The laity of the

kingdom were at the same time exhorted to lay before

him their complaints of the tyranny under which they

groaned simultaneously with those of the clergy, in

order to enable him (the Pope) to abolish and reform

all the abuses and extortions committed against either

the ecclesiastical or secular subjects of the crown of

France, and generally to concert measures with them

for the correction _of past excesses, and for the future

welfare of the realm.8 The intent of these documents

was too transparent to escape the penetration either

of the king or of his subjects; but as the impression

might produce immediate inconvenience, the Pope

thought it prudent to add some explanations that might

tend to lay to sleep the suspicions which the naked lan

guage of these addresses could not fail to arouse in~the

minds of the king and every loyal subject. Boniface

accordingly declared that the jurisdiction ofFume em,“

the Holy See in no way implied the assumption nations of

of a governing power over the kingdom, but the Pope'

that it extended only to the correction and punishment ofsin

and sinners among the governors. But whatever con

ception it might have suited the purpose ofthe moment

to inculcate respecting the limits of the powers claimed

by the Holy See, the act of convocation must have ap

peared to his adversary in the light of a direct assump

tion of a legislative power, even when limited to the

correction of alleged abuses and the reformation of

. the government of the country under foreign authority.

It is, in fact, hardly possible to conceive a more direct

or stinging challenge to the secular power.t

' Raymld. ibid. p. 315.

‘ We observe in this place that the

bull “Ausculta fili," and the other

lated copies in the archives of the

Vatican. M. Dupuy, a French lawyer

(of whose work we regret not to have

documents relating to the same trans

action, were subsequently tampered

with by pope Clement V. at the insti

gation of Philip le Bel. They were

known to Reynaldl only in the muti

been able to procure a copy), has since

brought them to light in their original

form. See Sixmondi, Hist. dc Fr. tom.

ix. pp. 79 and 85.
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And in that sense it was conceived and boldly met

Meeting and by the king. It is diflicult to exaggerate the

gaff“ exasperation produced on his haughty spirit

-gens- .

ral of the by words such as those used by the Pope 1n

kingdm- the intemperate address alluded to. “ Do not

indulge in the delusion,” he had said, “that you have

no superior on earth, or that you are not subject to

the prince of the ecclesiastical hierarchy; for he that

believes this is a mere lunatic; he that maintains it

is an infidel, and an alien from the flock of the good

Shepherd.”“ The ex lanations ofthe Pope were in fact

a repetition, rather t an a limitation, of his claims to

supremacy in any sense. Philip IV. accepted the issue

thus presented to him with alacrity. He published an

edict prohibiting all intercourse with Rome; he con

voked the states-general of the kingdom; and at a full

meeting in the church of Notre Dame at Paris, on the

10th of April 1302, caused the bull “Ausculta fili”

to be read literatim, and the short question pu , “ whe

ther they held their lands and fiefs of the king or the

Pope.” The equally laconic reply received was, that they

held of the king alone. On receiving this answer the

king swore a solemn oath to stake life and fortune upon

the maintenance of the liberties of the crown and king

dom. The exportation of valuables in money, jewelry,

or other commodities-by which the court of Rome re

ceived remittances of revenue from the kingdom, was

strictly prohibited ; and with that view the passes into

Italy were closely watched, so as to interce t as far as

possible all access to the pontifical states. he barons

of France at the same time, addressed a strong remon

Remou- strance to the sacred college against “ the mon

,”figaxfog; strous pretension that their sovereign was sub

:pihgegzion ject to any power but that of God alone : cer

Of France'th tamly,” they said, “such a pretension savoured

the Pope- rather of the language of Antichrist than of

the messenger of peace and good-will to men, and must

inevitably expose the union of church and state to the

“ See the Art deoér. 10:; Dates, from cuita fili," vol. i. p. 203.

an unmutilated copy of the bull “Aus
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utmost' peril.” The clergy, on their part, entreated

the Pope to "‘take heed lest that inestimable union

be broken up, and implored him to provide for their

safety and his own by revoking his late mandate; an

instrument which neither king nor barons could ever

be brought to approve.” The cardinals replied that the

Pope had not affirmed that the barons of France held

of the Pope, and not of the king.v Boniface himself

sought to involve the prelates in the dilemma of

maintaining two contradictory principles, in aflirming

that the things temporal are not subject to the things

spiritual.w

It is manifest that pope Boniface VIII. could no

longer reckon upon that devout attachment Changes,“

of the clergy of his communion which had public in

so powerftu assisted the Innocents and the

Gregorys in beating down opposition to prin- verse to the

ciples not less extravagant than those main- papwy'

tained by their successor under such difi'erent auspices.

Since that golden age of pontifical ascendancy the poli

tical organisation of Europe had become more consoli

dated ; the eyes of men had been averted from Rome and

the Holy Land, and turned more intently to their own

internal interests. But this revolution of public opinion

is perhaps more manifestly traceable to the monstrous '

exactions practised by the court of Rome on the subject,

both temporal and spiritual. Independently of reser

vations, provisions, expectances, commendams, purvey

ances, and the like, the oppressive levies of tenths, and

other extraordinary modes of supply, based upon trans

p

' This was true to the letter, but

practically false. The unlimited right

to impute and to punish the sins of

rulers; consequently—with a view to

such interference—to meddle with

and control every act of government

that might affect the interests of the

superintending power, necessarily con

verted both princes and subjects into

simply responsible agents of a foreign

domination, after which the question

from whom they held their respec

tive titles and estates must fall to the

ground.

“ That is, inferentially: they had

not affirmed any such proposition, but

their advocacy of the king‘s policy

seemed to prove that they preferred

obeying the one master rather than

the other, yet without renouncing their

allegiance to either. Boniface would

not permit them to serve two masters ;

Philip le Bel was of the same mind.

Conf. Art (le rér. lm: Dafl'x, tom. i.

art. Boniface VIII.; Dom Vaiueffr,

Hist. de Langued. tom. iv. p. 106;

Rnynald. an. 1302, p. 326.
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parently false pretences, more especially the diversion of

the funds destined for the rescue of the holy sepulchre

to the private wars and ambitions of the popes,——not a

little enhanced by the peculations and rapacity of the

curia, and every agent of the court of Bomc,—at length

drove clergy and laity alike into the arms of the civil

powers for protection against the intolerable abuses of

sacerdotal management. \Vhile the Roman pontiffs were

in a position to place themselves at the head of the

armies of Christendom, the people took little heed of

the manner in which their means, their money, or their

blood were disposed of. When the wars of the cross

ceased to fix all eyes upon R0me,—when, instead of ad

venture, license, and pillage, nothing was to be earned

but scanty pay, sweetened perhaps by absolutions and

indulgences,——men became more discriminating in dis

tinguishing the wars ofGod from the wars of the popes;

the latter were compelled to substitute pay for plunder,

and to raise armies by the same inducements as those re

sorted to by their neighbours. The demands of an ever

empty treasury increased part passu with the greedy

cravings of the curials, till no other cry from Rome

was heard but “money—money!” Under the natural

impressions produced by such management, the law of

"Rome could no longer be set up against the law of

the land with the same effect as theretofore; canonism

lost ground; and the papacy was in a great measure

thrown back upon its spiritual influence, to make the

best bargain it could with the temporal powers for

some share in the plunder of the subject. The resist

ance had begun in France, even under the pious reign

of Louis the Saint. Edward I. of England took up the

defence with greater promptitude and more decisive

effect.

Reverting to the course of events in France—the

Boniface decree of the king and the great council of

Vail-n222:? the kingdom prohibiting the migration of the

tercourse clergy to Rome on the Pope’s business, and

deme- the stoppage of intercourse and supply from

the kingdom, produced a climax of irritation in the
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mind of the imperious pontifl'. In a passionate address

to the Gallic clergy he described that ordinance as a

suggestion of Satan through his representative, “that

son of Belial,” Peter Flots, the chancellor of France.

He contended that the construction put upon the bull

“ Ausculta fili” by the court was a “venomous fiction,”

designed “to swindle both clergy and laity out of their

duty to God, to sever the unity of the church, to rend

the seamless garment of Christ . . . The remonstrance

of the clergy was not the voice of the faithful, but the

jargon of certain false priests, the creatures of a cor

rupt and godless court . fellows who had dared to

affirm the exccrable doctrine that human affairs were

not subject to the divine law.”x

As if it had been the desire of the Pope to cast fuel

upon the flame of discord, he had, simulta- P _ _

neously with the publication of the bull “Aus- 03::

culta fili,” withdrawn or annulled all the “Unam

. . . . . . . sanctam.”

special privfleges and immunities 1n former

times granted by the Holy See to the kings of France)’

Three French bishops only were permitted by the king

to attend the convocation at Rome; not, however, as

representatives of the body of the Gallic clergy, but

simply to explain their views, and to lay their humble

remonstrance at the foot of the papal throne. The Pope,

however, took that opportunity to publish his celebrated

manifesto, entitled, from, its introductory words, the

bull “ Unam sanctam.” The document was pointed

unmistakeably against the party in the church who,

in his own words, had dared to assert the independence

of civil law and secular government of canonical or

papal ordinance and ecclesiastical supervision. Substance

“ By the Catholic faith,” says this notable and purport

documen , “ we are compelled to believe that °£ the bull"

there is one holy catholic church, . . . out .of which

there is no salvation or forgiveness of sins; . . . a

church representing wholly and exclusively the mystic

l Rag/naltl. an. 1302, p. 327. any ecclesiastical authority but that

Y One of these was the exemption of the Pope in person.

from excommunication or interdict by
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body of which Christ is the spiritual head. . . . Of this

church there is one only chief, to wit Christ, and his

vicars and their successors, by virtue of the commis

sion to St. Peter conveyed in the words, ‘Feed my

sheep,’ . . . to wit, my sheep generally, not individu

ally of this or that flock. Therefore, if an one shall

say that he is not so commissioned, verily e is not of

the Lord’s flock; for hath He not said, ‘There shall

be one fold and one shepherd’? Thus also we learn

from the gospel that unto Peter were given two swords,

the spiritual, namely, and the temporal : for when the

apostle said to him, ‘ Here are two swords’-—the spi

ritual, namely, and the temporal—the Lord did not

reply, ‘ There are too many,’ but simply, ‘ It is enough.’

Surely, then, he who denieth that Peter wields the tem

poral sword but ill apprehends the Lord’s meaning when

he said, ‘Return thy sword into the scabbard :’ there

fore S?) both swords, to wit, the material and the spi

ritua, are given to the church ; the former to be

wielded for the church by the hand of the prince at

the command or by the permission of the priest : yet

it follows of necessity that the former sword should

be subject to the latter, as the inferior is to the supe

rior; inasmuch as it is the rule and order of divine

things that the lower authority should work through

the middle term, and the middle remain in dependence

on the supreme in like manner as the spiritual authority

riseth superior to the earthly in dignity of character

and nobility of origin ; a doctrine abundantly clear when

we consider the superior excellence of spiritual things

over the things temporal; and this manifestly appears

from the nature of the power itself, as well as from the

general plan of the divine government : for holy Scrip

ture witnesseth that the spiritual power is ordained of

God himself to be the arbiter and judge of the earthly,

whether it be good or evil; therefore, if earthly rule fall

into error, it becomes ipso facto amenable to the judgment

.___/

0f the spiritual ,- and for the same reason, if the inferior ‘

spiritual ruler swerves from the path of rectitude, he

must be judged by his superior ; but the power exalted
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above all can be made responsible to God alone, and

not to man’s law; ‘for,’ saith the apostle, ‘the spi

ritual man judgeth all things, but is himselfjudged of

none :’ therefore this supreme authority, though given

to a man, is not human, but divine, conferred by God

himself upon Peter and his successors. . . . In con

sideration of all which premises, we do hereby declare,

pronounce, and define that it is necessary to salvation that

every human soul should be subject to the Roman ponttf”

The world did not trouble itself either with the

facts or the logic of this astonishing declara- Maievoience

tion. It was, however, clear enough that the °f£€i§$lfi

real question raised was, whether the church measures (if

was to be the servant of the state, or the state ‘he King

the slave of the church.‘1 _ After this there could be no

mistake, no self-deception on the part of the secular

government; and Philip le Bel was prepared to cut

the knot which he was at no pains, even if he had

known how, to untie. Boniface, on the other hand,

rushed to the battle with a passionate temerity which

served only to increase his difliculties, without improv

ing his position, or creating alarm in the mind of his

adversary. The clergy of France, who had little cause

to be satisfied either with king or pope, feared the

former more than the latter. The laity had fully com

prehended the drift of the question put to them by the

king at the convocation of the states- general in this

year.b The discernment of Philip IV. had fairly laid

bare the real question at issue ; and he had obtained a

reply which practically overthrew the very principle of

the traditional policy of Rome. In the wild turmoil of

his passions, Boniface VIII

' The papal snnalist Ilaynaldi en

deavours to persuade his readers that,

in fact, this question was not raised by

any of these documents. Perhaps after

their mutilation by Clement V. at the

behest of Philip 1e Bel, the sting was

in some respects drawn. A kind of

veil had hitherto been thrown over the

naked pretensions of the papacy in

SUP.

. saw, in this state of affairs,

favour of the powers with whom Rome

was not at variance, or whom it might

suit her to conciliate ; but in a mo

ment of anger Boniface VIII. impru

dently withdrew the veil, and exhibited

the principle in its startling and alarm

ing nakedness.

b “ Whether they would be the king‘s

subjects or the pope’s.”

AA
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nothing but the foulest rebellion. He published a

sweeping anathema against all men, of whatever rank or

degree, who had taken part in molesting, impeding, or

preventing any person or prelate from dutiful attend

ance upon the late synod, “even though he were of im

perial or royal dignity ;” repeating on the occasion the

withdrawal of all spiritual privileges from the crown

and kingdom of France, with an insulting locus pumi

tentiw to the king, if he should sue for pardon in proper

ecclesiastical form.c But Philip was weary of the incen

diary bulls and libels which the Pope had for many

months past scattered over the face of the kingdom ;

and he replied to this last manifestation of papal male

volence by a general ordinance prohibiting the intro

duction of all papal bulls and writings into the king

dom upon the severest penalties. The nobles and the

officers of the crown vied in zeal for the execution of

the decree. Count Robert of Artois, the king’s oungcr

brother, arrested the legate to whom the late ull was

intrusted for publication, seized his despatches, and

sent him out of the kingdom. He even took a step

beyond all precedent, and in the presence of the

king publicly committed the offensive documents to

the flames.d

The pontiff had, as already stated, granted a “ locus

Bonifm ptenitentite” to the king ; and the latter,

telmg’gfje_ under the impression that documents from

conciliation Rome, affecting himself personally, would,

“the King- in the present disposition of his people, be

rather advantageous than detrimental to his interests,

accepted a communication from Boniface stating at

large the terms of pardon- for all his late transgres

sions. These terms ran thus: “That the ordinance

of non-intercourse be at once and unconditionally re

° The hull is dated from the Latcran

on the 29th of June 1302. Rug/mild.

ad an. p. 529, and Id. ibid. p. 330.

4 Count Robert was soon afterwards

defeated and killed in an unsuccessful

attempt to quell an insurrection of his

Belgian subjects. Rnymrldi (loc. cit.)

sees in this misfortune, and the failure

of Philip himself to put down the re

bellion, a manifest judgment of Hea

ven upon them for their disobedience

to the commands of their spiritual

superior.
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ppaled; that the legates, messengers, and officers of the

01y See have free ingress and regress throughout the

kingdom without leave or license from the crown or its

officers ; that the rights of the Holy See in all reserved

benefices be protected and saved harmless; that the

administration of vacant sees and prelacies be intrusted

to ecclesiastics accountable to the Holy See, to whom

alone that right belongs; that the king acknowledge

without demur the prerogative of the Pope to impose

pecuniary contributions upon the clergy of France to any

extent he might think requisite, without the leave of the

crown ,- that thenceforth no ecclesiastic be compelled

to appear at the suit of a layman in the secular courts

in any personal action, or action of right, or touching

real estate, not held by lay service; that whereas the

king had procured or permitted a pontifical bull, ‘ with

the sacred images of St. Peter and St. Paul impressed

upon the seal thereof,’ to be burnt in his presence and

before his eyes, in contempt of God and the Holy See,

he do forthwith appear by his representatives or pro

curators to discharge himself of the said offence, if he

be able so to do, and engage to obey the pontifical deci- '

sion in the premises; inasmuch as it is of the utmost

importance that the Pope, acting under a just sense of

the enormity of the transgression, should exhibit a

public example in the condign punishment of so enor

mous an offence: moreover, that the king desist from

defrauding his subjects by debasiny the coinage 0f the

realm, to the great damage of the prelates and churches,

the barons, and all his subjects; and that he do make

restitution for the injury already done :°—unless, there

fore, the king should repent and amend his manners in

all these respects, the pontiff reserves to himself the

right of proceeding against him, spiritually and tem

porally, as may seem expedient.”f

If any doubt could have been entertained of the

F~— *-~___.

Q The loss of the Holy See from this

cause was probably uppermost in the

mind of Boniface. The remittances

from France in a depreciated coinage

must have been specially inconve

nient.

f See the entire document ap. Ilny

nald. an. 1303, pp. 351, 352.
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Renewed ultimate views of pope Boniface throughout

remon- the controversy, the mixed hypocrisy and in

strances of . . . .

the French solence of this address must have dissupated 1t.

“"83" The reply of the kin and council of France

—whatever it was—threw the ope into a parox sm

of rage. He wrote a letter to the king’s brot er,

Charles of Valois, breathing the coarsest vituperation

and- menace. The pretension of the Pope to restore

the city and district of Lyons to the empire, from which

it had been rent by Philip, was felt, perhaps, as the

most bitter ingredient in the cup of discord. The pre

lates of France made a last effort to avert the storm :

they besought the Pope to consider well the evils the se

verity of his proceedino's were bringing on his friends in

France; the described the irritation prevailing among
the laity ofy all classes ; the damage suffered by the

churches in consequence of his desertion; their own total

loss of influence; the contempt into which their censures

and the judgments of their courts had fallen; finally,

they implored him, “ with clasped hands and many tears,”

to take compassion upon them ; to address himself sedu

lously to the means of reconciling church and state, and

of putting an end to the scandals and sufferings to which

his late proceedings had exposed them.g

The fears of the Gallic clergy, the very humility of

Mud“, their address, may have inspired a hope of

tiggcgfvg‘t'fii- regaining the ascendancy he had forfeited by

Ammo; his intemperate dealing with all classes of

_ German!" their countrymen. In the interim his adver

sary had sustained a reverse in Flanders; and Albert

of Germany had held out the hand of reconciliation.

The temporary alliance ofthe latter with Philip had, in

fact, no other object than to compel the Pope to with

draw his censures, and to recognise his pretensions 10

the imperial crown. Boniface had at last arrived at the

conviction that he could no longer afi'ord to neglect

any opportunity of strengthening his hands against so

formidable an adversary as the king of France. He ac

cepted the submission of the titular king of the Romans,

I Raynaldi, ibid. p. 352.
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and in reply adverted complacentl to the merits of his

father, the late emperor Rudolp : he admitted the

unanimity of his election, and the loyalty of his sub

jects during the six years that had elapsed since that

event; he had freely confessed the crime committed

against his predecessor, ‘ and spontaneously tendered

the usual oaths of fidelit and obedience to the Holy

See; “therefore,” said t e pontifi', “we, seated upon

our imperial throne, and surrounded by our court, act

ing in our accustomed character of consoler of the peni

tent and afflicted, and manifesting our omnipotence by

long-sufi‘ering and mercy, have preferred the paths of

gentleness and kindness to the course of rigorous jus

tice, and have resolved to confer upon, and confirm

you, Albert, in the kingdom of the Romans, thereby

supplying all defects that might still cling to your

election.”h

The states of Germany entertained resentments

against Philip le Bel, of which the Pope knew how

to avail himself. The encroachments of the Abjectsuly

king upon the western circles of the empire mission of

had irritated the people, without producing Albm

the unanimity of councils necessary to vindicate their—

rights. This sense of injury had been suppressed for

a time with a view to induce the Pope to revoke his

censures, and to recognise the claim of Albert to the

crown of the empire. The late compact with France,

indeed, might stand in the way of the reconciliation;

but this difficult was speedily removed. Boniface

solemnly cancelled all subsisting treaties and obliga

tions contracted by the emperor-elect and the estates

of Germany with the king of France, and obtained from

the gratitude of Albert a pregnant admission of the

dependence of his position upon the good pleasure of

the Holy See. He adopted the groundless fable of the

transmission of the imperial power and title through a

supposed delegation of the empire of the West to pope

Sylvester by Constantine the Great; he bound himselfto

h The document is dated from the Raynaldi, ibid. p. 339.

Latex-an on the 21st of April 1303.
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protect the church of Rome against all and all manner

of persons who should molest or be obnoxious to her;

he swore an oath of allegiance to the Holy See difer

iny in no respect from that of a vassal to his liege lord,

and engaged, in terms which admitted of no evasion,

to ratify all the cessions made to the Holy See by his

father Rudolph; he yielded up to her use all things

mentioned or contained in the spurious charter of

Louis the Pious to pope Paschal I., and in the equally

spurious donation ofthe emperor Otho the Great to pope

John XII.i To all these things he pledged his oath ‘

in token of his filial devotion and reverential obedience

to his lord the Pope, vowing to defend his person and

the primacy of the Holy See against all the world; to

be the friend of her friends, and the enemy of her enemies,

whatever their rank or dignity, whether monarchs, em

perors, or princes, and to engage in no treaty, alliance,

friendship, association, or obligation with them, nor to

bind himself to them by any compact or confederation ;

and that if perchance he should have inadvertently

involved himself in any such engagement to any one

who should be, or might thereafter be, at variance with,

or in open or secret hostilities or rebellion against, the holy

Roman church, he would hasten to cancel and repudiate the

same, and at the requisition of the Pope to make war

on and fight against them to the utmost of his ability.

Lastly, that he should engage not to set foot in Italy,

though it were for the purpose of his coronation, with

out the express permission of the pontifi' of Rome.j

These conditions express no other intent than that

which Innocent III. and his successors had uniformly en

Albcrt ac. tertained. Boniface VIII. did little more than

kn°wle<lg°5 enounce that intent in plainer and broader

himself a.

vassal of the language than any in which the see of Rome

H°1Yse°- had hitherto ventured to clothe it. It is

1 Conf. (lath. Pet. Book viii. c. 3, p. in the decretals.

473, and Book ix. 0. 1, p. 27. These 1 See the entire document ap. Port:

documents are designated in the oath Mon. Germ. Legum, tom. ii. pp. 483

of Albert by the first words: as “ Ego 485. And see RayuaZd. an. 1303, pp.

Ludovicus Imperator," kc; and “Tibi 339 et sqq.

domino Johanni Pnpm," as described
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rather less easy to comprehend why Albert of Austria

should have listened to and adopted this pontifical ex

position of his relative position to the Holy See with

patience, not to say with complacency. Reflecting,

however, that the house of Hapsburg had risen upon

the ruins of the Hohenstauffen dynasty, and that the

persevering resistance of the latter to the very preten

sions disclosed in the concordat before us had been the

efficient cause of their downfal; remembering, at the

same time, that the succeeding candidates for the em

pire—William of Holland, Alphonso of Castille, Rudolph

of Hapsburg, and Adolphus of Nassau—had professed

their filial dependence upon, and humbly sued for the

patronage of the Holy See on behalf of their several pre

tensions,—considering these circumstances, it cannot be

denied that the papacy had established a strong precedent

in support of its original claims to a temporal as well as a

spiritual supremacy in the direction ofthe national afl'airs.

It might perhaps be added, that a fate like that which

had befallen the Frederics, the Conrads, and the Man

freds, might have produced a strong impression both of

the danger and the unlawfulness of resistance to the

spiritual supremacy universally admitted to reside in

the bishop of Rome. The great Rudolph of Hapsburg

had acknowledged that supremacy in terms expressive

of subordination, if not of actual vassalage. He had

abandoned the rights of the empire in Italy; he had

admitted that all he was and all he had was held of

the grace and favour of the Holy See. In his own

mind Rudolph may have dwelt rather upon the religi

ous than the political significance of these professions;

but the matter was to all a pearance set at rest by his

son and successor, and the oly See could now exhibit

to the world an authentic document proclaiming the

acknowledged chief of the monarchs of Latin Chris

tendom a vassal of the Pope of Rome.

The influence of Rome in Germany had for the

last century rested mainly upon the disinte-_ Causes of

gration of the national constituency. Albert

had difficulty in contending against dangers the Pope
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arising out of this state of things. His subjects, upon

whose precarious allegiance he could not count with

safety, were about to fall from him, as they had fallen

from his predecessor, Adolphus of Nassau. The Pope

apparently held his fate in his hands; no professions

could be too abject that might help him out of the

perils which surrounded him. But though hollow, as

such professions always must be, they generally served

as a rod to intimidate, if not to chastise, the unruly

pupils of the pontifical school. The first service de

manded of the emperor-elect was to array the whole

force of the empire with a view to place the crown

of Hungary upon the head of Charles Martel, the

younger son of Charles II. of Naples. The king was

ordered to take the field without delay against Wences

laus of Bohemia, who had presumed to oppose the pre

tensions of the family of Anjou to the Hungarian throne.

Albert made a show of obedience : he marched against

the king of Bohemia, but after a short campaign retired

without striking a blow. This first proof of devotion

was not very encouraging; but danger from another

quarter diverted the attention of the Pope from the

shortcomings of his new client, and for the present

inclined him to suppress his dissatisfaction ; and the

arms of Albert were now put in requisition to avenge

him of his great enemy, Philip 1e Bel of France.

That prince, however, as soon as intelligence of the

Philip 1e Bel compact between Boniface and his late ally

Dogma!“ reached his ear, determined to spring the

usurper and mine he had long prepared for the ruin of

M“ P°P°~ his adversary. An assembly of the states

general of France, embracing deputies from the no

bility, clergy, and great cities of the kingdom, was

held at Paris on the 13th of June 1303. The great

council of the kingdom at once denounced Boniface as

a heretical usurper of the pontifical throne, and the per

petrator of many other crimes and atrocities; and

declared their resolution to give aid and counsel to

the king against all his enemies, more especially against

“ the false pope Boniface.” The offender had, it was 111
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leged, unlawftu obtruded himself upon the pontifical

throne in the lifetime of his predecessor, Coelestine V. :

no one could conscientiously obey a pope tainted by

so foul a usurpation and heresy ; and an appeal to a

general council of the church was solemnly recorded

against him. The resolution of the great council was

published in every province and city of the realm; all

ecclesiastical persons were commanded to append their

seals to the act of appeal, and general proclamation

was made, minutely enumerating the articles of charge

throughout the kingdom, and in the hearing of all

people.1

In his reply to this act of appeal, pope Boniface asked

how it was possible that any such right should Retaliation

exist, seeing that by force of the canons the °i Emu“

sole prerogative of convoking a general council rested

solely with the Roman pontifl'.m But the legal argument

of the remonstrance seems to have made no impression

upon the obdurate Gallicans. Clergy and laity, with

the exception of a few ultramontane advocates, joined

in the protest. The small number of prelates and ec

clesiasties who had dared to brave the wrath of the

court and the resentment of their countrymen were

sent in exile to their master the Pope, a burthen rather

than a help to his cause. Boniface encountered this

demonstration on the part of his enemy by a counter~

blast intended to paralyse every branch of ecclesiastical

l The papal annalist Raylmlrli is

highly indignant at the appeal to a

general council. “It was," he says.

“ of a piece with the ordinary jugglery

of disaffected princes." He observes

that at a council held by pope l’ius II.

at Mantua, the anathema was pro

nounced against all potentates who

should appeal to a general council

against the Pope. We find, however,

in the records of the church of Rome

down to the year 1300 only two synods

of Mantua ; those, namely, of the years

827 and 1064; and only one Pius,

namely St. Pius, an. 142. But there

is no doubt that ample authority may

be gathered from the false decretals

against responsibility to any tribunal

but that of God himself. Uonf. Chill.

Pet. Book vi. 0. 7, pp. 185, 187, 188.

And conf. Deoret. Gratian. p. 1. Dis

tinct. 17, ap. Richter, Corp. In. Cor.

tom. i. pp. 45, 46. Upon these dicta

no possible appeal could lie to any

general or particular council against

a papal decision.

m If these canons were genuine, Bo

niface VIII. stood on strong ground;

nor was there any contradiction to

their validity. See the quotation from

G'ratian in the preceding note.
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and educational instruction in the kingdom. He sus

pended all university degrees ; he withdrew all licenses

in theology, civil and canon law, and threatened the

utmost penalties of the canons against all persons who

should thereafter persist in the exercise of spiritual or

academic functions. Meanwhile he provisionally filled

the chairs of the banished prelates, reserving to him

self the nominations to all sees and abbeys which should

fall vacant while the contumacy of the king should

continue; during which period all chapters were de

prived of their privilege of election, and every other

grerogative they might be entitled to, till further order.

ut a difficulty occurred as to how the requisite canoni

cal notices were to be given to the parties affected by

the decree. In France and England the introduction

of papal bulls and ordinances was almost impossible.

The Pope accordingly ordained that wherever these

citations and decrees could not, by reason of such im

pediments, be directly brought home to the parties, it

should be sufficient notice if the documents in question

were conspicuously posted up in some public place

within the city or place in which the pontifical court

might be resident, so that either by hearsay or by

public report they might be brought to the knowledge

of the persons whom they concerned; and that such

proceedings should, to all intents and purposes, be

equivalent to a personal service, whatever the degree or

quality of the person affected.“

But while pope Boniface VIII. was forging his

Conspiracy thunders in the recesses of his palace at

of William Agnani, a French partisan in concert with

de N°g"°" the Pope’s bitter enemies, the Colonna, had

organised a plot for his destruction. William de No

garet, a creature of Philip 1e Bel, had secretly collected

a body of three hundred men-at-arms in the vicinity of

the papal residence. By the machinations of his con

“ See the three bulls dated on the “ Rem non novnm," from its first

same day, the 15th August 1303, the words. Itaynald. an. 1303, p. 355.

last of which goes by the title of
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federates, the troop was admitted into the city. The

pontifical palace was surrounded in the night-time, and

by noon on the following day the conspirators had

forced their way to the apartments of the Pope; the

pontifical treasury was plundered; and the cardinals,

with the exception of two, deserted their master and

fled for their lives. Pope Boniface met the emergency

with dignity and courage. Finding the city in the

possession of his enemies, he arrayed himself in his

pontifical robes, seated himself upon the throne in the

audience-chamber of his palace, the crucifix in hand,

the golden crown (reputed to have been presented by

Constantine the Great to his predecessor pope S lves

ter)° upon his head, and in this attitude presente him

self to his persecutors for insult or martyr- The Pop“

dom in the same haughty and defiant spirit P'iwner

as that which had governed his conduct through life.

William de Nogaret and Sciarro Colonna assailed him

with vulgar abuse; the former threatening to carry

him away a prisoner to France, and to procure his

deposition by a general council as a usurper and a

heretic. But his retort could hardly fail to strike ter

ror in the hearts of his assailants: “I shall,” he said,

“patiently submit to be condemned and deposed by

Paterine heretics such as you, William de Nogaret, and

your ancestors before you; for know that at this

instant, as heretofore, you are con emned to the stake

as a convicted rebel and heretic.”p

This menacing address appears to have paralysed

the conspirators. _Not a man among them

ventured to lay hands upon the pontiff; and
His release

° This is the only notice we have

met with of this potent relic in con

nection with the mythic donation of

Constantine.

P Philip le Bel certainly would not

scruple to enlist the vindictive feelings

of a person connected with the perse

cuted sects, in furtherance of his plans.

There is no evidence that William de

Nogaret had any such connection;

but he was born in the diocese of

Toulouse, where, no doubt, many Ai

bigenses or Paterine: (the common

name applied generally to the Pro

testant sects of the south of France

and northern Italy) still lurked. The

entire diocese of Toulouse was regarded

with an evil eye at Rome; hence pro

bably the charge of heresy against

William de Nogaret. For a short bio

graphy of this person, see Dom. Vaisette,

Hist. de Langued. tom. iv. p. 117.
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after being detained for forty-eight hours a prisoner in

his palace, the cardinal Luca dei Fieschi succeeded in

rousing the citizens of Agnani from the stupor which

the audacity and suddenness of the assault had inspired.

The Pope was set at liberty, and escorted in safety to

Rome ; but here the fierce passions which had agitated

his aged frame told fatally upon the powers of life.

In his asylum at the Lateran he is reported to have

been little less a prisoner than at Agnani, in the

hands of his enemies the Colonna. The faction of the

Orsini in the capital, unwilling to relinquish their grasp

of the government, are said to have kept him in a

scarcely less irksome bondage than that from which

he had so recently escaped. Health and strength gave

way under the pressure of disloyalty and dis

appointment, and on the 10th of October 1303

he died at Rome, in the eighty-sixth year of his age

and the ninth of his reign.

The character of Boniface VIII. was judged of by his

Charmer contemporaries from opposite points of view.

of Boniface By the ultrasacerdotal party he was regarded

vm' as the champion and martyr of ecclesiastical

prerogative ; to the secular powers he appeared as the

demon of discord. A majority among the superior

clergy reprobated his despotic interferences with their

freedom of action, (1 his disregard of all rights that

conflicted with his plans of acquisition and dominion.

No preceding pontiff availed himself with so little suc

cess of the distractions in the political world as Boni

face VIII. He was incapable of comprehending or

allowing for those changes in the state of the political

affairs which rendered a corresponding change—at least

in tone and temper—indispensable to the maintenance

of his influence. The ambitious projects reprobated by

the liberal party were looked upon by their opponents

as supremely meritorious; his inordinate pride and

self-worship was written down to the score of zeal on

behalf of the majesty of the church, and of his lofty

sense of a position transcending all earthly power in

and death.
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dignity and sublimity. Yet Boniface was a man of

learning and capacity. He took up the position as

signed to him by the traditions of his office with firm

ness, and would have maintained it with dignity, per

haps with success, had he known how to manage, not

the outer world, but himself. Disappointment goaded

him to anger; defeat or failure stung him to fury.

His views, already confined within the strict limits of

ecclesiastical tradition, were still further narrowed by

an intemperate habit of mind which impelled him to

fly at the throat of his adversary, without calculating

his power of resistance or the real momentum of the

assault. He believed himself to be walking conscien

tiously in the footsteps of the Innocents and the Gre

gorys; and dreamt that, like them, it was his duty

and his privilege to visit resistance as a crime, and to

vindicate the omnipotence of the Holy See with the

identical weapons they had so successfully wielded. He

could not be made to comprehend that the two-edged

blade by which the world had hitherto been awed into

silence or obedience had in a great degree lost its

temper; and that the passive resistance the pontifl's had

occasionally had to encounter might, with the change

of men and times, become active, and blunt the edge

of the spiritual weapon. The whole reign of Boniface

VIII. had been, in short, one great error. He had

tried the forbearance of his contemporaries to the ut

most, but did not possess the penetration to discern

the amount of mischief he was doing to his own cause.

He had shaken the fabric of the papacy to its foun

dation, and prepared the way to a revolution which

brought it down every year more nearly to the level

of other merely political institutions, and, without alto

gether losing sight of its religious character, assimi

lating it with the governments and involving it in the

political interests of the kingdoms of the world. — The

more ancient idea of the union of church and state had

shifted its ground from that of the absolute supremacy

of the former to a virtual, yet unacknowledged, de
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pendence upon the ordinary vicissitudes of mundane

affairs.q

‘1 Dayna-Mi is a great admirer of

Boniface VIlI. He tells us that at

the demolition of the old church of

St. Peter to make room for the more

recent structure, his body was found

without an appearance of decay;

from which he comes to the conclu

sion that the story, that on his death

bed he had gnawed his own flesh with

rage or despair, must have been a ma

licious fable. Raynald. an. 1803. p.

359. Baronius says that Bonifwe

reigned eight years nine months and

eighteen days. lbid.



CHAPTER VIII.

MIGRATION or THE PAPACY.

Election of Benedict XL—Affairs of Sicily—Treaty of peace ratified by the

Pope—Benedict XI. in the affairs of Italy—Benedict revokes the sentence

of Boniface VIII. against Philip le Bel—The Pope endeavours to revive the

spirit of the crusade—State of the papacy—State of the conclave at the

death of Benedict XI.—Device of the French party in the conclave—Philip

le Bel and the archbishop of Bordeaux—Election of Bertrand de Goth by

the name of Clement V.-—Disappointment of the Italian party—Character

and results of the election, Sam—Political affairs favourable to the Pope and

the king of France—Philip le Bel discloses the secret stipulation, tee—Com

promise and decree of Elimination—Philip le Be] and the Order of the Temple

—Moral and social character of the order—Clement V. in the affair of the

order—Philip le Bel seizes the persons and property of the Templars—Decree

of Evoeation frustrated-Mode of trial adopted by King and Pope—Procras

tinating measures of the Pope encountered by the King—The Templars de

livered into the hands of the King—Protest and execution of the victims—

Defence of Jacques de Molay—Iniquitous proceeding of the court of In

quisitors—General character of the proceedings against the Templars—Pro

test and demand of seventy-four brethren at Paris—Their appeal to the

Pope, &c.—Execution of fifty-four brethren at Paris—General sequestration

of the order—Council of Vienue, and judicial suppression of the order—

Papal decree on the premises—Last moments of Jacques de Molay and his

companions—Attempt to execute the decree of suppression in Germany—

Confiscated estate of the Templars; how dealt with—The order of St. John

of Jerusalem, and the lands of the Templars—Assassination of Albert of

Austria—Project of Philip 1e Bel defeated by the Pope—Oaths and profes

sions of king Henry VII. of Germany—Advantages of the papacy in that

kingdom; death of Clement V. and Philip le Bel; exile of the papacy—

Character and administration of Clement V.—his subserviency to Philip.

ON the 22d of October—therefore only eleven days

after the death of Boniface—the sacred 001- Election of

lege unanimously elected Bocasino di Treviso, Bella“ XI

cardinal-bishop of Ostia, and general of the order of

Dominicans, by the name of Benedict XI.

At the accession of the new pontiff the affairs of

the church were found in a state of confusion Afiaim of

requiring all the talent and moderation of the Sicili

government to retrieve the errors of the late pontifi
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cate. In Italy the affairs of Naples and Sicily pre

sented serious difficulty. After the treacherous aban

donment of his Sicilian subjects by king Jayme II. of

Aragon, the latter had unanimously elected his brother

Frederic to fill the vacant throne.“ Throughout a

struggle of six years’ duration, the had adhered to

him with unflinching devotion. ndaunted by fre

quent defeats, Frederic had redeemed his position by

a series of partial successes, by the gallant defences of

his garrisons, and by his own prudent tactics in the

field. Leaning upon the mountain fortresses of the

interior, zealously seconded by the heterogeneous po

pulation of the island, and strengthened by the influx

of Ghibelline refugees, Paterine heretics, Saracens, and

other remnants of political and religious parties driven

into exile by distress and persecution at home, he wore

out the strength of his assailants by calculated delays.

The armies of his enemies melted away beneath the

pestilential influences of heat and inactivity; their

treasures were exhausted ; their ill-paid and ill-provided

fleets and land forces became listless and ineffective,

and the prospects of success seemed to reeede from

year to year throughout the contest. The numerous

forces landed in Sicily, under Charles of Valois and

prince Robert of Naples, in the year_ 1302, were re

duced by the prudent tactics of the king and the

gallant resistance of his strong places to a state of

inactivity and distress; and Charles of Valois, who

found himself no step nearer the promised throne of

Constantinople b the continuance of the contest in

Sicily, brought t e campaign to a close without con

sulting the Pope. A suspension of hostilities was con

cluded, on the condition that Frederic should retain

the kingdom during the term of his natural life, with

a reversion to Charles and his heirs; that Charles II.

should retain the title of king of Sicily; that he should

surrender all districts and towns in the island occupied

by his troops to king Frederic; and that the latter

should evacuate the towns, forts, and places he had

' See chap. vii. p. 283, of this vol.
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acquired in the province of Calabria; all prisoners

to be set at liberty without ransom; that Frederic

should marry Leonora, the third daughter of Charles

II. of Naples; and that the Pope should be solicited to

ratif the treaty, and give to Frederic the investiture of

Sar 'nia or Cyprus as a provision for the children of the

marriage. The treaty of surrender was to take effect as

soon as the king of Sicily should be put into undisputed

possession of either of the two kingdoms; upon which

event Charles of Naples was to pay to him the sum of

a hundred thousand ounces of gold as the portion of

his daughter Leonora.b

_ Boniface VIII>., however, who had conceived san

guine hopes of the absolute subjugation of Treaty of

icily from the prowess of his French merce- pews ratified

naries, keenly felt the disappointment. But by the P°P°'

nothing was to be gained by further persistence, and

he reluctantly ratified the compact, with the additional

condition that Frederic should drop the title of king of

Sicily, and style himself king of Trinacria, and engage

to pay an annual tribute as a simple acknowledgment

of vassalage to the Holy See. These engagements, if

ever contracted, were unacknowledged, and never per

formed; and the island of Sicily remained in eve

practical sense severed from the'kingdom of Charles II.,

and freed from dependence upon the see of Rome.° The

Pope was, in fact, at this moment too seriously involved

to think much of the interests of Charles of Valois or

those of his client of Naples. The final rupture between

Boniface VIII. and the court of France deprived the

French prince of all support for the prosecution of his

plans for the conquest of Sicily, or the realisation of

his wife’s pretensions to the crown of Constantinople.

Charles of Valois returned to France with as little

credit as gain by the vast amount of blood and trea

sure expended in this fruitless expedition. The death

b Giannone, S. Civ. di Nap. book men of judgment a matter sub lite;

xi. 0. 4. and that possession must be got by

° The reversion to Charles and his force of arms, and not in virtue of

heirs after the death of Frederic, says the article.

Gtannone, loc. cit., was considered by

SUP. BB
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of Boniface VIII. changed the whole aspect of affairs.

His successor abandoned all claims upon Sicily except

the naked feudal superiority, and turned his attention

exclusively to the task of retrieving the errors of his

predecessor, and restoring by forbearance all that had

been lost by the intemperance and arrogance of the

late pontiff.

In Italy he found the cities of Tuscany, Romagna,

Benedictxland Venetia agitated by new factions in

in the affairs grafted upon the old distinctions of Guelphs

°f Italy" and Ghibellines. Thus, in Florence and Pistoia

the citizens had split into two parties, under the names

of the Neri and Bianchi (the Blacks and the \Vhites);

the Venetians were at variance with the Paduans, and,

under favour of the feuds and civil conflicts which such

a state of parties engenders, disorders of the most per

nicious character set religion, law, morality, and civil

interests at defiance. Persuasions, menaces, censures

made no impression upon the combatants; the papal

admonitions were ineffectual in assuaging the tempest

of passion and party resentments which raged simul

taneously in most of the principal cities of the Penin

sula. In Germany similar disorders, arising out of a

different cause, had been recently suppressed by the

strong hand of the government. The chronic malady

of the Germanic constituency may be described as a

never-ending effort to shake off the burdens and obli

gations imposed by their feudal relation to the crown.

Those burdens and obligations were in themselves of

a sliifting and uncertain nature; and the difficulty of

enforcing the performance was immeasurably enhanced

by the unlimited right, claimed and exercised alike

by lay and ecclesiastical princes and feudatories, of

deciding their mutual differences by the sword.d In

this respect, however, the clergy stood upon a footing

different in some particulars from that of the laity.

The ecclesiastical princes made war upon their sove

reigns, or upon one another, or on their secular neigh

d The so-called “ Faust-recht."
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hours, with as little scruple as the rest; but when un

successful they could take shelter under their spiritual

privileges, and complain of the losses, the forfeitures,

the privations they had brought upon themselves as

infractions of the sacred rights of the church. The

primate, Gerard of Maintz, had been reduced to submis

sion by the emperor at the expense of certain territorial

sacrifices. Upon complaint to the Pope, Benedict XI.

thought fit to treat these cessions as sacrilegious aliena

tions of church-property. He admonished the emperor

elect to restore the ceded districts, and to abstain for

the future from laying profane hands upon the sacred

trust of which the Holy See was the divinely-appointed

guardian.° But neither the temper of the times nor

the other avocations of the pontiff permitted any fur

ther steps in vindication of the rights of his Germanic

client. The unadjusted differences with the court of

France claimed all his attention, and for the moment

superseded interests which lay nearer the home, and

more directly affected the principle, of the papal power.

Philip le Bel of France was not slow in taking ad

vantage of the change ofgovernment at Rome. Benedict

He despatched a courteous embassy to congra- revokes the

tulate the new pontiff on his accession. Bene- $35,330?

dict received the envoys with distinguishedVIg-Bsflinst

courtesy; he revoked all the censures fulmi-P11 ‘p 1° 381'

nated against the king and kingdom by his predeces

sor ; he professed affectionate attachment to the people

of France; intimating cautiously that the exercise of

rigorous justice might operate to the detriment of that

spirit of charity and forbearance which seemed best

fitted to attach them to the Holy See. In that spirit

he had determined, he said, to pass over all mutual

provocations, and to dispense with the penalties due to

the violence committed on the sacred person of the late

ontifi‘ ; releasing the king, the clergy, and people of

France from the excommunication and interdict they had

thereby incurred : this clemency, however, he declined

' Rescript of the 11th March 1304. Rag/Mid. ibid. p. 375.
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to extend to the two persons most criminally active in

the perpetration ofthe late sacrilegious outrage. Sciarro

Colonna and William de Nogaret were therefore reserved

to the future udgment of the Holy See.f At home Bene

dict was anxious to substitute conciliatory methods for

the harsh and arbitrary measures of his predecessor.

The two deposed cardinals, Pietro and Giacomo Colonna,

were restored to rank and privilege in the sacred col

lege, and a general amnesty was granted to the party

with the eXception only ofthe two principal delinquents

in the late disturbances.

No other event of importance distinguishes the

The Pope short reign of Benedict XL, except it be a

tingfgzguge last attempt to revive the spirit of the cru

spirit of the sade. A desire to deliver the holy sepulchre

°“““d°- from infidel hands still lingered in the hearts

of many pious Christians. Whether the reigning pon

tiff partook of this sentiment or not, he endeavoured

to awaken the slumbering zeal of the Latins, though

in a different form from that adopted by his more suc

cessful predecessors. The possession of Constantinople

now—as in the past age that of Sicily—was regarded

as a necessary preliminary to the reconquest of the

Holy Land. The court of Rome had never ceased to

resent the alleged apostasy of Michael and Andronicus

Palaeologus. The claims of the descendants of Philip

de Courtenay, the last of the Latin emperors, had been

ostentatiously asserted, and flashed in the eyes of the

more powerful Latin princes as the means of exciting

their ambition and promoting the views of Rome for

the subjugation of the Eastern churches. Benedict XI.

thought he had found the champion required in prince

Charles of Valois. Though, after his disastrous cam

paign in Sicily, that prince had retired from the con

test, the pontifi' still trusted to the aspirations awakened

by his marriage with Maria, the heiress-presumptive of

the throne of the East, to induce him to undertake the

f See the rescript, dated Perugia, explained was,thltBonifaceVIII.had

12th May 1304. Id. ibid. p. 379. The incurred irregularity by neglecting the

plea upon which this abrupt reversal previous advice and sanction of the

of the policy of his predecessor was sacred college.
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restoration of the Roman supremac in the schismatical

churches of Greece and Asia. ith this view the

bishop of Senlis was instructed to collect and pay over

all pious legacies and other funds appropriated by the

religious contributors to the liberation of the Holy

Land, together with the proceeds of the ordinary eccle

siastical tenths, into the hands of Charles of Valois,

towards the expenses of an expedition, which was to

terminate in the reconquest of Palestine, and the un

disturbed possession of the holy sepulchre.g

But before any final steps could be taken for the

accomplishment of the plan of Benedict XI. Den}, of

that pontiff died suddenly at Perugia, after BenedMXI

the short reign of only eight months and nineteen

days.h His monastic vocation displayed itself in the

favour shown to the mendicant friars, but more especi

ally to those of his own order, several of whom were

raised by him to the dignity'of the purple. Though

a faithful servant of Boniface VIII. he disapproved of

his intemperate dealings with opponents more power

ful than himself; and it struck him that by a success

ful prosecution of the great scheme of conquest pro

posed to Charles of Valois, he might divert the public

attention from the defeats suffered by his predecessors;

and place the Holy See once more at the head of a great

military confederacy for purposes which should redound

to the credit, and serve, pro tanto, to restore the de

clining influence, of Rome. His death dissolved the

last faint prospect of reviving the spirit of the crusade

in any shape ; and the next generation was doomed to

Witness the fall of the papacy from a state of unexampled

power and influence to that of helpless dependence on

a foreign master.

The revolution we are approaching may be ascribed

rugia, the 20th June 1304. Raynald.

ad an. p. 386.

‘1 He died on the 6th of July 1304 :

B The tenor of the papal brief ad

dressed to the bishop of Benlis leaves

little doubt on our minds as to the

proximate intent of the Pope. It is suf

ficient to observe that that document

discloses little beyond the reunion of

the Greek and Latin churches. The

brief of instructions is dated from Pe

some reports said of poison; but for

this rumour there does not appear to

have been any foundation. Manui, up.

Raynald. ad an. p. 388.
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in a great measure to the almost exclusively political

gm, of the character and mode of action impressed on

PBPMY- the government "of the Holy See by Inno

cent III. and his successors; and perseveringly pur

sued by them throughout the whole course of the thir

teenth century. The world had—so to speak—run

itself out of breath in following the strides of the court

of Rome towards universal dominion. The religious

sympathies of the Latin world had sunk, as it were,

broken-backed under the weight of the demand upon

its submission and its material resources. Men be an

to perceive that the spiritual powers of the Holy ee

had been used as instruments of temporal acquisition

and political influence. It had become but too apparent

that the corruption, the rapacity, the naked worldliness

which had tainted the court of Rome since the death of

Innocent III. had descepded like a torrent upon all

orders of the ministry—that their religious functions

had become a matter of bargain and sale, and that no

occasion upon which a pecuniary profit might be made

was neglected by the agents and ministers of Rome

or the subject churches. From that period the papacy

had plunged year by year more deeply into the mire of

worldly pursuits and passions; thereby pointing out

to its constituents new roads to wealth and influence,

which in a measure withdrew their attention from Rome

as the source of profit or distinction. Promotion was

thenceforward to be sought elsewhere and by other

means than were to be found at the headquarters of

sacerdotal patronage. The diversion of the ecclesiasti

cal revenues to the political objects of the pontifi's was

too wide a departure from their professed destination

to escape observation and censure. By divesting them

of their religious character the principle of such endow

ments was enfeebled, and they came to be regarded by

the clergy as simple sources of revenue, and by the

laity as the proper subjects of taxation. Within the

period under review, popes and princes had, in various

forms and disguises, shared the plunder of the churches;

and the profits derived from this source had become the
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subject of uncertain compromise supported upon no

principle of national or ecclesiastical law. Following

the example of Rome, churchmen of all ranks had been

drawn into the vortex of secular pursuits ; and it was

a natural consequence that the church should take up

her domicile there where her pecuniary and political

interests were centred. To the result of this vitiation

of the elements of the papal power our attention must

now be directed.

At the death of Benedict XI. the sacred college

was divided into two parties, of which the State “h

French was the more numerous, though still conolfve a:

not strong enough to comm'and the requisite g1;:(fiazhx‘f

majority. The older Italian party held its 0 '

ground in the conclave from the earlier days of July

1304 to the 5th of June in the following year. This

long period was consumed in fruitless squabbles and

intrigues, without the remote'st prospect of agreement.

The mastery of the political over the religious prin

ciple in the head and members of the church was

about to bear its natural fruits. “This tendency,”

the annalist Raynaldi observes, “was injurious in the

extreme to the Holy See, fatal to Italy, and a scandal

to the Christian world. It was in fact the first stage

of that foul schism which began with the transfer of

the curia to France by Clement V., where she lingered

as in a veritable Babylonian captivity for a period of

more than seventy years. For after the death of the

late pope (Benedict XI.) the cardinals split into two

factions, both in an equal degree infected by motives

of envy, hatred, or ambition; so that it soon became

obvious that no member of the sacred college would

be elected. During all this time they had engaged in

abortive attempts to overreach each other; and, with

out the most distant view to the honour and advantage

of the church, every one strove to promote his own

private interests.”i

Though in a minority, the high-church party and

l Raynald. an. 1305, exordium to the history of the year, p. 390.
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kindred ofBoniface VIII. in the sacred college possessed

Device of an absolute veto, without the power of return

the French ing a pope. In this dilemma the cardinal

P‘glymiflvtg" Nicolas di Prato proposed that the Italian or

‘ . ultramontane party should name three French

prelates, and that their opponents should then be

empowered to elect a pope from that number. No

proposal could be apparently more favourable to the

views of the Italians. It was notorious that, like the

bishop of Pamiers, many of the French prelates were

exasperated by the extortionate demands of the court

upon their purses and services. The nomination of

the candidates of course flall upon the persons known

as the bitterest opponents of the court. The name of

Bertrand de Goth, archbishop of Bordeaux, headed the

list. Bertrand had distinguished himself by his zeal

for the interests of the church, and the audacity of his

resistance to the rapacious dealings of the king. In

advertently, the Italians granted to their opponents a

eriod of forty days to make their selection. Both

hilip and his agent, the cardinal Nicolas, knew their

man. A courier was hastily despatched to the king,

apprising him of the mode of election agreed upon,

and engaging that if Philip should within the forty

days be able to make terms with the archbishop, the

Gallic party would elect him without hesitation. Not

a moment was lost. Philip summoned the archbishop

Philip le Bel to a secret interview. Bertrand heard from

and the the lips of the king the astounding intimation

3333333; that it was in the power of the latter to seat

' im upon the papal throne ; and to place this

almost incredible fact beyond doubt, the king exhi

bited to his astonished vision the letters of cardinal

Nicolas di Prato announcing the resolution of the con

clave. It remained, therefore, only for the archbishop

to accede to the terms upon which the king proposed

to exercise the power in his hands. Overcome by the

joyful anticipation of future greatness, all resentments

and scruples speedil vanished from the mind of the

entranced prelate. file threw himself at the feet of the
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king; he acknowledged his error in ever having sup

posed Philip to have been his enemy, and promised,

without reserve, to agree to any terms the king might

think fit to propose. The latter raised the prostrate

prelate from the ground; he embraced him with cor

diality; and without allowing a moment for hesitation

or reflection, exacted from him the following terms:

first and foremost, an unconditional pardon to all per

sons directly or indirectly implicated in the late con

spiracy and attack on pope Boniface VIII. ; secondly, the

cession of the tenths of all the ecclesiastical revenues

of the kingdom to the crown for a term of five years;

thirdly, the obliteration from the records of the Holy

See of all the acts of Boniface VIII. ; fourthly, the im

mediate restoration ofthe cardinals Pietro and Giacomo

Colonna to all their dignities and privileges ;J' lastly, a

stipulation was appended to the simoniacal proceeding,

that the archbishop should engage to fulfil a certain

secret condition at such time or season as it should

please the king to disclose it.

The archbishop was in no humour to quarrel with

these or any conditions Philip might have thought fit

to impose. He accepted the king’s terms Election of

without difficulty or hesitation. He ratified 15%?de d°

. ythe

the treaty by oath upon the Eucharist, and name of

pledged his two nephews as hostages for his (“emu”

fidelity to his promises. As soon as the bargain was

struck the intelligence was transmitted by couriers,

placed at convenient stations, to the cardinal Nicolas at

Perugia, exactly five days before the expiration of the

forty days’ truce, with instructions to his party to elect

the archbishop of Bordeaux. Not a word was allowed

to transpire as to what had been doing at the court of

France ; and to the astonishment of the conclave it was

announced to them that Bertrand de Goth, reputed to be

one of the stanchest opponents of the French court and

J The reason for this stipulation is death of the latter had prevented their

not very apparent. The two cardinals full rehabilitation, and therefore that

had been restored by Benedict XL; they had not been admitted to the con

but it is probable that the sudden clave.
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party, had been elected pope. The election was accepted

with acclamations by the Italians, under the persuasion

that they had now got a pope to their mind.k The new

pontiff assumed the name of Clement V. ; and the car

dinals assembled at Perugia, wheres the forms of elec

tion had been gone through, solemnly invited the new

pontiff, according to the practice of his predecessors, to

attend them in that city, there to receive consecration,1

and take up his permanent residence at Rome.m

But now the veil was suddenly withdrawn; Cle

Disappoinb ment replied to their request by command

mentpf the ing their attendance for his consecration at

Ital'ans' Lyons. Great was the dismay of the Italian

party on the receipt of this unexpected summons. The

truth burst upon them with an overwhelming sense of

their own imprudence and the triumph of their ad

versaries. “You have won the game,” said cardinal

Matthew Orsini to Nicolas di Prato; “you have trans

lated the curia beyond the mountains, and it will be

many a year before it returns to Italy : the design of

the Gascon and his friends is no secret new.” There

was, however, no chance of successful resistance but in

a schism, for which the party was not prepared. The

whole body of the sacred college, to the number of fif

teen, attended the new pope at Ly0ns. The ceremony

of consecration was performed there with all imagin

able splendour. The king and his brothers performed

the usual ceremony of leading the bridle of the Pope’s

palfrey a certain distance to and from the great church ;

after this the king, princes, and nobles present mounted

their steeds. A ruinous wall broke down under the

weight of the curious spectators; the duke of Bur

gundy, with several other persons of distinction and

many of the commonalty, were killed 011 the spot;

prince Charles of Valois was seriously hurt ; and both

* Raynald. an. 1305, pp. 891-393. of Bordeaux.

1 Clement V. was a Gascon by birth, “1 Conf. the petition of the conclave,

and had been translated by Boniface dated 8th June 1305, up. Ray-mid.

VIII. from the ineonsiderable see of ad an.

Comminges to the metropolitan chair
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the king and the new pope narrowly escaped a similar

fate.n -

How much is ascribable to passion or ambition in the

conduct ofPhilip le Bel throughout this memor- Character

able transaction, we do not at present inquire. lgdhm‘lll“

But it was natural, perhaps justifiable, that he 0 time} 0'

should take steps to secure himselfagainst a re- Clement V

currence of the perils in which the intemperate hostility

of the court of Rome had involved him. With the ex

ception of the secret condition in the compact with Cle

ment V., he appears to have- demanded no more than

was necessary for that purpose. It was manifest that

as long as the bulls “ Clericis laicos,” “Ausculta fili,”

“ Unam sanctam,” and “Rem non novam” remained as

legislative records on the statute-book of the Holy See,

a mine of combustibles would be ever at hand to en

danger his throne and stir up strife between the crown

and the wealthy and powerful body of the clergy. The

revocation of those documents was therefore no more

than his own safety demanded. The means b which he

gained his point opens a different question. n a moral,

but more especially in an ecclesiastical, point of view,

the bargain struck with the archbishop as the price ofhis

elevation bears every character of a base political in

trigue. The compact itself is stamped with the indelible

brand of simony. The prelate bought the tiara for a con

sideration, and sacrificed the lofty position to which the

papacy had been lifted by his predecessors to his own

sordid ambition. The results speedily became manifest.

Clement hastened, as far as in him lay, to fulfil the terms

of his compact. The tenths of all ecclesiastical revenue

were made over to the king for the term agreed upon ;

the cardinals Pietro and Giacomo Colonna, the devoted

partisans of Philip, were formally restored to their

honours and estates; and on the 5th of December 1305

ten new cardinals were made, all of them Frenchmen,

and some the acting ministers of the crown; the four

obnoxious bulls were cancelled as to all the offensive

'1 Raynald. ibid. p. 897.
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matter contained in them; and it was declared generally

that no other kind or degree of subjection was due to

the Holy See from the princes of the world than that

which was understood to be due and owing prior to the

reign of Boniface VIII.0 The result of the retractation

and explanations agreed to was an understanding that,

on all occasions of public requirement or necessity, the

Holy See bound itself to consent to such imposts upon

the revenues of the church as the government might

deem indispensable, provided the levy were conducted

without violence and upon equitable principles. The

kind of control, or discretion, thus conceded to the

pontifl't' could obviously be available only as long as

he retained an independent position: in the hands of

Clement V. it was a dead letter.P _

The state of Europe was not upon the whole un

Political at favourable to the new pontificate, and, pro

fairs favour-tanto, to the court of France. The project for

“191,30at}? the reconquest of Constantinople was resumed:

the king of Charles of Valois was nominated to the chief

France. . . - . .

command of the expeditlon ; the maritlme re

publics of Italy were warmly solicited to afford the aid

of their fleets to expel the heretical rulers of the East,

were it only for the protection Of their factories within

the Byzantine dominions against the dangerous advances

of the Turkish hordes. Charles II. of Naples did homage

to Clement V. for his kingdom ; Jayme II. of Aragon

did the like for the islands of Sardinia and Corsica, and

engaged -to take military possession of his new dominions

before the ensuing month of September. In consideration

of these services he was to continue in receipt of the

tenths of the ecclesiastical revenues within his kingdoms.

In Germany the emperor Albert of Austria had his

hands full of the task of enlarging his patrimonial do

minions. After the assassination of \Venceslaus, king of

Bohemia, he had overrun that kingdom and conferred

° It would be no easy matter to point demanded by the see of Rome. Conf.

out an epoch in which the same kind Art. 6 and 7 of the Innocentian Code,

of Obedience as that claimed by the p. 5, chap. i. of this volume.

bull “Unam sanetam" had not been P Conf. Rag/MM. an. 1305, p. 403.
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the crown upon his own son Rudolph, duke of Austria;

and under favour of these contingencies the Pope was

enabled to promote his favourite physician from the

bishopric of Eichstadt to the primacy of Germany, with

a special view to strengthen the papal influence in that

country. Though Edward I. of England had hitherto

shown little delicacy in dealing with the property of the

churches and conventual bodies of his kingdom, and

stood on no cordial terms with the pontifical court,q the

decline of the papal influence in that remoter depend

ency of the sacerdotal empire was compensated by pro

spective advantages derivable from the favourable cir

cumstances above adverted to. A prospect was opened

to Clement V. of once more placing himself at the head

of the armies of the cross, and retrieving some portion

of that influence of which the extinction of the cru

sading mania had de rived the Holy See.

Whatever hopes hilip 1e Bel may have held out to

the undertakers, it is incredible that he had Phil, ,6 Be,

any sincere intention ofembarking in so peril- dial}... the

ous and expensive an enterprise as that of

the reconquest of the Byzantine empire. At ' '

all events there is abundant evidence that by this time

two other objects had suggested themselves to his vin

dictive and rapacious imagination, which would tax

his attention and wits to the utmost. He replenished

his exhausted finances by a remorseless confiscation of

all the property of the Jews upon which he could lay

his hands. And now the subserviency of his client the

Pope was to be put to a test it was not probable he

would endure without flinching. He resolved to dis

close the purport of the reserved article of the prelimi

nary treaty: Clement V. was required to pronounce his

predecessor Boniface VIII. a heretic; to cause his name

to be struck out of the catalogue of popes, his body to

'1 He had sent Robert, archbishop of all crimes and misdemeanours im

of Canterbury, out of the kingdom for put/ed to him, under the plea of zeal

his resistance tothe financial measures for the defence of the “ecclesiastical

of the court. Robert, it seems, quitted liberties" so frequently violated by the

the kingdom under a load of charges; king.

but he succeeded in purging himself '
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be exhumed and burnt, and every memorial of his pon

tificate to be consigned to oblivion. If a thunderbolt

had fallen into the midst of the sacred college the ex

plosion could not have created a more profound conster

nation. Pope Clement awoke from his trance of grati

fied ambition, and sought the counsels of his trusty

friend the cardinal Nicolas di Prato. The latter ad

vised procrastination; but if that expedient should

not open a door to escape from the intolerable insult

to the Holy See demanded by their tyrant, then as a

last though a bitter alternative, to refer the king’s suit

to the decision of a general council of the church.

Philip, though disappointed and angry, in the end

thought fit to adopt the papal proposal; and a general

council was convoked to meet at Vienne in the Dau

phiné, to investigate the articles of impeachment to be

preferred against the memory of the late pontiff. But

it dawned on the mind ofPhilip IV. that the trial might

prove too severe ; and that the great body of the Latin

clergy would with difficulty be persuaded to abandon

the basis of the ecclesiastical scheme 11 on the integrity

ofwhich their own status mainly reste . Such an over

whelming scandal as the public trial of a Roman pontifi'

for heresy—a crime which not only vitiated his elec

tion, but every act of his reign as prince or pontiff——

was likely to meet with little favour even among the

most devoted partisans of the court. The device ,of

Compromise cardinal Nicolas was thus far successful. The

and decree adJudication was left absolutely in the hands

$553? of the Pope and the sacred college; and the

' latter awarded “that all excommunications,

interdicts, privations, and destitutions, as well as all

proceedings ‘de lege’ or ‘de facto’ against the king

and kingdom of France, his ministers, advisers, prelates,

barons, and subjects generally, published or recorded

at any time subsequent to the year 1300 ; also all sen

tences pronounced by the late pope Benedict XI. against

the king, his agents and ministers, touching the alleged

violence committed against the person of Boniface VIII.

and the spoliation of the pontifical treasures, should ‘for
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good and sufl‘icz'ent reasons him (pope Clement) thereunto

moving,’ as of his certain knowledge, and in the exercise

of the plenary apostolical powers intrusted to him, be

cancelled, struck out, and altogether obliterated, so that

thenceforward no stain or blemish should attach 'to the

king, his friends or agents, for any alleged share or parti

cipation in the said outrage upon the person of the pon

tifl' and the robbery of his treasure.” The records them

selves were produced, and all matters ofi'ensive to the

court of France were solemnly expunged. And in this

state the records in question remain to this day in the

archives of the Holy See.r

' During the progress of the negotiation between the

king and the pope for the degradation of Boni- Pb, _
. . . . 111p le Bel

face VIII., the Byzantme expedltlon was httle and the

thought or talked about. Though the success °rggfn°flgh°

of Philip did not fully answer his expecta- p '

tions of posthumous revenge, he had secured the eman

cipation of his crown and clergy sufficiently for every

legitimate purpose. But suddenly his spirit was moved

within him by the disclosure of a secret nursery of

crime and proflivacy of which the world had never

hitherto witnessed a parallel. Personal impurity was

not amonghis vices. His religion consisted in the rigid

formalism of his age and ancestry. His indignation,

therefore, at offences against either that religion or that

notion of personal purity was likely to be in proportion

to the dishonesty, passion, and rapacity of his character

and government. An opportunity offered to compound

for the numberless sins of the statesman by the indul

gence of that crushing intolerance and cruelty which,

but for the controlling influence ofcommon sense and dis

cretion, would have converted him into a second Nero.

He lived and throve upon useful crime—he trusted for

his salvation to unprofitable forms. Even upon the

presumption—as alleged by his apologists—that he had

I But copies of the original have cure a copy of this scarce work, but it

been disinterred by the diligence of is largely quoted by Sismonlli, Hist. de

M Dupuy, in his “ Histoire des Diflé- France ; by Schmidt, Gesch. Frank

rends entre Boniface VIII et Philip le reichs; and by Dom Vaiuette, the com

Bel." We have been unable to pro- piler of the Hist. de Languedoc.
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no distinct view to personal profit in his persecution

of the order of Templars, there was popularity to be

gained, dependents to be provided for, his clergy to be

indulged, and the justifiable grudge of Christendom

against the order to be gratified.

Adverting to the state of the order at the beginning

of the fourteenth century, there is little'danger

CHARACTER OF THE ORDER.

£211.31? in affirming that they had been the artificers

racfsdgith" of their own ruin. The Templars had been

utterly regardless of the character that might

have protected them in the possession of the enormous

wealth acquired by real or imputed services to Chris

tendom.“ After the capture of Jerusalem by Saladdin,

A.D. 1187, the military orders had carried on a kind of

civil war against each other; and in the prosecution of

their mutual jealousies had not only neglected the so

lemn duty for which that enormous wealth had been

conferred, but had intrigued with the Saracen enem

for the ruin of their opponents.t The loss of the Holy

Land was, however, more especially imputed to the Tem

plars; of whom the greatest number resided lazily upon

their rich preceptories, scattered over the surface of

Europe, in the indolent enjoyment of the wealth heaped

upon them for the defence of the “Lord’s inheritance.”

Shut up, and in a great degree separated from the state

and the world around them, they exposed themselves

to all the obloquy which neglect of duty and proud self

seclusion encourages and suggests. A century ofcrime,

justly or ustly attributed to the order, deprived them

of the public sympathy, and prepared the way for the

sudden ruin which befel them.‘1

* Their insane aversion from all' Matth. Paris (an. 1244, p. 544)

interference with their supremacy intells us that about the middle of the

13th century the Templars possessed

9000 manors, and the Hospitallers

19,000, each of which ought to have

sent a man-at-arms, fully equipped,

to the Holy Land; and that it was

the opinion of the age that the force

thus equipped would have been suffi

cient to overcome and disperse all the

enemies of the Christians in the Holy

Land.

Palestine led them into the basest in

trigues for the destruction of the em

peror Frederic 11., after the second cap

ture of the Holy City. Conf. chap. ii.

p. 48 of this volume.

'1 M. Dupuy (Hist. (10 1a Condemna

tion des Templars, vol. i. p. 248) gives

an elaborate enumeration of the crimes

imputed to the order both in Europe

and Asia.
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In or about the year of the accession of Clement V.

(A.D. 1305), the prior of the preceptory of Clementv

Monfaucon in the province of Toulouse was in the afiairs

tried and condemned to imprisonment for life °f “1° “den

for the crimes of heresy and gross debauchery, by the

grandmaster Jacques de Molay.‘ At the same time

Naffo Dei, 9. Florentine, who appears to have been con

nected with the order, if not himself a member, had

been severely chastised and imprisoned by the mayor

of Paris, probably upon some charges of the like na

ture. These persons had for some time past managed

to open secret communication with the court from their

dungeons, proposing as the price of impunity for the past

to reveal the mystery of vice and profiigacy they de

clared to be taught and practised in the preceptories and

establishments of the order; flashing at the same time

in the eyes of a greedy court, and an equally greedy

prelacy, the enormous amount of plunder to be ac

quired from the vast estates and treasures of the bro

therhood. The revelations, however, of the two de

lators were of so extraordinary a kind that the Pope

hesitated to attach any credit to their story. He urged,

when pressed on the subject by the king, that he had

already had a communication from the grandmaster

notifying that the order had been informed of the

foul imputations cast on them, and had offered to sub

mit to the utmost rigour of the Holy See if they should

be found guilty of the enormities imputed to them. Cle

ment, however, assured the king that he would spare no

pains to get at the truth, and requested that the depo

sitions already collected against the order should be

transmitted to him.

Philip, however, had at an early period of the pro

ceedings detected the reluctance of the curia Philip 10361

to proceed summarily against a spiritual cor- tilgd

poration, which had from its origin main-estates 0mm

tained intimate relations to the Holy See,v Templar“

and he determined to push the matter forward on his

Y Gregory IX. and Innocent IV. had overthrow of the Hohenstaufien.

made great use of their services for the

SUP. C C
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own account. With the utmost despatch and the pro

foundest secrecy sealed orders were sent to all the go

vernors and officers of the crown in the kingdom, com

manding them on one and the same day to seize every

member of the order and to sequestrate their lands and

effects wherever found. Mortified at the initiative thus

taken against a spiritual body by lay authority, pope Cle

ment V. sent two cardinals to the court to demand that

the persons and estates of the prisoners should be trans

ferred to the custody of the Holy See : he furthermore

evoked the cause to himself, and prohibited all ordi

naries and ecclesiastical judges from proceeding a step

further in the prosecution without the consent of the

Holy See. Philip, who well knew his game, was bent

upon transferring the examination and adjudication to

the implacable enemies of the order. In his reply to

the pontifical evocation he reminded Clement that the

popes are subject to the decrees of their predecessors,

and those of a general council of the church: the pope’s

bull of evocation, he said, amounted to a promise of

protection to self-convicted heretics, and a covert con

nivance at their crimes; that if the cause were aban

doned to the curia there would be no end to it, and

impunity might be reckoned upon as the mere result

of the indefinite delays of the spiritual courts.

But, even consistently with his own orders, there

Dam of was advantage rather than danger in relin

quishing to the pope a certain share in the

' transactlon; he therefore sent seventy-two of

his prisoners to Clement at Poictiers for reexamination.

The object of the king was, no doubt, to obtain the

withdrawal of the bull of evocation ; and in this he was

successful. A strange scene was enacted before the

Pope : all the seventy-two to a man confessed to the truth

of every article of charge brought against them.w Con

founded by this unaccountable self- condemnation—what

its value or how procured _he knew not—pope Clement

remitted the cause back to the ordinary judges in their

" Dupuy admits that this'unani- “wry strange."

mous confession of the prisoners was
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provincial councils, with full powers to carry on the

inquiry to sentence and execution; reserving only the

trial Of the grandmaster and preceptors of the order

to himself. In the mean time the persons of the prison

ers were to remain in the custody of the king’s oficers,

under the warrant of the Holy See.

The question, What was to be done with the property

of the order? was of course a prominent sub-M d if 1

ject of inquiry. On this matter the Pope .3033... 2‘;

peremptorily announced that he had appro- Kigg and

priated it to the recovery of the Holy Land; pe'

that, with that view, he had on his part named re

ceivers and administrators; and he requested the king to

send commissioners to coOperate with the papal Officers,

in order that just and true accounts and inventories

might be taken, so that nothing prejudicial to the rights

of the crown and the lords of the soil be done or suf

fered. The king made no objection to the arrange

ment ; but as the custody of the property as well as Of

the persons of the culprits was in his hands, it was the

safest, if not the only practicable course, to adopt pro .

forma the papal appropriation. But even in an age in

which the principles of criminal justice were so imper

fectly understood, it would have been impossible to

justify the wholesale spoliation without a formal con

viction of the offenders. TO maintain the robbery it

became a matter of necessity to make away with the

owners ; and to this task the king applied himself with

remorseless industry. The first step on his part was

to nominate provincial commissioners of mixed lay

and ecclesiastical Officials dwelling near the prisons of

the incarcerated Templars. To these were added select

judges or inquisitors on the part Of the Pope, to whom

the dug of taking the examination of the prisoners was

assigne ; and to these tribunals the king caused copies

of the act of accusation to be transmitted. This do

cument contained charges of almost every imaginable

crime : first and foremost, the denial of Christ and the

Christian religion; putting the Saviour to open shame

by spitting upon the crucifix; the imposition of these
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and other filthy ceremonies upon all candidates for

admission into the order; the practice of abominable

orgies in their secret meetings or chapters; the com

mission of unnatural offences ; general profiigacy of

life and conversation; pride, arrogance, rapacity, lust;

lastly, the idolatrous worship of a female image gorge

ously attired, which, however, no mortal eye had ever

beheld.x

After the organisation of the courts for the trial of

Confessions: these allegations, no time was lost in setting_to

how pro- work at the task assigned to them. The 1n

”“md' quisitors toiled night and day. One hundred

and forty knights ofthe Temple at Paris were examined ;

and now again it is re orted that all, including the grand

master, had made fu confession of the whole list of the

crimes imputed} The provincial commissions met with

similar success, and a uniform series of confessions was

sent in, which seemed to fix the required guilt upon the

order without doubt or misgiving. Yet some manifest

irregularities, more especially the indiscriminate use of

the torture to extract confession, appears to have created

some hesitation in the mind of the Pope.z Such de

partures from the ordinary rules of criminal procedure,

regarded in connection with the suspicious uniformity

of the confessions and the apparent facility with which

they were obtained, induced Clement to send special

commissioners to make an independent examination of

the king’s prisoners at Chinon. But, more surprising

still, the report returned to the Pope certifies that not

only the knights of the order, but the grandmaster,

Jacques de Molay, and the preceptors of Normandy,

* Er mw diwe omnes—it is pro Normandy. The inquisitors promised

bable that many of the charges Were them the mercy of the church, and the

about as imaginary as this last.

Y Only three are allowed to have

pertinaciously deposed that they knew

nothing wrong in the order ; and others

declared that they had conformed to

their evil practices under intimidation

and duress.

1 Fraud was not unfrequently re

sorted to to obtain confessions. Thus,

thirteen Templars were examined by

the commission established at Caen in

king‘s commissioners assured them of

liberty and safety. Trustingto these

promises, twelve of the thirteen ad

mitted all that was put to them; one

only refused to confess to a falsehood,

and was put to the torture. “ And in

this way," says M. Dupuy, with nai

c-eté, “they extracted the truth from

him as deposed to by the rest.“ Hist.

kc. vol. i. pp. 2], 22.
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Poitou, and Guienne, had joined in the general confes

sion of guilt. All that could be done for them after this

was to receive their demand to be reconciled to the

church, and to promise them absolution. To that end

the commissioners recommended them to the merciful

consideration of the king as penitents of the church.

Pope Clement V. had all along felt the incongruity

of a procedure for extreme penalties against a Pmcmgin

society incorporated with the Catholiz body, “m8 “mm

by courts which he must have regarded as grictdliianizi'gil

essentiall lay tribunals. He had striven in by “1" Klug

vain to di'aw the cause into his own hands. But now

the enormity of the crimes charged, and the overwhelm

ing weight of the evidence produced, compelled him

to yield to the eagerness of the king for the ruin of

the order. With this view he sent his instructions to

all the states of Christendom to seize the persons and

estates of the Templars within their dominions, and to

proceed against them in the form adopted in France.

The final adjudication of guilt or innocence was, how

ever, reserved to a general council of the church, to

be assembled at Vienne within two years of the date

of the bull. This last clause was distasteful to the

king: the delay, he foresaw, would give time for the

passionate indignation of the public to subside; facts

detrimental to the integrity of the royal commissions

might come to light; compassion for the sufferings

of the destined victims might take the place of the

zeal for the vindication of the laws of God and man :

Philip le Bel, however, at this moment felt himself

strong enough to take the proceedings into his own

hands. The Pope’s council might assemble or- not;

he had decreed the destruction of the order. And in

this spirit he convoked a council of his own at the city

of Tours, with a view, through the instrumentality of ‘

a subservient clergy, to hasten the accomplishment of

his dismal purpose. “The crime of heresy,” he declared,

“was as much his affair as that of church or pope ; the

preservation of the purit of the faith was equally in

cumbent upon laity an clergy, and his jurisdiction
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was in that special case as absolute as that of the Holy

See.” He thought fit, however, to add that he would

certainly consult the Pope, in order that no time might

be lost in bringing the transaction to its proper termi

nation.

Philip’s temper was, in fact, chafed and fatigued by

The Templamthe length of the proceedings. These delays

1313319: may have probably been due to the mixed

hand, of the character of the high-commission courts. The

King- papal assessors proceeded with, as he thought,

a pedantic adherence to dilatory forms and precedents ;

he might—perhaps not unreasonably—suspect with an

intent to gain time, if not altogether to withdraw the

victims from his grasp. The superior clergy of France,

animated by sentiments closely akin to those of the

king, had attended the council of Tours in more than

their usual numbers. Thus fortified by the support of

the national prelacy, Philip removed the council from

Tours to Poictiers, where the Pope resided; and speedily

overbore the scruples of Clement against the transfer of

the cause to the ecclesiastical courts of the kingdom—in

other terms, to the delivery of the order into the hands

of its most implacable enemies. The local commissions

were dissolved, and the king held the game of blood

in his own hands. The lives and the property of the

Templars lay at the mercy of their persecutors; and

the reserved condition, that the king’s representatives

should pay over to the papal treasury the value of the

movables, with all the rents, profits, and proceeds of

the confiscated property to the last penny, meant any

thing or nothing as the king and the clergy might

think fit to deal with it.

After the council of Tours, the court of France and

Protest and the sycophant prelacy had easy work. With

executim} of out waiting for the consent of pope or council,‘1

“w “chms' many knights of the order were, after cruel

torture to extort confession, burnt at the stake, resolutely

‘ It is' to be remembered that the ral council to be assembled at Vienne

final adjudication of the cause had in the year 1311.

been referred by the Pope to the gene
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denying to the last all the crimes charged against them,

and protesting that confession would e a lie, and fatal

to their eternal salvation.b “That, it may be reasonably

asked, are we, after this, to believe of the unanimity of

the confessions, as the alleged basis of the prosecution?

N0 fewer than fifty-sir victims were found ready to seal

the truth of their denial with their blood. This single

sacrifice throws a flood of light upon the whole ma

chinery of the prosecution. The numerous company

of confessors underwent, we are told, the most excru

ciating tortures, and through them all, and with the

prospect of a terrible death before their e es, protested

to the last their personal innocence, and enounced the

perjuries of their accusers. But further evidence of

the true character of the depositions relied upon by the

prosecutors is at hand. On the 22d of November 1309,

the grandmaster of the order, Jacques de Defence of

Molay, and Hugh de Peraud, the preceptor Jacques de
of Normandy, were brou ht before the dio- M°1“y"‘°'

cesan tribunal of Paris. et it be observed, that both

these persons were reported and believed to have made

the amplest confession of every article of charge pre

ferred against the order ; yet when brought before

their judges they resolutely declared that “they knew

no ill of the order,” and were ready to suffer whatever

doom might be decreed against them in confirmation

of their testimony. The judges, who probably expected

a repetition of the confession imputed to the prisoners,

were perplexed, and remitted the cause to the bishop

of Paris. Here they were, for the first time, heard in

their defence. Jacques de Molay alleged that the order

was subject to the Holy See alone; that the proceedings

had hitherto been of so strange and secret a character

that the accused were unable to ascertain the nature of

the charges, and had found it impossible to frame any

available defence; they were unlearned men, deprived

of the means of defra ing the necessary expenses of

the suit ; that they ha been detained in miserable and

b The number who suffered amounted to fifty-sir.
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secluded captivity without the aid of friends, counsel,

or money to enable them to bring forward witnesses to

the truth of their defence, and the falsehood of their

accusers. The court sternly admonished him to be

ware of-what he said, both in defence of the order and

in denial of his prior confession; apprising him that in

questions of heresy the proceedings were of a summary

nature, and that counsel or advocate was not allowed

to the accused. His own confession, made before the

Pope and the cardinals as alleged, was then read over

to him. The grandmaster listened with astonishment

to the document as read: he made the sign of the cross,

and replied that the cardinalsc might know best what

they were about; and that “he prayed God so to do

unto them as was done in like cases to Saracens and

Tartars, whose heads were struck off as traitors and

their bowels ripped open.”

This spirited denial might have availed him per

hiquitou, sonally; but his offence was of a deeper dye—

girotgeedinfi he had dared to defend the order; and a res

ofiiigui'. pite Was afforded him to make up his mind

“"011 whether he would persevere in the course he

had hitherto pursued. When again brought before his

judges he was asked whether he had thought maturely

upon his resolution to defend the order; warning him

that such a resolution would involve him in the guilt (of

heresy as raved against the body to which he belonge .

In reply gacques de Molay appealed to the Pope, who

had expressly reserved his cause to the decision of the

H01 See; “yet had he three things to say on behalf

of t e brethren ; first, that in no churches were the ap

pointed services conducted with greater regularity and

splendour, or were furnished with a richer assortment

of relics than in those of the order; secondly, that no

institution practised more munificent charities; and

thirdly, that no class of men could be found who had

shed their blood so prodigally for the defence of Chris

tendom.” “Nay,” rejoined the court, “but if all this be

= Those who had been deputed by mentioned at p. 371 of this chapter.

the Pope to take their examination, as
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true, what can it avail withoutfaith ?” The wretched pri

soners might well feel that their fate was sealed. The

charges against the whole order were taken as proved,

and loaded upon their shoulders, as the chiefs and

leaders of an organised conspiracy against religion and

morality. No mode of repelling this unrighteous deal

ing presented itself but that of a general protest, and a

solemn profession of the whole Catholic faith as taught

by the church.

The last scene of the tragedy dissipates all doubt

as to the general character of the prelimina General chm

procedures. One of the prisoners denounce , mm (at the

with the courage of despair, the means re- with“:

sorted to to obtain confessions: he had, he “"1le

said, been dragged from one dungeon to another with

an excess of cruelty and privation: he had been bar

baroust tortured, and had, under that process, been

made to confess anything and everything his perse

cutors thought fit to put into his mouth: several of

his fellow-prisoners, rather than belie the truth, had

expired on the rack: yet he had, with the doom of

death before his eyes, expressed his resolution to de

fend the brethren to the last; and in consequence of

that resolution the rigours of his imprisonment had

been redoubled; but without effect; he stood there

upon his own defence and that of his order.

The desperate resolution of the principal prisoners

to expose ifpossible the iniquitous methods by Protest and

which the confessions were obtained, alarmed demzndfof

the prosecutors. It was understood that many féihéh‘llir

Templars still confined in the provincial pr1- Pm"

sons had in like manner determined to stand by their

order even unto death. Philip IV. and his bishops were

aware of the reluctance ofthe Pope and curia to consent

to the unqualified suppression of the order. The con

viction and punishment of individual offenders would

be of small account, if, after that, the possessions of the

brethren were to be restored to the sound or uncon

victed members; yet, short of suppression, no good rea

son could be assigned for retaining and appropriating
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the confiscated estates and treasures. With a view to

overleap this difficulty Philip resolved to push forward

the proceedings with the utmost speed. All the bre

thren who had stood forward in defence of the order

were removed to Paris. A new bill of attainder was

presented, containing additional articles of charge,

against which it was now doubly impossible to be pre

pared. Seventy-four brethren thus collected in the

prisons Of the capital unanimously protested that the ar

ticles were altogether false and abominable ,- that they who

prepared them were themselves heretics and infidels ; and

that the brethren who had deposed against the order had

done so either under torture, or moved by the fear of

death, while others had been seduced by bribes and pro

mises to join in the odious imposture: they clamoured

for a fair trial before a general council of the church;

and for that purpose to have the liberty necessary to

prepare their defence: by way of testimony to cha

racter, as well as to show the iniquitous nature of

the evidence produced against them, they maintained

that in no country where the order was settled, except

in France, had a whisper of the like calumnies been

heard: as to the original informers, they pronounced

them to have been the refuse of the brotherhood—false

brethren, who had been expelled from the order for

their impious and scandalous lives : that these traitors

had been emplo ed to suborn other witnesses ; and had

by their foul in ustry deceived the king and his council

into a belief that they were actuated by zeal for reli

gion: by these means both king and pope had been

successfully imposed upon; and the retractations of the

confessions obtained by torture and fear of death pre

vented from reaching the ears of the judge. The plea

that it was the privilege of the order to have no judge

or visitor but the Holy See, and that consequently all

the depositions taken against them must be taken to

have been “coram non judice,” therefore altogether

void, was urged with startling effect: besides this, it

was maintained that the depositions of individual bre

thren, however they might affect the deponent-s per:
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sonally, were, under no circumstances, receivable in

evidence against the body corporate of the order :d and

in proof of the integrity of these pleas they claimed

wager of battle against all accusers excepting the Pope

and the king.

The appeal to the Pope appears to have occasioned

some delay. But the answer returned by Cle- Their appeal

ment V. indicated a desire to interfere as little *0 “1° P°P°

as possible with the proceedings of the king. The

mixed commissions of the king as well as the diocesan

courts, he said, had'the apostolical authority to try and

to execute justice upon the criminals; but that the

Pope had reserved to himself the single question of the

guilt or innocence of the order—in other words, whe

ther it should be retained in the church, remodelled,

or altogether abolished. And upon this understand

ing the various tribunals appointed to try the accused

brethren had taken their stand.°

The reply of the Pope to the appeal of the brethren

was their sentence of death. Clement was E t.

by this time convinced that he was powerless of

to arrest the arm of the king and his courts, “8,213: at

and, probably equally so, that the destruction '

of the order must follow upon the butchery of its lead

ing members. The king had meanwhile transferred

the task of delivering judgment against the convicts

to the provincial council of Sens. Those who adhered

to their confessions were turned loose upon the world

*1 0f the various modes adopted to

obtain evidence, the Templars allege

that frauds of the most odious cha

racter had been practised; that besides

the rack, letters under the royal seal

had been exhibited to the prisoners,

giving assurances of life, liberty, and

a competent provision, if they would

assist in the overthrow of the order;

and that by these means the least

scrupulous of the members had been

seduced into compliance with the de

mands of the prosecutors.

° Between the years 1309 and 1311,

we are told, no fewer than 231 wit

nesses had been examined. These per

sons consisted of the self-convicted

members of the order, and others. The

former, for the most part, adhered to

their confessions; a minority, however,

was found who protested against the

evidence obtained by torture, and re

tracted their depositions. One of this

class, Aymer de Villars, declared that

what he had thus deposed was utterly

false; that it had been extorted by

the torments he had undergone, and

the dismal spectacle of no fewer than

fifty-four brethren carried away in

carts to the stake, merely for refusing

to admit the crimes imputed to them.

“ At that moment," said he, “ I would

have confessed anything and every

thing to escape so terrible a fate."
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with slight punishments; others who had shown reluct

ance to serve the turn of the court received severer

sentences; lastly, no fewer than fiftyfour brethren, who

had refused to confess, or afterwards retracted, were

condemned to the flames, as obdurate or relapsed here

tics. The convicts were brought back to Paris, and

without delay conveyed to an open space before the

gate of St. Antoine, and there burnt to death, protesting

their innocence, and denouncing the falsehood of the

abominations charged against them with their latest

breath. “The people looked on,” says the chronicle of

Nangis, “with horror and consternation, many admir~

ing the constancy and courage of the victims, others

reprobating their obstinacy.”

It is a remarkable feature in this revolting trans

Genml action, and one which perhaps weighs heavier

Bequeshstionupon the memory of the victims than any

°f the “den facts brought to light in the mock trial they

underwent, that during the long years of adversity the

order could not command a resolute defender among

all the governments of Europe, even where their posses

sions were the richest and the most numerous. Their

lot was in fact the reverse. An understanding seems,

at an early period of the proceedings, to have been esta

blished with Ferdinand IV. of Castile, Jayme II. of Ara

gon, Edward II. of England, and Charles II. of Naples,

the object of which was the dissolution of the order,

and the sequestration of their property. In the S anish

peninsula the proceeding followed closely upon t at of

rance. The bishops of Aragon received peremptory

orders to seize an examine the new heretical sect

which had bred in the secret haunts of the Templar

order. The brethren, however, had intimation of the

design, and stood upon their defence. They manned

their castles, unsheathed their swords, and defied their

enemies. While standing front to front against the

king’s forces, they memorialised the Pope, indignantly

denying the offences imputed to them. They urged

' Chi-on. of Nam/is, as quoted by Dupuy, vol. i. p. 51.
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their spiritual privileges, and maintained that though

it were true that among them there might be some

worthless members, the sins of the few ought not to

laid to the charge of the community. They further

pressed upon the Pope—and surely not without good

grounds—that their wealth was the real motive of the

persecution; and that until the sentence of their na

tural judge was intimated to them they would continue,

in reliance upon their good swords, to hold out against

their enemies. In Castile the o eration was not equally

successful; for although king Perdinand IV. had man

aged to get possession of the persons and the property

of the order within his dominions, the clergy assembled

at Salamanca renounced jurisdiction, and remitted the

cause to the Pope as their legal judge and visitor. But

their fitte in England was more quickly decided. On

the 7th day of January 1308, all the Templars in Eng

land, Wales, and Ireland were imprisoned and their

estates confiscated.g After a protracted examination it

was found that here, as in France, the majority con

fessed—it is said freely—to all the charges exhibited

against them ; but that subsequently numbers retracted

their confessions. In the Provencal territories of king

Charles II. of Naples the persecution raged with unex

ampled fury. All the Templars were arrested in one

day by sealed orders from the king; their property was

seized, the movables appropriated to the king’s use,

and their estates transferred to the Knights Hospitallers

of St. John of Jerusalem. The prisoners themselves

were summarily convicted, sentenced, and committed

to the flames. In Germany and Italy the fate of the

order was protracted to a later period.

In this state of afi'airs the time arrived for the meet

ing of the great council at Vienne (11.1). 1311), Council of

in which the question of the suppression of‘Gisqnf; 5"

the order was to be discussed and determined. piilfiioil’fi'f

Archbishops and bishops to the number of “1° W1“

300 met accordingly; the session was opened by the

8 Pauli, Gesch. v. Engl. iv. pp. 230, 231.
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Pope in person on the 18th of October 1311. In the

matter of the abolition of the order of the Temple, the

opinions of the council were divided; the ecclesiastical

lawyers were not more unanimous, and the pontifi' him

self—to whom, from numerous indications, it was clear

the whole proceeding was disagreeable—was perplexed.

This state of doubt and hesitation continued from the

month of October 1311 to the holy week of the follow

ing year (1312); that is, a period of seven months was

allowed to elapse between the first and the second ses

sion. But by that time all difficulties had vanished;

and on the 3d of April 1312, the bull for the suppres

sion of the order was published by the Pope in council,

Papaldecmin the presence of the king and the whole

inthp Pre- court of France. The delay it appears had

mm been occasioned by a technical doubt as to

the legal mode of accomplishing the suppression rather

than from any scruple as to the measure itself. The

Pope admitted that consistently with the caucus the

order could not be condemned in the actual form the

trials had taken : it would have been fatal to the whole

proceeding if a body-corporate in the church were con

victed and condemned upon the individual confessions

of any number of its members: to clothe the ‘process

with perfect legality it would have been necessary to

serve every member with a citation—to bring the whole

body and all its members before the court: these diffi

culties, however, amounted'almost to an impossibility:

moreover, if this preliminary obstacle were surmounted,

and the whole and every member were before the court,

they must have been confronted with their accusers, and

might insist upon being heard by their counsel and ad

vocates; a course subject to danger and difiicultyin the

execution of that severity of justice which a case in

volving the charge of heresy imperatively demanded:

for these causes the pontiff had resolved to pursue a

more convenient course. The bull, therefore, after re

citing that many members of the order had been clearly

convicted of enormous crimes and misdemeanours, di

rects that the order be suppressed; but this, not by way
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of sentence upon the institution itself, but by way of

remedy against the intolerable disrepute brought upon

the body by the crimes of many of its members, and

the scandal thereby created to the cause of religion and

morality: inasmuch, therefore, as the order could not be

judicially tried, condemned, and abolished, the Pope re

solved to resort to the plem'tude of the apostolical power;

and by that authority he decreed that the order be

altogether suppressed, reserving all their estate, real

and personal, to the final disposal of the Holy See.

After the sentence of abolition there remained still

four prisoners of note in the hands of the Lastmm

king. These were the grandmaster, Jacques ments of

de Molay; the visitor of France, Guy, the ‘g‘gflgaigg

brother of the Dauphin; and the two pre- his com

ceptors of Normandy and Aquitain. These Panms'

persons had been reserved to the Pope’s court for trial.

Accordingly, a new commission, consisting of three car

dinals, the pitiless archbishop of Sens, with certain

other prelates and doctors of canon-law, was deputed

to take their depositions, and do justice inthe premises.

On the first hearing, we are told, the four prisoners

repeated their previous confessions. It was resolved

that they should with their own lips publicly admit

their guilt, and once more avow their participation in

the crimes of the order. To that end a lofty scaffold

was erected in front of the church of Notre Dame ; the

confessions were read and the culprits ordered to assent

to their truth. But at this point the prosecution sud

denly broke down. Instead of the avowal demanded,

Jacques de Molay and the master of Normandy sprang

to their feet and loudly retracted every syllable of their

confessions; they declared that the falsehoods confessed

had been extorted from them by the promises and

blandishments of the king and the Pope: they claimed

a fair trial, and the right to defend themselves by their

counsel and witnesses : if this were denied them, they

'- “Quanquam de jure non possumus nem reprobamus." Raynald. an. 1312,

(i. e. condemn the order), tamen ad p. 546.

plenitudinem poteatatia, dictum ordi
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finally and formally appealed from the present to a

future pe in a general council of the church assem

bled. Cvi'eat was the consternation of the cardinals and

the court at this sudden retractation. It was probably

a matter of difficulty to determine how the appeal to a

general council was to be evaded. The Pope must

now be consulted as to the mode of dealing with the

prisoners; they were therefore remanded to prison to

await their final sentence. When the news of this sud

den turn of the affair reached the ear of Philip, he was

struck with a suspicion that some device was in con

templation to snatch his victims from his fangs. At

noon a privy council was called in the palace, and it

was there resolved that the two retracting prisoners

should be burned at the stake before nightfall. The

place selected for the immolation was a free space in

the Isle du Palais; thither the grandmaster and his

companion in death were hurried by the king’s guards

and committed to the flames, loudly protesting their in

nocence, and enduring their tortures with unflinching

contancy; avowing indeed that they deserved to suffer

for betrayal of their order and of the truth, at the

suggestion of fear and the hope of saving their lives.

“ The simple peo 1e,” says their fanatical adversary,

Dupuy, “deceive by their feigned fortitude but real

obduracy, believed that these victims of justice died

innocent, and regarded them as saints; so that, after

their death, persons were seen searching for their ashes

amid the embers of the pyre.”

The knights of the order in Germany were not so

Attempt“, easily drawn into the snare as in France and

,‘j‘fl‘mt" “1° Spain. The archbishop of Maintz assembled a
u of snp- . . .

pressionin councfl of 1118 provmce for the more general

Germ“? publication of the bull of suppression. At the

meeting twenty knights of the Temple presented them

selves in their ordinary dress and accoutrements; and

after the reading of the bull, demanded that their pro

test and appeal from pope Clement to a general council

under a future pope be solemnly recorded; assigning as

ground of appeal that the depositions upon which their
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sentence was based were a tissue offalsehoods from begin

ning to end. The protest and appeal of the order were_

accordingly placed on record, and full information of the

transaction transmitted to the Pope with an apologetical

letter from the archbishop: Clement, who was by this

time thoroughly weary of the whole affair, took no

notice in his reply of the protest and appeal; but recom

mended the prelates to inquire into the character of the

defence proposed, and to do as justice required. The

advice was promptly acted upon; the Templars pre

sented themselves for trial as free men; they were heard

in their defence and fully acquitted of all that had been

alleged against them, both in their individual capacity

and as a body corporate of the church.

Under any other circumstances great difficulties must

have arisen on the question of the disposal of Confimmd

the sequestrated estates of the order in France esTmmlof the

and the circumjacent kingdoms. At an earlier hfipdfii

age the Pope might have insisted on his abso- With

lute right to the property in question as an escheat to

the Holy See. Consistently with the policy ofhis prede

cessors, he might have identified the temporalities of

the order with the spirituality, both moving from the

chair of Peter,i and consequently inseparable from it.

But against any such claim Philip le Bel was on his

guard. No sooner did the question of the appropriation

of the confiscated estates of the Templars arise than a

caveat was put in by the king asserting his concurrent

powers, and the necessity of his consent to the con

templated distribution, on the express ground that, as

of all such estates as lay within his dominions, he was

the temporal patron and protector; and consequently

that all the rights, claims, and duties annexed to them

were vested in the crown for its own protection and

i As the union of body and soul

constitute the man, such also is the

union of the temporalities and spiritu

ality in the constitution of the church.

Both form a single being; and as the

mind or spiritual power in the human

being is the governing power, draw

SUP.

ing after it all his outward faculties,

so in the church all external powers

and functions are at the absolute com

mand and disposal of the mind or

spiritual power, as that which assigns

to them their proper duties and func

tions.

DD
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that of the lay as well as the spiritual subjects of the

realm. Under these reserves Philip assented to the as

signment of the possessions of the order to the knights

of St. John of Jerusalem, to maintain their warfare

against the enemies of the faith in all parts of the world.

The king of Aragon obtained the consent of the Pope

to the annexation of the confiscated estates within the

kingdom to his order of knights of Calatrava, instituted

for the defence of his dominions against the Moors of the

south. King Ferdinand IV. of Castile took no notice of

any appropriation at all; and the sequestered property

melted quietly into the royal domain. King Dionysius

of Portugal, with the assent of the Pope, set up a new

order of spiritual militia under the name of the Order

of Christ, to carry on perpetual war with the Moorish

principalities adjacent to his kingdom. In England

the feeble and ever-indigent Edward II. had promptly

seized the opportunity of filling his exhausted treasury

afforded him by the suppression of the order. He dis

puted the possession of the confiscated estates with the

knights of St. John for the space of a twelvemonth;

and although he was at length compelled to consent to

the transfer, he did so under protest that the fee of all

such estate was vested either in himself, or in others

under whom they had been held by the Templars. In

England, as in France, the crown carefully reserved its

feudal rights: the transaction in both countries assum

ing the character of a purchase or conveyance of the

land from one possessor to another, without detriment

to the rights of the superior lord.j

Contemporary writers observe that, after all, the

“,8 order of order of St. John took little benefit from the

_ St. John of transfer; for that, before entering into posses

Jerusalem -

and the w s10n, they were compelled to pay such heavy

tgteesjglfaige fines and dues to the king and his barons that

' it was matter of doubt whether they were not

rather impoverished than enriched by the appropriation.k

The reservation of various rights afforded room for eva

J Conf. Pu1lli,Gesch.v. Engl.vol.iv. k Villani, ap. ill/"mt. Ss. Rr. Ital.

P- 235- tom. xiii. pp. 431 and 455. In the ori
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sion or profitable compromise not likely to be neglected

by the greedy sequestrators. There is, in fact, reason to

doubt whether any of the establishments of the Templars

passed into the hands of the order of St. John during

the lifetime of Philip 1e Bel.‘ After his death, his suc

cessor, Louis X. (Le Hutin), sold the property to the

order on payment of the sum of 260,000 livres, put in

the form of a charge upon the estates for reimburse

ment of the vast legal and other expenses attending the

sequestration and interim management, the maintenance

of the prisoners, and the prosecution of the order to its

suppression. As to the personal or movable property of

the Templars, there is reason to believe that a very

small or no portion passed into the hands of the suc

ceeding body. The knights of St. John, in fact, found

themselves in possession of a naked property, without

the means of making it productive except at a much

larger outlay than the amount paid to the king for a

bare occupation.m

ginal bull of appropriation the stipu

lated reservation had been omitted—

probably purposely—but the matter

was soon set right; the clause was in

serted in the amended bull, and the

omission excused on the ground of the

negligence of the secretary employed

to transcribe it.

' Philip, however, survived the sup

pression of the orders scarcely two

years, and only about seven months

the judicial murder of Jacques de

Molay.

m Our narrative of the suppression

of the order of the Temple follows

that of ill. Dupuy/ (Hist. de la Con

demnation des Templiers, vol. i., Brus

sels, 1713) and the annals of Ray'naldi

from the year 1306 to 1314. Our con

clusions upon the same series of facts,

it is true, differ from both writers.

The French lawyer takes up the de

fence of Philip 1e Bel on the ground

of the justice of the conviction. The

use of the torture to procure con

fessions was familiar to the age in

which the author lived, and the evi

dence thus procured was deemed con

clusive against the prisoners when

once a pflmafam'e ease, supportedgiv

voluntary testimony, was establish

But as to such a primufacic case, few

witnesses (and they of damaged cha

gractcr) could be produced. The rest of

the evidence consisted wholly of con

fessions obtained from the prisoners

by the inducements of false premises,

the fear of death, the hope of liberty,

and the pressure of the rack. The

retractations of the confessions ex

torted by such methods, and the num

ber of the victims who braved the

stake in support of their innocence,

throw so strong a doubt upon the jus

tice of the proceedings as to entitle

the accused to an acquittal upon the

graver articles of charge. As to the

motive of the prosecution, it is equally

impossible to acquit the king and

bishops of France of a predetermined

design to destroy the order, and to lay

hands upon their property. This in

tention is obvious at every stage of

their proceedings; and the simply co

lourahle assignment to the Hospitallers

reflects a light upon the original mo

tive which neutralises the defence set

up by M. Dupuy on behalf of the

disinterestedness of the prosecution.

The judges themselves, by one mode

or other, managed to appropriate the

largest share of the plunder of the
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The assassination of the emperor Albert of Germany

Mam,“ by his wronged and insulted nephew, Duke

tionofAlbertJOlln of Austria, afforded Philip le Bel a not

°f Austm' unpromising prospect of adding the imperial

crown to the honours of his house. With that view he

set up a colourable pretence of hereditary succession

to the kindred and rights of the Carolingian family;

and in that character proposed his brother, Charles of

Valois, to the electors of Germany. Two of the great

spiritual electors had been gained; but the constitu

ency was, as usual, divided by adverse interests and

ambitions; and seven months were consumed in per

nicious canvassings and intrigues which called all the

vices of an elective monarchy into activity. Under the

pressure of court influence, pope Clement V. had osten

sibly approved the nomination of Charles of Valois; and

the supremacy successfully asserted by the papacy in

the disposal of the imperial diadem might now be util

ised for the aggrandisement of the French monarch.n

_ But few things could inspire the Curie. with
Pr01ect of - . .

Philip le Bel more serious apprehensrons than so exorbitant

“2:”th bYan accession of power in the hands of an im

e Pope. . . . .

perious patron. Opportunities promptly seized

and acted upon often assist the weak against the strong.

The Pope, under the advice of his more experienced

counsellors, secretly apprised the princes of the empire

of the danger to which the practical union of the two

crowns must expose their independence. The electoral

college took the alarm, and by a sudden movement,

either of fear or jealousy, recorded an almost unanimous

vote in favour of Count Henry of Luxemburg and

Limburg.

The election and subsequent coronation of Henry

culprits. Besides the original docu

ments as set out by the above writers,

we have consulted the Art de verifier

lee dates,- the History of France by

ill. Simtondi ; M. Pauli (Hist. of Eng

land, vol. iv.); Schmidt Gesch. von

Frankreich; L00 Gesch. von Italian,

and other modern works, among which

there is little difference of opinion re

specting the character of the transac

tion.

" We call to mind that since the

downfall of the Swabinn dynasty the

court of Rome had successfully vindi

cated the right not only to a preven

tive veto upon an untoward election,

but to a preliminary approval of the

candidate for nomination.
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VII. afforded a practical solution of the difli- Oathund

culties of pope Clement. The accomplished professions

fact came to his aid. Philip of France ac-°fHe“'yvn'

cepted the explanation of the Pope in sullen silence;

and the new king of the Romans received the pontifical

confirmation with the additional promise of the imperial

crown at the proper opportunity. As soon as the elec

tion and coronation were accomplished, the new king

forwarded a solemn embassy to Avignon to assure the

Pope of his unswerving devotion and filial obedience.

The envoys were instructed to omit no observance or

concession that might secure the favour of the pontiff.

They were directed, in the name of the king, to swear

the oath of allegiance to the Holy See, as well as any

other oath that might be required: generally; to do and

perform all such things as by divine or human laws

might be deemed requisite to qualify the king for the

imperial diadem.°

In the state of comparative weakness to which the

papacy was reduced by its exile from its proper domi

cile and the disruption of its traditional connections,

its potential participation in the late election actually

resulted in a. twofold advantage. On the one hand a

new and pregnant precedent in favour of the extreme

pretensions of the Holy See in the nomination and

election of the king of the Romansp was established;

while on the other the devout attachment of the em

eror-elcct and his sub'ects mi ht su l a
balance to the overbealring inflgdence Idlf }the $21,115?“

French court when the interests of the tem- 6223'“?
poral should come into conflict with those of y'

the sacerdotal monarchy. The Germanic constituency

were becoming familiar with the oaths and professions

which seemed necessary to secure the favour, or to buy

off the opposition, of the spiritual chief. They regarded

° See the document in extenso ap. purpose of Philip le Bel. He imputes

Ragnald. an. 1809, § 10, p. 468 ; and the candidature of Henry of Luxem

oonf. Idem, an.1308, p. 448. The con- burg to the suggestion of Pope Cle

temporary annalist Villani (ap. Murat. ment V. himself.

Ss. Rr. Ital. tom. xiii.) gives a minute P Conf. chap. vi. pp. 229, 230, and

detail of the secret means resorted to p. 353 of this chap.

by the court of Avignon to cross the
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with surprising indifference or misapprehension the

logical inferences which the court of Rome was so

ready to arrive at in support of its pretensions to the

nomination and election of the king of the Romans.

Similar oaths and professions had passed the seal of the

great Rudolph of Hapsburg; they had been repeated

with alacrity by Adolphus of Nassau and Albert of

Austria. It must, however, be left to the sequel of our

narrative to disclose the several lights in which these

documents were regarded by the court of Avignon and

the Germanic body.

The discreditable and disastrous pontificate of Cle

Death of ment V. was drawing to a close. He died at

fif‘llfilthX-e Carpentras, not far from Avignon, on the

Bel: exile 20th of April 1314. Within eight months he

“thempacy' was followed to the grave by his patron Philip

le Bel.q The two principal actors on the political stage

had passed away, leaving behind them the rudiments of

changes to which no human foresight could assign a limit

or a term. The expatriation of the papacy was a bitter

trial to the ultramontane party in the church. That event

may in fact be regarded as the first step towards the

emancipation of the princes and peoples of Christendom

from the sacerdotal yoke under which they had writhed

for many an age. The power of Rome had, in conse

quence of her unconscientious pursuit of wealth and

territorial aggrandisement, become so thoroughly secu

larised as to throw her spiritual pretensions into the

shade, and to deprive her of that devout attachment

which her religious character had hitherto commanded.

A disposition to distinguish her temporal from her

spiritual interests had invaded the minds indifferently

of churchmen and laity. Under the pressure of demands

irreconcilable with the rights, the passions, and the wel

fare of people and governments, the latter had learnt

the trick of evading and thwarting, without denying

the ultra-sacerdotal pretensions of the pontifical court.

Professions and submissions, which meant one thing

‘1 0n the 29th of November 1314, in consequence of a fall fromhis horse.
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in the papal exposition, meant something different in

lay interpretation. The logic of Rome was in some

material points at variance with the common sense of

mankind ; and however conclusive her reasonings upon

facts and premises, the world was not disposed to con

test them; the instinct of self-preservation alone dictated

the necessity of a defensive position which could have no

other result than a material abridgment of the political

power of the Holy See.

Had Pope Clement V. possessed all the administra

tive ability and integrity of purpose necessary Ch

to mitigate the evils under which the whole and

body of the Church was languishing, his efforts éjgggnf“,

would have been unavailing under the vicious n '

impulses imported from the court of Philip le Bel. In

tellectually, however, Clement was distinguished rather

by cunning than ability. Every act and object of his

life centred in self—in the lust of power and the accu

mulation of riches. Yet in the headlong pursuit of

these advantages he had outwitted himself, and was

doomed to wear a yoke which left him no alternative

but to surrender himself the passive instrument of secu

lar ambition. His treacherous desertion of his party,

the scandalous compact by which he secured his elec

tion, his almost servile acquiescence in the wiles and

resentments of his patron, involved him in a series of

abject compliances, revolting to his ecclesiastical feel

ings and interests, and in no small measure prejudicial

to the cause of his church. The transfer of the court

from Rome to Avignon inflicted a blow upon the pa

pacy from'which it never wholly recovered. The seeds

of a schism were sown which 1n the end cast a well

founded doubt upon the lawful succession to the papal

throne, and terminated in those convulsive movements

which theoretically abridged and practically annulled

some of the most cherished prerogatives of the pontifi

cal scheme. It may not be too much to say that these

movementsr drew after them the great religious seces

sion of the sixteenth century.

' Alluding to the councils of Pisa, Constance, and Basic.
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The moral conduct and administration of Clement

His sump V. harmonised with his public policy. His

vien'cyf to contemporaries bear almost unanimous testi

Ph‘hp' mony to the irregularity of his private life.

Independently of his personal demerits he incurred in

delible disgrace by his unconscientious traffic with

sacred things, and the scandalous license with which he

sold his patronage. Philip 1e Bel permitted him to

dispose of the, prelacies of France at his pleasure, and

in return was enabled to count upon the authority of

the pontiff to command the services of all those of

whom he stood in need.5 Shrinking slavishly from

open resistance, he succeeded by cunning, procrastina

tion, or subterfuge, in obtaining fortuitous advantages

over his rigorous patron. Thus in a great measure he

caused the plunder of the Templars to elude the grasp

of the king; he saved the memory of Boniface VIII.

from that last indignity to which the vindictive spirit

of Philip IV. had condemned it ; he defeated the design

of the king upon the imperial diadem while ostensibly

playing into his hands. In all other respects his con

scientious scruples—if they deserve the epithet—as to

his complicity in the cruel and arbitrary policy of the

king were ruthlessly sacrificed to his own personal in

terests and vices. From the Italian party Clement V.

has amply earned all the obloquy cast upon him : before

the impartial historian he stands as a signal monument

of the irreparable mischief which the errors of an in

dividual chief may inflict upon the most compact, the

most completely-organised schemes, political or reli

glous.

‘ Villam', Hist. lib. ix. 0. 58, up. Mural. Ss. Br. Ital. tom. xiii. p. 421.



CHAPTER IX.

THE POPES OF AVIGNON. FRANCE AND GERMANY. EMANCI

PATION OF THE EMPIRE.

Plan of the ensuing narrative—Political position of the papacy at the com

mencement of the fourteenth century—Decline of papal influence—Inter

regnum—John XXII. Pope—Advantages and innovations of John XXII.—

Interference of John XXII. in the affairs of Italy—Political state of Italy—

Double election in Germany ; John XXII. assumes the vicariate of the em

pire during vacancy—He delegates the vicariate to King Robert of Naples—

Papal doctrine of the relevancy of the empire—John XXII. curses the Ghi

belline leaders, &c.-—The Pope prosecutes the Visconti and others for treason

and heresy—Defeat and capture of Frederic of Austria—Papal declaration

against Louis IV. ; its efiect—John XXII. threatens the emperor— Reply of

Louis to the menaces of the Pope—John XXII. provokes the king of France

to aspire to the imperial crown—He repeats and makes absolute the hull

of condemnation, Aka—Reply of the States of Germany; declaration of right

—Awakening of the Germanic constituency—Nature and amount of the papal

claims, tad—The court of France encourages the papal encroachments, kc.

-—Circumstances favouring encroachments upon the rights of the empire-—

Political miscalculation, Goa—Expedition and coronation of Louis IV. ; his

errors and failure—Depressed condition of the emperor—Louis IV. proposes

to abdicate—The Franco-papal conspiracy against the empire; its efiects—

Controversy and its results—The Diet of Frankfort repudiates the papal

claims—Decrees for the execution of the national protest—Treachery of the

French court—Selfish policy of Louis IV.—Pope Clement VI. and the king

of Bohemia in the aflairs of Germany—Death and reputation of the emperor

Louis IV.—His services—Charles IV. (of Luxemburg) emperor—The Diet

of Meta—The Golden. Bull ,' emancipation of the empire.

WE have hitherto endeavoured to point out with some

degree of minuteness the elements, and to lay Plan of the

bare the foundations of the papal scheme. The ensuips

prosecution of this plan has brought us down m"“""'

to a period at which the political history of the papacy

more conspicuously flows into that of the European

community at large than heretofore; and would, if pur

sued in similar detail, have the efi'ect of swelling the

bulk of this work beyond reasonable bounds. In this

and the following chapter it is therefore proposed to
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present to the reader a simple sketch of the general

action of the papal scheme upon the various political

bodies pertaining to the Latin communion during the

remainder of the fourteenth, and the whole course of

the fifteenth centuries, down to thedawn of the Refor

mation in the sixteenth century.

The political position of the Holy See was mate

lfolitical po- rially changed by the translation of the papal

ggggy‘fttgj, court from Rome to Avignon ; its freedom of

commence- action was compromised; the religious lever

T;;‘§,§§nt,‘;f age by which Rome had hitherto moved and

century- subdued the powers of the world had been

gradually enfeebled by that inert, impalpable resist

ance whlch pretensions so exorbitant could not fail in

the long-run to call forth. The geographical position

of Avignon, however, had its advantages; the princi

pgality lay, indeed, within the empire of which the

hone and the Alps were the reputed boundaries; but

that region was ruled by independent princes: Charles

II. of Naples possessed the Provence; the Dauphiné

and Savoy were governed by princes whose interests

connected them preferentially with France and the

papal court ; the pontifi‘s themselves enjoyed the un

disputed sovereignty of the included principalities

of Avignon and Venaissin, and based their spiritual

powers upon a territorial dominion in all respects more

sure and loyal than that of the Italian patrimony itself.

Thus they were enabled to parade the rigid theory of

supremacy in the eyes of the Christian world with the

same unblushing confidence as heretofore.

But there were circumstances in the position of the

Decline of papal power antecedent to the removal of the

P81)“ in- seat of government tending to enfeeble its

flue'm' practical influence, though they may not have

reduced its pretensions. Thus, Edward I. ofEngland had

repelled the degrading tribute imposed on the kingdom

by Innocent 111.; Louis the Saint of France had marked

out a limit to the exactions and intermeddlings of the

court of Rome ;‘ Sicily had thrown off the yoke ; and

“ Conf. chap. iv. p. 145 of this vol.
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the states and republics of Italy had on all occasions

which they deemed inconsistent with their momentary

interests declined to satisfy the frequent demands of the

popes on their services, their revenues, and their blood.

The almost convulsive efforts of the Holy See t0 reani

mate the departed spirit of the crusade were everywhere

encountered by false promises, intentional delays, ex

cuses, and evasions. The chance ofregaining her ancient

ascendency in the East had been forfeited by her des

potic demands upon the faith and obedience of the

Greek Christians ; lastly, the sensible multiplication of

heresies in the course of the thirteenth century, though

for the moment smothered in blood, had been a source

of harassing solicitude to the court of Rome. Albi

gensian, Waldensian, Paterine, and a variety of dis

senting sects lingered or started up afresh in every

part of Christendom; the dogmatic bases of the Petrine

power were assailed; and it became evident that as long

as the embers of secession still glowed beneath the

ashes of its earlier martyrs, the church of Rome must

feel herself on the brink of a revolution, threatening the

overthrow of the religious and political ascendency she

had hitherto enjoyed.

Clement V. died at Carpentras, near Avignon; and

there the election of a successor ought, in

conformity with the ordinance of Gregory X.,b

to have been taken in hand. An irremediable schism

in the sacred college protracted the election from months

to years. An accidental fire in the palace of the con

clave afforded a pretext for a first adjournment.c Philip

le Bel, in the last year of his life, removed the election

to the city of Lyons ; but his death, which occurred in

the month of November 1314, was made a pretext for

further dela . His son and successor, Louis X., sur

named Le liiutin, who occupied the throne but a few

days over the six months from his accession,d took no

Interregnum.

b Conf. chap. vi. p. 225 of this vol. July 1314.

*1 The accident occurred on the 24th '1 He died on the 5th of June 1315.
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effectual step to hasten the election; but his brother

and successor, Philip V., once more assembled the car

dinals; this time in strict conclave, attended with all

the personal hardships and privations which Gregory X.

had devised to stimulate the spiritual energies of his

colleagues.6 In this predicament it appears that the

religious scruples of the ultramontane minority yielded

to the weakness of the flesh, and, after an interval of

forty days of imprisonment and mortification, consented

to the elevation of Jacques d’Euse, bishop of Portus, to

the papal throne, by the name of John XXII.f

Thus terminated a discreditable interregnum of two

John XXIL years, three months, and eighteen days. The

P°Pe- Gallican factiong had carried the day; a French

pope was raised to the throne, and the residence of the

papal court was definitively fixed at Avignon. The de

feated minority of Italian cardinals might derive some

comfort from the conviction that the character and dis

positions of the new pontiff were not likely to lead to

the abandonment, either in principle or practice, of the

extreme theory ofpontifical supremacy. John XXII. be

lieved in his mission with the stern persistency of the

most determined of his redecessors. But he was him

self a Frenchman; and rance was now the fulcrum of

his political action. The first measure of his reign in

dicated his intention to adhere stoutly to that basis.

He created eight new cardinals, all of them natives and

subjects of France. Without forgetting his own kin

dred, he gratified the court by the advancement of the

chancellor of the kingdom, Peter de Riblay, to the

purple; and afforded every assurance in his power, both

to the court of France and the sacred college, of his de

° The king had succeeded in assem

bling the sacred college by a solemn

promise not to restrict their personal

liberty or interfere with their delibera

tions. But no sooner were they in his

power than he consigned them to the

rigorous confinement prescribed by the

council of Lyons of 1274. Raynalrli

says of this breach of faith on the part

of the king: " Fidem religivsc fregil.“

Annal. Ecol. 1316, p. 34.

' Villani aflirms that the election

was intrusted to him by way of com-

promise, and that he forthwith pro

claimed himself pope. But the anec

dote is disproved by the Art de nér.

l. 11., by Cardinal Marni, and after them

by Bower, Hist. of the Popes.

8 Or, as Villaml abusively calls them,

the Gascon faction.
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termination to maintain the establishment of the papacy

as he found it.h

John XXII. commenced his ontificate at a fortunate

juncture. The feeble Edward of England, Advantages

after his defeat at Bannockburn, sued for the 33,201,113;

favour of the Pope against his Scottish ene- John XXII

mies by an unconditional undertaking to pay up the

arrears of the shameful tribute of 1000 marks imposed

by Innocent III. King Jayme II. of Aragon was a

suppliant for the kingdom of Sardinia and Corsica, pro

mised him b Boniface VIII.; and the irregularities of

the king of rance afforded an opportunity of meddling

with the private morals of the sovereign without in

curring the danger incident to political intervention.i

He had occasion moreover to render spiritual service

to Philip V. by thundering his censures against the

turbulent vassals who hoped to turn the incapacity of

the sovereign to advantage; and by renewing or re

storing the religious privileges granted to the kings of

France by his predecessors.j In the distracted state

of public affairs, enhanced as it was by the pecuniary

embarrassments of the king, the Pope felt himself at

liberty to introduce unexampled changes in the con

stitution of the Gallican church. He divided the great

diocese of Toulouse into six districts; other ecclesi

astical provinces of inconvenient dimensions were simi

larly divided, especially in the southern and midland

regions. Thus a considerable number of new prelacies

fell under the patronage of the Holy See. In return for

this license, he permitted the king’s courts to arrest

and detain in custody clerks accused of felony, murder,

and other crimes of an aggravated character; he rebuked

the superior clergy for engaging in secular feuds and

h Raynaldi (Annal. ubi sup. p. 43).

' He rebuked the king for indecorum

at mass—inattention to his prayers—

genersl levity of demeanour—uotwear

! The privileges granted to St. Louis

and his successors were chiefly the

following: 1. that unless under er

ing the royal robes—permitting the

desecration of the Sunday in his do

minions—inattention to his royal du

ties by neglecting to read and preserve

public documents, kc. Raynald. ubi

snp. p. 48. Art do vér. Ld. art. John

XXII.

sonal excommunication, they might

have divine services in places subject

to interdict; 2. that no excommuni

cation, interdict, or anathema should

affect them, unless such censures pro

ceeded directly from the Holy See, and

unless he (the sovereign) were express

ly named in the bull or precept.
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raids ; he prohibited the clergy generally from carrying

on trades or other secular occupations; he excommu

nicated false coiners, adulterators, or defacers of the

national coinage, together with all importers of base or

counterfeit money. By these and other measures of the

same character he was enabled to render acceptable

services to the civil power. The torpor of the govern

ment favoured his interferences with the universities

of the kingdom, which, at this period, swarmed with

philosophical innovators, whose departures from the

beaten track of theological instruction were a source

of uneasiness to the jealous watchfulness of the pontifi'1‘

and court of Avignon.

\Vhile in enjoyment of a great degree of liberty at

Interference home, the affairs of the Holy See in other

fixing: quarters, more especially in Italy, were of a

of Italy. less promising character. It may be repeated

here, that in the year 1311, king Henry VII. of Ger

many, by favour of Clement V., obtained the imperial

crown after an abeyanee of sixty-two years, dating from

the death of the emperor Frederic II.l The irre

concilable hostility of the kings Robert of Naples and

Frederic of Sicily, supported by the inveterate feuds of

the Guelfic and Ghibelline factions in Italy, had never

ceased to be the source of vexation and anxiety to the

Holy _See. The expedition and coronation of Henry

VII. had revived the obsolete rights of the empire. Fre

deric of Sicily availed himself of these almost forgotten

claims to step forth as the champion of the imperial

prerogative. In breach of the late peace or truce with

Na les, he seized and held possession of the province

of Calabria in the name of the emperor as a portion

of the vassal kingdom of Italy. In the year 1317 pope

John XXII. threatened him with the utmost censures

of the church, unless he should without a moment’s de

lay surrender his recent conquests. The papal menaces

would probably have passed away unheeded if the active

" _The university of Paris was the ' Henry of Luxemburg, king of the

specml object of papal jealousy. Ray- Romans, was crowned in the church of

mid. ubi sup. p. 53. the Lateran on the 29th June 1312.
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king of Naples had not succeeded in expelling his ad

versary from that portion of his continental dominions,

and in retorting the injury by the invasion and ravage

of the island kingdom itself.“1

The migration of the papacy had, however, greatly

impaired its influence in the Ita ian peninsula. political

Its activity in that quarter was trammelled BMWHWY

by distance and estrangement. A very general Sketch

of the state of the peninsula at this juncture may be

necessary to throw light upon the important trans

action of the reign of John XXII. to which we shall

presently advert. Every city, state, and province was

rn b intestine broils and factions. In the narrow

est an most selfish spirit of pseudo-patriotism Guelfs

and Ghibellines disputed the possession of power in their

respective communities. The first of these parties put

forward the claims of the papacy adversely to those of

the imperialists, the latter hoisted the standard of the

empire; both, with no other view than that of snatch

ing a more or less decisive advantage over- its rival.

Meanwhile some of the more important commonwealths

of Lombardy and central Italy had fallen into a state

of subjection to individuals who, by family influence,

by wealth, by military force, or by all these means

combined, had possessed themselves of the governing

powers, at first as representatives of the people, subse

quently as absolute princes. Thus the family of Della

Scala had usurped the government of the cities of Ve

rona, Vicenza, Padua, &c. Matteo Visconti was undis

puted lord of the proud republic of Milan ; Raynaldus

was master of Mantua; other less important communi

ties had fallen either permanently or incidentally under

the dominion of some powerful citizen or chief of a fac

tion. The republics of Venice, Genoa, Florence, Pisa,—

the princes of Este, Montferrat, and the hereditary lords

of other districts originally held as imperial fiefs,—were

actively engaged either in molesting their neighbours

or fighting for ascendency within their own precincts

'" See the history of these transae- pp. 53 to 57.

thus in extenso ap. Rayn. an. 1817,
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and territories. Any central government or control over

a nationality—if it could be so called—thus constituted

was obviously impracticable; and thus it happened that

both pope and emperor were driven to the precarious

expedient of balancing the passions and interests of the

conflicting parties against each other, as the only means

of maintaining their conflicting pretensions.

Such was the general state of Italy at the death of

11?:aneéii the emperor Henry VII. (A.D. 1313). The

many. discord prevailing among the venal and ambi

tious constituency of Germany had resulted in

vicariateof a vacancy of fourteen months,u prolonged for

“553$” many a year b the double election of Louis

vacancy; and of Bavaria and rederic of Austria, son of king

Albert and grandson of Rudolph of Hapsburg.° The

latter had hastened to make friends with the Pope and

the Guelfic party in Italy. John XXII, however, chose

to regard the empire as in vacancy. The Guelfic and

Ghibelline leaders, on their part, took the same view, and,

as circumstances favoured, took upon them the office and

title of vicar of the empire during the alleged vacancy.

In opposition to both parties, John XXII. maintained

that the appointment of an imperial vicar, or governor

general, ad interim, of the empire belonged exclusively

to the Holy See. He accordingly annulled all other ap

pointments; he anathematised the unrepentant intruders,

and dissolved all compacts and obligations entered into

with them. By his own authority he invested king

Robert of Naples with the dignity of imperial vicar in

Italy ; and appointed that active prince senator of Rome

and captain-general ofthe pontifical armies.

In central Italy the new vicar succeeded in reducing

delegates the the rebellious citizens of Ferrara to obedience

ggzrgggjf, to the Holy See. In Lombardy, however,

of Naples the papal thunders were lost upon the mcor

" Thus it happened that much about

the same time and from precisely simi

lar causes both papacy and empire were

in abeyance. Clement V. died in the

month of April 1314 ; Henry VII. pre

ceded him to the tomb by about nine

months. John XXII. was elected in

August 1316. The double election of

Louis of Bavaria and Frederic of Aus

tria4in Germany took place in October

13] .

° Both princes were grandchildren

of Rudolph; Frederic in the male,

Louis in the female line.
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rigible Matteo Visconti and his ally, the markgrave

Amadeus of Savoy. The aflairs of king Robert of

Naples were in confusion, and little assistance was, at

the moment, to be expected from him towards the

overthrow of the intrusive vicars in Lombardy. In the

interim, the conflict in Germany between the two candi

dates for the throne of that kingdom was protracted, by

the reluctance of both parties to rest the issue of their

pretensions upon the result of a decisive encounter.

rederic of Austria and Louis of Bavaria were first

cousins, and up to the death of Henry VII. stood in

friendly relation to each other. The candidature was

in a manner forced upon Louis by the party favourable

to the house of Luxemburg ; while Frederic, in virtue

of his vast possessions, was naturally looked up to by a

numerous section of the minor aristocracy. Both par

ties had in the now usual form tendered their submis

sion toithe pontiff, and sued for his confirmatory adju

dication. Unfortunately for both, John XXII. saw his

advantage rather in the continuance of strife than in the

pacification of the empire. The exercise ofthe vicariate

during the vacancy held out an alluring prospect of

political gain, while it afforded ample occasion defini

tively to establish the absolute dependence of the impe

rial authority upon the will and pleasure of the Holy

See. It seemed by this time tacitly taken Papaldoc

for granted that the imperial crown was in

the and disposal of the Roman pontiff. the empire.

The Pope himself took care to state the case in un

mistakable terms. In conformity with the rinciple

of the law applicable to feudal estate of every kind, he ~

contended that “ whenever and by what means soever

a vacancy in the throne of Germany should occur, the

Pope stepped into all the rights of government which

legally devolved upon the superior lord by a vacancy,

or any other temporary suspension of the governing

powers.” Pope John at the same time had resolved

to regard no election as valid or legitimate but one

which should be serviceable to the overthrow of the Ghi

belline confederacy in Italy, and the reestablishment

SUP. EE
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of the power of the Holy See in that country. With

this view he did not scruple to dall with Frederic of

Austria, as the most practicable oft e two candidates.

The territories of the duke lay conveniently for carrying

on the papal war against the Ghibelline masters of

Friuli and Venetia; while, on the other hand, the dif

ficult position of Louis of Bavaria and the predilections

of his partisans inclined him to court the support and

sympathy of the opponents of the Pope in Italy.P

The irritation of the Pope against the party of king

John XXII. Louis was stimulated by the demeanour of

8:35;;ng the Ghibelline leaders in that country. They

leaders, Ecc- had openly espoused his (Louis’s) cause ;

they had hoisted his standard, and carried on the war

against the papal vicar-imperial in his name as law

ful king of Italy. Robert of Naples, upon whom, in that

capacity, the Pope had devolved the duty of reducing

the Visconti of Milan and their confederates to obedi

ence, had thrown succour into Genoa, then besieged by

Matteo Visconti and the Piedmontese. The pontifi, at

the same time, commissioned the king of Naples and

the French prince Charles of Valois, as conservators of

the public peace, with the most ample powers of govern

ment. Under them he appointed “paciarii,” or jus

tices, who were instructed to proceed “ spiritualiter et

temporaliter” against all persons who should impu

the authority or disobey the orders of the pontifical

officers, as long as it should please him to protract the

vacancy of the empire.‘1 Though king Robert of Naples

P Confer generally Rag/n. an. 1319,

and the Art dc vér. les dates, art.

“ John XXII." Pope John XXII.

appears to have gone a step further

than his predecessors. He pretended

not only that the imperial crown was

an article of papal patronage, but that

whenever a contested election occurred

the electors were bound to accept the

candidate whom the Pope should ap

prove. The proposition, however, seems

to have applied to the spiritual electors

only, who (it is maintained at their

installation took an oath o uncondi

tional allegiance to the Holy See.

Conf. Cath. Pet. book xii. pp. 16 and

19, 20, 28. Ibid. 0. iii. pp. 81, 83, 96, 99,

chap. iv. p. 105, and chap. v. p. 128.

q It is alleged by his apologist Ray

naldi that these steps were taken with

the single view to the pacification of

Italy. That this is an unsatisfactory

explanation is obvious from the fact

that there was no chance of such a

result as long as the empire remained

in abeyance. But “pacification” in

the papal sense signified submission;

a state of things which, it was abun

dantly clear, could only be brought

about by active warfare. See the or

dinance ap. Ray-mid. an. 1819, p. 130;

it is dated 2d June in that year.
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was successful in compelling the Lombards to raise the

siege of Genoa, no substantial advantage was gained.

Visconti was, indeed, formally cited to answer to the

charges of treason against the pontifical governor, and

of usurping the lordship of Milan against the peace of

pope and empire; but the summoners of the cardinal

legate were ignominioust thrown into prison; and for

this act of treason, temporal and spiritual, Visconti was

duly anathematised, and branded as a heretic and a

rebel.r But all the measures of the Pope for the paci

fication of Italy were deranged by the defeat of his

general Philip, son of prince Charles of Valois. That

prince had rashly invaded Lombardy with an undis

ciplined army collected from all quarters, and had suf

fered a total overthrow at the hands of the Lombards.a

Visconti now assumed the title and functions of im

perial vicar and regent, apparently by direct appoint

ment from Louis of Bavaria as king of Italy. This act

filled up the measure ofhis guilt, and a formal The Pope i_n

prosecution for heresy was presented against 38$?tgzvf's;

him to the inquisitors of the faith ; “he had,” treasbn rind
said pope John, “repudiated and derided the '“W‘V'

censures of the church; he had denied and set at naught

the immemorial and undoubted right of the Holy See to the

governmmt of the empire during vacancy.” The same

proceeding was adopted against those lords and magis

trates of Lombardy who had dared to assume the title

and office of imperial vicar without the pontifical license,

whereby, he declared, they had incurred the penalties

of heres and rebellion.t

Frederic of Austria had by this time attached him

self avowedly to the Guelfic party. But what- D f t d
ever hopes that prince might have conceived, cfp‘ifireafif

the pontiff had as yet no mind to put an end @5235“

to his assumed vicariate by a public recogni- '

tion of the title of either of the candidates. Down to

' The ceremony was performed with Murat Ss. Rr. Ital.

all due solemnity by the legate in the ‘ Conf. the instructions of John

great church of the Guelfic city of XXII. to his legate in Italy in refer

Asti. ence to the treatment of the Ghibelline

' Villaml, lib. ix. 0. 108, 109, up. leaders, up. Raymld. an. 1320, p. 132.
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the year 1332 this state of things had been prolonged

by the chaotic disorder of the Germanic constituency.“

But in that year (the 28th Sept.) Frederic of Austria

suffered a total defeat, and became the prisoner of his

rival." The Austrian party, though no longer in a

condition to keep the field, had indeed survived the

defeat; yet the relief his victory brought with it en

abled Louis of Bavaria to turn his attention to the

interests of the empire in Italy. The legate of the

Pope in the Peninsula had collected a numerous body

of mercenaries, and threatened ruin to the Ghibelline

par . In this emergency Galeazzo, son and successor

of atteo Visconti, and his allies threw themselves into

the arms of Louis of Bavaria. The latter, in contempt

of the papal authority—probably under irritation at the

insolent pretensions of the Pope—without delay de

spatched a body of 800 men-at-arms to the assistance

of the threatened cities, and gave peremptory notice

to the legate to desist from the siege of Milan, as a city

of the empire over which the court of Avignon had no

jurisdiction. John XXII. replied to this bold challenge

by an edict “forbidding the pretender Louis of Bavaria

to do any act of government during the vacancy ; com

manding him to revoke every ordinance promulgated

by him from the date of his unwarranted assumption

of the royal authority ; and warning all persons against

rendering any kind of obedience, aid, or assistance to

him in the character of king of the Romans, upon

pain of the extreme penalties of the canon law.”

This declaration brought the great question of the

Papal independence of the Germanic crown to a con

dem’i‘l‘li’f" elusive issue. During the long discontinuance

Long-iv; in ofthe imperial regimen, dating from the death

“M‘- of Frederic II. (A.D. 1250) to the coronation

of 'Henry VII. (of Luxemburg, A.D. 1312), the court of

Rome had taken advantage of the distractions of the

times, and the long abeyance, to enlarge the earlier

" Aperiod of eight years subsequent “ The decisive battle was fought

to the death of the emperor Henry of near the little town of Miihldorf in

Luxemburg in 1313. . Upper Bavaria.
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claim of right to grant or withhold the crown of em

pire, to a similar right of disposal in regard to that

of Germany, alleging that inasmuch as the functions

of king and emperor of the Romans were identical,

and as Germany was the birthplace and seat of the

empire, that kingdom must fall under the same juris

diction as that by which the imperium itself was go

verned. To this presumption the German constituency

itself had given some encouragement, by uniformly

identifying the kingdoms of Germany and Italy with

the imperium. The submissive demeanour of the suc

cessive kings, the unmistakable professions of subjec

tion tendered by Rudolph of Hapsburg, and the undis

guised solicitude of his successors for the papal confir

mation,—an absolutely exceptive state of things as it

- regards every other Christian principality or kingdom,—

tended manifestly to strengthen the papal pretensions.

At the same time it should be borne in mind that these

pretensions were no novelty. The great conflict with

the Hohenstaufl'en dynasty had turned upon a similar

issue. Those princes had asserted an absolute right to,

and an independent possession of, the crown of empire,

and for this offence had incurred the immitigable hatred

of the court of Rome.W That court had on all occa

sions dwelt with devout reliance upon the miserable

fiction of the “Donation of Constantine the Great”—

strange to say, without contradiction. This passive

state, this ominous silence, continuing through a period

of nearly three quarters of a century, tended naturally

to feed the professional prepossession of the papal

churchmen and canonists, and to introduce confusion

and uncertainty into the minds of the laity as to the

proper limits of their duties. Thus all'the efforts of

rederic II., the only sovereign of the age who pos

sessed genuine legislative ability, had been wrecked

upon the shoals of ignorance and mendacity. The task

of emancipatino' the empire from this state of thraldom

now rested upgn the shoulders of king Louis IV. ; and

W The reader is referred to chap. ii. .51, 69, 70, et aqq.

of this vo1., and particularly to pp. 43,
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that prince, even while occupying a tottering throne,

did not shrink from a bold and manly assertion of the

independence of the royal and imperial crown of Ger

man .

The decisive and effectual support afforded by that

John XXII. prince to the enemies of the Pope in Italy—

threatens the more especially to the condemned heretic and

empem' rebel Galeazzo Visconti of Milan—brought the

quarrel between the pontiff and the king to a crisis.

The exordium of the bull of condemnation dogmatically

assumes the proposition that the power of electing a king

of the Romans sprung originally from the grant of the

Holy See, upon occasion of the fabulous transfer of the

empire from the Greeks t0 the Germans by the appoint

ment and coronation of Charlemagne. In consequence

of this fictitious origination, the Pope assumed an ab

solute right to examine into and decide upon the quali

fication of the candidates for the imperial crown, and to

confer it upon the person whom, after such inquiry, he

should deem fittest for that dignity. Moreover, as a

corollary of that supreme prerogative, the Pope declared

himself the natural judge in all controversies between

contending candidates; he condemned Louis for having

taken upon himself the royal name, and exercised the

administrative powers of empire without the authority,

and in derogation of the rights, of the Holy See; he

had dared to deny that the adverse election of a rival

king, and the schism among the princes of Germany,

had created a vacancy of the empire: he had sent

military aid to the heretic and rebel Galeazzo Visconti,

and the other enemies of the church in Italy; for all

which offences a term of three months was granted

for repentance; unless, however, within that time, he

should not have laid aside the crown, dropped every

pretension to the kingdom, and ceased to exercise the

governing powers, the Holy See would, without delay,

proceed to judgment against him as a rebel and usurper.

Meanwhile all princes, prelates, and persons ecclesiastical

and civil, were strictly forbidden to obey him, or to do

him any homage, service, or duty as sovereign, upon
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pain of excommunication and interdict; the Pope at the

same time absolved his adherents from all oaths, pro

mises, or engagements they might have taken or con

tracted with him as their liege lord.x

Louis replied promptly to this insolent decree. “ It

had been,” he said, “from all times an un- B l f

doubted principle of the national law, that Lou‘ZSH to

the person upon whom the princes and states $85132“:
of Germany should either unanimously or by p '

a majorit confer their sufirages, became by that act

alone an exclusively king and emperor-elect, and in

vested with all the powers of government, without re

ference to any foreign authority. The Pope could claim

no lawful right to control or vary the law of the land;

or, in virtue of any pretended power of preliminary in

quiry or right of approval or rejection, to affirm or re

verse the act of the electors, unless in any emergency

they (the electors) should appeal to or cast themselves

upon his decision. As to the aid rendered to the alleged

heretics in Italy, he protested that no proof or even inti

mation had come to his knowledge of an such grave

charge against the Visconti of Milan; and t at even if he

had had such intimation, subsequent assurances received

from that quarter would wholly disincline him from

taking notice of any charges of the nature of those al

leged against him by the Pope: besides this, the Pope

had palpably neglected his own duty as supreme pasL

tor of the church by disregarding the petitions of the

bishops and clergy to be relieved from certain scandal

ous and heretical abuses, especially imputable to mendi

cants and other clerical disturbers of the public peace;

whereby he had rendered himself an accomplice of those

abuses, and consequently become personally liable to the

like charges: for this lamentable state of things there

was but one remedy, and that remedy was the immedi

ate convocation of a general council of the church : to such

an assembly, therefore, he (the king) confidently appealed

against every allegation impugning his election, as well

1 See the bull in extenso, up. Rag/n. an. 1323, p.232.
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as against the continuance of those religious abuses and

depravities of which he in his own person, and his sub

jects and clergy in general,-had so often and so vainly

protested.”

An apology which assailed the radical maxims ofthe

John xxn. papacy in its relation to the empire—which

tgg‘frtiig‘w retorted the charge of heresy upon the Pope

of France aihimself, and closed with the most dangerous

“33"th and offensive of all attacks, an appeal to a
perIa _

crown- general counczl—could not be treated by the

Pope otherwise than as an aggravation of the original

offence. Accordingly, pope John repeated the con

ditional decree of rejection and excommunication with

the usual clauses annulling all the oaths, promises, and

undertakings of his adherents 0r professed subjects;

retaining, however, the disparaging locus penitentia: as

signed by the previous decree, and even once more

renewing the term after the expiration of the former

reprieve. The captive Frederic of Austria was no longer

a fit instrument for the purposes of pope John; he

therefore encouraged king Charles IV. of France to

aspire to the imperial crown, and even obtained the con

currence of the archbishop of Treves, duke Leopold of

Austria, and king John of Bohemia.y But the negotia

tion fell to the round almost at its commencement;

Leo 1d found his hopes of procuring the liberation of

his ggother disappointed ; the king of Bohemia stepped

aside, and Charles IV., under so uncertain a prospect of

support, declined the tempting proposal.

Pending this transaction, the last reprieve vouch

He "Pea", safed to the impenitent Louis of Bavaria ex

and ma es . .

absolute the pired; and the Pope was driven, perhaps re

luctantly, to launch the thunders of the church

ac. ’ against the obdurate sinner in their most ter

rific form.z As before observed, pope John had pre

Y Raynalll.an.l323, pp. 238, 234. avoided breaking off his intercourse

I The reader of the annals of Ray

nallli must, we think, be struck with

the temperate and forbcaring—or per

haps rather the timid—spirit of Louis

of Bavaria throughout the contest. He

with thecourt of Avignon ,- his language

was humble without servility, yet in

no instance assenting to the pretensions

of the Pope, or compromising his own

right as king of the Romans. This
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luded the intended thunderbolt against king Louis by

the excommunication of Galeazzo Visconti, the lord of

Milan, and his allies. Their adoption and acceptance of

the imperial commission was construed- as a substantive

heresy; other charges of doctrinal error were added

by way of makeweight; a formal prosecution before

the papal inquisitors for heresy had been instituted,

and sentences of condemnation promulgated against

them. King Louis was by the same tribunal included

in the sentence as a defender and abettor of the prin

cipal ofi'enders—Galeazzo of Milan, the markgraves

Rinaldo and A220 of Este, and other rebellious subjects

of the Holy See in Italy; consequently himself punish

able as a rebel and heretic. The leaders of the auxi

liary force, by whose aid Galeazzo had defeated and

dispersed the papal army, were condemned by name;

and, lastly, on the 1st of October 1324, Louis himself

was in public consistory solemnly declared a rebel and

a usurper, and deprived of every right or title he might

claim under his alleged election, and in company with

all who should acknowledge or obey him as king of the

Romans,a or afford him comfort and assistance in the

prosecution of his “nefarious” rebellion, put out of the

communion of the church.

But in the interim the prudent and statesmanlike

policy of Louis at this period had placed him Reply of the

in a position to brave the papal thundersfgfgf

The turbulent constituency of the empire had claration of

been mollified; the chiefs of the Germanic "ght'

aristocracy were in fact for the moment 10th to dis

turb the existing order of things. At the earliest in

telligence of the final rupture with the court of Avig

non, the king might safely venture to convoke a general

moderate tone afforded a sufi‘icient

ground for treating his communica

tions as supplicatians or as petitions,

such as the addresses of a subject to

his sovereign—a style which the curia

never failed to adopt upon like ocea

sions. Con f. the documents alluded to,

ap. Raynald. an. 1324, pp. 257, 259.

' Ill. Rfisfcr (Gesch. der Deutsch.

vol. iii. p. 169) says that the sentence

included a general interdict upon the

country; “that all churches were closed,

and the last consolation refused to the

dying.” I cannot find any evidence for

this statement. Villani says nothing

about an interdict. S. Antoninus, as

quoted by Raynaldi (u. s. p. 276), seems

to have been equally ignorant. Ray

naldi himself does not mention it.
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diet of the empire. The states met at Ratisbon, and

unanimously voted a strong protest against the late

denunciation of pontifical wrath. The manifesto issued

by Louis IV., in pursuance of the resolution of the diet,

branded pope John XXII. as an enemy of the peace of

the empire and a sower of the tares of discord among

the princes and subjects of the state. A credible report,

it was observed, had reached them that he had publicly

declared his opinion that really and practically the

Pope was never a real pope but when the powers of the

world were at variance, and that the dissensions of the

German chiefs had been more especially profitable to

the Holy See : and with this opinion all his acts cor

responded; for was it not notorious, they asked, that,

while the country was inundated by his extortioners

and money-jobbers, he had never sent them message or

messenger of edification or benevolence—never shown

himself as the minister of Him whose nature was love,

and His commandments the heralds of peace and good

will towards men? Moreover, they maintained that

the general actions of the Pope in the affairs of the

empire were altogether uncanonical and illegal: he dis

tributed the great dignities of the Germanic church

among his own low-born dependents and sycophants,

binding them to devote themselves wholly to the dis

semination of sedition and rebellion in the empire ; and

even if the election of the reigning prince be deemed

defective in any point, yet that deficiency offered no

legal bar to the exercise of the government de facto:

but were this true, yet it does not lie in the mouth of

the Pope to raise the objection, inasmuch as he himself

had set at naught the undoubted right and franchise of

the princes of the empire ; he had usurped the imperial

vicariate, an office which the law of the land had de

finitively and exclusively assigned to the earl pala~

tine of the Rhine ; he had with all his powers fomented

and exacerbated the differences which had arisen be

tween king Louis and duke Frederic of Austria, with

the avowed intent to overthrow the constitution of the

empire by the perpetuation of those dissensions which,
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he hoped, would enable him to realise his own wild men

ace uttered in open consistory, namely, that “he would

crush the brazen serpent,” meaning the empire, “under

his heel ;” and with this view he had, with vulpine

craft, deliberately and systematically set the princes of

Germany at variance with each other: moreover, not

onl is he a manifest ofi'ender against human law, but

he hath, by his inhuman persecution of the innocent dis

ciples of the holy Francis, set the divine law itself at

defiance :b in the last place, the Pope had acted an im

pious and cruel part towards the Holy Land, by

squandering the contributions of the pious towards

the deliverance of, the holy sepulchre upon his own

irreligious and sanguinary wars. “ All these enor

mities,” the.document concludes, “it behoves us (the

emperor) as supreme protector and advocate of the

church, and in conformity with our coronation oath, to

denounce and resist with all our might; and so to do

is our firm resolution, as witnessed by our solemn oath

upon the holy gospels, to this our resolution and our

belief in the truth of every article above stated; all

which we are prepared to maintain before a general

council of the church.”0

The last clause of this vigorous protest was pro

bably the most offensive of all to the court of

Avignon. The irritation produced by appeals

to a general council of the church arose prin

cipally from a dread of disclosures affecting

the character and practice of the Holy See, which were

now more frequently and loudly called for than ever.

The resolutions ofthe diet of Ratisbon revived the great

controversy between the papacy and the empire, which

dated from the accession and closed with the extinction

of the Hohenstaufi'en dynasty. For a time the court of

CRAP. IX.] THE APPEAL TO A GENERAL COUNCIL.

Awakening

of the Ger

manic con

stituency.

b Alluding to the proceedings of pope

John XXII. against an enthusiastic

sect among the Minorite or Franciscan

order, who maintained the dogma of

the absolute poverty of Christ and his

disciples, and stoutly contended that

the patriarch of the order and his true

followers had renounced all property

even in the food they swallowed. The

history of this sect exhibits one of the

more interesting phenomena in the state

of the public mind at this period of

fermentation and religious speculation.

° Ra Mld. an. 1324, pp. 276, 277.

Conf. atrr, Gesch. der Deutsch. iii.

170, 171.
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Rome had triumphed. The sovereigns and princes of

Germany had bent the knee to the pontiffs of Rome.

But influences personal or corrupt, 'though they may

obscure, cannot obliterate nationalities, or chase from

the memory of a high-spirited people the laws and

customs which constitute and secure their independ

ence. The Germanic constituency, as a body, never

understood their relation to the papacy to be that of

sovereign and subjects; and they pulled up short when

the intent to introduce that relation on the part of the

H01 See became manifest.

it is important, with a view to show the true nature

and amount of this claim, to advert to the
Nature and . . .

amountof principal pomts urged by the papal court

WWLcdaim’ against the empire. Throughout the twelfth

' and thirteenth centuries, but more particu

larly in the first half of the fourteenth century, that

court had, with some inconsiderable variations, main

tained the following propositions: 1. The Pope is the

supreme governor of all earthly states and kingdoms;

and from him, and through him, kings and princes de

rive all their powers. 2. With special reference to the

empire, the rights of the electors were originally dele

gated to them by formal fiefment from the Holy See ;

consequently both electors and elected stand towards

the Pope in the strict relation of vassals to their liege

lord. 3. Therefore when they refuse or neglect the duties

incumbent upon them in that relation, the pontiff is at

liberty to revoke the grant, to resume his original right

ofdisposing of the empire, and to transfer it to anyone he

may think proper. 4. In virtue of this indwelling sove

reignty, he legally exercises the power of confirming 0r

cancelling the election; consequently no king of the

Romans or emperor-elect is entitled to enter upon the

government of kingdom or empire until he shall have

received the pontifical approval and commission. Yet

5. After such approval the emperor is, under the Pope,

the head and chief of all Christian kings and princes.

6. The city of Rome belongs exclusively to the pontifl",

and is therefore severed from the empire. The same
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principle holds good of the entire estate of the church,

to whatever extent it may have pleased the popes to am

plify it. 7. In virtue of the assumed supremacy, more

over, the pontifi' of Rome for the time being is entitled,

in case of vacancy, to enter upon the active government

of the empire, and to appoint a vicar or vicars imperial

in every part thereof, until it shall please him to issue

his fiat in favour of the person chosen by the electors, to

whom the choice is in the first instance delegated. 8.

Furthermore, in case of a schism among the electors

themselves, it is the unquestionable prerogative of the

Holy See to adjudicate upon their qualifications for the

office, and to determine the validity of the votes; to pre

scribe the plan ofelection, and to depose the prince arch

chancellor of the empire (the president of the council

of electors) if he should fail to conduct the proceeding

to the satisfaction of the pontiff.d

It is remarkable that these despotic pretensions

should have been insisted upon in their most The court of

stringent form, and adopted into the text- France en

book of the canon-law of Rome, just at the C‘L'Lrgfiesefic

period when the power to enforce them in crowhments,

practice was falling from the hands of the 8'0'

popes. So rash an advance is generally inconsistent

with the prudential practice of the court of Rome; so

much so, indeed, as to induce us to look elsewhere for

a motive for the uncompromising and offensive decla

rations of right issued by Clement V. and his successor

John XXII. By the transfer of the Holy See fi'om

Rome to Avignon, the papacy had, in a great measure,

surrendered its independence ;° and it will be found that

d The curious reader may be referred

to the Decretal of Clem. V. in the ap

pendix of that pontiff to the Corp. Jur.

Uan. title ix. “De Jurejurando," ap.

Richter Corp. 310. t. ii. p. 1070; as also

to the “ Extravagant" of John XXII.

tit. v.1bid. p. 1126. The material points

in the above enumeration of the papal

claims may be collected from these two

documents. The proofs of the minor

points are so numerous and so scat

tered over the whole history of the

pontificatc as to defy quotation in a

compendious narrative like the present.

° This result is admitted and bewailed

by Raynaldi in very moving terms. See

An. Eccl. tom. iv. an. 1305, where the

history of the corrupt bargain between

the Archb. of Bordeaux and king Phi

lip le Bel is related at length. The

writer designates the migration as a

“ Babylonian captivity.” See exordium

to the annals of 1305, p. 390.
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whatever appearance of liberty the pontifi's of Avignon

may have been allowed to assume, the strings of their

political action were pulled by the court of France.

The scheme of Philip 1e Bel, generally adopted by his

successors, was directed mainly against the empire; and,

in pursuance of that policy, the perpetuation of that

anarchical state of the Germanic constituency, which

created so many opportunities for encroachment on the

frontiers of the empire, and even encouraged intrigues

for placing the imperial crown on the brows of the sove

reign of France, was indispensable. With these views

the French kings. encouraged the court of Avignon in

the practical application of the extreme principles of

papal omnipotence to the imperial power, from the re

action of which they regarded themselves as beyond the

reach of possible danger.

But these concurrent views of the courts of France

Circum- and Avignon rested on a miscalculation. At

the outset, indeed, certain circumstances highly

croaehments conducive to success presented themselves.

flgggnoghfhe The character of the emperor Louis IV. ex

empire. hibited a fatal mixture of rashness and pusil

lanimity; he was, moreover, tainted with that craving

for territorial acquisition which was one of the be

setting sins of the Germanic princes. As an elective

monarch, he had nothing to support himself upon dur

ing his tenure of office—or after his decease for his

family to fall back upon—but territorial aggrandise

ment. The limited powers intrusted to him by the con

stitution of the empire left the sovereign little liberty of

action other than that which he derived from landed

acquisition and the influence it brings with it. Yet the

process was attended by inconveniences and dangers

which more than balanced the advantages gained. The

constituency sympathised with the Franco-papal scheme

in their anxiety to prevent the rise of a preponderant

race or family of princes. They desired to see on their

throne an elective chief who should be too weak to

oppose an effectual check upon their selfish and rapa

cious views. The more frequent the elections, the more
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numerous the opportunities of enriching themselves;

and the obligation of allegiance was felt in exact pro

portion to the expectation of personal profit.

Thus far the Franco-papal views corresponded ac

curately enough with those of the Germanic Politicalm,s_

constituenc ; but when it appeared that that calculation,

scheme ten ed directly to transfer the elective

franchise from them to the Pope, and by consequence

to their enemies the French kings, they took the alarm;

they forgot for the moment their mutual strifes and ani

mosities, and joined, as we have seen, in one hearty

protest against pretensions which could have no other

object than the overthrow of the system upon which

they had hitherto thriven, and the virtual abrogation

of the existing constitution. Fortified with the protest

of 1324, the spirits of the emperor, which had been

shaken by the thunders of the pontifical Olympus, rose

to the level of his station. By the aid of the Ghibelline

chiefs in Ital he was enabled to force his wary to the

holy city, an , in defiance of the Pope, to place “Effigy

the imperial crown upon his brows.f The ap- tion of -

pointment of an antipope in the person of Lgfrfrgggis

ietro de Cornaro, by the name of Nicolas V., failures.

was a step of more questionable expediency. The elec

tion was in all respects irregular and uncanonical ; it

imposed a heavy burden upon the consciences ofhis own

friends, while it went far to justify the reprisals of his

adversaries, and, at the same time, to charge him with the

defence of a feeble and useless dependent!!! Though suc

cessful in attaining the object of his ambition, it speedily

became apparent that nothing was further from the

thoughts of his Ghibelline clients than to take upon

" The people of Rome claimed on this

occasion, as on others, the right to be

stow the imperial crown, even in oppo

sition to the Pope. This had for ages

past been a res-eta. quastio between the

pontifis and the citizens.

I The emperor had caused pope John

XXII. to be formally deposed on the

ground of heresy, a crime referable to

no special tribunal. The emperor there

fore, in his canonical character of guar

dian of the orthodox faith, was more

peculiarly entitled to inquire into and

to punish heresy wherever he might

discern it, provided the charge was

established by competent testimony.

The Pope himself could not in such

cases claim exemption from inquest

and adjudication. Pietro di Cornaro

(Nicolas V.) was a Minorite friar.
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themselves the yoke of a master. The promised funds

were withheld u on frivolous pretences, or on no pre

tence at all. 1V oney failing to pay his military and

other expectants, the usual disorders of the soldiery

soon put to flight the loyalty of the Romans. The

position of the emperor became untenable; and, after a

residence of four months in the capital of Christendom,

he was fortunate enough to make good his retreat to

Pavia. Here he heard of the death of his late com

petitor duke Frederic of Austria,h accompanied by

alarming reports of papal intrigue and agitation in his

native realm. Exasperated by the apparition of a rival

pontifl', pope John XXII. left no stone unturned to in

duce the electors to depose the emperor and proceed to

a new election. By dint of promises and exhortations,

but more effectually by grants of money and military

assistance, a formidable insurrection was organised, and

read to burst into open warfare.

buch was the news which greeted the emperor on

Depressed his return to Germany. His Pope (Nicolas

condition of V.) had fallen into the hands of the Guelfs,

the emperor' and was forwarded by them as a prisoner to

Avignon, where, by a plenary submission and confes

sion, he convinced the Pope either of his repentance or

his insignificance, and obtained mercy. Meanwhile,

the desertion of his Italian friends, and the prospect of

a civil war in Germany, had so depressed the unstable

spirits of Louis IV. as to incline him to lay down his

arms, if any tolerable conditions of reconciliation could

be obtained from the Pope. The latter, however, in

strict pursuance of his settled design to hold the empire

in abeyance, if not to take the nomination of an em

peror into his own hands, refused all terms short of an

unconditional abdication. Meanwhile, under the aus

pices of the ambitious John of Luxemburg,i king of B0

hemia, discord and civil war were propagated throughout

‘1 Whom he had liberated from cap- the following year in northern Italy.

tivity about five years before this pe- He returned to Germany in Dec. 1330.

riod, viz. on the 13th of March 1325. ‘ Second son of the Emperor Henry

Louis IV. quitted Rome in the month VIL, duke of Luxemburg.

of August or September 1329, and spent
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Germany and Italy. With the vision of the imperial

crown in prospectu—a hope the Pope had no intention

to fulfil—the king of Bohemia had promised to bring

the emperor in chains to the footstool of the Pope

at Avignon. By the aid of the dukes of Austria, the

rivals of the traitor-king, Louis was enabled to bafiie

the plot; he cancelled a deed of abdication, which,

in the state of deep depression—probably also of reli

gious alarm—to which he had been reduced by deser

tion and treason, he had been persuaded to execute;

and breasted his difliculties with a courage inspired

by despair rather than by firmness of purpose or purity

of motive.

By the death of John XXII. in the year 1336, the

heavy cloud which darkened the prospects of Louis,“

the emperor seemed to break awa . Pope proposesw

John was succeeded by Benedict X I.; a pre- “bd‘cm'

late of moderate views and gentle disposition. The

new Pope took steps to put an end to the evils of dis

cord, and—probably with that intent—accepted the

conditions of reconciliation respectfully tendered by

the emperor. The French court, however, took the

alarm; Philip VI. (of Valois) protested against the ne

gotiation, and enforced his remonstrance by the seques

tration of the benefices and revenues of the Pope and

cardinals in France. This expedient proved eminently

successful ; and the court of Avignon was contented to

purchase restitution of its lands and chattels by ab

ruptly breaking off the treaty—then lying ready for

signature—and by the summary dismissal ofthe imperial

envoys. This unexpected blow threw back the unfor

tunate Louis IV. into a state of despondency. Weary

of an eminence which brought him nothing but per

plexities and disappointments, and agitated by super

stitious apprehensions, he voluntarily proposed to lay

his crown at the feet of the Pope, to sue for absolution

in person, and to accept any penance the Holy See

might think fit to impose ; humbly supplicating, as a

token of the pontifical benevolence, the revocation of

SUP. FF
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the interdict imposed by his predecessor, and the resti

tution of the imperial title and honoursk to himself.

Notwithstanding the vigorous efforts made by John

The Ffm‘ff' XXII. to uphold the extreme pretensions of

“£33; - the papacy in the only quarter accessible to

fififli‘; his weapons, the pressure of the “ Babylonian

efiecfs. captivity” was at no period more severely felt

and deplored than at the moment when the Franco

papal conspiracy against the empire seemed upon the

eve of success. The terms of submission tendered by

the emperor were favourably received at Avignon; but

again the veto of the court of France put an end to the

negotiation. At the dictation of king Philip VI., the

emperor’s envoys were again dismissed upon the frivol

ous and insolent pretence that the repentance of Louis

was insincere, and that he was not in a sufliciently peni

tent frame of mind to be a proper recipient of the pon

tifical pardon. In vain the gentle pontiff remonstrated

with the headstrong monarch. “ The discerning people

ofGermany,” he said, “well knowing from what quarter

the perpetuation of their calamities, spiritual and tem

poral, proceed, will surely no longer permit themselves

to be led astray; they will certainly conspire with the

English and other hostile neighbours against you.” 1

The prediction was verified almost as soon as it was ut

tered. The profound indignation of the emperor seemed

to awaken him from the torpor into which he had been

plunged by the treachery of pretended friends, his own

conscientious scruples, and the weakness of the court of

Avignon. He broke off all intercourse with the Pope;

the princes of the empire—with the exception of king

John of Bohemia—shared in his resentment, and became

for the time fully alive to the plot ripening for their

subjugation to the yoke of France. The envoys of Ed

ward III. ofEngland, profl’ering an alliance against their

encroaching neighbour, were favourably entertained, and

the king’s terms joyfully accepted. By certain prudent

"_ See the documents about this trans- ' See these creditable suggestions up.

when up. Rayn. an. 1336, pp. 65, 73. Rag/n. an. 1337, p. 96.
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concessions the spiritual electors were gained over to the

plan of defence proposed by the emperor. Secret intelli

gence led him to believe that Benedict XII. was heartily

wea of the state of abject dependence in which he

was held by the vain and imperious Philip VI. No

sooner had the conviction forced itself upon the minds

of the princes of Germany that their hereditary enemy,

seconded by the sycophantic and servile friend of France,

John of Bohemia,In was the real obstacle to the recon

ciliation of church and empire, and the restoration of

peace to their harassed subjects, than one of those re

vulsions of opinion and feeling ensued which so often

accompany the sudden dispersion of the mists that for

a time conceal the real aspect of affairs from the public

view. It was now very clearly seen that the independ

ence of the emperor—and with it that of the whole con

stituency of the empire—was threatened; that the rights

of electors and elected were simultaneously endangered

by the wild ambition of the French king and the sub

servient policy of the court of Avignon.

It is probable that the curiosity of the better-in

formed classes had been forcibly awakened by Controversy:

the publications at this time industriously cir- its results.

culated by the advocates of the papacy on the one part,

and of the emperor on the other. The latter class of

writers boldly asserted the unlawfulness of the anathe

mas of John XXII, and upheld the absolute independ

ence of the empire; founding themselves upon the same

divine authority as that claimed by the church.n The

controversy was principally conducted by a numerous

1“ The king of Bohemia had hoped

to pave his way to the imperial crown

by a strict alliance with Philip VI. of

France.

'1 The principal publications touch

ing the controversy are inserted in the

work of the learned Saxon lawyer Gol

dast entitled “Monarchia S. Rom. Imp."

vols. i. ii. The most important of these

works, that of William of Occam, was

a defence of the sect of Minorite friars,

who maintained the absolute poverty

of Christ and of his Apostles, against

Pope John XXII. ; it bears the title

of “Opus nonaginta dierum,“ and is

inserted in vol. ii. p. 993 of the “ Mon

archia," &c. Those works of Occam

which more immediately concern our

subject are entitled “ Opera de ecclesi

astica et politica potcstate et super

potestatem summi pontificis," and are

contained in vol. ii. p. 313 of the

“ Monarchia,” &c. The works of the

Minorite friar Marsilius of Padua are

found in the same vol. pp. 147, 154.
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sect of Minorite friars, who had, as already observed,

ventured to maintain the absolute povert of Christ

and his disciples against pope John XX I. and the

wealthier regulars of the rule of St. Francis: The fac

tion which, for its own purposes, had cast the whole

blame of the existing disorder upon the emperor, was

silenced; and Louis IV. was encouraged to meet the

diet of the empire with such convincing proofs of the

sinister designs of the French king, and the destructive

character of the papal pretensions, as to produce a

unanimity in their councils, which, though of temporary

operation, yet, as an act of the legislature and a land

mark for future legislation, was of incalculable import

ance to promote emancipation from a yoke which the

downfall of the Hohenstaufi'en dynasty had fastened on

the neck of the empire.

The first resolution of a great diet, assembled at

The diet of Frankfort-on-the-Mayne in the month of May

Frans?“ 1838, declared all the proceedings of pope

repu [ates . . .

the papal John XXII. against the emperor veld 27L

Pretensm'IS' toto. The emperor was requested of his own

authority to annul the interdict imposed upon Ger

many by the deceased pontiff, to reéstablish public

worship throughout the empire, and to punish as rebels

any clerk or layman who should disobey the ordinance,

or obstruct the celebration of the services of the church.

The electoral princes° put.upon record a unanimous

resolution to maintain the whole common-law and sta

tutory rights of the empire and its constituency against

all persons and powers without exception ; undertaking at

the same time for their respective subjects and vassals,

as well as their good towns and the burgesses thereof,

to the like effect. To these vigorous resolutions they

appended a formal declaration of the rights and liber

ties in question. The principle which pervaded and

governed the whole document purported that “the im

perial power was derived immediately and solely from.

God :” a categorical negative was given to the pretence

° That is, six out of the seven ; John lip of France, having declined to at

of Bohemia, the intimate ally of Phi- tend.
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that the royal powcr and dignity was in any case the

subject of papal grant. They declared the proposition

that the king whom they should elect was neither king

nor emperor, and therefore incapable of performing any

duty of government or administration until confirmed

by the Pope, to be false and scandalous. They pro

nounced the imperial status to be complete, and the

powers and dignities it conferred to be wholly and

effectively invested in the object of their choice, with

out any further authorisation, and therefore altogether

irrespective of any pretended right of the Holy See to

approve or confirm the election. These articles were

declared to be the fundamental and immemorial laws of

the empire. All persons who should disobey or con

trovert that ordinance were branded as traitors and

rebels, and condemned to forfeiture of lands and chat

tels, and all rights and liberties as subjects or citizens.

Supported upon settled principles of constitutional

law, the emperor was enabled to take the ne- Decrees for

cessary steps for the execution of the resolu

tion of the diet. He issued decrees prohibit- national

ing all persons from introducing, accepting, or Pmtest‘

giving obedience to any papal bull or brief without the

plermission of the bishop of the diocese or other ordinary.

e ordained that the oath taken to the Holy See by the

emperor-elect, or other person thereunto canonically

liable, should not be, as heretofore, in the nature and terms

of an oath of allegiance, but that it should simply imply

spiritual or religious obedience and protection to the law

ful rights, possessions, and privileges of the Holy See.

The third and last of the series of decrees declared, in

opposition to the papal pretension, that the office of

imperial vicar, during vacancy of the throne, was vested,

not in the Pope, but wholly and exclusively in the elec

tor palatine of the Rhine as regent ad interim.

It will be perceived that these enactments amount

to an absolute rejection of the claims set up Treachery of

by the Holy See against the empire—claims the French

carefully nursed into operative force during “mm

the whole course of the thirteenth century, and slavishly
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countenanced by successive emperors and kings of the

Romans, under a humiliating sense of their dependence

upon the support of the papal court against their own

turbulent subjects and their treacherous neighbours.

Thus far everything was gained on behalf of the empire;

very little, as it turned out, on behalf of the emperor.

Though the papacy might be damaged by the transac

tions of Frankfort, king Philip of France was not de

terred from pursuing the game of guile and intrigue he

had hitherto so successfully played. The alliance of the

empire with England languished from the beginning

under the influence of various political causes, the most

important of which was the poverty of the imperial trea

sury, and the default of the promised subsidies from

England. With the view of widening the alienation of

the emperor and his ally, Philip VI. held out to the

former confident hopes of a reconciliation with the Holy

See, on the single condition of the abandonment of the

English connection. It seems to have been understood

that the secret yearning of Louis for his restoration to

the communion of the faithful would move him to ac

cept with delight any prospect of reconciliation with the

father of Christendom. Louis had reason to believe

that pope Benedict XII. was nothing loath to grant the

desired absolution upon moderate terms. The league

with the great enemy of France was accordingly aban

doned, and negotiations of an intimate nature were

initiated with the French court. Louis’s overtures at

Avignon were received in a. friendly spirit ; all obstacles

seemed cleared away; when suddenly the imperial envoys

received the intimation that the absolution requested

could not be granted unless the emperor should submit

to all and every the canonical penalties that might be

deemed necessary, and give convincing proofs of genuine

penitence and future obedience.

This flagrant proof of the treachery of the French

Sflfifhf court unmanned the unsteady spirits of the

po 1e) 0 .

Louis W. emperor. All that the estates of the empire

had done towards emancipation from the yoke of the

papacy was imperilled by the vacillating character of
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the sovereign. But worse than this; as far as his per

sonal interests were concerned, Louis himselfwas deeply

tainted with the prevalent vice of his age and station.

He made no distinction between private interests and

public duty; and was frequently seduced into sacrificing

the latter to the former. The desire of territorial ag

grandisement, and the steps he took to place the in

fluence of the house of Bavaria upon the like eminence

with that to which Rudolph and Albert of Hapsburg

had elevated the house of Austria, and Henry VII. that

of Luxemburg,P had created widespread dissatisfaction

and jealousies among the princes of Germany, and la

mentably loosened the delicate and brittle bonds which

bound them to his throne. King John of Bohemia, who

shared the councils and adopted the wily policy of his

friend and ally Philip VI., became the active agent of

French intrigue in Germany, and at length openly nego

tiated for the deposition of Louis, and the eleVation of

his own son Charles of Luxemburg to the imperial

throne. At this juncture the pacific pope Benedict XII.

was succeeded by a creature of the French court under

the name ofClement VI.q The new pontiff was deaf to

the solicitations of the betrayed and deserted monarch ;

at the suggestion of the king all terms of reconciliation

short of unconditional abdication, and the most humili

ating penances,r were rejected. Finding that the electors

were bent upon his ruin, Louis embraced the degrading

alternative, in the forlorn hope of finding that justice

and mercy from his foreign adversary which was denied

him by his own subjects.

But when it came to the point, it appeared that other

conditions, with which he could not or would Pope Ch,

not comply, were added.8 The alarm of the mentVI.and

P By seating his son John upon the

throne of Bohemia.

'1 Elected 7th of May 1342.

' For the threefold crime of usur

pation, adultery, and incest. He had

taken upon himself arbitrarily to di

vorce Margaret, the widow of a son of

the king of Bohemia, and married her

himself. In aggravation of his offence

it was alleged that Margaret was re

lated to him in the third degree of con

sanguinity, which added the crime of

incest to that of adultery. '

l Probably a renunciation of the re

solutions (y Hankfort, and the surren

der of all his acquisitions, especially

that of the county of Tyrol.
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“1° king 9‘ Germanic princes at demands which threat
Bohemia 1n . . .

the affairs of ened their mdependence afforded a resplte to

Gem‘s“?- the harassed emperor. While the intrigues

of John of Bohemia were working his ruin, Louis en

deavoured to avert or to disperse the impending storm

by a league with the king of Hungary and the power

ful Ghibelline chief, Martino della Scala of Verona. To

his own disaffected subjects he proposed to abdicate in

favour of his son, while he was preparing, with the aid

of his new allies, to establish himself in Italy. Pope

Clement felt or affected serious alarm at the prospect of

an invasion of that country; and with a view to frus

trate that attempt, as well as to prevent the French

court from taking the initiative in the impending elec-'

tion, entered into intimate correspondence with the king

of Bohemia, from whom he was assured of implicit obe

dience, and the recognition of the papal supremacy to

the full extent of the claims set up by John XXII. The

king, while cajoling the court of Avignon by expres

sions of abject subjection and obedience on the part of

the Germans, took an opposite course in his dealings

with the constituency. Instead of founding his case

against the emperor upon the ground of disloyalty to the

Holy See, he charged him with the crime of inordinate

ambition, and a pusillanimous submission to the extrava

gant pretensions of the Pope; thus sacrificing the honour

and independence of the empire to the national enemy,

the king of France. Clement VI. thought he could not

do a more acceptable service to the cause of the new

champion of papal prerogative than by hurling a ter

rific anathema at the devoted head of Louis of Bavaria,‘

and commanding the electoral princes to proceed with

out delay to place an approved king of the Romans on

their throne. The confederates accordingly formally

summoned the emperor to abdicate in behalf of Charles,

the son of king John : Louis was found willing to retire

in favour of his own son; but that proposal was rejected

by the party, and Charles was elected and crowned

‘ Conf. Raynald. an. 1346, p. 19 et sqq.
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at Bonn by a majority ofthe estates ofthe empire. The

prospects of the rival king, however, were not of the

brightest. He found himself in the position of so many

preceding pretenders to the crown of empire; he was

unable to keep the field against his adversary ; and

Charles of Luxemburg might have shared the fortunes

of Richard of Cornwall, Alphonso of Castile, or Adolphus

of Nassau,“ had he not been relieved from his embarrass

ments by the sudden death of Louis IV. from apoplex ,
while engaged in a bear-hunt in the forests of the Tyrolyiv

The emperor Louis IV. had indeed made a bold stand

against the usurpation of the Holy See on the Demand

- - - , - reputation of

imperlal prerogative ; yet moral cowardice the emperor

more than once threatened to plunge him and Louis IV

the empire back into the servitude from which the estates

of Germany had emancipated themselves at the diet of

Frankfort. An adverse gale of fortune threw him at

once off his balance; and it is a matter ofdoubt whether

this inherent weakness, or his undisguised

greediness of territorial acquisition, was most

fatal to his popularity. But whatever share he might

claim in the legislative acts of his reign, it is important

to observe that the resolutions of Frankfort stood, from

this point of time, upon the statute-book of the em

pire as a legal and constitutional refutation of the papal

pretensions. Louis IV. was the last emperor whom

the H01 See ventured to excommunicate—the inter

dict of ohn XXII. and Clement VI. the last experi

ment upon the endurance of the Germanic constituency.

The arcana of the papal pretensions had been laid bare

at the precise moment when they reached the maximum

of extravagance; and the whole principle of defence

for which the Hohenst-auffen dynasty had fought and

perished was recognised and adopted into the law of the

land. The latest encroachment upon the imperial au

thority, the pretended vz'carz'ate, received its death-blow,

and the sceptre of empire finally dropped from the hands

of the pontifl‘s of Avignon. These encroachments, how

His services.

'1 Conf. chap. vi. p. 226; chap. vii. ' Louis died on the 11th of October

p. 321 of this vol. 1347.
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ever, had been of late much more of a political than an

ecclesiastical character. The court of Avignon was

rather an instrument in the hands of the ambitious

kings of France, worked for their own selfish purposes,

than a self-acting power. The perpetuation of discord

among their neighbours was an essential element in the

dishonest and deceptive policy of the French court, and

with that intent the spiritual power was put in motion

in a form which efl'ectually startled the secular powers

from the lethargy into which they had been lulled by

the combined influence of internal discord and religious

prepossession.

But the imperial crown, the solemn coronation and

Charles 1v. unction at Rome, were still the objects of su

("f,}“1“r“;m' preme ambition to the Germanic Caesars. The

empergor. new emperor, Charles IV. of Luxemburg, did

not hesitate to earn these envied distinctions by the most

abject professions of obedience and vassalage to the Holy

See. He was graciously permitted, though under the

most humiliating conditions, to pay a hurried visit to

the holy city, and was crowned by commission from

Clement VI. in the church of St. Peter. But from the

moment of his return to his native realm no further no

tice occurs of his professed vassalage to the Holy See.

From this point of time we trace a change both in

direction and character in the history of the empire.

The questions had arisen in full force : 1st, What were

the legal limits of the imperial powers with reference

to the electors and the constituency of the empire ; and

2dly, What steps should be taken to ascertain and de

termine the reciprocal rights of the estates themselves,

with a view to place the maintenance of the public peace

upon a more certain and stable basis than that upon

which it had hitherto rested. Though still impeded by

a thousand opposing interests and jarring pretensions,

the necessity for some kind of settlement of these vital

questions was so universal, that the emperor was en

couraged to convoke a general diet of the realm at

The diet of Metz. The principal points to be determined

Met" were discussed and adopted at a previous
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council of electors, spiritual and temporal. The resolu

tions of this body were then presented to the diet for

approval. The assembly was brilliantly attended,w and

apparently harmonious. The resolutions were unani

mously enacted, and embodied in a solemn instrument

sealed with the golden seal of the empire, and delivered

to the arch-chancellor of the empire, the Archbishop of

Maintz, for custody and publication.

In the subject-matter of the Golden Bull" we are

interested in a single point of view. Even a The Golden

superficial perusal of this important act of the

Germanic legislature must convince us that it the empire

was passed without the remotest reference to the pre

tensions of the papacy. The Pope claimed an initiative

in the nomination of the candidate for the crown; the

estates vested all initiatory proceedings absolutely and

exclusively in the prime arch-chancellor of the empire:

the Pope contended that the validity of the election

and the capacity to exercise the imperial powers re

sulted exclusively from his previous confirmation and

approval; the diet vested both these prerogatives in the

electors without reference to any foreign interference,

spiritual or temporal: the court of Avignon claimed a

right to depose and punish the supreme officer—the

prime arch-chancellor of the empireY—for any imputed

contempt of the instructions, or disregard of the inter

ests of the Holy See ; the diet of Metz clothed him with

the unqualified right to declare a vacancy, and to con

voke the electors for the appointment of a successor,

without noticing any external interference or control.

The statutes of Frankfort, on which the whole merit of

the reign of the late emperor Louis IV. is grounded,

and the emphatic repudiation of the encroachments of

the Holy See on the liberties of the estates of the empire,

were declared to be, as theretofore, the law of the land;

W It was attended by ambassadors of the empire.

of the king of England (Ed. 111.); * So called from the golden seal by

a papal legate was present; and the which it was authenticated.

regent (now the dauphin) of France Y Archbishop of Maintz, primate of

in person represented the king (John), all Germany.

still a prisoner in England, as vassal
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and the Golden Bull confirms them by the adoption of

precautions which secure their execution for all future

times. The Germanic empire, though still for ages to

come exposed in many respects to the influences and

intrigues of the great spiritual monarch, had shaken off

the manacles which had hitherto arrested political pro

gress, fostered public discords and animosities, and ope

rated more than any other cause to prevent the consoli

dation of the government, and in the end to produce

that permanent dismembermcnt of the territory of the

empire equally prejudicial to the public welfare and the

political stability of that great and meritorious member

of the European community.Z

1 Theweakening ofthe central power domains. If the court of Rome could

was and had been from the earliest

ages the constant object of papal policy,

thus affording innumerable opportuni

ties to the more powerful subjects to

snatch at and secure to themselves so

vereign prerogatives within their own

have had its own way, every nation

subject to its influence would have

shared the fate of the empire. Boni

face VIII. did not hesitate to declare

that divisions and discord in the world

were Rome’s opportunity.
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PHILIP LE BEL had died in the year 1314, and was fol

lowed in succession by his three sons: Louis SM, of

X. surnamed Le Hutin, Philip V. le Long, Francihfltfthe

and Charles IV. 1e Bel. The first of these PhiiileOBeL

princes (Louis died on the 5th of June success“

1316; and Philip V. assumed the crown to the exclusion

ofJohanna the only surviving issue of his brother Louis,

by virtue of a fiction of law which was presumed to

exclude females from the succession.a Philip V. him

' M. AS'iMIwnd'i (Histoire de France, rather by the absence of precedent in

tom. ix. p. 846) denies the validity of the succession of the kings of France

the so-called Salic law, and maintains than by any positive law or custom

that the title of Johanna was defeated hostile to succession in the female hne.
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self reigned little more than five years; and at his

death, in 1322, bequeathed the throne to his ounger

brother Charles IV., the last surviving son of Philip le

Bel (IV.). Charles IV. occupied the throne rather more

than six years ;b dying without male issue born. The

regency of the kingdom devolved upon Philip, son of

Charles of Valois, a brother of Philip 1e Bel, pending

the delivery of the queen of Charles IV., whom he left

regnant. The infant when born proved to be a female.

hilip VI. mounted the throne without opposition; thus

defeating the claims of the female descendants of Philip

1e Bel and his sons.°

The childish levity and inordinate love of pleasure

of these princes enabled pope John XXII. to

@2321?“ assume a tone and a demeanour towards the

XXHt-ftllis court, resembling rather those of a pedagogue

“pm 1 1011' than of a spiritual guide. He indulged in

a free, if not an acrimonious, scrutiny of their private

morals and public demeanour. He interfered with the

air of a master to adjust the personal quarrels of the

princes of the blood.‘1 His measures for the purification

of the clergy, the punishment of false coiners, and the

reformation of the universities of the kingdom, have

been already adverted to.‘a But these measures, as well

as the revolutionary changes he introduced into the

status of the Gallic hierarchy, were favoured not less

by the weakness and frivolity of the reigning princes

than by the anxiety of both courts to perpetuate the

residence of the papacy within reach of the French

court. Under these circumstances both parties were

disposed to indulge each other in many matters which

would otherwise have awakened jealousy and suspicion.

John XXII. felt himself at liberty to follow the bent of

his own notions of government without fear of external

b He died on the 1st February 1328. of the three succeeding kings. His title,

° The court of England ignored the however, was open to serious, if not

so~called “ Salic law ;" hence the title fatal, objections, even upon the gene

to the crown of France set up by Ed- ral law of succession, as applicable to

ward III. in opposition to the house of failures of the male line.

Valois. He claimed in right of Isabella, d Raye. an. 1317, p. 40.

a daughter of Philip le Bel, and sister ° Chap. ix. pp. 397, 398.
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interference. His erudition, though superior to that of

most theologians of his age, was tinctured with a gro

tesque pedantry and superstition. His profound faith

in the malignant influences of magic and witchcraft,

his terror of poisoners and enchanters, and his appre

hension of plot against his own life from their malefic

influences, drove him to an indiscriminate persecution

of all whom he suspected of the like practices.f The

court of Avignon was at the moment disturbed by

bitter dissension between the Italian and Gallic parties

in the sacred college, which kept alive a perpetual ap

prehension of conspiracies against the life of the reign

ing pontiff and his supporters. Sorcery was the reputed

machinery for their destruction; and all who fell under

suspicion were hurried off to the rack, and thence to

the stake, with little or no form of trial. It may, how

ever, be observed in explanation, if not in extenuation,

of these executions, that a large majority both of the

learned and unlearned of the age fully participated in

the alarm of the Pope. The pedantic formalism of the

schools was gratified by a new topic of idle speculation;

and the theory of sorcery and magic was exalted to the

dignity of a scientific scheme for the destruction of the

happiness of man in this world, and his eternal ruin in

the world to come.

Another source of uneasiness to the pontiff and

court of Avignon sprang from the inveterate The Puritan

rivalry of the Dominican and Franciscan Frapciscnns:

orders. These fraternities, when not engaged the“ hem)“

in the meritorious work of persecution, indulged in a

variety of puerile and fantastic disputes and crimina

tions, which greatly perplexed the papal court. Prior

to the year 1317 a large section of the Franciscan or

Minorite fraternity had adopted an extreme opinion

with respect to the dogma of primitive poverty as pre

' Among the many victims of papal

superstition, the case of Hugo Geraldi,

bishop of Cahors, a favourite of the

preceding pontiff Clement V., is the

most conspicuous. Rag/naldi (an. 1317,

pp. 72, 73) enumerates and describes

with ludicrous solemnity the various

magic arts resorted to by the supposed

delinquent, and his accomplices. They

differ very little from the stereotyped

formulas of witchcraft and sorcery cur

rent in the subsequent ages.
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scribed by their founder, Francis of Assisi. They con

tended that the patriarch of the order had taken the

example of Christ and his apostles as the standard of

meritorious poverty and self-negation ; a pattern which

excluded the possession of everything they could call

their own, even to the food by which their bodies were

nourished. A vivid perception of the contrast between

the actual practice and habits ofthe fraternityandthe pre

cepts of the founder had taken possession of the less

opulent communities of the order, and thence spread so

rapidly as to excite the alarm of the wealthier majority.

Such an opinion could not but sound offensively to a

court and hierarchy revelling in wealth and luxury, and

ever anxious to increase its store ofworldly possessions.

Still more offensive, perhaps, was the vaunted preten

sions of the reforming party to superior purity of life

and conversation; a claim in a great degree sanctioned

by their daily practice. Multitudes of the laity accord

ingly withdrew from their accustomed spiritual direc

tors, and flocked to the puritan confessionals. So radical

a principle might well sound as the harbinger of revolu

tion; implying, as was the fact, a strong protest against

the vast accumulation ofwealth in the hands of the mon

astic bodies; an opinion which, in the contemplation of

the hierarchs and canonists of the day, amounted to

little short of heresy. .

Pope John XXII. was incapable of holding a just

Persecution balance between the puritans and their anta

of_the gonists. With the arrogance and impetuosity

puma“ of one possessed with unbounded reliance on

his own superior learning and discrimination, he seized

that particular view of every subject which harmonised

with some foregone conclusion of his own, and plunged

into the controversy with the zeal of an advocate rather

than the dignity of a judge. So bold an attack upon

the sacred rights of sacerdotal property so public a

condemnation of the moral practice of the clergy—so

insulting a pretension to superior purity—swelled in his

intemperate imagination to the magnitude of heresy, and

numbers of the impenitent enthusiasts were hurried to
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the stake with no more formality or mercy than that which

was shown to sorcerers and magicians.g But the super—

stitious and cruel sciolist was as little qualified for the

office of mediator or peacemaker in political as in eccle

siastical controversy. The heedlcss and pleasure-loving

Philip V. of France bore the papal interferences in

public affairs with the like indifference with which he

listened to his censures upon his personal habits.11 The

dissipated monarch and tyrannous aristocracy of France

cared little for changes and reforms which did not in

terfere with their accustomed pursuits and indulgences.

The picture which history presents of the sufferings

of the people ofFrance at this period is appal- Insurrection

ling. The citizen and the peasant were pcrish- of the

ing under the pressure ofunlimited extortion, pastoureaux'

adulteration of the coinage, and incessant demands on

their labour and their blood. In the year 1320 the

feverish irritation attributable to these accumulated

wrongs manifested itself in an outbreak of popular

fanaticism, of which the preceding ages had furnished

more than one example. A vagrant priest and a house

less monk persuaded masses of the ignorant and super

stitious peasantry, already prepared for any expedient

that promised a change in their outward position, that

the recovery of Palestine and the deliverance of the

holy sepulchre was reserved for the “ poor in spirit”—

for the needy, the oppressed, the forlorn denizens of

this world. “ The sacred enterprise,” said they, “ which

has baflied the wisdom of the wise, the prayers of the

church, and the arms of the rich and the powerful, is

reserved for the poor and the needy; for the shepherd

and the labourer, the humble and the ignorant of the

earth.” The infection spread like the fire of the sa

vanna; the fields were deserted; labour was abandoned,

I Raynaldi (ad an. 1317, pp. 74-77)

endeavours to clear the Franciscan

order from the charge of engendering

, the presumed heresy, by confounding

the puritans with the erratic sects of

reputed heretics known by the names

of Beguins, Beguards, Apostoliei, 8:0.

which swarmed in France and Italy.

SUP.

Simnondi (Hist. dc Fr. tom. xi. p. 359)

successfully distinguishes the Francis

can puritans from the vagrant sinners

with whom Raynaldi. not without some

tincture of truth, identifies them. Conf.

chap. ix. p. 41, note b.

h See Raynald. ad an. 1317, p. 40.

GG
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untold multitudes flocked from all parts of the kingdom

to the standard of the “ Shepherds ;” the whole coun

try—the cities and towns, Paris not excepted—soon

became the scene of murder, license, and plunder. No

public force was at hand to encounter the numberless

adventurers rendered desperate by disappointment and

want. From the capital to the Pyrenees the so-called

“Pastoureaux” overspread and devastated the finest

provinces of the kingdom. The magnates and nobility

satisfied themselves with watching the devastating

swarm at a timid distance; while the latter displayed

their zeal for the cause of the Saviour by an indiscri

Mamm of minate massacre of the Jews. Such was the

the Jews- public panic that not a. hand was raised for

the defence of the victims. Revenge, indeed, might

brood in the bosoms of the governors; but compassion

had no place there. Pope John himself seized the

occasion to launch forth fresh denunciations against the

devoted race.i

The several detachments of the Pastoureaux—or

Destruction as many as had not previously perished by fa

of the mine, or fallen victims to their own excesses—

P33111333; at length congregated in the delta ofthe Rhone,

of the hoping to find ships at the port of Aigues Mor

lepm' tes to convey them to the Holy Land. Here

they perished by thousands from want and the pestilen

tial miasma of that unwholesome region; the remnant

was hunted down and slaughtered without mercy by the

armed bodies which had hitherto hovered round them

without venturing to attack them till every chance of

effectual resistance had vanished. The simple credulity

and ferocity of the unfortunate Pastoureaux was but

a symptom of the moral distemper which affected all

DESTRUCTION OF THE PASTOUREAUX.

‘ On the 22d of August 1320 he ad

dressed a precept to all the prelates of

the kingdom, urging them “ to dry up

the source of the detestable blasphemies

and perfidy of the Jews ;” and with

that view, to seize and burn every copy

of the Talmud they could lay their

hands upon. Associating Jews with

magloians and sorcerers, he directed

the inquisition of Carcassonne to pro

ceed against both with equal severity.

At the same time he enlarged their

powers; he instructed them minutely

in all the indicia of magic and dia

bolical commerce, and described the

ceremonies with which the infernal

powers were invoked and brought into

action. Raynald. an. 1320.
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classes alike. It appears that the disease of leprosy

had of late years made alarming advances in the

southern provinces. The malady was engendered

or aggravated by the poverty, privations, and de

pression of spirits, especially among the labouring

classes, resulting from systematic oppression and ill

usage. Leprosy had always been believed to be in the

highest degree both infectious and contagious. Persons

afflicted with any kind of cutaneous disorder were

regarded as lepers, and confined in unwholesome laza

rettos built for their seclusion in the suburbs or out

skirts of almost every town in the south of France.

Festering in their noisome prisons, shut out from

human companionship and sympathy, it may be easily

believed that the vindictive and malignant feeling thus

inspired should have vented itself in execrations and

menaces likely enough to produce a corresponding sen

timent of fear and hatred in the heart of an ignorant

and superstitious populace. The rumour of a general

conspiracy of the lepers, in concert with Jews and here

tics of all descriptions, to poison the rivers and wells

for the destruction of the Christian population, pene

trated to the court, where it met with equally ready

credence. The unhappy and helpless beings were, with

inconceivable absurdity, reported to have held delibe

rative assemblies, attended by deputies from all the

lazar-houses in Europe, to concoct, in concert with

Jews, infidels, and heretics, a poisonous elixir to be in

fused into the public fountains and rivers, of so deadly

a nature as to destroy the life of all who should par

take of, or cook with, the medicated water. In a

paroxysm of alarm at this wild and improbable fiction,

Philip V. directed the magistracy throughout the king

dom to make search for and to punish the supposed

conspirators with the utmost severity. These oflicers

set about the work of blood with wonderful alacrity.

The wretched victims were dragged from their un

wholesome retreats, and under the torture of their

already diseased flesh, made to confess anything and

everything their tormentors desired. The terrible plot
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was thus satisfactorily unravelled; they had been se

duced by the Jews to poison rivers and fountains; they

had been carefully instructed in the preparation of a

subtle and self- diffusing indestructible poison which

should hopelessly destroy the life of all who might par

take of the waters thus infected; this diabolical plot

had been concocted in concert with all the lazar-houses

in the kingdom, and at the instigation of the professed

enemies of the Christian religion and people : here was

enough to quiet the consciences of the judges, and to

justify the wholesale massacre of beings already labour

ing under the ban of society. The hapless Jews could

not of course escape the fate of their reputed accom

plices. One hundred and sixty Jews ofboth sexes were

publicly burnt in one great furnace, at the castle of

Chinon, in Touraine, and Philip collected the magnifi

cent sum of 150,000 livres from their forfeited pro

perty.J

The death of Philip V. (le long) in 1322 raised his

Indiwimi_ only surviving brother Charles IV. to the

natc perse- throne. The good understanding between

cumn' the profligate court and the pontiff of Avig

non remained uninterrupted; and king Charles found

no difiiculty in procuring a divorce from his first wife,

with a dispensation for his marriage with Mary of Lux

emburg, a daughter of the emperor Henry VII., and

sister of John king of Bohemia, the fast friend and ally

of the court of France.k \Ve may without danger of

error trace the moral condition of the people and clergy

of France at this period to the intimate connection sub

sisting between the spiritual and secular powers of the

kingdom. The daily aspect of the follies and cruelties

practised under the sanction of religion or superstition

J Raynalrli (an. 1321,p. 177) insinu

ates that Saracens as well as Jews were

implicated in this notable conspiracy;

and the Chron. de S. Denys, ibid.

pp. 704, 705. Neither of these writers

appear to doubt the reality of the

but he writes as if ashamed of the

whole affair, and disposes of it in a

single sentence. The principal authori

ties for this cruel and disgusting trans

action are the Contin. (,‘hron. Nangii,

up. Hist. de Fr. tom. xx. pp. 628, 629 ;

plot.

1‘ Rnynalzl. an. 1322, p. 192. Mary

of Luxemburg stood in the fourth ca

nonical degree of consanguinity with

Charles IV.
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had inured the public mind to scenes of violence and

bloodshed. Pope John XXII. took the lead in this de

moralising process. His haughty temper was irritated

almost to madness by the obstinate persistence of the

reformed Franciscans in their opposition to the acquisi

tion of worldl goods by the ministers and servants of

the church. I’Vith the disingenuous craft which enters

so materially into the spirit of persecution, he con

founded the enthusiastic Minorites with the large class

of condemned heretics known by the names of Beguins,

Beguards, Albigenses, Dulcinians, Fraticelli, &c. The

prosecutors of these unfortunate zealots connected them

with another proscribed and hateful class of criminals.

The papal inquisitors received instructions to proceed

simultaneously against the Minorite dissenters and the

dreaded swarm of magicians and sorcerers. The Pope

himself encouraged by every means in his power the

belief in sorcery and witchcraft,1 and remarked with

ignorant surprise, that, instead of stimulating the pub

lic abhorrence, he had awakened a criminal inclination

to experimentalise in the forbidden practices. Both

classes of delinquents, however, suffered alike under the

merciless hands of the inquisitors ; and hundreds of

puritans and reputed dabblers in the black art suffered,

so to speak, at the same stake.m

The transactions in Germany alluded to in the pre

ceding chapter“ show clearly enough that pope Warfare of

John XXII. was unsuccessful in suppressing 3022;13:21
the opinions ofthe puritan party in the church. pgiiritan re

The doctrine of “ absolute poverty” tended ob- fzg'l‘gfl'ng:

viously to shake the hold of the hierarchy suspicion of

upon their vast accumulations, and to direct heresy'

the attention of a small but dangerous class of thinkers

to the enormous disproportion between the services ren

1 See the two bulls of the year 1327,

in which he describes with pedantic

minuteness the whole apparatus and

process of malignant sorcery; as a

radc-mccum for the witch-finders of

the Inquisition. Raynald. an. 1327,

pp. 357, 358.
m The principal authorities for the

incidents in the above paragraph are

(besides Ray'naldi- as above quoted),

Gior. I'illani, Murat. tom. ix. 0. 155,

p. 517 ; Bern. Guidoni'ii Vita Johan.

XXII.; the Contin. bh-ngii, up. D.

Bouguet, Hist. de France, and the

Citron. dc S. Denys, ibid.

'1 P. 419 of this vol.
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dered and the price paid for them. Such men as Mar

silius of Padua and William of Occam were beyond

danger from the sciolism of pope John; and happily

out of the reach of his inquisitors. Under the patron

age of the emperor Louis IV. of Germany, and by

favour of that slow but enduring fermentation of the

public mind characteristic of the Germanic race, the

pointed truths which fell from the lips of these re

formers could not fail to leave their sting behind them,

and to expose to future generations the vulnerable

points of the scheme of religious domination to which

the world had so long and so patiently submitted. But

pope John in the latter years of his pontificate encoun

tered a buffet which threatened to fling him into the

caldron of heresy with the other ingredients of that

miscellaneous brewage. Michael de Cesena, the gene

ral of the Franciscans, was accused and condemned for

participation in the heresy of “absolute poverty.” The

order, however, took up his defence with spirit and suc

cess. They boldly retorted the charge of heresy upon

the Pope himself. But the “tu quoque” might have

done no serious mischief, if the latter had not stepped

beyond his depth in running a tilt against a general

opinion of the churchmen regarding the state of human

souls after death. The universities—and more zealously

than the rest the university of Paris—maintained that

the souls of the just were instantly admitted to the

“beatific vision” in the presence of the Almighty. The

Pope, however, thought fit to ostpone the blessed

period to the day ofjudgment, when all should receive

their doom according to their merits. The Sorbonne

did not hesitate to pronounce the Pope a heretic, if

he should impenitently persist in the impious opinion.

John_ himself became quickly sensible of the danger of

dogmatising against a doctrine patronised by the learned

and powerful realist divines to whom the church and

the public were likely to lend far too ready an ear. He

consequently retraccd his steps. He protested that he

had never desired to impugn an established dogma, but

Simply to try a doubtful question by the tests of reason
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and argument, and to enable the church to come to a

decision upon a matter which after all might suggest

certain misgivings in the minds of the faithful. Though

this false step produced no further inconvenience, the

retractation could not fail to be damaging to the dog

matic preeminence of the H01 See. And when, about

the same time, Michael de (Jesena, in the defence of

his order, impeached the infallibility of the popes in

matters of doctrine, and denounced the religious des

potism to which they had gradually exalted them

selves, we behold the papacy assailed at one and the

same time by the theological schools and the mendicant

orders, formerly its most serviceable and devoted sub

jects.°

There were, however, other and equally active ele

ments of decay at work in the papal scheme. 011mm of

The pontiff of Avignon no longer stood forth “7°11” XXII

as the father of Christendom, the arbiter of the faith, the

censor of princes, the source of all power, civil and

spiritual, the god upon earth. The proud attributions

of Innocent III.P had withered away under the pressure

of political dependence, boundless corruption, and un

principled intrigue. Pope John had in his own person

exhibited a model of unconscientious venality.q Neither

age nor infirmity could quench the love of money in the

heart of the devoted pupil of mammon; and when at

the age of ninety years he quitted the scene of his un

profitable labours, he left his church and court a prey

to the abuses of which he had in himself presented

so notable an example.r His religion or superstition,

° Raynald. an. 1331, p. 523; id. an.

1334, p. 15 et sqq. Conf. Sixmondi,

Hist. de Fr. tom. x. pp. 61, 62. The con

troversy may be found at large in the

above-quoted passages from ltaynaldi.

P Conf. eh. i. of this vol. pp. 1 to 7.

‘1 Wllani (ap. Mur. Ss. Rr. Ital. tom.

xiii. p. 765) assures us that he was in

formed by his own brother, the papal

banker, that the treasures of John

XXII. at his death amounted to the

enormous sum of 300 million of livres.

This treasure had been amassed by

various devices familiar to the papal

court, but principally by a trick of

leaving the churches unprovided for

indefinite periods, for the sake of the

revenues derived from them during

vacancy. First-fruits afforded a fer

tile source of gain. Each promotion

was so contrived as to create five or

six vacancies, and in this way to con

vey into the papal treasury five or six

years' first-fruits. Nangii, Cont. up.

Historians de Fr. tom. xx.

' John XXII. died on the 4th De

cember 1334. He had nearly com

pleted his ninetieth year.
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however, took fright at the charge of heresy. At

the close of his career he heard with unfeigned alarm

that the cardinal Napoleone ()rsini,a supported by

the emperor Louis IV. and a party among the Ger

man prelacy, was actively engaged in assembling a

council with the express design of denouncing him to

the church and the world as a heretic ; and at the ap

proach of death he purged his reputation by an ample

submission of his own judgment on the “beatific vision”

to that of the Catholic church.t

After the death of pope John XXII. the customary

pope Bene. intrigues to protract the conclave for the

dicfnxn- chances they afforded to individual ambi

Philip VI. tion led to an unexpected result. Each mem

°f Fm”- ber of the sacred college named the person

whom he thought least likely to be agreeable to the

rest. That special qualification was found in the per

son of cardinal Jacques Fournier de Saverdun; and the

conclave found to their consternation that they had

unanimously nominated one whom no one among them

intended to befriend. Jacques Fournier, notwithstand

ing, ascended the throne by the name of Benedict XII.‘l

The first measures of the new pope confirmed the re

grets of the French party for the error they had com

mitted. Pope Benedict devoutly contemplated the

emancipation of the Holy See from the yoke of the

court of France. His hopes rested upon an improved

understanding with the emperor Louis IV., and the re

conciliation of that prince with the Holy See on equit

able terms." How those hopes were defeated has been

already mentioned. With the honest intention to serve

at once the interests of peace and of his church, Bene

dict XII. found himself hopelessly involved in the vor

tex of French intrigue, and condemned to lend his

countenance to the fraudulent policy of Philip VI. and

the Gallic members of the sacred college. Every pro

' The leader of the Italian faction Nangii, Hist. de Fr. tom. xx.; Hist.

in the sacred college. dc Languadoc, liv. xxx. p. 215 ; Ray

* Raj/llflld. an. 1334, § 28 and 31, said. an. 1334, pp. 1-4.

pp. 13, 14. " Conf. chap. ix. pp. 417 et sqq. of

“ l'illani, ubi sup. p. 766; Contin. this vol.
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spect of liberty and peace was despondingly abandoned;

while a fresh source of uneasiness and difficulty was

laid open by the pecuniary demands of the court of

France. Philip VI. had indeed taken the cross with a

vast display of zeal. Benedict himself was devoutly

bent upon a crusade for the deliverance of the Arme

nian Christians from the yoke of the Turks; yet it soon

became apparent that the possession of the treasure ac

cumulated by the late pope lay nearer to the affections

of the French monarch than the interests of religion, or

the relief of the oriental Christians. It was accordingly

intimated to the pontiff that as the funds in his hands

had been the produce of the offerings of the faithful for

that sacred purpose, they ought now to be placed at the

disposal of the king for the romotion of the contem

plated expedition. Benedict II. was at no loss for an

answer to this impudent demand. He acknowledged

that such an application of the money was unexception

able; and he promised that as soon as the preparations for

the campaign should be complete, and the army should

have set forward on the expedition, the funds for its

support and supply should be forthcoming. But the

test of the king’s sincerity was too severe ; and Philip

VI. abandoned a purpose he had never intended to

fulfil with the indifference to truth and good faith so

conspicuous in the policy of the French court since the

age of Philip 1e Bel.w

Benedict XII. died on the 26th of April 134.2.x His

intentions were generally pure and upright, Be (1.,
but his position was powerless for good. His xuilinlihe

measures for the reformation of the monastic gags“?

orders were productive of no sensible im- g '

provement in temper or moral habit ; his external

policy was wholly directed by the court of France. The

temporary alliance between the emperor Louis IV. and

king Edward III. of England had stimulated the ani

mosity of the French monarch against his island foe;

and the reluctant pontiff was compelled to issue a for

" Raynald. an. 1336, p. 35. months and five days. Artdeeér. 8w.

* Having reigned seven years four
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mal denunciation of the wrath of the church against

the British monarch, unless he should forthwith re

nounce all commerce or intercourse with the excom

municated heretic and usurper Louis of Bavaria.y The

value of these simulated thunders was by this time

pretty well understood by the English monarch; and

although the treacherous policy of the French court

was for the moment successful in disturbing the eace

of the empire and embittering the latter days of iiouis

of Bavaria, Edward III. was not deterred from exact

ing ample retribution for the long series of wrongs the

house of Plantagenet had to allege against the French

king and his predecessors. In all the transactions

springing out of the rivalry between the two nations

the court of Avignon stood forth as the passive agent

of French intrigue ; and it may be doubted whether at

any period of papal history the political influence of

the pontifi's had fallen to so low an ebb in both coun

tries.

The demise of Benedict XII. raised Peter Roger,

Clement VL archbishop of Rouen, to the papal throne, by

mesh“: of the name of Clement VI. The new pontiif

hame' was notoriously the nominee of the French

court ; and in that character professed unbounded sub

serviency to his patrons. The prostration of Bertrand

de Goth at the feet of Philip le Bel exhibited a pro

phetic picture of the prostration of the apacy at the

feet of his successors.z While Philip ‘91. was busy

suppressing an insurrection of his Flemish subjects,

pope Clement was no less assiduous in brandishing the

spiritual sword against the enemies of France. He

maintained, however, the pastoral character of the Holy

See by an ostensible zeal for peace and good-will among

Christian princes and people; and to that end put him

self forward as the mediator of an accommodation be

! Ba nald. an. 1339, pp. 160-163. in combination with his imperial ally.

Edwsr III. was invested by the em- For the result conf. chap. ix. p. 418 of

peror with vicarial powers in the Flem- this vol.

ish provinces of the empire, and had I Cont. chap. viii. pp. 860, 361 of

availed himself of themes the basis of this vol. ; and conf. Ituynald. ad an.

his military operations against France 1342.
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tween his exasperated Flemish subjects and their sove

reign. The Flemings rejected the conditions of pardon

held out to them with contempt, and the papal legate

pronounced against them the anathema of the church,

stigmatising their revolt against their sovereign as a

renunciation of their allegiance to God himself in the

person of his temporal representative. Though Ed

ward III. had been guilty of far more culpable offences

against the Holy See, it was by this time clear to de

monstration that the stout heart of the English mon

arch was proof against the fiercest assault of the spiri

tual sword. The Pope had rather reason to fear that,

like the favourite weapon of the native Australian, his

censures might recoil to wound the hand that hurled

them.8 But Clement VI. was careful to keep up the

semblance of pastoral authority ; and accordingly

thought it expedient that the rumbling of the pontifi—

cal thunder should not be allowed to die away alto

gether. A sweeping anathema was therefore, with

praiseworthy impartiality, proclaimed against all Chris

tian princes and potentates who, after that admonition,

should not desist from mutual slaughter, or refuse to

turn their arms against the enemies of the Christian

faith.b But all belief in a mission of peace committed

to the hands of a pontiff of Avignon was extinct. Al

most simultaneously with this denunciation, Edward

III. asserted his title to the throne of France against

the “usurper” Philip of Valois, and pushed forward his

warlike preparations with renewed activity. The prac

tical commentary followed ; the landing in France, the

battle of Crecy, and the fall of Calais, threw pope Cle—

ment back upon his proper mediatorial character ; and

" The clandestine introduction of

papal bulls into England had since the

days of Edward I. been prohibited on

pain of death ; and the reigning prince

had caused it to be executed on several

persons detected in the fact. The aver

sion of Parliament and people from

the papal collectors of annates, provi

sions, reservations, 61c. supported the

king in his warfare against these and

other abuses of the court of Avignon,

and enabled him to maintain the pre

rogative of his crown in the election

of bishops and abbots. See the writer's

“Position and Prospects of the Pro

testant Churches,” &.c. pp. 65-67; see

also Rag/nald. an. 1342.

‘1 Raynald. an. 1342, p. 295. The

Turks were at that period making no

torious progress against the Oriental

churches and people, more especially

against the Armenians.
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he became—ostensibly at least—the intercessor between

the rival monarchs for a time, upon the basis of the

“ uti possidetis,” whereby a respite of ten months from

mutual bloodshed was obtained for the harassed and

devastated scene of warfare.

Amid this scene of public calamity, the pontificate

Acquisition of Clement VI. was not barren of advantage

of Avignon, t0 the Holy See. Joan, countess of Provence

sgégystge and queen of Naples, was charged with the

' murder of her husband Andrew of Hungary,

and with a hurried and indecent marriage with her

cousin Louis of Tarento. The brother of the murdered

prince, Louis king of Hungary, undertook to avenge

the crime ; he invaded the kingdom of Naples, and

compelled the queen and her consort to fly for refuge

to her patrimonial inheritance, the county of Provence.°

In the first flush of indignation at the imputed crime,

Clement VI. took in hand the prosecution of the delin

quents. But his zeal for the interests of justice soon

yielded to the advantage the Holy See might derive

from the fears or the necessities of the supposed crimi

nals. The reluctant surrender of Provence by Gregory

IX. to count Raymond VII. of Toulouse might not

have been forgotten by the papal court.d Avignon had

now been for the space of fort -two years the residence

of the successors of Clement . with governing powers,

in all but the name, independent of the country in which

the city and territory were included. The tenure, how

ever, was ungenial and unsafe as long as the right of

the proprietor of the fee was not extinguished; in other

words, as long as the residence of the Holy See was not

made to partake of the sacred and indefeasible character

of church estate in general. A negotiation was accord

ingly set on foot for that purpose. Joan and her hus

° The Provence was an independent

fief lying within the Arelatcnsian king

dom, and a reputed portion or append

age of the empire, though it had long

since ceased to acknowledge more than

a nominal allegiance to the distant

and chaotic court of Germany. Joan

was the descendant in the fifth degree

from Charles of Anjou, the conqueror

of Naples, and his wife the daugh

ter of Raymond VII. of Toulouse, the

assassin of the last of the Hohen

staufi’en race. Conf. chap. iii. pp. 105

108 of this vol. ; see also ,lrt dc vénf.

kc. tom. ii. p. 441.

d Conf. chap. iv. p. 130 of this vol.
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band embraced the proposal; and the city and territory

of Avignon, together with the adjacent districts of the

Venaissin and Forcalquier, were conveyed to the Holy

See in fee, in consideration of the sum of 30,000 florins

transferred from the papal treasury to the coffers of

the needy sellers. Pending the negotiation, all thought

of the further prosecution of the criminal suit had of

course been abandoned; and Joan and her husband had

been permitted to purge themselves solemnly from the

crime laid to their charge. As soon, therefore, as the

deed of sale was executed, they were formally acquitted.

Louis of Tarento, as the husband of the lawful sove

reign, was crowned king of Naples by the Pope, and

the purified culprits were dismissed with the pontifical

blessing, to resume possession of their Italian inherit

ance.e The deed of sale was soon afterwards confirmed

by the emperor Charles IV. on behalf of the Arelatian

kingdom, new little more than a nominal appendage of

the imperial crown.f

The renewal of the desolating war with England

afforded opportunities to the papacy for the Extension of

extension of its influence, which were, how

ever, lost by the abject devotion of the Pope wholes;

to the views and interests of the court of man“

France. The mediation of a power so disposed could

be regarded in no other light than as a device to throw

the odium of the rejection of peaceful councils upon the

recusant party. But Edward III. suffered little from

a repudiation which, under other circumstances, might

have been attended with serious inconveniences. Cle

ment VI. had in fact thrown himself into the arms of

the court; and in 1351 made twelve new cardinals,

nine of whom were Frenchmen; in return for which

° Villaml, ap. flhlrat. Ss. Br. Ital. tom.

xiii. p. 24. Giannoni (Storia di Nap.

lib. xxiii. eh. i.) appears to doubt the

guilt of Queen Joan, and apparently

discharges Louis of Tarento of com

plicity in the murder of Andrew of

Hungary. The case of Joan of Naples

offers a remarkable parallel to that of

Mary Stuart. In both the husbands

came by their death by well-known

hands; in both the real perpetrators

went unpunished ; and the two queens

married again so shortly after the as

sassination of their respective husbands

as to throw a strong suspicion both

upon them and their consorts.

' Raynald. an. 1348, p. 464.
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complaisance king John (who in the interim had suc

ceeded his father Philip VI.) placed the whole king

dom under the jurisdiction of the Inquisition, thus de

priving the remnants of the protesting sects of their

last refuge within the realm of Francefl

The death of the dissipated and time-serving world

ling Clement Vl. opened a new phase in the
Innocent VI' history of the papacy.11 The great majority

of the sacred college were indeed of French extrac

tion. The sacerdotal spirit, however, had been deeply

wounded by the state of abject dependence upon the

secular power to which the late pope had reduced them.

It was therefore resolved to proceed to the election of

a successor before the court should have time to in

terfere. They moreover exacted a solemn oath from

each member of the sacred college, that, if elected, he

would not increase the body of cardinals beyond the

number of twenty. On the 28th of December 1352,

they accordingly elected Stephen Alberti, cardinal

bishop of Ostia, who took the name of Innocent VI.

The new pontifi', however, probably with a view to

strengthen his own position, flung his oath to the

winds ;i he took his stand as monarch of the church,

and plunged headlong into the vortex of political affairs,

with a view to render the spiritual power available to

wards a profitable termination of the calamities which

weighed with equal pressure upon church and state.

But the court of France was, as heretofore, still the

P _ fulcrum of papal power. The alliance of that
apal medi- . . . .

“ion be. court was a Vital pomt 1n the pohcy of the

$381333? Holy See; and the weakness resulting from

'the multifarious disorders which afllictcd the

kingdom suggested an alarming prognostic of the cala

p. 549.
8 Hitherto the provinces of Maine,

h Clement VI. died on the 5th Dec.
Touraine, and Anjou had escaped the

inquisitorial incubus. These provinces

were now included in the general do

main of the holy ofiice; and the few

heretics who had taken refuge within

the hitherto excepted districts were

abandoned to the tender mercies of the

court of Avignon. See the hull of the

26th Sept. 1351, up. Raynald. an. 1351,

1352.

1 He declared it to be not only un_

lawful to limit the prerogative of the

Holy See, but a crime in any member

of the sacred college to bind himself

by an oath to that cifect. Raynald.

an. 1352, pp. 567, 568.
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mities that were to follow. The subsisting truce with

England was about to expire; a renewal of the war

between the two nations was imminent; yet the court

and kingdom were divided by factions, hatreds, and

ambitions, which trammelled the government and weak

ened the resources available for the public defence.

Charles, surnamed the Bad (le mauvais), king of

Navarre, was, as a. prince of the blood, possessed of

large fiefs in France.j Between that prince and king

John there had been a long-subsisting quarrel, which

had greatly distressed the government, and given rise

to dangerous commotions in the kingdom. In this state

of public affairs pope Innocent VI. was impressed with

the importance of an accommodation between the con

flicting parties ; and exhausted every means in his power

to reestablish peace and union in the kingdom. The king

of Navarre and all his possessions in France had fallen

into the hands of his cousin and suzerain. Charles the

Bad himself was lingering in prison, in daily apprehen

sion of the axe of the executioner. At this juncture,

Edward the Black Prince, who commanded the garrison

and territory of Guienne, had invaded and ravaged the

central provinces of the kingdom to the banks of the

Loire. The last hopes of the Pope to restore concord and

prevent bloodshed were wrecked upon the shoals and

quicksands which surrounded the emblematic ship of

Peter. Distrusted and despised by the court of Eng

land, disregarded by the headstrong and impetuous

monarch of France, the monitions and cautions of the

Pope were equally thrown away upon both

parties, and the calamitous defeat at Poitiers

flung the kingdom into an abyss of confusion

and suffering, from which no human device seemed

adequate to extricate it for ages to come.k

Battle of

~Poitiers.

J Especially of the extensive county

of Evreux in Normandy, in dangerous

vicinity to the capital.

1‘ For the history of these events

consult Sismondi, Hist. de Fr. tom. 1:.

pp. 418, 485, 592, et sqq. Conf. Pauli,

Gesch. v. England, vol. iv. p. 433 et

sqq. Cardinal Tsleyrand, the emissary

of Clement VI., with a wise caution

disadvised active operations against

the English. All that was requisite, he

said, to certain success was to watch

the retreating force, to cut off its re

sources, and to intercept its communi

cations ; it must then perish by hunger

and fatigue, or surrender at discretion.
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After the rent of Poitiers, and the captivit of

king John, the dauphin Charles duke of or

mandy hastened to assume the regency. A

more dismal prospect than that which the

kingdom presented when he succeeded to the govern

ment can hardly be imagined. He found every element

of discord enhanced by the discredit which had befallen

the authors and the participators of the late defeat.

The kingdom had fallen a prey to numberless bands of

armed marauders, which sprung from the disbanded

remains of the contending armies, reinforced by the

ruined and houseless gentry of the ravaged districts

and their military dependents. After exhausting every

source of rapine, and weary of the monotony of free

quarters, the adventurers cast a longing eye upon the

treasures of the court of Avignon, and the newly-ac

quired territories of the papal court became the arena

of plunder and extortion. In this emergency, pope

Innocent VI. resorted to his spiritual weapons, and

called in the aid of the French government to expel the

intruders. A crusade was duly published and preached

against the brigands. The latter, however, held the

game in their own hands; and although an imposing

force was mustered under the banner of the cross, yet

when the gentry and commonalty thus got together

learnt that all they were to get for their labour on

behalf of the court of Avignon were benedictions and

indulgences, the greater number turned their backs

upon the army, while the residue preferred sharing the

plunder of the papal treasury with their late opponents.

Pope Innocent and his court were now at their mercy;

and a blackmail of 30,000 florins, together with a ple

nary indulgence for all crimes and offences committed or

intended, was the reward of their successful industry.l

The free

companies.

' Villani, cc. 27, 43, 55, pp. 645,651,

656, ap. Murat. Ss. Rr. Ital. tom. xiii.

See also Froisxart, cc. 468. 469. p. 142.

The marauders found for a time more

profitable occupation in Italy; but in

the next pontificate they made a se

cond attempt to lay the court of Avig

non under contribution, and were duly

excommunicated and cursed by pope

Urban V. This time, however, the cru

sade he published was more successful

than that of his predecessor. The free

companies were driven off or dispersed,

and a degree of relief was afforded to

the vexed communities of the south.

Vita Pout. ap. Murat. t. p. ii. p. 613.
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In the year 1362 Innocent VI. was succeeded by

Guilleaume Grimoard, a Benedictine monk, Urban v_ and

though at the moment of his election absent the Flemish

upon an embassy to Naples.m On his ar- ma'mge'

rival, the new Pope took the name of Urban V.

Though the court of Avignon had for some time past

felt uneasy under the yoke of France, the hopes of the

party, anxiousfor the return of the Holy See to its

natural home, were discouraged by the thoroughly

French constituency of the sacred college. In the year

1364 king John of Francen was succeeded by his eldest

son Charles, duke of Normandy (Charles V.). The

new king entertained a determined purpose to rid him

self of the treaty of Bretigny, by which the kingdom

was dismembered, and some of its finest provinces sur

rendered to the national enemy. Under these circum

stances the assistance of the court of Avignon might

be of material service. The policy of king Edward

III. pointed to the strengthening of his connection

with his Flemish allies; and a. treaty of marriage

between his youngest son, Edmund duke of Cam

bridge, and Margaret heiress of Flanders, was set on

foot. The danger to France from the success of the

negotiation was manifest, while the advantage to be

derived from its failure might be made to Iredound,

as obviously, to the benefit of the enfeebled mon

archy. A somewhat remote degree of consanguinity

between the parties to the projected marriage was made

the pretext for refusing the requisite dispensation.

Urban V. was not in fact in a position to turn a deaf

ear to the earnest and well-founded remonstrances of

the French court; and the application of the English

monarch was rejected. The tables were thus dexter

ously turned upon the latter; and when the Pope was

solicited to sanction a marriage between Margaret of

Flauders and prince Philip, a younger son of the late

“1 Guilleaume Grimoard was not a a desire to evade foreign intervention

member of the sacred college. We do- in the conclave.

not find any recorded reason for thus “ He died suddenly in England on

travelling out of the usual course ; and the 8th April 1364.

can only conjecture that it arose from

$UP. HH
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king John, notwithstanding a much closer degree of

consanguinity between the parties than had existed in

the former case, no such difficulty was started; and

thus a material guarantee for the security of the north

ern frontiers of France against the national enemy was

obtained.° .

But the fretting sense of dependence which for some

time past had turned the eyes of the court of

gameng Avignon towards Rome was stimulated into

byytlie action by the connivance, to say no worse, of

Q2131}? the French king at an outrage which strained

the heartstrings of the sacerdotium. Charles V.

was anxious to increase the military force of the king

dom in anticipation of renewed hostilities with England.

For this purpose he purchased the services of the free

companies, and embodied them under the renowned

Bertram du Guesclin at Chalons-sur-Saone, on the di

rect line of march to the south. Neither the leader nor

his followers had overlooked the defenceless state of

the papal territories, nor forgotten the advantages to be

extorted from the timid and wealthy court of Avignon.

The army of freebooters accordingly marched straight

upon that city. Resistance was out of the question,

and pope Urban V. was reduced to the harrowing ne

cessity of disbursing the pay and requirements of the

king’s army out of the accumulated treasures of the

Camera; besides relieving the marauders from all spi

ritual censures for their sins past and presentJ’

But the resentment of the Pope and curia, which

Successes of these _impious inroads upon the sacred trea

Cardinal 41- sury inspired, was perhaps mitigated by the

advantages they themselves were enabled to

the court of derive from the services of the sinners. The

Mg'm’ m pontifical viceroy in Italy, cardinal Albornoz,

had enlisted a numerous body of these freebooters under

in gold he had thus expended sounds° The reasons for this marriage, and

almost ludicrous. He indemnified himthe amount of territory acquired to the

family of Valois, are set out with some

particularity in the Vitw Font. ap. Mu

self by a tenth levied upon the whole

body of the Franck clergy. See Hist.

rat. Ss. Rr. Ital. tom. iii. pt. ii. p. 6l5.

_P The mode adopted by the Pope to

reimburse himself the 100,000 livres

do Langlwdot', tom. iv. liv. xxxii. p. 632.

Conf. Vim Ii’om. Pant. ap. Murat. ubi

sup. p. 329.
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the banner of the church. By their aid the cities and

territories of the patrimony of St. Peter were reduced

to submission, and Rome might again afford a safe

asylum to the papacy. The prospect of independence

once more loomed in the horizon, and with it came a

strong sense of the discreditable position of the head of

the Catholic church. The undisguised servitude of the

spiritual to the temporal power which now for a period

of more than half a century had stood in practical con

tradiction to the cherished traditions of Rome, was felt

by the curia as the sacrifice of a vital principle of sacer

dotal government ; the expatriation of the Holy See

was “banishment.” Avignon was now the “Bab lon of

the west.” The most distinguished patrons of Iioman

supremacy among the clergy; the men of letters gene

rally—all who desired the restoration of the balance

between the powers of the sword'and the crozier—all

who looked for deliverance from the disorders of the

times, and the grinding tyranny of mediaeval mis

government, rested their hopes upon the return of the

papacy to its natural domicile, and the reestablishment

of that spiritual power which—up to the period of the

exile—had so frequently operated as a check upon

secular tyranny.q

Irritated probably by the reproaches showered on

the court of Avignon from so many quarters, Urban ,7,

it struck Urban V. that the practice of non- retumsto

residence, which, for their own emolument, had R‘m‘e'

been encouraged to the utmost by his predecessors, was

the besetting sin ofthe government; consequently that it

was his duty to set an example of repentance, and to

take up his abode among his own peculiar flock. The

court of France took alarm; the French cardinals hesi

tated to follow their chief to his distant home; but

Urban manfully encountered every obstacle thrown

in his way. He quitted Avignon April 30th, 1367, and

‘l The reproaches of the most re- tached tothe Roman traditions. Sis

nowned philosopher and poet of the momh', Hist. de Fr. tom. xi. p. 66. See

age, Petrarch, may have contributed the glowing letter of Petrarch upon the

not a little to deepen the sense of de- restoration, ap. Rag/halal. an. 1367, pp.

gradation in the clergy, and in all at- 150, 151.
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landed at Corneto on the 4th of July, whence he pro

ceeded by way of Viterbo to Rome.t At the capital he

was received with great apparent cordiality and loyalty.

The history of the patrimony since the migration

Operations of the papacy would, if the necessary limits of

our narrative permitted, present many scenes

the estate of and persons of interest to the reader; but

we chum would throw little light on the general current

of papal history as it affected that external political in

fluence to which our attention has been principally di

rected. It may be, however, expedient in this place

to advert to one or two incidents necessary to explain

the actual position of pope Urban V. at this juncture.

During the period of the exile the natural proclivity of

the democratic politics towards individual tyranny had

proceeded with accelerated speed. With exception of

the hereditary principalities of Este, Turin or Piedmont,

and a few minor strictly feudal properties, as also of

the great republics of Genoa, Venice, and Florence, every

city and town of northern and central Italy had fallen

under the dominion of some powerful citizen or dar

ing adventurer, who had ridden into power upon the

shoulders of a divided and factions populace. These

new lords or tyrants had generally embraced one or

other of the two parties which, under the names of

Guelfs and Ghibellines, had for ages past engendered

and perpetuated the most irrational, and therefore the

bitterest feuds and animosities. The state of the patri

mony of the church, for some years previous to the

return of Urban V. to his capital, exhibits a remarkable

illustration of the tendency of simply municipal demo

cracy to take refuge in tyranny against the intolerable

evils of faction. At the period of the migration of the

papal court to Avignon the Roman populace were alter

nately and fitfully divided between two great parties,

respectively headed by the powerful Colonna and Orsini

families; the former embracing the Ghibelline, the latter

the Guelfic party. It has been observed, however, that

' Raynald. an. 1367, pp. 148-150 ; Vita: Pan-t. ubi sup. p. 617.
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these names or designations had lost their original

signification, and now denoted little more than that

political antagonism which rendered them by turns the

friends or the foes of the papal government.“

Pope John XXII.,t with the aid of Robert king of

Naples, had maintained his authority in Rome 0 n, f

for a period oftwelve years. But in 1328 the t2: 00f

emperor Louis of Bavaria, with the assistance “:3 fig“

of the Colonnas, had driven Robert from the y'

city, and for a short time transferred the nomination

of the senator, or chief magistrate, to the imperial

party. Within a few months, however, the Ghibellines

were turned out by a popular insurrection, and the city

returned once more to its allegiance to the Pope. That

allegiance was, nevertheless, rather nominal than real.

The sanguinary feuds between the Colonnas and Orsinis

continued to desolate the city and its vicinit , without

intermission, throughout the reign of John X II. The

same calamitous state of public affairs lasted during the

whole pontificate of Benedict XII.u The Pope, however,

was permitted to appoint the senator and the prefect

of the city; but the distant sovereign had no power to

prevent the injustice and the extortions of these officers,

or to check the unbounded license of the robber nobles

both within and without the walls of Rome." But when

public suffering reaches a certain degree of intensity,

any change is a godsend to an exasperated populace.

At this juncture Nicolo da Lorenzo—com- Riemzi: his

monly known by the name of Cola di Rienzi "mm"

-—a notary public, and a person of more intelligence

and vigour than of sound judgment or unselfish patriot

ism, undertook to enlighten the Roman people as to

the source of the evils under which they were labour

' The Ghibellines may have retained

a traditional attachment to the empire.

But after the total decay of the im

perial power in Italy, the Ghibelline

party rarely fought under the banner

of the empire, 0r (except when it suited

the views of their chiefs) supported

themselves upon the imperial name

and patronage.

' From 1316 to 1834 ; 18 years and

4 months.

‘1 From the 7th May 1342 to the 6th

Dec. 1352.

' Both parties opened their forti

fied houses within, and their strong

castles in the vicinity, to the criminal

rabble of the city, where they were

effectually protected against the arm

of justice.
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ing. The remedy, he declared, lay in the reestablish

ment of the classic constitution of republican Rome.

The first step in the process of regeneration was to

suppress all parties, and to drive the turbulent nobility

out of the city and patrimony of St. Peter. The con

spiracy against the existing regime appears to have

escaped the penetration of the contending nobles; a

favourable opportunity was soon at hand for the exe

cution of the scheme of Rienzi. A general meeting of

the people was convened; the plan of the new consti

tution was described to them in a glowing speech, the

principal topic of which was emancipation from the

intolerable yoke of the nobles, and the restoration of

peace and prosperity under the regime of their illus

trious ancestors, and the paternal superintendence of

their absent pontifl'. The address of the orator was re

ceived with unbounded applause; the people rushed to

arms, they stormed the fortified houses of their enemies,

and drove the occupants from the city. The earlier

measures of the demagogue were moderate and judi

cious. After organising, arming, and reducing to some

kind of discipline the rabble militia of Rome, Rienzi

summoned the nobles of the Compagna and the hills to

appear at the Capitol, and swear to uphold the new con

stitution, and, after the example of the patricians of old,

to take their share in the privileges of citizens; but more

especially, to abandon the predatory habits and party ani

mosities which had hitherto proved so fatal to the peace

and welfare of the republic. Hating or distrusting one

another, and alarmed at the powerful armament at the

disposal of their adversary, the majority of the robber

barons of the patrimony obeyed the summons of the

tribune. The safety of the highways was secured, and

the shoals of anxious pilgrims found the road to the

holy places free from danger or interruption.

The ease and promptitude with which this revo

Measmsfo, lution was accomplished attracted the atten

the putblic tion of the princes and republics of Italy. The

EU" Pepoli of Bologna, the princes of Este, the

Della Scala, of Verona, the emperor Louis IV., Johanna
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queen of Naples, signified their approbation and sup

port; and notwithstanding the contemptuous hostility

of the more powerful chiefs of the conflicting parties,—

the Gonzagas, Carraras, Ordelafii, and Malatesti,—the

tribune succeeded in assembling a convocation of the

municipalities and dynasts of the patrimony and of cen

tral Italy, with a view to establish a general police for

the maintenance of the public peace and the suppres

sion of that predatory spirit from which all these com

munities suffered alike.

Notwithstanding the ignorance of the people, and

their incapacity to understand or appreciate Rienzi'g

the institutions imposed upon them by their failure

enthusiastic leader, the progress of Rienzi had, up to

this point, more than answered his most sanguine hopes.

But here his successes came to an end. He fell in love

with his own power; the republic he had dreamt of

had become centred in his single person; and the go

vernment of the popular tribune assumed a character

closely resembling that of the lords or civic tyrants of

the subjugated municipalities of Italy. He alienated

his patrons, the Pope and the Emperor, by the assump

tion of a tone of insolent and menacing dictation." The

expenses ofhis state and government soon exceeded the

ordinary revenue ; the deficiency was supplied by arbi

trary imposts ; the complaints of the nobles and people

were answered by arrests and imprisonments; and the

general discontent issued in a coalition for his ruin be

tween the hitherto discordant parties of the Colonna

and Orsini. His power had in fact changed its basis,

and now rested upon the attachment of his military

supporters alone. His successes in the field were but

ill compensated by the loss of his popularity; and he

possessed neither the talent nor the energy requisite

to improve these temporary advantages. Disgusted

W He cited the Pope to return and

take charge of his own proper church.

He commanded the emperor Louis IV.

and his competitor Charles of B0

hemia to submit their differences to

his decision. He declared Rome and

all the cities of Italyto be free and in

dependent, and conferred on the citi

zens the rights and privileges of citi

zens of Rome, and entitled to a vote in

the election of a future emperor.
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by the undisguised tyranny of his administration, the

resident legate of the Pope joined the malcontents, and

published the tribune a traitor and a heretic. Thus en

couraged, the several parties among the exiled nobility

for the moment abandoned their mutual quarrels, and

established a strict blockade of all the roads by which

supplies could reach the hungry population. Driven

to desperation by privation and want, the citizens rose

upon their governor with a unanimity which defied re

sistance. Rienzi was forsaken by his famished troops,

and compelled to seek safety in a precipitate flight. In

this crisis of his fortunes he had the good luck to escape

to Naples, from whence he migrated to the court of the

emperor Charles IV. The latter, however, sent him to

the Pope at Avignon, where, in consideration of former

services, and probably with a view to the use to be

made of him thereafter, he was pardoned, and reconciled

to the church.

After the expulsion of Rienzi the disorders in Rome

Albornoz re- acquired increased intensity. Every city and

piggfgifieof town of the patrimony strove to establish an

theliloly See independent existence. The tyrannous rule of

the several dynasts who had usurped the government,

and the vexations of the robber gentry and nobles, were

encountered by popular insurrection and murders of

unheard-0f ferocity and cruelty. Between the years

1350 and 1353 anarchy appears to have done its per

fect work. But at this juncture a man appeared on the

stage combining qualities now rarely met with in the

ministers of the papacy. In the year 1353 pope Inno

cent V. seized the opportunity for the restoration of

his authority which the sufferings of his Roman sub

jects presented. Cardinal Egidio Albornoz, a Spanish

soldier offortune, who had passed through almost every

stage of political life, was sent into Italy—with scarcely

any support but that which experience and a rare dis

cretion supplied—with the mission to recover the petri

monial dominions of the Holy See, and to restore peace

to the vexed communities. Drawing a graceful veil

over his function of governor, he appeared among his
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subjects as the liberator rather than the master. By

vigorous action, forbearance, and good faith, he wrought

upon the hopes and affections of the people, and laid a

solid foundation for future successes. In the subse

quent years of his administration he contrived to as

semble a respectable body of disciplined troops, and by

their aid managed to reduce to obedience many of the

petty tyrants both within and without the walls of

Rome. The formidable Malatesti, the tyrants of Bimini,

were compelled to surrender their conquests upon equit

able conditions, and the moderation of the governor

brought more repentant rebels to the footstool of the

papacy than either military force or intrigue could have

accomplished. Rome was thus cleared of her domestic

oppressors; and the majority of the dynastic families

who held portions of the estate of the church as signori

or lords gave pledges of their obedience to their sum

rain, and renounced their lawless and predatory habits.

But a serious error, imputable either to the cardinal

legate or, more probably, to the court of Restoration

Avignon, had well-nigh marred the advan- and dqwn-_

tages obtained by the wise policy ofAlbornoz. “10f REM"

In the expectation that the popularity of Rienzi might

be of service to the interests of peace, the repentant

tribune was raised to the dignity of senator, and sent

back as papal representative in Rome. The past career

of the converted republican might have convinced the

pontiff of his total want of administrative ability, or

even ofcommon integrity. As an orator and a dreamer

he had played out his part, and nothing remained be

hind but the vulgar and selfish passions of the success

ful demagogue. His popularity might not be wholly

on the wane; but his very name was odious t0 the

nobility; and his prodigality, treachery, rapacity, and

cruelty soon drew upon him the hatred of all classes

alike. As usual, the people of Rome took the remedy

into their own hands, and a successful insurrection put

an end to the tyranny and the life of Rienzi.x

* He was murdered by the mob in of St. Angelo.

an attempt to escape from the castle
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Meanwhile the policy and military genius of Albor

Govemmm noz had borne their proper fruits. The formid

°fA1b°m°Y~ able Ordelafli and Manfredi of Forli and Fa

enza had been reduced to surrender the cities and

districts they had usurped. The sagaeious diplomacy

of the cardinal-legate had restored the important city

of Bologna to the dominion of the church, and baffled

the power and intrigues of the powerful Visconti of

Milan to make good their claim to the lordship of that

city (1360). The last, and perhaps not least difficult,

task of this extraordinary man was the restoration of

tranquillity in Rome. In the course of 1357 his ad

ministration had been suspended for a few months by

the appointment of a new legate. But the incapacity of

this person to carry out the policy of Albornoz, or to re

store the peace of the city, soon became apparent. After

the overthrow and death of Rienzi, the people had ex

pelled the civic nobility, and deprived them of their

rights of citizenship ; they had abolished the senatorial

offices, and, in imitation of his policy, had substituted

a tribunate or captainship of the people in its place.

But these violent expedients led to no alleviation of the

evils complained of. The struggles of the nobles to

recover their lost rights and properties, and the con

flict of parties among the people themselves, threatened

a general ruin. Albornoz was contented to await the

natural consequences of this scene ofcrime and anarchy.

That result was not long in appearing. Wearied with

the accumulated evils ofmisrule and democratic tyranny,

Albornoz was reinstated, and the citizens flung them

selves without reserve into the arms of the legate.

Under his vigorous and forbearing government tran

quillity was restored to the vexed city; the whole of the

estates of the church were brought back to their allegi

ance to the court of Avignon; private feuds were put

an end to ; the predatory gentry dispossessed or reduced

to inactivity, and the high-roads cleared ofthe marauders

who preyed alike on traders and pilgrims!

F This greatly abridged narrative of tween the years 1305 and 1368 has

events in Rome and central Italy be- been drawn up from the Annals of
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When, by the death of pope Innocent VI., Urban V.

was raised to the throne,z a state of affairs in Return of

Rome and Italy had by this time been brought Urban V- to

to pass more favourable to the tranquil resi- Rome'

dence of the Pope in Rome than had arisen for many

years past. Of this juncture Urban V. had—as already

mentioned—freely availed himself. By the mass of the

citizens he was received as a liberator and benefactor.

But among this class, as among the rest, the leaven of

disorder was still seething. The discontented members

of the sacred college—all of them home-sick French

men—accordingly found no difficulty in fomenting dis

heartening disturbance throughout the dependencies of

the Roman church. During a period of three years and

a halfa Urban V. adhered to his resolution. Though

as much disgusted with his position as his brethren, he

heroically bore with the intrigues of his court and the

harassing insubordination of his subjects. On the 30th

of October 1638 he received the visit of the emperor

Charles IV. of Luxemburg, and conferred Subwviency

upon him the imperial crown with more than

the ordinary formalities. The repeated trans- 1v. tothe

gressions of the powerful Ghibelline leader, H°1Y 8“

Barnabo Visconti of Milan, had drawn upon him the

most emphatic denunciations of pontifical wrath. Taking

advantantage of the absence ofgovernment in the papal

states, that unscrupulous chieftain had appropriated

large districts belonging to the patrimony of St. Peter.

But a Guelfic emperor was no lon er an anomaly in

the world’s histor ; and Charles I . of Luxemburg

zealously embrace the defence of the Holy See. Bar

nabo Visconti was reduced to crave reconciliation with

the church; and Charles himself—following the foot

steps of his ancestor Henry VIL—issued a preliminary

Ray-naldi. for the intervening years, Vim Punt. Ram. in the third volume

and from the ninth and tenth books of Muratori’s 85. Hr. Ital. have been

of Villani’s History of Florence; both consulted. ' A.D. 1367.

compared with Sixmondi, Rep. Ital. 6w. " From the 1st of June 1367 to the

tom. v. and vi. and Professor Leo‘s 19th of Dec. 1370; a few days over the

Gesch. der Ital. Staatcn, vol. iv. The three years and a half.
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declaration of right as relating to the cumulate posses

sions of the Holy See in Italy,b securing to the latter

the absolute sovereignty of central Italy (exclusively of

Tuscany) from the Po to the confines of the dependent

kingdom of Naples.

The death of the able and upright Albornoz had,

Uneas 0 however, deprived the Pope of services which

.ifioi’ 52' probably no other statesman of the day was

filial-M competent to render. During the residence

' of Urban V. at Rome the municipal consti

tution of the city, as settled by Albornoz, remained

unchanged, notwithstanding those occasional tumults

which, from long indulgence, had become the second

nature of the Roman populace. This pope suffered

fewer inconveniences from this traditional propensity

than many of his predecessors; nor could he allege any

such abridgment of his governing powers, or any such

personal perils, as would have furnished a valid excuse

for the desertion Of his duties as supreme pastor of the

Roman church. But, dating from the downfal of the

Hohenstaufi'en dynasty as the culminating point of the

pontifical power, the spiritual weapons of the papacy

had lost their edge; and it was perceived that the re

puted capital Of Christendom lay tOO far from the prin

cipal foci of political influence and intrigue to afford

sufficient scope for the accustomed operations of the

sacerdotal aspirations.

Subsequently to the decisive victory of Poitiers

His remow (1356) and the humiliating treaty of Bretigny

“[11:23:1fo (1360), the papal court had at intervals inter

political w fered to propitiate both parties. But the dis

‘i‘m- memberment of the kingdom had sunk too

deeply into the heart of the government and people of

France to afford any reasonable prospect of recon

ciliation between the rival nations. The splendid but

b This document is in most respects island of Sardinia, Sicily, and Corsica,

identical with the declaration of pon- or of the kingdom of Naples, as in the

tifical rights addressed by Rudolph of diploma of Rudolph of Hapsburg. For

Hapsburg to pope Gregory X. In some the entire document see Ray-nald. an.

respects it enters rather more into de- 1368. pp. 161-163; and conf. ch. vi.

tail ; but it makes no mention of the p. 227 et sqq. of this vol.
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fruitless expedition of the Black Prince to Spain in aid

of Peter, surnamed the “Cruel,” of Castile, against his

rival Henry of Trastamare, had undermined the health

of the prince and wasted the strength of the English

army. The nonpayment of the ransom of king John,

and the subsequent return to captivity and death of

that prince; the evasion and dereliction of oath and

honour committed by some of the most distinguished

of the French prisoners, bore significant testimony to

the general intent to ignore or to set aside the treaty of

Bretigny. The feeble and burdensome administration

of the Black Prince in the ceded territories had seriously

impaired his popularity. His declining health threat

ened to deprive the national enemy of their most for

midable champion. Emboldened by these symptoms of

increasing weakness in the popularity and military re

sources of his great enemy, king Charles V. set aside

the treaty as if it had been non-existent, and insolently

summoned the Prince of \Vales to appear before the

court of peers at Paris to answer for certain charges

of misgovernment and breach of allegiance as a vassal

of the crown of France.c A very general re- Urban v_

volt of the ceded districts determined the returns to

balance of warfare in favour of France; but Mignon'

the internecine conflict which for some years continued

to desolate the southern provinces, the ravages of the

free companies and the complications incident to this

calamitous state of things, called into activity the rest

less spirit of the papal court, and determined Urban V.

once more to remove the seat of government to a posi

tion reluctantly abandoned and now joyfully reoccupied

by a court to whom the existence ofany form offreedom

was an impious invasion of the rights of the church.

On the 5th of September 1371 the pontiff embarked at

Corneto. On the 24th of the same month he landed at

Marseilles, and a few days afterwards made his trium

phal entry into Avignon.

But Within three months of his return, pope Urban

° In reply to the summons Prince but with helm on head and his bow

Edward replied that “ he would come ; men at his back." Froissart, c. 257.
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Election of quitted the scene of disaster and bloodshed

Gregory _XL enacting around him.d No time was allowed

Femutmn' for the apprehended interference of the French

court, and Peter Roger cardinal of S. Maria Nova was

unanimously elected and enthroned by the name of

Gregory XI. The jealous discernment of the new pon

tiff—a man of eminent scholastic and legal attainments

—was attracted rather by the religious than the politi

cal aspect of affairs. The alarming increase of opinions

hostile to the accepted dogmas and discipline of the

Roman church called forth an energy of persecution

rarely exhibited since the wholesale slaughter of the

Albigensian sects in the first half of the thirteenth cen

tury. Our attention will, however, be called to the

distinguishing features of the pontificate of Gregory XI.

in the succinct narrative of the preparatory events of

the great reformation of the sixteenth century, to follow

upon the history of the great schism which so seriously

impaired the influence, spiritual and temporal, of the

court of Rome.

The whole soul of Gregory XI. had been, from the

Gregory XL earliest period of his pontificate, absorbed by

returnsto the labours of persecution. No pontiff had

R°m°' worked harder in his vocation. But the com

bined clamours of saints and worldlings, the corruption

and distresses of the times, the perilous state of Rome

and the dominions of the church in Italy, awakened him

to the dangers of his position. The source of these

evils lay in the boundless corruptions, the venality and

the scandalous lives of churchmen of all ranks; but,

perhaps, more emphatically, of the cardinals and the

curia themselves. The Italians generally felt the late re

emigration of the papacy as a disappointment of all their

hopes, and an insult to the national dignity. They bit

terly resented the almost total exclusion of their coun

trymen from the sacred college ; they were disgusted by

the promotion of foreigners to almost every disposable

office of trust or emolument, and exasperated by the

immorality and tyranny of the strangers to whom the

" He died on the 19th Dec. 1371.
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government of the legations was intrusted. The inter

ferences of the republic of Florence in the affairs of

central Italy led to the resumption of hostilities with

that powerful and ambitious commonwealth (A.D. 1375).

A crisis was at hand which commanded the immediate

presence of the governing hand to arrest the progress

of disafi'eetion, and to save the estate of the church

from dismemberment and ruin. Gregory XI. proved

equal to the emergency. He resolved finally to remove

the seat of government to Rome, and resisted with a

laudable steadiness of purpose the strenuous efforts

of the court and clergy of France to deter him from

his purpose.e He accordingly quitted Avignon, em

barked at Marseilles on the 13th of September 1376,

and arrived safely at the port of Corneto, where he

resided till the festival of Christmas following.f

Within the two years which elapsed between the

return of Gregory XI. and his death in 1378g Election of

he had reaped the bitter fruits of the malad- Urban VI

ministration of the distant court of Avignon. The in

tolerable tyranny of the legates of the Holy See, and

the pillagings of the hired freebootersh employed to

subdue his disaffected subjects, had driven the cities of

Tuscany and the patrimony into a league for the ex

pulsion of the pontifical tyrants and their emancipation

from the yoke of the church. Florence, Arezzo, Pisa,

Lucca entered into engagements to support the cities

of the patrimony in their efforts for deliverance and

the reéstablishment of popular government. \Vithin

the short space of ten days eighty cities and boroughs

of the estate of the church had risen against and ex

pelled their governors, and constituted themselves free

and independent republics. At this crisis the sacred

college was called upon to elect a successor to pope

Gregory XI. On the 7th of April sixteen cardinals

‘1 Rag/add. an. 1375, 22, p. 271. ' Raymld. an. 1376, § 12, p. 283.

The perilous successes o the Floren- K The 27th March 1378.

tine league were perhaps less elfectual h These marauders were commended

in strengthening the resolution of pope by John Hawkwood, an English ad

Gregory than the reproaches of the venturer.

saintly Catharine of Sienna.
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went into conclave. Three-fourths of the body were

Frenchmen. The minority insisted upon an Italian

Pope, and were seconded by the threatening clamours

of people without. In this dilemma it was resolved

to choose a pope out of the sacred college, and Barto

lomeo Prignani, bishop of Bari, was elected, and en

throned by the name of Urban VI.

It is manifest, however, that the French party in the

_ conclave did not regard the election of Urban

125:! as the free expression of their votes; and the

PM?“ the new Pope hastened to convince them of the

conclave' error they had committed in consenting to his

elevation by the rudeness, violence, and inteinperance of

the first act of his government. The disaffected cardi

nals accordingly one by one abandoned his court; an

offence for which the despot on the throne threatened to

degrade and put them to death as traitors and heretics.

In this emergency they came to the bold resolution of

declaring the election of Prignani informal and illegal,

and of seating a pope of their own. On the 21st of

September, therefore, a few days over five months after

Adverse the enthronement of Urban, the cardinal Ro

election of bert of Geneva was chosen Pope, and enthroned

Clememvn' at Fondi by the name of Clement VII—an act

by which the great schism of the fourteenth century

was inaugurated; the supports of the spiritual suprem

acy of Rome essentially crippled; and ultimately the

half of Europe severed from her communion.

The Romans had, indeed, succeeded in seating an

Charm,“ of Italian upon the throne of St. Peter; yet they

the election of could not have made a more unfortunate

Clememvn' choice. The imperious and passionate cha

racter of Urban VI. exasperated and alarmed the French

party in the sacred college. His election was sullied

by popular clamour and intimidation. This plea of nul

lity was eagerly seized by the seceders. But whatever

the motive, the election of Urban was unanimous; no

protest was issued at the time; not only were no im

mediate steps taken to vacate the election, but as soon

as the choice of the conclave was announced, the car
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dinals—six in number—remaining in Avignon were

invited by their brethren to join them in Rome and give

their sanction to the election. It may therefore be

reasonably inferred that the plea of intimidation was

an afterthought, founded rather upon the disappoint

ment of the French party, and the savage violence of

the Pope of their choice, than upon any apprehensions

for their personal safety from popular violence while in

conclave. The foreign cardinals had never relinquished

their design to remove the seat of the papacy back to

Avignon. Italian manners and customs were ill suited

to the luxurious habits contracted in the more civilised

society and the delicious climate of the Provence and

Dauphiné. It could hardly have been otherwise than

manifest to the world that the prevailing motives of the

seceders were uncanonical and impure. The demeanour

ofthe tyrant whom they had placed on the throne might

have justified secession, but could not legitimatise the

election of Clement VII.

But the world at large was at little trouble to scruti

nise the merits of this troublesome transaction. He retires

The governments of Christendom attached "javggrggf'

themselves indifl'erently to this or that pre- schism.

tender whom their own political interests pointed out.

The undisguised jealousy and hatred of the Italians

for the French faction in the sacred college, arrayed

Guelfs and Ghibellines alike under the banner of

Urban VI. The rival pope had, in the first instance,

taken refuge in the dominions of Johanna queen of

Naples. But the patronao'e of the court of France was

of little avail to Clement i711. as long as he resided in

Italy. The protection of queen Johanna, amid a hostile

population, failed to secure his personal safety, or to

overcome the jealous antipathy inspired by the long

expatriation of the pontifical court, and its exclusive

devotion to Frenchmen and French interests. Yield

ing without reluctance to the pressure of events, Cle~

ment VII. and the sixteen cardinals of his party once

more took up their abode at Avignon :i an act regarded

' Clement VII. arrived at Avignon on the 10th of July 1379.

SUP. II
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by all true churchmen as the prostration of the spiritual

under the temporal power, and a practical surrender of

that proud independence, that imposing supremacy, on

which the heroic founders of the Petrine primacy had

built up the amazing structure of their power.j

A period of seventy years had elapsed, during all

State of the which time France had with good reason looked

Pub1i° mind upon the Popes of Avignon as the instruments

at the com- . . . . .

mencement of her political and financial pohcy. King,

°f “beachism- princes, and courtiers accordingly hailed the

return of Clement VII. with a pleasure fully in propor

tion to the regret and anger with which they had wit

nessed the departure of Gregory X1. in 1378. The flood

gates of ecclesiastical preferment were once more thrown

open to the crowd of eager expectants; and the king was

in a position to command the papal concurrence in his

arbitrary demands upon the clergy of the kingdom, and

to silence opposition by the hope of sharing in the dis

tribution of the church plunder now again at the dis

posal of the court. The principal—and at the outset of

his reign the only—support of the title of Clement lay

in the attachment of the French court and clergy ; and

no compliance necessary to retain and confirm that at

tachment admitted of scruple or hesitation on his part.k

But in another direction these advantages were balanced

by the jealousies and suspicions which such an abuse of

power could not fail to engender in the minds of the

neighbouring states, and indeed of that large and ever

increasing class of persons, lay and ecclesiastical, who

desired the reformation of the abuses which weighed so

heavily upon the consciences of all well-wishers of the

church. Clement VII. was, as before noticed, driven

from his asylum at Naples by the threatening clamours

of the nobles and people. Queen Johanna herself was

shortly afterwards dethroned and murdered by her rela

tive Charles of Durazzo; and the expedition and death

of Louis of Anjoul in an abortive attempt to expel the

J Cont. chap. i. p. 4 of this vol. at length. See also Sismmul. Hist. des

" CoanMynald. an. 1379, where all France, tom. xi. pp. 248-252. ,

the documents relating to the contested ‘ The brother of Charles V. of

election of the rival popes are set out France.
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intruder and to make good his claim to the crown of

Naples as the adopted son and heir of the late queen,

brought disgrace on the French arms, and flung to the

winds the enormous treasures he had accumulated by pe

culation and robbery.m Richard II. ofEngland declared

in favour of Urban VI. probably for no other reason

than that his enemy Charles V. had embraced the cause

of his rival. The kings of Castile and Aragon inclined

in favour of the French pope and his party; but king

Ferdinand of Portugal acknowledged Urban VI., and

the rich and flourishing cities of Brabant and Flan

ders flung their suffrages into the scale adverse to the

interests and policy of the French court.11 But far

more detrimental to the character and government of

Charles V. were the loud, the clamorous murmurs of

an influential class of his subjects against the utter dis

credit into which the ecclesiastical power had fallen, in

consequence of his encouragement of the schism, and the

unscrupulous diversion of the spiritual armoury to the

purposes of a sordid and selfish ambition. That large

class to whom the uniformity of religious belief and

practice was—as it still is—as necessary to sustain their

spiritual life as material food to support their bodies,

listened with horror to the blasphemous anathemas

launched against each other by the contending Popes

and their infuriated partisans—they started back at the

black catalogue of vices and crimes mutually imputed—

they loathed the scandals openly and shamelessly per

petrated—the corrupt motives, the naked simony, in the

distribution of spiritual offices which each day brought to

light; they beheld with anguish of spirit the total decay

of that holy respect, that blind veneration, for the head

of the church which lay at the root of their own faith,

and upon which their own character and influence were

founded. They saw with indignation the fabric of ages

of hardheaded enduring sagacity crumbling into dust

I" Conf. Sismondi, Hist. des France, vii. p. 170.

xi. p. 297; and conf. ibid. pp. 446- '1 Ragnald. an. 1379, p. 376; Vita!

449. See also Raynald. an. 1380, p. Rom. Pant. ap. Murat. Ss. Rr. Ital.

409; and Siam. Rep. du Moy. Age,tom. tom. iii. p. 734.
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before their eyes; and its official trustees demolishing

their own work with a zeal as persevering as that which

had aforetime assisted in building it up.

The disafi'ection of the purer class among the

Its first church party, more especially in the univer

ZfiiZ‘oinptt? Sity of Paris, angered and perplexed the court.

lic opinion. The notoriety, however, of the abuses which

had poisoned the constitution of the church inflicted a

more serious wound than that which festered in its

external administration. Not merely was the unity of

church-government overthrown, but the dogmatic belief,

the very foundation of the Latin scheme, was threatened

from a hundred quarters at once. On the other hand,

the hearts of multitudes, who could not overlook the

vital connection of religion with moral practice, yearned

for a fresher and more healthy religious air ; and could

with difficulty be brought to believe that the spirit of

truth would take up its abode in the Augean abodes of

Home or Avignon. But to the topic which this reflection

suggests we must advert more particularly hereafter.

The strictly political history of the papacy in its con

nection with the governments of the Latin communion

during the great schism, which vexed churches and

states alike for a period of more than forty years, will

form the subject of the following chapter.



CHAPTER XI.

THE GREAT SCHISM.

Urban VI.; his character—Clement VIL; his vioes—Corruptions and abuses of

the court of Avignon—Contemporary princes of Europe—English crusade

against France—Attempt of Charles VI. to extinguish the schism—Effect

of the scandals of the courts of France and Avignon on the public mind—

Religious discord—The university of Paris on the “ immaculate conception“

—Attack upon the abuses of the court and curia—Proposals for union—

Memorial of the university of Paris—Death of Clement VII., and election

of Benedict XIII. as trustee for the unity of the church—Benedict X111.

declines the “mutual cession" scheme—Alarm of the court and clergy of

France—The POpe deserted by court and curia—He is blockaded in Avignon

—Successfu1 resistance of Benedict XIII; he is released from captivity—

Submission of the cardinals—Benedict XIII. forfeits his advantages by his

cupidity—Death of the Roman pope Boniface IX.—Election of Innocent

VII—Origin of the call for a general council of the church—Election of

Gregory XII.—Conditions—The “mutual cession;" difiiculties attending it—

Practices of the rival Popes to defeat the negotiation—Collusion of the rival

Popes—Suhterfuges—Benedict XIII. forfeits the protection of France—

Evasion of Benedict—Gregory XII. is deserted by his college—The congrega

tion of cardinals at Pisa renounces Gregory XII.—Reconciliation and coalition

of the two colleges at Pisa; they summon bot-h Popes, &c.—The rival council

of Perpignan—Artitices of Benedict XIII.—Gregory XII. repudiates the

council of Pisa—The estates of Germany adhere to the council of Pisa—

General acceptance of the council—The council of Pisa ; its constituency—

Deposition of the rival Popes—Election of Alexander V.—The new Pope en

gages to call a general council for reformation, Sam—Failure of the council

to extinguish the schism—Prospects of reform illusory—Public opinion.

WE have observed that the legitimacy of the election of

Urban VI. scarcely admits of dispute. His Urban“;

antecedents were such as to recommend him mummifi

to the favourable consideration of his contemporaries.

But the placid and humble temper of the dutiful church

man found no place in the heart of the Pope. His un

expected elevation developed all that was sinister in the

character of the man, and from the moment of his en

thronement his whole deportment became tainted by
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the evil passions that had up to that moment slept in

his breast. Adopting all the animosities of the Italian

party whom he represented, his whole demeanour dissi

pated all doubt of a fixed intent to avenge the injury

and disgrace of the exile upon the French party in the

sacred college. Almost from the moment of his eleva

tion the latter became aware of their danger. The

new Pope was deserted by three-fourths of the cardinals

to whom he was indebted for his promotion. Arro

gantly disdaining an appeal to princes, churches, or

people of their communion, the seceding members of the

sacred college enthroned a pope of their own ; and their

choice fell upon Robert of Geneva, a person hardly less

unworthy of the trust committed to him than his

ClementVII_,Italian rival. Intrusted by Gregory XI. with

his vices, cor- the government of the Bolognese legation and

:ffigsng’f‘zfig the command of the pontifical troops, he had

court of committed or sanctioned acts of atrocious fero

Av’g‘m' city and cruelty. His removal to a more ex

alted sphere of action changed the direction, without

greatly mitigating the moral defects, of his public con

duct. In his character of pope he cast aside every prin

ciple of papal policy. All his attention was engrossed

by the task of securing, by unbounded compliances, the

protection of the court of France, and the favour of the

more powerful kings and princes of Europe. The sup

port of Louis duke of Anjou, titular king of Naples, was

purchased by the interchangeable sale of churches and

benefices, enabling the latter to retail them at his own

price to the expectant clergy, securing at the same time

a share of the plunder to the Pope himself. A bargain

was struck by which the tenths of the ecclesiastical

benefices in France were divided between the duke and

the Pope. The loss of revenue occasioned by these

flagrant abuses was supplied by unbounded venality

and unscrupulous rapacity. Expectations, reservations,

provisions, all the forms of curial extortion ordinary or

extraordinary, were resorted to without compunction

or moderation. The voice of indignation and reproof

which resounded from the halls of the university of
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Paris was silenced by violence and menace.“ But the

call for reform had gone forth, and for a period of more

than forty years a general council for the reformation

of the church in its head and members became the

watchword engraved in the hearts and memories of

ever sincere member of the Latin communion.b

uch was the state of the spiritual government at

the earliest dawn of reformation. The state Contempm

of the temporal governments was not more my princes

promising. It happens that the principal realms Of Europe“

of Europe were at this point of time ruled by minors,

debauchees, or madmen. Richard II. of England had

come to the throne in the eleventh, and Charles VI. of

France in the twelfth year of his age; the former a

weak and incapable prince, the latter with the taint of

insanity which, in a few years, delivered him a helpless

tool into the hands of a venal and turbulent court.c

VVenceslaus, king of Bohemia and titular king of the

Romans, passed his days in a state of chronic inebriety ;

and was otherwise addicted to the grossest sensuality

and debauchery.d In the east of Europe Louis sur

named the ‘Great,’ king Of Hungary, approached the

term of his long and glorious reign. In 1382 he was

succeeded by his infant granddaughter Mary, who be

came the puppet of the contending factions in her court

and kingdom. In the south of Europe the three Peters,

kings of Castile, Aragon, and Portugal, partook of the

faithlcss and sanguinary characters which fixed upon

the first of them the surname of “the cruel ;” While

Charles of Navarre, excelling in the arts of treachery

l The duke of Anjou flung the de

puties of the university into prison,

and threatened to punish as traitors

all who should cast a. doubt upon the

legitimacy of the election of Cle

ment VII., or repeat the call for a

general council.

b The authorities for the foregoing

remarks are chiefly the following:

Raynallli, an. 1378, 1379 ; Art dc eér.

i. p. 320; Siamoluli, Hist. des Fran.

tom. xi. pp. 300, 334, and ch. xv. pas

sim. See also Anonym. de S. Deng/s,

liv. i. 0. ii. p. 21; and Juvenal du

Ursins, p. 10.

° Richard II. came to the throne in

1378 ; Charles VI. succeeded his father

(Charles V.) in 1380, under the tuition

of his three uncles, the dukes of Anjou,

Orleans, and Berry.

‘1 Wenceslaus was the son of the

emperor Charles IV., who enjoyed the

sobriquet of “King of the Priests :"

his son acquired the title of “King of

the Pothouses."
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and intri ue, is recorded in history by the affix of “ the

vicious” le mauvaz's) to his name. The government of

Naples under the pleasure-loving queen Johanna I.

was contaminated with all the vices incident to the

loose moralit and corrupt practice of the age. With

the charge 0 blood-guiltiness—whether true or false—

weighing upon her reputation, and supported by a

venal and factions aristocracy, she was unequal t0 the

contest with Charles of Durazzo ; and was on the eve of

yielding up throne and life to her ambitious opponent.a

\Vhile Charles V. of France was busy in silencin

English cm the scruples of his parliaments and peo le, and

wrzggjnst crushing the Urbanlsts m the French ether

' lands by fines, imprisonments, and heavy ran

soms, the Pope of Rome was forging spiritual weapons

with a zeal and activity which in the days of the Inno

cents and the Gregories might have reunited the

elements of church-government. Under favour of the

national hatred which the late wars had fostered in the

hearts of the French and English peoples, a crusade was

organised in England at the instance of Urban VI. against

the court and kingdom of France as the authors and

maintainers of the schism. Fifteen thousand men under

Henry Spencer bishop of Norwich ravaged, without

purpose and without distinction of religious party, the

rich provinces of Picardy, Artois, and Flanders. After

innumerable crimes and cruelties perpetrated alike upon

friends and foes, the undisciplined rabble—of which, as

a rule, the armies of the cross were composed—became

the instruments of their own discomfiture. Under the

pressure of famine, exposure, and the harassing at

tacks of the plundered peasantry, hundreds perished

daily; till at length a bare remnant found a refuge

under the walls of Calais. For the present, however,

we follow the natural order of events from the accession

of Urban VI. to the death of the rival pope, Clement

VII., comprehending the progress of the great schism

as it affected the government and people of France

during that period. '

° Conf. chap. x. p. 466 of this vol.
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The attachment of Italians, English, and Germans to

the throne of Urban VI. was the simple result Am
. . . . . . mpt of

of political enmities and party splrlt. No ele- Charles w,

ment in his character commanded the loyalty “fhzxgfli‘gsh

or the personal affections of his supporters. -'

In the mind of the Italians the great, the only issu

was an Italian against a French pope. It may be ques

tioned whether the violence, the pride, the cruelty, the

despotism of the Pope of Rome, or the truckling servility,

the undisguised simony and rapacity of the Pope ofAvig

non contributed most to the degradation of the papacy

and the progress of reformatory tendencies. But it is

a matter of ordinary observation that, when administra

tive corruption arrives at a certain point of intensity,

the very authors of the evils—those who profit most by

them—become anxious to throw off the load of odium

s0 destructive of respect and loyalty in the subject. \Vith

a constitutional taint of insanity, the mind of Charles

VI. of France was susceptible of_ religious impressions.

The public condemnation of the dealings of his court

with that of Avi non, and the disgrace into which his

client Clement V I. had fallen, could no longer be over

looked. His religious perceptions were shocked by the

unutterable scandals of the schism; and it was manifest

to him and his advisers—as it must have been to every

intelligent observer — that, so long as this state of

things continued, the remedy for all those evils was not

to be found in the church itself. The task and the glory

of extinguishing the schism fell naturally and inevit

ably into the hands of the temporal power; and Charles

availed himself of the death of Urban VI. in 1389, to

propose terms of accommodation and reunion with the

college of cardinals at Rome. Accordingly the agents of

the courts of Paris and Avignon conjointly invited the

rival college, instead of reelecting a pope of their own,

to transfer their allegiance to Clement VII., promising

to confirm and maintain them in all their dignities, pre

ferments, franchises, and emoluments, as if they had

never departed from the One communion. But the ad

mission of the illegality of the election of Urban VI.
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involved in this proposal, accompanied by the transfer

of their obedience to a French pope, left no room for

hesitation, or even of debate, in the minds of the R0

man college; and on the 2d of November in the same

year they placed Peter Tomacelli upon the throne by

the name of Boniface IX.f

The resentment of Charles VI. at the rejection of

Effect of the his advances exhaled itself in an inconsequen

$223335, tial threat to carry his plans for the union of

France and the church by force of arms.g But his mind

$333,? was not yet so far weakened by mental disease

mind- as to render him incapable of definite purpose.

A lamentable accident which occurred at one of those

grotesque revelries in which the luxurious and pleasure

loving court frequently indulged was on all hands in

terpreted as a manifestation of the divine wrath upon

the authors and promoters of the schism.h The rival

popes were anxious to improve the impression, each,

of course, for his own profit. But the public—and

probably the kin himself—took a different view of

the visitation. he irritating scandals now of daily

occurrence—the putrefying sores in the outward body

of the church—the reckless traffic with holy things

openly carried on by the Pope for the gratification of

his profli ate protector the duke de Berri—the absorp

tion of a the best preferments of the kingdom by the

sycophants ofthe court and regents ofFrancei—the with

holding of the legitimate rewards of distinguished merit,

learning, and piety,—all these multiform abuses, when

brought to the light of day, could not fail to fall back

upon the church itself, to weaken the attachment of the

laity, and to suggest those ominous misgivings which

' Vifa: Pant. Rom. ap. Murat. iii. p.

751; Raynald. an. 1389, pp. 517, 518.

8 He threatened that he would in

the month of March 1391 march at the

head of 4000 lances of his own, and

10,000 more of the princes and peers

of the realm, and expel Boniface IX.

from Rome ; and so put an end to the

schism. But, says Frm'uart, before

that time arrived the king bed for

gotten all about it.

h A number of persons disguised

as satyrs, and clothed imprudently in

dresses saturated with inflammable

materials, came in contact with fire,

and were burnt to death.

* The dukes of Anjou, Orleans, and

Berri, the king's uncles, who adminis

tered the government during the in

tervals of mental incapacity to which

the king was subject.
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awakened sentiments of apprehension and dismay in the

minds of the righteous members of both communions.

We advert in this place singly to the distresses and

perplexities produced in the minds ofthe well- Religious dig

wishers of a catholic unity in the church. The cord._ Uni

efl'ect of the discredit which took so large a P1331313;

share in opening the eyes ofmany to the source “immwylatg

and origin of the evils complained of by all °°n°e"“°n'

parties, is reserved for independent consideration. The

university of Paris, though strongly imbued with the

servile formalism of the age in religion and philosophy,

numbered among its members a majority of the most

distinguished professors of letters and divinity of the

age. Among themselves the constituency of this learned

body maintained a kind of republican equality; and,

as against the commonalty, claimed a monopoly of that

pedantic lore which passes for philosophy, and of that

empty rhetoric which, in that stage of civilisation, was

generally mistaken for eloquence. But they possessed

also the courage necessary for the defence of these pre

tensions, and discernment enough to appreciate and

forecast the whole mischief to the church and them

selves which must result from the perpetuation of the

schism. The corporate spirit was wounded to the quick

by the studied depreciation of their public character

and exclusion from the proper rewards of their real

or imagined deserts. The resentments and jealousies

springing from these grievances, stimulated no doubt

by an honest and indignant perception of the moral

corruption which infected the whole body of the church,

goaded them to a spirited, but not always judicious,

opposition to the court on the one hand, and the Pope

on the other. Matters of speculative divinity, though

for the most part unintelligible in themselves, often

obtain a powerful hold of the public mind. The Do

minican order, in favour with the court of Avignon,

patronised the doctrine that every human being, in

cluding the mother of the Saviour, was born in sin.

The university of Paris took up the cudgels on behalf

of the holy Virgin, and in opposition to the current
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doctrine of original sin, pronounced the Dominican pro

position to be an insult to the mother of God, and

therefore blasphemous and heretical. The opinion of

the divines of Avignon, including pope Clement VII.,

however, chimed in with that of the Dominicans. U

to this point of time it had been held in the church as

the orthodox doctrine that the sin of Adam had en

tailed the sentence of death temporal and eternal upon

the whole race of man without exception, and that that

sentence was cancelled only by the atonement of Christ.

Charles V., whose devotion was directed by incapacity

and presumption, embraced the doctrine since desig

nated by the theological expression of the “ immaculate

conception.” With a zeal in exact proportion to his

ignorance, he compelled pope Clement, at the peril of

his throne, to conform to the royal opinion. The Do

minicans were banished from the court of Avignon, and

a bull was extorted from the reluctant Pope condemn

ing the adverse doctrine, authorising the king to ordain

an annual festival in honour of the so-called “immacu

late conception” throughout the kin dom, and aban

doning the Dominicans and their 0 ampionj to the

mere of the royal divine.k

hus far the polemical triumph of the parliament

Attack upon over the Pope and the mendicant fraternities

the abuses was as complete as could be desired. But,

emboldened by their success, they ventured

fPropossls to grapple with the gigantic evil of the day;

01‘ 11111011. - - ,

they assailed W1th unsparing hand the preva

lent malversations and simoniacal abuses of court and

curia; they set themselves up in a manner as umpires

between the rival popes; and on the 30th of June 1394

Dr. Nicolas de Clemangis presented, on behalf of the

college of the Sorbonne,1 a strong memorial or treatise

recommending to- the consideration of the king three

several measures for the unification of the church, and

the extinction of the schism; they proposed first, the

J Jean de Moncou. l The theological school of the uni

“ Smmmdi quotes the Religious: dc versity of Paris.

S. Deny-1, lib. xiv. p. 265.
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simultaneous resignation of both popes, thereby ena

bling the church in general council to elect a new pou

tiff; or, if this proposal should be objected to, then,

secondly, that arbitrators be chosen by both pontiifs,

who should examine into the canonical merits of their

respective elections, and determine which of them was

true pope, under covenant by both to conform to the

award of the referees. But if the rivals should reject

both these modes of restoring the unity of the church,

then, thirdly, that the king should convoke a general

council of the episcopacy, assisted by a select body of

assessors consisting of the most learned doctors of the

universities of both communions, with power to deter

mine finally and without appeal, and independently of

any consent on their part, between the two popes; and

thus of its own absolute and overriding authority to put

an end to the existing schism.m

To the success of either of the two first of these

expedients the consent of the rival pontiffs M _l

was essential; the third went far to establish 83%?

the supremacy of an (ecumenical council, and ""i‘ifgsiisty

the responsibility of the pontifi' to the general '

body of the church. The two first depended upon the

personal dispositions of the rivals; the last assailed a

fundamental principle of the pontifical prerogative, and

was therefore inexpressibly offensive to the zealous ad

vocates of the theocratic scheme of Innocent III.n King

Charles VI. appeared at first to relish these proposals.

He believed himself the appointed instrument for the

extinction of the schism; but the waywardness of

mental disease clung to all his resolutions; he was

taught to regard the interference of the university as

an unwarrantable inroad upon his authority. The duke

de Berri, the protector and accomplice of Clement

VII. in all the more odious of the subsisting abuses,

easily obtained an order fi'om the king reprimanding

“1 Thefirst ofthese modes of putting “ Conf. chap. i. pp. 1-6 of this vol.

an end to the schism went by the name The Innocentian principle, it will be

of “ the mutual concession" scheme. seen, was irreconcilable with any con

The second was commonly known as trolling jurisdiction.

the method of “ compromise."
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the presumption of the university, and commanding

them to cease from meddling with questions that did

not fall within their competency. The latter instantly

closed their schools and suspended their public instruc

tions. A copy of the Offensive address was forwarded

to the Pope at Avignon. To the dismay of Clement,

it was found that a majority of the sacred college par

ticipated in the opinion of t e memorialists. The court

seemed conscience-stricken; and the Pope was not long

left in doubt as to their notion of the expediency of

adopting the first or third of these proposals for termi

nating a schism which, independently of the enormities

it encouraged and perpetuated, obviously struck at the

root of the sacerdotal scheme itself, and endangered

their own personal dignity and possessions. But at

this juncture pope Clement VII. was suddenly called

from the scene of his sordid and mischievous activity.

He died of apoplexy on the 16th of September 1394:

it was believed at the time in consequence of the alarm

and mortification at the impression made by the memo

rial upon the cardinals of his court.°

The king no sooner learned the death of Clement

Death of VII. than he dispatched a mandate to the

mega,“ cardinals at Avignon to abstain from a fresh

:2 sigma election until he should have ascertained the

if” sentiments of the Roman pontiff Boniface IX.

the union of and his court. The cardinals of Avignon,
the church however zealous they may have been for the

unity of the church, were by no means inclined to

throw away the advantage which their own position as

a party to the forthcoming negotiation afforded; or to

risk the danger which must attend being found without

a head at a juncture when it would be open to their

opponents to contend that by the abandonment of their

functions, though but for a time, the unity ofthe church

was de facto reestablished ;P and that they themselves

° Religieua: de S. Denys, lib. xiv. consequently that a party destitute of

0. ii. p. 267 (as quoted by Sismondi); a spiritual head was in schism. The

Vita Pant. Rom. ap. Murat. tom. iii. cardinals of Avignon prudently deter

p. 757 ; Raynald. an. 1394, p. 573. mined not to place themselves in so

_P The Latin scheme implied that disgraceful and dangerous a position.

Without a pope there was no church;
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had fallen into the condition of schismatics. The con

tents of the king’s letter could be no secret after the

disposition of the court and the university had become

notorious. They therefore deferred the perusal of the

mandate till after the election. But they desired at the

same time to give proof to the world of the sincerit of

their intentions for the extinction of the schism. he

first act of the conclave, therefore, was to impose upon

themselves, individually and collectively, a solemn oath

that the person elected should regard himself in the

single light of a trustee for the restoration of the unity

of the church, and to shrink from no sacrifice of person

or office to procure the success of the method of “ mu

tual eession,” provided his opponent should consent to

a simultaneous abdication. Upon these terms a prelate

of a noble Spanish family, the cardinal deacon Pedro

da Luna, was elected, and consecrated by the name of

Benedict XIII.q

The court of France manifested its resentment at

this act of rebellion by declining to recognise Benedict

the new Pope, and submitting further pro- X,III.de

ceedings to the judgment of a national synod €l‘;‘if,ff;‘;

or convocation 0f the clergy of the realm. eession"

This assembly met on the 2d of February sobeme'

1395, and unanimously adopted the method of “mutual

eession” as the most effectual mode of extinguishing

the schism. But they undid their own work by resolv

ing to recognise Benedict XIII. as their Pope ad in

terim! The latter was quick to perceive his advantage.

He knew how impossible it was, consistently with the

accepted principles of the pontifical scheme, to impose

upon a pope conditions of any kind, more especially

such as might involve an abandonment of dignity and

office. A stately deputation from the court and clergy

of France urged with many words and much empty

rhetoric the duty of restoring unity in the church, and

pressing the acceptance of that mutual eession scheme

'1 The 28th September 1394. future prospects from the absence of

f It is more than probable that the a chief in so thoroughly dependent, a

French clergy perceived many incon- position as a pope of Avignon.

veniences to their actual interests and
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to which Benedict XIII. already'stood pledged. But

the cardinal da Luna and the pope Benedict XIII.

were, both in name and religious estimate, different

persons. In his new character the Pope argued with

abundance of words against the mutual cession, and

proposed the method of “compromise” as more likely

to lead to the desired result. He accordingly insisted

that the rival Pope and his curia should meet him at

some convenient place on the frontiers of France, and

under the protection of the king, with a view to a re

ligious and self-denying decision of the great question.

Not a person present, however, believed that the Pope’s

counter-proposal was sincere, or that either he or his

rival could be brought to agree even upon the prelimi

nary question as to the place for the proposed meeting.

The deputation therefore insisted upon the adoption of

the simple method of mutual renunciation; the Pope

remained obdurate, and after listening impatiently to in

terminable harangues from both parties, the deputation

were compelled to be satisfied with obtaining—though

with difficulty—an authenticated copy of the engage

ment entered into by the cardinals prior to the late

election.“

By this simple artifice Benedict had baflled the de

Al signs of the court and public: he had pro
arm 0fthel d h' t f fii nd maintained his
court and onge 1s erm o 0 cc, a

cggcgf claim upon the spiritual allegiance of the pro

' tecting power. But circumstances beyond

human control neutralised these advantages. The un

paralleled public calamities under which the kingdom

was languishing, as it were unto death, called into

action that deep-seated superstition to which the clergy

themselves had for ages past afforded every encourage

ment in their power. The devastating wars with Eng

land, the ravages of the free companies, the domestic

' With a view tothrow impediments opposite or French bank with the city

in the way of the deputies, or to keep of Avignon. Sierrwndi, tom. xii. quotes

up the farce of negotiation, the Pope the Religieuw d6 S. Denys, liv. xv.

is accused of setting fire to the bridge 0. 20-30, pp. 288-307.

across the Rhone, which connected the
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oppression, the unheard-of corruption prevailing in every

department of church and state, the king’s malady, the

jealous factions of his court and ministry—this ac

cumulation of evils-inspired the people generally with

a dread of further visitations for crimes which all con

fessed, but for which no party would take the charge

or responsibility upon themselves. They doubted not

that the public calamities endured were the punish

ment of national transgression; but they looked for the

sinner abroad instead of at home, and piously enacted

sanguinary laws for the suppression of crimes of which

they might easily acquit themselves; such as blasphemy,

witchcraft, sorcery, and heresy. A large party, how

ever, took a wider view of the origin and cause of the

national sufferings. They traced them primarily to

that wilful policy which prompted king Charles V. to

originate the schism; and they ascribed the frenzy

of his successor to the divine wrath against the per

petrators of that gigantic crime. The court itself took

the alarm; the king’s uncles, the dukes of Orleans,

Berri, and Burgundy, participated in the general ap

prehension; they had indeed been the loudest in de

precating the return of the Holy See to Rome; they

had favoured the schismatic election of Clement VII. ;

they had been first and foremost in profiting by the

corruptions and abuses arising out of their own sel

fish policy. But now that they believed themselves

doomed to taste the bitter fruits of these misdeeds,

the cast about in all directions for the means of

un oing their own work, and of putting an end to

a great public scandal, which, unless the remedy

originated with themselves, must find an end in the

obnoxious action of public opinion. Under these

impressions they addressed earnest representations

to all the courts of Europe against the evils of the

schism, and exhorted all kings and princes to coope

rate zealously with the king and court of France for

its final extinction, and the restoration of unity in the

church.

In further proof of their resolution to bend the ob

sUP. KK '
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stinate spirit of Benedict XIII. to their pur

dfiitfigpfiy pose, they convoked the clergy of France to

00'1"?“ a general conference ; and on the 22d of May
cum' 1398 it was resolved to pursue the method of

“cession,” and to urge mutual and simultaneous abdi

cation upon both popes. With a view to make manifest

their own impartiality, they agreed ad interim to with

draw their obedience from Benedict, but without im

peaching his title. Pierre d’Ailly, bishop of Cambray,

was deputed by the king to announce this resolution to

the Pope. The cardinals of Avignon, with only two

exceptions, acknowledged the expediency of the reso

lution, and sceeded from their inflexible chief. The

spirit of the latter seemed to rise in proportion to the

difficulties which surrounded him. He declared to the

king’s envoy that no consideration should ever prevail

upon him to renounce either name or title. Nothing

remained to the reformers but to resort to physical force

to break the haughty spirit they could not bend.

Marshal Boucicault, by order of the court, collected

He is an army of free companions, and laid siege to

blockaded in Avignon. The city surrendered without re—

Awgn‘m' sistance. The Pope shut himself up in the

citadel, accompanied by two Spanish cardinals, with

provisions for six months’ consumption, and a body of

soldiers, supplied by his friend Martin king of Aragon,

for his defence. But no great effort was necessary to

secure the personal safety of the Pope or his garrison.

Boucicault hesitated to expose the aged pontiff and his

companions to the brutal violence which must attend

the capture of the citadel by storm. Though he no

longer commanded the duty of his spiritual subjects,

Boniface was still pope; the late secession was un

sustainable upon any legal ground; the plea of neces

sity had no place in the Roman canon law; the general

welfare of the church was dependent upon—in other

words, subordinate to—the will and interests of the

reigning pontiff. Benedict XIII. felt his advantage, and

strengthened his hold upon the superstitious fears of

his besiegers by launching night and morning excom
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munications and curses upon his enemies from a win

dow of his palace for a space of nearly three years.t

Though the kings of Castile, Navarre, and Scotland

had approved the scheme for terminating the g ful

schism proposed by the court of France, no of

degree of zeal was manifested on the part of 3%?“

the Roman pontiff, Boniface IX., to cooperate '

for that purpose. Wenceslaus, king of the Romans,

was too deeply engaged with his own sensual pleasures:

Richard of Woodstock, king of England, nourished im

placable resentment against the court of France : Sigis

mund, king of Hungary, made no movement; and the

Italian states viewed with an evil eye any measure

originating with the court of France. Meanwhile the

obstinate resistance of Benedict XIII. had produced

the anticipated effect on the public mind, and afforded

an opportunity to the regent duke of Orleans to pro

pound his religious scruples in the cabinet, with a view

to spin them into olitical capital against the rival

Dukes of Berri and urgundy. He made it appear to

the unfortunate king that all the evils which pressed

upon his subjects were but manifestations of the divine

wrath for the mortal sin of withdrawing their allegiance

from the representative of the Divine Majesty. The

result of these insinuations was a preliminary order

to Marshal Boucicault to permit provisions and firing

to be freely admitted into the blockaded garrison,

but to keep a strict watch lest the Pope should elude

his vigilance, and find a refuge in the dominions of

his friend Martin of Aragon. At the same moment

the university of Toulouse, in opposition to that of

Paris, had zealously espoused the cause of Benedict; and

thus it happened that, while the latter were pleading

his cause in the south, that of Paris vehemently in

sisted upon his renunciation and condemnation as a

manifest schismatic, and a criminal so deepl polluted

with perjury and heres as to be unworthy 0 the papal

throne. The duke of rleans regarded the proceedings

‘ The ceremony was duly performed tifi in person.

with bell, book, and candle by the pon
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of the parliament of Paris as a personal offence, and

called for condign punishment on that body ; while the

co-regent duke of Berri, as governor of the southern

provinces, issued arbitrary orders for the correction

and punishment of the parliament of Toulouse for

maintaining the cause of the Pope.“

In the interim pope Benedict, though under nominal

blockade, lacked none of the comforts or con

Hcisrelemd veniences of life. But in the year 1403, by

from cap- , .

tivity: sub- favour of the mdulgences extended to him

tgizsffigm through the interposition of the duke of Or

leans, count Louis of Provence, titular king

of Naples,v found means to break the blockade and to

tender his services to liberate his superior lord from

his long imprisonment. The Pope and his protector

agreed that it was time to put an end to the comedy

of voluntary martyrdom, and to place himself in closer

communication with his friends. The evasion was un

attended with difficulties of any kind; and a body of

500 Aragonese soldiers was found waiting outside the

line of blockade to escort him to a place of safety within

the territories of the count of Provence. This move

ment was equal to the gain of a battle to his cause.

The disaffected cardinals resident at Avignon saw their

danger, and resolved to earn their pardon by uncon

ditional submission. To that end they hastened to give

proof of their repentance, and sent a deputation to the

papal residence to assure him of their future fidelity.

After infusing a little salutary terror,w the remorseful

supplicants were received into favour; and thus, after a

suspension of his governing powers during a period of

" Hist. gén. d0 Languedoc, liv. xxxiii.

c. 70, p. 418.

' Louis derived title to the king

dom of Naples by the duty of homage

to Benedict XIII.

" He is said to have entertained the

deputies of the sacred college with

apparent hospitality at his table ; but

after the repast to have filled the hall

with soldiers, to the dismay of the

penitent rebels, who believed them

selves eondemned to instant death.

After enjoying their terror for a time,

the soldiers were withdrsun, and their

pardon granted. The deputation of

the citizens of Avignon were not let off

so easily. They are said to have been

entertained in a separate building, and

that while at dinner the building was

set on fire, in which they perished to a

man. The Religicuz do S. Denys, liv.

xxii. 0. xi. p. 460, and Bauche. Hist. de

grovence, are quoted for this anec

ote.
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five _ ears, Benedict XIII. found himself in a position

whic , if managed with ordinary prudence, promised to

secure to him the possession of all the power and influ

ence he could expect to enjoy in the disturbed state of

the religious world.

At the court of Paris the duke of Orleans was mean

' while operating zealously in his cause. Avail- Benedi tf

ing himselfof his influence over the half-witted feits his .3?

king, he obtained a royal decree refuting and ggnjfififsilt’y

annulling the ordinance of renunciation, and I y'

acknowledging the duty of obedience to pope Benedict

XIII, with a single reservation in favour ofthe numerous

class of beneficiaries who owed their preferments to the

court and princes during the suspension, consequently

lacking the papal confirmation. For this proviso the

duke of Orleans had made himself responsible; nor was

it conceived that, under the circumstances, the Pope

would hesitate to grant confirmation of the appointments

in question. But to the surprise of all parties Benedict

was no sooner released from his confinement than he

hastened to cancel all ecclesiastical appointments made

while he was in durance ; and refused to grant bulls of

confirmation to the large class of persons promoted

during that period to bishoprics, abbeys, and other spi

ritual charges, except upon payment of exorbitant fines.

But the jealousy of power and the pressure of poverty

overbore every consideration of expediency or policy in

the mind of the Pope. No solicitations of his patron

the duke of Orleans could prevail upon him to abate

his most rapacious demands. The opportunity was

seized by the colleagues and rivals of the duke in the

council (the dukes of Burgundy, Berri, and Bour

bon), to check the ascendency he had obtained over

the feeble spirit of Charles VI. They persuaded-the

king to sign an ordinancex relieving the new beneficia

ries from the charges imposed by the Pope, and threat

ening with fine and confiscation the papal oflicers and

collectors who should persist in levying the penal sums

1‘ Dated the 29th of Dec. 1403. '
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in question, or in paying what they had extorted into

the pontifical treasury.

Deeply offended by the rejection of his counsels,

Death of the the duke of rleans had no longer the power

Roman pone —if indeed he had the inclination—to serve

B°§}£:§§,,I,X' the cause of the headstrong pontiff. His pro

of Innocent tector, Louis II.—titular king of Naples and

count of Provence, a near relative of the royal

family—felt himself in an irksome position between the

Pope and the court. For the present, however, pope

Benedict remained unmolested ; and before long the

death of his rival, Boniface IX., at Rome, on the 1st of

October 1404, presented a second opportunity for the

extinction of the schism, and revived the hopes of the

king and court of France for the reunion of the church

under a single head. But the Roman cardinals were as

fully alive to the dangers of a vacancy as the rival col

lege. They therefore elected in haste the cardinal of

Santa Croce, Cosmas di Meliorati, by the name of Inno

cent VII. ;Y thus again disappointing the hopes of all for

the unity of the church. _ The public were by this time

pretty well enlightened as to the causes of this unwar

rantable prolongation of the schism. It could no longer

be concealed that motives of the most sordid and selfish

character were at the bottom of every movement of

the contending parties. The disrepute into which the

chiefs and leaders had fallen reacted upon the whole body

of the clergy; and engendered in the hearts of every

honest and respectable member of both communions a

feeling of amity and identity of interests arising out of

abhorrence of the dissimulations, perjuries, and frauds

practised on both sides, and an ardent desire, at all

costs, to put an end to a state of things which threat

ened the dissolution of the whole fabric of the church.

It may be observed in this place, that the diffusion

of, . f of these sentiments was promoted by the re
gm 0 the . . . . . . .

call for we. laxatlon of that restrictive disclphne by whlch

"Ml mm” the clergy had hitherto succeeded in suppress
ofth” "hm," ing the freedom of inquiry. With the decline

1 Rag/n. an. 1404, p. 118.
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of sacerdotal influence attendant on a first perception of

the spiritual servitude to which the Christian world had

been subjected, there arose a disposition in many quarters

to take the remedy of the evils under which they were

groaning out of the hands of the official managers, and

to place it in the hands of those who could deal with

it on some recognised principle of ecclesiastical law and

usage; a power which could be exercised only by a

general council ofthe whole church. An opinion to this

effect had made some way in the respective colleges of

Rome and Avignon. During the short reign of the R0

man pope Innocent VII.,z the impression appears to have

gained ground; and at his death, Nov. 6th, 1405, the

cardinals of his communion imposed an oath on ever

member of the conclave that, if elected, he would ab

dicate the throne when required to renounce the dignity

conferred. It was, in fact, understood that the object

of the electors was rather to maintain the balance of

parties in the intended negotiation for the extinction

of the schism than to impose a permanent chief upon

the Catholic body. With this view the choice of the

college fell upon Angelo Corrario, a Venetian of noble

birth. The Pope took the name of Gregory Election of

XII., and swore to regard his new dignity as GregoryXII.

a sacred trust, to be surrendered when it should “mums”

become necessary to clear the succession for the person

who should be elected to represent the united church.“

Both colleges, in truth, were by this time aware that the

general determination of Christendom left them no avail

able plea for evading the negotiation, or shifting the

ground upon which it was based. The “mutual-cession”

principle was universally adopted, and both pontifl's, it

was taken for granted, stood pledged to abdicate when

required by the representatives of the church. Both

parties professed to have no other object in view but

the suppression of the scandals that had brought dis

grace upon the Christian profession. It appeared, as a

‘ He held the throne only two years Leon. Aretino, Comm. sui Temp. up.

and twenty days. Murat. 85. Kt. Ital. tom. xix. p. 925.

I Raynald. an. 1406, § 13, p. 161.
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matter of positive covenant, that on the death of either

of the rival popes there could remain no obstacle to the

cessation of the schism. But the cardinals, with whom

it rested to restore the peace of the church, reposed as

little confidence in one another as in the object of their

choice. They well knew that after the death of either

of the rivals, the survivor would stick at no oaths or

promises that would bring the cardinals of the deceased

pontiff to his feet; and they entertained on both sides

well-founded suspicion that their respective colleagues

would, in such a contingency, hasten to make the best

bargain for themselves. \Vith ample experience of the

worthlessness of oaths or promises from the lips of one

whose powers transcended the ordinary laws of moral

or religious obligation, it was seen that everything

would depend upon being the foremost in the race; and

they instinctively declined to place themselves at the

mercy of one who could fling his engagements to the

winds whenever it suited the interests of his ambition,

or the necessities of his position.

But simple as the process of “mutual cession” ap

Thflmuml peared, it was beset with innumerable diffi

Fessioqw culties, and susceptible of infinite delays and

a‘tiéefiifiggea chicaneries in the execution. How the perfect

'simultaneousness of the abdication should be

managed, no one knew. The rival pontitfs were per

fectly aware that if either of them abdicated only a

quarter of an hour before the other, the latter would

whistle his oaths to the wind; that he would proclaim

himself sole pope, and would soon behold both colleges

at his feet, craving pardon or soliciting favours at his

hands. It was therefore an essential preliminary to the

proposed cession to bring the two popes together not

only in the same city, but in the same chamber. It

was also to be provided that neither of them should

bring to the place of meeting superior numbers, civil

or military; inasmuch as it was vehemently surmised

that the stronger would not hesitate to seize the person

of his rival, and immerse him in the deepest dungeon;

or consign him to the stake as a schismatic and a here
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tic. The world was too well accustomed to breaches

of faith of this kind to entertain any lasting resentment

against the culprits; it was a familiar opinion, that he

who possessed the “ power of the keys” could discharge

himself from any oaths, promises, or treaties contracted

in his private capacity. To obviate these difficulties,

endless precautions had to be taken; endless false pre

tences to be set aside; endless suspicious and jealousies

to be set to sleep; and it soon became apparent that

if the settlement of the great controversy should be

allowed in any way to depend upon the volition or in

tegrity of the rival pontifi‘s, the termination of the

schism was as remote as ever.

But negotiation to that end had become a political

necessity. The only question on both parts Practices of

was how to protract the proceedings so as to the five;

wear out the patience of its promoters, and $3521.: 11::

how to avail themselves of subsisting enmities 8mm“

and jealousies ; in short, to take the utmost advantage

of the chapter of accidents. Both popes accordingly

claimed the merit of offering conditions which each of

them was satisfied would not be accepted by the other.

It was the polic of both to advance when he saw his

rival retreat, an thus to keep up a sort of game of see

saw which could lead to no practical result. Gregory

XII. had the credit of opening the comedy. On the

tenth day after his election he wrote to Boniface XIII.,b

inviting him to a mutual and simultaneous abdication,

and sent a deputation to the latter at Marseilles to ne

gotiate the basis of a personal conference. Benedict

felt, or affected, vast indignation at the presumption of

his opponent. But the external pressure brought to

bear upon him by the court of France and his own

college at length compelled him to sign an engagement

to meet the latter at the city of Savona, within the terri

tory of Genoa; but when it was proposed that he should

engage to carry his abdication into effect at the pro

posed meeting, and empower the cardinals of his college

b The 10th of Dec. 1406.
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to join instanter with those of Gregory XII. in the

election of a pope, he confounded the negotiators with

such a volume of ambiguities and rhetorical flourishes,

as convinced them that no explicit engagement was to

be extracted from him. Under these circumstances,

the (titular) patriarch of Alexandria, the archbishop

of Toulouse, and other distinguished prelates, to whom

the management of the negotiation had been intrusted,

thought it best to ascertain, if possible, the disposition

of the Roman pontiff. They arrived in Rome on the

6th of July 1407. There they found the entire patri

mony of the church in the hands of Ladislaus king of

Naples, and pope Gregory XII. dependent upon him

for a bare subsistence. Gregory declared that he had

neither ships nor money for the journey to Savona: he

was so poor that he had not even funds to defray the

expenses of messengers to convey his dispatches; his

debts were unpaid; in short, the project of a journey

beyond the Roman territory was a practical impos

sibility. The envoys, however, put the sincerity of

these excuses to the test. Ships and money to the

utmost anrount of his requirements were offered gratis,

together with every security for his personal safety

which the honour and power of the French court and

kingdom could command. But these offers, as well as

an eventual proposal that the two pontifls should re

cord and deliver their deed of abdication in separate

congregations of their respective colleges, were evaded

or rejected, and the envoys quitted Rome with the con

viction that the professions of Gregory XII. were no

less insincere, and his intentions no less dishonest, than

those of his rival. Before their departure, however,

the Pope relented to such a degree as to promise to ad

vance so far as the town of Pietra Santa,° to be within

call of Savona as soon as his opponent should have

notified his arrival in that city.‘1

° On the Riviera de Ponente of the ment connected with them, up. Len

territory of Genoa. fa m‘, Hist. du Concile de Pise, liv. ii.

d Conf. the very interesting account c. xciv. pp. 178-192.

of these negotiations, with every docu
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Meanwhile a correspondence had arisen between the

rivals, which inspired the suspicion of a con- Collusion of

spiracy to throw impediments in the way of the rival

the cession, and to cross the purpose of the p°p°°'

negotiators by every available artifice. This surmise

was well-nigh reduced to a certainty by the acts of the

parties. Benedict XIII. was no sooner apprised of the

objections raised by Gregory to the place of meeting,

than he showed surprising alacrity to comply with the

requisition of the court and the cardinals of his party.

Without delay he hastened to the place of meeting, in

full assurance that his opponent would not show him

self." On his part, Gregory advanced as far as Lucca,

accompanied by twelve cardinals and as many bishops

of his party. Here he tarried for six whole months,

within which period a crisis had occurred in the affairs

of both pontifl's; to the immediate causes of which we

must shortly advert.

Pope Benedict XIII. was now at Savona; pope

Gregory XII. at Lucca. But the former had

refused to disarm the galleys which had con

veyed him, and which he now detained ostensibly for

his protection against any sinister designs on the part

of his adversary. Gregory, on the other hand, declined

to trust his person to any residence that might be open

to his enemies, especially any maritime port in the pos

session of the French party, whom he persisted in be

lieving to be in the interest of his opponent. The

coast-towns of Savona and Porto Venere lay equally

Within the Genoese territory; consequently open to

the objection that in either place he would be at the

mercy of an armed enemy. He therefore proposed to

change the venue to Pisa or some other Italian city,

where he might dwell in safety pending the conference.

His adversary, however, was well assured that this

counter-proposal was intended to defeat the meeting

altogether, and he hailed the subterfuges of his adver

sary as part of his own game. He endeavoured to im

Subterfuges.

° Benedict XIII. arrived at Savona XII. advanced as far as Lucca on the

on the 7th of October 1407. Gregory 28th of January 1408.
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press upon the mediating powers that Gregory was as

faithless as he, Benedict, had been faithful in the per

formance of his engagements. Thus far the advantage

was on his side; but the studied ambiguity of his pro

fessions, and his reluctance to adopt any specific basis

of negotiation, deprived his compliance of all value, and

contributed to strengthen the suspicion that the com

petitors were playing into each other’s hands to evade

their own solemn engagements, and to perpetuate their

power at the expense of the peace of Christendom.

Early in the year 1408 the king of France had no

Benedict tified to pope Benedict XIII. that unless the

XIII. forfeits union were accomplished before the ensuing

“3?,‘332? feast of the Ascension, he would publish a ge

l‘gasigp of neral edict, suspending the pontifieal powers,

m wt' and declaring the kingdom neutral as between

the two pretenders to the papacy. The irascible pontifi'

retaliated by a threat of excommunication and interdict

against all who should obey the order of suspension,

“whether they were patriarehs, archbishops, bishops,

emperors, or kings,” an act of folly so unaccountable as

to savour rather of insanity than of any calculation of

policy. Charles VI., in reply, convoked a general as

sembly of the parliament, the clergy, and the university

of Paris, to deliberate upon the course to be pursued

under so unpardonable an insult—one which, at the

same time, afforded the most convincing proof of the

wayward, faithless, and impracticable character of the

person with whom they had to deal. Under this im

pression, the assembly decreed that Benedict XIII. be

no longer regarded or obeyed as Pope; that his adher

ents be treated as the abettors of the schism; that his

promotions for the last twelve months be cancelled ; and

the late bull be publicly torn in pieces by the president of

the university as a scandalous, seditious, and treasonable

libel. The king followed up this decisive step by letters

patent addressed to the cardinals of both colleges, ad

juring them by every motive of attachment to the

perishing church, to form themselves into one united

band for the restoration of the unity of the body of
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Christ; he described his own painful efforts and those

Of his council to induce the competitors to redeem their

oaths and to restore the peace of Christendom; but

he said that they had, for more than a twelvemonth

past, imposed upon him and his ambassadors by an in

comprehensible series Of artifices and tricks, affected

delays, fictitious fears, and juggleries of all kinds, with

a view to defeat the pious intent Of the Christian world,

and to evade their own most solemn engagements.

But still more decisive steps were necessary to com

plete the work of the court Of France, and to satisfy

the demands of the university. Marshal Boucicault,

the governor Of Genoa, was ordered to seize the person

of Benedict XIII., and to keep him in some safe custody;

a measure which, had it been successful, might have

saved many subsequent complications. But Benedict

had received timely intimation of the design Of the

court; and a hasty retreat from Porto Venere lodged

him safely at Perpignan, under the protection of the

kin Of Aragon.

ile Benedict XIII. was thus counter-working his

own schemes at Porto Venere, Gregory _XII. Gregory XIL

was engaged 1n playmg out an equally inex- deseer by

plicable game of evasion and fraud at Lucca. 1“! mugge'

At the period of his removal to that city, ambassadors

from all the principal kingdoms Of Europe were in at

tendance upon him, earnestly imploring him to give

peace to the church. Their remonstranccs were seconded

by the cardinals of his court; but the infatuated Old man

not only turned a deaf ear to their exhortations, but con

templated swamping them in the sacred college by the

creation ofa new batch of cardinals familiar with his wiles

and devoted to his person. But as it was usual and ex

pedient, if possible, to Obtain the consent ofthe sacred cOl

lege to such a transaction, the cardinals present were

summoned to a solemn congregation. Certain acts of

despotic interference with the liberty Of speech had in

spired fear for their own personal safety; the conduct

of Gregor at the meeting was doubtless intended to

intensify t ese apprehensions. He received them on the
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throne; and surveying the assembly with an air of sav

age defiance, commanded them all to retain their seats,

and not rise to address him without his permission. It

was obvious that the prohibition was meant to deprive

them of the power of remonstrance, whatever might

have been the pontiif’s intentions. A member bolder

than the rest ventured to disobey the command, and in

a tone so loud and resolute that the greater number

present joined noisily in the remonstrance; and the

meeting dispersed without any precise knowledge for

what purpose they had been called,together. But at

parting, the Pope sternly forbid them, one and all, to

quit their present abode. This command, with other

symptoms of a threatening aspect, inspired so general

an apprehension, that the whole body, with the excep

tion of two only, took precipitate flight and retired to

the neighbouring city of Pisa, where they were out of

the reach of the military satellites of the Pope. Nothing

daunted by the evasion of his college and of the prin

cipal officials of his court, he proceeded without delay

to nominate four new cardinals, two of them his own

nephews, and the remaining two the archbishops of

Ragusa and a prothonotar of his court.

The congregation of (gregory XII. had now dwin

Congmga_ dled to seven cardinals, three of whom had

tion of car- loyally declined to follow their brethren in

exile. But the latter, finding that no impres

nounce Gre- sion was to be made upon the callous temper

gm'yxn' of the superannuated idiot on the throne, fol

lowed the example of the rest, and joined their brethren

at Pisa. An address from the united body was for

warded to the Pope expressive of their loyalty, and

their desire to return to his court upon a sufficient as

surance of his sincere determination to cooperate with

them for the restoration of unity, and to abide by the

oaths and promises on the faith of which he had been

raised to the throne. N0 answer was returned to this

moderate remonstrance ; and after waiting a reasonable

time, they notified to the Pope, and published to all

Christendom, their solemn appeal to a general council of the
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church. To this address the infatuated pontiff replied,

that the measures and restrictions complained of in their

memorial were both legal and necessary; that it was of

the utmost importance to prevent unlawful or traitorous

correspondence with the Antipope, his followers, and ac

complices ; that the causes assigned for their appeal were

canonically null and void; and that the grounds ofappeal

failing, the appeal itself must fail with them. The act of

deserting their chief, he said, afforded abundant proof of

the falsehood of their pretended loyalty; it convicted

them ofthe crimes of apostasy, perjury, and treason, and

for those offences he excommunicated and deprived them

of all their dignities and benefices. The cardinals of

Pisa retaliated by an intemperate and vituperative ma

nifesto, designating pope Gregory as the “precursor of

Antichrist”—a rogue, a cheat, a drunkard, a madman,

a slave to all the lusts of the flesh, &c. Finding, they

said, that he was not strong enough by his own means

to perpetuate the rupture by which he profited, he had

entered into a foul conspiracy with the antz'pope Bene

dict to overthrow the measures resorted to by the con

gregated kings, princes, and prelates of Christendom to

repair the rent in the sacred vesture of Christ. For

this cause, and others of no less magnitude, they de

clared him unworthy of the pontifical name and throne ;

they summoned him to appear on the morrow at Lucca

to hear sentence of deposition and privatiOn from their

tribunal; and, if he should make default, to take notice

that he and his officers—associates of his iniquities—

would be proceeded against as in default.f

Four only of his college had followed Benedict XIII.

in his flight from Porto Venere. The greater Reconcilia.

number remained behind, and adjourned to $35211“
Leghorn. These were soon followed by the tchetwo co1.

four who had joined Benedict at Perpigna11.19T§f:MPi'f‘

. . . y sum

A coalition was speedily brought to pass; a mon both

joint letter of the two communions announced Popes' “

' It is hardly possible to excel this blackguardism—of abuse. See the ab

celebrated manifesto in the violence— stract up."Lcnfmlt, Hist. de Con. de

one might be justified in saying the Pise, liv. 11. pp. 199, 200.
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the fact to the king of France and the university of

Paris, and expressed their hearty concurrence in the in

tention to effect the union of the church without regard

to the interests or designs of the rival popes. At the

same time, the cardinals of Benedict’s party sent him

a formal citation to the general council to be shortly

assembled; and notifying to him the suspension of

their obedience. They besought him to give his sanc

tion to the proposed council, and to ap ear either in

person or by proper representatives. n case, how

ever, of his declining to accept the invitation, and to

abdicate when required, they declared their intention to

proceed with every measure the council might deem

conducive to the reunion of the church without regard

to his opinion or interests. A letter in the same tone

and to the same purpose was written by the Gregorian

college to their late chief; they heaped upon him

charges of deceit and perjury, and maintained that when

two popes disputed the government, the right of calling

a general council fell incontestably into the hands of the

princes and prelates of the church. If, however, he

should refuse or neglect to attend the council, or if—

when in attendance—he should decline to redeem his

pledges, they would surely proceed against him with

utmost rigour of the law.

The council was accordingly proclaimed by autho

The rim, rity of the united colleges, and appointed to

council of meet in the month of March 1409. This de

Perpignan. ' '
Amfices of cIs1ve measure had to all appearance greatly

Benedict Imperilled the cause of both popes. But

Xm‘ Benedict XIII. was personally safe under the

protection of the king of Aragon; and Gregory XII.

found an asylum at the court of Carlo Malatesti, lord

of Rimini. The anathemas they continued to hurl

against the recusant colleges were unheeded; and, with

few exceptions, all Christendom agreed to accept the

latter as the proper arbiters of the existing crisis in the

fortunes of the church catholic. In Rome and most

of the states of the Italian peninsula the cause of

Gregory XII. was lost, and his authority disowned.
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His rival, however, found a point d’appuz' in the at

tachment of the court of Aragon and the Spanish

clergy. His first care was to convoke a rival synod

at Perpignan, to hold the balance to that of his an

tagonists at Pisa. The assembly, when constituted,

consisted of four atriarchs of his own creation, the
three primates of rToledo, Saragossa, and Taragona, a

considerable number of bishops and minor prelates

from Castile, Aragon, and the neighbouring countries,

and several ecclesiastics from the southern provinces of

France. A few prelates from the distant duchies of Sa

voy and Loraine had contrived to evade the blockade

established by the French government to prevent commu

nication with Benedict and his party. The Pope appa

rently found little difficulty in vindicating his integrity

in the preceding negotiations; but when the inevitable

question as to the proper steps for healing the existing

schism arose, such a diversity of opinion appeared, that

the majority of the meeting despaired of any useful or

practicable result, and quitted the council in disgust

and without adieu. Eighteen bishops and cardinals only

remained behind, and these persons confined themselves

to a respectful memorial, advising the Pope to adopt

the method of cession, as the most expedient, though it

might not be the only mode of restoring the peace of

the church, and to signify his acceptance of that prin

ciple to the cardinals assembled at Pisa. Benedict XIII.

affected to receive the memorial graciously; and even

nominated seven legates of different nations to proceed

to Pisa, with full powers to represent him; but in the

first instance, to inquire and report upon what prin

ciples the united cardinals proposed to base their mea

sures for the extinction ofthe schism. The plan of Bene

dict XIII., however, lay under insuperable difliculties:

in the first place, it ignored the fact that the associated

colleges had renounced intercourse with both preten

ders ; then, in the nature of things, the powers of the

colleges were absorbed in those of the general council

about to assemble at Pisa. Again, the envoys were

accredited to the cardinals only; a fact which suffi

SUP. LL
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ciently proved the design ofBenedict to decline the juris

diction of any general council not convoked by him

self.

But Gregory XII. had played his part with little

Gregory X“ more skill or success than his adversary. Dur

,épudima' ing his residence at Lucca he had issued his

@3311?“ precept for a general council with similar

' views to those of his rival. But he was desti

tute of the powerful support extended to the latter by

the Spanish sovereign. King Ladislaus of Naples was

playing a difficult game at Rome; and that cit! no

longer afforded an independent footing for the ope,

nor a safe asylum for the remnant of his party. Florence

had long since embraced, and Genoa, under French in

fluence, had likewise adopted, the principle of neutrality.

In this difficulty, Gregory applied to his native Venice,

and proposed some place in the exarchate of Ravenna,

within the jurisdiction of the republic, as the most

proper for his purpose. But the scheme of Gregory

had been forestalled by the united colleges at Pisa.

They requested the senate to use all their influence

with the Pope to induce him to recognise and to attend

the council to be there held. The absurdity of two

general councils held at the same time and for the

same purpose at different places and under different

auspices was sufficiently striking. But the suffrang

of Florence, Genoa, and Pisa were already pledged, and

the Venetians concurred with the former in a requisi

tion to the Pope to ratify and sanction the forthcoming

general council of Christendom by his presence. The

reply was short and decisive. Gregory XII. averred

that, anxious as he was for the union of the church, he

knew of no general council but one which was convoked

by authority of the Holy See; and that even if this

were otherwise, the priority of convocation gave him

precedence over any subsequent proceeding of the same

nature.

This declaration closed the road to further nego

The estates tiation. Both pretenders had thrown them

°fGe"“"Y selves out of the saddle. The cardinals of
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Pisa had practically adopted the principle adhere to

that the pontzfi' of Rome as responszble to a ge- the council

neral assembly of the church. The labours of °£ P‘sa'

the university of Paris had for a long time past been

directed to the establishment of this proposition as a

maxim of ecclesiastical polity. The existing emer

gency rendered its acceptance a matter of necessity

rather than of choice; and it was frankly adopted

and acted upon by the synod of Pisa'and the succeed

ing council of Constance. In Germany, where the doc

trines of John Hussinetzg and his fellow-labourer Je

rome of Prague had made important progress, the

anomaly of two contemporaneous popes had been for

some time past felt as a severe shock to the religious

mind. This impression had been intensified by the

notorious corruptions and abuses which polluted both

courts. But Robert, prince alatine of the Rhine, who
had succeeded the crapulous PWenceslaus of Bohemia as

king of the Romans,h had adhered to the Roman pope

Boniface IX., and accepted confirmation from him.

The vigorous action of the court of France, and the

terrible scenes of cruelty and bloodshed enacted by the

adverse parties in the northern provinces of the empire,

had awakened the princes to the evils of the schism,

and engendered a general desire to concur in any steps

that might lead to the termination of the uneasiness

under which civil and religious society had suffered for

the last thirty years. The emperor-king Robert was

sensible of the false position in which he was placed

between the pressure of public opinion on the one

hand and his connection with Home on the other. A

vast majority of his subjects looked with hope to the

council convoked at Pisa; nor had the assembled car

dinals neglected to apprise the latter of the measures

in contemplation for the reestablishment of union in

the church. Though unwilling to renounce his pre

dilection for the Roman communion, he perceived the

8 Generally known by the name of “ Wenceslaus was deposed, and Ro~

John Huss, dropping the two last syl- bert elected, in the year 1400.

lables of the name.
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necessity of convoking a general diet of the empire,

less with a view to ascertain the wishes of the estates

than to elicit, if possible, an expression of opinion

in favour of that antagonistic policy which had

hitherto governed the German court in its relations

with France. In the month Of January 1409 the diet

assembled at Frankfort-on-the-Mayne. A legate from

Gregory XII. was received with marked honours by

the emperor, to whom the flattering assurance was con

veyed, that if, through any insuperable difficulty, the

Roman pontiff was prevented from convoking a general

council of the church, that function devolved, as of right,

upon the king of the Romans. Robert accordingly de

clared in favour of Gregory; but found to his dismay

that a large majority of the estates of the empire, fol

lowing the example Of the prince primate Of Maintz,

voted for the policy Of neutrality,i and pronounced in

favour Of the council Of Pisa.

Notwithstanding the desertion of his constituents,

Ge king Robert faithfully adhered to the party of
neral . . .

Mceptance Gregory, and did his best to impede the pro

gress of the gathering at Pisa. On the other

' hand, the princes and prelates of the Latin

world were hurrying in numbers to the scene of de—

liberation. The ambassadors Of France and England

were received with ovations and congratulatory haran

gues as they passed on their road to the council. All

hearts were cheered with the prospect of peace now

dawning on the Christian world. The formidable 0b

jection to the legal validity of a council convoked by no

known canonical authority had been overruled, rather

than removed, by the zeal and learning Of the univer

sities Of Paris, Bologna, and Florence.-i The govern

' M. Pfixtm', in his Hist. of Germany

(vol. iii. p. 361), observes that the re

sult of the diet was a religious schism

in the empire as in the church. King

Robert, he says, predicted that a three

fold instead ofa twofold schism would

be the inevitable consequence of desert

ing the Roman communion.

J No one acquainted with the R0

man canon law would, it is presumed,

venture to justify the council on m

nonical grounds. The doctrine vesting

the right of convoking a general coun

cil in the Pope alone, or in the Pope

and the emperor of the Romans in

conjunction, was held by the canonists

as an indisputable rule. It followed,

therefore, that inasmuch as neither the
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ments and laity of Christendom had by a large majority

adopted the anomalous but cogent plea of necessity,

and were ready to stand by any ecclesiastical authorit

that promised to relieve them from disturbances which

endangered alike the civil and religious interests of

society.k

Supported by the irresistible demands of the Chris

tian world, the council convoked by the united The council

colleges assembled at Pisa on the 25th March

It was attendedl by twenty-two cardi
1409.

nals, the (Latin) patriarchs of Constantinople, Antioch,

Alexandria, and Grade (Venice) ; twelve metropolitans

of Pisa :

its consti

tuency.

emperor nor either of the rival popes

had any part in the convocation, there

was no canonical power elsewhere to

call a general council. The plea of

necessity sets aside all law; it is a

case not provided for by any canon.

Throughout that law the judgment of

the Pope is the judgment of the church

catholic. There can be no church

without a pope; so that, as in the

case before us, if the Pope‘s title he

questioned or denied, or if the obedi

ence of clergy and laity be withdrawn,

all the powers of the church and its

members are ipsofaefa suspended. The

cardinals of Pisa, therefore, if their

proceedings are to be judged upon

canonical grounds, must be taken to

have dissolved the church for the sal

vation of the church, and with a view

to its reconstruction upon a different

basis, namely, that of a controlling

power, constituted by an authority ex

ternal to, and unknown to, the law as

hitherto understood. See the doubts

of the canonists as shortly stated by

Lenfwnt, Hist. du Concile de Pise,

tom. i. p. 238.

k The antagonists of the council re

lied upon the positive precepts of the

canon law as defined by the Innocen

tiau decrees (conf. chap. i. of this vol.).

They maintained that the Pope, as

representative of the Almighty upon

earth, has no superior,_ and, that the

visible church is to be discerned only

through him, as identified with the

priesthood, of whom he is the irres

ponsible head ; consequently that there

could be no general council unless

called or sanctioned by him. Gerson,

as the spokesman of the universities,

took issue upon these points: he as

serted a supreme power inherent in the

church either when there was no pope,

orwhen there was a disputed succession

or double election ; that then, both by

divine and natural law, the church be

came invested with all the powers ne

cessary to preserve its own integrity;

and that in these cases the secular

authorities were entitled to interfere to

set the remedial powers of the church

catholic in motion without the concur

rence of the Pope. This, however, was

only the plea of necessity in another

form, grounded on a principle desti

tute of any positive legal basis. The

canonists had in fact merged the “law

of God and nature" in the attributes

of the Pope as representative and sole

executive agent of both. The strength

of the objectors lay in the positive

character of their system as opposed

to the undefined and constructive au

thorities relied on by their opponents.

The dilemma was only to he escaped

by a reversal of the Innocentinn scheme

-—an expedient to which the reforming

party was unwilling to resort, inas

much as it involved the overthrow of

the whole system of the canon law in

its application to the papal power.

Conf. Lenfant': abstract of the argu

ment of Gerson before the council,

Hist. du Concile de Pise, pp. 245, 246,

4th ed.

1 Either at the first or at subsequent

sessions.
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present, and fourteen represented by their procurators;

eighty-seven mitred abbots, the proctors of two hundred

and two other religious houses; forty-one priors; the

generals of the various monastic orders, the attorney

general of the Teutonic knights, and the deputies of the

parincipal universities of France, England, Portugal,

ohemia, Sicily, and Poland, with the ambassadors of

the kings of those realms, the dukes of Burgundy, Bra

bant, and Pomerania, the markgrave of Brandenburg,

the landgrave of Thuringia, and almost all the princes of

Germany; and ultimately, the envoys of the northern

powers of Sweden, Denmark, and Norway.

N0 council of the church within the purview of his

' Deposition torical memory had a more indisputable claim

of the “"1 —as far as representation and unanimity are

popes. Elec- . .

tion of concerned— to the character of umversallty

Alennderv- than that of Pisa. It was, however, never

regarded in any other light by the Latin church than

as a provisional or constituent assembly. It was

called without the consent or sanction of the Pope;

it was directed by a class of persons naturally averse

from tampering with a system to which they were

attached by education, habit, and personal interest.

Yielding to an uncontrollable impulse from without,

and their own comfortless position within, they con

sented to a manifest departure from the principles

upon which their own powers were founded, for the

purpose of restoring the basis upon which they rested.

For this purpose no other steps were necessary than

the deposition of the rival pontiff, and the election of

a single pope who should knit the elements of their

power, as heretofore, into one solid and compact body,

with as little violence as possible to the vital principles

of papal and curial authority. Accordingly, after duly

summoning the rival popes to appear and show cause

against the crimes of perjury, heresy, and schism im

puted to them, and their rejection of the jurisdiction

of the council, the assembly proceeded at once to pro

nounce them guilty of all the charges, and t0 excom

mumcate and depose them. After the 17th session, the
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cardinals withdrew into conclave, and on the 26th of

June 1409 they elected Peter of Candia, cardinal of

Milan, by the name of Alexander V. The new Pope

presided at all the subsequent sessions of the council;

he ratified the preliminary proceedings of the united

colleges, and confirmed all the acts of the council.

But these measures fell far short of the demands

of that party in the church which we may The new

describe as the liberal party. The corruptions Pope engages

that had sprung out of the Innocentian scheme mfirifiléozm

of church-government had engendered a senti- cil f9r refor

ment of ineffable disgust in all honest well- mauon’aw'

wishers, and of resentment in the hearts of the host

of disappointed candidates for preferment. Defeated

hopes have a powerful effect in opening the eyes of ex

pectants to abuses by which they cannot hope to profit.

The universities of Europe had for many years past

found themselves shut out from the legitimate rewards

of their public services, their talents, and their learning ;

they had felt their hopes and their influence withering

under the simoom of simony, favouritism, and political

subserviency. A voice had been heard from the Eastm

calling aloud for the reformation of the church in its

head and members—a voice at which every honest heart

thrilled with hope —- a voice to which not even the

selfish host of waiters upon Providence could close their

ears. The circumstances attending the convocation of

the council of Pisa, and the character of the first movers,

afford ground for believing that their intentions never

went beyond the extinction of the schism, and their own

emancipation from the tyrannous and capricious govern

ment of their several masters. But the call for reform

was too pressing to be wholly neglected ; and the con

clave imposed upon Alexander a solemn covenant, with

out loss of time to convoke another general council for

the reformation of the church in its head and members.

Whatever their ultimate views, the cardi- Failure of

nals of Pisa professed to believe in the extine- “1° °°““°"

“' In allusion to the reformatory efforts of Hues in Bohemia.
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w enim tion of the schism ; and fell back into that state

guish the of inaction from which they had been roused

“hmm‘ by a sense of their own danger and degradation.

But this complacent view of the work done was rudely

dispelled by the testimony of facts; and it was found that

instead of two, the allegiance of the Christian world was

now divided b three Popes. The aged and indomitable

Benedict XII . had—as before noticed—found a safe

asylum under the protection of his natural sovereign

Martin king of Aragon, and commanded the obedience

of his subjects. The attachment of the French to a

pope of their own choice was not yet extinct, and a

considerable party among the magnates and clergy of

the southern provinces scrupled to renounce their obe

(lience to Benedict. On the other hand, his rival,

Gregory XII., was not destitute of support in Italy;

his pretensions were still maintained by the emperor

Robert of Germany, and perhaps more efficiently by

the harassing hostilities of Ladislaus of Naples against

the bitterest of his opponents, the republic of Florence.

Both Popes might comfort themselves with the assur

ance that there would be no great hurry in assembling

the reformatory council, and that they might in the

mean time create cardinals enough, in case of their own

death, to keep up an ostensible succession, and to pre

vent or protract the dissolution of their respective

factions.

This view of the state of parties in the church en

Prospeetg couraged no great hope of the accomplishment

@532?“ of the work undertaken by the cardinals of
ry. . . .

Puhlic Pisa, and still less of the promised reformatory

°Pm‘°“- movement, if the matter were intrusted to the

good faith and zeal of that body, or of the Pope of their

nomination. Alexander V. showed neither discretion

nor integrity in the distribution of his favours to his

partisans. He gave deadly offence to the emperor

Robert of Germany by treating the worthless and re

jected Wenceslaus as king of the Romans.11 A well

" Lcnfant, Cone. de Pise, p. 303.
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founded belief was entertained that after the election of

Alexander, the French cardinals regretted their share

in the transaction. Many of these persons retired from

the council immediately on the installation of the new

Pope, with intent, it was rumoured, to find some plau

sible pretext for disclaiming their own act, and electing

a Pope of their own. But the promoters of the council

were by no means its most formidable detractors. The

objections common to the partisans of Benedict and

Gregory0 retained a firm hold upon the opinions of the

canonists of both parties, and might not be wholly with

out influence upon the minds of the supporters of Alex

ander V., who in the very act of election obviously

looked forward to a reconstruction of the church upon

canonical principles, with the single reservation of the

authority of a general council in the case of schism, or

other casus omissus in the laws regulating the succes

sion to the papal throne.p W’hatever may have been the

object of another and very different class of objectors—

and of this, hereafter—nothing was further from the

intentions of any party to the council of Pisa than the

rejection, or even the enfeeblement, of the pontifical

supremacy. The dispositions and demeanour of the

principal actors indicated beyond reasonable doubt a

desire to hang up the great question of the reform of the

church in its head and members. This pregnant suspi

cion was gradually making its way in the minds of the

laity, and was' strongly resented by the universit of

Paris and their ingenious and eloquent chancellor, .Iean

Gerson.q It soon became a matter of general belief that

no kind of reform was to be expected at the hands of

Alexander V. This pontiff occupied a doubtful throne

for the short period of ten months; yet long enough

not only to show his own addiction to the old abuses,

0 See p. 501 of this chapter.

P Lcnfant (Gone. (is Pise, pp. 304,

395) enumerates the objections taken

by two of the most distinguished doc

tors of the old school—Antoninus

archbishop of Florence, and Theoderic

Vrie, a German monk and the his

torian of the council of Constance.

‘1 Though we find no express au

thority in the writings of Gerson, his

whole language and conduct through

out the transactions at Pisa and the

subsequent council of Constance show

the little confidence he placed in the

disposition of the pontifical clergy to

reform themselves.
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but to throw light upon the dispositions of the body to

whom he was indebted for his elevation. It may be

taken as a matter of fact that the conviction of the

impracticable character of the combined colleges and

their partisans for any effectual reformation of abuses

was fast maturing in the minds of the great Latin com

munion.r

I The most offensive of the acts of

Alexander V. was his bull in favour

of the Minorite friars, granting them

privileges inconsistent with the laws

regulating the functions of the Mendi

cnnt orders, and openly filling all the

most lucrative offices of the curia over

the heads of the established officers.
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MORAL CAUSES OF THE DECLINE OF THE PAPAL POWER IN
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activity in theology and philosophy; Realists and Nominalists; Aristo

telians, Sam—Dissensions in the papal court ; their effects—The Inquisition ;
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reformers—Persecution by Pope Gregory XL; its results—Dispersion of
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THE great religious revolution of the sixteenth century

was the work not of individuals but of gene

rations. That revolution represents the final .

result of three different yet cooperating sets of causes.

These causes may be thus generally described: 1. the

advances of civilisation and knowledge among the edu

cated classes; 2. the corruptions and abuses of the

dominant church and her ministers; and, 3. the natural

conflict between the principles of political and ecclesi

astical government.

Hitherto our narrative has touched chiefly upon the

two latter causes, and the political events con

nected with them. We have traced out, as

far as the materials at our command permitted, the de

Synopsis.

Retrospect.
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cline of the absolutism established by Innocent III.

and his successors; as its immediate cause we assign the

removal of the papacy from Rome to Avignon, an event

to be traced ultimately to the passive resistance of the

secular government to the despotic pretensions of the

see of Rome. With this result we have connected,

as an important element, the disturbance of the reli

gious mind arising out of the decay of discipline in the

church, and the cupidity, rapacity, and self-indulgence

0f churchmen in the mass. The general consequence

of these cooperating causes served to expose the more

conspicuous defects and vices of sacerdotal govern

ment, and to develope tendencies in direct contradiction

to the principles of the Innocentian scheme. The more

powerful princes of the Latin communion—Philip IV.

of France, the emperor Louis IV. and the States of

Germany, and practically the Edwards of England—

had repudiated the great fundamental maxim of the

Innocentian scheme, that “all secular power resided in

and was dealt out by the church for her own benefit, to

be exercised in her service and under her superintend

ence.” They had disclaimed political dependence upon

the pontiff of Rome; and the identical principle which

in the thirteenth century was treated as the worst of

heresies—the principle which led to the downfal of the

noble dynasty of the Hohenstaufi'en—had become the

rule of secular government. All that was now possible

was a free alliance of church and state for their mutual

purposes and interests; and the plan of universal mon

archy, contemplated by Innocent III., was practically

defeated.

But the changes which immediately preceded the

More recent council of Pisa indicated a more decisive limi

‘ggggfi tation of the papal power. Hitherto the con

councils- vocation of general synods had been held to

be within the exclusive prerogative of the Holy See.

These assemblies were regarded by pope and church in

the light not so much of deliberative bodies as in that

of instruments for the registration and publication of

the foregone conclusions of the Roman pontifi'. But
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the appearance on the stage of two rival popes, both

claiming the undivided allegiance of the Christian world,

presented to the canonists a perplexing casus amiss-us

in their law, and left the world at liberty to adopt a

principle more congenial to their own interests and less

consistent with the autocratic scheme of papal Rome.

Under no circumstances of external or internal pressure

had the preceding popes admitted the validity of a

general synod convoked under other auspices than

their own, or claiming any other character than that

of a simply ministerial agent. The great schism of

the fourteenth century dealt a fatal blow to this pre

tension. A voice from the university of Paris pro

claimed the doctrine, that in cases unprovided for by the

laws of the church, a general council might be legally

assembled by the concurrent authority of church and

state; and that in all like cases such general council

was superior to the pope, and was entitled, in case of

necessity, to depose or nominate a supreme pastor.

It was simultaneously, and with the general assent of

Christendom, aflirmed that in case of schism, or of

intolerable abuse and corruption in the government

of the church, an appeal from the judgment of Rome

lay open to such general assembly as a legislative body

endowed with all the powers necessary to reestablish

unity among Christians, and to apply the remedy to all

existing abuses.

But the party with whom these propositions origi

nated intended no further limitation of the Intent of the

papal powers. All they asked for was a relief “333112;?

from the evils under which they were sufl'er- formers

ing, and a security against their recurrence. They de

sired to provide against any future schismatic move

ment in the Roman curia, and to apply a remedy to

those vices and corruptions which impeded the action,

disgraced the character, and damaged the temporal in

terests of the priesthood. The principle of law they

adopted was simply declaratory and remedial. It pro

vided against an exceptional state of things, and was

designed rather to strengthen the hands of the supreme
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head of the church in maintaining unity and in dealing

with heresy or dissent of any kind, than to restrict or

damage his authority, or to depart from the general

plan under which that authority had been hitherto

exercised. The idea of an independent church legis

lature was as far as ever from the contemplation of the

orthodox reformers of the fifteenth century. Under

all circumstances the Pope remained the lawful head

and president of the council, and the members found

themselves placed in the dilemma of servile submission

on the one hand, or of incurring the awful responsi

bility of disobedience, or even of schism, on the other.“

It is easy to perceive how feeble a bulwark against cor

rupt passions and influences such a scheme must prove

under the management of a class of persons whose

hopes and interests were in a great measure bound up

with him whom it might be their duty to oppose or

correct.

But for many ages past large classes of persons had

entertained serious doubts whether such relief

ofthe could be expected from the existing theory

wgflaifiggir and practice of church-government. It was

cause_and perceived that corruption and cruelty, abuse

°"g"" and persecution, had proceeded hand in hand

in support of the claims of the priesthood upon the un

divided and unconditional obedience of the Christian

world. The church and state persecution of the Albi

gensian reformers had assumed a form so thoroughly

destructive of the material welfare of the regions sub

ject to its operation, so irreconcilable with civil liberty,

so subversive of all social and family affections, as to

require the utmost rigour of political and religious co

ercion to keep its machinery in working order. A

strong sentiment of indignation accompanied the esta

blishment of the Inquisition in all its stages, a resent

Misgivings

l The medizeval sovereigns of Eng

land andeveryother Europeankingdom

presided in the national councils ; they

directed the deliberations, and accepted

or rejected the recommendations of

their advisers : a schemefound utterly

inconsistent with the independence of

the legislature, and ultimately with

civil liberty. It was, however, and still

is, strictly retained even by the most

liberal party in the Roman commu

nion.
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ment which was all along gnawing at the root of that

repulsive, immoral, and irreligious institution. The

crimes perpetrated, in support and resistance alike,

bear ample testimony to the conflict of the public con

science between the despotic claims of the priesthood

and the ever-active desire for civil and religious liberty.

It had become manifest that the existing system of

church - government could only be maintained by a

simoniacal alliance with the secular government, and

the perpetuation of the excesses that connection had

introduced. To the priesthood itself it had become a

matter of life and death to suppress these doubts and

misgivings in the public mind; and to that end, to

put in active motion the combined powers of political

tyranny, fanaticism, and superstition. In France this

object had, to outward appearance, proved successful.

But it would be erroneous to assume that the elements

of dissent had been burnt out. After the wholesale

massacres of Albigensian heretics, Begards, Beguins,

Apostolici, and puritans of various denominations in

that country, the voice of doubt or reprobation had,

it is true, sunk to a whisper; but a whisper audible

enough to the jealous ear of the inquisitor—so audible

indeed as to suggest ever new refinements in the theory,

and unremitting vigilance in the execution of his func

tions.

The migration of the papacy to Avignon had prac

tically ratified the alliance between political Re 1 f
and religious absolutism. It had unfolded Mali};

and nursed into active existence every ele- “m °f the

. papacy, écc.

ment of sacerdotal corruption. Popes, car

dinals, bishops, engaged with kings, princes, and nobles

in a league of simony, peculation, and extortion, which

set at defiance every principle of moral and religious

obligation. But a game so thoroughly shocking to the

indwelling sense of right and wrong must be soon

played out. It was, in fact, incompatible with any

degree of mental activity in the public mind. In a

general sense, the intellect of man lends a helping hand

to his moral faculties. The advance of knowledge tends
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to the detection of vice, though it is not always suc

cessful in promoting virtue. Yet this is a great gain

—the first step to reformation. The evils of eccle

siastical government were admitted, and proclaimed by

the delinquents themselves in the council of Pisa. Cri

minations and recriminations were bandied about by the

parties, till it became impossible to determine which of

them were the greater Offenders.

But within the last two centuries a new power had

been gradually growing in the very bosom of

Increased the church; a power that had become a source
mental ao- . .

tivityin of senous uneasmess to popes and patrons of

t111';*$>ll<)ezsrl':n<_1sacerdotal absolutism. A certain amount of

3:5 liberty ofthought and instruction had crept into

Alg’g's‘glgffii almost all the great schools of theology and po

ans, 5w. pular education. But liberty ofthought implies

a conflict of opinion. The universities ofFrance,

Italy, Germany, and England were divided between two

philosophical sects, each furiously accusing the other of

a betrayal of the truth both in religion and philosophy.

One of these parties affirmed (as far as the confused

jargon of the schools enables us to judge) that abstract

ideas were to be treated as positive truths. These per

sons took the name Of Realists. Their opponents con

tended that abstractions had no reality in themselves—

that they were mere names adopted for the classification

of observed facts or positive truths. This class accord

ingly became known by the name of Nominalz'sts. The

quarrel assumed formidable proportions in many parts

of Europe, not unfrequently ending in very unphilo

sophieal brawls. The evil—if that which indicates life

and energy in the public mind can be called an evil—

may be traced back to the beginning of the thirteenth

century ;b but it derived its greatest impulse from the

introduction of the so-called “Philosophy of Aristotle.”

It is true that the writings of the Grecian sage were

known to the Latins only through the medium of a

1’ Conf. Hoffman Lex. Univers. art. sar. cad. art.

“ Nominales." See also Dumngc, Glos
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blundering translation from the Arabic of the Moslem

philosopher Averroes of Cordova. In the hands of

Thomas of Aquino—whom the church of Rome honours

with the title of the “Angelic Doctor”~—this philosophy

of Aristotle became an acknowledged authority for the

elucidation of theological truth, and was so received b

most if not all the schools of divinity and philosophy.

The impulse given by this new study was contagious; it

was accepted by churchmen of all parties, and pursued

with enthusiasm by the students—Realists and Nomi

nalists alike. It was not, however, long before the more

rigid among the orthodox divines began to scent heresy.

The Aristotelians had carried matters with so high a

hand that the writings of the Stagirite came to stand

in point of authority on a level with Scripture and the

Fathers; and upon still higher ground as the proper

key to the exposition of both. Accordingly the contro

versies between the different expositions—Realist or

Nominalist—assumed an importance out of all pro

portion to their real merits. The natural result was,

that, in the turmoil, the stereotyped orthodox of

Latinism was in a great degree lost sight of, an( oc

casions for disparaging comment opened to the growing

indifference or disaffection of the age. Pope John XXII.

sounded the note of alarm. In the second year of his

pontificate he addressed a severe reprimand to the uni

versities of Paris, Orleans, Oxford, and others, charging

them with introducing confusion and doubt upon some

of the vital dogmas of the church into the minds of their

pupils, and of encouraging heterodoxy by their spurious

comments and vain logomachies. He issued strict or

ders to the bishops of the dioceses in which the offend

ing bodies were situated to look to the abolition of these

abuses, referring them to his own edition of the Cle- '

mentine decretals as the text-book of orthodoxy.c

But the habit of speculation, when once contracted,

is of much too alluring a nature to leave Dissension,

the strictest class of dogmatists wholly un- in the papal

‘ See the decretal ap. Rayn. an. 1317, pp. 53, 54.

SUP. MM
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court; their afi'ected. Even the dogmatic Pope himself in

“fiect' the latter years of his pontificate fell into the

snare, from which he escaped with little credit to him

self or advantage to his church. The revived spirit of

inquiry encouraged observation. It displayed matters

which, to the sleepy apprehensions of an age of mental

torpor, had passed without comment or reprobation, in a

more vivid light. Among the subjects of public noto

riety none contributed more powerfully to slacken the

grasp of Rome upon the minds and consciences of the

people than the jealousies and divisions which agitated

and disgraced the papal court itself. The Italian party

in the curia, though in the minority, had never forgiven

the migration to Avignon. Meanwhile the conflict of

private interests had been stimulated by the multipli

cation of opportunities of gain. The resentments en

gendered in the hearts of the losers in the race of ac

quisition led to plots and conspiracies on the one hand,

and to rancorous jealousies and suspicions on the other.

Treason was suspected, conspiracies detected, plots

brought to light; the foul agency of magic and necro

mancy—all the machinery 0f superstition—was pressed

into the service for the ruin ofrivals or opponents; more

especially to cast the odium of the forbidden practices

upon that disaffected minority which looked with shame

and regret to the expatriation of the papacy and its

subjection to a foreign master. In Italy the influence

of the Gallic popes had dwindled to a name, and their

dominion was supported only by the precarious aid of

the military adventurers who haunted and pillaged al

most every country in Europe. In Germany the pontiff

of Avignon was regarded as the simple tool of a hostile

policy; and his authority was invoked or repudiated as

it might suit the views of the factions which divided

that distracted commonwealth. The exorbitant de

mands of pope John XXII. upon the empire, persisted in

by his successors in compliment to the crooked policy of

the French court, received a decisive check by the pub

lication of the “Golden Bull” ofthe emperor Charles IV.d

" That instrument, it should be remembered, is to be ascribed to the estates
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England, under the Edwards, had disowned the de

grading yoke imposed by king John, and had driven

the curia into her own terms in dealing with the pos

sessions and revenues of the church. Thus the lofty

moral and religious position to which the papacy had

been exalted by the successful policy of the pontifi's of

the twelfth and thirteenth centuries had withered under

the poison-breath of internal dissension and adminis

trative corruption. The exposures which the savage

passions of Urban VI. and the abject sycophancy of

Clement VII. had displayed, contributed largely to the

moral revolution in progress, and must be set down as

an important step towards the decisive changes in the

position of the papacy brought to pass within the first

decads 0f the sixteenth century.

The preceding remarks apply to the moral effects

produced by the political errors of the man

agers of the Latin scheme of church-govern

ment under the influence of the increased ac

tivity of the public mind consequent upon the spirit

of inquiry and speculation evoked by the advances of

science and education. In pursuing our synopsis of

these changes, we advert, in the next place, to the earlier

symptoms of that general religious malaise which for

ages past had disquieted the spirit of the managers,

and called into existence the most refined and efficient

theory of suppression that ever issued from the depraved

recesses of the human heart.

The Inquisition, introduced by Innocent III., and

improved upon by his successors, had, it was .

thought, extinguished every symptom of op- {$332st

£081t1011 to the absolutlsm of the Holy See. aremedy

at it soon became apparent that this was an figfifiztdriil

error; the managers of the scheme were the sent. _The

first to perceive the incompleteness of the

process, and to feel the necessity of further

refinements in injustice and cruelty to nurse it into

perfect efficiency. Religious dissent, though silenced

The

Inquisition.

of the empire rather than to the empe- for him the nickname of the “ King of

ror, whose subserviency to Rome earned the Priests."
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in some parts of Christendom, broke out in others under

singular and sometimes grotesque forms.° Dating from

the earlier decade of the fourteenth century, and more

especially since the migration of the papacy, the un

easiness of the religious mind under the pressure of

Roman formalism had displayed itselfin a greater va

riety and multiplicit of forms than at any period since

the suppression of t e Albigensian secession. One of

the most remarkable of these forms of dissent appeared

among the Franciscan or Minorite communities. The

inconsistency of the rule with the practice of the Men

dicant orders had struck the more severe disciplinarians

with conscientious dismay. They beheld with religious

aversion the undisguised departure of the brotherhoods

from the institutions of their founders and their own

vows. ' Consigned by their founders and their own

profession to absolute dependence upon the alms of the

faithful for their subsistence, Dominicans and Francis

cans alike accepted endowments, acquired property, and

indulged in all the comforts and conveniences of life, in

flagrant disregard of the vow of poverty and abstinence

to which their patriarchs had restricted them. Great

numbers of monks belonging to the offending fraterni

ties went out from among them, and constituted them

selves into separate communities; associating in many

instances with those erratic spirits who abound in every

religious community. These persons frequently mis

take their own incoherent speculations for religious

inspiration, and assume to themselves a superiorit of

purity in life and conversation, mostly unfounded, in

fact, and always highly offensive to the world around

them. These seceders were known b the several

names of Beguins, Begards, Apostolici, Cathari, and a

variety of denominations applied to them by their ene

° It is remarkable that the cessation

0r silence of religious dissent, espe

cially in France, was followed by a

sudden outbreak of magic and necro

mantic superstition, founded on the

opinion, entertained alike by clergy

and laity, of the perpetual agency of

Satan and his satellites to destroy the

lives and to ruin the souls of men.

Under diabolical instruction, magic had

become a science anda study. The

church took the alann; but the cruel

punishments inflicted upon the delin

quents were soon found ineffectual to

suppress the forbidden practices.
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mies.f In conformity with the habitual language and

practice of the church in dealing with reputed here

tics, the most incredible enormities were imputed by

the churchmen to the heresiarchs and their followers.

Their principal offences appear, however, to have been

that they, after the manner of the seceding Minorites,g

separated themselves from the world, affected seclusion

from society, renounced all claim to separate property,

and in some instances even to the food requisite to the

nourishment of their bodies.h

Whether the vices laid to the charge of the dissent

ing sects were true or false, or only grossl Heretical

sects—Be
exaggerated, the church could not be brough gums, Du,_

to tolerate an independent body of teachers, cinians, 6w

however unimpeachable their doctrinal orthodoxy. This

observation applies more particularly to the seceding

Minorite party. In many places these puritans had

supplanted the clergy—both monastic and secular—4m

their ministrations; they had depreciated their religious

character and diminished their gains. With a view to

encounter this irregular movement, the clergy took

pains to confound them with the sects of a more ques

tionable character, which swarmed in many parts of

Italy, Switzerland, and Germany. They became, of

course, the objects of unsparing pursuit by the inquisi

tors of the faith, under the special direction and superin

tendence of the Pope.i Few, however, of these seceders

gave greater uneasiness to the church than those which

passed by the name of Dulcinians. This sect took its

' These sects are believed to have which has supplied the enemies of re

derived their origin from a certain

Armannus (probably Herrmann, a Ger

man), of Ferrara, who lived in the

13th century. He was condemned as

a heretic after his death, and his bones

were duly disinterred and burnt, by

sentence of the Inquisition, in the

year 1301. Rayn. an. 1317, p. 74.

I With whom they are habitually

confounded by the papal writers.

h Such pretensions to transcendent

purity are common phenomena among

the vagaries of the religious mind, and

are not altogether inconsistent with a

very contrary practice; an observation

form with the most specious argu

ments. It is hardlyto be doubted that

some of these erratic sects indulged in

the personal impurities imputed to all

by their persecutors. See the catalogue

of the enormities laid to the charge of

Begards, Beguins, and others, ap. R11y

nald. an. 1317, p. 74. But such excres

eences are the natural growth of re

sistance tooppression in the uneducated

mind when destitute of intelligent and

upright directors.

‘ Vide the ordinance of John XXII.

against a certain Michael Barraut and

his associates, ap. Rag/n. an. 1317, p. 77.
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Damn“ name and origin from one Dulcinus, an enter

and his prising religious enthusiast, who flourished

towards the close of the thirteenth and the

sion and earlier years of the fourteenth century—that

m“ is, about the period when the fermentation of

the religious mind first assumed a threatening aspect to

the establishment. This person had collected a large

body of followers, and organised them as a separate

religious community under his own government. He

had chosen a hill-district within the diocese of Vercelli

(Piedmont) for the domicile of the association; and

from that spot as a centre he had sent out emissaries

into Switzerland, Germany, and Bohemia, to propagate

his opinions. The most serious of the crimes imputed

to them were, that they maintained the right of private

judgment in religious matters, and irreverently affirmed

that the Pope and the church were subject to the law of

God and the precepts of the gospel. They professed, it

is said, to lead an apostolic life, and to have all things in

common, after the example of the primitive believers.

They denounced all coercion in matters of conscience;

they condemned and rejected the Inquisition, and de

clared all depositions, confessions, conversions, or pro

mises extorted by violence or intimidation, to be abso

lutely void and destitute of moral obligation. Without

denying the authority of the Pope of Rome as the head of

the church, they restricted his powers severely within the

limits of gospel-law, and stoutly asserted that no ordi

nance of church, pope, or council, transgressing, adding

to, or detracting from that law, could be binding upon

the consciences of the faithful. So bold an assault upon

a vital rinciple of papal omnipotence alarmed and en

raged t e court of Avignon. A peremptory order was

dispatched by pope Clement V. to the bishop of Ver

celli to raise the force of his diocese for the extermi

nation of the heretics. A severe blockade of the moun

tain fortress occu ied by Dulcinus and his followers

was established. he inhabitants were reduced to the

extremity of distress and famine, from which they had

no resource but in predatory sallies upon the neigh
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bouring districts for such supplies as could in this way

be Obtained. Such a state of things could be of no

long continuance. The defenders suffered and died

patiently Of famine and disease, till the exhausted rem

nant could no longer stand to their arms. The place

was accordingly taken by storm on the 13th of March

1307. ‘More than a thousand of the survivors of the

siege perished in the flames of their dwellings, or in the

swollen torrents which impeded their escape. Dulcinus,

with Margaret his wife, and several of his principal

followers, fell into the hands of their enemies. After

lingering for some months in their dungeon, and suffer

ing the most exquisite tortures the ingenuity of their

persecutors could invent, the heresiarch, with his wife

and chief oflicer Longinus, were brought to the stake,

asserting to the last the righteousness of their cause.

With him eighty men and women suffered the like

death; their city of refuge was levelled with the earth,

and the bare mountain side upon which it stood became,

in the popular belief, the haunt of fiends and the play

ground of whirlwinds and storms.j

The affiliation of the protesting sects of France,

Belgium, Germany, England, and Switzerland Affiliation

is admitted by the papal historians. Dulcinus and “"88
. . . . pondence of

1s said to have recruited his party from among the heretical

the erratic religionists who haunted those sec“

J Dulcinus and his friends were burnt

on the 1st of June 1307. His tenets

and those of his party are worthy of a

place in a note. According to the ac

counts of his persecutors, Dulcinus had

collected his band of'followers from

the multitude of dispersed enthusiasts,

which they admit to have swarmed

in Italy, Switzerland, and Germany.

Box-mat, in his “ History of the Varia

tions," &c., connects them with all

those religious parties which, under

the name of Cathari (Puritans), pre

tended to reform the churches by the

example of a more severe purity of life

and conversation. illuratori. hesitates

to believe in the enormilies imputed to

them by their enemies ; he thinks that

these charges arose out of certain

Manichiean tenets detected in their

philosophy favourable to the carnal

vices imputed. Their practice of hav

ing all things in common gave a kind

of countenance to the charge that they

extended the community of externals to

a community of women. The excesses

and depredations to which they were

driven by their enemies gave rise to

the report that they taught as doctrine

that the faithful had a right to take

from the public—friend or enemy—all

that was necessary for their bodily

maintenance. There can be no doubt

that they inculcated the supreme duty

(after the example of the apoetles) to

forsake the world and to follow them,

as the apostles followed Christ. They

aflirmed of themselves that there was

nothing of a novel character in their

association ; that they were the lineal
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countries in numbers perhaps exaggerated by the bold

ness of their protest, and the apprehensions of their

enemies. Excepting in France and Italy, the Inqui

sition had made little progress in Europe. A short

time only before the great schism had the institution

been extended to the whole kingdom of France. It

was repudiated in the duchies of Hainault and Bra

bant; and those provinces had become an asylum of

the persecuted sects against the vigilance of the inquisi

tors. A numerous class of these Protestants, under

the chieftainship of one Walter or Gualter, established

themselves in the Netherlands under the name of Lol

lards,k whence they spread with extraordinary rapidity

over many parts of Germany, Hungary, Bohemia, and

Poland. A popular belief, encouraged by the clergy,

imputed tenets of incredible immorality and irreligion

to these heretics; the most offensive of which charges

was an audacious denial that the church of Rome was

the church of Christ, and an arrogant rejection of her

ritual. To these impeachments it is added that they

repelled the spiritual authority of vicious priests, and

descendants of the first preachers of

the gospel, and deduced a continuous

pedigree from them. They denied that

any earthly authority could absolve

them from the duties of their Christian

profession; they declared the excom

munications and interdicts of the popes

to be powerless to withdraw them from

the apostolic life they had embraced,

and that any ordinances of the see

of Rome inconsistent with gospel-law

ought to be cast aside by all true he

lievers. They admitted, however, that

as long as the Pope acted within the

law he was entitled to obedience, and

might issue ordinances and distribute

the dignities and oflices of the church.

The principle of obedience so limited

must have hung loosely about them.

They rejected his character as guardian

of the faith, and condemned the Inqui

sition as a suggestion proceeding di

rectly from the inspiration of Satan.

In fact, the unqualified adoption of

the right of private judgment left

little ground for church-authority to

stand upon. Nor indeed is there rea

son to doubt that they believed their

doctrines—if not its professors them

selves—t0 be the subjects of divine

inspiration, or that, as their enemies

say of them, they indulged in vain

speculations as to the end of the

reign of corrupt popes and a degenerate

clergy, the coming of Antichrist, the

ultimate triumph of their leader over

the powers of darkness, and the instal

ment of Dulcinus himself as the pure

and holy pope, who should govern the

church in righteousness and true holi

ness. They believed that they were

the appointed instruments for the refor

mation of a church perishing through

pride, luxury, and sensuality,—a belief

cherished by every class of religious

reformers that has appeared in the

world. The reader will find two very

interesting lives of Dulcinus by con

temporary writers ap. Muratori, Ss.

Rr. Ital. tom. ix. p. 425 et sqq.

* The name of Lollards was origin

ally applied to a charitable association

in Antwerp, and was afterwards ap

plied to the followers of Wicliffe.
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maintained that their ministrations were valueless ; that

every form of oath was unlawful, and that the church

was extinct until they appeared to breathe into it a

purer and holier life.1 The alarm of the hierarchy at the

rapid diffusion ofthese sects and their dangerous attacks

on their character and functions—stimulated probably by

the conscientious whispers of reform circulating within

their own body—required little aid from the papal inqui

sition to urge them into active persecution. Walter,

the leading spirit of the Belgian reformers, was seized

and burnt at Cologne; and many of his followers met

the same fate in the eastern provinces of the empire.

It is probable that the tenets of the Lollards had to a

great extent been adopted by the Minorite seceders.

Cava and his party maintained that the efficacy of the

sacraments depended upon the sanctity of the officiating

priest; “for how,” said they, “can they impart a bless

ing who by their evil lives have forfeited the right to

ask a blessing?” In accordance with the Lollards he

asserted the unlawfulness of oaths, and denied the juris

diction of the bishops over the fraternity of St. Francis.

The rule, he said, of the sainted founder of their com

munity was so positive and absolute, that under that

rule no friar Minorite could call any outward or mate

rial thing his own, even to the food, raiment, and shel

ter necessary to his physical existence; and that he

could have neither house, home, nor nourishment, ex

cept what was supplied gratuitously and Without solici

tation. Under a profound conviction of the utter cor

ruption of pope, bishops, and clergy generally, they

came to the conclusion—common to most of the reform

ing sects—that they themselves were the predestined in

struments for the regeneration of the church, and its re

storation to that primitive and spiritual character which

had been sacrificed to the carnal and political pursuits of

the priesthood.m

1 These accusations are repeated with Cave, a Minorite friar, to whom he

zest by abbot Trithemius of Spanheim, imputes the particular heresy that the

towards the close of the fifteenth cen- ministrations of vicious priests were

tury. Itaynaldi mentions that the Ger- worthless.

man hereticswere headed byone Henri '" See the hull of John XXII. ap.
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The dangerous tendency of these movements in the

The Minorite religious world was sensibly felt by the court

heresy. Ef- of Awgnon. John XXII. set on foot an ac

figgsg‘g tive search for the offenders. Frederic king

its serpm- of Sicily was commanded to expel the pro

swn‘ testing friars from his territories. The order

was punctually obeyed; the puritans were turned out

of their convents, and either took refuge in the rugged

interior of the island, or became scattered over the ad

jacent countries. In the south of France the inqui

sitors made short work with the seceders, wherever

they were to be found. Marseilles, Narbonne, and the

chief cities of Languedoc witnessed the execution of

numbers of the impenitent enthusiasts. But these

punishments were ineffectual to quench the zeal of the

sufferers. They regarded persecution as the seal of a

true confession, and went to the stake in the joyful

assurance that the fiery ordeal was a sure introduction

to their great reward. Undaunted by the sufferings of

their friends, the survivors collected their ashes; they

revered them as martyrs; they inserted them in their

calendars, and recited them in their litanies and ser

vices. They maintained that in these confessors and

martyrs Christ himself was crucified afresh, and de

nounced the Pope and his inquisitors in their present

dispositions as the foulest of heretics. The sufierers,

though dispersed, were scarcely less dangerous than

when collected in recognised communities. \Vithout

home or family ties, they contributed materially to

strengthen the numbers and momentum of the growing

secession. And indeed, so striking a concurrence of

opinion upon some ofthe principal points insisted on by

the swarms of seceders which haunted every region of

the Latin world, from Selavonia to the British fslands,

Raynalei. an. 1318, pp. 103-105. The ness of oaths; 4. heresy in denying

Pope sums up their enormities under

the following heads: 1. Schism, in

curred by separating themselves from

the source of religious truth (the Pope) ;

2. contempt of the authority of Pope

and bishops; 3. denying the lawful

the efficacy of the sacraments in the

ministrations of vicious priests; 5.

arrogance in vaunting themselves the

only true servants of Christ, and the

only observers of the gospel-law.
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must have increased the influence of the latter, and

added to the weight of their protest.

The controvers between pope John XXII. and the

emperor Louis of avaria had, as heretofore William of

noticed,n brought out the differences between OcOfamfi-John

the puritan friars and the church into high M1,§;1,§§‘5f

relief. Their champions, \Villiam of Occam, Padua,“

John of Ghent, and Marsilius of Padua, were pupils of

the university of Paris. These men had vehemently

denounced the persecution of the Minorite reformers;

they had dared to set bounds to the powers of the

papacy; they had appealed to the church catholic as a

body independent of the Pope; they had questioned

the spiritual prerogative of the Holy See, and con

demned the selfish and secular spirit which governed

its action. They had, in fact, assailed the foundation

of the Innocentian scheme; they had reduced the func

tions of the pontiff of Rome to that of the simple presi

dent and moderator of the church-legislature; and de

nied his right to pass arbitrary censures upon a class of

religionists who professed a righteous zeal for the re

formation of admitted abuses in the church, and the

more perfect performance of the duties of their own

profession. These public rebukes served for the mo

ment to aggravate the sufferings of the hapless friars.

The rack and the faggot were ever at hand to refute

facts notorious as the light of day ; and Fraticelli,° Be

guins, Apostolici, Lollards, Albigenses, and others were,

with impartial severity, brought to the stake, in com

pany with Jews, magicians, and necromaneers. Heresy

was a crime one and indivisible; it admitted of no

gradation of criminality, nor any discrimination in the

punishment.

The persecution of the Fraticelli bore in one re

spect the character of a political movement. Influence of

The cruel and ambitious Philip VI. of France dissent upon

was desirous ofwounding his enemy, Louis IV. ngiignwi'

of Germany, through his partisans. \Villiam '

" Chap. ix. p. 419 (note it) of this ° One of the names usedtodesignate

vol. the protesting friars.
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of Occam and his disciples had mainly encouraged the

Germans in their resistance to the combined policy of

the king and the Pope. The protectors of the Francis

can seceders had contributed to the disappointment of

the designs of the French monarch, and had retorted the

charge of heresy on the Pope himself. Both accordingly

resorted to the familiar remedy with equal malignity;

and the rack and stake were employed to consummate

the work which the thunders of the church had failed

to accomplish. But neither of these expedients proved

effectual for the suppression of a movement springing

from a source beyond the reach of temporal or spiritual

tyranny. The opinions of the puritan seceders had

made important progress in the schools and universities.

The sciolism of pope John XXII. had come into 001

lision with the speculations of the theologians. The

doctrine of the pontifi' on the subject of the “ beatific

vision”P shocked and surprised the schoolmen beyond

ex ectation, and the theological school of the university

of arisq dared to declare the Pope to have lapsed into

heresy, if he should persist in denying the immediate

admission of the just made perfect into the presence of

the Almighty. The menace concurred in point of time

with the disparaging comments of Michael di Cesena

upon papal infallibility. \Vritings and pamphlets to the

like effect circulated With alarming frequency through

out Christendom. Thus, while a strong undercurrent

of public opinion was setting in against the spiritual

authority of the Pope, the strength of his accomplice

and protector, the monarch of France, was decaying

under the pressure of internal misgovernment and fo

reign war. The mendicant orders,—hitherto the de

voted militia of Rome,——supported by the schoolmen,

the universities, and theologians of note, had turned

against him ; while the partisans of the emperor Louis

of Bavaria had emphatically denied his competency as

the absolute and impeccable interpreter ofthe law ofGod

and the church, and in the face of Christendom pro

? Conf. chap. x. p. 439 of this vol.

'1 Known by the name of the “ Sorbonne."
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claimed him the patron and accomplice of the crying

abuses prevailing in every department ofchurch-govern

ment. These successive assaults fell almost simultane

ously upon the aged pontiff, and led to a step perhaps

more fatal to the papal power than any ofthe many errors

of his reign,—a virtual, if not a verbal retractation of

an opinion officially issuing from the chair of Peter.r

During the reign of the honest and well-meaning

Benedict XII. the attention of the Holy See Papa,”

was directed to the reformation of the worst tempts at ya

abuses of papal government. The Pope was a 0:13:83th

rigid anti-nepotist, and a zealous reformer ofSand failure

the religious orders. The routine of persecu- 3:23,?

tion was suspended for a period of eight years; the “lurch

but at his death, in 1342, the work was resumed with

Gregorians energy by his successor, Clement VI. An

offshoot of the Albigensian reform had taken root and

raised its head among the recesses of the Maritime Alps.

Strict orders were issued to the princes and proprietary

nobles of Savoy and Piedmont to support the proceed

ings of the Inquisition by the aid of the whole of the

civil and military powers at their command, with a

view to drive back those stray sheep into the bosom of

the church, or to hang and burn them, as circumstances

might require. Hundreds of these inoffensive moun

taineers perished; but the work was still only half done,

and Innocent VI. suspended the persecution with a view

to the more important task of plastering-up the wounds

which Benedict XII. had endeavoured to heal. The cry

for reform assailed the reluctant ear of the court of

Avignon in a tone too loud to be wholly neglected.

Innocent VI. revoked the numerous “reservations,”

“provisions,” and “commendams” so profusely dispensed

to favourites and minions of the French court by his

predecessors; he strictly confined the prelates and en

dowed clergy to residence on their benefices, upon pain

of exeommunication. Still, no device to check this or

any otherj‘profitable abuse could prevail against the cor

' Couf. chap. 1:. p. 440 of this vol. ' Cont. chap. iv. p. 127 of this vol.
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rupting influence of the French court, or the cupidity

of the sacred college itself. Urban V., the successor of

Innocent VI., was zealous for the moral reformation of

monks and clergy. But within the eight years of his

reign the call for reform waxed louder ; the discontent

of the severer churchmen with the servile position of

the Holy See—the “Babylonian exile” of Avignon—

concurred with the reproaches of the seceding sects to

bring the deplorable state Of religion and religious

government to the broad light of day. Though no one

denied the necessity of reform, the remedies proposed

were, of course, as divergent as the opinion of parties

in tracing the origin of the evil. The severer church

men mourned Over the decline ofpower which the church

had brought upon herself by her manifold corruptions.

Their remedy was the speedy return of the papacy to its

natural home, and the example of a purer religious life;

yet without relinquishing the machinery already in ac

tion for the suppression of dissent. Differing widely

from the ultrapapal advocates, a large section Ofchurch

men was disgusted with the absolutism of the Holy

See. They traced the evil to the natural tendency of

irresponsible power to abuse its trust. To this cause

they imputed the slavish submission of the world to

religious misgovernment; and the remedy they proposed

lay in the restoration of that independent legislature

under which the primitive church had thriven and pre

vailed. But in the mind of this section of the Latin

community, as in the former, the monarchical principle

was uppermost. They aimed at the purification, not

the overthrow of the papacy—a purification to be ac

complished through the remedial action of a general

council of the church.‘

But a wider chasm—an abyss not to be bridged

Views of the over—divided the third section of the Chris

radical re- tian community from the two former. In their

“mm” view nothing short of a radical change in the

f Conf. chap. ix. pp. 407, 409-411 of a limited spiritual monarchy than the

this vol. Even the Occamites and the abolition of the papacy.

Minorite seceders contemplated rather
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principle of church-government could afford adequate

security for religious or political liberty. Yet it ap

pears pretty clearly that the leading spirits of this party

—\Vicliffe, Occam, John of Ghent, Marsilius of Padua,

and, at a somewhat later period, John Huss—did not,

in the first instance, contemplate so wide a departure

from the existing system of Latinism. They would not

have declined obedience to a constitutional pope govern

ing in conformity with gospel-law, and subject to the

legislative authority ofthe church. But upon the repre

sentative and vicarious character of the Roman pontiff

they were at issue with both the Ultramontane and the

Gallic parties.u

As against this class of seceders there was no ma

terial difference of opinion between the two Persecution

latter parties in the church. Their progress by pope

in England, Germany, Belgium, Bohemia, and Gregmy XL

in the remoter regions of Hungary and Bulgaria, was

the subject of unfeigned alarm to both. Thus sup

ported, pope Gregory XI. hurried on the officials of

the Inquisition against the German and Belgian heretics.

The dioceses of Magdeburg, Bremen, and Stettin, the

provinces of Holland, Brabant, and the Rhenish circles

of Germany, were the first fields of inquisitorial indus

try. The emperor Charles IV.," the hierarchy, nobility,

and magistrates of Germany, Poland, and Hungary were

commanded to give all diligence to unkennel, to burn,

and destroy the infamous swarm of Beguins and Lol

lards which threatened to leaven the whole body of the

church with heretical pravity and infidelity.“’ But the

sect which had always inspired the papacy with the

greatest apprehensions dwelt, as it were, under the eye

of the court of Avignon. Neither the unspeakable

cruelties of the predecessors of Gregory XL, nor the

'1 We use these terms, which, though

not in use till some ages after this

period, very closely describe the differ

ence between the decrees of the Sor

bonne and the ultra-papal advocates

of the age.

' Who enjoyed the enviable sobri

quet of “ King of the Priests.”

" The same edict included those who

had taken refuge among the Turks

(who about this time had advanced

their conquests to the banks of the

Danube), and were reputed to partake

of their apostasy.
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unsleeping vigilance of the Inquisition, had sufl‘iced to

lay the ghost of the Albigensian protest. The spectral

shade of that deadliest enemy of the Roman supremacy

still reared its head above the crest of the Savoyan

Alps; it haunted still the very scene of the martyrdom

of its earlier champions,x and seemed to beard its

persecutor in his palace. The archbishop of Toulouse

and the inquisitors of Languedoc and Provence received

strict orders to make diligent search for and to de

stroy the delinquents, their accomplices and protec

tors, wherever they might be found, or suspected;

and this happy region once more echoed the groans

of the rack, and the death-scream of the fire-tortured

sufferers.-v

l/Vithout undervaluing the efficiency of unsparing

and merciless persecution in particular locali

ties, the general efi'ect of the system is rather

to disperse over a wider area than to eradicate the pro

scribed opinions; so that though thrown out of sight

in one special area, the seed of dissent is scattered over

a Wider field in such Wise as not, upon the whole, to

diminish the crop: and there appeared at this precise

juncture a suspicious indifi'erence to the efforts of the

Inquisition for the extirpation of heresy. The Albi

gensian secedcrs were reported to swarm in the pro

vinces of Dauphiné and Vienne. But here the king’s

officers threw unexpected difficulties in the way of the

ecclesiastical judges. The declined, without special

orders, to take the oath emanded on entering upon

their offices to place the civil powers at the disposal of

the inquisitors for the suppression and punishment of

heresy. An ordinance was consequently issued by the

king, rebuking the backwardness of the civil magis

trates, and placing them and the powers of their func

tions at the absolute disposal of the papal oflEicers for

Its results.

i There is sufi‘icient reason to believe ism made its earliest and greatest pro

that Waldensian and Albigensian opi- gress. and where it still maintains

nions had never been wholly eradicated itself in numbers and respectability.

in the provinces of Languedoc, Pro- I Cant. Raynaldi, ad an. 1371, p.

varies, and generally in the south of 137.

France—regions in which Protestant
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the furtherance and execution of their proceedings and

sentences.z

Another feature of this alarming defection from the

Latin system now presents itself to our con- _ _

sideration. It has been observed that great 02‘325353;

numbers of the proscribed sectarians had diffusion of

wandered far away from their native lands Buffiffgg,

to the distant regions of the East. Of these

one portion had availed themselves of the asylum

which the regions lying on the southern banks of the

Danube presented. That region, in consequence pro

bably of the decline of the Greek empire under the in

cessant assaults of the Osmanlie Turks, presented a

kind of neutral ground between the Christian and the

Moslem peoples, and was then, as it still is, known

by the name of Bulgaria; and thither many of the

fugitives resorted for safety. From this their asylum

the ' sent forth missionaries to propagate their opinions

in rance, Italy, the eastern provinces of Germany,

in Poland, Hungar Y, and Bohemia. In the latter of

these countries they met with abundant success ;

and in the year 1374, pope Gregory XI. was informed

that sundry persons resident in the vicinity, or under

the protection of the Turks, had imbibed the errors of

Mohammedanism; that emissaries from these apos

tates had appear-ed in Bohemia; and that one Milec

zius, a canon of the cathedral of Prague, had publicly

taught from the professorial chair of the university doc

trines closely resembling those of the Paterine, Albi

gensian, or Bulgarian heretics.a It was moreover re

ported that the ofi'enders were numerous and confident,

not only in Bohemia, but in Poland, Silesia, and the

provinces of the Oder and the Vistula. ()n this in

formation Gregory XI. dispatched strict orders to the

I Conf. Rag/nah]. an. 1373. It seems the papal documents of the times in

that the special object of the labours their descriptions of the prevailing he

of these inquisitors was the detection resies. But the most hateful features

and destruction of an heretical sect were generally selected from the end

called “Turlupins.” According both less list of enormities with which all

to H'qumm and Du Cange, they were heretics were held tobe equally charge

an ofishoot of the Albigensian heresy. able.

' There is a singular confusion in

SUP. NN
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bishops of Prague, Olmiitz, Cracau, Breslau, and even

to the remote dioceses of Prussia and Livonia, to make

diligent search for these “ active agents of Satan ;” and

when apprehended, to cause exemplary justice to be

executed upon them. At the same time, a requisition

was addressed to the emperor Charles IV. to support

the prelates and emissaries of the Holy See with the

whole civil and military force of the empire.

\Vhat active proceedings were taken in pursuance of

_ this mandate does not appear. But the docu

ments connected with it disclose the fact that

common law a strong leaven of discontent with priestly rule

_f,l}§rf;‘:”" had been working for some time past among

the people of northern Germany. An ancient

collection of the laws and customs of the Saxon circles,

known by the name of the Saxon Mirror (Speculum

Saxonicum), was submitted by pope Gregory to the

examination of a learned and zealous canonist. The

compilation was consequently declared to contain mat

ter “false, unjust, iniquitous, and heretical; contrary to

canon law, dangerous to the salvation of souls, and in

jurious to the authority of the church.” Though We

might not be justified in drawing any more specific in

ference from this complaint, it is abundantly clear from

it that the same struggle against the encroachments of

the canonists was at work among the civilians of Germany

as that which at the same point of time agitated the

parliaments and courts of our own country.b The 0b

jectionable passages in the Saxon Mirror no doubt dis

closed principles equally hostile to sacerdotal encroach

ment with the English statutes of mortmain, provisors,

and praamunire, resulting from the rivalry between the

civil and the ecclesiastical judicatures in our island.

But it had become in some sort a habit of the

Persecution papal or high-church clergy to trace almost

°f the every heresy to an Albigensian source. A cen

Albigensians _ _ . .

of the Alps. tury and a half of mcessant and acrimonious

b See the whole subject as it re- “ Position and Prospects of the Pro

gards England treated in sections 8 testant Churches of England and [re

and 9 of the writer's treatise on the land," 6w. Ridgway, 1851.
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persecution had failed to root out the obnoxious opi

nions: fear and hatred had, during all that time, kept

the Roman hierarchy in a fever of uneasiness and

anxiety, ever on the watch to slake its thirst in the

blood of real or supposed culprits. Thus, in the year

1375, pope Gregory XI. sent forth a committee of the

inquisition, under escort of a bod of soldiers furnished

to him by the dukes of Anjou an Savoy, thoroughly to

clear the valleys of Piedmont of those dreaded enemies.0

The valleys, we are told, offered no resistance; and so

numerous were the prisoners, that the inquisitors

complained of the want of prisons spacious enough for

the safe custody, as well as of funds for the mainten

ance of the captives, till they could be brought to the

stake with due regard to the canonical forms. It hap

pened in this case, as in that of the first Albigensian

war,d that an inquisitor was killed by one ofthe sufferers.

According to precedent, the duke of Savoy was com

manded by the Pope so utterly to root out and destroy

the whole brood of vipers and murderers, that no one

of them should escape the rope, the sword, or the stake.

Great as the destruction must have been, there is still

sufficient proof of the continued existence of these un

daunted witnesses on the same spot, and most probably

in the identical religious persuasion, down to the pre

sent time.

The notices we have collected respecting the first

awakening of the Latin world from the dead sleep of

sacerdotal slavery prove to demonstration that the

struggles and throes of the religious mind—extending,

as they did, over the whole expanse of Latin Christen

dom—take date from an earlier period than is commonly

allowed by the papal historians. It may also be taken

for fact that these movements were not of that isolated,

unconnected character usually ascribed to them. The

incidents above alluded to bear strong testimony to a

correspondence of opinion and feeling which could not

° See the bull and the rescript ad- a See the fate and canonisation of

dressed to duke Amadeus of Savoy, ap. Peter de Castelnau, Cath. Pet. book

Raynald. an. 1375, p. 274. xiii. c. 7, p. 534.
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fail to produce a correspondence of plan and purpose.

It is admitted by their enemies that the danger arose

from the correspondence—0r, in their language, “con

spiracy”——which was carried on between the dissenting

sects ; a correspondence extending from the remote

region of Bulgaria in the east to the British Islands in

the west. Emissaries of the heretics were known to

travel from country to country and from city to city:

the are traced from the Albigensians and Dulcinians

of rance and Italy to the mouths of the Danube; and

thence again through Hungary, Poland, Bohemia, Ger

many, to Belgium, northern France, and Great Britain.

Yet in none of these countries was the contagion more

sensibly felt and resented than in England.

While pope Gregory was busy slaying and burning

“Home the all heretics within his reach, John Wicliffe,

hergsiarch of a doctor of the university of Oxford, had ven

hngland' tured, not merely to call in question the pri

macy of the Roman pontiff, but to cast doubt upon those

special dogmas of Latinism from which the priesthood

drew (so to speak) the breath of sacerdotal life. But

in the case of W'icliffe, as in that of a majority of the

reforming sects, the first alarm—the earliest shock to

the religious conscience—was imparted by the evil lives

of the papal clergy, and perhaps more immediately by

the vices of the monastic orders. Like others of the

same unsophisticated cast of thought, Wiclifi'e was at a

loss to comprehend how the Holy Spirit could select for

its dwelling-place a temple so polluted by venality

and simony as that of Rome; or how its minions and

favourites, who, by their sinful lives, had forfeited all

title to spiritual gifts, could derive ministering powers

from the ceremony of ordination. This original impres

sion was strengthened by a close and devout study

of the Scriptures. The contrast which the doctrine and

practice of the Lord and his disciples presented to that

of the bishop of Rome and his pupils, became more and

more striking. The cause of the mischief appeared in

a great degree attributable to the open, the almost un

bounded, license extended to saint, relic, and image
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worship—to the theory of transubstantiation, and the

practice of the confessional. VViclifi'e believed the root

of these perversions to lie in the unscriptural absolutism

of the Roman pontiff, and the indefensible closing of

the only door to religious knowledge—the holy Scrip

tures—against the laity. His scepticism gradually ex

tended to the whole mass ofthe Latin traditions wherever

they were found to depart from, to add to, or to vary

the plain meaning of the word of God. The direction

of thought and feeling which the observations and studies

of the English reformer had taken was in most respects

identical with that which the like impressions had sug

gested to the minds of William of Occam, Marsilius of

adua, Dulcinus, and the Albigensian innovators of

Germany and Italy; so that, though the religious move

ment to which he gave the first impulse in England

appeared to be independent and spontaneous, yet the

unanimity with which these objectors hit upon the

same blots in the papal scheme is all the more remark

able even ifwe discard the idea of an intercommunication

of plan and opinions. The disorders and corruptions of

the Latin church formed in all these cases the earliest

subject of protest—the first ground upon which the I

reformers took their stand in the progress of their as

saults upon the papal scheme both in respect of doc

trine and church-government. That the speculations

into which even the most honest and sincere of the

adversaries of Latinism were led should have produced

divergences of opinion, and even errors and mistakes,

was the natural consequence of emancipation from a

oke under which the natural exercise of the moral and

mtellectual faculties was proscribed, and was even con

strued into an inexpiable crime.°

Three years before the great schism caused by the

double election of Urban VI. and ClementVII., Jerome of

and while Wiclifl'e was undermining the papal Fragile and

authority in England, there was born at the ‘Mm Huss'

village of Hussinetz, in Bohemia, a person who in after

° In Dr. Pauli's History of England find an interesting synopsis of the life

(vol. iv. pp. 688-698) the reader will and opinions of Wiolifle.
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life turned out a no less formidable adversary of Rome.f

Among other eager students whose thirst for knowledge

impelled them to visit the then famous university of

Paris, was a Bohemian layman of gentle birth, Jerome,

surnamed “of Prague” from his birthplace. This per

son was by some few years junior to Huss. On a visit

to England—probably to Oxford, which shared the cele

brity of Paris—Jerome had studied and adopted the

opinions of Wiclifi'e, and on his return to his native land

had communicated them to his friend Huss, and, in con—

junction with him, taught them from the professorial

chair in the university of Prague.g This movement in

Bohemia and the neighbouring kingdom of Poland had

been—as already mentioned—set on foot by canon

Mileczius of Prague, with a. success which had alarmed

pope Gregory XI. The soil had, therefore, been in

some degree prepared for the innovations of the re

formers. It must suffice in this place to state that,

under their superintendence, the principles of reforma

tion, initiated by Wiclifi'e, met with a general but pre

mature reception. The seed they had sown did not

come to maturity till a century and a quarter after

wards.

It appears therefore, on the concurrent testimony

_ of the friends and foes of reformation, that

before the close of the fourteenth century a

causes of religious movement, adverse equally to the

“3531? theory and the practice of the dominant hier

archy, had made startling progress over the

whole area of Latin Christendom. It is obvious at the

same time that this movement originated in the ad

mitted corruptions of the priesthood and the dogmatic

despotism of Rome. The reprobation 0f the observers

was stimulated by the newborn spirit of inquiry and

the prevailing taste for dialectic controversy, which,

however superficial, set the hitherto dormant reasoning

powers in motion. Thus it came to pass that the most

' John ofHussinetz,generallyknown birth of Huss.

by the name of John Huss, was born 8 Lenfwnt, Conc. de Constance, tom.

in the year 1373. Wicliife had died i. p. 158.

in 1384, Le. eleven years after the
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honest and zealous adherents of the ruling church had

been foremost in condemning the existing practices of

the clergy and their leaders. The court of Rome had

all along listened with fear and trembling to the com

plaints pouring in from friends and foes alike, and had

strained every nerve to drown the clamour in the blood

of all complainants within its reach. The orthodox

universities of Europe—more especially that of Paris——

had recorded their protest against those moral perver

sities which threatened the dissolution of the church

and the ruin of the hierarchy. But they had taken a

step in advance of this; they had given their coun

tenance to the common opinion of the Christian world,

which pointed to a general council as a controlling tri

bunal to which clergy and laity, popes and princes, were

equally amenable; and to such a council they looked

for the appropriate remedy for the abuses complained

of, and the reformation of the church in its head and

members.

It may be interesting and useful to look back for a

moment to the primary causes of the diseases _

ofthe church which had awakened and alarmed

all both within and without the pale of the

Roman communion. The most general of these causes

is to be sought in the ignorance of the clergy, operat

ing on the still more profound ignorance of the laity.

Education, such as it was, had fallen wholly into the

hands of the former, and had sunk under their aus

pices into a vain repetition of forms impressed on

the memory, without sharpening the intellects or im

proving the morals of their pupils. Religion and

morality were neither thought of nor taught in con

nection with each other further than suited the loose

conceptions and the still looser lives of the teachers.

If such was the character of the education bestowed

upon the masses, that of the clergy themselves differed

only in the amount of matter crammed into their heads,

with equally little encouragement to turn it to any use

ful or profitable purpose. The method of instruction

was altogether servile; the authority of the pedagogue
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and the text-book was rigidly substituted for thought

and criticism; and the love of empty disputation was put

in the place of an earnest search after truth. The pupils

of the great theological colleges were imprisoned within

the narrow barriers of casuistry, thus converting the

battle of the spirit in the cause of truth into a sham

fight for the barren victories of the schools. By this

process the instructors had succeeded in gradually per

verting the whole order and proportions of sin and

crime; attenuating some, and enhancing the guilt of

others, as it suited the temporal interests ofthe church in

dealing out its censures and its beatifications. Teachers

and pupils, clergy and laity, were launched upon the

world with no steady principle, moral or religious, to

guide them in the choice between good and evil; a

state of mind singularly favourable to sacerdotal go

vernment. For thus the laity were prepared to submit

to and sanction the course marked out to them by the

precept and example of their teachers, to adopt their

prejudices and enmities, and to tolerate or imitate their

corruptions without conscientious misgiving.

If such was the primary cause of the evils to a sense

The first of which the church was gradually awakening,

impulse to it may be safely said that the migration of the

"mm' papacy from Rome to Avignon had given a

scope and an impulse to the abuses ofpower such as they

had not expanded to at any previous point oftime. The

popes of Avignon had surrendered themselves as the

simple instruments of the vices and ambitions of the

court of France ; and they in their turn were permitted

to gratify their own cupidity, and that of their con

stituents, at every sacrifice of political justice and moral

rectitude. The more deeply they sank into the mire,

the more bitter their animosity against all who exposed

and rebuked their misdeeds. The brand of heresy—a

word which was understood to include the guilt of every

sin, mortal or venial, in the catalogues of human de

pravity—was ruthlessly stamped upon all who dared to

lay bare the vices of the church and its chiefs. But

to such a state of things there is fortunately a limit.
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VV'th an increased activity in the minds of men, with the

advances of knowledge and civilisation, the religious

sense of the public began to assert its rights. Thus,

While those who contemplated the church-constitution

solely through the dark medium of the follies and vices

of its ministers were ready to cry, “Down with it to

the ground!” they to whom the church was a religion

were equally prepared to call for reformation in its head

and members, as the only refuge from impending ruin.
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A FORMER section of our narrative brought down the

Rome and history of the Roman connection in England

33%33333 to the death of Henry III. In relation to the

Henry III. holy see, the kingdom was described as in a

condition closely resembling that of a satrapy of an

oriental monarchy. As the vassal of the holy see, the

king of England was regarded at Rome as liable to serve

the Pope in his wars, either in person or by such pecu

niary aid as might be deemed a proper equivalent for

such service. He was held bound, in his political capa

city, by the rules of the canon law in all matters in

which the Pope or the clergy might be interested ; and

this notwithstanding any state-law, custom, or privilege

to the contrary. He was, moreover, regarded at Rome

as the executive officer of the holy see, to carry out all

orders, regulations, and administrative acts for the go

vernment of the church the Pope might deem necessary;

more especially to give effect to the general taxes, such
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as tenths, reservations, expectatives, provisions, annates,

first-fruits, and all other dues and duties the Pope might

from time to time think fit to impose ; and for that pur

pose to protect his (the Pope’s) collectors and agents with

the whole civil power of the kingdom.

During the unfortunate reign of Henry III. these

views had been in a great degree brought into Views of

practical operation ;—on the part of the King Pope and

rather as a matter of bargain; on that of the ng'

Pope, as the best mode of remunerating his vassal, and

pocketing the largest possible share of the spoils of

church and state.

But there was a power in the background independ

ent of King and Pope—a power resting on the Th 1 f

ground of national legislation and established E2532;

usage—which, though it might be overborne W’Psgsgh"

for a time, could neither be abrogated nor p '

erased from the memories of the people. The statutes

of Clarendon, Magna Charta in its several editions, the pro

visions of Oxford, and other legislative acts restrictive of

the powers both of crown and Pope, were still fresh in '

the affections of the people, and firmly established in the

doctrine and practice of the ministers of the law. But

as any history of the conflict between canonism and the

law of England, however compendious, would swell

the narrative beyond the bounds which the age and

leisure of the writer permit, it is proposed to enter upon

the subject only to the extent necessary to point out

those elements of national power which enabled the

people of England to check the invasions of foreign

tyranny, and to rebuke the abuses ofcurial ambition and

cupidity. This plan will, at the same time, answer the

purpose of illustrating that process of decline to which,

in the progress of civilisation and education, every de

spotic system of government is naturally exposed. No

kingdom of Christendom had fallen into such profound

disgrace under the yoke of Rome—no realm of the Latin

communion had submitted so patiently to the exhaustive

taxation, to the insolent contempt of its laws and cus

toms, and the impertinent interferences of the holy see
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in its internal government. Yet in none was there a

richer store of legislative principle and provision at

hand to encounter monarchical and sacerdotal encroach

ment. The gradual advances of constitutional govern

ment necessarily involve the simultaneous advance of

civil and religious liberty, and tend to the dissolution

of the ordinary conspiracy between the spiritual and the

temporal despots against the legal and religious rights

of the subject. The kings of England were deluded by

the reiterated assurances of Rome into the belief that no

human laws could operate to restrict the powers con

ferred upon them by God himself for the service of his

church. That they adopted the principle, but occasion

ally forgot the condition, was the necessary consequence

of the irksome services demanded. But these recalci

trations brought no advantage to the subject; and the

people of En land were abandoned to their natural in

telligence an the precepts of established law to work

out their own salvation. The earlier steps in the pro

cess, subsequently to the death of Henry III. down to

the period of the councils of Pisa, Constance, and Basle,

form the subject of the following chapter.

The constitutions of Clarendon represent the state of

Ancient the law in ecclesiastical matters from the Nor

smte-Inw of man period of English history at the latest.

England“ They form a declaratory statute asserting and

roughly defining the rights of the crown and the subject

in reference to the church patronage, and upholding

the indeéiendence of both as against any foreign power.“

Magna harta establishes a principle of personal liberty

inconsistent with the demands of the canon law upon

the secular government in cases of ecclesiastical offences,

more especially of heresy or rebellion against the holy

see. Accusations of the latter kind were regarded by

the court of Rome as superseding municipal or national

law, and, of course, depriving the accused of the advan

tage of a speedy or a public trial. In all such cases

princes and magistrates were inexorably required to set

‘ See C(Lfll. Pet. book xii. 0. vii. p. 216.
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aside every maxim ofcommon or municipal justice, and

to become themselves the greatest law-breakers.b It

was an unfortunate circumstance that the great charter

of liberties was extorted from king John by an unhappy

alliance with Home; an alliance which began and ended

in the degradation of the crown, and a great extension

of the papal demands upon the services of the state'and

the property, the rights, and liberties of the subject.

Yet it may be observed, that notwithstanding these

encroachments the law of the .land was in no Antagonism

wise compromised. There was no alliance be- of law_and

tween the national legislation and the law of cammsm'

Rome. All that can be said is, that the practice of our

laws was impeded and obscuredbythe effortsofthe canon

ists to reduce it to submission under, or to render it an

cillary to, the Roman canons. To some extent indeed

they were successful ; still, whenever any abuse became

intolerable, a legal principle was at hand to strengthen

remonstrance, and to save the law of the land from a

contaminating association with canonism.° Thus at, the

council of Lyons in 1245, Henry III. presented a strong

remonstrance to pope Innocent IV. against the crying

abuse of appeals to Rome, and alleging the law of the

land against the unlicensed intrusion of papal legates

into the kingdom. This abuse was not provided against

by Magna Charta; but Edward I. revived the law as it

stood under the constitutions of Clarendon ;d that is, it

took away all jurisdiction but that of the common law

of the church of England in ecclesiastical suits. But at

Rome no secular statute or custom was ever allowed to

avail in derogation of the “

testatis.”

plenitudo ecclesiasticaa po

The practice of prior popes—more especially

b Conf. artt. 3840 of Magma Charts,

Rynwr'a Feeders, tom. i. Rot. Par]. 141.

° It need not be denied that some

distinctions both of the canon and

Roman law had found favour with

the legislators and lawyers of the day ;

but they were introduced rather for

the purpose of defining the boundaries

of ecclesiastical and secular law than

with a view to give the former any

advantage over the latter.

‘1 If the insertion of a clause for

bidding appeals to Rome had been

attempted to be inserted in Magma

Charta, the barons would at once have

forfeited the sympathy of Rome. But

they were mistaken in believing that

they could command the like sympa

thy against the vassal- as against the

rebel-king.
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that of Gregory IX.°—was pursued by his successors

with unabated rigour; all forms of election were set

aside ; and the court of Rome continued in various ways

and forms to give away the richest benefices in the king

dom to its own foreign favourites and dependents.

We may here recall to the memory of the reader a

The pallium,notieeable expedient of the church of Rome

cpnfirma- to break the neck of resistance on the part of

tlon'fees' the superior clergy, and to bring them bound

hand and foot to the footstool of the pontifi'. The

invention of the pallium,f a very ancient symbol of the

metropolitan dignity, was made subservient to that pur

pose. Though originally it had no other significance

than that of a cordial union and brotherly love between

the supreme and the inferior dignitaries of the church,

it became in process of time, and in keeping with the

uniform policy of Rome, an essential element in the

title of the metropolitan prelate—a mode of conveying

such a share of the plenitude of the apostolic authority

residing in the see of Peter as was deemed essential to

the canonical exercise of the archiepiscopal function.

Since the Conquest, every archbishop of Canterbury or

York had sued out his pallium from Rome—most fre

quently in person. At a very early periodg the popes

began to annex to the delivery of the pallium a specific

oath of temporal allegiance to the holy see. Within little

more than a century from the Conquest, the same oath

was exacted from all bishops and abbots, in addition to

the money-price usually demanded for the papal confir

mation. The terms of this oath are a verbal transcript

of the oath taken by the feudal vassal to his superior

lord, or by subject to sovereign.h The primitive grants

of the pallium had imposed no personal attendance on

the part of the receiver. But in process of time, not

only were metropolitans, but bishops and abbots, com

° See the hull of Gregory IX. up. 8 The first case on record is that of

Malt. Pam's, pp. 299, 300, with M. Radulphus,archb. of Canterbury, A.D.

Paris's remarks. 1115

' Vide 01th. Pet. book iii. c. " . '- 1" it. P ' d.W tts .349.219, 220. " pp a am’ e a ’ p
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pelled, under grievous penalties spiritual and temporal, -

to appear before the Pope in person to sue for confir

mation; and with that view several severe canons were

enacted in the great Latin councils of 1215 and 1245.i

These ordinances answered the double purpose of ex

tending the papal jurisdiction, and enriching the camera

by an organised system of assessment and collection.

Thus, under the careful nursing of the canonists,

the papacy was fast growing into maturity“),ipredatiom

and assuming the attributes of a. temporalupon church

sovereignty, with a territorial revenue com- pmpmy'

mensurate and coextensive with its spiritual dominion.

This end was to be accomplished by the systematic

disparagement and subjugation of the metropolitanjuris

diction; by fettering archbishops and bishops with an

oath offealty inconsistent with their temporal allegiance ;

by removing abbots, priors, and conventual establish

ments generally from episcopal control; by throwing

perpetual impediments in the way of the common law

of the church through the intervention of “legates a

latere,” invested with powers issuing directly out of the

“ plcnitude of ecclesiastical power,” and superseding all

other authority; but more effectually still by taking

advantage of the internal distempers of the state. By

arraying king against nobles, and nobles against king,

the court of Rome had succeeded, first, in wresting in

vestitures out of the hands of the sovereigns of her com

munion, and afterwards in appropriating all the richest

and most important benefices in England as in other

European kingdoms.

The earliest financial claim of Rome upon England

was based upon the payment of “Peter’s- Financial

,, . .
pence. This payment arose 1n the Saxon schemepf

era, and was regarded strictly as an eleemo- $8533.

synary offering from the monarch and his

subjects for the benefit of their souls.-i Some of the

earlier English writers described this contribution to

l The general council of the Lateran qui Anglice dicitur Romescot." Sa

(1215), and that of Lyons (1245). vile, p. 603.

I See Hovarien “ De denario 8. Petri,
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the necessities of the spiritual mother as the “ tributum

S. Petri.” The canonists improved upon the idea sug

gested by this designation, and contended that the pay

ment implied an acknowledgment by king and people

that he and the were “ tributarii -S. Petro et ejus

successoribus.”k I‘he antiquity of the payment, the un

frequent interruptions never amounting to a denial of the

charitable obligation, connected with the positive sur

render of his crown by king John, might furnish a case

for argument; especially upon canonical principles, in

which the most trivial presumptions of fact or tradition

were habituall substituted for the conclusions of law

and reason. 11 the course of this narrative it has been

shown that upon no principle of national law was king

John empowered to alienate his crown to a foreignprince.

The spirit of the canon law, however, transferred all the

rights of the subject to the sovereign, with a view to the

more easy re-transfer of both under the direct dominion

of the holy see ; and, in fact, after the surrender of king

John the popes found the task of fleecing the new de

pendency much easier than before. The influx of col

lectors and agents of Rome and her favourites became

every year more numerous and burdensome.l England

was regarded by the popes as an ever-open purse. She

was exposed to perpetually-recurring demands upon

her resources for carrying on the private wars of the

pontiffs and the hunting down and ruin of their political

opponents. The churchmen, it is true, were the greatest

sufferers in amount; but inasmuch as full one-third of

the productive lands of the country were in the posses

sion of the clergy, the pressure from above was felt by

all below with even greater severity than by the imme

diate contributors; while the drain of the circulation

1‘ ng/xden, “Historical Vindication

of the Church of England," p. 74.

William of Malmesbury says that the

envoy of Henry I. to Rome in the

cause of Anselm of Canterbury, ac

knowledged “Angliam peculiarem esse

Romanaa ecclesiaa provinciam, et ei

quotannis tributum pensitare." Gu

liel. Malmsb. ap. Savile, p. 226.

1 Thus Matt. Paris, an. 1206. p.

170 : “ Johannes Ferentinus, apost.

sed. legatus veniens in Angliam, enm

que perlustrans, magnum pecunize sum

mam congessit . . . quo facto, sarculis

cum magna. cautela dispositis, et pru

denter commendatis, festiuus viator ad

mare perveniens, Angliam a teth salu

tavit."
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crippled the trade, and impeded the industry of all

classes. In most cases the churches were compelled to

submit; but when the turn of the laity came round, the

popes found that the latter had by no means compre

hended the terms of the surrender; and that they had

in no sense admitted the tributary obligation implied in

that shameful transaction.

But at Rome the precedents established were amply

sufficient for the canonists to work upon. A Joint plan.

bond fide conviction was entertained there that $521530);

England was part and parcel of the patrimony by Pope and

of St. Peter, and the patience of the curia King

was severely tried by the opposition they encountered in

drawing ad libitum upon the purses both of clergy and

laity.m But English law and its ministers took as little

notice of their claims as they of any other law than

their canons and the practice of the camera; and the

pontiffs were driven to irregular—and perhaps on that

account more vexatious—modes of filling their coffers

and satisfying the insatiable cravings of their creatures

and dependents. But inasmuch as at that period of

English history no material obstacle existed to the es

tablishment of an understanding between the King and

the Pope for a participation in the spoils of the church

and the lay patrons, the court of Rome encountered

no serious difficulties in appropriating the lion’s share

of the plunder. Thus, throughout the long reign of

Henry III., the transfer of benefices from king and

patrons to the curia—the extortions for the pallium—

the exorbitant fines for confirmations—the frequent ap

peals, and the expensive journeys to Rome incident to

those proceedings—though they may have led to some

ostensible efforts to pacify the sufferers,—brought with

them no effectual relief.

This system of extortion existed without material

modification throughout the reigns of Ed- Modes of

ward I. and Edward II. With the connivance “Kati”

or participation of the crown, provisions, expectatives,

11' Matt. Paris, an. 1229 and 1240, pp. 304, 305, and 469.

SUP. 00
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reservations, transferred the most lucrative endow

ments to papal nominees.u The popes continued to

levy Peter’s-pence, first-fruits,° annates, or tenths,P un

der the protection of the king. The kingdom swarmed

with the proctors and collectors of the Pope and his

grantees for the assessment and recovery of these im

posts ; generally disbursing a share of the spoil to their

royal accomplice.

But with the reign of Edward III. a better era

Evils, and dawned upon the church and commonwealth

firststeps of England. The publication of papal bulls

toreform' had proved an irksome impediment to the due

administration of justice : excommunications and inter

dicts against princes and ministers of the crown; the

numberless bulls for provisions, reservations, survivor

ships, annuities, and other illegal imposts established in

violation of the common and statute law of the land;

the incursions of proctors and collectors; the practice

of interfering with the ordinary course of government,

and by the device of legates a latere pushing the sove

reign and the primate from the seat they had always

occupied in the ecclesiastical synods of the realm; the

frightful results of the immunity from secular respon

sibility claimed by the canonists for the clergy; and

lastly, the drain of specie out of the country to enrich

the favourites of a foreign court—all these indignities

operated at length to recall the attention of king and

people to the violated laws of the land, and to convince

them of the necessity of preventing the pernicious sys

tem which had grown out of their own superstitions and

discords from overgrowing, and in the end extinguish

ing, their laws and liberties.

" We observe that a “provision” in

technical aoceptation was an annuity

or rent-charge out of any ecclesiastical

estate for the benefit of any dignitary

or client of the holy see. An “ expec

tativc” was an arbitrary assignment of

survivorship to any living or benefice,

whether in the gift of the crown or

private patron. A “reservation” was

a similar invasion of public or private

right without a specific “designatio

personals." so as to keep the benefice

open until it suited the Pope to ap

point to it; the latter taking the re

wmw during vacancy.

° A sum of money equal to the first

ear‘s income in the hands of a new

incumbent.

P Tithes of the annual revenue of

all sees and livings.
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There is no principle of the old common law of Eng

land clearer than that no papal bull could be G _

brought into the country without the express

permission of the sovereign.cl Edward I. was giggi

with difficulty persuaded to spare the life of a '

person who had ventured to introduce a bull calculated

to create disaffection in the kingdom. His grandson,

Edward III., put to death several persons for the like

offence.r In the reign of the latter of these rinces

the complaints of papal extortion had—as in Trance

and Germany—become louder and more clamorous.

Among the lists of grievances exhibited in the rolls of

parliament under that king, none appears more fre

quently than that of papal ‘ provisions.’ The king

himself became indignant at the surreptitious abstrac

tion of presentations and advowsons which had been at

all times, and still were, the legal property of the crown.

In the sixteenth year of his reign he addressed a noti

fication to pope Clement VI. (of Avignon), that it was

the law and custom of England that all elections to va

cant sees should take place with the consent and in the

presence of the king. In the parliament of the twenty

fifth year of his reign the commons condemned papal pro

visions as an unlawful impost; they complained to the

king that the court of Rome had, by illegal bulls for

such imposts, as also by reservations and other devices

of the same character, contrived to appropriate all the

richest abbeys and priories, all the prebends of cathedral

and collegiate churches, and all the best benefices in the

kingdom.“ This remonstrance produced the first statute

of “ provisors.”t Thepreamble recites that the Pope

had “ accroached” to himself not only the presentation

to, but the sovereign lordship over, bishoprics, abbeys,

priories, benefices, and religious foundations of all kinds:

'1 See the proceedings against the ' Twyaden,p. 67; Wakingham, Hist.

bishops of Norwich and London for Angl. an. 1358, p. 145, ap. Camden,

interdicting the lands of Hugh earl of Anglia, 8w. p. 522, ed. Frankf. 1602.

Chester, in obedience to abull of pope ' Ilnt. Purl. 25th Ed. III., ed. Re

Alexander III. (1164), in contempt of cord Comm. ii. p. 228.

the constitutions of Clarendon. Matt. ‘ It is annexed to the roll, ibid. p.

Pam's, pp. 86, 87. 232.
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that he had given and granted the same to aliens not

domiciled in the country, and to cardinals who could

not reside there, in the same manner and as fully as if

he were in rightful possession of the patronage and ad

vowsons of the said dignities and benefices, contrary to

the law of England, and to the damage of the rightful

proprietors; in such wise that, if such practices be al

lowed to prevail, there will not remain a single living in

England which by such devices shall not have fallen

into the hands of aliens and strangers, against the inten

tion of the founders, to the ruin of the church of Eng

land, the disinherison of the king and his heirs, as well

as of the nobility, the patrons’ and founder’s kin; to the

scandal and overthrow ofthe law andpractices ofthe realm,

the great damage of souls, and the ultimate ruin of the

kingdom.” It was accordingly enacted that the chapters

of cathedrals, abbeys, and collegiate churches shall in

all cases apply to the crown for a congé d’élire, and

present the clerk of their choice to the king for his ap

proval.

Subsequent statutes were passed in parz' materizi

system of in the 27 and 28 Edward 111.; but in all these

licenses, enactments there was one fatal blot. The king

Pitriltimzlftf could not afford to part with his share of the

p ' plunder of the church. The power to legalise

papal bulls by his license remained unchanged in his

hands. He was still enabled to carry his patronage to

market ; the Pope was a willing purchaser at wholesale

prices ; and whatever the financial advantage to the

crown, the subject derived little or no relief from the

statutes of provisors. It is true that Edward 111. had

come to an understanding with pope Gregory XI.“ that

no reservations should be made in England; but this

concordat led to no diminution in the numbers of proc

tors and foreign collectors who haunted the land. The

parliament therefore petitioned the king to send that

host of marauders out of the country, and to forbid

both Pope and cardinals to maintain proctors or col

" He sat from 1370 to 1378. He re- Avignon back to Rome.

moved the seat of the papacy from
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lectors in England upon pain of life and limb to all

who should be found acting in that capacity.v The

petition sets forth the evils consequent upon the papal

encroachments upon the rights of the crown and the

people in terms of the severest reprobation. It recites

the origin of the endowments of the church of England,

and the privileges of patronage by law annexed to these

gratuitous benefactions, then amounting to more than

one third part of the kingdom. As long, they said, as

the elections remained in the hands of the kings and

benefactors, the revenues were applied—as they were

intended to be—to the maintenance of the public wor

ship, the repairs of the churches, in charity and alms

giving; those revenues, instead of being squandered

abroad, were expended where they arose, and made to

contribute to the promotion of trade and agriculture:

but when those good customs were set aside by the

Popes, the kingdom fell into all manner of adversities,

so that in the end there remained scarcely one third part

of the population or the wealth it once possessed. The

court of Rome, they declared, had so subtlely, by little

and little, advancing from less to more, in process of

time drawn to itself the collation to bishoprics, abbeys,

dignities, livings, and other benefices, that now the in

comes derived from them amounted to more than five

times the revenues of the crown ; of these revenues the

Pope contrived by various modes and managements to

obtain a large share: thus, for every benefice so given

away, he reserved to himself a tax or sum of money out

of the proceeds, in such wise that if a bishop die before

the payment of the sum assessed, that sum is levied,

together with a second, upon the successor: then again,

with a view to make a pretext for more taxings, the

Pope, by means of translations, makes two or three

vacancies out of one translation, levying a separate tax

on each occasion; so that when a bishop has got his

bulls, he often finds himself so much in debt, that he.

is obliged to cut down the woods of his see, to bor

row at interest, to levy aids upon his poor tenantry,

' Twysden, pp. 62, 64- ; 50th Ed. III.
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and subsidies from his clergy, to pay his debt to the

Po e.w
pKing Edward III., however, died in the year follow

Riohmd ing this presentment. Within four years of his

promises death (3dRich. II.) the commons repeated their

"hef' remonstrances. The enactments of the pre

ceding reign, they said, had resulted in no real benefit

to the country; the reigning pope Urban VI.x had

granted priories and benefices in England to alien car

dinals, the proceeds of which were carried out of the

country; that he had sold reservations and expec

tancies to other aliens, as well as rent-charges upon the

revenues of English benefices by way of provision for

non-resident incumbents. The reply of the king to

this presentment did not fully answer the expectations

of the commons. Richard II. promised that no foreign

agents or collectors in the employment of the Pope

should be permitted; that no more money should be

remitted to the alien beneficiaries; and that all persons

convicted of disturbing the presentees of legitimate

patrons should be at the king’s mercy till they should

have made due fine and redemption to the king, and

compensation to the party injured.y

But the prodigal and needy prince could not afford

Further pm to part with the share of church plunder he

sentmentsto was allowed to enjoy. The evil of licenses

Rmhud 11' was unabated ; and in the seventh year of his

reign a remonstrance similar to the foregoing was ad

dressed to the king in parliament. In reply to this

presentment, Richard desired the commons not to mo

lest him further with petitions on the subject of licenses,

but promised for the future to be more circumspect in

granting them.z The evil had attained to vast propor

tions during the reign of Henry III. Within the three

following reigns there had been no diminution in the

“' Rot. Purl. 50th Ed. III., n. 94, * England adheredtoUrban against

Records, ii. The petition goes on to his rival Clement VII.

espose the vile traffic in benefiees, pro- Y Rut. Parl. v01. iii. p. 8?, col. i.

Visions, reservations, &c. of the cor- l lbid. 7 Rich. II. n. 54, vol. iii. p.

rupt court of Avignon, as carried on by 163.

papal brokers, usurers, proctors, kc.
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amount of money sent out of the country, or appro

priated by the crown under favour of licenses. So late

as the last year but one of the reign of Edward III.

(A.D. 135'6), the commons complained that the drain

of money arising out of this abuse was greater than the

cost of all that prince’s wars. They alleged that the

Pope’s collector, besides maintaining a state equal to

that of royal duke, sent 20,000 marks to Rome for pro

curation of abbeys, priories, first-fruits, &c., and as

much more to cardinals and other foreign clerks bene

ficed in England ; besides what was remitted to English

clerks residing at the court of Rome, to solicit the

affairs of their clientsland principals at home. Certain

cardinals, they said, though notorious enemies of the

king and kingdom, had procured expectancies to several

benefices in the provinces both of Canterbury and York;

and that the Pope’s collector, besides living upon the

people’s money, was in fact a mere spy to pry into the

secrets of the state, and to report all vacancies in the

church to the curia, with instructions to ascertain the

rack-rents upon oath, whereby they were enabled to

raise them beyond the customary valuations, and thus

to increase and facilitate the collection of the first-fruits

of all the dignities and livings in the kingdom. On

these grounds they petitioned the king to send all

foreign clerks and incumbents out of the kingdom, and

to prohibit his native subjects from acting without the

royal license as proctors, attorneys, or farmers to any

alien, upon pain of life and member, forfeiture of goods

and chattels, and of being dealt with as common bar

rators and robbers.a

Throughout the reign of the feeble Richard II. the

public discontent went on increasing. In the

tenth year of his reign—the ninth of Urban Fgrffiftjgt"

VL—the king inhibited the newly-elected munii'e."

abbot of St. Augustin of Canterbury from

- going to Rome for confirmation. The abbot made his

“ Rot. Purl. 51 Ed. III. 11. 36, Rec. the 3 and 5 Rich. II. Rut. Pwrl. pp.

Comm. vol. ii. p. 367 ; and see in pari 124, 125.

mater-id the petitions of 1 Rich. II. and
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excuses to the Pope on that ground. Urban laconi

cally replied, “ Your king commands you to stay away;

I command you to come.” It was at the same time

intimated to him that there were substantial objections

to his election. To encounter these, the abbot dis

obeyed his temporal, in deference to his spiritual supe

rior, and went to Rome, where, under various pretexts,

he was detained for three whole years. But, as if

this insult had filled the measure of papal contempts,

the statute of the 13th Rich. II. was passed, which de

nounced the penalty of “ praemunire,”—perpetual im

prisonment, forfeiture of life and limb, lands and tene

ments, goods and chattels, and to be at the king’s

mercy,—against all persons convicted of bringing into

the kingdom, after the 20th of January 1389, any bull

from the Pope for conferring dignity or benefice in

England, or serving any summons or sentence of ex

communication for disobeying such bulls.b

The vagueness and ambiguity of this statute led to

S the more specific law of the 16th Rich. II.
econd sta

tute of c. 5, now generally known as “the statute of

"13:53,"- {rwmum'ref’ restoring the jurisdiction of the

' ing’s courts in all questions of advowsons,

presentations, and the temporal incidents of ecclesias

tical estate and dignity; and it recites, that whereas

the Pope hath frequently awarded processes and sen

tences of excommunication against prelates and others

for executing judgments given in the king’s courts, and

hath assumed power to cite prelates and others out of

the realm, and to translate them from one see or benefice

to another, to the detriment and danger of the royal

prerogative, &c.; it is enacted that any person whatever

purchasing or suing out, or causing to be purchased or

sued out, at the court of Rome or elsewhere, any such

citation, process, sentence of excommunication, bull,

instrument, or other writing, bringing the same into

the kingdom, or receiving or making notification, or

d6ing any act in execution thereof within or without

b Rut. Parl. 13 Rich. II. n. 2, 3, Bee. Comm. vol. ii. p. 266.
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the realm; such persons, their notaries, proctors, main

tainers, abettors, and counsellors shall be put out of

the king’s protection; their lands, tenements, and goods

shall be forfeited to the king, and their bodies shall be

attached and brought before the king in council; and

that thereupon process be awarded against them by writ

of “praamum're facias,” in manner as it is ordained in

the statute of provisors (25th Edw. III.) and other

statutes against those who act in derogation of the

royal crown and dignit '.°

But this statute appears to have been passed with

the view rather to protect the rights of the Defects of

crown than to secure those of the subject.d these m

The king was San at liberty to make the best 52:33.0?5;

bargain he could with the Pope; and inas- “bum

much as the constitutional powers of taxing themselves

was in the hands of the clergy, the court of Rome had

only to assess the amount, and to come to terms with

the crown, to secure the assent or connivance of the

latter, and to carry off its share of the plunder.e The

fact is pretty clear that neither the statute of “pro

visors” nor that of “ prmmunire” stood materially in the

wa of this fraudulent practice. Though foreign agents

an collectors might be objected to, the trick could

be performed as cleverly, and even more conveniently,

through native agents. Since their emancipation

from direct feudal dependence upon the papacy, the

kings of England had carried on the game with re

markable dexterity. Whenever they found the court

of Rome diflicult to deal with, they threw themselves

back upon the common law. They declined, for in

stance, to exempt the clergy from the jurisdiction of

the curia regis. But as no consideration drew closer

the bond of union between them and the court of Rome

than their arrogatcd exemption from secular jurisdic

° Statutes at Large, vol. ii. p. 85. ° Contrary to the statute of “ pro

“ It is observable that those charges visors" (25 Ed. 111.), Richard II. de

which pressed most severely upon the olined the petition of the commons to

beneficiaries,such as confirmations,an- send the Pope‘s collector out of the

notes, first—fruits, 810. are not touched kingdom. Rut. Parl. 13 Rich. II. p.

upon. 270.
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tion, the kings were enabled to play off their preroga

tive against the Pope by impeding communication with

Rome, and visiting disobedience through the instrumen

tality of their own courts. Under these circumstances

it was not difficult to arrive at a general understanding;

a share of the plunder was better than nothing; and

the evil continued unabated till the accession of the

house of Lancaster to the English throne.

All this time the special grievance complained of

R was the still subsisting evasion of the law by
eformetory . . . .

statutes of the licensed or unlicensed introductlon of pa

He'fieInv-“d pal bulls into the country. In the reign of

Henry IV. the court of Rome was found to

have taken advantage of the weakness of the kingdom

under the improvident Richard II. to commit serious in

roads on the patronage of the crown as well as on that

of private patrons and incumbents. Under colour of

the visitatorial jurisdiction, the popes had quashed the

appointments of the king, no less than those of his sub

jects, and vested their own nominees for their personal

benefit, or that of courtiers and favourites. In the ninth

year of Henry IV. a statute was therefore passedf invali

dating all such proceedings, and confirming the appoint

ments of the rightful patrons. Again, in the third year

of Henry V. a remarkable act of parliament was passed,

showing that neither the crown nor the legislature had

thought of relinquishing those general powers of eccle

siastical superintendence with which the law of the land

had clothed them. It was thereby provided that dur

ing the then vacancy of the holy see,g all archbishop

rics, bishoprics, abbeys, &c. within the king’s preroga

tive of appointment, as well as all livings or benefices

in that of private patrons, should be good in law with

out the papal confirmation. The 3d Henry V. c. 4, at

length took away the pernicious power of granting

licenses; and it was thereby enacted that no licenses

for provisions should be available against any clerk

' Rut. Purl. 9 Hen. IV. pp. 614, 615. great schism in the Latin church.

8 In the twenty-fourth year of the
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then possessed of a benefice, and that all such instru

ments antecedently issued should be deemed void and

of non-effect. From this period the nuisances of provi

sions and reservations were legally, if not always prac

tically, got rid of.

Adverting to a distinction, familiar to the Roman

canonists, between the internal and external Jurisdiction

jurisdiction in the government ofthe church,h Qf thelkilgs

there is good evidence that the kings of Eng

land believed themselves invested with the *8"

latter power, with a view to the preservation of the

legal rights of crown and subject from injury, whether

proceeding from the clergy within or the laity without.

The form of the king’s writ for the convocation of par

liament takes for grantedi that the state and defence

of the church is at least as much within the duty and

prerogative of the monarch as the regulation of the

affairs ofthe state. Thus an orthodox parliament in the

reign of Richard 11. presented a petition to the king to

take immediate steps for the suppression of Lollardy.

Acting upon this admonition, the king commanded

archbishops and bishops diligently to inquire into and

punish the presumed heretics, to search for and burn

their books, and to commit their persons to prison, there

to abide the proper canonical adjudication upon the na

ture of their doctrines. A similar petition, presented by

the commons, fourteen years afterwards, to Henry IV.,

very plainly shows that they regarded the king as the

constitutional guardian and visitor of the church, with

powers not only to watch over the working of the eccle

siastical machine, but to rectify its irregularities, and

to restrict it within the limits of established law and

and to defend the ecclesiastical system

from all encroachment or injury both

from within and from without.

‘1 Bellarmine, “ De Pontifice Ro

mano," lib. iv. 0. 22. According to

this celebrated canonist, the internal

jurisdiction comprises ritual, preach

ing, instruction, and discipline; the

external jurisdiction embraces the right

and the obligation to execute the or

dinances of the church within the

above limits; to watch over the per

formance of their duty by the clergy ;

l The ancient parliaments were sum

moned “pro quibusdam arduis et ur

gentibus negotiis, statum et defensiv

ncm regni nustri Angliaa et ecclesiw

A uglica Ila: concernentibus." Rot. Parl.

20 Rich. II. n. 1.
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usage, both as it regards doctrine and discipline. In

none of the cases alluded to is any allusion made to

any other authority than that of the crown. The pre

lates of England themselves partook of the general im

pression, and in the second year of Henry IV. petitioned

the king, as of his own royal power and prerogative,

to provide the proper remedy for the disorders, divi

sions, and perils which had crept into the church by

occasion of Lollardy.j '

These powers were claimed as strongl against the

Constitw Pope as against the clergy. he power to

tioqal reme- set the laws in motion, however, had been

les’ 8w appropriated by both; that is, the canon law,

of which they were the exclusive ministers, had been

interposed for the purpose of concentrating both juris

dictions in the hand of their chief. The plenitude of the

apostolic power had been made to swallow up all exter

nal authority, and to convert secular law, prerogative,

and right into mere echoes of the voice of Rome, and

to convert them into the passive instruments for the

execution of her behests. The laity of England had,

however, contracted the habit of resorting to the crown

for redress and protection against the flagrant irregu

larities of the clergy, and of tracing them to the vicious

operation of the canonical tribunals upon the moral cha

racter of the clergy: as when the ecclesiastical courts

oppressed them by exorbitant costs in spiritual causes ;k

or when the pecuniary fines and penalties were unrea

sonably high; or when aggrieved by papal provisions,

or by neglect of duty on the part of the clergy, such

as non-residence, frequency of excommunication and

other arbitrary and illegal proceedings of the spiritual

courts.m Though the pastoral authority of the Pope

was frequently called in aid of that of the crown for

the correction of abuses, yet when their prerogative or

their interests were at stake, the kings rarely scrupled

1 Bot. Parl. 2 Hen. IV. 11. 48. “1 Rot. Parl. 46 Ed. III. 11. 36, 37,

1‘ Ibid. 50 Ed. III. 11. 84, and 1 Rich. 41, 42 ; 17 Rich. II. n. 43 ; 7 H811. IV.

II. n. 8. n. 114; 2 Hen. V. n. 5.

l 25 Ed. III. n. 35.
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to apply the remedy without consulting him. From

these precedents, and man more that might be col

lected from the statutes an text-books of English law,

we arrive at the conclusion that the law of the land

had vested in the crown an independent power to re

dress all abuses in the external government of the

church; as well as to provide a remedy against dissen

sions, scandals, and divisions arising from malpractices

of every kind on the part of either clergy or laity.

It will be seen that in all this there was a wide de

parture from the principles of church-govern- Th t
ment proposed by the canonists, and embodied ooniifzcrtem

in the great scheme of Innocent III. The

Pope, as the supreme arbiter and dispenser of '

all spiritual power, could admit of no secular interven

tion between himself and those upon whom he thought

fit to bestow a share of that spiritual inspiration which

dwelt in him in all the fulness of divinity. The su

preme judge of all causes, civil or criminal, in which

these his responsible ofl‘icers were implicated, or which,

even in the remotest degree, touched upon any religious

interest,“ was compelled by the inexorable logic of

canonism to regard such interventions as a sin against

the visible divinity resident in himself. Attempts of

this kind to share his powers, to shackle his will, to

limit his jurisdiction, or to impede his communications

with his satraps and ministers abroad, fell necessarily

under the several heads of blasphemy, or heresy, or

schism, punishable by temporal and eternal death.

During the whole of the thirteenth century° this '

scheme of government had met with remarkable suc

cesses and as remarkable failures. The great race of

Hohenstauffen had fallen under its deadly assaults.

John of England and his son had bowed the neck to

the yoke; the great emperor Rudolph of Habsburg, and

his successor, had acknowledged dependence on Rome.

In France, indeed, the high spiritual merits of Louis

the Saint had commanded a deference not altogether

" Conf. chap. i. p. 5 of this vol. cent III. AD. 1198, to that of Clement

° Say, from the accession of Inno- V. 4.0. 1305.
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consistent with the severity of canonical principle; but

upon the Whole that principle met with few material

checks till the great conflict between Philip IV. (Le

Bel) and Boniface VIII. brought to pass the fatal mi

gration which ended in the practical downfal of the auto

cratic scheme of Innocent III.

The closer we come down to the era of the Refor

J mation, the greater appears to have been the
ealousy of . . . ,

Roman in. jealousy of papal officials in England. The

“mum, very appearance of a cardinal there startled

the public, and put the government on its

guard. In the reign of Hean VI., the king’s uncle,

Henry bishop of Winchester, ad been raised to the

purple by pope Martin V., and returned to England as

cardinal (A.D. 1431). Having accepted the Pope’s bulls

Without the king’s license, he had incurred the penal

ties ofproemum're, and thought it expedient to petition

parliament for indemnity. Henry V., the brother of

the bishop, was so deeply offended by this contempt of

his authority, that when informed that he had solicited

the dignity, he declared “that he would as 'soon lay

his crown aside as see his brother wear the hat of a

cardinal.” Henry VI., however, did not oppose the in

demnity demanded; but as the bishop was the sworn

servant of a foreign prince, precautions against a divided

allegiance were thought necessary, and the bishop was

not admitted to his birthright as a privy councillor

until he had sworn not to take part or counsel in

any matters or cause in which the Pope or the apos

tolic see should be in any manner interested or con

cerned.p

In the concluding portion of this work we shall not

have to revert again specifically to the history
Progress of . . . ,

administra. of the political connection of the papacy With

England. It will suffice to add here that from
g ' the period of the great schism of 1378, to that

of the Reformation, the influence of Rome in this coun

P But. Pal-l. 8Hen. VI., Rec. Com. vol. iv. 11. 17, p. 338.
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try was on the decline. The competency of canon law

was confined to the spiritual courts ; the limits of eccle

siastical jurisdiction were more strictly defined ; the in

trusion of foreigners upon the privileges of patronage

had become less frequent; and the revenues ofthe church

had flowed out of the country in a greatly diminished

ratio. All idea of a feudal dependence upon Rome had

vanished from the memory of sovereign and subjects

alike; the tribute of king John—ifremembered at all-—

was thought ofonly as a great national disgrace; Peter’s

pence, annates, and first-fruits became the subjects of

legal definition and control, and, though still pa able

to the Roman camera, could no longer be assessed7 and

collected by resident papal extortioners; the exhausting

expenses of personal attendance upon the Pope for con

firmations were practically discontinued; and the pre

rogative of designation to the greater prelacies of the

kingdom preserved to the crown, without permanent or

effectual intervention by the court of Rome, either to re

verse or anticipate the royal nomination. These changes,

though of very gradual growth, brought with them a

great diminution of appeals to Rome; the temporal

estates of the churches fell exclusively under the juris

diction of the civil tribunals ; the statutes of mortmain,

provisors, and praemunire had, on the one hand, effec

tually checked the covetous propensities of the church

men, and on the other, created and kept alive, among

clergy and laity alike, a strong aversion to the vexa

tious interferences of the camera with public and pri

vate rights.

The foregoing statements relate principally to the

history of the papal connection with England and the

English church. We reserve a few more general re

marks upon the decline and fall ofthe Innocentian scheme

of government, as relating to the nations of the Latin

communion generally, for the concluding chapter of this

work. As far as England is concerned, it will be seen

that the elements of a political revolution as between

the church and the civil government were in a state

of active, though silent, fermentation. But the leavcn
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of change, as far as we have hitherto contemplated the

subject, was of a temporal and material nature ; the re

ligious revolution which accompanied the renunciation

of outward connection with Rome may be referred to

a different class of causes, the elucidation of which falls

properly within the task of the ecclesiastical historian.
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Revival of the persecution, and of resistance—Sacerdotal en

croachment, and opposition of Frederic II. . . .

Louis IX. prepares for a. crusade, but is hindered, specially

by the animosities of Innocent IV. and Frederic I]. .
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Popular dissatisfaction at the encroachments 'and corruptions
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combine against the papal abuses, he denounces them

Effect on the King's mind
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Proximate causes of the failure of the papal scheme
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PAPAL GOVERNMENT IN ENGLAND IN THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY.
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1216.

1220.

1225.

1227.

1228.

1234.

1235.

1236.

1242.

1243.

1244.

1245.

[1216 to 1272.]

The policy of Innocent III. in the history of England .

England a vassal state of the Holy See .

} Henry III.

The legate Wala .

Archbishop Langton

The young King recrowned

Pandulf legate—his peculations . .

The Pope and curia against Langton and

The Pope as guardian of the realm, and ofitbe minor

returns from .his detention at Rome—I

the regent De Eurgli

Financial embarrassments of the King . . .

Otto or Otho—Papal demand of donative canonries

Accession of Gregory IX. . . . . . . .

Henry III. remonstrates against the excommunication of

Frederic 11.

Death of Langton—Canonicalelection, and papal interference

Death of his successor archbishop Richard

The Pope intrudes Edmund Riche into the see

Insurrection against papal abuses . . .

of Canterbury

Subsidence of the disturbance . . . . . .

Fall of the patriots Hubert de Burgh and Richard 0f Pem

broke before the

The Pope checks the imprudent proceedings of the bishop

His dismissal ,.

Papal abuses—remonstrances of clergy and laity .

Marriage of Henry III.-—a subsidy granted

the confirmation of Magna Charta . . . . .

published in England, but relinquished—Papal

or raising money . .

A crusade

devices

bishop of Winchester, Peter des Roches

on condition of

Projected general taxation of the churches of EnglandI—Ex-I

communication of the university of Oxford—Demand of

a general subsidy from the clergy refused . .

Modes of raising money resorted to by the legate

Wants of Henry III. for the recovery of his French dominions

-—his abortive attempt . . . . . . .

Innocent IV. pope—his mode of raising money in England .

Frederic II. advises Henry to cast 01f the papal yoke—Ano

ther subsidy granted on confirmation of Magna Charta .

The convocation of Canterbury refuses the papal demands—

Rage of Innocent IV. . . . ‘. . . .

Boniface, in the interests of the Pope, consecrated Archbishop

of Canterbury .

His financial scheme—mefiectiial resistance

Pressure upon Innocent IV. relieved by the new archbisho .

Pope Innocent freed by the death of the Emperor—his bu

with the non-obstante clause—Resistance of Grossetéte

bishop of Lincoln—appearance of the latter at Rome

His continued denunciation of papal abuses . .

The crusade a source of illicit revenue to Pope and King
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1272.
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Convocation and parliament—their conditional grants .

Henry again breaks faith . . . . . .

The consequences of the principles of Innocent III.7 as exhi

bited in England . . . . . . . .

Grossetéte on the Roman pretensio

His last denunciations .

His death . . . . . . . .

The kingdom of Sicily ofiered to prince Edmund . .

Death of Innocent IV., and succession of Alexander IV.

Mode of raising funds against Manfred . . . .

Infatuation of Henry III.—Heavy accumulation of debt——

His bargain with the Pope . . . . . .

Richard earl of Cornwall elected king of the Romans—A

parliament on the Sicilian question . . . . .

The conditions proposed by parliament are rejected by the

Pope—The King resigns the crown of Sicily for his son .

The “ Barons’ War”—causes of its outbreak . . . .

Parliament of Oxford—The Provisions of Oxford .

Pnrport of the Provisions—Impression upon the people

Character and effect of the Provisions of Oxford .

‘ Grievances of the barons, and memorial to the Pope

Wise policy of Alexander IV. .

Incipient schism among the barons . . . . .

Urban IV. absolves Henry from the Provisions—Reference

to Louis IX., who supports the King . . . .

The award of Louis nugatory—Intrigue of the sister queens

of France and England . . . . . . .

Necessity of an appeal to the sword—Outbreak of the Barons’

War—Battle of Lewes . . . . . . .

Simon de Montfort sends to Lewes to bespeak his good of

fices—The messengers are intercepted . . .

The parliament—Growth of national representation

Secessions from the party of the barons .

Defeat and death of Simon de Montfort .

The King absolved from all his oaths . . .

Discontent of the seceders from the barons’ party .

Parliament of Bury St. Edmund's . . . . . .

Replies of the parliament to the demands of the King and

legate . . . . . . . . . .

Reply of the insurgents to the summons of the legate .

Concluding operations of the legate Ottoboni . . ..

Observations on the reign of Henry III. . .

Death of the King . . . . .

CHAPTER VI.

FROM THE DEATH OF CLEMENT IV. TO THE REMOVAL OF THE

PAPACY TO AVIGNON.

[1268 to 1371.]

PART I.

1268 to 1294. To the Accession of Boniface VIII.

The period : its general character, its length .

Relation of the Italian states to the empire .
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Death of Clement IV. . . . . . . .
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He projects the subjugation of the Oriental churches, and pro
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Advantageous position of the Pope . . . . .

He accepts the submission of the emperor Michael (Palaao

logus) of Constantinople . . . . '. . .

Council at Lyons—Ostensible union of the Greek and Latin

churches—Reception of the emperor Michael .

Relative positions of the papacy and the eastern empire

Policy of Michael . . . . . . .

Gregory X. as a reformer of abuses . .

Relations of the papacy to the Germanic empire .

Gregory X. in Spain and Germany . . . . .

Conference between the Pope and the emperor Rudolph of

Habsburg . . . . . . . . . .

Derogatory acknowledgment of the Emperor

Eifect of his cessions . . . . . . .

Prospects of the proposed crusade—Death of Gregory X.

Selfishness of the cardinals—Succession of three popes in one

year: Innocent V., Adrian V., and John XXI. . .

The court of Rome and the crusade . . .

Evanescent prospects of the new crusade . . . .

Death of John XXL; vacancy and compulsory election of

Nicholas III. . . . . . . . . .

Relations with the court of Constantinople .

Insincerity and suspicions of both courts ‘ . . .

Objection of the emperor Rudolph to papal interference

The papacy a military power . . . . .

Reconciliation of Rudolph and Charles I. of Naples
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Charles I. of Naples procures the publication of a crusade

against the Greeks . .
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Giovanni and the Sicilian conspiracy . . . .
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The “Sicilian Vespers"—Peter of Aragon king of Sicily; his

wife Constantia of the house of Hohenstaufien . .

Political consequences . . . . . . . .
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The Pope prohibits the duel . .
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DA"

1285.

1287.

1291.

1292.

1294.

1296.

CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.

Victory of Roger di Loria and the Aragonese

Destitution of Charles I. of Naples . . . .

His death, and death of pe Martin in the same year .

Honorius IV. pope—Death of king Philip III. of France

Difficulties and reforms of Honorius . . . .

Honorius IV. and the Sicilian rebels . . . . .

Edward I. of England mediates peace between the kings of

France and Aragon—Charles II. of Naples is released .

The Pope abrogates the treaty, and absolves Charles II. from

its obligations . . . . . . . . .

Death of Honorius IV.—Interregnum—Accession of Nicholas

Sicilian and Spanish afiairs

England and the papacy . . . . . . .

Acre taken; loss of Palestine. Papal agitation for the re

conquest of the Holy Land . . . . . .

Pope Nicholas IV. and Edward I. of England on the reduc

tion of Scotland . . . . . . .

Nepotism and corruption of Nicholas IV.

Death of Nicholas IV.—long interregnum

Compromise and election of Coelestine V.

His incompetency . . . . . . . . .

King Jayme of Sicily betrays his Sicilian subjects to Charles

II . . .

Triumph of the French partyin the papal court . .

Benedict Gaetano compasses the abdication of Coelestine,

and his own election as Boniface VIII. .

7 PART II.

1294 to 1877. To the Renwval Qf the Papacy to Avignon.

CHAPTER VII.

PONTIFICATE OF BONIFACE VIII.

[1294 to 1303.]

A new era in papal history—Plans of the Pope—his corona

tion—he assumes the crown of Constantine the Great

His character . . . . . . . . .

He imprisons his predecessor Coslestine V., who soon dies

His treatment of Charles II. of Naples . . .

His overtures to the Sicilians are rejected by them

Embassy of the Sicilians to Don Jayme of Aragon .

Further proposals of Boniface to the Sicilians are rejected .

Wrath of the Pope; excommunication of the Sicilians—they

crown Frederic king . . . . . . . .

Boniface offers Sardinia and Corsica to the king of Aragon

(Jayme II.) . . . . . . . .

Result of the alliance between them

Difiiculties of the Pope in Italy . . . .

Gradual change of times and interests . . .

Symptoms of the declining influence of the papacy

State of public opinion . . . . .
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1291

1297.

1296.

1297.

1300.

1300.

1298.

CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.

} Sketch of European affairs—Edward I.

Philip le Bel, his insolence and treachery

War between England and France

League against France . . .

Alarm of Boniface . . . . . .

His successful measures to dissolve the league

Grievances of the Holy See

The bull “ Clericis laicos" .

Character and drift of the bull

Publication of the bull in England

Position of Boniface abroad and at home

Rebellion of the Colonna .

A crusade published against them .

The “ Liber Sextus Decretalium" . . .

Boniface VIII. the advocate of peace . . . . .

Difficulties of a treaty with France—Adoption of the papal

basis . . . . . . . . . . .

Terms and character of the treaty . . . .

Revival of discord between the Pope and Philip IV. .

Boniface VIII. claims Scotland as a fief of the Holy See

His violent policy against Edward I. . . . .

Changes in the relative position of princes and subjects

Rigid policy of Rome . . . . . .

Boniface disregards the signs of the times

Edward I. rejects the papal summons . .

Sicilian affairs—success of the insurgents . . . .

Improving prospects—Institution of the Jubilee—its success

Violent measures of the Pope; their result . . . .

Value of the papal claims to the services of the king of

Aragon . . . . . . . . . .

Expedition of Charles of Valois into Italy—His operations

there . . . . . . . . . . .

His successes . . . . . . . . . .

Position of the papacy with regard to the outlying states of

Christendom . . . . . . . . .

Pope Boniface in the affairs of Hungary . .

State of Germany—Adolphus of Nassau emperor

Albert of Austria and the Pope . . . . . .

Rebellion of Albert—Death of the emperor Adolphus—Rage

of the Pope . . . . . . . . .

Albert defies the Pope, and defeats the great prelates

Mandate of Boniface to the princes of Germany . . .

Approximation of Albert of Austria and Philip le Bel against

the Pope . . . . . . . . . ~ .

Fresh causes of quarrel between Philip and the Pope .

Their final rupture . . . . . .

General and special causes of quarrel

Invective of the bishop of Pamiers . .

Wrath of Boniface—The bull “ Ausculta fili" . . .

The Pope convokes the clergy and laity of France against

the King . . . . . . . . . .

Futile explanations of the Pope . . . . .

Meeting and reply of the States-general of the kingdom .

Remonstrance of the barons, and petition of the clergy of

France to the Pope . . . . . . .
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DATI

1303.

1304.

1305.

CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.

Changes in public interests and opinions adverse to the papacy

Boniface VIII. against the non-intercourse decree . .

Publication of the bull “ Unam sanctam"—its substance and

purport . . . . . . . . . .

Malevolence of the Pope ; retaliatory measures of the King .

Boniface proposes terms of reconciliation to the King .

Reiterated remonstrances of the French clergy

Reconciliation of the Pope with Albert of Germany

Abject submission of Albert . . . . . .

Albert acknowledges himself a vassal of the Holy See .

Causes of subserviency—Demands of the Pope . .

Philip 1e Bel brands Boniface as usurper and false pope

Retaliation of Boniface . . . . . . .

Conspiracy of \Villiam de Nogaret . . . .

The Pope for two days a prisoner in his palace at Agnani—

He is released, but very shortly afterwards dies .

His character . . . . . . . .

CHAPTER VIII.

MIGRATION OF THE PAPACY.

[1303 to 1314.]

Election of Benedict XI.

Affairs of Sicily . . . . . . . . .

Treaty of peace with Frederic (brother of Jayme II.) ratified

by the Pope . . . . . . . . .

Benedict, and afiairs in Italy . . . . . . .

Thel Popp revokes the edict of Boniface VIII. against Philip

e Be . . . . . . . . .

He endeavours to revive the spirit of the crusade .

His death . . . . . .

State of the papacy

State of the conclave . . . . . . .

Device of the French party in the conclave—Philip 1e Bel

and the archbishop of Bordeaux—Simoniacal and secret

conditions . . . . . .

Election of the archbishop as Clement V.

Disappointment of the Italians .

Character and results of this election . . . . .

Political affairs favourable to the Pope and the king of France

Philip discloses the secret condition against the memory of

Boniface VIII. . . . . . . . .
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The Pope evokes the cause to himself, but the King obtains
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1312.

1314.

CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.

Procrastinating eflorts of the Pope encountered by the King

The Templars delivered into the hands of the Kin . .

Protest, and execution of the victims . . . . .

Defence of Jacques de Molay, grandmaster .

Iniquitous proceedings of the inquisitors . . . .

General character of the proceedings against the Templars .

Protest and demand of seventy-four brethren at Paris .

Their appeal to the Pope . . .

Execution of fifty-four brethren at Paris

General sequestration of the order . .

Council of Vienne ; judicial suppression of the order

Papal decree in the premises . . . . . .

Last moments of Jacques de Molay and his companions

Attempt to execute the hull of suppression in Germany

Confiscated estates of the Templars ; how dealt with . .

The order of St. John of Jerusalem, and the estates of the

Templars . . . . . . . . .

Assassination of Albert of Austria . . . .

Project of Philip le Bel thwarted by the Pope . .

Oaths and professions of Henry VII. as king of the

mans . . . . . . . . . .

Advantages to the papacy in Germany . . . . .

Death of Clement V. and Philip 1e Bel—Expatriation of the

papacy . . . . . . . . . .

Character and administration of Clement V.

His subserviency to Philip .

R0:

CHAPTER Di.

THE POPES OF AVIGNON—FRANCE AND GERMANY—

EMANCIPATION OF THE EMPIRE.

[1314 to 1347. In chapters ix. and x. is sketched the general ac

tion of the papal scheme upon the various political bodies

pertaining to the Latin communion till the dawn of the Re

formation.]

Political position of the papacy at the commencement of the

fourteenth century . . .

Decline of papal influence . . . . . . .
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Political sketch of Italy . . . . . . . .
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Papal doctrine of the relevanc of the empire
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DATE

1 324.

1334.

1336.

1342.

1347.

1314.

1320.

1322.

1334.

1 342.

CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.

PAGE

John XXII. threatens Louis for exercising administrative

powers of empire without authority of the Holy See

Reply of Louis IV. to these menaces . . . . .

John XXII. tempts king Charles IV. of France to aspire to

the empire . . . . . . . . . 408

He repeats and makes absolute the hull of condemnation 408

406

407

Reply of the states of Germany—Declaration of right . 409

Awakening of the Germanic constituency 411

Nature and amount of the German claim . . 412

The court of France encourages the papal encroachments 413

Circumstances favouring encroachments upon the rights of

the empire . . . . . . . . . 414

Political miscalculation—Expedition, and coronation of Louis

IV. as emperor—his appointment of an anti-pope—he has

to leave Rome after four months . . . . 415

Depressed position of Louis . 416

Death of John XXII. . . . . . . 417

Succession of Benedict XII.—Louis proposes to abdicate 417

Franco-papal conspiracy against the empire ; its efiects 418

Controversial publications on either side; the result 419

The diet of Frankfort repudiates the papal pretensions 420

Decrees for the execution of the national protest . 421

Treachery of the French court . . . . 421

Selfish policy of Louis . . . . . . 422

Pope Clement VI. succeeds Benedict XII. . . . . 423

The new Pope and the king of Bohemia in the afifairs of

German . . . . . . . . . 424

Death of Louis IV.—~His reputation and services . 425

Charles IV. (of Luxemburg) emperor . . 426

The Golden Bulk—Emancipation of the empire 426

CHAPTER X.

EXILE OF THE PAPACY.

[1314 to 1319.]

State of France at the death of Philip (IV.) le Bel—Suc

cession . . . . . . . . . . 429

Government of John XXII. ; his superstition 430

The puritan Franciscans ; their heresy . 431

Persecution of the puritans 432

Insurrection of the Pastoureaux 433

Massacre of the Jews . . . . . . 434

Destruction of the Pastoureaux—Conspiracy of the lepers 435

Death of Philip (V.) 1e Long—accession of Charles IV.-In

discriminate persecution . . . . . . . 436

Warfare of John XXII. against the puritan reformers—He

himself falls under suspicion of heresy . . 437

Death of John XXII—his character . . . . 439

Election of Benedict XII—his relations to Louis VI. . 440

Death of Benedict—his relations to England 441

Accession of Clement VI., the slave of France 442

Acquisition of Avignon by the Holy See 444
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DATE PAGE

Extension of the inquisition to the whole of France . . 445

1352. Death of Clement VI.—Succession of Innocent VI. . . 446

Papal mediation between France and England vain . . 447

1356. Battle of Poitiers . . . . . . . . . 447

The free companies . . . . . . . . 448

1360. Treaty of Bretigny . . . . . . . . 448

1362. Innocent VI. succeeded by Urban V. . . . . . 449

The French army paid by the plunder of the Pope . . 450

Successes of cardinal Albornoz in again opening Rome to the

papacy—Dissatisfaction in the court of Avignon . . 450

1367. Urban V. returns to Rome . . . . . . 451

1305—1368. History of the Patrimon-y.

Operations of cardinal Albornoz in the estate of the Church . 452

Condition of the state of the Church in Italy . . . 452
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ERRATA. .

p. 100, lowest marginal note, for division, read diversion.

,, 315, lower ,, ,, Anjou ,, Valois.

,, 453, for 7th May 1342 to the 6th Dec. 1352, read Jan. 1st, 1335, to the 26th

April 1342.

,, 456, line 10 from bottom, read VI. for V.
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